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 HABIT AND MORPHOLOGY OF GEL GROWN NICKEL DOPED
POTASSIUM HYDROGEN TARTRATE SINGLE CRYSTALS

INTRODUCTION
Crystal habit is mostly described in qualitative term
and it is defined as its overall external shape. The
shape results from different rates of growth of its
faces. During the crystallization process, one set of
faces may be induced to grow faster than others of
growth of another set may be retarded. Crystals of
same substance grown by different methods may be
completely dissimilar in appearance even though they
belong to same crystal system.   Crystal habits and
habit modifications of a variety of crystals are
described by Buckly, Muller, Elwell and Scheel,
Burton et al, Chernov, Hartman, Kern and many
others. Despite remarkable advances in this field, the
study of crystal morphology and habit is not outdated
because habit plays a vital role in the growth of large
quality crystals. Now days crystal growers are more
interested in finding explanations for habit
modifications. This paper deals with the habit
modification and the influence of gel parameters on
morphology of NPHT crystals.
EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
The slowest growing faces determine the habit of
crystal. At equilibrium, these faces have the lowest
surface energy but it is apparent that crystal habit is
governed by kinetic rather than equilibrium
considerations.  Various factors such as degrees of

The habit and morphological study of gel grown nickel doped potassium hydrogen tartrate (NPHT) has been
successfully carried out. The morphology of grown crystal is affected by mainly twos parameters: like
concentration of feed solution and the pH of the system. The most common cause of habit changes is the
presence of impurity in the crystallizing solution. Three types of morphologies of nickel doped potassium
hydrogen tartrate are observed.  The results of these observations have been described and discussed.
[Keywords: NPHT, morphology, habit, orthorhombic, bi-prismatic, rhombohedral]

super solution, type of the solvent, pH of the gel
media, presence of impurities etc. affects the habit
of a crystal. Kern  showed that in a number of
experiments many ionic crystals change their habit
when super saturation exceeds a certain critical value.
Wells observed that a change in solvent results in a
change of the crystal habit. Many times pH gel has
considerable influence on growth rate of crystals,
which ultimately changes the crystal habit.  Habit
modifications are also observed that the increase in
temperature fastens the growth rate. The most
common cause of habit changes is the presence of
impurities in crystallizing solution. Habit modification
by impurities is a surface phenomenon. Impurity
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2. Hexagonal first order prism with
rhombohedral edges crystals.
The nucleation of this type of crystal
is usually initiated just below the gel
solution interface and also at the
extreme bottom of the glass test tube.
The morphology of Some of the typical
crystals are shown in Figure 2. Such
types of crystals are almost
transparent.
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3. Bi-prismatic needle crystals.
These type of crystals are nucleated well inside the
gel and extended up to bottom, depending on the feed
solution concentration. They start growing with a
single nucleus with the diffusion of feed solution into
the gel. Initially the growth rate is increases and than
becomes constant after laps of time. The growth of
needle is due to the presence of diffusion field around
the tips of the needle and the crystal grows into the
supersaturated solution whereas the sides of the
crystals are in contact with a largely exhausted
solution. Bi-prismatic needle crystal is illustrated in
Figure 3. The crystals are quite transparent.

DISCUSSION
1. Influence of Gel pH.
The effect of gel pH on the morphology of the grown
crystals is studied by keeping all other gel parameters
constant. Its observed that pH is nearly 3 then the
hexagonal prisms with rhombohedral edges crystals
are grown. If pH is about 4, rods like orthorhombic
disphenoidal crystals are grown and at 5 pH, bi-
prismatic needle crystals are formed.
2. Influence of concentration of feed solution.
By varying the concentration of feed solution (NiCl2

6H
2
O + KCl) and keeping all other parameters

constant the morphology and size of the grown
crystals is studied. It is observed that increasing the
concentration of feed solution increases linear growth
along growth axis for bi-prismatic needle and
orthorhombic disphenoidal crystals. Both the crystals
are transparent and geometrically well defined.
Hexagonal crystals increase in size with the increase
of concentration of feed solution. They become semi-
transparent with increase of concentration of feed
solution.
Crystal habit is governed by the interaction between
surface and the diffusion field. Once the habit is
established, the diffusion field around it will orient
itself to confirm the crystal symmetry and tend to
maintain it. The parameters such as concentration of
feed solution, pH of gel, impurities in the solvent, gel
ageing, temperature, etc. have considerable influences
the crystal morphology. In steady state of
concentration gradients, diffusion rate also becomes
steady which favor the growth of well-defined
crystals. However, slower growth rate along one
direction results in the growth of rod like disphenoidal
crystals. Faster growth rate along growth direction
results in the growth of bi-prismatic needle crystals.
CONCLUSION
Rods like orthorhombic and bi-prismatic crystals are
obtained under different growth conditions.
Transparent hexagonal crystals are obtained. The
growth rate along the growth axis for bi-prismatic
needle and orthorhombic disphenoidal crystals
increases with increasing concentration of feed
solution. Generally crystals are transparent but due
to gel inclusion semi-transparent are resulted.
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CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK OF VEDIC MATHEMATICS IN
RECENT EDUCATION SYSTEM, IN INDIA

Introduction to Vedic Mathematics:
Vedic math was rediscovered from the ancient Indian
scriptures between 1911 and 1918 by Sri Bharati
Krishna Tirthaji (1884-1960), a scholar of Sanskrit,
Mathematics, History and Philosophy. He studied
these ancient texts for years, and after careful
investigation was able to reconstruct a series of
mathematical formulae called sutras.
Bharati Krishna Tirthaji, who was also the former
Shankaracharya (major religious leader) of Puri, India,
delved into the ancient Vedic texts and established
the techniques of this system in his pioneering work -
 Vedic Mathematics (1965), which is considered the
starting point for all work on Vedic math. It is said
that after Bharati Krishna’s original 16 volumes of
work expounding the Vedic system were lost, in his
final years he wrote this single volume, which was
published five years after his death
VEDIC MATHEMATICS SUTRAS
Entire mechanics of Vedic mathematics is based on
16 sutras – formulas Sutras:
1. Ekadhikena Purvena

As the title suggest, my main focus is on “Vedic Mathematics “used in ancient times. The exposition of such
topic is usually brief and the principle result that is summarized becomes pre – requisite for the reminder.
Vedic Mathematics is much more than magical method of fast calculation. While mastery of its simple
sutras – and a little practice – undoubtly enables one to perform mental computations with lightning speed,
what is really fascinating about the subject is hat it springs from what a namely considered religious treatise!
But ours is mechanic universe governed by immutable mathematical laws, where everything functions
according to definite principles.Be that as it may, Vedic mathematics based on hidden rhythms and pattern
bequeathed to us from hoary antiquity will prove to be an valuable aid for every modern human who has to
cope with numbers, weather a school kid, a student preparing for major competitive examination, an engineer,
a beleaguered house wife, or a counter sales man….a magic want to ease the pressure of 21st century
living.This paper outline a proposed education system to develop the kings of Mathematics.

2. Nikhilam Navatascharamam Dashatah
3. Urdhva-tiryagbhyam
4. Paravartya Yojayet
5. Shunyam Samyasamucchaye
6. Anurupye Sunyamanyat
7. Sankalana vyavakalanabhyam
8. Puranaprranabhyam
9. Calana – Kalanabhyam
10. Yavadunam
11. Vyastisamashtih
12. Sheshanynkena Charmena
13. Sopantyadvayamantyam
14. Ekanyunena Purvena
15. Ginitasamucchayah
16. Gunaksamucchayah
Development of Vedic Math
Vedic math was immediately hailed as a new
alternative system of mathematics, when a copy of
the book reached London in the late 1960s. Some
British mathematicians, including Kenneth Williams,
Andrew Nicholas and Jeremy Pickles took interest
in this new system. They extended the introductory
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material of Bharati Krishna’s book, and delivered
lectures on it in London. In 1981, this was collated into
a book entitled Introductory Lectures on Vedic
Mathematics. A few successive trips to India by
Andrew Nicholas between 1981 and 1987, renewed
the interest on Vedic math, and scholars and teachers
in India started taking it seriously.
The Growing Popularity of Vedic Math
Interest in Vedic maths is growing in the field of
education where maths teachers are looking for a
new and better approach to the subject. Even students
at the Indian Institute of Technology (IIT) are said
to be using this ancient technique for quick
calculations. No wonder, a recent Convocation speech
addressed to the students of IIT, Delhi, by Dr. Murli
Manohar Joshi, Indian Minister for Science &
Technology, stressed the significance of Vedic maths,
while pointing out the important contributions
ofancient Indian mathematicians, such as Aryabhatta,
who laid the foundations of algebra, Baudhayan, the
great geometer, and Medhatithi and Madhyatithi, the
saint duo, who formulated the basic framework for
numerals.
Vedic Maths in Schools
Quite a few years ago, St James’ School, London,
and other schools began to teach the Vedic system,
with notable success. Today this remarkable system
is taught in many schools and institutes in India and
abroad, and even to MBA and economics students.
When in 1988, Maharishi Mahesh Yogi brought to
light the marvels of Vedic maths, Maharishi
Schools around the world incorporated it in their
syllabi. At the school in Skelmersdale, Lancashire,
UK, a full course called “The Cosmic Computer”
was written and tested on 11 to 14 year old pupils,
and later published in 1998. According to Mahesh
Yogi, “The sutras of Vedic Mathematics are
the software for the cosmic computer that runs this
universe.”Since 1999, a Delhi-based forum
called International Research Foundation for Vedic
Mathematics and Indian Heritage, which promotes
value-based education, has been organizing lectures
on Vedic maths in various schools in Delhi, including
Cambridge School, Amity International, DAV Public
School, and Tagore International School.

Vedic Math Research
Researches are being undertaken in many areas,
including the effects of learning Vedic maths on
children. A great deal of research is also being done
on how to develop more powerful and easy
applications of the Vedic sutras in geometry, calculus,
and computing. The Vedic Mathematics Research
Group published three new books in 1984, the year
of the centenary of the birth of Sri Bharati Krishna
Tirthaji.
Plus Points
There are obviously many advantages of using a
flexible, refined and efficient mental system like Vedic
math. Pupils can come out of the confinement of the
‘only one correct’ way, and make their own methods
under the Vedic system. Thus, it can induce creativity
in intelligent pupils, while helping slow-learners grasp
the basic concepts of mathematics. A wider use of
Vedic math can undoubtedly generate interest in a
subject that is generally dreaded by children.
Implications for the students:
* Students should devote more time in practicing
Vedic Mathematics.
* Students must relate the questions in Vedic
Mathematics in their lives.
* Students should initiate themselves to develop
certain questions which they can solve mentally.
* Students should playvarious games among 
themselves  related  to Vedic Mathematics so as to
increase their speed and accuracy of mental
calculations.
* Students should regularly practice the short cuts
taught in Vedic Mathematics or Mental Mathematics
so as to get well versed with the sutras and enhance
their quality of Mathematical computation in terms
of speed and accuracy.
* Students should be encouraged to learn more and
more short cuts of Vedic Mathematics so that they
did not have to join extra classes to crack various
competitive exams like NTSE, etc.
Implications for teachers:
* Teacher should teach various tricks to deal with
Vedic Mathematics/ Mental Mathematics questions
in order to break the monotony of the discipline.
Teacher should motivate and encourage the students to 
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do simplecalculations mentally.
* Teacher should learn various tricks through Vedic 
Mathematics and othersupport books.
* Teacher should give daily life examples in the class 
so  that  students  canrelate the questions with the
actual life situation.
* Teacher should use simple language while teaching
Vedic Mathematics.
* Conducive environment should be organised by the
teacher so that effectiveteaching learning can take
place.
* Teacher should motivate the student to participate 
in  Vedic  Mathematicsquizzes.
* Teacher should use various techniques like 
computers  etc.  to  teach Vedic Mathematic to attract
the attention of the learners.
Implications for curriculum developers:
* Separate periods should be there to teach
Vedic Mathematics.
*Various inservice programmes like seminars, work
shops etc.should beorganized with respect to
Vedic Mathematics.
*Handbooks and manuals should be provided to 
the  teachers for  VedicMathematics so that they
can consult them as and when required.
* Practice sessions should be organized to
develop the skill of calculating mentally among
the students.
Conclusion:
This study suggested giving the rise of future
mathematician of the country.It also helps to the
educationist and curriculum developer so far.
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INTRODUCTION :
Mathematics and art have a long historical
relationship. The ancient Egyptians and ancient
Greeks knew about the golden ratio, regarded as an
aesthetically pleasing ratio. They incorporated it and
other mathematical relationships, such as the 3:4:5
triangle, into the design of monuments including
the Great Pyramid, the Parthenon, the Colosseum.
Artists who have been inspired by mathematics and
studied mathematics as a means of complementing
their works include the Greek sculptor Polykleitos,
who prescribed a series of mathematical proportions
for carving the ideal male nude. Renaissance painters
including  Piero della Francesca and Leonardo da
Vinci made use of mathematics in their work. In
modern times, artists like M. C. Escher use
mathematical forms intensively, while new branches
including Penrose tiles and fractal art have been
developed
Overview :
Galileo Galilei in his  Saggiatore wrote that “[The
universe] is written in the language of mathematics,
and its characters are triangles, circles, and other
geometric figures." Artists who strive and seek to
study nature must therefore first fully understand
mathematics. On the other hand, mathematicians
have sought to interpret and analyse art through the
lens of geometry and rationality.
Ancient times :
The Golden Ratio
The Golden Ratio, roughly equal to 1.618, was first
formally introduced  in text by Greek
mathematician Pythagoras and later by Euclid in the
5th century BC. In the fourth century BC, Aristotle
noted its aesthetic properties. Aside from interesting

mathematical properties, geometric shapes derived
from the golden ratio, such as the golden rectangle,
the golden  triangle, and Kepler’s triangle, were
believed to be aesthetically pleasing. As such, many
works of ancient art exhibit and incorporate the golden
ratio in their design. Various authors can discern the
presence of the golden ratio in Egyptian, Summerian
and Greek vases, Chinese pottery, Olmec sculptures,
and Cretan and Mycenaean products from as early
as the late Bronze Age. The prevalence of this special
number in art and architecture even before its formal
discovery by Pythagoras is perhaps evidence of an
instinctive and primal human cognitive preference for
the golden ratio.
Pyramids :
Evidence of mathematical influences in art is present
in the Great Pyramids, built by Egyptian
Pharaoh Khufu and completed in
2560BC.Pyramidologists since the nineteenth century
have noted the presence of the golden ratio in the
design of the ancient monuments. They note that the
length of the base edges range from 755–756 feet
while the height of the structure is 481.4 feet. Working
out the math, the perpendicular bisector of the side
of the pyramid comes out to 612 feet. If we divide
the slant height of the pyramid by half its base length,
we get a ratio of 1.619, less than 1% from the golden
ratio. This would also indicate that half the cross-
section of the Khufu’s pyramid is in fact a Kepler’s
triangle. Debate has broken out between
prominent pyramidologists, including Temple
Bell, Michael Rice, and John Taylor, over whether
the presence of the golden ratio in the pyramids is
due to design or chance. Of note, Rice contends that
experts of Egyptian architecture have argued that
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ancient Egyptian architects have long known about
the existence of the golden ratio. In addition, three
other pyramidologists, Martin Gardner, Herbert
Turnbull, and David Burton contend that:

Herodotus related in one passage that the Egyptian
priests told him that the dimensions of the Great
Pyramid were so chosen that the area of a square
whose side was the height of the great pyramid
equaled the area of the triangle. This passage, if true,
would undeniably prove the intentional presence of
the golden ratio in the pyramids. However, the validity
of this assertion is found to be questionable. Critics
of this golden ratio theory note that it is far more
likely that the original Egyptian architects modeled
the pyramid after the3-4-5 triangle, rather than
the Kepler’s triangle. According to the Rhind
Mathematical Papyrus, an ancient papyrus that is the
best example of Egyptianmath dating back to
the Second Intermediate Period of Egypt, the
Egyptians certainly knew about and used the 3-4-5
triangle extensively in mathematics and architecture.
While Kepler’s triangle has a face angle of 51°49’,
the 3-4-5 triangle has a face angle of 53°8’, very
close to the Kepler’s triangle. Another triangle that is
close is one whose perimeter is 2ð the height such
that the base to hypotenuse ratio is 1:4/ð. With a face
angle of 51°50’, it is also very similar to Kepler’s
triangle. While the exact triangle the Egyptians chose
to design their pyramids after remains unclear, the
fact that the dimensions of pyramids correspond so
strongly to a special right triangle suggest a strong
mathematical influence in the last standing ancient
wonder.
Parthenon :
The Parthenon is a temple dedicated the Greek
goddess Athena, built in the 5th century BC on
the Athenian Acropolis. It is contended that Phidias,

the main Greek sculptor in charge of decorating the
Parthenon, also knew about the golden ratio and its
aesthetic properties. In fact, the Greek symbol for
the Golden Ratio is named Phi (ö) because
of Phidias. The golden rectangle, a rectangle whose
length to width ratio is the golden ratio and considered
the most pleasing to the eye, is almost omnipresent in
the façade and floor plans of the Parthenon. The
entire façade may be enclosed within a golden
rectangle.The ratio of the length of
a metope and triglyph to the height of the frieze, as
well as the height of the columns and stylobate to the
entire height of the temple is also the golden ratio.
Phidias himself constructed many Parthenon statues
that meticulously embody the golden ratio. Phidias is
also notable for his contributions to the Athena
Parthenos and the Statue of Zeus. As with the
Pyramids however, more recent historians challenge
the purposeful inclusion of the golden ratio in Greek
temples, such as the Parthenon, contending that earlier
studies have purposefully fitted in measurements of
the temple until it conformed to a golden rectangle.
Great Mosque of Kairouan:
The oldest mosque in North Africa is the Great
Mosque of Kairouan (Tunisia), built by Uqba ibn
Nafi in 670 A.D. Boussora and Mazouz’s study of
the mosque dimensions reveals a very consistent
application of the golden ratio in its design. Boussora
and Mazouz contend: The geometric technique of
construction of the golden section seems to have
determined the major decisions of the spatial
organisation. The golden section appears repeatedly
in some part of the building measurements. It is found
in the overall proportion of the plan and in the
dimensioning of the prayer space, the court and the
minaret. The existence of the golden section in some
parts of Kairouan mosque indicates that the elements
designed and generated with this principle may have
been realised at the same period. Because of urban
constraints, the mosque floor plan is not a perfect
rectangle. Even so, for example, the division of the
courtyard and prayer hall is almost a perfect golden
ratio.
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Polykleitos :
Polykleitos the elder  was a Greek sculptor from the
school of Argos, and a contemporary of Phidias. His
works and statues consisted mainly of bronze and
were of athletes. According to the
mathematician Xenocrates, Polykleitos is ranked as
one of the most important sculptors of Classical
antiquity for his work on theDoryphorus and the
statue of Hera in the Hera ion of Argos. While his
sculptures may not be as famous as those of Phidias,
he is better known for his approach towards sculpture.
In the Canon of Polykleitos, a treatise he wrote
designed to document the
“perfect” anatomical proportions of the male nude,
Polycleitus gives us a mathematical approach
towards sculpturing the human body. The influence
of the Canon of Polycleitus is immense both
in Classical Greek, Roman,
and Renaissance sculpture, with many sculptors after
him following Polykleitos’ prescription. While none
of Polycleitus   original works survive, Roman copies
of his works demonstrate and embody his ideal of
physical perfection and mathematical precision.
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IS ‘E LEARNING AND M LEARNING’ ARE THE EFFECTIVE
EDUCATION SYSTEM FOR UP-COMING EDUCATION SYSTEM

Introduction:
As we are marching towards 22nd century many new
education systems are introduced and we have
mentioned some drawbacks of vacant education
system. Each educationalist always tries to finding
out new education system that may be replaced
instead of vacant education system. This research
do not consider any level of education, it emphasizes
on all the fields of educational systems that includes
our Indian primary, secondary, higher education or
various education system of vast field of education.
What is E Learning?
E-learning is going to become famous and alive with
vast technique in the field of education. Its use
becomes very popular now days. It provides
education through the internet and many computers,
laptop and other hardware. The benefit of e education
provides education at very long distance, in other
words its length is very high. Any one learns using E
Education is called e learning. For E-learning many
web portals are designed and using username and
pass we can start learning.
E-Education was established in 2004 with the aim to
provide reliable and value-added educational
consultancy services to potential students, who want

This research paper focuses on E learning and M Learning technology. This technology is appropriate for
implementing contemporary education system and it will be useful forthcoming education system. It also
illustrates introduction of basic terminology. It emphasis on how to change current education system and
establish quality and utility based education system available in current era. Many IT and Mobile education
systems are innovative systems that may be useful compare to current education system. I think this is the
only way to improve & update education system.
Keyword:  E Learning, M Learning, contemporary education system, prospect education system,
effectiveness of any education system.
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to pursue further education in foreign institutes. The
idea of establishing educational consultancy firm was
initially generated by the fact that educational
consultancy services provided by various consultants
in the country are inadequate and misleading genuine
students who pursue higher education abroad.

What is M Learning?
As the keyword suggests M learning means, learning
through Mobile phones. M learning uses various
mobile phones such as NOKIA, Samsung, Blackberry,
HTC etc. In M learning mobile operating system also
plays important role such as Windows OS or Android
OS. In M learning E education is also important or in
other words we cannot get ‘M Learning’ if ‘E learning’
will not be available.

** S.M. Thathagar
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M-learning technology includes handheld computers,
MP3 players, notebooks, mobile phones and tablets.
M-learning focuses on the mobility of the learner,
interacting with portable technologies, and learning
that reflects a focus on how society and its institutions
can accommodate and support an increasingly mobile
population. There is also a new direction in m-learning
that gives the instructor more mobility and includes
creation of on the spot and in the field learning material
that predominately uses Smartphone using various
software. Presently we find various Mobile
Applications, using which we can get real education.
Contemporary education system:
In INDIA current education system is based on Exam
that may be yearly or semester. In annual system,
exam has been conducted at the end of the year.
The assessment of students’ knowledge so quickly
competed that within a one or two days it comes to
an end. While during online within 1 or more hours it
finishes. It may be variant as per a variety of fields
but existing system is based on current exam system.
Contemporary education system also exercises ‘E-
learning’ concept in limited areas.  For teaching
faculties, in current education system, many modern
education techniques are used while for student we
use limited technology in existing teaching system and
because of those learners or students does like
contemporary education system more and it also does
not contain any interesting technique.
Comparing ‘E-learning and M-Learning’
education system v/s contemporary education:
As each education technique has some or more
drawbacks, current education is disliked by many
educationalists of current age. ‘E learning’ is going
to become famous for new education system but with
parallel Mobile phones has started new revolution in

all education aspects. Mobile phone also provides
learning and it called ‘M-Learning’. Currently all the
learners have mobiles or most of students uses mobile
phones and using mobile phones we can access
Internet which is called E-Learning and many
Smartphone allows to install various mobile application
such as MCQ based education and many other
application for education purpose.
For implementing ‘E Learning and M Learning’ as a
education system, a class 30 students is selected, 15
students have to taught one month and remaining are
taught using internet and all students have assigned
some homework. At the end exam Is taken not only
on paper but their General knowledge IQ is also tested
and we have get the result that students who are
taught using Internet and Mobile Application, their
IQ was high.
Conclusion:
In this research paper contemporary education
system is compared with ‘E-Learning and M-
Learning’ and at the conclusion, researcher puts firm
emphasis on to use E-Learning and M-Learning as
education system for current era.
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AN EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS OF HOMOEOPATHIC MEDICINE
(ARSENIC ALBUM) IN THE GROWTH, DEVELOPMENT AND

DISEASE CAPABILITY IN PLANT (CALENDULA OFFICINALIS)
Introduction
There is a saying that marching ahead is life and
stagnation is death. Homoeopathy as a system of
treatment has progressed remarkably during the last
few decades. Homoeopathic system of medicine is
a system of par excellence. since birth it had lived up
to the challenges and had never succumbed to other
systems of medicines.
The reason behind being the universal acceptance of
the law of similar law that can be implied to anything
which can be termed the living. For centuries the
system and its medicines have been serving as a boon
to the ailing sick. In recent years this pragmatic
system of medicine had been tried in other areas of
life apart from man like in the plants as well lower
animals and had so far given desirable results.
Understanding the significance and need for the hour
I would like to take up this venture of experimenting
the role of homeopathic medicine in the life span of
plants.
Homoeopathic treatment has been found very
effective in domestic and other animals; we shall not
forget the fact that plants sustain life on the earth.
All plants including food crops and cash crop bring
welfare to and therefore the healthy existence of
plants are inevitable crops and also for maintaining
an ecological balance. Though agriculture is our basic
necessity, the abuse of artificial manures and
pesticides has brought about many health hazards to
men and animal. The fertility of the soil is badly
affected so the ecological balance is also affected.
In this context it is highly relevant to probe into an
alternative system of manuring and treatment of plant.
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It is believed that homoeopathic medicine can be a
better substitute to pesticides. For healthy growth of
plants and to improve agricultural producing and also
to be more eco friendly, very little studies have been
conducted in this regarded. So far in the present study
a humble attempt is made to test the extend of
usefulness of homoeopathic medicine in this direction
To serve the purpose the research we shall conducted
experiment of homoeopathic medicine arsenic album
to be administered to the marigold plant (calendula
officinalis).
AIMS & OBJECTIVES
AIM – An experimental analysis of homoeopathic
medicine in the growth, development and disease
capability in plant (calendula officinalis).
OBJECTIVES – To check whether there is any
significant difference in germination, growth and
development of calendula officinalis with different
potencies of the same drug (Ars .Alb).
* To know the effect of homoeopathic medicine (Ars.
Alb) on with standing diseases capability of calendula
officinalis
MATERIAL AND METHODS
Study was carried out at SKH Medical College, Beed,
Maharastra from October 2008 to January 2009
General Principals followed in the  study are :
* All plants were exposed to clear sunlight and well
maintained with the optimum temperature.
* Displacement not allowed after the container has
kept in position to avoid root damage.
* Fair sun and airy position were selected for keeping
the containers.
* Containers kept in position in such a way it should
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not be affected by natural elements or lower animals
· Optimum soil moisture was maintained at the time
of seeding and germination.
· Watering was done once in a day.
· No flammable or toxic materials were kept next or
aside of the plant.
· Chemicals, inorganic fertilizers are not used to
stimulate the plant growth.
· Containers were placed away from toilet or bath
room
· Watering was done with good water (ph 5.8 to 6.2)
· Photographs and Measurement was done on every
08 days
MATERIALS -
* Seeds of African marigold were taken from
government agriculture unit.
* Selection of drug Ars.Alb in various potencies was
taken from famous government approved
pharmaceutical company.
* Study was done by dividing plants in four groups,
each group contain 10 seed. Following groups were
made:
* Control Group
* Arsenic alb 1 M
* Arsenic alb 200
* Arsenic Alb 30
Selection of seeds
Calendula officinalis plant has been selected for my
experiment titled “An experimental analysis of
homoeopathic medicine in the growth, development
and disease capability in plant (calendula officinalis).”
and the seeds for the above said experiment was
purchased from KIRTI agriculture shop, beed.
Selection of Homoeopathic medicine
Arsenic Album drugs with different potency were
purchased from SBL Homoeopathy pharmaceuticals.
Potencies 30,200,1M was experimented.
Selection of soil
The soil for growing Calendula officinalis was fertile,
well-drained but moisture-retentive, with a pH in the
range 5.8-6.2.
The soil selected for this experiment was examined
by Government Horticulture officer with the pH map
of district and certified as 6.2 pH value.

 Equipments required
· Digital camera for showing images of plants on
different time intervals
· Measuring tape 10 feet size & transparent scale
for measuring the growth
· 4 numbers of small plastic cup with 20 ml capacity
· 4 numbers of plastic containers of 10 liters capacity
· Sign boards with different markings
· Arsenic Album drug solution 30,200,1M
· Plastic spray for spraying drugs
· Water as per requirement
Method
I st day
* 20 ml capacity four plastic cup were selected and
viable seeds 10 numbers were soaked in 10 ml of
water
* One drop of Arsenic Album 30 was added to First
plastic cup.
* One drop of Arsenic Album 200 was added to
second plastic cup.
* One drop of Arsenic Album 1M was added to third
plastic cup.
* Fourth plastic cup was selected as control group
and no medicine was added to it.
II nd day
All these four species were taken to four plastic
containers of 10 liters capacity to have clear
conception of homeopathic medicine, which were
filled with three fourth of garden soil.200 ml  of water
has been added to each container on the first day
and 100 ml up to the level of germination.

IIIth day onwards
Water was given to all four group daily as per
requirement to prevent dryness.
For all treated group 10 drops of drug was added
with 500 ml of water and sprayed over each plant
every 10 days till the end of life span.
 DISCUSSION
My experiment was stared initially by putting seeds
of calendula officinalis in the soil after digging 1 cm
deep but due to rail fall I was unable to proceed
further. So, decision was taken to use plastic container
of 10 liter capacity to start the experiment. Experiment
was done at S.K.H. Medical College, Beed.
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After following general rule of experiment and putting
seeds in the plastic container germination was started
on second day in 30 and 1M and on third day in 200
potency group while control group germination was
started on 4th day. Normal period of germination of
calendula is 3 to 19 days. This suggests that use of
drug arsenic alb has beneficial effect on germination
speed.
After 10th days of cropping seeds 2 seeds were
germinated in  30 while 3 seeds where germinated in
200 and control group, highest seeds (5) were
germinated in 1M potency group as shown in Graph
1. This also suggests that 1M potency of arsenic alb
is favoring germination of seeds.
The average height of the treated group at the end of
the study was (110th day) 79.2 cm. Among the treated
group, the group with Arsenic Album 200 had
maximum growth (98.5 cm), while the control group
had only 36.0 cm growth and 1M potency group was
heaving a height of 38.0 cm, this finding may be
because of species of seed which were there in 200
and not due to drug effect.
Group with 30 potency was destroyed between 32 to
40 day because of root damage due to rain fall, which
was evident on examination of root of plant.
The very first bearing of flower was on the 20th day
by arsenic album 30 potency treated group of
container. Bearing of flowering by arsenic album
200,1M, treated groups and control group of container
was between 30 to 40 days. No of flowers were

highest in 1M group (>23). Weight of flowers was 5-
8 gram in 1M potency which was highest among all
groups. In control group it was only 1-2 gm. So drugs
also help in the nourishment and development of
flowers also.
Average number of leaves was highest in 1M potency
(>120) which further document effect of drug on
plant. Surprisingly diameter of 200 potency plant was
reduced on 110 days which may be due to disease in
the plant.
All four groups were affected with the different type
of diseases. Botrytis blight was affecting flowers and
leaves of all 4 group but least present in 1M group.
Leaves were affected - only 6% in case on 1M while
26% in 200 and 30% in control group. Leaves were
affected with bacterial spot and atmospheric lower
of the leaves are cover yellows in colors.
Red spider mite was developed in 30 potency group
and furthermore it was destroyed between 30 - 40
days due to root damage. Mineral disease was
observed in 1M potency in remarkable manner which
may suggest property of drug to help plant to conserve
and absorb more minerals from the soil and due to
excessive presence of mineral it has adverse effect
on the plant.
Observations and Results
1. Rate of Germination & Percentage of Germination

Sr. 

No. 

Container index    Total No of 

seeds 

No of seeds 

germinated               

%of 

germination 

1 Arsenic Album 

30 

10 2 20 

2 Arsenic Album 

200 

10 3 30 

3 Arsenic Album  

1M 

10 5 50 

4 Control  10 3 30 

 

Table 1.1
Germination percentage for treated group and control

(Average 10 days)
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2. Total Height of plant on different time
intervals :-
Average Growth pattern (Height in cm)
The average height of the treated group at the end of
the study was (110th day) 79.2 cm. Among the treated
group, the group with Arsenic Album 200 had
maximum growth (98.5 cm), while the control group
had only 36.0 cm growth.
Height comparison of treated group and control on
different interval

3. Period of flowering on different time
intervals:-
Average number of flowers beard The very first
bearing of flower was on the 20th day by arsenic
album 30 potency treated group of container
 30th Day – 40th day : Bearing of flowering by arsenic
album 200,1M, treated groups and control group  of
container.
All plants in all four containers started flowering at
40th day
4. Capability of Disease withstand:-
Disease withstanding capability :- (In average)
Control Study
Leaves : - 30% of leaves were affected with
bacterial spot and atmospheric lower of the leaves
are cover yellows in colors.
Flowers: - are affected because of the
betraysis fungal infection.
Treated Groups
 In 30 C
Leaves : -  whole plant was destroyed after 40 days
due to rain fall and root damage due to excessive
water.
Flower : -  only spider mite affected.
In 200 C
Leaves : -  Only 26% of leaves were affected with
bacterial spots and fungal infection and spider

mite also seen in this potency
Flowers: -  affected because of environment problem.
1M potency
Leaves :-  6% of leaves were affected mostly and
zn, Mg. affected.
 Flowers : - no any diseases
In leaves (Disease affected)

Plant groups Percentage 
Arsenic Album 30* -- 
Arsenic Album 200 26% 
Arsenic Album  1M 6% 

Control 30% 
 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
Arsenic album 30 C, 200 C, 1 M, has significant effect
on the germination and growth , flowering and disease
resistance  of calendula officinalis plants when
compared to control. It can be summarized as follow:

First Germination   
Arsenic Album 30 And 
1M 

Maximum Germination  Arsenic Album 1M   
Well Spread ,Healthy And Length Of  
Leaf Arsenic Album1m 
First Flowered Group  Arsenic Album 30 
Maximum Number Of Flowers  Arsenic Album 200,1M  

 

From the above study we can come to a conclusion
that, Arsenic Alb  30, 200, 1M, drugs have stimulating
effect on the germination, growth of the plant, flowers
bearing  and disease resistance effect on the calendula
officinalis plant than the control group.
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KSHARSUTRA IN FISTULA IN ANO (BHAGANDARA)

Introduction:   In present era most of person have
disturbed elementary canal due to modern life style.
Which leads to disturbed bowel habits. Constipation,
Frequency of defecation, Piles, Fissures , Fistula in
ano and other anorectal disorders are result of
disturbed elementary canal. Other reasons of
anorectal disorders are bad habits like continuous
standing or sitting posture, spicy diet, mental stress
and irregular dietary and sleeping habits.
Fistula in ano:   Fistula is a tract lined by unhealthy
granulation tissue which opens externally on the skin
around anus and internally in the anus , rectum, vagina
or other organs.
* Fistula – Latin word – Reed,Pipe & Flute
* Fistula is an abnormal communication
 between any two epithelial lined organs.
* It results from an anorectal abscess
* Difficult and Recurrent surgical disease.
BHAGANDARA         Bhaga     -      Bhaj
                                   Daran     -      Dri
*    Bhaga     -    Structures around the guda  including
Yoni & Basti.
*    Darana    -  Tear of surface associated with pain.
 “ASTAMAHAGADA”   - very difficult to cure.
Defination of Bhagandara: Te tu bhaga guda basti
radesh daranachch Bhagandara ituchyate, apakva
Pidika, Pakva Bhagandara  Su.Ni.4/3
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• A lesion which causes in continuity of the skin of
the vaginal, rectal & perineal regions and associated
with tearing pain.
• It is a result of bursting of Bhagandara pidika.
Nidana of Bhagandara :
A. Aharajanya:   Ati Tikta,Katu & Kshaya ras
pradhan, Ati Rksha Guru And vata-pita prakopaka
And Apathya Ahara sevana etc.
B. Viharajanya:  Kathina and Utkatasana,
Pravahana, Ativyavaya, elephant,hourse vehicle
etc.riding,  Bastinetrasangharsh etc.
C. Agantuja:  Truna and Asthishalya, Krumi,
D. Anya:  Arshonidana, Sthaulya(obesity) Etc.
Aetiology of Fistula in Ano:  Crypto  Glandular
infection, Previous Pyogenic Abscess,Legancy of
Anorectal Abscess, Sequel of Anorectal Abscess,
Tuberculosis, Anal fissure, Ulcerative colitis,Crohn’s
disease,Leukemia,Colloid Carcinoma,Foreign body
intrusion,Pelvic inflammation,Trauma,Radiation,
Lymphogranuloma  venerum ,Immunocompromised
state,Infectious dermatitides ,Pelvic inflammation,
Other rectal, obstetrical or gynecological  operations
etc.
Symtomatology:
• Sero purulent discharge
• External opening occluded – Pain & Swelling
• Pruritus ani
• No Bleeding per rectum
• O/E  - Single/Multiple external openings
• Local Inflammation & Induration
• Fistulous tract  felt  between Index finger in rectum
&  thumb        outside perianal skin
• Internal opening felt as a nodule on anorectal wall
Prognosis:  According to Ayurveda Ano-Rectal area
is consider as a vital part.Diseases of this area is
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very painful condition and discomfort to daily routine
life.According to Acharya  Sushruta  Bhagandar-
Fistula in ano is one of the disorder described in Ashta
Mahagada and difficult  to cure. Medications is one
of the treatment for Bhagandara but it has limitations
like less successful, not a permanent solution
Etc.Other option is only operative-surgical treatment.
Management:
A Preventive:  - Nidan parivarjan -Supuration of
Pidika –General and local
B. Curative:   1. Medical:  Local and Systematic
2.Surgical:Purva,Pradhana(fistulotomy,Fistulectomy
etc.) and Paschat karma
3. parasurgical:  Raktamokshana, Agnikarma,
Ksharavarti, Ksharakarma,  and
Ksharasutra
In Ayurveda specially in SUSHRUTA SAMHITA
Shastra and anushastra chikitsa is   described for
Kashtasadhya Vyadhi.If Shastra chikitsa is not
possible, Anushastra – parasurgical treatment is one
of the best for ano-rectal disorders.Acording to
Sushruta KSHARA is one of the Anushstra.
What is KSHARA:   Medicine in alkaline nature
prepared by Ayurvedic drugs like Arka, Apamarga,
Kadali, Palash, Nimb etc.It has excision, incision,
curetting, tridoshaghnatva and special processing
action. Kshara plays an important role in surgical and
para surgical process specially in ano-rectal disorders.
What is KSHARASUTRA:
• Ksharasutra is a thread coated by Kshara.
• History : Not quite a new invention – in 460 B C
Hippocrates had advocated one such method under
the nomenclature of apolinose which had been
developed later by Celsus.
• In 1969 – Roschkehad used Parlon (synthetic)
thread and got 50% result
• P.J.DESHPANDE in B.H.U had used
Ksharasutra for the treatment of Fistula in ano.
Standerdization of Ksharasutra:
• THREAD : Silk pleated, Silk twisted, Synthetic,
cotton or Surgical linen.
• Surgical linen-20  is the best.
• Tensile strength – 5 kg measured by tensiometer.
• PH- Less  then  9.6 measured by PH paper.
• Chromatographically study.

• Study of dispersition.
Preparation of Ksharasutra:
COATINGS : 10 coats of latex of Snuhi

7 coats of Kshara
4 coats of Haridra

Collection of Snuhi Kshira
Coatting

Ksharasutra in Fistula in ano (bhagandara):  A
probe with a Kshrasutra insert in fistulous tract &
ligate both ends of Ksharasutra. Change the
Ksharasutra every week. Continuous the treatment
till whole tract cut through properly.

 Mechanism of  Action:
Snuhi Ksheera – Protiolytic action
Apamarga Kshara – Caustic action
Haridra churna – Antiseptic action
• Continuous drainage of fistulous tract
• Curate the unhealthy granulation tissue
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• Stimulate the healthy granulation tissue
• Effective necrolysis of old fibrous tissue
• Separation of debris & Cleansing the wound
Cutting through tissues & laying the track open
• Unit cutting time:  The time taken by Kshara
sutra to cut one centimeter of fistulous tract in days.
Total no. of days taken for cut through
U.C.T.=   days/cm
Initial length of tract in cm.
Demerits of Surgical treatment:
• Long chain treatment.
• Wound created unusually large scar.
• Proper healing of such a wide wound. Especially in
the ano-rectal region, is not of dangers.
• Contraction of the scar makes the patient very
uncomfortable whenever he/she has to sit for longer
times at a stretch.
•  Loss of sphincter control leads to incontinency of
stool.
• Recurrence rate high.
• Repeated operative procedure reducing
considerably  the chances of good healing.
• Lengthy hospitalization.
• Economically costly.
Benefits of Ksharasutra Therapy:
• Low recurrence rate
• Not produce extensive tissue damage and mutilation
of the part
• Less pain and discomfort
• Routine work possible easily
• Long standing hospitalization not required
• Negligible trauma and sphincter
• Less chances of stool incontinency in future
• Less expendable
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RURAL ENTREPRENEURS: PROBLEMS & REMEDIES TO
SOLVE

More than 75 % person lives in rural area in India. The economic development of our country largely
depends on the development of rural areas and the standard of living of its rural mass. Rural entrepreneur is
one of the most important inputs in the economic development of a country and of regions within the country.
Rural entrepreneur uses the scarce resources in the most efficient manner thereby increasing profits and
decreasing costs. Due to lack of education, majority of rural people are unaware of technological development,
marketing etc. Shortage of finance and raw materials are main problems face by rural entrepreneurs
This paper focuses on the identification of various problems associated with rural entrepreneurship. Suitable
cures have also been discussed to overcome these problems.
Key words: Economic development, Lack of training, Purchasing power, Rural entrepreneur, Rural mass.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Entrepreneurship can play an important role in rural
development. “Entrepreneur means one who creates
a product on his own account, whoever undertakes
on his own an industrial/trading enterprise in which
work men are employed”. If entrepreneurships really
encouraged in rural area it would, of course, be
instrumental in changing the face of rural areas by
solving the problems of unemployment, poverty,
economic disparity, poor utilization of rural capacity,
low level of standard of living .
II. RURAL ENTREPRENEURSHIP AND
DEVELOPMENT OF VILLAGES
Rural entrepreneurship implies entrepreneurship
emerging in rural areas. This means rural
entrepreneurship is synonymous with rural
industrialization. Many examples of successful rural
entrepreneurship can already be found in literature.
Diversification into non-agricultural uses of available
resources such as catering for tourists, blacksmithing,
carpentry, spinning, etc. as well as diversification into
activities other than those solely related to agricultural
usage, for example, the use of resources other than
land such as water, woodlands, buildings, available

skills and local features, all fit into rural
entrepreneurship.
Indian agriculture is characterized by low productivity,
exposure for vagaries of nature like drought, flood,
other natural disasters and weaknesses like mismatch
between agricultural and cash crops, inadequate
infrastructure to provide for value addition, wide
disparity in public-private partnership in agricultural
development
Rural people, in search of jobs, often migrate to urban
centre’s creating unwanted slums and live in
unhygienic conditions of living. A turnaround is
possible in the above trend if employment
opportunities are made available in rural areas along
with basis amenities of life.
Rural industrialization through the development of
rural entrepreneur seems to be the answer to
Poverty, unemployment and back-wardens of Indian
economy. Government of India in its successive five
year plans has been assigning increasing importance
and support for the promotion and development of
rural entrepreneurship.
III. OBJECTIVE OF STUDY
* . To analyze the problems faced in growth of rural
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entrepreneurs in India.
* To find out the remedies to solve the problems of
rural entrepreneurs.
IV. PROBLEMS IN RURAL
ENTREPRENEURSHIP:
Entrepreneurs are playing very important role in the
development of economy. They face various problems
in day to day work. As the thorns are part of roses,
similarly every flourishing business has its own kind
of problems.Some of the major problems faced by
rural entrepreneurs are as under.
1) Financial Problems: Most of the rural
entrepreneurs fail to get external funds due to absence
of tangible security and credit in the market. The
procedure to avail the loan facility is too time-
consuming that its delay often disappoints the rural
entrepreneurs.  Lack of finance available to rural
entrepreneurs is one of the biggest problems which
rural entrepreneur is bearing now days especially due
to global recession. Major difficulties faced by rural
entrepreneurs include low level of purchasing power
of rural consumer so sales volume is insufficient, lack
of finance to start business, reduced profits due to
competition, pricing of goods and services.
2) Lack of infrastructural facilities: The growth
of rural entrepreneurs is not very healthy in spite of
efforts made by government due to lack of proper
and adequate infrastructural facilities.
3) Marketing problems:Rural entrepreneurs face
severe completion from large sized organizations and
urban entrepreneurs. They incur high cost of
production due to high input cost. Major problems
faced by marketers are the problem of standardization
and competition from large scale units. They face
the problem in fixing the standards and sticking to
them. Competition from large scale units also creates
difficulty for the survival of new ventures. New
ventures have limited financial resources and hence
cannot afford to spend more on sales promotion.
These units are not having any standard brand name
under which they can sell their products. New
ventures have to come up with new advertisement
strategies which the rural people can easily
understand. The literacy rate among the rural
consumer is very low. Printed media have limited

scope in the rural context. The traditionally bounded
nature, cultural backwardness and cultural barriers
add to the difficulty of communication. People in rural
areas mostly communicate in their local dialects and
English and Hindi are not understood by many people.
It has been seen in recent past that in spite of enough
food stocks with government warehouses, people are
dying of starvation. This indicates problem with the
public distribution system. The producers are not
collective in their approach for marketing their
products because they are to widely scattered and
uneducated.
4) Management problems:Information technology
is not very common in rural reas. Entrepreneurs rely
on internal linkages that encourage the flow of goods,
services, information and ideas. The intensity of
family and personal relationships in rural communities
can sometime be helpful but they may also present
obstacles to effective business relationships. Business
deals may receive less than rigorous objectivity and
intercommunity rivalries may reduce the scope for
regional cooperation. Decision making process and
lines of authority are mostly blurred by local politics
in rural areas.
5) Procurement of raw materials:Procurement of
raw materials is really a tough task for rural
entrepreneur. They may end up with poor quality raw
materials, may also face the problem of storage and
warehousing.
6) Lack of technical knowledge:Rural
entrepreneurs suffer a severe problem of lack of
technical knowledge. Lack of training facilities and
extension services crate a hurdle for the development
of rural entrepreneurship.
7) Poor quality of products:Another important
problem is growth of rural entrepreneurship is the
inferior quality of products produced due to lack of
availability of standard tools and equipment and poor
quality of raw materials.
8) Human resources problems:Most of the
entrepreneurs of rural areas are unable to find
workers with high skills. Turnover rates are also high
in this case. They have to be provided with on the job
training and their training is generally a serious
problem for entrepreneur as they are mostly
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uneducated and they have to be taught in local
language which they understand easily. The industries
in rural areas are not only established just to take
advantage of cheap labour but also to bring about an
integrated rural development. So rural entrepreneurs
should not look at rural area as their market, they
should also see the challenges existing in urban areas
and be prepared for them. Rural entrepreneurs are
generally less innovative in their thinking. Youths in
rural areas have little options “this is what they are
given to believe”. This is the reason that many of
them either work at farm or migrate to urban land.
TO SOLVE THESE PROBLEMS
Different organization like IFCI, ICICI, SIDBI,
NABARD etc. are trying to sort these problems.
Marketing problems are related with distribution
channels, pricing, product promotion etc. In order to
make the rural entrepreneurs to stat the business
venture, the following measures may be adopted:
1) Creation of finance cells:The financial
institutions and banks which provide finances to
entrepreneurs must create special cells for providing
easy finance to rural entrepreneurs.
2) Concessional rates if interest: The rural
entrepreneurs should be provided finance at
concessional rates of interest and on easy repayment
basils. The cumbersome formalities should be avoided
in sanctioning the loans to rural entrepreneurs.
3) Proper supply of raw materials:Rural
entrepreneurs should be ensured of proper supply of
scarce raw materials on priority basis. A subsidy may
also be offered to make the products manufactured
by rural entrepreneurs cost competitive and
reasonable.
4) Offering training facilities:Training is essential
for the development of entrepreneurships. It enables
the rural entrepreneurs to undertake the venture
successfully as it imparts required skills to run the
enterprise. Presently the economically weaker
entrepreneurs of the society are offered such training
facility under
5) Setting up marketing co-operatives:Proper
encouragement and assistance should be provided to
rural entrepreneurs for setting upmarketing co-
operatives. These co-operatives shall help in getting

the inputs at reasonable rate and they are helpful in
selling their products at remuneration prices. Hence,
middlemen can be avoided and rural entrepreneurs
derive the benefits of enterprise. Common production-
cum-marketing centers should be set up with modern
infrastructural facilities. Thus, proper education,
comprehensive training, setting up of separate
financial institutions, development of marketing co-
operatives to a large extent help to flourish the rural
entrepreneurs in India. Further, both government and
non-government agencies should play an important
role.
VI.  SUGGESTIONS
* Govt. should provide separate financial fund of rural
entrepreneur.
* We should provide special infrastructure facilities
whatever they deed.
* Govt. should arrange special training programmes
of rural entrepreneurship
* Govt. should felicitate top ranker rural’s
entrepreneur.
* Rural entrepreneur should more competitive and
efficient in the local & international market.
* Use should invite successful rural entrepreneurs
from other states of country.
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RAINWATER HARVESTING IN INDIA
Water is our most precious natural resource and something that most of us take for granted. We are now
increasingly becoming aware of the importance of water to our survival and its limited supply. The human
beings require water for various purposes. The most part of the earth surface i.e. about 71 % is covered by
water. Out of total volume of water available on the surface of the earth 97 % is saline water, 2 % water is
in the form of ice and glaciers and only 1 % is fresh and potable water. India is well endowed nations in the
world in terms of average annual rainfall. It is unbelievable but it is true that Cherapunji which gets 11000
mm annual rainfall still suffers from serious drinking water shortage. Though India’s average annual rainfall
is 1170 mm; in the deserts of western India it is as Low as about 100 mm. Hence, it is necessary to opt for
rainwater harvesting measures for fulfillment of water requirement.
By 2025, world population will be 8 billion – water will become scarcer. Global farming accounts for 70% of
water use, while only 17% of farmland is irrigated and it provides only 40% (estimated) of world’s food.
Water application losses in irrigation are quite high – almost 40 % of the total irrigation water is lost. Per
capita irrigated agricultural land is declining – main reason shortage of water. Water table is falling steadily
in intensive farming regions. People and ecosystems are under threat from persistent chemicals like pesticides,
fertilizers and heavy metals in waters. There are no serious efforts to gain water by practices like rainwater
harvesting, watersheds and mini-ponds, reuse and recycling of waste water. It is said there is enough
freshwater in world – however, it is not always available in the right place or right form. The problem is
mainly of access, distribution, and optimum utilization. The paper discusses related concerns and outlines
what need to be done.
Key words: - Fresh water, Harvesting and Conservation of water, Water reuse, Water Management in
agro-ecosystems, Electronics and IT based devices.
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INTRODUCTION:-
country like India which is endowed with many large
rivers, lakes and wells that need to be conserved,
better managed, recharged and channelized for
meeting the ever growing requirement of agriculture,
industrial and urban growth. Moreover exploitation
of ground water has been taken up by millions of
individual farmers mostly in regions where surface
water is either scarce or absent to meet their dire
water needs. Although this has lead to local depletion
or decline of ground water levels causing serious
concern about rainwater harvesting & the need to
recharge ground water. The quantum of ground water
so far harnessed is one third of the replenish able

ground water of 431 km3 a year. In the
comprehensive strategy needed for the conservation
and development of water resources, several factors
are to be kept in view. These include the availability
of water, its quality, location, distribution and variation
in its occurrence, climatic conditions, nature of the
soil, competing demands & Socio-economic
conditions. In dealing with each of these, every effort
must be made to make the best use of water for the
survival of human life, animal and plant life.
India receives precipitation (including snowfall & rain)
of around 4,000 billion cubic meters (BCM), only 1,869
BCM is accessible water, of which India uses barely
a third. Nearly 1,179 BCM of water drains in to the
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sea. Region, whose yearly renewable freshwater
availability is below 1,700 m3 / person, is called as
the water stress region. And the region whose yearly
availability falls below 1,000 m3 / person is termed
as water scarcity region. But national figure of annual
average per capita water availability is 2,464m3. It
shows that the country is not in the water stress range
so far. However in some regions per capita availability
is as low as 411m3. (Kanyakumari, Pennar, Kutch,
Kathiawar, Krishna basin, etc.) The run-off which is
about 215 MHM needs to be arrested by making
proper planning on micro level as well macro level.
Micro level means water conservation schemes of
the state governments which are to be implemented
in every village. But on macro level, a large chunk of
water must be arrested by programmer like National
River – linking. Availability and utilization of water in
India is shown in table No.1 & Fig. No.1.

3. WHAT IS RAINWATER
HARVESTING? Rainwater harvesting means the
activity of direct collection of rain water which can
be recharged in to the ground water to prevent fall of
ground water level or storing in surface or
underground water tank. It is most suited in today’s
context due to following reasons.
1. It is the most scientific and cost effective way of
recharging the ground water and reviving the water
table.
2. It offers advantage in water quality for both
irrigation and domestic use.
3. It provides naturally soft water and contains almost
no dissolved minerals or salts, arsenic and other heavy
metals.
4. It can be done at individual as well as in a

community level. This way we can be self sufficient
in terms of domestic water requirements and not just
dependent on the actions initiated by government or
any other local body.
Collecting rainwater as it falls from the sky seems
immensely sensible in areas struggling to cope with
potable water needs. Rainwater is one of the purest
sources of water available as it contains very low
impurities. Rain water harvesting systems can be
adopted where conventional water supply systems
have failed to meet people’s needs.

4. Objective of Rain Water Harvesting:-
1) Restore supplies from the aquifers depleted due
to over exploitation.
2) Improve supplies from aquifers lacking adequate
recharge.
3) Store excess water for use at subsequent times.
4) Improve physical and chemical quality of ground
water.

No Item Quantity (Cu.kms) 
1 Annual precipitation volume 

(including snowfall) 
4000 

2 Average annual potential flow 
in rivers 

1869 

3 Per Capita Water availability 
(1997) 

1967 

4 Estimated utilizable water resources. 
i) Surface water resources. 
ii) Ground water resources. 

1122 
690 
432 
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5) Reduced storm water runoff and soil erosion.
6) Prevent salinity ingress in coastal areas.
7) Increase hydrostatic pressure to prevent/ stop land
subsidence.
8) Recycle urban and industrial wastewater etc.
9) Rehabilitate the existing traditional water
harvesting structure like village ponds, percolation
tanks, baolis, tanks, etc
10) With minor scientific modifications and
redesigning, convert the traditional     water harvesting
structure into ground water recharge facilities
2. RAIN WATER HARVESTING
TECHNIQUES: There are two main techniques
of rain water harvestings.
1) Storage of rainwater on surface for future use.
2) Recharge to ground water.
The storage of rain water on surface is a traditional
techniques and structures used were underground
tanks, ponds, check dams, weirs etc. Recharge to
ground water is a new concept of rain water
harvesting and the structures generally used are:-
1) Pits: - Recharge pits are constructed for
recharging the shallow aquifer. These are constructed
1 to 2 m, wide and to 3 m. deep which are back filled
with boulders, gravels, coarse sand.
2) Trenches:- These are constructed when the
permeable strum is available at shallow depth. Trench
may be 0.5 to 1 m. wide, 1 to 1.5m. Deep and 10 to
20 m. long depending up availability of water. These
are back filled with filter. Materials.
3) Dug wells:-  Existing dug wells may be utilized as
recharge structure and water should pass through
filter media before putting into dug well.
4) Hand pumps:-    The existing hand pumps may
be used for recharging the shallow/deep aquifers, if
the availability of water is limited. Water should pass
through filter media before diverting it into hand
pumps.
5) Recharge wells:-   Recharge wells of 100 to 300
mm. diameter are generally constructed for
recharging the deeper aquifers and water is passed
through filter media to avoid choking of recharge
wells.
6) Recharge Shafts:-    For recharging the shallow
aquifer which is located below clayey surface,

recharge shafts of 0.5 to 3 m. diameter and 10 to 15
m. deep are constructed and back filled with boulders,
gravels & coarse sand.
7) Lateral shafts with bore wells:-   For recharging
the upper as well as deeper aquifers lateral shafts of
1.5 to 2 m. wide & 10 to 30 m. long depending upon
availability of water with one or two bore wells is
constructed. The lateral shafts are back filled with
boulders, gravels & coarse sand.
8) Spreading techniques:-  When permeable strata
start from top then this technique is used. Spread the
water in streams/Nasal by making check dams, nala
bunds, cement plugs, gabion structures or a percolation
pond may be constructed.
3. Benefits Of Rain Water Harvesting:-
• Rise in ground water levels in water.
• Increased availability of water from wells.
• Prevent decline in water levels.
• Reduction in the use of energy for pumping water
and consequently the costs.
• Reduction in flood hazard and soil erosion.
• Benefiting in the water quality.
• Arresting sea water ingress.
• Assuring sustainability of the ground water
abstraction sources and consequently the village
and town water supply system.
• Mitigating the effect of droughts and achieving
drought proofing.
• Reviving the dying traditional water harvesting
structures and their rehabilitation as            recharge
structures.
• Effective use of lack of defunct wells and tub wells
as recharge structure.
• Up gradation of social and environmental status etc.
4. Critical issues in rain water harvesting :-One
of the most important underlying values in rainwater
harvesting is that it is a benign technology and cannot
create undesirable consequences. Water harvesting
initiatives are driven by firm beliefs and assumptions,
some of which are:
1. There is a huge amount of monsoon flow which
remains uncultured and eventually  ends up in the
natural sinks, especially seas and oceans, supported
by the national level aggregates of macro hydrology.
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2.  Local water needs are so small that exogenous
water is not needed.
3.  Local water harvesting systems are always small
and are therefore cost effective.
1. Since the economic, social and environment values
of water are very high in regions  by water shortage,
water harvesting interventions are viable, supported
by the assumption that cost effective alternatives that
can bring in the same amount of water do not exist.
5. Incremental structures lead to storage and diversion
capacities; they do not pose negative     consequences
for down term users.
5. Limitations imposed by high water demands:-
Water harvesting arguments totally miss out on the
water demands avaibility perspective at the micro
level. RWHS would work if an area which has
uncommitted flows to harness has an ‘un-met
demand’ or vice versa. Regions which were heavily
into irrigated agriculture in the past, supported by good
water endowment, institutional support and favorable
policies, might continue to demand large quantities of
water for irrigation even when they run out of water.
This is because communities take some time to
devise coping and adaptive strategies to manage
conditions of water deficits.
6. Issues in evaluating costs and economics:-
The effective storage, unit costs are worked out on
the basis of the design storage capacity of the
structure and rule of the thumb guest meets on the
number of fillings the Shree Vivekananda research
and training institute, mandavi, kachchh, which has
done pioneering work on artificial groundwater
recharge in Gujarat often the resorts to this strategy
to evaluate the cost effectiveness of recharge
structures built in kachchh. The recent book by
Dr.R.N.athawale on rainwater harvesting in Gujarat,
although it covers a range of technical aspects of
water.
Scale considerations are extremely important in
evaluating the cost and economics of water
harvesting/groundwater recharge structure of the
hydrological integration of catchments at the level of
watershed and river basins. The cost and economics
of water harvesting systems cannot be amount is of
surplus water available in a basin is limited. This

because incremental structures do not result increase
in the hydrological benefits from lower systems.
In any basin, the marginal benefit from a new water
harvesting structure would be smaller at higher
degrees of basin development, while the marginal cost
is higher. The reasons for this are:
(1) The higher the degree of basin development, the
lower the changes of getting socially and economically
viable sites building water impounding structure.
(2) With the higher degree of development, the social
and environmental costs of harvesting every unit water
increases reducing the net economic value of benefits.
The ability to drive economics benefits from recharge
depends on where the recharged water ends up. In
regions underlain by hard rock geology, the
groundwater flow patterns are quite complex. This
is a common problem in the hard rock of Saurastra,
kachh where large scale water harvesting or ground
water recharge intervention are taken up through
check dams, ponds and percolation tank.
7. Lack of integrated approach :- In Saurastra, in
spite of the poor potential offered by flow rainfalls,
high variability and high in water underground during
high rain fall years is poor storage capacity of specific
yield of the basalt formation. An estimated 20000
check dams built in a region to capture the rain water
and recharge the aquifers are able to store only a
small fraction of the surplus run off. In such situation,
proper water use programming is required to use the
surplus water effectively whereby water from
aquifers is pumped out and used during the rainy
season itself. Thus creating storage space for
incoming flows.
8. Maximizing local benefit v/s optimum benefit
for basin communities:- Generally, in any river basin,
the upper catchments as rich in terms of their ability
to contribute to the basin yield. This is mainly because
of the unique physiographical features, and partly
because of the climate conditions- such as steep
slopes, high rainfall in the mountains and high humidity
which provide a favorable environment for runoff
generation. The upper catchments also provide a
good source of base flows due to forest cover which
causes favorable conditions for water storage and
infiltration. The sardar sarovar dam harness water
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from ample rainfall areas in Narmada valley and takes
it to the drought prone areas of north Gujarat and
Saurastra which are characterized by low and erratic
rainfall.
9. Critical issues for research on rain water
harvesting in Gujarat
i) Issues emerging from past research
The different hydrological aspects and artificial
recharge system studies were development any decay
of the recharge plume recharge rates and radius of
the influence of recharge structure the aspects were
changes in total dissolved involved actual
measurement of some parameters governing the
physical impacts of recharge structure. The study
found significant reduction in depth to water level in
wells from season after the water harvesting
intervention. The study argued that the recharge
caused by the pal systems continuous even after the
rains the post-monsoon recharge component is larger
than the during the monsoon.
ii) Issue for future research
The question often asked amongst water resource
scientists and practitioners is: are there limits to local
water harvesting?  The potential impact of local water
harvesting on large water systems is central in the
ongoing debate on decentralized water harvesting.
The two main counter arguments are increasing the
number of water harvesting structures would not
result benefits and widespread construction of water
harvesting structures across watershed basin would
result in diluting hydrological and economy benefits.
 Today, the villages is the basin unit for planning local
water harvesting and the scale of intervention is
decides by the density and the presence by basin wise
planning the basin on robust water exercises to
estimate the surplus runoff in typical rainfall years.
Economic analyses of water harvesting should based
returns at the basin level rather than from individual
structure to capture the scale effects.
iii) Major findings
1. Inefficient recharging in hard rock’s due to lack of
integrations of groundwater and surface water use
in this  regions planning of recharge should considered
of  the available excess flows rather than direct
recharge this should be  used to create underground

storage for incoming surface flows to meet the basin
human needs however the is not flowed.
2. Many water scare regions in have water demands
which far exceed the supplies, with subsequent
vulnerability to hydrological stresses, such that they
required exogenous water.
3. Economic evaluation of water harvesting
groundwater systems pose several due to the difficulty
in quantified the inflows, the storage and efficiency.
And the economic value of the benefits which social
direct ecological or environmental.
12. Conclusion
In many other regions which have medium rainfalls
but expenditure ‘medium to high’ evaporation, the poor
groundwater potential hard rock which underlines
these regions poses a constraint for recharge.
Economic evaluation of water harvesting systems
poses several complexities due to the problems in
quantifying hydrological impacts and the cannot be
worked out for structures on the basis of individual
benefits but rather than on the basis of increment
benefits. There is a one optimum level of the water
harvesting which basin can undergo to help optimize
the gross value product of water vis-a-vis economics,
social and environmental output basin wide.
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U]HZFTDF\ ;FDFÒS Ù[+F[GF[ lJSF;U]HZFTDF\ ;FDFÒS Ù[+F[GF[ lJSF;U]HZFTDF\ ;FDFÒS Ù[+F[GF[ lJSF;U]HZFTDF\ ;FDFÒS Ù[+F[GF[ lJSF;U]HZFTDF\ ;FDFÒS Ù[+F[GF[ lJSF;
Ý:T]T ;\XF[3G ,[BDF\ U]HZFT ZFHIDF\ YI[, ;FDFÒS Ù[+GF\ lJSF;GF[ VeIF; SZJFDF\ VFJ[, K[[P  VCL lXÙ6 VG[ VFZF[uIG[
;FDFÒS Ù[+GF\ 5F;F TZLS[ wIFGDF\ ,LW[, K[[ VG[ ;FÙZTFGF[ NZ4 5|J[X U]6F[TZ4 XF/F KF[0L HJFGF[ NZ VG[  lJnFYL"vlXÙS
5|DF6G[  lXÙ6GF lGN["XSF[ TZLS[ T[DH V5[lÙT VFI]QI4 AF/D'tI]NZ4  lXX] D'tI] NZ4 ;FNF[ D'tI] NZ VG[  DFTF D'tI]NZ G[
VFZF[uIGF lGN["XSF[ TZLS[ wIFGDF\ ,LW[, K[[P Ý:T]T VeIF; 5ZYL HF6JF D?I]\ S[4 !))! YL Z_!! NZdIFG lXÙ6 VG[
VFZF[uI Ù[+DF\ 36M ;]WFZF[ YIM K[P T[DH EFZTGF S[8,FS ZFHIG[ AFN SZTF\ VgI ZFHIGL ;ZBFD6LDF\ U]HZFT lXÙ6 VG[
VFZF[uI Ù[+ VFU/ K[P 5Z\T] CH] 56 lXÙ6 VG[ BF; SZLG[ VFZF[uI Ù[+[ U]HZFT ZFHIGL l:YlT VF[KL ;\TF[ØSFZS K[P
RFJL~5 XaNMoRFJL~5 XaNMoRFJL~5 XaNMoRFJL~5 XaNMoRFJL~5 XaNMo ;FÙZTFGF[ NZ4 5|J[X U]6F[TZ4 XF/F KF[0L HJFGF[ NZ4  lJnFYL"vlXÙS 5|DF64 V5[lÙT VFI]QI4 AF/
D'tI]NZ4  lXX] D'tI] NZ4 ;FNF[ D'tI] NZ4 DFTF D'tI]NZP
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SF[.56 VY"T\+GF VFlY"S lJSF; DF8[ s!f EF{lTS D}0L sZf
GF6F\SLI D}0L VG[ s#f DFGJD}0LGL VFJxISTF ZC[ K[ VF
5{SL 36F JØF[" ;]WL VY"XF:+LVF[V[ h05L VG[ 8SFp VFlY"S
lJSF; DF8[ 5|YD A[ 5|SFZGL D}0L p5Z H JW] wIFG S[g§LT SI]"
CT]\ VG[ H6FjI] CT] S[ ——N[XDF\ H[D VF A[ 5|SFZGL D}0LG] 5|DF6
VG[ U]6J\¿F µ\RL T[D N[XGF[ VFlY"S lJSF; µ\RF[ ZC[JF 5FD[
K[P˜˜ 5Z\T] JT"DFG ;DI[ S[8,FS VY"XF:+LVF[V[ N[XGF[ VFlY"S
lJSF; DFGJD}0L 5Z JW] VFWFZLT ZC[ K[ V[J]\ H6FJLG[ V[S
V[JL 5ZLS<5GF µEL SZL K[ S[ ——Ô[ N[XDF\ DFGJD}0LGF[ lJSF;
YI[,F[ CF[I TF[ T[ N[XG[ µ\RF VFlY"S lJSF; TZO ,. ÔI K[P˜˜
5|F[P U]gGFZ lDZ0F,[ 56 V[lXIG 0=FDF !4 Z4 VG[ # DF\

 p5Z EFZ D}STF\ H6FjI]
CT]\ S[ ——N[XDF\ J:TLGL U]6J¿F H[D µ\RL T[D T[GF[ VFlY"S
lJSF; 56 µ\RF[ ZC[ K[P ˜˜
VFlY"S lJSF;DF \ DFGJD}0LG] \  DCtJ :JLSFZFIF 5KL
DFGJD}0LDF \ ;FDFÒS VFIFD pD[ZFIF [ K[ VG[

GF [ bIF,
lJS:IF[ K[P H[YL 36F VY"XF:+LVF[ DFGJD}0LG[ ;FDFÒS D}0L
TZLS[ VF[/BFJ[ K[P VF ;FDFÒS D}0L ;FY[ ;\S/FI[,]\ Ù[+ V[8,[
;FDFÒS Ù[+P lXÙ6 VG[ VFZF [uI V[ A[ VF Ù[+GF
VFWFZ:T\EF[ K[P
lXÙ6 VG[ VFZF[uIG] \ DCtJ ovlXÙ6 VG[ VFZF[uIG] \ DCtJ ovlXÙ6 VG[ VFZF[uIG] \ DCtJ ovlXÙ6 VG[ VFZF[uIG] \ DCtJ ovlXÙ6 VG[ VFZF[uIG] \ DCtJ ov
lXÙ6 TYF VFZF[uI V[ jIlST VG[ ;DFHGL V[S DCtJGL
;\5lT K[P N[XGF h05L VFlY"S lJSF;DF\ OF/F[ VF5JFGL N"lQ8V[
A\G[ ;ZB]\ DCtJ WZFJ[ K[P ——lXÙ6 VG[ :JF:yI SF[.56 N[X
DF8[ DCtJGL AF{lwWS ;\5NF K[P T[ :YFIL D}0L SZTF\ JW] D}<IJFG

K[˜˜ 4 5|F[P 8LP 0a<I] X]<8h[ H6FjI]\ K[ S[
——lXÙ64 VFZF[uI VG[ VFCFZ DF8[ SZJFDF\ VFJT]\ D}0L ZF[SF6
DFGJD}0L ;\RIDF\ OF/F[ VF5[ K[P T[ jIlSTGL pt5FNSTF VG[
VFJSG[ µ\R[ ,. ÔI K[P ̃ ˜ VFD lXÙ6 V[ VFJS TYF jIJ;FI
;FY[ ;LWF[ ;\A\W WZFJ[ K[P lXÙ6DF\ SZ[,F ZF[SF6G]\ VFlY"S
J/TZ EF{lTS D}0LDF\ SZ[,F ZF[SF6GF J/TZ SZTF\ µ\R]\ K[
VG[ J/L T[GF 5ZG]\ BFGUL J/TZ 56 ;FDFÒS J/TZ SZTF\
µ\R]\ K[P T[DF\ 56 5|FYlDS lXÙ6DF\ SZ[,F ZF[SF6G]\ J/TZ TF[
TFSL"S CMJ] Ô[.V[ TF[ H prRlXÙ6DF\ SZ[,F ZF[SF6 SZTF\ J/
TZ µ\R]\ D/[P 
D[ZLAFpD[G4 DFS[a,F [U4 V[g0Z;G T[DH X]<8h H[JF
VY"XF:+LVF[ VFlY"S lJSF; DF8[ lXÙ6 B}A H DCtJG]\ K[ T[D
H6FJ[ K[P T[DGF VeIF;G]\ V[S TFZ6 V[J]\ K[ S[ ——HIF\ lXÙ6GL
5Z\5ZF 36F JØF["YL RF,L VFJ[ K[ T[JF N[XF[GL T],GFDF\ lXÙ6GL
;UJ0F[GL X~VFT SZGFZF N[XF[DF\ lXÙ6GF[ VFlY"S J'lwWDF\
OF/F[ JW] DF,]D 50[ K[˜˜ SNFR VFYL H JT"DFG ;DI[ lJ`JGF
N[XF[DF\ 5|FYlDS lXÙ6GF ;FJ"+LSZ6 5Z JW]G[ JW] EFZ
D}SJFDF\ VFJL ZCIF[ K[P
DFGJLGF lJSF;DF\ VFZF[uI 56 lXÙ6 H[8,]\ H DCtJG]\ :YFG
WZFJ[ K[P VYF"T ZFQ8=GF VFlY"S lJSF;DF\4 H[G]\ DCtJG]\ 5|NFG
K[ T[ DFGJ XlSTGF lJSF;GF[ VFWFZ:T\E :JF:yI H K[P ZFQ8=DF\
,F[SF[G]\ VFZF[uI H[8,]\ ;F T[8,L DFGJ ;\5l¿ JWFZ[ ;FZLP
5ZL6FD[ ZFQ8=GF[ VFlY"S lJSF;GF[ NZ µ\RF[ ZC[P S[D S[ :JF:yIG]\
GLR] :TZ WZFJTF ,F[SF[GL T],GFDF\ ;F~\ :JF:yI WZFJTL
jIlSTVF[GL pt5FNSTF µ\RL CF[JFYL T[VF[ VFlY"S lJSF;DF\
µ\R] 5|NFG VF5L XS[ K[P
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5|F[P JF.GZ VF ;\NE"DF H H6FJ[ K[ S[ ——JT"DFG ;\Ô[UF[DF\
h05L VFlY"S lJSF; DF8[ zlDSF[GL µ\RL pt5FNSTF H~ZL AG[
K[ VG[ T[GF DF8[ N[XGF DF[8FEFUGF ,F[SF[ ;FÙZ4 T\N]Z:T VG[

CF[JF Ô[.V[P˜˜
lJ`J A[\SGF !))# GF VC[JF,DF\ 56 H6FJFI]\ K[ S[——
VFZF[uIDF\ YTF[ ;]WFZF[ ;DFHGF VFlY"S lJSF;G[ RFZ ZLT[
V;Z SZ[ K[P V[S T[GFYL SFDNFZF[GL DF\NULGF SFZ6[ pt5FNGDF\
YTL BF[8 38[ K[P ALH]4 T\N]Z:T SFDNFZF[GL p5,laWDF\ S]NZTL
;FWGF[GF[ .Q8 p5IF[U YFI K[P +LH]4 T\N]Z:T ;DFHGF AF/SF[
XF/FDF\ NFB, YFI4 lXÙ6 D[/J[[ VG[ 5F[TFGL ÙDTF JWFZ[
K[P RF[Y]\ ,F[SF[G]\ VFZF[uI ;]WZTF\ T[DGFDF\ ZF[UF[ VG[ DF\NULG]\
5|DF6 38[ T[YL ;ZSFZG]\ VFZF[uI 5FK/G]\ BR" 38[ T[YL H[
GF6F\GL ART YFI T[G[ lJSF; DF8[ JF5ZL XSFIP˜˜
lJØI 5;\NUL ovlJØI 5;\NUL ovlJØI 5;\NUL ovlJØI 5;\NUL ovlJØI 5;\NUL ov
;FDFÒS lJSF; V[ VFlY"S lJSF;G]\ V[S B}A H VUtIG]\ 5F;]\
K[P JT"DFG ;DI[ U]HZFT V[ EFZTG]\ h05YL lJS;L ZC[,]\
ZFHI K[[P ZFHIDF\ YI[,F µ\RF VF{nF[lUS lJSF;GF SFZ6[ JØ"
Z__$v_5 YL Z__(v_) GF ;DIUF/F NZdIFG 
DF\ !!P_5@ GF ;Z[ZFX JFlØ"S JWFZF ;FY[ U]HZFT EFZTGF
lJlJW ZFHIF[DF\ 5|YD :YFG[ ZCI] K[P VFD ZFHIGF[ VFlY"S
lJSF;GF[ ;FZF V[JF 5|DF6DF\ YIF[ K[P 5Z\T] VF VFlY"S lJSF;G[
;FDFÒS lJSF;DF\ ~5F\TlZT SZJFDF\ ZFHI S[8,]\ ;O/ ZCI]
K[ T[ Ô6JF DF8[ VF lJØIGL 5;\NUL SZJFDF\ VFJL K[P
VeIF;GF\ C[T]VF[ oVeIF;GF\ C[T]VF[ oVeIF;GF\ C[T]VF[ oVeIF;GF\ C[T]VF[ oVeIF;GF\ C[T]VF[ o
 U]HZFTDF\ ;FÙZTFG]\ 5|DF6 TYF T[DF\ YI[,F ;]WFZFGF[
bIF, D[/JJF[P
U]HZFTDF\ :+Lv5]~Ø ;FÙZTFG]\ 5|DF6 TYF T[GL JrR[GF[
TOFJT Ô6JF[P

 U]HZFTDF\ U|FDL6vXC[ZL JrR[GF[ ;FÙZTFGF[ TOFJT
Ô6JF[P
 U]HZFTDF\ V5[lÙT VFI]QIDF\ YI[,F[ JWFZF[ T[DH :+L
VG[ 5]~Ø JrR[GF\ TOFJTGL Ô6SFZL D[/JJLP
 AF/ D'tI]NZDF\ YI[,F 38F0FGF[ bIF, D[/JJF[P
 DFT'tJ D'tI]NZGF\ YI[,F 38F0FGL Ô6SFZL D[/JJLP
VeIF; 5wWlT ovVeIF; 5wWlT ovVeIF; 5wWlT ovVeIF; 5wWlT ovVeIF; 5wWlT ov
5|:T]T VeIF; +6 lJEFUF[DF\ JC[\RFI[,F[ K[ 5|YD lJEFUDF\
lXÙ6 VG[ VFZF[uIGF lJlJW lGN["XSF[GL AFATDF\ v U]HZFT
;FDFÒS VFlY"S ;J["4 VF[, .lg0IF V[HI]S[XG ;J["4 .SF[GF[DLS
;J["4 G[XG, C[<Y 5|F[OF., JU[Z[GF VC[JF,F[DF\YL VF\S0FSLI
DFlCTL D[/JLP K[<,F S[8,FS JØF["DF\ VF AFAT[ YI[,L 5|UlTGL
ZH}VFT SZJFDF\ VFJL K[P
ALÔ lJEFUDF\ lXÙ6 VG[ VFZF[uIGF lGN["XSF[GL EFZTGF
DF[8F ZFHIF[DF\ 5|JT"DFG l:YlTGF VFWFZ[ ZFHIF[G[ ÊD VF5L
lJlJW ZFHIF[ ;FY[ U]HZFTGL T],GF SZJFDF\ VFJL K[P
+LÔ lJEFUDF\ VeIF;GF TFZ6F[ NXF"JJFDF\ VFjIF K[P

U]HZFTDF\ lXÙ6 VG[ VFZF [uIGF[ lJSF; ovU]HZFTDF\ lXÙ6 VG[ VFZF [uIGF[ lJSF; ovU]HZFTDF\ lXÙ6 VG[ VFZF [uIGF[ lJSF; ovU]HZFTDF\ lXÙ6 VG[ VFZF [uIGF[ lJSF; ovU]HZFTDF\ lXÙ6 VG[ VFZF [uIGF[ lJSF; ov
lXÙ6 ;DFHGL VFlY"S T\N]Z:TL DF8[ lXÙ6 VtI\T p5IF[UL
K[P lXÙ6DF\ SZJFDF\ VFJT]\ D}0L ZF[SF6 zDGL4 pt5FNSTF4
VFJS ;H"G4 UZLALDF\ 38F0F TYF DFGJ ;\;FWGGF lJSF;DF\
DNN~5 AGL N[XGF VFlY"S lJSF;DF\ IF[UNFG VF5[ K[P
U]HZFTDF\ lXÙ6 5FK/ SZJFDF\ VFJT] BR" Z___v_! DF\
S],BR"GF !#P&@ CT] \ T[ Z__)v!_ DF\ !#P(@ VG[
Z_!!v!Z DF\ S],BR"GF !&P!@ YJF 5FdI] K[P lXÙ6 5FK/
YTF BR"DF\ YI[,F JWFZFGL lXÙ6GF lJSF; 5Z CSFZFtDS
V;Z 50L K[P

U]HZFTDF\ lXÙ6GF lGN[ "XSF [ s8[A, G\P !fU]HZFTDF\ lXÙ6GF lGN[ "XSF [ s8[A, G\P !fU]HZFTDF\ lXÙ6GF lGN[ "XSF [ s8[A, G\P !fU]HZFTDF\ lXÙ6GF lGN[ "XSF [ s8[A, G\P !fU]HZFTDF\ lXÙ6GF lGN[ "XSF [ s8[A, G\P !f
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8[A, G\P ! DF\ U]HZFTDF\ lXÙ6GF lGN["XSF[DF\ K[<,F S[8,F\S
JØF["DF\ YI[,F O[ZOFZF[ NXF"JJFDF\ VFjIF K[P H[GF p5ZYL Ô[.
XSFI K[ S[4
;DU| EFZTGL s*#P_@f GL ;ZBFD6LDF\ U]HZFTGF[
s*)P#!@f ;FÙZTFGF[ NZ JW] K[P Ô[ S[ ;DU| lJ`JGL
;FÙZTFGL ;Z[ZFX s($f SZTF\ U]HZFTDF\ ;FÙZTFG]\ 5|DF6
GLR] K[P Z__! YL Z_!! GF NFISF NZdIFG EFZTDF\
;FÙZTFGF 5|DF6DF\ (PZ 8SFJFZL lA\N]GF[ JWFZF[ YIF[ K[P HIFZ[
U]HZFTDF\ ;FÙZTFG]\ 5|DF6 (P() 8SFJFZL lA\N] H[8,]\ JwI]\
K[P
5]~ØF[DF\ ;FÙZTFGF[ NZ Z__! DF\ *)P&& YL JWLG[ Z_!!DF\
(5P*5@ YIF[ K[P VYF"T T[DF\ &P_) 8SFJFZL lA\N]GF[ JWFZF[
YIF[ K[P VF 5|DF6 p5ZF[ST ;DIUF/F NZdIFG EFZTDF\ Ô[JF
D/[,F *5P#@4 (_P)_@ VG[ 5P& 8SFJFZL lA\N] SZTF\ JW]
H6FI K[P
:+L ;FÙZTFGL ZLT[ Ô[.V[ TF[ K[<,F NFISFDF\ U]HZFTDF\ :+L
;FÙZTFGF NZDF\ GF[\W5F+ JWFZF[ YIF[ K[P :+L ;FÙZTF NZ
Z__! DF\ 5*P(_@ YL JWLG[ Z_!! DF\ &)P&( YIF[ K[
V[8,[ S[ T[DF\ !!P(@ GF[ JWFZF[ YIF[ K[P VFGF p5ZYL Ô[.
XSFI K[ S[ U]HZFTDF\ 5]~Ø ;FÙZTF s&P_)fGL T],GFDF\ :+L
;FÙZTF s!!P(f DF\ AD6F[ JWFZF[ YIF[ K[P Ô[S[ CÒ VF JFTG[
JWFZ[ UJ"YL ,. XSFI T[D GYL SFZ6 S[ :+L ;FÙZTF
8SFJFZLGL ZLT[ Ô[.V[ TF[ CÒ 56 ZFHIDF\ NZ !_ :+LVF[DF\YL
# :+LVF[ lGZÙZ K[P
:+L ;FÙZTFDF\ YI[,F TLJ| JWFZFGF SFZ6[ :+Lv5]~Ø
;FÙZTFGF 5|DF6DF\ Ô[JF D/TF[ TOFJT Z!P(&@ sZ__!f
YL 38LG[ !&P_* sZ_!!f YJF 5FdIF[ K[4 H[ VtIFZ ;]WLDF\
;F{YL GLRF[ H6FI K[P
Z__! YL Z_!! GF ;DIUF/F NZdIFG U]HZFTDF\ XC[ZL
;FÙZTFGF NZDF\ $P$*@ VG[ U|FDL6 ;FÙZTFDF\ !_P$Z@
JWFZF[ YIF[ K[ VCL\ 56 U|FdI ;FÙZTFDF\ h05L JWFZFGF SFZ6[

;FÙZTFDF\ U|FDL6 XC[ZL TOFJT Z_P55@ YL 38LG[ !$P&_@
YIF[ K[P
lXÙ6 Ù[+[ WF[Z6 ! YL ( DF\ 5|J[X D[/JTF AF/SF[GL ;\bIF
U6GF5F+ ZLT[ JWL K[P H[YL ZFHIDF\ 5|J[X U]6F[¿ZDF\ ;]WFZF[
YIF[ K[P N[XGF 5\NZ DF[8F ZFHIF[DF\ 5|J[X U6TZGL N"lQ8V[
U]HZFT s!_*PZf RF[Y] :YFG WZFJ[ K[P
VWJrR[ VeIF; KF[0L N[GFZF AF/SF[GL ;\bIF 38F0JFDF\ 56
ZFHIG[ GF[\W5F+ ;O/TF 5|F%T Y. K[P WF[Z6 ! YL 5 DF\ XF/
F KF[0L HJFGF[ NZ !))!DF\ $)P_Z@ CTF[4 T[G[ 38F0LG[ Z__!
DF\ Z_P)#@ VG[ Z_!!DF\ ZPZ_@ SZL XSFIF[ K[P WF[Z6 !
YL * DF\ VF 5|DF6 &$P$(@ YL 38F0LG[ VG]ÊD[ #(P)Z@
VG[ (P&&@ SZL XSFI]\ K[P
lXÙS lJnFYL" 5|DF6 5|FYlDS lJEFUDF\ !))!DF\ !o$5 CT]4
H[G[ Z__)DF\ 38F0LG[ !oZ5 SZL XSFI] K[P Ô[ S[ DFwIlDS
VG[ prRTZ DFwIlDS SÙFV[ VFGF SZTF\ lJ5ZLT ;\Ô[UF[G]\
lGDF"6 YI] K[P VCL\ IFN ZFBJ]\ Ô[.V[ S[ lJSl;T N[XF[DF\ lXÙS
lJnFYL" 5|DF6 !o!( S[ !o!$ H[8,] H CF[I K[P
VFD V[S\NZ[ lXÙ6GF Ù[+[ ZFHIGL 5|UlT ;\TF[ØSFZS ZCL
CF[JFG]\ H6FI K[P
VFZF [uIVFZF [uIVFZF [uIVFZF [uIVFZF [uI
,F[SF[GF VFZF[uIG]\ µ\R] :TZ V[ VFlY"S VG[ ;FDFÒS lJSF;GL
5}J"XZT U6FI K[P 5|F[P VDtI;[G4 §[H JU[Z[GF ,BF6F[ H6FJ[
K[ S[ ——SF[.56 N[XGF[ VFlY"S lJSF; ;FWJF DF8[ VG[ T[G[
,F\AFUF/F ;]WL 8SFJL ZFBJF DF8[ ;F{5|YD N[XGF DFGJ
;\;FWGF[G[ lJS;FJJF 50[ K[ VG[ T[GL A[ D]bI RFJLVF[ K[4
V[S K[ lXÙ6 VG[ ALH] VFZF[uIP
U]HZFTDF\ VFZF[uIGL ;[JFVF[ 5FK/ SZJFDF\ VFJT]\ BR"
Z___v_!DF\ S],BR"GF #P$@ CT]\4 H[ Z__)v!_ DF\ JWLG[
#P(@ TYF Z_!!v!Z DF\ JWLG[ $PZ@ YJF 5FdI] K[P H[
U]HZFTDF\ VFZF[uI 5FK/ YTL GF6F\SLI ;FWGF[GL OF/J6LDF\
JWFZF[ ;}RJ[ K[P VF OF/J6LGL VFZF[uIGF Ù[+[ ;SFZFtDS
V;ZF[ 50[,L H6FI K[P
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8[A, G\AZ v Z DF\ U]HZFTDF\ VFZF[uIGF lJlJW lGN["XSF[DF\
K[<,F A[ NFISFVF[ NZdIFG YI[,L 5|UlTGL VF\S0FSLI DFlCTL
NXF"JJFDF\ VFJL K[P T[GF p5ZYL Ô[. XSFI K[ S[4 V5[lÙT
VFI]QI VG[ AF/D'tI]NZ H[JF VFZF[uIGF A[ B}A H DCtJGF
U6FTF lGN["XSF[DF\ ;]WFZF[ YJF 5FdIF[ K[P
U]HZFTGF ,F[SF[G]\ V5[lÙT VFI]QI !))!DF\ &!P_ JØ" CT]\
T[ Z__!DF\ JWLG[ &$P! JØ" VG[ Z_!! DF\ &&P( JØ" YI]
K[P VFGF[ VY" V[ YFI K[P !))! YL Z__! GF NFISF NZdIFG
V5[lÙT VFI]QIDF\ #P! JØ"GF[ VG[ Z__! YL Z_!! NZdIFG
ZP* JØ"GF[ JWFZF[ YIF[ K[P 5]~ØF[ VG[ :+LVF[GF V5[lÙT
VFI]QIGL JFT SZLV[ TF[ Z__! YL Z_!! NZdIFG[ 5]~ØF[G]\
V5[lÙT VFI]QI ZP_ JØ" H[8,] JwI] K[P HIFZ[ :+LVF[G]\ V5[lÙT
VFI]QIDF\ ,UEU $ JØ" V[8,[ S[ A[ U6F[ JWFZF[ YIF[ K[P
ZFHIDF\ AF/D'tI] NZ 56 p¿ZF[TZ 38TF[ ZCIF[ K[P NZ CÔZ[
AF/D'tI]G]\ 5|DF6 !))!DF\ *( CT]\P VF 5|DF6 Z__! DF\
38L G[ &_ TYF Z_!! DF\ $! H[8,]\ YI] K[P VF VF\S0FVF[
ATFJ[ K[ S[4 5|YD NFISFDF\ AF/D'tI]GF 5|DF6DF\ !( lA\N]GF[
VG[ ALÔ NFISFDF\ !) lA\N]GF[ 38F0F[ YIF[ K[P T[DH !))!
YL Z_!! GF JL;JØF[GF UF/FDF\ AF/D'tI]GF 5|DF6DF\ #*
lA\N] H[8,F[ GF[\W5F+ 38F0F[ YJF 5FdIF[ K[P  5]~ØF[DF\ AF/D'tI]G]\
5|DF6 K[<,F NFISFDF\ ZZ lA\N] H[8,] 38I\] K[ HIFZ[ :+LVF[DF\
VF 38F0F[ !) lA\N] H[8,F[ H K[P
_ YL $ JØ"GF AF/SF[DF\ D'tI]G]\ 5|DF6 V[8,[ S[ lXX] D'tI] NZDF\
!))! YL Z__! NZdIFG !#PZ TYF Z__! YL Z_!!
NZdIFG $P( lA\N]GF[ 38F0F[ YIF[ K[P
;FNF[ D'tI] NZ !))!DF\ NZ CÔZ[ (P5 YL YF[0F[ 38LG[ Z_!!DF\
&P) YJF 5FdIF[ K[P

! ,FB ÒJLT HgDF[V[ YTF\ DFTFVF[GF D'tI]G]\ 5|DF6 !))!
DF\ #() H[8,]\ µ\R]\ CT]\ T[G[ Z_!! 38F0LG[ V0WFYL 56 VF[K]
SZL XSFI] K[P !))! YL Z_!! NZdIFG VF 5|DF6DF\ Z$!
GF[ 38F0F[ YI[,F[ Ô[. XSFI K[P

!))! YL Z_!! GF ;DIUF/F NZdIFG U]HZFT[ lXÙ6 VG[
VFZF[uIGF lJlJW lGN["XSF[GL AFATDF\ lGZ5[Ù ZLT[ TF[ 5|UlT
SZL K[P JT"DFG ;DI[ EFZTGF !5 DF[8F ZFHIF[GF ;\NE"DF\
lXÙ6 VG[ VFZF[uIGF lJlJW lGN["XSF[GL VF\S0FSLI DFlClT
8[A, G\P # DF\ ZH} SZJFDF\ VFJL K[ H[YL lJlJW ZFHIF[GL
JrR[ U]HZFTGL l:YlTGF[ bIF, VFJL XS[P
;F{5|YD lXÙ6GF lGN["XSF[G[ wIFGDF\ ,.V[ TF[ ;FÙZTFGL
8SFJFZLG[ ZLT[ S [Z, s)#P)!f4 DCFZFQ8= s(ZP)!f4
TlD,GF0]\ s(_P##f 5KL U]HZFT s*)P#f RF[YFÊD[ VFJ[
K[P VFD U]HZFT lJ`JDF\ ;FÙZTFGF ;Z[ZFX ($@ GF 5|DF6G[
5|F%T SZL XSI] GYLP J/L T[ ;F{YL JW] ;FÙZTF WZFJTF ZFHI
S[Z, SZTF ,UEU !$P&! 8SFJFZL lA\N] H[8,]\ 5FK/ K[P
VeIF;GF TFZ6F [VeIF;GF TFZ6F [VeIF;GF TFZ6F [VeIF;GF TFZ6F [VeIF;GF TFZ6F [
s!f K[<,F NFISFDF\ U]HZFTDF\ ;FÙZTFGF 5|DF6DF\ (P()@
lA\N]GF[ JWFZF[ YIF[ K[4 H[ EFZTGF (PZ@ lA\N] SZTF\ JWFZ[ K[P
sZf ZFHIDF\ 5]~Ø ;FÙZTFGL s&P_)f J'lwWGL T],GFDF\ :+L
;FÙZTFDF\ s!!P(f AD6L J'lwW Y. K[4 T[YL :+L 5]~Ø
;FÙZTFDF\ TOFJT 38LG[ !&P_*@ YIF[ K[P
s#f XC[ZL ;FÙZTFGL s$P$*@f T],GFDF\ U|FD6L ;FÙZTF
s!_P$Zf GF[ 8SFJFZL JWFZF[ AD6FYL 56 JW] ZCIF[ K[P T[YL
U|FDL6 XC[ZL ;FÙZTFGF[ TOFJT 38LG[ !$P&_@ YIF[ K[P
s$f WF[Z6v! YL 5 DF\ XF/F KF[0L HJFGF[ NZ 38F0L ZPZ_
SZL XSFIF[ K[P
s5f 5]~ØF[GL sZ JØ"f T],GFDF\ :+LVF[DF s$ JØ"f V5[lÙT
VFI]QIDF\ JW] 5|DF6DF\ ;]WFZF[ YIF[ K[P

;\NE";}lR;\NE";}lR;\NE";}lR;\NE";}lR;\NE";}lR
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IN 21 CENTURY: ENTREPRENEURSHIP CHALLENGES

When we quit our day job to become an entrepreneur, we have also quit the rat race. Yes! But life
is a continuous race, isn’t it? Just when we think that everything is going to be alright when we have our
own business, all of a sudden you find yourself in a different kind of race, a different set of challenges, a
different level of tackling and handling them.Whether we’re a successful and well-established entrepreneur,
one way or another, you might have encountered a few of the challenges like Negative Mindset, Delayed
payments, Return to the investor, Lack of Support, Growing a Business, Feelings of Wanting to
Give Up, Changes around the globe etc. the objective of this research is to come out from the
same challenges.
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What is Entrepreneurship?
An individual who, rather than working as an
employee, runs a small business and assumes all the
risk and reward of a given business venture, idea, or
good or service offered for sale. The entrepreneur is
commonly seen as a business leader and innovator
of new ideas and business processes.
The Supply of Entrepreneurship and Economic
Development:
British economists such as Adam Smith, David
Ricardo, and John Stuart Mill briefly touched upon
the concept of entrepreneurship, though they referred
to it under the broad English term “business
management”. Whereas the writings of Smith and
Ricardo suggest that they undervalued the importance
of entrepreneurship, Mill goes out of his way to stress
the significance of entrepreneurship for economic
growth. In his writings, Mill claims that
entrepreneurship requires ‘no ordinary skill”, and he
laments the fact that there is no good English
equivalent word to encompass the specific meaning
of the French term ‘entrepreneur’.
The necessity of entrepreneurship for production was
first formally recognized by Alfred Marshall in 1890.
In his famous treatise Principles of Economics,
Marshall asserts that there re four factors of

production: land, labour, capital and organization.
Organization is the coordinating factor, which brings
the other factors together, and Marshall believed that
entrepreneurship is driving element behind
organization. By creatively organizing, entrepreneurs
create new commodities or improve “the plan of
producing an old commodity”. In order to do this,
Marshall believed that entrepreneurs must have a
thorough understanding about their industries, and they
must be natural leaders. Additionally, Marshall’s
entrepreneurs must have the ability to foresee changes
in supply and demand and be willing to act on such
risky forecasts in the absence of complete
information.
Though the idea that entrepreneurs are innovators is
largely acceptable, it can be difficult to apply this
theory of entrepreneurship to less developed countries
(LDCs). Often in LDCs, entrepreneurs are not truly
innovators in the traditional sense of the word.
Entrepreneurs in LDCs rarely produce brand new
products: rather they imitate the products and
production processes that have been invented
elsewhere in the world (typically in developed
countries). This process, which occurs in developed
countries as well, is called “creative imitation”.
Creative imitation takes place when when the imitators
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better understand how an innovation can be applied,
used, or sold in their particular market niche (namely
their own countries) than do the people who actually
created or discovered the original innovation. Thus,
the innovation process in LDCs is often that of
imitating and adapting, instead of traditional notion of
new product or process discovery and development.
By combining the above thoughts it can be generalized
that entrepreneurs are risk-bearers, coordinators and
organizers, gap fillers, leaders, and innovators or
creative imitators. Thus, by encouraging these qualities
and abilities, governments can theoretically alter their
country’s supply of domestic entrepreneurship.
Creating Indian Entrepreneurs
Today’s knowledge based economy is fertile ground
for entrepreneurs, in India. It is rightly believed that
India has an extraordinary talent pool with virtually
limitless potential to become entrepreneurs.
Therefore, it is important to get committed to creating
the right environment to develop successful
entrepreneurs. To achieve this, India must focus on
four areas.
1. Create the Right Environment for Success:
Entrepreneurs should find it easy to start a business.
To do so, most Indians would start slow with capital
borrowed from family and friends, the CEO playing
the role of salesman and strategist, a professional
team assembled months or perhaps years after the
business was created, and few, if any, external
partners. Compare this with a start-up in Silicon
Valley: a Venire Capitalist (VC) or angel investor
would be brought in early on; a professional
management team would drive the business; a
multifunctional team would be assembled quickly; and
partnerships would be explored early on to scale up
the business. A major challenge for India is to create
a handful of areas of excellence- the breeding ground
where ideas grow into businesses
2. Ensure that Entrepreneurs have access to
the Right Skill: A survey conducted by McKinsey
& Company last year revealed that most Indian start-
up businesses face two skill gaps: entrepreneurial
(how to manage business risks, build a team, identify
an get funding) and functional (product development
know-how, marketing skills, etc.) India can move

toward ensuring that the curriculum at universities is
modified to address today’s changing business
landscape, particularly in emerging markets, and to
build ‘centers of entrepreneurial excellence’ in
institutes that will actively assist entrepreneurs.
3. Enable Networking and Exchange:
Entrepreneurs learn from experience-theirs and that
of others. The rapid pace of globalization and fast
growth of Asian economies present tremendous
opportunities and challenges for India. Through
planning and focus, India can aspire to create a pool
of entrepreneurs who will be the region’s –and the
world’s-leaders of tomorrow.
Conclusion
The definition of entrepreneurship has evolved over
time as the world’s economic structure has changed
and become more complex. Risk taking, innovation,
and creation of wealth are the criteria that have been
developed as the study of new business creations
has evolved.
The decision to start an entrepreneurial venture
consists of several sequential steps (1) the decision
to leave a present career or lifestyle. (2) The decision
that an entrepreneurial venture is desirable; and (3)
the decision that both external and internal factors
make new venture creation possible.
There are both pushing and pulling influences active
in the decision to leave a present career: the “push”
of job dissatisfaction or even layoff, and the “pull”
toward entrepreneurship of seeing an unfilled need
in the market place. The desirability of starting one’s
own company is strongly influenced by culture, sub-
culture, family, teachers, and peers. Any of these
influences can function as a source of encouragement
for entrepreneurship, with support ranging from
government support that favor business to strong
personal role models of family or friends, Beyond
the stage of seeing entrepreneurship as a “a good
idea”, the potential entrepreneur must possess or
acquire the necessary education, management skills,
and financial resources for launching the venture.
The study of entrepreneurship has relevance today,
not only because it helps entrepreneurs better fulfill
their personal needs but because of the economic
contribution of the new ventures. More than increasing
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national income by creating new jobs,
entrepreneurship acts as a positive force in economic
growth by serving as the bridge between innovation
and market place. Although government gives great
support to basic and applied research, it has ot had
great success in translating the technological
innovations to products or services. Although
entrepreneurship offers a promise of marriage of those
research capabilities and business skills that one
expects from a large corporation, the results have
not been spectacular. This leaves the entrepreneur,
who frequently lacks both technical and business skills,
to serve as the major link in the process of innovation
development, and economic growth and revitalization.
The study of entrepreneurship and education of
potential entrepreneurs are essential parts of any
attempt to strengthen this link so essential to a
country’s economic well-being.
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CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY

Corporate Social Responsibility also called as corporate conscience, citizenship, social performance, or
sustainable responsible business, is a form of corporate self-regulation integrated into a business model. It is
inclusion of public interest into corporate decision making. The goal of CSR is to embrace responsibility for
the company’s actions and encourage a positive impact through its activities on the environment, consumers,
employees, communities, stakeholders and all other members of the public sphere. CSR has broad scope
including Environment, community suppliers, health and safety, work force, human rights. Standards of
business conduct. The importance of all forms of global CSR in evident with the increasingly widespread
adoption of ISO9000 and ISO4000 management systems by global corporations. Over the recent years,
there have been social, political and economic pressures on corporate management to pay attention in social
and environmental consequences of corporate activities.
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Introduction
Corporate Social Responsibility also called as
corporate conscience, citizenship, social performance,
or sustainable responsible business, is a form of
corporate self-regulation integrated into a business
model. It is inclusion of public interest into corporate
decision making. The World Business Council for
Sustainable Development (WBCSD) defines CSR as
& Quote; The continuing commitment by business to
behave ethically and contribute to economic
development while improving the quality of like of
the work force and their families as well as of the
local community and society at large.
Mallin (2007) defines CSR as voluntary actions that
a company may take in relation to the management
of social, environment and ethical issues. Mallin
(2007) quoting Carrol (1979) expounds on CSR by
explaining that the business has a responsibility to
produce goods that it sells at a profit, to abide by
legal requirements, to do what is right and fair and to
do what might be desired of companies in terms of
supporting the local community and making charitable
donations. The terms is often used interchangeably
for other terms such as corporate citizenship and is

also linked to the concept of Triple Bottom Line
Reporting (TBL), which is used as a framework for
measuring an organization’s performance against
economic, social and environmental parameter.
The goal of CSR is to embrace responsibility for the
company’s actions and encourage a positive impact
through its activities on the environment, consumers,
employees, communities, stakeholders and all other
members of the public sphere. The term “corporate
social responsibility” came in to common use in the
early 1970s, after many multinational corporations
formed. In the last twenty years, there has been a
sea change in the nature of the triangular relationship
between companies, the state and the society. CSR
policy functions as a built-in, self-regulating
mechanism whereby business monitors and ensures
its active compliance with the spirit of the law, ethical
standards, and international norms.
CSR has broad scope including Environment,
community suppliers, health and safety, work force,
human rights. Standards of business conduct.
The importance of all forms of global CSR in evident
with the increasingly widespread adoption of ISO9000
and ISO4000 management systems by global
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corporations. Over the recent years, there have been
social, political and economic pressures on corporate
management to pay attention in social and
environmental consequences of corporate activities.
These pressures motivated the corporate
management to actively participate in a wide range
of social welfare activities. As CSR is becoming
popular day by day there are different areas where
CSR may be effective.
There are different types of corporate social
responsibility including
· Cause related marketing
· Cause promotion
· Socially responsible business practice
· Community volunteering
· Corporate philanthropy
· Corporate social marketing
CSR has been influenced by two major concepts.
One is stakeholder model, wherein it is recognized
that good business practice entails engaging all
stakeholders include authorities, customer groups,
business partners such as employees, unions,
suppliers, distribution service providers, etc., and
external influences, such as community members,
media, special interest groups, etc. the second
concepts is Triple Bottom Line, where companies
would no longer be judged by the conventional single,
i.e., financial bottom line but also on their
performance in social and environmental bottom lines.
Triple bottom line concept measures the overall
performance of a company based on its combined
contribution to economic prosperity, environmental
quality and social capital.
Some of the drivers pushing business towards
CSR
1. The shrinking role of government In the past,
governments have relied on legislation and regulation
to deliver social and environmental objectives in the
business sector. Shrinking government resources,
coupled with a distrust of regulations, has led to the
exploration of voluntary and non-regulatory initiatives
instead.
2. Demands for greater disclosure There is a
growing demand for corporate disclosure from
stakeholders, including customers, suppliers,

employees, communities, investors, and activist
organizations.
3. Increased customer interest There is evidence
that the ethical conduct of companies exerts a
growing influence on the purchasing decisions of
customers. In a recent survey by Environics
International, more than one in five consumers
reported having either rewarded or punished
companies based on their perceived social
performance.
4. Growing investor pressure Investors are
changing the way they assess companies’
performance, and are making decisions based on
criteria that include ethical concerns. The Social
Investment Forum reports that in the US in 1999,
there was more than $2 trillion worth of assets
invested in portfolios that used screens linked to the
environment and social responsibility. A separate
survey by Environics International revealed that
more than a quarter of share-owning Americans took
into account ethical considerations when buying and
selling stocks. (More on socially responsible
investment can be found in the ‘Banking and
investment’ section of the site.)
5. Competitive labour markets Employees are
increasingly looking beyond paychecks and benefits,
and seeking out employers whose philosophies and
operating practices match their own principles. In
order to hire and retain skilled employees, companies
are being forced to improve working conditions.
6. Supplier relations As stakeholders are becoming
increasingly interested in business affairs, many
companies are taking steps to ensure that their
partners conduct themselves in a socially responsible
manner. Some are introducing codes of conduct for
their suppliers, to ensure that other companies’
policies or practices do not tarnish their reputation.
Some of the positive outcomes that can arise
when businesses adopt a policy of social
responsibility
1. Company benefits:
· Improved financial performance;
· Lower operating costs;
· Enhanced brand image and reputation;
· Increased sales and customer loyalty;
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· Greater productivity and quality;
· More ability to attract and retain employees;
· Reduced regulatory oversight;
·  Access to capital;
· Workforce diversity;
· Product safety and decreased liability.
2. Benefits to the community and the general
public:
· Charitable contributions;
· Employee volunteer programs;
· Corporate involvement in community education,
employment and homelessness programs;
· Product safety and quality.
3. Environmental benefits:
· Greater material recyclability;
· Better product durability and functionality;
· Greater use of renewable resources;
· Integration of environmental management tools into
business plans, including life-cycle assessment and
costing, environmental management standards, and
eco-labeling.
CSR challenges and opportunities
Environmental The environmental dimension of
corporate social responsibility refers to your
business’s impact on the environment. The goal, as a
socially responsible company, is to engage in business
practices that benefit the environment. For example,
you might choose to use recycled materials in your
packaging or ad renewable energy sources like solar
power to your factory.
Social The social dimension of corporate responsibility
involves the relationship between your business and
society as a whole. When addressing the social
dimension, you should aim to use your business to
benefit society as a whole. This could involve sourcing
fair trade products, for example, or agreeing to pay
your employees a livable wage. It could also involve
taking on endeavors that benefit society, for instance
using your resources to organize charitable
fundraisers.
Economic The economic dimension refers to the
effect that corporate social responsibility has on the
finances of your company. In an ideal world, where
corporate social responsibility had no costs, there
would be no reason to limit it. But in the real world it

is important to recognize the financial impact that
these actions have and to balance being a good
corporate citizen with making a profit.
Stakeholder The stakeholders are all of the people
affected by your company’s actions. These include
employees, suppliers and members of the public.
When considering the stakeholder dimension of
corporate social responsibility, consider how your
business decisions affect these groups. For example,
you might be able to increase your output by having
employees work more, but you should consider the
impact it will have on them, not just your bottom line.
Voluntariness Actions that fall into the voluntariness
dimension are those that you are not required to do.
These actions are based in what your company
believes is the correct thing to do. They may be based
in specific ethical values that your company holds.
For example, you may believe that using organic
products is the right thing to do even if you are not
required to do so.
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Advertisement is omnipresent in modern society. It
can be found in everywhere such as television, the
Internet, newspapers, magazines, billboards and t-
shirts. Teenagers are a prime target market as they
are very impressionable to fashionable trends. In this
essay, I intend to explore the both positive and negative
sides of this issue. With the advent of modern
technologies; high-tech electronic devices which are
highly promoted by advertisers have become
indispensible tools with massive popularity among the
young generation. Teenagers keep the pace with the
trend is mainly because that electronic product
provides great advantages to people’s lives.
The products like portable computer, iPod or smart
phone enable you to access any information you need
in efficient way. It could also assist you greatly on
the educational purpose, However there are some
negative impacts should not be overlooked.
Excessively following the trend and addiction to
electronic gadgets creates much distraction to students
from their learning which actually a primary task is
in youth. While Student put long hours on their
gadgets, they spend less attention to assignments.
Furthermore, a sedentary lifestyle which discourages
exercises will eventually lead to many health issues,
like obesity, eyes problems etc… In addition,
constantly chasing modern products could bring some
financial pressure to parents as we understand
teenage is not mature enough to judge wisely what
exactly they need. As a consequence, most of time
they are induced to impulse shopping by attractive
advertisements, which turned out to be a waste. In
conclusion, I believe Advertisement of promoting
consuming electronic products has undoubtedly
influence to our youth both negatively and positively.

However both parents and schools should give good
guidance and supervision to the Younger’s so that
they will become wise consumers.
Definition
“Advertisement is a means of communication with
the users of a product or service. Advertisements
are messages paid for by those who send them and
are intended to inform or influence people who
receive them,”
Chart

Types of Advertisement
1. News Paper.
2. Magazine.
3. Radio.
4. Television.
5. Online.
6. Outdoor.
7. Pemplet/Flyer
Advantages of Advertisements
The advertisement informs the consumer about
qualities and price of goods and this makes purchasing
easy for the consumers.
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·  As the prices are already advertised, the consumers
cannot be over charged.
· By regular advertisement, the manufacturer can sell
the goods directly to the consumers    without
depending on middlemen this eliminates the
Middleman’s charges and profit. It means higher
profit to the manufacturer and lower prices to the
consumers.
· It helps in improvement of the quality of the goods.
· The consumers are attracted by the quality of the
products that are advertised. If the      consumers are
convinced that the quality is the same that is advertised,
they continue buying.
· It helps the consumer to save time. As the consumer
has already been the consumer is not
required to spend time in getting the products.
· It raises the living standard of consumers.
· It provides knowledge about the new designs of the
commodities to consumers and thus
Consumers consume those commodities and increase
their living standard.
Positive Impacts of Advertisement on Students
·  Advertisement makes the Students aware of the
new products available in the market. It increases
their knowledge about the latest innovations in the
field of technology.
· Convincing advertisements, which center around
healthy food products, can help improve the diet of a
child, if they are attractive enough.
· Certain advertisements, with strong messages
motivate the Students in chasing their future prospects
such as becoming a doctor, scientist or an engineer.
They generate the passion in Student, regarding their
future and make them realize the importance of
education.
· Some advertisements inculcate good habits in
Student, as all the toothpaste companies create strong
awareness regarding dental hygiene in Students.
Negative Impacts of Advertisement on Students
· Advertisements encourage the Student to persuade
their parents to purchase the products shown in the
commercials, whether useful or not. The little ones
tend to get adamant to buy the product.
· Student often tend to misinterpret the messages
conveyed in commercials. They overlook the positive

side and concentrate more on the negatives.
· Many advertisements in the present times include
dangerous stunts, which can be performed only by
experts. Even though, the commercials broadcast the
statutory warnings with the advertisement, the
Students often try to imitate the stunts at home, with
fatal results.
· The flashy advertisement broadcast in television
generates impulse shopping in Student.
· Student, after watching the glitter of commercials,
often lose the ability to live a life without materialistic
joy. Gradually, they get used to a lifestyle which is
reflected in television and other media.
· The Students usually get more attracted towards
the costly branded products, such as jeans and
accessories. They disregard the inexpensive, but
useful, ones that are not shown in the commercials.
·  Advertisements have an indirect effect on the
behavior of Student. They might develop
temperamental tantrums, when deprived of the latest
toys and clothes that are shown in the commercials.
· The personal preferences in clothing, toys, food and
luxuries of Student are altered by the advertisements,
to a great extent.
· Junk foods, such as pizzas, burgers and soft drinks,
are heavily promoted during Student’s programs. This
develops a craving for fatty, sugary and fast foods in
Students, thereby affecting their health adversely.
These unhealthy eating habits lead to diseases, such
as obesity. It even influences the way the Students
think about the actual taste of food.
· The advertisements shown in the television are
sometimes related to the use of tobacco, alcohol which
adversely affects the Students. It makes the
perception that, drinking beer makes you a cool
person. The vulnerability of the Students towards
these advertisements is a major concern.
·  Advertisement may affect the self-esteem of
Students, as they feel inferior to others if they do not
possess an endless array of products which are
shown in the television.
· Some of the advertisements portray women as sex
objects through flashy images, which create a bad
impact on the Student.
·  Almost all the advertisements do not convey the
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message clearly or Student fail to comprehend the
complete information. This can have an adverse effect
on the Student.
·  As more and more commercials are becoming
animated, there seems to be hardly any difference
between the real life and TV advertisements. As a
result, Student are unable to understand the difference
between real world and fantasy. Thus, these
advertisements distort the sense of reality of Students.
· Studies have shown that, those Students who watch
fast-paced television advertisements find it difficult
to do tasks that take a much longer time, such as
solving puzzles and reading.
Conclusion
Advertisement is always present, though people may
not be aware of it. In today’s world, Advertisement
uses every possible media to get its message through.
It does this via television, print (newspapers,
magazines, journals etc), radio, press, internet, direct
selling, hoardings, mailers, contests, sponsorships,
posters, clothes, events, colors, sounds, visuals.
The Advertisement industry is made of companies
that advertise, agencies that create the
advertisements, media that carries the ads, and a host
of people like copy editors, visualizes, brand managers,
researchers, creative heads and designers who take
it the last mile to the customer or receiver. A company
that needs to advertise itself and/or its products hires
an Advertisement agency. The company briefs the
agency on the brand, its imagery, the ideals and values
behind it, the target segments and so on. The agencies
convert the ideas and concepts to create the visuals,
text, layouts and themes to communicate with the
user. After approval from the client, the ads go on
air, as per the bookings done by the agency’s media
buying unit.
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RISK MANAGEMENT
Risk management is a central part of   strategic management. It is the process whereby organization
methodically addresses the risks attaching to their activities with the goal of achieving sustained benefit
within each activity and across the portfolio of all activities. The focus of good risk management is the
Identification and treatment of these risks. Its objective is to add maximum sustainable value to all the
activities of the organization. It marshals the understanding of the potential upside and downside of all those
factors which can affect the organization. It increases the probability of success, and reduces both the
probability of failure and the uncertainty of achieving the organization’s overall objectives. Risk management
should be a continuous and developing process which runs throughout the organization’s strategy and the
implementation of that strategy.
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 What is risk?
Risk is virtually anything that threatens or limits the
ability of a community or non-profit organization to
achieve its mission. It can be unexpected and
unpredictable events such as destruction of a building,
the wiping of all your computer files, loss of funds
through theft or an injury to a member or visitor who
trips on a slippery floor and decides to sue. Any of
these or a million other things can happen, and if they
do they have the potential to damage your
organization, cost you money, or in a worst case
scenario, cause your organization to close.
What is Risk Management?
Risk Management is the process of identifying and
evaluating the risks associated with activities and
operations of an organization; developing a means to
control, reduce or eliminate those risks, as well as
finance them. These risks include natural disasters,
illness, injury, and loss of property resulting from
unsafe practices or conditions as well as the financial
cost of these losses. The University attempts to
eliminate or control these risks through hazard
identification and correction, accident prevention,

training, installation of life safety systems in buildings,
fire protection systems, and other various measures.
The University finances these risks through the
transfer to commercial insurance carriers, or to others
by contract, and the establishment of cash reserves
to pay uninsured claims. On an individual level, risk
management is the effort by each employee to make
the fullest use of his or her personal capabilities to
eliminate or reduce hazards in his or her working
environment.
Risk management begins with three basic questions:
What can go wrong?
What will we do to prevent it?
What will we do if it happens?
Introduction
Risk management is a central part of strategic
management. It is the process whereby organization
methodically addresses the risks attaching to their
activities with the goal of achieving sustained benefit
within each activity and across the portfolio of all
activities. The focus of good risk management is the
Identification and treatment of these risks. Its
objective is to add maximum sustainable value to all
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the activities of the organization. It marshals the
understanding of the potential upside and downside
of all those factors which can affect the organization.
It increases the probability of success, and reduces
both the probability of failure and the uncertainty of
achieving the organization’s overall objectives. Risk
management should be a continuous and developing
process which runs throughout the organization’s
strategy and the implementation of that strategy. It
should address methodically all the risks surrounding
the organization’s activities past, present and in
particular, future. Must be integrated into the culture
of the organization with an effective policy and a
programmer led by the most senior management. It
must translate the strategy into tactical and
operational objectives, assigning responsibility
throughout the organization with each manager and
employee responsible for the Management of risk as
part of their job description. It supports accountability,
performance measurement and reward, thus
promoting operational efficiency at all levels.
Risk Identification
Risk identification sets out to identify an organization’s
exposure to uncertainty. This requires an intimate
knowledge of the Organization, the market in which
it operates, the legal, social, political and cultural
Environment in which it exists, as well as the
development of a sound understanding of its strategic
and operational objectives, including factors critical
to its success and the threats and opportunities related
to the achievement of these objectives. Risk
identification should be approached in a methodical
way to ensure that all significant activities within the
organization have been identified and all the risks
flowing from these activities defined. All associated
volatility related to these activities should be identified
and categorized. Business activities and decisions can
be classified in a range of ways, examples of which
include:
Strategic – This concern the long-term strategic
objectives of the organisation. They can be affected
by such areas as capital availability, sovereign and
political risks, legal and regulatory changes, reputation
and changes in the physical environment.
Operational - These concern the day-today issues

that the organization is confronted with as it strives
to deliver its strategic objectives.
 Financial - These concern the effective
management and control of the finances of the
organization and the effects of external factors such
as availability of credit, foreign exchange rates,
interest rate movement and other market exposures.
 Knowledge management - These concern
effective management and control of the Knowledge
resources, the production, protection and
communication thereof. External factors might include
the unauthorized use or abuse of intellectual Property,
area power failures, and competitive technology.
Internal factors might be system malfunction or loss
of key staff.
 Compliance - These concern such issues as
health & safety, environmental, trade descriptions,
consumer protection, data protection, employment
practices and regulatory issues. Whilst risk
identification can be carried out by outside consultants,
an in-house approach with well communicated,
consistent and co-ordinate processes and tools is likely
to be more effective. In-house ‘ownership’ of the
risk management process is essential.
Risk Analysis methods and Techniques:-
A range of techniques can be used to analyze risks.
These can be specific to Upside or downside risk or
be capable of dealing with both.
Risk Profile
The result of the risk analysis process can be used to
produce a risk profile which gives a significance rating
to each risk and provides a tool for prioritizing risk
treatment efforts. This ranks each identified risk so
as to give a view of the relative importance. This
process allows the risk to be mapped to the business
area affected, describes the primary control
procedures in place and indicates areas where the
level of risk control investment might be increased,
decreased or reapportioned. Accountability helps to
ensure that ‘ownership’ of the risk is recognized and
the appropriate management resource allocated.
Risk Management Policy
An organization’s risk management policy should set
out its approach to and appetite for risk and its
approach to risk Management. The policy should also
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set out responsibilities for risk management throughout
the organization. Furthermore, it should refer to any
legal Requirements for policy statements egg. For
Health and Safety. Attaching to the risk management
process is an integrated set of tools and techniques
for use in the various stages of the business process.
To work effectively, the risk management process
requires:
 Commitment from the chief executive and
executive management of the organization.
 Assignment of responsibilities within the
organization.
Allocation of appropriate resources for training
and the development of enhanced risk awareness by
all stakeholders.
Risk Evaluation
When the risk analysis process has been completed,
it is necessary to compare the estimated risks against
risk criteria which the organization has established.
The risk criteria may include associated costs and
benefits, legal requirements, socioeconomic and
environmental factors, concerns of stakeholders, etc.
Risk evaluation therefore, is used to make decisions
about the significance of risks to the organization and
whether each specific risk should be accepted or
treated.
Role of the Board
The Board has responsibility for determining the
strategic direction of the Organization and for creating
the environment and the structures for risk
Management to operate effectively. This may be
through an executive group, a non-executive
committee, an audit committee or such other function
that suits the organization’s way of operating and is
capable of acting as a ‘sponsor’ for risk
Management. The Board should, as a minimum,
consider, in evaluating its system of internal control.
 The nature and extent of downside risks
acceptable for the company to bear within its
particular business.
The likelihood of such risks becoming a reality.
How unacceptable risks should be managed.
The company’s ability to minimize the probability
and impact on the business.
The costs and benefits of the risk and control

activity undertaken.
 The effectiveness of the risk management
process.
The risk implications of board decisions.
Role of the Business Units
This includes the following:
The business units have primary responsibility
for managing risk on a day to- day basis.
 Business unit management is responsible for
promoting risk awareness within their operations; they
should introduce risk management objectives into their
business.
 Risk management should be a regular
management-meeting item to allow consideration of
exposures and to reprioritize work in the light of
effective risk analysis.
 Business unit management should ensure that
risk management is incorporated at the conceptual
stage of projects as well as throughout a project.
The Structure and Administration of Risk
Management
A) Role of the Risk Management Function
Depending on the size of the organization the risk
management function may range from a single risk
champion, a part time risk manager, to a full scale
risk management department. The role of the Risk
Management function should include the following:
Setting policy and strategy for risk management.
Primary champion of risk management at strategic
and operational level
 Building a risk aware culture within the
organization including appropriate.
Establishing internal risk policy and structures
for business units.
 Designing and reviewing processes for risk
management.
Co-coordinating the various functional activities
which advise on risk management issues within the
organization.
Developing risk response processes, including
contingency and business continuity programmers.
Preparing reports on risk for the board and the
stakeholders.
B)  Role of Internal Audit:-
The role of Internal Audit is likely to differ from one
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organization to another. In practice, Internal Audit’s
role may include some or all of the following:
Focusing the internal audit work on the significant
risks, as identified by management, and auditing the
risk management processes across an Organization.
Providing assurance on the management of risk.
Providing active support and involvement in the
risk management process.
 Facilitating risk identification/assessment and
educating line staff in risk management and internal
control.
Co-coordinating risk reporting to the board, audit
committee, etc In determining the most appropriate
role for a particular organization, Internal Audit should
ensure that the professional requirements for
independence and Objectivity are not breached.
Resources and Implementation
The resources required to implement the
organization’s risk management policy should be
clearly established at each level of management and
within each business unit. In addition to other
operational functions they may have, those involved
in risk management should have their roles in
coordinating risk management policy/strategy clearly
defined. The same clear definition is also required
for those involved in the audit and review of internal
controls and facilitating the risk management process.
Risk management should be embedded within the
organization through the strategy and budget
processes. It should be highlighted in induction and
all other training and development as well as within
operational processes e.g. product/service
development projects.
DISCLAIMER
The material provided in this help sheet has been
prepared to provide general information only. It is
not intended to be relied upon or be a substitute for
legal or other professional advice.
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ANALYSIS OF COST  STRUCTURE OF ALUMINIUM  INDUSTRY
IN  INDIA PRECIS

The Aluminium Sector is core sector for any of the country. Further now-a-days this sector is open for free
market. Energy privatization has been part and parcel of recent trend. This Industry plays a vital role in
development of economics of enterprise as well as country. So at this stage cost structure of Aluminium
Industry will be very useful to many of its company. The researcher has taken golden opportunities to
analyze the cost structure of the leading Industry.
Here, the most leading five Industries have been taken as sample units and the researcher period is from the
year 2005-2010. The dissertation is mainly based on the secondary database. Its main objective are to
evaluate the raw material, overheads, other working capacity with expenses etc. Further, correlation of the
cost structure and other important factors that effects the cost structure of the unit is used to find out in the
study. Thus, Overall performance and comparison of units related to cost structure are included in the study.
The researcher has tried to fulfill all objectives and to make the study useful. The study has been very useful
to researcher to enhance the deep knowledge and experience regarding the study.
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Introduction
For most of the last century, firms in certain Industries,
especially public utility Industries such as energy,
transportation, and communication, have been public
owned or regulated to alleviate public fears that such
firms would use market Power to raise cost prices
artificially. Many of these Industries exhibited scale
economics, Which meant that a single firm would
have the lowest cost of production and could
monopolies and regulated to control entry, prices, cost
structure and profits.
Aluminium privatization has been part and parcel of
a recent trend, Which has placed greater NALCO
on market forces and less dependence in government
in the allocation of resourses. For many nation, their
formerly state owned aluminium companies have been
among the largest companies to be privatized. Energy
companies that have been privatized include some of
world’s largest Aluminium Companies based in the
Industrialized nations.
Although privatization efforts differ substantially from

country to country, in general, nation have privatized
state-owned aluminium industry to achieve one or
more of several objective.
These Objectives Include:
1. Cost structure for the Industry, being private or
government Industry.
2. Government’s industry role in the economic
3. Increasing Cost Material
4. Introducing greater competition ,,and
5. Exposing firms to market discipline.
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
Aluminium is crucial to the development of any
modern economy and is considered to be the
backbone of human civilization. The level of per cost
consumption of Aluminium is treated as an important
index of the level of socioeconomic development and
living standards of the people in any country. It is a
product of a large and technologically complex
industry having strong forward and backward linkages
in terms of material flows and income generation.
All major industrial economies are characterized by
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the existence of a strong Aluminium industry and the
growth of many of these economies has been largely
shaped by the strength of their Aluminium industries
in their initial stages of development. Aluminium
industry was in the vanguard in the liberalization of
the industrial Sector and has made rapid strides since
then. The new Greenfield plants represent the latest
in technology. Output has increased, the industry has
moved up in the value chain and exports have raised
consequent to a greater integration with the global
economy. The new plants have also brought about a
greater regional dispersion easing the domestic supply
position notably in the western region. At the same
time, the domestic steel industry faces new challenges.
Some of these relate to the trade barriers in developed
markets and certain structural problems of the
domestic industry notably due to the high cost of
commissioning of new projects. The domestic demand
too has not improved to significant levels. The litmus
test of the Aluminium industry will be to surmount
these difficulties and remain globally competitive.
Financial soundness and Cost structure of a business
enterprise largely depend upon the working cost
structure  management of firm. Working cost structure
comprises of different components like raw material,
Labour work, Overhead cost, Overall cost, and other
cost etc. The management of receivable is very
crucial in order to control collection cost and bad debt.
The cash management is also very significant
because firm should have optimum level of cash
during the year. The raw material and work in
progress and finished goods are very important part
of inventory therefore they should be properly
managed. Another problem of the industry is short
fall in electricity supply and heavy electric charges.
It also makes effect on cost of production and
financial position. The objectives of financial analysis
can be classified on the basis of persons interested in
the analysis as (a) External and (b) Internal. An
external analyst has to depend upon the published
information of cost structure statements, which are
not enlightening themselves. While internal analysis
knows everything regarding information provided in
cost structure.
Study of cost structure analysis always is made

objectively. Generally, external analysts use
information as per their requirement. Financier would
like to know cost structure. Management would be
interested in the operational efficiency cost structure
and profitability. The various stakeholders of business
enterprises like management, investors, bankers,
financial institutions, creditors, employees,
government, economist, prospective investor’s etc.,
look at sound cost structure Position of the business
enterprise.
Limitations of the study
1. This study will be based on secondary data taken
from published annual reports and accounts of
selected companies and as such its findings depends
entirely on the accuracy of such data.
2. There are different methods to measure the cost
structure of an industry in this connection views of
experts differ from one-another.
3. The study will be based on different ratio of cost
structure has its own limitations which also applies to
the study.
4. The different views will be applied in the
calculation of the elements of cost by the units.
5. The analysis of cost structure of business enterprise
gives diagnostic indicators. Researcher being outside
external analyst obviously has no access to internal
data. Therefore, inside view of the organization shall
not be characterized in the study.
E Cost Data Analysis Table.
This Cost Analysis is mainly annual reports of
aluminium industry from 2005-06 to 2010-11. Table
2.1 depicts the cost of selected aluminium industry in
India for the period 2005-06 to 2010-11 under study.
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Table 2.1 Material to Total Cost  In Aluminium Industry in India.

Material to total cost 
Company Name 2005-06 2006-07 2007-08 2008-09 2009-10 2010-11 Mean 
HINDALCO 66.87 75.04 75.85 70.99 76.76 76.20 73.62 
NALCO 21.98 22.07 22.95 19.68 19.64 19.17 20.92 
BALCO 19.22 40.49 52.75 48.75 48.58 40.65 41.74 
MALCO 75.89 70.40 73.24 72.35 77.48 75.89 74.21 
MEAN 45.99 52.00 56.20 52.94 55.62 52.98 52.62 

Sources:- Annual Reports of Aluminium Industry From 2005-06 to 2010-11 
 

The above Table No:-2.1 shows the material to total cost of the HINDALCO from the year 2005-06 to
2010-11. During the Five years study period researcher found many thing. The highest material to total cost
was 76.76 percent in the year 2009-10 and the lowest material to total cost was 66.87 percent in the year
2005-06. The average MEAN of the material to total cost of company was MEAN 73.62 during the study
period.
The above Table No:-2.1 Shows the material to total cost of the BALCO from the year 2005-06 to 2010-11.
During the Five years study period researcher found many things. The highest material to total cost 52.75
percent in the year 2007-08 and the lowest material to total cost was 19.22 percent in the year 2005-06. The
average MEAN of the material to total cost of company was MEAN 41.74 during the study period.
The Table No:- 2.1 Shows the material to total cost of MALCO with fluctuated and progressive trend during
researcher period. The highest material to total cost 77.48 in the year 2009-10 and the lowest material to
total cost 70.40 percent in the year 2006-07 and average MEAN material to total cost was 74.21 percent.
E ANOVA Test.
Null Hypothesis:- There is no any significant difference in material to total cost in aluminium industry under
study.
Alternative Hypothesis:- There is significant difference in material to total cost of Aluminium industry under
study.
Level of Significance:-5 Critical cost:- 3.11 Degree of freedom:-17

Table No:-2.2, Material to total cost (ANOVA Test)

Source of Variation SS Df MS F P-value F crit 
Between Groups 215.6419 5 43.12839 0.056158 0.997437 3.105875 
Within Groups 9215.797 12 767.9831       
              
Total 9431.439 17         

 Table No: - 2.2 Indicates there is no significant difference in material to total cost of aluminium industry
under study because the calculated cost of “F” is lower than table cost so, null hypothesis is rejected and
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alternative hypothesis accepted. It can be concluded
that there is a significance difference in the material
to total cost of aluminium industry under study.
Summary
Aluminium Industry is one of the Key industries in
India. It plays dominant role in the national economy.
Aluminium Industries ranks second after the
necessary inputs such as raw. India is well endowed
with all the necessary inputs such as raw material.
Skilled nun power equipment and technology or this
major industry in the modern sector of our economy.
The production and consumption of aluminium, to a
large extent, indicates, a country’s progress.
It must, however he emphasized that India has not
yet been able to exploit the potentials that this industry
offers in rising growth by utilization the internal and
external markets. Despite remarkable achievements
during the last decade the industry faces certain
problem viz administered price of inputs. Insufficient
infrastructure support wagon shortage, packing
control etc.
The present study deals with the cost structure of
aluminium industry India. State which  are engaged
in manufacturing and selling of “Aluminium Industry”
only. For this purpose four leading companies viz:
HINDALCO, NALCO, BALCO, And MALCO
LTD. Have been chosen for detailed study as they
are considered as the large aluminium plants in
aluminium industry in India.
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5Z\5ZFUT J[5FZ jIJ:YF p5Z VFW]lGS DM, S<RZGL V;Z

 EFZTLI  ;DFH  jIJ:YFV[  ;F{YL  H]GL  VG[  p¿D  jIJ:YF  K[P  VF56M  .lTCF;  T5F;TF\  bIF,  VFJX[  S[  ;DFHGL  NZ[S
H~ZLIFTM 5}6" YFI T[JL  jIJ:YF VF56F ;DFHGL CTLP ;FDFHLS4 VFlY"S4 X{1Fl6S4 VFZMuI,1FL4 EF{lTS JU[Z[GM  jIJl:YT
;DTM,LT  l:YlT  HF/JJFDF\  VFJTL  SF{8<IG] \  VY"XF:+  VFHGF  I]UDF\  E6JFDF\  VFJ[  K[P  T[JL  VFlY"S  jIJ:YF
IMuI  DF/BFDF\  UM9JFI[,  CTLP  VF56L  J[5FZ  jIJ:YFGL  UM9J6L  JU"  jIJ:YF  VG[  tIFZAFN  7FlT  jIJ:YFDF\  ~5F\TlZT
Y.  VG[  VF  jIJ:YFGL  V;Z  ZMHUFZL  p5Z  YI[,  G  CTLP  H[YL  VFlY"S  jIJ:YFG]\  ;DT],G  H/JFI  ZC[T]\P  H[DvH[D
5lZJT"GGL  CJF  ,FUTL  U.  VG[  DM,S<RZ  VlC  5U51F[X[  SZTF\  VF56L  5Z\5ZFUT  VY"jIJ:YFDF\  B,[,  5CM\RL  K[P
DM,S<RZGL  X~VFT  ;FDFgI  ;DFH  p5Z  TM  V;Z  ;FDFgI  ,FU[  K[P  5Z\T]  VF56F  N[XDF\  GFGFvGFGF  J[5FZLVMGL
;\bIF  36L  K[  VG[  ;FY[v;FY[  B[0}TM  S[  pt5FNSM  56  ;LW]\  J[RF6  SZTF  VFD  NZ[SG[  ;DFG  ZMHUFZL  p5,aW  AGTL  5Z\T]
VFH[ GFGFvGFGF DM8M VFJJFYL GFGF J[5FZLVMG[  ZMHUFZLGF 5|`GM ;DY" K[P VF56]\ 5Z\5ZFUT  jIJ:YF p5Z ;LWL V;Z
YFI  K[P
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5|:TFJGF    o
VY"  jIJ:YF VG[  jIF5FZ  jIJ:YF V[ NZ[S ;DFHG]\ VlGJFI"
V\U  K[P  VY"XF:+  D]HA  DFGJLGL  H~ZLIFTM  VDIF"lNT  K[4
VG[  VF  H~ZLIFTM  5}6"  SZJF  ;DFHDF\  lJlJW
jIJ:YFVMG] \   ;H"G  SZJFDF \  VFjI] \   K[P  VFJL  lJlJW
H~ZLIFTM DF8[ jIJl:YT jIJ:YFT\+ pEF SZL V[S ;DT],LT
;DFH  pEM  SZJFGL  jIJ:YF  VF56F  ;DFHDF\  30TZ
SZJFDF\  VFJ[,L  K[P
EFZTLI  ;DFHGF\  .lTCF;GL  VFlY"S  jIJ:YF  lJlGDI
5|YFIL X~VFT YI[,L K[P J6" jIJ:YF NZdIFG J[xIG[ pt5FNG
J[5FZ  VG[  lJlJW  H~ZLIFTMGL  5}lT "G ] \   SFD  XMWJFDF \
VFjI] \P  WLZ[vWLZ[  J6"  jIJ:YF  T]8JF  ,FUL  VG[  7FlT
jIJ:YFDF \  7FlT  VFWFlZT  J[5FZ  jIJ:YF  V:TLtJDF \
VFJLP  H[D  S[4  ;MG]\v;MGL4  ,MB\0v,]CFZ4  ,FS0]\v;]YFZ4
XFSEFHLvSFKLIM4  DF8LvS] \EFZ4  B[TLv58[,4
5X]5F,GvEZJF04  UF{JFZ4  VFlCZ  H[DF  V[S  7FlT  ALHL
7FlT4 V[S jIlST ALHL jIlST ;FY[ 5ZM1F VG[ 5|tI1F HM0FI[,L
ZC[TLP  H[DF \  DFGJL  H~lZIFTMGL  5}lT"DF \  SM.  ;D:IF
pEL G YTLP ;DTM,LT jIF5FZ jIJ:YF H/JFI ZC[,LP 5Z\T]
JU"  jIJ:YF  VFJTF  VF  jIJ:YF  T]8JF  ,FULP  ;FY[v;FY[
.P;P  !))!  GL  J{l`JSLSZ6GL  lGlTYL  lJN[X  S\5GLVMG]\
EFZTDF\  VFUDG  YTF  VF56L  5Z\5ZFUT  VFlY"S  ;\:S'lT
s.SMGMDLS S<RZf T]8JF ,FULP ;FY[v;FY[ VF56[ A[ JUM"GM
pNŸEJ  YJM  V[S  VF56L  5Z\5ZFUT  lJlGDI  5|YF  VG[  V[S

DM0[l,\U  OMZ[G  lAhG[  slJN[X  jIF5FZf  H[  A\G[  JrR[  ;\A\WDF\
Vl:YZTFG] \  Vl:TtJ  YI] \  VG[  DM,  S<RZ  VFjI] \P  H[GL
V;Z N]SFG WFZSM VG[ U|FCSM p5Z S[JL V;Z K[[P H[DF\ VD]S
CSFZFtDS s;FZLf VG[ SNFR JW] GSFZFtDS sBZFAf AFATMGM
;DFJ[X  YI[,  K[P
VFD4  HMTF  TM  VF  V;Z  ;FDFgI  FDI  lJX[  36] \
,BFI] \   CMJF  KTF \  VF  lJQFI  p5Z  CH]  ;]WL  VeIF;
YIM  CMI  V[J] \   DFZL  HF6DF\  GYL4  S [  EFJGUZDF\
DM,S<RZGM S[JM :JLSFZ YIM K[ m T[GL ;FDFgI N]SFG WFZSM
p5Z S[JL V;Z Y. K[ m J[RF6 SZGFZ VG[ pt5FNG SZGFZ
JrR[  S[JL  lJlGDI  5|YF  K[  m  VF  lJlJW  5|`GM  äFZF  VF
VeIF; CFY WIM" K[P
5Z\5ZFUT  EFZTLI  J[5FZ  jIJ:YF    o
EFZTGM  .lTCF;  36M  H]GM  K[P  5Z\T]  VF56F\  ;DFHGL
jIJ:YF ;DTM,LT VG[ ;DFHJFNL K[P VFYL NZ[S jIJ:YFGM
hL6J85}J"SGM  VeIF;  SZJFDF \  VFJ[  T [D  KTF \  T [GF
BZFA 5F;F VMKF K[P .P;P5}J"[YL .P;P GL N;DL ;NL ;]WL
J6"  jIJ:YF  Vl:TtJ  WZFJTL  CTLP  VF  ;DI  V[8,[
EFZTGM  ;}J6"  I]UGM  ;DI  H[DF \  NZ[S  jIJ:YFG[  RFZ
lJEFUDF\  UM9JJFDF \  VFJ[,L  CTLP  H[DF \  DFGJL
H~ZLIFTMG]\  56  lJEFHG  CT]\P  5|FYlDS  H~ZLIFT  sVgG4
5F6L4  J:+f  EF{lTS  H~lZIFTM4  Z1F6FtDS  H~ZLIFTM  VG[
VgI  H~ZLIFTMGL  jIJ:YFGF  VFWFZ[  J6"GF
VFWFZ[  lJEFHLT  SZJFDF\  VFJ[,P
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,UEU  !!DL;NLDF \  7FlT  jIJ:YF  Vl:TtJDF\  VFJL
VG[  H~ZLIFTMG[  7FlTDF\  lJEFHLT  SZJFDF\  VFJLP  VF
jIJ:YFYL jIF5FZ VG[ J[5FZ RÊ p5Z T[GL BF; V;Z YI[,
GlCP VFHGF VFW]lGS J[5FZ RÊDF\ VG]ÊD[ T[HL D\NL O]UFJM
H[JL  l:YlTGM  pNŸEJ  tIFZAFN  YI[,  J[5FZvZMHUFZL  VG[
H~ZLIFTG]\  ;DTM,G  jIJl:YT  AgI]\P
:JT\+TF  AFN  AN,FI[,  VY"T\+  o
EFZT  N[X  !)$(  DF \  :JT\+  TM  AgI] \   5Z\T ]  EFZTDF\
tIFZ[  BZ[BZ  SM.  RMSS;  DF/B]\  S[  jIJ:YF  Vl:TtJDF\  G
CTLP NZ[S N[X VgI N[XGL T],GFV[ :JT\+ CTFP SM. N[BFJ S[
:5WF"  H[J] \  JFTFJZ6  G  CT]\  VG[  EFZTLI  5Z\5ZF  D]HA
lJlGDI  5|YF  RF,]  CTLP  WLD[vWLD[  EFZTLI  S,F  VG[
U'CpnMUGL  HuIF  CJ[  pnMU  TZO  5|UlTXL,  AgIF  CTFP
.P;P  !))!  DF \  EFZTLI  jIF5FZ  VG[  pnMUlGlTDF\
5lZJT"G  ,FJJF  DF8[  DFGGLI  0MP  DGDMCGl;\C  äFZF
J{l`JSLSZ64 BFGULSZ6 VG[ pNFZLSZ6GL  lGlT V5GFJTF
V[S  J{l`JS  AHFZ  pE]  YI]\P  T[DGL  V;Z  J[5FZL  JU"  p5Z
GSFZFtDS V;Z Y.P H[ N[XGF lJSF; DF8[ CSFZFtDS CTLP
VFW]lGS ;\:S'lTGM pNI VG[ T[GL V;Z o
.P;P  !))!GL  VFlY"S  lGlTGF  :JLSFZ  5KL  lJlJW  DM,
:YF5JFGL  X~VFTP  VDNFJFNDF \  Big Bajar   GL
Z__!DF\   X~VFT  Y.P  tIFZAFN  V-Mart, Reliance
Fresh,  .:SMG  DM,4  lCDF,IF  H[JF  DM,GL  X~VFT  YI[,P
T[GL V;Z GFGF J[5FZLVMG[ lJlJW ;D:IFVMGL X~VFT SZGFZ
U6FjIF  K[P
GFGF  :8MZ  3ZYL  YM0F  V\TZ  CMI  K[P  J:T]VM  T[DF\  JWFZ[
;Z/TF  ZC[TL  CMI  K[P  H[8,L  J:T]  H[8,F  5|DF6DF\  HM.V[
TM VFJF K]8S :8MZDF\YL ;Z/TFYL 5|F%T Y. XSTL CMI K[P
HIFZ[  DM,DF\  V[S  H  HuIF  V[JL  AWL  H  J:T]VM  5|F%T  YTL
CMI  K[P  H[D  S[4  .,[S8=LS  l05F8"D[g8DF\YL  .,[S8=LS  J:T]VM4
BFn  ;DU|LGF  l05F8"D[g8  DF\YL  BFn  ;FDU|L4  XFSEFHLGF
lJEFUM4  Z[XG4  HJ[,ZL  :8MS4  l;G[DF  JU[Z[  AWL  H  J:T]VM
V[S  H  HuIFV[YL  VG[  h05YL  5|F%T  YTL  CMJFG[  YFI  K[P
DM,DF\  U|FCSMG[  VFSQF"6  DF8[  lJlJW  RLHJ:T]VM  DF8[
VMOZM  ZFBJFDF\  VFJ[  K[P  FDI (Foreign Direct
Investment)  GFDGL  ;\:YFV[  DM,GL  :YF5GF  SZJF  TYF
K}8S  J[5FZMG[  A\W  SZJF  36F  N[XMDF\  z[Q9  SFDULZL  AHFJL
K[P VF N[X YF.,[g04 D,[lXIF4 A|FhL,4 5M,[g04 RF,GF JU[Z[
K[P  5Z\T]  EFZT  ;ZSFZ[  VF  ;\:YFG[  GFGF  :8MZ  WFZSMGF  lCT
DF8[  EFZTDF\  5|J[XJFGL  5ZJFGUL  VF5L  GYLP  VF  DF8[
N[XGF  ,MSM  äFZF  56  lJZMWM  SZJFDF\  VFjIF  CTF  VG[
VFH[  56  36F  5|`GM  HMJF  D/[  K[P
VFH[ ,MSM DM,DF\YL J:T]VM BZLNJFGM VFU|C ZFB[ K[P 5lZ6FD[
GFGF  :8MZ  WFZSMGM  W\WM  50L  EF\uIM  K[P  T[VMGL  VFJS  VG[
ZMHLvZM8L 5Z T[GL V;Z Y. K[P T[VMGF :8MZGL J:T]VMGF

VMKF  J[RF6  G[  SFZ6[  T[G[  BM8  ;CG  SZJL  50[  K[P  J[5FZDF\
JWFZ[  BM8  G[  SFZ6[  T[GF  5Z  N[JF\GM  AMHM  JWL  HFI  K[P  T[GL
VFlY"S B]A H GA/L AGTF T[ A[ZMHUFZ AG[ K[P T[ 5MTFGL
VFlY"S  ;wWZTF  U]DFJTF  ;\5}6"  A[ZMHUFZ  AG[  K[P
CJ[4  VCL\IF  V[  5|`G  pNŸEJ[  S[  ZMHUFZL  DF8[  p¿D  J[5FZ
DM,  S[  GFGF  :8MZ4  DM,DF\YL  ,MSMG[  ZMHUFZL  H  5|F%T  YTL
CMI  K[  VG[  GFGF  :8MZDF\YL  56  ZMHUFZL  5|F%T  YTL  CMI
K[P 5Z\T] 5Z\5ZFUT J[5FZ V[ GFGF :8MZGM J[5FZ V[ H K[P T[GM
D]bI  C[T]  U|FCSMG[  DC¿D  ;\TMQF  5|F%T  YFI  T[GM  CMI
K[P  T[DF \  U|FCSMG] \   lCT  G  HMBDFI  T[GL  SF/HL
ZFBJFDF\  VFJTL  CMI  K[P  U|FCSM  5MTFGL  H~ZLIFT  5]ZTL
VG[  H[8,M  H~ZL  CMI  T[8,L  J:T]  K]8S  tIF\YL  ,.  XS[  K[P
HIFZ[  DM,DF\  VD]S  lGIT  SZ[,L  ZSD  ;]WLGL  J:T]  U|FCS[
OZHIFT  BZLNJL  50[  K[P  T[DF\  K[TZl5\0LGM  EI  56  ZC[
K[P lJlJW VFSQF"S VMOZM äFZF 5lZ6FD[ U|FCSGM lJ`JF; T}8[
K[4  VG[  U|FCSMG] \  lCT  56  HMBDFI  K[P
VF  TFZ6M  5ZYL  :5Q8  YFI  K[  S[  DM,  S<RZ  SZTF\  GFGF
:8MZDF\  YTM  J[5FZ  U|FCSMGF  lCT  TYF  ;\TMQF  DF8[  H~ZL
K[P  T[DF \  U|FCMSG[  VlU|DTF  VF5JFDF \  VFJ[  K[P  tIF \
5|DFl6STFGM  JWFZ[  50T] \  DCtJ  VF5JFDF\  VFJL  ZCI] \
K[P
5wWlT o
C[T] o
* 5Z\5ZFUT  J[5FZ  jIJ:YFG]\  UM9J6  lJQFIS  HF6SFZLP
*    5Z\5ZFUT J[5FZ p5Z 50[,L V;Z HF6JLP
* 5Z\5ZFUT J[5FZGL pNŸEJ[,L ;D:IFGL J[5FZJU" p5Z
50[,L V;ZGL HF6SFZLP
jIF5  lJ`J
  VF  VeIF;DF\  EFJGUZ  XC[ZGF  Nl1F6  lJ:TFZ[  VFJ[,
ZFDD\+4  ,B]EF  CM,4  SF/LIFAL0  VG[  T/FHF  HSFTGFSFGF
lJ:TFZDF\  VFJ[,  J[5FZL  JU"  VG[  ;FDFgI  GFUlZS  5}ZTM
l;lDT  AGFJJFDF\  VFjIMP
GD]GF  o
  VF  VeIF;DF\  #_  J[5FZL  sZZ  EF.VM  (  AC[GMf  $_
;FDFgI  GFUlZS  sZ_  EF.VM  VG[  Z_  AC[GMf  V[D  S],
D/L  *_  lGNX"G  5;\N  SZJFDF\  VFjIFP
p5SZ6  o
  VF  VeIF;DF\  ~A~  D],FSFT  VG[  lGlZ1F6  5wWlTGM
p5IMU SZJFDF\ VFjIM K[P ~A~ D],FSFT DF8[ ZlRT ;\ElJT
lJWFGM 5|YDYL H T{IFZ SZ[, VG[ T[GF VFWFZ[
DFlCTL  V[S+  SZJFDF\  VFJLP
DFlCTLG] \   5'yYSZ6  o
  VF  VeIF;DF\  ;F{5|YD  D],FSFT  VG[  lGlZ1F6  äFZF  H[
DFlCTL  p5,aW  AGL  T[G] \  ;FDFgILSZ6  SZJFDF\  VFjI] \P
TFZ6M  o
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5Z\5ZFUT  J[5FZ  jIJ:YFG]\  jIJ:YF5G  o
DM8FEFUGF  p¿ZNFTFVM  5F;[YL  H[  HJFAM  5|F%T  YIF  T[
D]HA  VF56L  5Z\5ZFUT  J[5FZ  jIJ:YFDF\  NZ[S  RLHvJ:T]
DF8[  V,UvV,U  :8MZGL  jIJ:YF  CTLP  5|FlRG  ;DIDF\
7FlT  VFWFlZT  J:T]G] \   pt5FNG  VG[  J[RF6  SZJFDF \
VFJT]\P  H[G]\  pnMULS  :J~5  VFJTF  VFH[  7FlT  VFWFlZT
GlC 56 RLH J:T] VFWFlZT :8MZ sN]SFGf jIJ:YF K[P ALHL
AFAT  VFHGF  ;DI[  V[JL  56  K[  S[  VUZ  U|FCS  5F;[  CFY
p5Z  GF6]\  GYL  TM  pWFZ  slWZF6f  YL  56  RLHvJ:T]VM
BZLNL  XS[  K[P  ALHL  AFAT  VF56L  5Z\5ZFUT  J[5FZ
jIJ:YFDF\  B[0}T4  O[ZLIF4  N,F,  VG[  J[5FZ  AWFG[  ;DFG
VFJS    D/L  ZC[  K[P  T[D  KTF\  T[  RLH  U|FCS[  BZLNL  VG]S}/
lS\DT[ SZL XS[ K[P
5Z\5ZFUT  J[5FZ  jIJ:YF  8]8JF  ,FUL  K[  o
#_  8SF  p¿ZNFTF  VMG]\  DFGJ]\  K[  S[  VF56L  5Z\5ZFUT
J[5FZ  jIJ:YF  ;FZL  CTL  VG[  T[GL  T],GFV[  VFHGF  J[5FZ
jIJ:YF  sDM,  ;\:S'lTf  GL  jIJ:YF  IMuI  GYLP  VF56L
jIJ:YF  8]8JF  ,FUL  VG[  ZMHUFZLDF \  56  38F0M  YJF
,FuIM K[P
V[S H  HuIFV[YL NZ[S RLHvJ:T]VM ;C[,FIYL p5,aW YFI
K[ o
&Z  8SF  p¿ZNFTFG]\  V[J]\  DFGJ]\  K[  S[  VF56L  5Z\5ZFUT
J[5FZ  jIJ:YFDF \  lJlJW  RLHvJ:T]GL  BZLNL  DF8[
V,UvV,U  :8MZ  VG[  V,UvV,U  lJ:TFZDF \  HJ] \
50T] \   T [DF \  K[TZFJFGM  56  EI  ZC[TM  5Z\T ]  DM,DF\
V[S  H  HuIFV[  NZ[S  J:T]  p5,aW  AGFJJFDF\  VFJ[,  K[P
H[YL  ;DIGM  ARFJ  SZL  XSFI  K[P  ;FY[v;FY[  lS\DTDF\
K[TZFJFGM  EI  56  VMKM  ZC[  K[P
ZMHUFZLG] \   ;H"G  VMK] \  YFI  K[      o
EFJGUZDF\  H  ;[JFVM  VG[  J[5FZL  JU"  S[  T[DGL  ;FY[  ;\S/
FI[,F  ,MSMG] \   5|DF6  ,UEU  &)  8SF  K[P  HIFZ[  DM,
S<RZDF\  EFJGUZDF\  $  YL  5  DM,  VFJ[,F  K[P  NZ[S
DM,DF\  ;Z[ZFX  #_  YL  #5  SD"RFZL  SFD  SZ[  K[P  VFJL
ZMHUFZLGF  ;H"GGL  AFATDF\  5Z\5ZFUT  J[5FZ  jIJ:YF
SZTF  36] \   H  VMK] \   K[P
:YFlGS  pt5FNSMG[  ;LWF  J[RF6DF\  ;D:IF      o
VF56L  J[5FZ  jIJ:YF  ;DFgI  CTL  H[DF\  pt5FNS  5MT[
J[5FZL  AGL  VG[  5MTFGF  DF,G]\  J[RF6  SZL  XSTM  VYJF
pt5FNS  l;WM  J[5FZLG[  5MTFG]\  pt5FNG  J[RF6  SZL  XSTM
VG[ T[DGL 5F;[YL BZLNGFZ V[S SZTF JW] J[5FZL ZC[TF
H[YL T[DGL prRL lS\DT 5|F%T Y. XSTLP
sCZFHLHL  5|YFf5Z\5ZFUT  J[5FZ  ;FY[  ;\S/FI[,  ZMHUFZL
U]DFJJFGM  EI      o
(&  8SF  ,MSM  5F;[YL  V[S  ;DFG  HJFA  5|F%T  YIM  K[  S[  HM
DF,GL  jIJ:YF  VF56F  ;DFHDF\  ;O/  Y.  TM  VF56F

J[5FZ ;FY[ ;\S/FI[, N,F,4 DH]Z VG[ J[5FZL A[ ZMHUFZ AGX[P
5Z\5ZFUT  J[5FZ  jIJ:YFG]\  jIJ:YF5G      o
NZ[S  ZLT[  VF56[  HMJFDF\  VFJ[  TM  VF56L  5Z\5ZFUT  J[5FZ
jIJ:YF  ;FZL  CTLP  5Z\T]  DM,S<RZDF\  56  VD]S  AFATM
p¿D  K[P  H[D  S[  ;Z/TFYL  VG[  U]6JTF  JFZL  RLHvJ:T]VM
D/L  ZC[  K[P  VG[  J[RF6DF\  56  ;DFG  lS\DT  SZL
RLHvJ:T]VM  p5Z  O]UFJFGL  V;Z  p5Z  S\8=M,  SZL  XSFI
K[P 5Z\T] ALHL AFH] HMJF H.V[ TM ZMHUFZL ;H"G DF8[ VF
jIJ:YFG[  AZFAZ  U6FJL  XSFI  GCLP  VF56F  N[XG[
ZMHUFZLGL H~Z K[P ;\5}6" ZMHUFZLGL 5|F%TL 5KL VF jIJ:YF
p¿D  K[P

;\NE"
              5F \0 [I  ZFD  GZ[X  clJ`J jIF5FZ ;\U9G TYF
EFZTLI VY"jIJ:YFc    sZ__$f  V[g8,F8LS

XDF"  VG]ZFU clJ`J jIF5FZ V[JD EFZTLI
VY"jIJ:YFc  sZ_!ZfZLT]  5a,LS[XG
5F\0[I  U6[X cEFZTLI ;FDFHLS jIJ:YFc  sZ__(f
NIF  5a,LS[XG
Dr.  Bhati Usha Foreign Direct Investment-
Contemporary Issues (2006) jain book
Dr. Bala Indu  `Foreign Resources and
Economic Development ` (2003) jain book
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Research Methodology :
The analysis of time series implies its decomposition
into various factors that affect the value of its variable
in a given period. It is a quantitative and objective
evaluation of the effects of various factors on the
activity under consideration.
There are two main objectives of the analysis of any
time series data:
· To study the past behavior of data.
·  To make forecasts for future.
The study of past behavior is essential because it
provides us the knowledge of the effects of   various
forces. This can facilitate the process of anticipation
of future course of events, and, thus, forecasting the

value of the variable as well as planning for future.
Time Series forecasting flow chart :

* Lecturer, Shree Narayan College of Commerce, Ahemdabad

An important concern in all business and economic activities is to have some fair idea as to whether the
future trends are going to be favorable or unfavorable. It helps the top management take appropriate policy
decisions in advance. For example sales may be expected to rise substantially after, say, 5 years. This
demand taking measures well in time to build adequate productive capacity so that the future profit potential
is not lost to the rival producers. An anticipation of this kind involves long-term planning.On the other hand,
product sales may be expected to go up shortly or in the near future. A prudent management would rise to
the occasion to take advantage of such opportunities. It may call for making necessary adjustments in the
existing production schedule and taking other steps, as the situation calls for. All this effort would be aimed
at ensuring that sufficient stocks are kept ready with the given capacity so that the product is easily available
when needed. A situation of this kind involves short-term planning.Irrespective of the length of future time
period one is interested in being long or short, planners and policy makers at all levels need to know the
future trends in business activity relating to several other variables and predict the likely cause-effect
relationships among them. This is made possible through business forecasting, which consists of methods of
acquiring knowledge about the future. Competition is an essential characteristic of modern business. Many
a time, competition tends to be so intense that it poses a constant threat to the very stability of business
activity. This factor alone makes fore-knowledge about future business trends extremely important as it
enables a business firm to evolve appropriate strategies for holding on to its position or retaining market
share already attained. In the absence of any serious impending threat of competition, neither would the
need to know about the future be so imperative, nor would the concern for long-term and short-term planning
be so impelling.
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Literature Review  :
Forecasting techniques can be categorized in two
broad categories: quantitative and qualitative. The
techniques in the quantitative category include
mathematical models such as moving average,
straight-line projection, exponential smoothing,
regression, trend-line analysis, simulation, life-cycle
analysis, decomposition, expert systems, and neural
network. The techniques in the qualitative category
include subjective or intuitive models such as jury or
executive opinion, sales force composite, and
customer expectations (Kress, 1985; Mentzer&
Kahn, 1995).
Along with qualitative and quantitative, forecasting
models can be categorized as time-series, causal, and
judgmental. A time-series model uses past data as
the basis for estimating future results. The models
that fall into this category include decomposition,
moving average, exponential smoothing, and others.
The premise of a causal model is that a particular
outcome is directly influenced by some other
predictable factor.
These techniques include regression models.
Judgmental techniques are often called subjective
because they rely on intuition, opinions, and
probability to derive the forecast.
These techniques include expert opinion, Delphi, sales
force composite, customer expectations (customer
surveys), and simulation (Kress, 1985; Wilson &
Keating, 1994).
The data presents forecasting techniques categorized
by quantitative or qualitative.
Typically, the two forms of forecasting error measures
used to judge forecasting performance are mean
absolute deviation (MAD) and mean absolute
percentage error (MAPE). For both MAD and
MAPE, a lower absolute value is preferred to a higher
absolute value. MAD is the difference between the
actual sales and the forecast sales, absolute values
are calculated over a period of time, and the mean is
derived from these absolute differences. MAPE is
used with large amounts of data, and forecasters may
prefer to measure error in percentage (Wilson &
Keating, 1994).

Quantitative and Qualitative Techniques of
Forecasting :
Quantitative Forecasting Techniques:
* Regression Analysis: statically relates sales to one
or more explanatory (independent) variables.
Explanatory variables may be marketing decisions
(price changes, for instance), competitive information,
economic data, or any other variable related to sales.
* Exponential smoothing makes an exponentially
smoothed weighted average of past sales, trends, and
seasonality to derive a forecast.
* Moving average takes an average of a specified
number of past observations to make a forecast. As
new observations become available, they are used in
the forecast and the oldest observations are dropped.
* Box-Jenkins uses the auto correlative structure of
sales data to develop an autoregressive moving
average forecast from past sales and forecast errors.
* Trend line analysis fits a line to the sales data by
minimizing the squared error between the line and
actual past sales values. This line is then projected
into the future as the forecast.
* Decomposition breaks the sales data into seasonal,
cyclical, trend and noise components and projects
each into the future.
* Straight-line projection is a visual extrapolation of
the past data, which is projected into the future as
the forecast.
* Life-cycle analysis bases the forecast upon whether
the product is judged to be in the introduction, growth,
maturity, or decline stage of the life cycle.
* Simulation uses the computer to model the forces,
which affect sales: customers, marketing plans,
competitors, flow of goods, etc. The simulation model
is a mathematical replication of the actual corporation.
* Expert systems use the knowledge of one or more
forecasting experts to develop decision rules to arrive
at a forecast.
* Neural networks look for patterns in previous history
of sales and explanatory data to uncover relationships.
These relationships are used to produce the forecast.
·  Qualitative Forecasting Techniques
* Jury of executive opinion consists of combining top
executives’ views concerning future sales.
* Sales force composite combines the individual
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forecasts of salespeople.
* Customer expectations (customer surveys) use
customers’ expectations as the basis for the forecast.
The data are typically gathered by a customer survey
by the sales force.
* Delphi model is similar to jury of executive opinion
in taking advantage of the wisdom of experts.
However, it has the additional advantage of anonymity
Among participants.
* Naïve model assumes that the next period will be
identical to the present. The forecast is based on the
most recent observation of data.
* Data Presentation and Data Analysis :
Measures of Forecast Accuracy
There are various parameters for measuring forecast
accuracy. They can be divided as follow:
* Mean Squared Error (MSE)
* Mean Absolute Deviation (MAD)
4.1.1 Mean Squared Error (MSE)
The average of the squared forecast errors for the
historical data is calculated. The forecasting method
or parameter(s) which minimize this mean squared
error is then selected.
4.1.2 Mean Absolute Deviation (MAD)
The mean of the absolute values of all forecast errors
is calculated, and the forecasting method or
parameter(s) which minimize this measure is selected.
The mean absolute deviation measure is less sensitive
to individual large forecast errors than the mean
squared error measure.
One may choose either of the above criteria for
evaluating the accuracy of a method (or parameter).
Conclusions :
Methods of least square
The trend project method fits a trend line to a series
of historical data points and then projects the line into
the future for medium-to-long range forecasts.
Several mathematical trend equations can be
developed (such as exponential and quadratic),
depending upon movement of time-series data.
Reasons to study trend: A few reasons to study trends
are as follows:
1. The study of trend allows us to describe a historical
pattern so that we may evaluate the success of
previous policy.

2. The study allows us to use trends as an aid in
making intermediate and long-range forecasting
projections in the future.
3. The study of trends helps us to isolate and then
eliminate its influencing effects on the time-series
model as a guide to short-run (one year or less)
forecasting of general business cycle conditions.
Linear Trend Model
If we decide to develop a linear trend line by a precise
statistical method, we can apply the least squares
method. A least squares line is described in terms of
its y-intercept (the height at which it intercepts the
y-axis) and its slope (the angle of the line).
If we can compute the y- intercept and slope, we
can express the line with the following equation

where  = predicted value of the
dependent variable
a = y-axis intercept
b = slope of the regression line
x = independent variable (which is time in this case)
Least squares is one of the most widely used methods
of fitting trends to data because it  yields what is
mathematically described as a ‘line of best fit’. This
trend line has the properties that
a) The summation of all vertical deviations about it is
zero, that is, Ó(y- ) = 0
b) The summation of all vertical deviations squared
is a minimum, that is,  Ó(y- )is the least and
c) The line goes through the mean values of variables
x and y. For linear equations, it is found by the
simultaneous solution for a  and b  of the two normal
equations:

ÓyÓy = na+ bÓx and Óxy = aÓx + bÓx

 = na+ bÓx and Óxy = aÓx + bÓx
Where the data can be coded so that “x = 0, two
terms in three equations drop out and we haveÓy
= na and Óxy = bÓx
Coding is easily done with time-series data. For
coding the data, we choose the centre of the time
period as x = 0 and have an equal number of plus and
minus periods on each side of the trend line which
sum to zero.
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              Alternately, we can also find the values of
constants aandb for any regression line as:

Parabolic Trend Model
The curvilinear relationship for estimating the value
of a dependent variable y from an independent
variable x might take the form

This trend line is called the parabola.
For a non-linear equation                           the values
of constants a, b, and c can be determined by solving
three normal equations.

When the data can be coded so that Óx = 0 and
Óx = 0, two term in the above expressions drop out
and we have

To find the exact estimated value of the variable y,
the values of constants a, b, and c needs to be
calculated. The values of these constants can be
calculated by using the following shortest method:

  and  a = y – bx 
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p\Ativni
vt<min smymi Sh[r)krNn) p\(k\yi K&b j zDpY) vFt) jiy
C[. stt anivZ(OT, a(tvZ(OT, vivizi[D&, B*k>p j[v) k&drt)
aifti[ni kirN[ ri[jgir)n) yi[³y tki[n[ aBiv[ ri[Jri[T)n) Si[Fmi
g\im)N li[ki[a[ AYLi>tr krv& pD[ C[. t[ai[ S$aitmi v]k(Ãpk
ri[jgir) miT[ Sh[ri[mi aiv[ C[ an[ F)m[ F)m[ t[ai[ j[ t[ Sh[rmi
AYiy) Ye jiy C[. Sh[ri[mi rh[vi yi[³y j³yini aBivni kirN[
t[mn[ jyi pN j³yi mL[ Ryi> g>di vsviTi[mi AYiy) Yv& pD[ C[.
GNi> li[ki[n[ g>di vsviTi[ k[ z&pDpÍ)mi pN j³yi n mLti t[ai[
Sh[rni rAtiai[, Fi(m<k AYLi[, f&TpiY, pik<n) j³yiai[ vg[r[
AYLi[a[ rh[ C[. ai j³yiai[ pr rh[ti li[ki[mi m(hliai[ an[
biLki[n) (AY(t K&b j kfi[D) hi[y C[. ngr k[ Sh[ri[mi pN F>Fi
ri[jgirn) (ny(mt ÄyvAYi (n(V>t hi[t) nY) j[ni kirN[ ki]T&>(bk
kl[Si[ vF) jiy C[ aYvi li[ki[ asimiJk F>Fiai[mi ji[Diy C[,
j[miY) an[k smAyiai[ udBv[ C[. hilmi biLki[ p\Ry[ Yti
aÄyvhi$ an[ aminv)y vt<nni> kirN[ uB) Yt) smAyiai[
njr a>dij kr) Skiy n(h kirN k[ aipN[ si] min)a[ C)a[ k[
aijni biLki[ a[ riOT^ni aivt) kilni nig(rki[ an[ d[Sn&
Bi(v C[. biLki[n) mi[TiBign) smAyiai[ biLki[ p\Ry[
d&ÄyvhirmiY) uRpºn Yiy C[. S[r) biLki[n) viAt(vk GTnia[
biLki[ p\Ry[ Yti d&Äyvhirn) n)pj C[. biLki[n) j&d) j&d) kximi
S[r) biLki[n) kxi K&bj ji[Km) gN) Skiy kirN k[ S[r)biLki[a[
b)ji biLki[n) srKimN)mi v>(cttini[ Bi[g bnvin) Skyti
b)ji biLki[n) srKimN)mi si]Y) vFir[ C[ t[Y) S[r) biLki[n)
smAyiai[ K&b j pDkir jnk C[.
y&(ns[fn) y*.k[. s(m(t oiri S[r) biLki[n) kxi nkk) krvini[
aiFir p&ri[ piD[ C[. S[r) biLki[ni k&T&>bni k&T&>b siY[ni sb>Fi[
an&sir t[mn[ #iN kximi m&k) Skiy.
1. S[r)mini biLki[ (Children on the Street)
a[vi biLki[ j[ stt kT&>bni s>pk<mi rh[ C[ t[mni Jvvin&> k[ºW(b>d&
Gr hi[y C[. bh& j Yi[Di biLki[ SiLi a[ jti> hi[y C[. SiLini
kimni (dvsi[mi mi[TiBigni SiLi p&r) Yti> Gr[ piCi frti hi[y
C[ an[ mi[TiBignini Gr j[  ltimi hi[y Ryi>ni AYi(nk smijni
t[ai[ a>g C[ t[v) ligN) Frivti hi[y C[.
2. S[r) pr rh[nir an[ nBnir biLki[: (Children of the

Street)
ai j&Yni nin&> pr>t& j(Tl C[. ai j*Yni biLki[ S[r)n[ j pi[tin&>
Gr smj[ C[ an[ t[ai[ Ryi>j pi[tini siY)diri[ vµc[ j pi[tini[
Ki[rik, ai~y vg[r[ Si[F[ C[ albRt k&T&>bni b>Fni[ ti[ C[ j pr>t&
t[ GNi> d&rni C[ an[ t[ai[ pi[tini j&ni Gr[ kyir[k jiy C[.
3. Ryjiy[li biLki[: (Abandoned Children)
a[vi biLki[ k[ j[mn[ k&T&>b siY[ td‘n s>pk< nY) k[ k&T&>b vgrni
biLki[ C[, t[mj avgN[li an[ Ryjiy[li biLki[ C[ j[mi aniY,
Gr[Y) Big) aiv[li tYi (nri~)ti[ni[ smiv[S Yiy C[, j[mn[
S[r)mini biLki[ kh[ C[. ai si]Y) dbiy[li biLki[ C[, t[ai[
s>p*N<pN[ Av(nB<r hi[y C[, mi#i simg\) miT[ j nh)> pN
mni]v]Xi(nk r)t[ pi[tin&> a(AtRv Tkivvimi pN t[ai[ aimti[
S[r)ni biLki[ C[.
p\At&t s>Si[Fn p\p#imi s>Si[Fn kti<a[ S[r) pr rh[nir an[ nBnir
biLki[ (Children of the Street)  ni[ a¿yis kyi[< C[.
a¿yisni h[t&ai [:a¿yisni h[t&ai [:a¿yisni h[t&ai [:a¿yisni h[t&ai [:a¿yisni h[t&ai [:
1. S[r)biLki[a[ Si miT[ Gr Ci[Dy& t[ni[ a¿yis
2. S[r)biLki[ni Äyvsiyni[ a¿yis
3. S[r)biLki[n&> (m#ii[ siY[ni Jvnni[ a¿yis
4. S[r)biLki[n&> p&n:AYipn
nm*ni ps>dg):nm*ni ps>dg):nm*ni ps>dg):nm*ni ps>dg):nm*ni ps>dg):
s>Si[Fk oiri S[r) pr rh[nir an[ nBnir 77 biLki[n[ h[t&lx)
nm*ni p¹F(tY) a¿yis miT[ ps>d kyi< C[.
p\Ry[k biLk p\[m, ligN) an[ h&>f eµC[ C[ j[ t[mn[ t[mni
miti(pti, Bie-bh[n pis[Y) mL[ C[, pr>t& kyir[k p(r(AY(tvS
miti k[ (ptini mZRy& YviY) sivk) miti (ptini #iis$p
ÄyvhirY) aYvi ti[ k&T&>bmi stt kl[Smy vitivrN rh[vini
kirN[ biLk aivi vitivrNmi smiyi[jn n siF) Skti p\[m
an[ ligN) m[Lvvi vtn Ci[D) d[ C[. S[r)biLki[n[ k[vi p(rbLi[n[
kirN[ vtn Ci[Dvin) frj pD) C[ t[ n)c[n) aikZ(t prY) ji[e
Skiy C[.
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ki]T&>(bk kirNi[:ki]T&>(bk kirNi[:ki]T&>(bk kirNi[:ki]T&>(bk kirNi[:ki]T&>(bk kirNi[: miti(ptini #iisY), si[t[l) miti k[ (ptini
#iisY). k&T&>bni s¿yi[ni[ biLki[ siY[ B[dBivni kirN[, nSimi
mirz&Dni kirN[, ci[r)ni airi[pni> kirN[, AYLi>trni kirN[,
miti(pti stt d&r rh[vini kirN[, Gr[ n gmvini kirN[.
ai(Y<k kirNi [:ai(Y<k kirNi [:ai(Y<k kirNi [:ai(Y<k kirNi [:ai(Y<k kirNi [: nbL) ai(Y<k (AY(tni kirN[, jbrdAt)Y)
kim pr mi[klvini kirN[, mi(lkni> #iisY), aniY hi[vini kirN[.
S]x(Nk kirNi[:S]x(Nk kirNi[:S]x(Nk kirNi[:S]x(Nk kirNi[:S]x(Nk kirNi[: bLjbr)Y) SiLia[ mi[klvini kirN[,
SiLimi (Sxkni DrY), a¿yismi nipis Yvini kirN[.

aºy kirNi [:aºy kirNi [:aºy kirNi [:aºy kirNi [:aºy kirNi [: (m#ii[ni s>gY)
j[ biLki[ S[r) upr rh[ C[, jih[r AYLi[a[ rh[ C[, j[ai[ (blk&l
k&T&>bni s>pk<mi nY), ai Ryjiy[li v>(ct biLki[n[ (dn-p\(t(dn
pi[tini a(AtRv Tkiv) riKvini[ p\Ån hi[y C[, t[n[ smij Bl[
n](tk kh[ k[ ni kh[, kiydi t[n[ kiyd[sr kh[ k[ ni kh[ pr>t& p[itin&>
Jvn Tkivvi miT[ t[ kimi[ a[mni miT[ aiS)<vid$p hi[y C[. ai
biLki[ K)Asi kipvi, ci[r) krv), B)K mi>gv), an](tk kimi[
vg[r[ j[vi kimi[ t[mn) d^(OTmi kiyd[srni kimi[ C[. S[r) biLki[n[
p[itin&> Jvn K&b j kOTdiyk an[ hiDmir)Y) Br[l& lig[ C[.
asH p(r(AY(tmi pN t[ai[ p[itini Ki[viy[li biLpNn[ Si[F[
C[ an[ t[n[ gm[ t[ r)t[ pimvini p\yisi[ kr[ C[. S[r)biLki[n)
si]Y) (vkT smAyi aiSrin) C[. Gr Ci[Dyi pC) ai biLki[ upr
aiB an[ n)c[ Frt) j[v) aRy>t dyijnk (AY(tmi rit-(dvs
psir kr[ C[. S[r)biLki[ (SyiLin) kDkDt) q>D)mi, uniLimi
Fi[mFKti tipmi, ci[misimi m&sLFir vrsidmi> aiSri (vnini
T&>T)y& vL)n[ kyi>k K*N[ Ki>cr[ k[ bg)cini bikDi n)c[ rxN Si[Fvi
mYimN krti hi[y C[. r[Ãv[ AT[Sn an[ jih[r AYLi[ pr ri(#iai[
psir krti biLki[n) (AY(t aRy>t (c>Yr[hil an[ akÃpn)y
hi[y C[. r[Ãv[ AT[Sn pr rh[ti biLki[ ¼l[Tfi[m<mi s)m[ºTni ptrin)
Ct upr k[ r[Ãv[ T^[k aispis pD[l (sm[ºTni Yi>Bli vµc[ T&>T)y&

vL)n[ s>tien[ p[il)sn) liq) an[ aimjntin) njrY) bcvin)
(c>timi ri(#iai[ psir kr[ C[. Gr (vhi[N) (AY(t Bl[ k&drt) k[
smij (n(m<t hi[y pN ai licir)ni[ t[mn) pis[ ki[e jvib
nY). S[r) biLki[ kyi> an[ ki[n) siY[ (nvis kr[ C[ t[ uprn)
aikZ(tai[ prY) ApOT Yiy C[.

S[r)biLki[ mi[TiBig[ ¼li(ATk a[k(#it krv&, b&T pi[l)s, T^[nmi
hiY mi[Q& Fi[vini piuc v[cvi, T^[nmi ziD& lgiv) m&sifri[ pis[Y)
p]si a[k(#it krvi, T^[nmi piN)n) bi[Tl v[cv) an[ Kil) bi[Tl
a[kq) krv), T^[nmi Bi[jnmi vprit& s)Ãvr fi[el a[kq& krv&,
Cipi k[ m[g[(zn v[cvi, pin msili, g&TKi k[ s)gir[T v[cv),
prc&rN mil siminn) h[rf[r, T[ks)ai[ sif krv), pik<)<gmi
giD)ai[n) d[Kr[K riKv), bi>Fkimni AYL[ milsiminn) h[rif[r)
krv), hiYlir) k[ p[Dl r)xi clivv), bg)cimi m&likit)ai[
miT[ BiD[Y) sidD)ai[ piYrv), kc[r)ni mkini[mi Bi[>ytL)yi sif
krvi, bs an[ giD)ai[mi g)t givi k[ vi(j>#ii[ vgiDvi vg[r[
j[vi kimi[ kr[ C[. kyir[k asimi(jk k[ g&>Di tRvi[ ai biLki[ pis[
Si(rr)k mirz&D k[ min(sk #iisY) di$ bnivvi[, p[k krvi[ an[
v[cvi[ t[mj a[k j³yia[Y) b)J j³yia[ t[n) h[rf[r krv) vg[r[
j[vi kimi[ pN t[ai[ kr[ C[. k&T&>b an[ smijY) Ryjiy[li ai
v>(ct biLki[n[ (dn-p\(t(dn pi[tini a(AtRv Tkiv) riKvini[
p\Ån hi[y C[, aiY) t[ai[ j[ kim kr[ C[ t[n[ smij Bl[ n](tk kh[
k[ n kh[, kiydi[ t[mni kimi[n[ kiyd[srni kimi[ kh[ k[ ni kh[ pr>t&
p[itin&> Jvn Tkivvi miT[ ai kimi[ S[r)biLki[ miT[ aiS)<vid$p
C[ t[mn) d^(OTmi ai tmim kimi[ kiyd[srni C[. S[r) biLki[ ai
m&jbni kimi[ krti hi[y C[.

Avri [jgir):Avri [jgir):Avri [jgir):Avri [jgir):Avri [jgir): T^[nmi s)T ri[kv), T^[nmi hiY mi[Q& Fi[vini
piuc v[cvi, T^[nmi piN)n) bi[Tl v[cv) an[ Kil) bi[Tl a[kq)
krv), T^[nmi Bi[jnmi vprit& s)Ãvr fi[el a[kq& krv& an[ ziD&
lgivv&.
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ni[kr):ni[kr):ni[kr):ni[kr):ni[kr): cin) lir) upr, KiN) p)N)ni ATi[l upr, hi[Tlmi
kcri p[it& krv&, si[Din) lir) upr, b>gli kim an[ k&l) tr)k[n)
kimg)r)
C&Tk kimi[:C&Tk kimi[:C&Tk kimi[:C&Tk kimi[:C&Tk kimi[: b&T p[il)s, f[r), kigL v)Nvi, smicir p#ii[ v[cvi,
C&Tk vAt&ai[ v[cv).
asimi(jk kimi[:asimi(jk kimi[:asimi(jk kimi[:asimi(jk kimi[:asimi(jk kimi[: B)K migv), nSikirk WÄyi[n) h[rif[r),
d[hv[pir
(vÅv airi[³y s>AYia[ 1948ni vi(P<k ah[vilmi AviA¸y (vS[
ApOTti krti jNiÄy& C[ k[ AviA¸y a[ Bi](tk, min(sk an[
simi(jk (vkis miT[ piyin) bibt C[, j[mi Äy(kt AvAY rh[ C[.
ai (AY(t k[Lvv) a[ mi#i ri[gi[n&> n hi[vi siY[ sb>(Ft nY), pN
AviA¸ya[ minv Jvnni dr[k pisin) an&k&Ltin[ kh) Skiy.
ki[epN Äy(kt pi[tin) (dncyi< di>t sif krviY) krti hi[y C[.
di>t sif krvi alg alg vAt&ai[ni[ upyi[g krti hi[y C[.
a¿yis h[qLni 45.45% S[r)biLki[ di>t sif krti nY), 54.55%
S[r)biLki[ di>t sif kr[ C[, j[miY) 55.54% S[r)biLki[ T&Y p[AT,
pivDr an[ di>tNY) si>t sif kr[ C[, 4% S[r)biLki[ E>Tni B&kiY)
di>t sif kr[ C[.
S[r)biLki[ gr)bDi, kHigri an[ ki[epN jitn) mi>gN) n krnir
tYi n(hvt‘ pgir[ kliki[ni kliki[ s&F) mi(lk k[ v[pir)ai[n)
a>gt mi>gN)ai[ s>ti[Pvi s&F)ni kimi[ krti hi[y C[. g>di, ji[Km)
kim tYi Ki[rik an[ pi[PNni aBivni kirN[ ai biLki[n& AviA¸y
bgDti smy ligti[ nY). ai biLki[mi Kis kr)n[ cimD)ni
ri[gi[n&> p\miN (vS[P ji[vi mL[ C[. (dvsBrn) an[k qi[kri[ an[
Yik pC) ai d&:Kn[ B*lvi t[ai[ G[nn) gi[L)ai[ l)Fi pC) s&a[
C[. K&Ãli k[ b>(Fyir j³yi pr s&vini kirN[ Jvj>t& an[ mµCri[
a[n[ stt krDti hi[y C[. G[nmi t[ai[ hiYni nK vD[ K*b j
KjviL[ C[ j[ni> kirN[ li[h) n)kL[ C[ an[ Sr)rn) AvµCtini
aBivni kirN[ KjviL[l) j³yi pr pik Yiy C[ t[miY) cimD)ni
an[k ashy p)Didiyk ri[gi[n&> (nmi<N Yiy C[. ai hiltmi pN
t[ai[ Si[PNni[ Bi[g bn[ C[. ai biLki[n[ mi>dg)mi sirvir miT[
ki[N mdd kr[ C[ t[ uprn) aikZ(t prY) smJ Skiy C[.
S[r)biLki[n&> p&n: AYipn:
Sh[r)krNn) p\(k\yini kirN[ an[k smAyiai[ (vkT bnt) jiy
C[ t[mi>y Kis kr)n[ smijmi S[r)biLki[ K*b j trCi[Diy[li
an[ avgNni pim[li C[. t[Y) t[ai[ smijni m&²y p\vihY)
stt d&r Fk[liti jiy C[. S[r)biLki[n) smAyi simiJk
smAyiai[min) a[k (vkT smAyi bnt) jiy C[. ai a[k a[v)
smAyi C[ j[mi asrkirk mig<dS<n an[ slih primS<nn)
s[viai[n) j$r C]. mi[TiBigni S[r)biLki[ni miti(pti k[
k&T&>b)jni[ p[itin) nbL) simJk an[ ai(Y<k (AY(tni kirN[
t[mn) uC[rn) jvibdir)miY) CTk) jiy C[. GNi d[Si[mi p&rvir
Yy& C[ k[ S[r)biLki[n[ Avivl>b) Jvn Jvvin) til)m aip)
Skiy ai p\kirn) til)m S[r)biLki[n[ smijmi AvminB[r Jvn
Jvvimi mdd kr[ C[. S[r)biLki[n) m&²y j$r)yit t[mn) s>BiL

l[viy an[ slimt)n) Kitr) apiy t[ C[. t[ai[ smijni[ a[k
mhRvni[ Big C[ t[ai[ ah[sis t[mn[ krivvi[ K*b j$r) C[.
biLki[n) uRtm p(r(AY(t biLkni p[itini Gr[ k[ sgivhilin)
siY[ j hi[y C[. t[m Cti> kiym aim j hi[y a[v& j$r) nY).
S[r)biLki[n[ p\[m, An[h, viRsÃy an[ slimt)n) j$r)yit Ki[rik
an[ kpDi krti pN vF& C[ aiY) dr[k biLkn[ slimt an[
AviA¸yp*N< vitivrN p&$ piDv&> ji[ea[.

s>dB<s*(c:s>dB<s*(c:s>dB<s*(c:s>dB<s*(c:s>dB<s*(c:

A Gosh; Street Children of Calcutta- UNICEF
and National Labour Institute-1992
Jambukiya Hemu; Street Children of
Ahmadabad-2004
Pandey Rajendra; Street Children of Kanpur-
UNICEF and National labour Institute-1992
Ms. Reddy; Street Children of Bangalore-
UNICEF and National Labour Institute-1992
W.S.K. Phillips; Street Children in India-
Rawat Publications Jaipur and New Delhi-
1994
www.amnesty.org
www.idcr.org
www.thehoat.org
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5|:TFJGF o
VF56F  :JT\+  EFZTDF\  CH]  56  V[JF  ;D]NFIF[  J;JF8
SZ[ K[ H[ ;DFHGF[ lTZ:SFZ VG[ ;DFHGL VJU6GF J[9L
ZCI]\  K[P  H[  VF56F  JUL"SZ6DF\  K[JF0FGF  ,MSM  TZLS[
56  VF56[  T[GF[  ;DFJ[X  SIF[ " GYLP  VF  ;D]NFIF[  DF8[
VF56[ VD}S U[Z DFgITFVF[4 U[Z J,6F[ VG[ BZFA 5|SFZGL
KF5  VF56F  DGDF\  S\0FZF.  ZCL  K[P  V[DF\GL  S[8,LS
HFlTVF[  ;FY[  VF56[  ;\5S"  56  SIF[“  GYL  VG[  S[8,LS
HFlTVF[GF[  5}ZF[  5lZRI  56  VF56G[  GYLP  SFZ6  S[  T[
,MSM  VF56F  UFD4  X[ZL  S[  DCF[<,FDF\  VF56[  ZC[JF
GYL  N[TF  S[  V[  ,MSM  HF [JF  56  GYL  D/TFP  VF
HFlTVF[GF AF/SF[G[ HgDTFGL ;FY[ H HFlT VFWFlZT VG[
V5ZFlW  TZLS[GL  VF[/B  D/L  HFI  K[  VG[  5}J"U|CI]ST
VlGQ9TtJ  V[DGF  DF8[GL  KF5  AGL  HFI  K[P  VF
HFlTVF[ V[8,[ 0O[Z4 ;F\;L4  lC\UF[ZF4  lDIF6F4 ;\WL4 9[AF4
JF3[Z4 ZF5Z SF[/L4 AFO64 D[ D[TF VG[ N[JL5}HS S[ sU]HZFT
;ZSFZ  âFZF  5|DFl6T  lJD]ST  HFlT  Z_!$GL  l:YlTV[f
H[VF[G[  CH]  UFDDF\  ZC[JF  DF8[  3Z  GYL  VG[  UFDYL  N}Z
V[JF  K[JF0FGF  V\TZLIF/  lJ:TFZDF\  SFRF  h} \50F \
AF\WLG[ ZC[ K[ S[ H[VF[ DF8[ JLH/L VG[ 5F6L T[DH VgI
;]lJWFVF[YL J\lRT K[P
;D:IF o
:JT\+TFGF  &5  JQF"GF  VF56F  SC[JFTF  lJSF;YL  J\lRT
VF ;D]NFIF[ DF8[ ZC[JF DF8[ VFXZF[ G CMI T[  lR\TFHGS
K[P  V[S  :Y/[YL  ALHF  :Y/[  ;TT  OZTF  VF  ,MSMG[
J{l`JSZ6GL B}A DF[8L V;Z Y. K[P VF ;D]NFIF[ JQF"[YL
5Z\5ZFUT  jIJ;FI  VFWFlZT  CTF  5Z\T]  GJF  SFINF
VG[  HLJGX{,LDF\  5lZJT"G  VFJTF\  VF  ;D]NFIF[  5F;[
GJL  VFJ0T  S;AGF  VEFJ[  ;FDFlHS  5|JFCYL
.rKFvVlGrKF V[ N}Z WS[,FIFP JQFF"[“YL ;DFHYL Vl,%T
ZC[TF \  CMJFYL  lX1F6  VG[  V1FZ7FGYL  5|DF6DF\
J\lRT  ZCIF\  K[  VG[  UFD0FDF\  ZC[TF  CMJFYL  B[TL
5X]5F,GDF\  DH}ZL  SZ[  5Z\T]  T[DF\  56  T[DGL  BF;
SM.  VFJ0TGF  VEFJ[  VG[  ,MSMV[  VF5[,F\  cV5ZFWLc

,MSMG[ SM. JWFZ[ SFD 56 VF5[ GCL\4 VFYL VF lJRZTL
HFlT  lX1F6  lJSF;4  3Z4  VFZF [uI  VG[  ;FDFlHS
UlTXL,TFYL  ;TT  lJ,]%T  ZCL  CHL  56  VF  HFlTGF
,MSMG[  :YFlGS  :TZ[  V5ZFW  YFI  TF[  ;F{5|YD  T[DG[  H
5F[,L;  :8[XGDF\  AM,FJJFDF\  VFJ[  K[P  SFZ6  S[  T[VM
HgDHFT V5ZFWL K[P
lS|DLG, 8=F.A, V[S8 VG[ lJD]ST HFlT GFDFlEWFG o
!)DL ;NLGF ;DIUF/F NZdIFG A|L8LX ;ZSFZ[ ,UEU
Z__  ;D]NFIF[  S[  H[VF[  ZB0T]\  E8ST]\  HLJG  HLJTF
CTF  T[DG[  V5ZFWL  HGHFlT  SFINMv!(*!  C[9/
V5ZFWL  HGHFlTGF  ~5DF\  HFC[Z  SIF "P  SFZ6  S[
I]ZF5LI  5'Q9E}lDDF\  AWFH  HL%;LVF[  sZB0TL  E8STL
HFlTVF[f  V5ZFWL  K[  T[J]\  DFGL  ,[JFDF\  VFjI]\VG[  V[
TS"GF VFWFZ[ AWLH ZB0TL E8STL HFlTVM V5ZFWL K[
T[J] \   EFZTDF\  56  DFGL  ,[JFDF \  VFjI] \VG[  T[GF
SFZ6[  V5ZFWL  HFlTVF[  VG[  5Z\5ZFUT  jIFJ;FlIS
ãlQ8SF[6YL  OZTL  VG[  VFHLlJSF  SDFTL  HFlT  JrR[  SM.
:5Q8 E[NZ[BF  ZCL GCL\P
!Z  VF[S8F[AZv!(*!DF\  UJG"Z  VF[O  HGZ,  âFZF
V5ZFWL  HFlTVF[GL  GF[\W6L4  T5F;  VG[  lGI\+6  DF8[
lS|DLG,  8=F.A  V[S8  !(*!GF  GFD  C[9/  A|L8LX
;ZSFZ  âFZF  WFZFvZ_  C[9/  A|L8LX  SAHFGF  EFZTDF\
5|YFl5T  SZJFDF\  VFjIF  VG[  :YFlGS  ZFHI  ;ZSFZG[
ZFH5+  âFZF  VlWSFZ  V5FIF  S[  T[VF[  VFJL  HFlTG[
V5ZFWL HFC[Z SZ[ S[ H[VF[ V5ZFWL 5|S'lT WZFJTF CF[I4
SF[. U[\U R,FJTF CF[I4 H[GL ZC[JFGL SF[. lGlüT HuIF G
CF[I4  T[VF[  SFIN[;Z  jIJ;FI  G  SZTF  CF[I4  S[  SFIN[;Z
jIJ;FIGF  ACFGFC[9/  VgI  5|J'l¿VF[  R,FJTF  CF[ITF[
T[G[  V5ZFWL  HGHFlT  U6JFDF\  VFJLP  VF  HFlTVF[V[
H[  T[  lJ:TRFZDF\  ZC[JF  DF8[  VYJF  lJ:TFZ  AN,JF
DF8[ SFINFSLI 5|lS|IF OZHLIFT AGFJF.P VF HFlTVF[GL
GF[\W6L  56  ZBF.  VG[  X\SF:5N  TAÞ[  T[DG[  5F[,L;
:8[XGDF\  N{lGS  CFHZL  VF5JL  56  H~ZL  DFGJFDF\
VFJLP  !(*!GF  HGHFlT  VlWlGID  V\TU"T  VF
HFlTVF[G[  &  JUF[“DF\  lJEFHLT    SZJFDF\  VFJLP
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sVf 5X]VF[GL 5L9 5Z ;FDFG GFBL W\WF[ SZJFJF/F GFGF
O[ZLIFVF[ H[ DL9]\4 H\U,GL 5[NFXF[GL 5}lT" SZTF CF[IP
sAf  DGF[Z \HGGF  B[,  ATFJL4  V\U  SXZT4  UFIS4
S95}T/L VG[    NMZ0F 5Z RF,TF  jIlSTVF[P
sSf ZL\K4 JF\NZF4 ;F54 3}J0 H[JF 51FLVF[ JU[Z[ 5|F6LVF[GL
DNNYL  ,MSMG]\  DGF[Z\HG  SZTF  CF[IP
s0f  H\U,DF\  lXSFZ  VG[  5X]5F,G  SZTL  5|HFlTVF[P
s.f JF\;4 ,MB\04 DF8LDF\YL p5IF[UL J:T] AGFJJL VG[
T[G]\  ;DFZSFD  SZTL  S[  J[RF6  SZTL  HFlTVF[P
sOf  E8STL  HFlTVF[  H[  5Z\5ZFUT  ZLT[  EL1FFJ'l¿4
ElJQISYG4 J\XFJ,L VG[VF{QFlW J:T]VF[DF\YL VFHLlJSF
R,FJTL CF[IP
NZ[S  DF6;  :JT\+  VG[  ;DFG  HgD[  K[GF  l;wWF\ \TYL
V5ZFWL HGHFlT VlWlGID !(*!G[ EFZTGL :JT\+TF
AFN  V5|lTS}/  DFGL  5\l0T  HJFCZ,F,  GC[Z] \V[  T[G[
lGlQS|I  SIM"P  5lZ6FD  :J~5[  VF  ;D]NFIF[G[  lJD]ST
HFlTVF[  SC[JFDF\  VFJ[  K[P
J:TL VG[ JUL"SZ6 o
;FDFgI  ZLT[  EFZT  :TZ[  VF  ;D]NFIF [G] \   IMuI
JUL"SZ6  SZJFDF\  VFjI] \   GYLP  V[S  ZFHIDF\  V[S
HFlT  V[;P;LPDF \  CF [I  TF [  VgI  ZFHIDF\
V[;P8LPDF \  CF [I  K[  VG[  +LHF  ZFHIDF\
VF[PALP;LPDF\  ;DFJ[X  YTF[  CMI  NFPTP  J6HFZF  HFlT
DCFZFQ8=DF\  0LPV[GP8LP  slJD]ST  HFlTfDF\  VFJ[  K[  TF[
S6F"8SDF\  T[GF[  ;DFJ[X  V[;P;LPDF\  YI[,M  K[P  VFYL
;DFGTFGF [  VEFJ  HF[JF  D/[  K[P  5|YD  TF [  VF
V;]Zl1FT HFlT K[ TF[ ALHL AFH] l5|J[gXG VF[O V[8=M;L8L
V[S8 !)() V\TU"T V[;P;LP4 V[;P8LPGF[ ;DFJ[X YIF[ K[
5Z\T] V[GP8LP VG[ 0LPV[GP8LGF[ ;DFJ[X YIF[ GYLP VFYL
T[DGF[  ;FDFlHS  ;]Z1FFGF[  lJSF;  56  Z]\WF.  HFI  K[P
EFZTDF\  ;FDFgI  ZLT[  lJRZTL  VG[  lJD]ST  HFlTGL
;\bIF (_ ,FB DFGJFDF\ VFJ[ K[P H[DF\YL T[VF[G[  ZFHI
5|DF6[  VG];}lRT  HFlT4  VG];}lRT  HGHFlT  VG[  5KFT
HFlTVF[DF \  T[GF [  ;DFJ[X  SZJFDF\  VFjIF [  K[P  VF
HFlTVF[  EFZT  :TZ[  #!#  HFlTVF[  lJRZTL  HFlT  VG[
!)(  lJD]ST  HFlTVF[  HF[JF  D/[  K[P  5Z\T]  EFZT  :TZ[
;\J[WFlGS  :TZ[  T[DGL  J:TL  VG[  JUL"SZ6GF  56  5|`GF[
K[P  Z_!_DF\  ;]l5|DSF[8[“  ZHL:8=FZ  HGZ,  D[G[HZ  VG[
;[g;; SlD`GZG[ GF[8L; .:I] SZJFDF\ VFJL S[ Z_!!GL
J:TL  U6TZLDF\  lJRZTL  VG[  lJD]ST  HFlTGL  V,UYL
U6TZLDF\  ;DFJ[X  SZJFDF\  VFJ[  T[DH  T[DG] \
JUL"SZ6  SZJFDF\  VFJ[  5Z\T]  T[J ] \   YI] \   GCL  VG[
VFHGF  :TZ[  T[DGL  U6TZL  HFlT  VFWFlZT  SZJFDF\
VFJTL GYL VFYL T[DGF[ CF,GF[ RMÞ; J:TLGF[ VF\S0F[ SC[JF[

D]xS[, K[P !)#!GL J:TL U6TZL V[S V[JL K[<,L U6TZL
CTL H[DF\  lJRZTL VG[  lJD]ST HFlTGL HFlT VFWFlZT
U6TZL  SZJFDF\  VFJTL  CF[IP
H{lJS ;\Z1F6 VG[ H{lJS lJlJWTF ;\Z1F6 SFIFNFVF[GL
;D]NFI 5Z V;Z o
lJlJW  5|SFZGF  SFINFVF[GF  VD,LSZ6  âFZF
5IF"JZ6GF  5|N}QF6  V8SFJ  VG[  ;\Z1F6  DF8[  ZRGF
Y.P  5Z\T]  lJD]ST  HFlT  5Z\5ZFUT  ZLT[  lXSFZ4  H\U,
pt5FNGF[ VG[ VF05[NFXM âFZF T[DG]\ HLJG  lGE"Z SZTL
CTLP VF SFINFVF[YL T[DGL ;\:S'lT p5Z TF[ V;Z 50L K[
5Z\T]  T[DG[  UZLAL  TZO  WS[,JF  DF8[  56  SFZ6E}T  K[P
;ZSFZ  5IF"JZ6G[  5|Mt;FCG  VF5JFDF\  VF  ;D]NFIGF
VlWSFZF[  R}SLN[  CMI  T[J]\  ,FU[  K[  SFZ6  S[  T[DGF  DF8[
;1FD  S[  5}ZTF  5|DF6DF\  T[DGF  DF8[  VgI  SF [.
J{Sl<5S  jIJ;FI  S[  jIJ:YF  UF[9JJFDF\  G    VFJLP
D]bItJ[  GLR[GF  SFINFVF[YL  VF  ;D]NFIF[GF  5Z\5ZFUT
HLJGX{,L 5Z V;Z µEL YI[,L HF[JF D/[ K[P
sVf H\U,  HF/J6L  VlWlGID  !)*ZGF  SFINF
V\TU"T  H\U,L  5|F6LVF[GF  lXSFZ  SZJF4  5S0JF  5Z
5|lTA\W  SZJFDF\  VFjIF[  TF[  H\U,DF\YL  J'1FF[  VG[  H\U,L
5[NFXF[4 VF{QFlWVF[ ,FJL J[RJL4 T[DF\YL pt5FNG SZJF VG[
T[  VFWFZ[  T[DG]\  U]HZFG  RF,T]\  T[  56  A\W  YI]\P  VF
p5ZF\T  SM.56  5|SFZGF  H\U,  VFWFlZT  jIJ;FIF[  A\W
YIF VG[ T[DG[ 5|lTA\lWT lJ:TFZDF\YL B;[0JFDF\ VFjIFP
sAf EFZTLI  JG  VlWlGID  !)*ZG] \  30TZ
ZFHI  ;ZSFZ  âFZF  H\U,4  HDLG  VG[  5[NFXMGF  ;\Z1F6
DF8[ Y. SZJFDF\ VFjIF]\P H[DF\ T[G[ ;\Zl1FT HFC[Z SZFIFP
ZFHI  ;ZSFZGF  H\U,GF  :+MTM4  HDLG  VG[  ,FS0F
;lCTGF  VlWSFZF [  ;\Zl1FT  SZJFDF\  VFjIFP  H[DF \
SF56L4  ;OF.4  lXSFZ  5Z  56  5|lTA\W  D}SJFDF\  VFjIF[
5Z\T]  T[GFYL p5ZF[ST 5[NFXM 5Z 5|tI1F VG[ 5ZF[1F  ZLT[
lGE"Z ;D]NFIF[GL VFHLlJSF 5Z B}A DF[8L V;Z Y.P
sSf HDLG  ;\5FNG  VlWlGID  !))$  âFZF
lJRZTL  VG[  lJD]ST  HFlTGF  ,MSMG] \  XF[QF6  YI]\  K[P
;ZSFZ  âFZF  U|FdI4  XC[ZL  VG[  ;LDT/GL  S[  BFGUL
HDLGF[G]\  ;\5FNG  SZJFGF[  VlWS'T  VlWSFZ  AgIF[P  T[GF
N[BLTF  +6  ,1F6F[  K[P  H[DF \  5|YD  ;ZSFZ  T[DGF
N[BFTF  pN[ ŸxI  VG[  lJSF;GF  GFD[  SM.56  HDLGG[
;\5FlNT HFC[Z SZL XSTLP lãlTI TAÞ[ SM.56 jIlSTG[
HF [  T[DF \  lCT  S[  lJZF [W  CMI  TM  lNJ;  #_DF\  T[GL
;FD[  HDLG  ;\5FNG  HFC[Z  YIFGF  #_  lNJ;DF\  JF\WF[
,. XS[ K[P +LHF TAÞ[ HF[ SF[.G[ J/TZ4 CÞ S[ ;FD]lCS
VlCT  ;\A\lW  JF\WM  CMI  TF[  T[GF  VFWFZE}T  N:TFJ[H  S[
SFINFSLI  5|lS|IFGF  5|DF6E}T  VFWFZ  ZH}  SZJF  50[
K[P 5Z\T] lJRZTL VG[ lJD]ST HFlTVF[ VD}S HuIFV[ SFIDL
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:Y/F\TZ  DF8[  VFJTL  CMI4  ZC[TL  CMI4  J;FCTF[  CMI  S[
5[NFXM  ,[TL  CMI  T[DH  T[DGF  5X]VF[  v5|F6LVF[  T[GF
5Z  lGEFJ  SZTF  CF[I  TF[  T[G[  SFIDL  WMZ6[  BF,L  SZJ]\
50[  K[  VYJF  G  SZJF  AN,  T[DG[  N\l0T  SZJFDF\  VFJ[
K[P  ;FY[  D}/  5|`G  V[  56  K[  S[  T[DGL  5F;[  VF  DF8[
5|DF6E}T  VFWFZF[  56  CF[TF  GYLP
;DF5G o
lJRZTL  VG[  lJD]ST  HFlTVF[G]\  HLJG  V[  VgI  ;D]NFI
SZTF\  HFlT  VFWFlZT  VG[  ;F\:S'lTS4  VFlY"S  ãlQ8SF[6YL
V,U  50[  K[P  VFYL  DFGJ  VlWSFZGL  ãlQ8V[  T[DG]\
XF [QF6  G  YFI  T[  HF[J] \   ZCI] \P  T[DGF  HLJG4  ;]Z1FF
VG[  ;DFGTFGF  VlWSFZF[  OZL  5FKF  KLGJF.  G  HFI
T[G] \  56  wIFG  ZFBJ]\  HF[.V[P  ;FY[  V[  56  DCtJG]\
K[  S[  DFGJ  VlWSFZF[G] \  CGG  YT] \  CF [I  T[JF  SFIF[“
H[D S[ 5F[,L;T\+4 VF\TlZS 5|̀ GF[ VG[ VFlY"S ZF[HUFZLGL
TSF[  DF8[GL  ;HFUTF  ZFHI  ;ZSFZ[  56  NFBJJL  50X[P
V5ZFWGL 5|J'l¿DF\ T[GF[  %IFNF s:S[5UF[8f TZLS[ p5IF[U
56  3L6L  JBT  YTF[  CF[I  K[  TF[  T[JF  V5ZFlW  T\+
R,FJTF ,MSMYL 56 VF ;D]NFIG[ ARFJJF[ ZCIF[P ;FYF[
;FY  EFZTDF\  lJlXQ8  HFlT  TZLS[GF  T[DGF  VlWSFZF[
56  ARFJJFGF  5|ItGF[4  ;]Z1FF4  S<IF64  VGFDT  H[JF
1F [+MDF \  lJX[QF  ,FE  VF5L  ;FRJJF  50X[P  EFZT
;ZSFZGF  ;FDFlHS  gIFI  VG[  VlWSFZLTF  D\+F,I
âFZF lJRZTL VG[ lJD]ST  HFlT 5Z AG[,L SDL8LV[ 36L
AWL  E,FD6F[  SZ[,L  K[  H[G[  56  wIFGDF\  ,.  S<IF6GF
SFDF[  SZJF 50X[P HF[ ;DFH VF ;D]NFIG[ GCL\ V5GFJ[

TF [  U]GFBF[ZL  JWJFGL  K[  VG[  VDLZLvUZLALGL

lJQFDTFDF\  VF  ;D]NFIF[  CF\l;IFDF\YL  N]Z  O[\SFTF
HX[P
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«MíkkðLkk
rþûký yu Sðtík yLku nuíkwÃkqðofLke «r¢Þk Au. rþûkýLkku WÆuþ
çkk/fLkku MkðkOøke rðfkMk fhðkLkku Au. nk÷Lkk ykÄwrLkf Þwøk
«{kýu ÔÞÂõíkLkku MkðkOøke rðfkMk Lkðe Lkðe xufTLkku÷kursLkk ykÄkhu
s fhe þfkÞ. yk{, rð¿kkLk yLku xufTLkku÷kursLkk fkhýu rþûký{kt
yLku {kLkð rðfkMk{kt ÃkrhðíkoLk ykÔÞwt Au. yksu rðrðÄ {kæÞ{kuyu
rðMík]ík «{ký{kt ¿kkLkLkk «[kh «MkkhLkwt MÚkkLk ÷R ÷eÄwt Au.
yk{kLkwt yuf {kæÞ{ Au “fBÃÞqxh” . yksu rþûký ûkuºku fBÃÞqxhLkku
WÃkÞkuøk rðrðÄ heíku ÚkR [qõÞku Au. su{ fu ðøko¾tz{kt yæÞkÃkLk
{kxu, Mð-yæÞÞLk {kxu, Ëqhðíkeo rþûký {kxu WÃkhktík rþûký{kt
{qÕÞktfLkLke «r¢Þk {kxu íkuLkku WÃkÞkuøk ÚkkÞ Au. Ïkhkze(2011).
fBÃÞqxh{kt RLxhLkux yLku rðrðÄ {krníke MkúkuíkkuLkk {kæÞ{Úke
ytøkúuS ÔÞkfhýLku yæÞkÃkLk {krníke «kÃík fhe C.A.I. îkhk
yæÞkÃkLk ðÄw yMkhfkhf çkLkkðe þfkÞ Au. C.A.I. îkhk ytøkúuS
¼k»kkLkkt ÔÞkfhýLkwt ¿kkLk rðãkÚkeoyku {kxu ÔÞkðnkrhf WÃkÞkuøk{kt
yøkíÞLkwt çkLke hnu Au. C.A.I. fkÞo¢{ ytøkúuS ¼k»kkLku Sðtík
yLku r[hËkÞe çkLkkððk{kt LkðeLk «fkhLke W¥k{ «ÞwÂõík
Au.Ïkhkze(2011).yk çkkçkíkkuLku æÞkLk{kt hk¾e MktþkuÄfu {kæÞr{f
fûkkyu ytøkúuS ¼k»kkLkkt ÔÞkfhýLkkt “NOUN” yuf{Lkwt yæÞkÃkLk
fhkððk {kxu Computer Assisted Instruction
(C.A.I.) fkÞo¢{Lkku WÃkÞkuøk fhðk {kxuLkku yÇÞkMk nkÚk ÄhðkLkku
rð[kh fÞkuo nŒku.
yÇÞkMkLkk nuíkwyku
1. Äkuhý LkðLkk ytøkúuS ÔÞkfhýLkk NOUN yuf{ {kxuLkk
C.A.I. fkÞo¢{ yLku ÔÞkÏÞkLk

ÃkØríkLke rðãkÚkeoykuLke þiûkrýf rMkÂØLkk MktË¼o{kt yMkhfkhfíkk
[fkMkðe.
2. òríkÞíkkLkkt MktË¼o{kt C.A.I. fkÞo¢{Lke yMkhfkhfíkk [fkMkðe.
MktþkuÄLk yÇÞkMkLke WífÕÃkLkkyku
1. Äkuhý LkðLkk ytøkúuS ÔÞkfhýLkk ‘NOUN’ yuf{ {kxuLkk
C.A.I. fkÞo¢{ îkhk yLku ÔÞkÏÞkLk ÃkØrík îkhk yæÞkÃkLk Ãkk{u÷k
rðãkÚkeoykuLke yuf{ fMkkuxe ÃkhLkk «kÃíkktfkuLke MkhkMkhe ðå[u
MkkÚkof íkVkðík Lkrn nkuÞ.
2. ‘NOUN’ yuf{Lke {qÕÞktfLk fMkkuxe ÃkhÚke C.A.I. fkÞo¢{
îkhk yÇÞkMk fhíkkt  «kÞkurøkf sqÚk  yLku  ÃkhtÃkhkøkík  yæÞkÃkLk
ÃkØríkÚke  yÇÞkMk fhíkkt rLkÞtrºkík sqÚkLkk fw{khku yu {u/ðu÷
«kÃíkktfkuLke Mkhuhkþ rMkÂØ{kt MkkÚkof íkVkðík Lkrn nkuÞ.
3.  ‘NOUN’ yuf{Lke {qÕÞktfLk fMkkuxe ÃkhÚke C.A.I. fkÞo¢{
îkhk yÇÞkMk fhíkkt  «kÞkurøkf sqÚk  yLku  ÃkhtÃkhkøkík  yæÞkÃkLk
ÃkØríkÚke  yÇÞkMk fhíkkt rLkÞtrºkík sqÚkLke fLÞkykuyu {u£ðu÷
«kÃíkktfkuLke Mkhuhkþ rMkÂØ{kt MkkÚkof íkVkðík Lkrn nkuÞ.
MktþkuÄLkLkwt ûkuºk
«Míkwík MktþkuÄLkLkwt ûkuºk ¼k»kk rþûký, rþûký{kt LkkrðLÞ yLku
þiûkrýf xufTLkku÷kurs níkw.
MktþkuÄLk «fkh yLku MktþkuÄLk ÃkØrík
«Míkwík MktþkuÄLkLkku «fkh MktÏÞkí{f MktþkuÄLk íkÚkk ÔÞkðnkrhf
MktþkuÄLk níkku.su MktþkuÄLkLke «kÞkurøkf ÃkØrík jkhk nkÚk Ähu÷
nŒwt.
MktþkuÄLk{kt Mk{krðü [÷ku
«Míkwík yÇÞkMk{kt Mk{krðü [÷ku Lke[u {wsçk nŒk.

 
<Bk. [ ÷Lkku «fkh  [ ÷ [ ÷Lke fûkk 
1. Mðíktºk [ ÷ y æÞkÃkLk ÃkØrík (1)  C.A.I. f kÞo¢{  îkhk y æÞkÃkLk 

(2)  ÔÞkÏÞkLk ÃkØrík îkhk y æÞkÃkLk 
2. Ãkhíktºk [ ÷ þiûkrýf  rMkÂØ (1)  Wå[  þiûkrýf  rMkÂØ 

(2)  r™B™ þiûkrýf  rMkÂØ 
3. Ãkrhðíkof  [ ÷ ò rík (1)  fw{ kh 

(2)  fLÞk 
4.  

y tfwrþík [ ÷ 
1.rðMíkkh   — 
2.y ÇÞkMk Äkuhý 
— 
3.rð»kÞðMíkwLkk 
{ wËTku— 

þnuh 
Äkuhý 9 
y tøkúuS ÔÞkfhýLkku y uf { : ‘NOUN’  

5.  
y ktíkhðíkeo [ ÷ 

1.sqÚkLkkÃkkºkku 
ðå[ uLke y ktíkhr¢Þk 
2.rðãkÚkeoy kuLkk 
ðiÞÂõíkf  íkVkðík  
3. rðãkÚkeoy kuLke 
y æÞÞLk ûk{ íkk 

 
-------------------------- 
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yÇÞkMkLke {ÞkoËkyku
«Míkwík MktþkuÄLkLke fux÷ef {ÞkoËkyku Lke[u {wsçk nŒe.
• «Míkwík MktþkuÄLk{kt «kÞkurøkf MktþkuÄLk ÞkusLkkLkku y{÷ fhðkLkku
nŒku.yk {kxu Ãkqhíkkt «{ký{kt fBÃÞqxhLke Mkøkðz {/L hnu íku
{kxu yhðÕ÷e rsÕ÷kLke {kuzkMkk þnuhLke {kæÞr{f þk/k Mknuíkwf
heíku ÃkMktË fhðk{kt ykðe nŒe.
• «Míkwík MktþkuÄLk økwshkíke {kæÞ{Lke þk/k {kxu s nkÚk ÄhkÞwt
nŒw.
• «Míkwík MktþkuÄLk Äkuhý LkðLkk ytøkúuS ÔÞkfhýLkk yuf{ Ãkqhíkwt
{ÞkorËík nŒw.
• «Míkwík MktþkuÄLk þiûkrýf ð»ko 2013-’14  {kt Äkuhý Lkð
yÇÞkMk{kt fhíkk rðãkÚkeoyku Ãkqhíkwt {ÞkorËík nŒw.
• Mk{Þ {ÞkoËkLkk fkhýu «ÞkuøkLkwt ÃkwLkhkðíkoLk fhðk{kt ykðu÷ Lk
nŒw.

sqÚk Ãkqðo fMkkuxe Mðíktºk [ ÷(X) { kðsík yæÞkÃkLk ÃkØrík W¥kh fMkkuxe 
«kÞkurøkf  sqÚk ER ......................... C.A.I.f kÞo¢{  T2E 

rLkÞtrºkík sqÚk CR ......................... ÔÞkÏÞkLk ÃkæÄrík T2C 
 

ÔÞkÃkrðï yLku rLkËþo
«Míkwík MktþkuÄLk{kt MktþkuÄfu økwshkík hkßÞLke yhðÕ÷e rsÕ÷kLke
{kuzkMkk þnuhLke økwshkíke {kæÞ{Lke þk/k ykuLkk Äkuhý LkðLkkt
þiûkrýf ð»ko 2013-’14 {kt yÇÞkMk fhíkk rðãkÚkeoykuLku
ÔÞkÃkrðï íkhefu Mðefkhu÷ nŒk.
«Míkwík MktþkuÄLk{kt MktþkuÄfu {kuzkMkk þnuhLke ©e. fu. yuLk. þkn
{kuzkMkk nkRMfq÷Lkk {kæÞr{f fûkkLkk Äkuhý LkðLkk fw÷ 80
rðãkÚkeoykuLku Lk{qLkk íkhefu ÷eÄu÷ nŒk. Lk{qLkk ÃkMktËøke Mkn
nuíkwf ÃkØrík ðzu fhðk{kt ykðe nŒe.
«Þkuøk ÞkusLkk
«Míkwík MktþkuÄLk «kÞkurøkf «fkhLkwt nkuðkÚke MktþkuÄfu çku sqÚk,
Mk{kLk Lk{qLkkLkkt ÃkkºkkuLke MktÏÞk yLku {kºk W¥kh fMkkuxe ÞkusLkkLke
ÃkMktËøke fhu÷ nŒe.suLke rðMík]ík hsqykík Lke[u {wsçk Au.

ER «kÞkurøkf sqÚk (suLku fkÞo¢{ îkhk {kðsík ykÃkðk{kt
ykðe níke.)
CR rLkÞtrºkík sqÚk (suLku ÔÞkÏÞkLk ÃkØrík îkhk {kðsík
ykÃkðk{kt ykðe níke.)
X Mðíktºk [÷ («kÞkurøkf sqÚk{kt fkÞo¢{Lke {kðsík
÷økkzðk{kt ykðe níke.)
T2E «kÞkurøkf sqÚkLku ykÃkðk{kt ykðu÷e fMkkuxe.
T2C rLkÞtrºkík sqÚkLku ykÃkðk{kt ykðu÷e fMkkuxe.
yne ER yLku CR yu{ çku sqÚk Au. su{kt «kÞkurøkf sqÚk ER Lku
C.A.I. ÃkØrík îkhk yæÞkÃkLk fhðk{kt ykÔÞwt níkwt. ßÞkhu CR Lku
ÔÞkÏÞkLk ÃkØrík îkhk yæÞkÃkLk fhkÔÞwt níkwt. {kðsíkLku ytíku çktLku
sqÚkkuLku W¥kh fMkkuxe íkhefu yuf{ fMkkuxe ykÃke níke.
WÃkfhý
«Míkwík MktþkuÄLk «kÞkurøkf «fkhLkwt nŒw.íkuÚke MktþkuÄfu {krníkeLkwt
yufºkefhý fhðk Ïkhkze(2011)Økhk hråkík ytøkúuS ¼k»kkLkkt

ÔÞkfhýLkkt “NOUN” yuf{Lkwt yæÞkÃkLk fhkððk {kxu
Computer Assisted Instruction (C.A.I.) fkÞo¢{
ŒÚkk yuf{ fMkkuxeLkku WÃkfhý íkhefu WÃkÞkuøk fÞkuo nŒku.
{krníkeLkwt yufºkefhý
«Míkwík MktþkuÄLk «kÞkurøkf «fkhLkwt nŒw.íkuÚke MktþkuÄfu {krníkeLkwt
yufºkefhý fhðk {kxu «ÞkuøkLkku y{÷ fhu÷ nŒku.yk «Þkuøk{kt
Ïkhkze(2011)Økhk hråkík ytøkúuS ¼k»kkLkkt ÔÞkfhýLkkt
“NOUN” yuf{Lkwt yæÞkÃkLk fhkððk {kxu Computer
Assisted Instruction (C.A.I.) fkÞo¢{ ŒÚkk yuf{
fMkkuxeLkku WÃkfhý íkhefu WÃkÞkuøk fhe {kuzkMkk þnuhLke ©e. fu.
yuLk. þkn {kuzkMkk nkRMfq÷Lkk {kæÞr{f fûkkLkk Äkuhý LkðLkk
fw÷ 80 rðãkÚkeoyku ÃkkMkuÚke {krníke {u/ðe nŒe. yk rðãkÚkeoykuLku
çku sqÚk{kt ðnutåke yLku «ÞkuøkLkku y{÷ fhe {krníke {u/ððk{kt
ykðe nŒe.suLke Lkeåku {wsçk Au.

¢{  rðãkÚkeoykuLke MktÏÞk Äkuhý  «kÞkurøkf sqÚk rLkÞtrºkík sqÚk 
1 40 9 C.A.I.f kÞo¢{  

îkhk y æÞkÃkLk 
.................... 

2 40 9 .................... ÔÞkÏÞkLk ÃkæÄrík 
îkhk y æÞkÃkLk 

 {krníkeLkwt Ãk]Úk¬hý yLku yÚko½xLk
çktLku sqÚkLkk Ãkkºkku ÃkkMkuÚke {u£ðu÷ {krníkeLkwt Ãk]Úk¬hý yLku yÚko½xLk
‘t’ - fMkkuxe îkhk fhðk{kt ykÔÞwt nŒw. suLkk ykÄkhu WífÕÃkLkkykuLke
[fkMkýe fhðk{kt ykðe nŒe.

WífÕÃkLkkLke [fkMkýe
þqLÞ WífÕÃkLkkLke [fkMkýe {kxu «kÞkurøkf sqÚk yLku

rLkÞtrºkík sqÚkLkk rðãkÚkeoykuLke ‘NOUN’ yuf{Lke {qÕÞktfLk
fMkkuxe ÃkhÚke {u/ðu÷ rMkÂoØ «kÃíkktfkuLkwt t fMkkuxe îkhk Ãk]Úk¬hý
yLku yÚko½xLk fhðk{kt ykÔÞwt nŒw.

sqÚk ytøkuLke Mkkhýe
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WífÕÃkLkk 1
«kÞkurøkf yLku rLkÞtrºkík sqÚkLkk Ãkkºkkuyu {u/ðu÷ yuf{ {qÕÞktfLk
fMkkuxe ÃkhÚke {u/ðu÷ «kÃíkktfkuLkwt ‘ t ’ fMkkuxe îkhk Ãk]Úk¬hý
fhíkkt økkrýíkef heíku ‘ t ’ Lkwt {qÕÞ  3.97 nŒw. su 0.01 fûkkyu
MkkÚkof nŒw. ykÚke þqLÞ WífÕÃkLkk - 1Lkku yMðefkh ÚkÞku nŒku.
yux÷u fu C.A.I. ÃkæÄrík yLku ÃkhtÃkhkøkík yæÞkÃkLk ÃkæÄrík{kt
¼køk ÷eÄu÷ yuf{ {qÕÞktfLk fMkkuxeLkk Ãkrhýk{kuLkkt {u/ðu÷
«kÃíkktfkuLke MkhkMkhe ðå[u MkkÚkof íkVkðík hnu÷ku nŒku. su Ëþkoðu
Au fu C.A.I. ÃkæÄrík yu ÃkhtÃkhkøkík ÃkæÄrík fhíkk ðÄw yMkhfkhf
hne nŒe.
WífÕÃkLkk 2
«kÞkurøkf yLku rLkÞtrºkík sqÚkLkk fw{khkuyu {u/ðu÷ rþûkf hr[ík
yuf{ {qÕÞktfLk fMkkuxe ÃkhÚke {u/ðu÷ «kÃíkktfkuLkwt ‘ t ’ fMkkuxe
îkhk Ãk]Úk¬hý fhíkkt økkrýíkef heíku ‘ t ’ Lkwt {qÕÞ 2.37 nŒw.  su
0.05 fûkkyu MkkÚkof nŒw. ykÚke þqLÞ WífÕÃkLkk - 2Lkku yMðefkh
ÚkÞku nŒku.
íkuÚke fne þfkÞ fu ÃkhtÃkhkøkík ÃkØrík yLku C.A.I. ÃkØrík çkkË
÷eÄu÷ yuf{ {qÕÞktfLk fMkkuxeLkkt Ãkrhýk{ku{kt {u/ðu÷ «kÃíkktfku{kt
MkkÚkof íkVkðík hnu÷ku nŒku. ykÚke fne þfkÞ fu yæÞkÃkLk ÃkØrík
yu fw{khkuLke þiûkrýf rMkÂØ Ãkh yMkh fhLkkh  Ãkrhçk/ nŒw.
WífÕÃkLkk 3
«kÞkrøkf yLku rLkÞtrºkík sqÚkLke fLÞkykuyu {u/ðu÷ rþûkf rLkŠ{ík
yuf{ {qÕÞktfLk fMkkuxe ÃkhÚke {u/ðu÷«kÃíkktfkuLkwt ‘t’ fMkkuxe îkhk
Ãk]Úk¬hý fhíkkt økkrýíkef heíku ‘ t ’ Lkwt {qÕÞ 3.25 nŒw. su
0.01 fûkkyu MkkÚkof nŒw.  ykÚke þqLÞ WífÕÃkLkk - 3 Lkku
yMðefkh ÚkÞku nŒku.
íkuÚke fne þfkÞ fu ÃkhtÃkhkøkík yæÞkÃkLk ÃkØrík çkkË ÷eÄu÷
yuf{ {qÕÞktfLk fMkkuxe{kt fLÞkykuyu {u/ðu÷ «kÃíkktfkuLke MkhkMkhe
ðå[u MkkÚkof íkVkðík hnu÷ku nŒku. ykÚke fne þfkÞ fu yæÞkÃkLk
ÃkØrík yu fLÞkykuLke þiûkrýf rMkÂØ Ãkh yMkh fhu Au.
yÇÞkMkLkk íkkhýku
«Míkwík MktþkuÄLk yÇÞkMk{kt {krníkeLkk Ãk]Úk¬hý yLku yÚko½xLkLkk
ykÄkhu «kÃík ÚkÞu÷kt íkkhýku Lke[u {wsçk níkkt.
1. «Míkwík MktþkuÄLk{kt ytøkúuS ÔÞkfhý{kt yæÞkÃkLk ÃkØríkyku
Ãkife ( 1 ) C.A.I. fkÞo¢{ yLku ( 2 ) ÔÞkÏÞkLk ÃkØríkLkku
íkw÷Lkkí{f yÇÞkMk fhðk{kt ykÔÞku níkku. íku{kt C.A.I.fkÞo¢{
ÔÞkÏÞkLk ÃkØrík fhíkkt ðÄw yMkh fkhf Ãkqhðkh ÚkÞku níkku.
2. «Míkwík MktþkuÄLk{kt fw{khku yLku fLÞkyku{kt “NOUN” yuf{Lkwt
yæÞk…Lk fkÞo C.A.I. fkÞo¢{Lkkt MktË¼uo ÔÞkÏÞkLk ÃkØrík fhíkkt
ðÄw yMkhfkhf hnÞku níkku.
 3. «Míkwík MktþkuÄLk{kt ‘NOUN’ yuf{Lkwt yæÞkÃkLk fkÞo C.A.I.
fkÞo¢{Lkkt MktË¼uo ÔÞkÏÞkLk ÃkØrík fhíkktðÄw yMkfkhf hnÞku
níkku.yux÷u fu C.A.I.fkÞo¢{ îkhk Úkíkwt yæÞkÃkLkfkÞo yuf Mkkhk
rþûkfLke økhs  Mkkhu Au.
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The present study is an attempt to explore stress and its management among higher secondary students
students. The sample includes 320 higher secondary students of the age group of 16-17 years. The data
were collected by using self-made test of stress and stress-management. The results revealed that both high
and low stress students are using same kind of stress-management techniques. There is no significant
difference between them and they are using similar types of techniques relationship to deal with their stress.
Key-words- Stress, Stress-management, Higher secondary students,

Introduction-
The Modern world is the world of mind. But the mind
is man’s last unconquered frontier. Mankind is paying
a steep price for failing to learn about mind on the
race for success. Stress is the price we are paying.
It is believed that as far as stress is concerned, the
individual is responsible and it is his own personal
problem to be managed and controlled by himself.
There are so many factors that might be leading to
stress among students such as the geographical areas
of both the school and the students environment,
Socio-economic status or background, culture,
religion, education background (Forchard
et.al.,1991),status of the family, occupation of the
parents, parental involvement and parental motivation,
limited facilities around the school environment for
the students hence causing all the kinds of
inconvenience for students of concentrate on their
studies.(Barone et.al.,1991).The teacher who handle
the classes may not be showing adequate interest in
teaching the subject, the teacher may not be well
qualified and yet one another big problem of the peer
group influences which may lead to academic neglect(
Srinivas,2000).
Objective of the study-
·  To study the difference between high stress group
and low stress group in stress-management.

Hypothesis-
· There will be no significant difference in the stress-
management between high and low stress group.
Delimitations-
· The study is limited to higher secondary students of
Durg District of Chhattisgarh in India.
· The variable of study is stress and stress-
management.
· The study is limited to twelfth grade students.
Methodology-
In this study scientific research ,normative survey
method was used in this study.
Sample:
For the present study 320 students were selected from
higher secondary schools of Durg district in
Chhattisgarh state. Non probability sampling
technique was adopted in this study.
Tool:
For the present study self made stress and stress
management tool was developed by investigator.
Statistics for analysis: -
Percentage was applied to find out the difference
between two group.
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Analysis and Interpretation:
 

High Stress 

Source of Stress Management Always Some time Never Total % 

Yoga 60 62 11 133 7.53 

Recreation 75 170 11 256 14.54 

Avoidance 93 189 61 343 19.48 

Relationship 424 418 15 857 48.69 

Other 49 101 21 171 9.71 

 
Low Stress 

Source of Stress Management Always Some time Never Total % 

Yoga 33 78 11 122 6.93 

Recreation 78 220 16 314 17.84 

Avoidance 98 182 64 344 19.54 

Relationship 360 418 25 803 45.62 

Other 59 84 34 177 10.05 

The observed frequency distribution of various Stress
Management resources under high and low stress of
students is presented in table – 1.1,1.2 and graphically
represented in graph- 1, 2 from the table, it is obtained
that the high stress students are most using their Stress
Management resources as relationship (48.69 %) and
students use always it. Other managing  resources
such as avoidance ( 19.48%); recreation (14.54 %);
yoga (7.55%) and  other ( 9.71 %) are minimally
used,In the case of low stress students they are using
more of relationship only as their Stress Management
but avoidance; recreation and yoga and others are
using very rarely.

Reddy, P. Viswanatha; Reddy V. Srikanth ( 2004 )
studied in Stress and Coping strategies in children.
The results indicate that the children have experienced
more stress in physical and educational fronts and
have less stress in the areas of psychological and
social fronts. Appraisal focused and problem focused
coping has been used more than emotional focused
by the children.Reddy, P. Viswanatha ; Reddy V.
Srikanth ( 2004 ) studied in Stress and Coping
strategies in children.The results indicate that the
children have experienced more stress in physical
and educational fronts and have less stress in the
areas of psychological and social fronts.Appraisal
focused and problem focused coping has been used
more than emotional focused by the children.
Baum and Singer ( 1982 ) defines coping resources
as adaptive capabilities that provide immunity against
damage from stress. Anderson et. al.( 1991)
conducted a study on a sample of 158 men and 243
women. Find significant differences between males
and females on 8 stress producers and 5 coping
strategies were obtained. Impact of affiliation of
board of education on the stress and coping styles of
adolescents depicted the CBSE students to be more
stressful experiencing moderate to high levels of
stress whereas students of state board schools
reflected moderate to low levels of stress. Similar
trend was observed for the adoption of coping
strategies where CBSE students were for better than
their counterparts of the other setting. Relationship
with classmates, teachers, peer and parents seem to
complement one another. Parents provide affection
and guidance, which grants children the security and
social skills they need to enter the world of peers.
Peer interaction, in turn, enables children to expend
their social skills. Peers can also stand in, to some
extent, for the early parent-child bond. Teacher and
classmates ties promote good school adjustment and
improve attitudes towards school. When children and
students enjoy interacting with friends at school,
perhaps they begin to view all aspects of school life
more positively. It means that students with high or
low stress give equal preference to all stress -
management, which support the present
study.Relationship with classmates,teachers,peer and
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parents seem to complement one another. Parents
provide affection and guidance, which grants children
the security and social skills they need to enter the
world of peers.Peer interaction, in turn, enables
children to expend their social skills.Peers can also
stand in, to some extent, for the early parent-child
bond.Teacher and classmates ties promote good
school adjustment and improve attituds towards
school.When children and students enjoy interacting
with friends at school,perhaps they begin to view all
aspects of school life more positively. It means that
students with high or low stress give equal preferance
to all stress -management,which support the present
study. Baum and Singer ( 1982 ) defines coping
resources as adaptive capabilities that provide
immunity against damage from stress. Anderson et.
al.( 1991) conducted a study on a sample of 158 men
and 243 women. Find significant differences between
males and females on 8 stress producers and 5 coping
strategies were obtained. Impact of affiliation of
board of education on the stress and coping styles of
adolescents depicted the CBSE students to be more
stressful experiencing moderate to high levels of
stress whereas students of state board schools
reflected moderate to low levels of stress.Similar
trend was observed for the adoption of coping
trategies where CBSE students were for better than
their counterparts of the other setting.The observed
frequency distribution of various Stress Management
resources  under high and low stress of
students is presented in table - 5.29,5.30 and
graphically represented in figure 5.11, 5.12 from the
table, it is obtained that the high stress students are
most using their Stress Management resources as
relationship (48.69 %) and students use always it.
Other managing  resources such as avoidance (
19.48%); recreation (14.54 %); yoga (7.55%) and
other ( 9.71 %) are minimally used. From the table,In
the case of low stress students they are using more
of relationship only as their Stress Management but
avoidance; recreation and yoga and others are using
very rarely.
It means that students with high or low stress give
equal preference to all Stress Management, so this

hypothesis accepted i.e. - It means that
students with high or low stress give equal preferance
to all Stress Management,so this hypothesis accepted
i.e. -
“There will be no significant difference in the stress-
management between high and low stress
group.”
TherewillbenosignificanteffectofStressandits
ManagementofHigher SecondaryStudents.
All the formulated hypothesis were tested statistically
and the study has come to an end with certain results
which are mentioned here with. All the formulated
hypothesis were tested statistically and the study has
come to an end with certain results which are
mentioned here with .
There is no significant difference in the Stress -
management between high and low stress group.
Conclusion: -
High stress and low stress are using similar types of
stress management technique to deal with there
stress. Boys and girls with stress are effectively using
similar source of management style to manage there
stress.
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The purpose of this study is to find effect of listening skill on speaking, reading and writing skill in English as
a second language. For this purpose researcher has conducted an experiment on 26 college going student.
The data were collected through using TSL ESOL English assessment program developed by Tripada Singapore
International Pvt. Ltd. Hypothesis had tested through comparing two related samples. To get proper result
total score before and after experiment for reading, writing and speaking has been taken. This score helps
to calculate difference between score taken before and after experiment. Mean of difference, standard
deviation of difference and t value calculated which helps to reveal significance of hypothesis.
Key Words: Listening English, Writing English, Reading English, Listening habit, listening skill,
Reading skill and writing skill.

INTRODUCTION:
Effective communication skills open the path to
success. Communication skills can be inherent or can
be learnt. There are many instances of failure of
person because of poor or bad communication skills.
This study is intended to find out effect of proper
listening habit on speaking, reading and writing so it
is necessary to improve listening skills. India being
the rural country, the students from rural part need
prime attention. This study focuses on how to develop
their listening skills in English. Thus this experimental
study undertaken result in practical measures to
improve the listening skills of rural students. So that
rural students can improve their personality and
compete with urban students in their studies and
career selection. The communication in English needs
to be developed so as to make India a developed
country. Hence the statement of problem is “Proper
Listening habit in English language improves speaking,
reading and writing skill in college going students: An
Experimental Study”.
Listening is yet another necessity in language. If you
are more efficient listener then you will be the more

successful and satisfied. In the words of Janis we
find that Listening is not merely hearing: it is a
state of receptivity that permits understanding of
what is heard and grants the listener full
partnership in the communication process. We
need to develop a keen interest in making ourselves
better listener. The fact that we listen more than our
ears and we listen far more than the sound is very
true. As any member in a society, listening is one
important skill to possess as good listening is an
integral part of communication process. A good
listener shows readiness and possesses an ability to
manipulate the sound into words and their contextual
meaning. Then the good listener relates given
meanings to other experiences and he shares
responsibility with the speaker.  Academically,
listening skills plays a vital role in the teaching-learning
cycle. A student learns better when he can listen
better. A teacher is also in need of a good listening
skill. All the way, listening should be enhanced in your
life as to be a greater speaker.
CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK:
Impact of proper listening on speaking develops
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confidence in student for learning English as a second
language.
Impact of proper listening on writing develops
students written communication skills and makes
them confident to present them self before others
Importance of proper listening skills in interviews
boost candidate to speak rightly answer correctly
Impact of proper listening on reading develops
confidence in student for proper pronunciation and
understand correct accent.
OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY:
1. To find-out impact of listening on speaking, reading
and on writing.
2. To analyze impact of listening skills of rural students
on speaking, reading and writing.
HYPOTHESES:
H01

 There will be no significant impact of listening
on difference between score before and after
experiment for speaking skill in English as a second
language on student.
H

02 
There will be no significant impact of listening on

difference between score before and after experiment
for reading skill in English as a second language on
student.
H

03
 There will be no significant impact of listening

on difference between score before and after
experiment for writing skill in English as a second
language on student.
DELIMITATION OF THE STUDY:
1. This study is limited to college going graduate
student.
2. The sample was selected rural area of  Bhavnagar
district, Gujarat.
SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY:
1. This study tells us that proper listening is very
essential to improve speaking, reading and writing
skill in English as a second language.
2. Dramatization may be used to improve the students’
speaking skill in English as a second language.
3. Student will be train to read and write certain short
passages listened in audio program to improve their
reading and writing skill in English as a second
language.
METHODOLOGY:
An experimental method was used for this study.

SAMPLE:
The sample was selected from rural area of
Bhavnagar District, Gujarat. In this study total 26
students who belong to Gujarati medium were
selected randomly.
TOOL:
The data were collected through using TSL ESOL
English assessment program developed by Tripada
Singapore International Pvt. Ltd.
DATA COLLECTION:
The researcher conducted test in a fully equipped
computer lab with micro phone facility. English
assessment program run on computer and each
student listen this program with the help of micro
phone. Researcher tried that there won’t be any
disturbance.  Test was completed in two rounds. In
one round test administered on 13 students and their
score has been noted for speaking, reading and writing
skill. The researcher run three assessment program
first program run for speaking, second program run
for reading and third program run for writing. Before
recording score for each program researcher has
given opportunity to listen each program before
attempt. For each program performance of the
student recorded as score. The same process
followed for the remaining 13 students by researcher.
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS:
For this purpose a paired t-test is used, it is necessary
that the performance of the two samples be collected
in the form of matched pairs. Each performance in
the one sample must be paired with performance in
the other sample in such a manner that these
performances match anyhow. Such a test is generally
appropriate in a before and after experimental study.
Researcher conducted this experiment to find
whether the appropriate listening is necessary for
speaking, reading and writing English as a second
language. To apply this test researcher taken the
difference score for each matched pair, and then find
out the average of such differences along with the
sample variance of the difference score.
STATISTICAL TECHNIQUE USED:
For the analysis of data paired t-test is used for
comparing two related samples. To find the value of
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t, researcher worked out on the mean and standard deviation of differences.
RESULT AND FINDING:

TABLE 1
Significant impact of listening on difference between score before and after experiment for

speaking skill in English as a second language

No. Of 
Student 

df Total 
Score of 
speaking 
Before 

Experiment 
Xi 

Total 
Score of 
speaking 

after 
experiment 

Yi 

Diff. 
Di 

=(Xi-Yi) 

Diff. 
Squa. 

Di2 

Mean 
Of 

Diff. 
D 

Standard 
Deviation 

Of diff. 

t 
Val. 

 

 
26 

 
25 

 
141 

 
202 

 
-61 

 
189 

 
-2.346 

 
1.355 

 
-8.828 

 
The observed value of t is -8.828 which is not in the acceptance region and thus we reject H

01
 for determining

the rejection region at 5 percent level and conclude that the difference in score before and after experiment
is significant. So the null hypothesis “There will be no significant impact of listening on difference between
score before and after experiment for speaking skill in English as a second language on student”. It can be
conclude that “there is significant impact of listening on difference between score before and after experiment
for speaking skill in English as a second language on student”

TABLE 2
Significant impact of listening on difference between score before and after experiment for

reading skill in English as a second language

No. Of 
Student 

df Total 
Score of 
Reading 
Before 

Experiment 
Xi 

Total 
Score of 
Reading 

after 
experiment 

Yi 

Diff. 
Di 

=(Xi-Yi) 

Diff. 
Squa. 

Di2 

Mean 
Of 

Diff. 
D 

Standard 
Deviation 

Of diff. 

t 
Val. 

 

 
26 

 
25 

 
165 

 
219 

 
-54 

 
152 

 
-2.076 

 
1.597 

 
-6.628 

 The observed value of t is -6.628 which is not in the acceptance region and thus we reject H
02

 for determining
the rejection region at 5 percent level and conclude that the difference in score before and after experiment
is significant. So the null hypothesis “There will be no significant impact of listening on difference between
score before and after experiment for reading skill in English as a second language on student”. It can be
conclude that “there is significant impact of listening on difference between score before and after experiment
for reading skill in English as a second language on student”
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No. Of 
Student 

df Total 
Score of 
writing 
Before 

Experiment 
Xi 

Total 
Score of 
writing 

after 
experiment 

Yi 

Diff. 
Di 

=(Xi-Yi) 

Diff. 
Squa. 

Di2 

Mean 
Of 

Diff. 
D 

Standard 
Deviation 

Of diff. 

t 
Val. 

 

 
26 

 
25 

 
128 

 
183 

 
-55 

 
157 

 
-2.115 

 
1.275 

 
-8.458 

 

The observed value of t is -8.458 which is not in the
acceptance region and thus we reject H

03
 for

determining the rejection region at 5 percent level
for df = 25 and conclude that the difference in score
before and after experiment is significant. So the null
hypothesis “There will be no significant impact of
listening on difference between score before and after
experiment for writing skill in English as a second
language on student”. It can be conclude that “there
is significant impact of listening on difference between
score before and after experiment for writing skill in
English as a second language on student”
DISCUSSION:
Observation of Table 1 shows that experiment for
proper listening was effective for speaking English
as a second language.
Observation of Table 2 shows that experiment for
proper listening was effective for reading English as
a second language.
Observation of Table 3 shows that the experiment
for proper listening was effective for writing English
as a second language.
CONCLUSION:
As a student, the skills of language will make you
academically sound. The four skills never stand out
as individual areas but they form a chain cycle, where
you break one ring of the chain and the whole chain
would collapse. In the changing competitive world,
your command over a language and even more the
level of your English can determine your life.
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5|F:TFlJS 5|F:TFlJS 5|F:TFlJS 5|F:TFlJS 5|F:TFlJS     :JvSFI";FWSTFGF bIF,GF HGS ;]5|l;wW
VD[lZSG DGMlJ7FGL AFg0]ZF K[P T[DGM Psychological
Review  GFDGF ;FDlISDF\ s!)**fDF\ :JvSFI";FWSTFGF
lJX[GM ,[B 5|SFlXT YIM CTMP tIFZYL lX1F6 VG[
DGMlJ7FGGF 1F[+DF\ :JvSFI";FWSTFGM p¡I YIMP lX1FS
5|lX1F6GF 1F [+DF \ 5 [H[ZL;[ s!))&fDF \ ;F { 5 |YD
:JvSFI";FWSTF (Self - Efficacy) GF bIF,GL ;{äFltTS
VFWFZlX,F ZH} SZL CTLP
:JvSFI";FWSTF V[8,[ RMSS; SFI" SZJFGL 5MTFGFDF\ XlST
K[ T[JL jIlSTGL DFgITFP VF V[S DGMJ{7FlGS bIF, K[P
5|lX1F6FYL"VMGL RMSS; SFI" SZJFGL T[DGFDF\ XlST K[ V[JL
T[DGL DFgITF p5Z T[DGL ;O/TFGM VFWFZ ZC[,M K[P DF8[
H[8,L SFI" SZJFGL XlST lJX[ DFgITF µ\RL T[8,L ;O/TF
JWFZ[ VG[ SFI" SZJFGL XlST lJX[ DFgITF GLRL T[8,L ;O/
TF VMKLP TM VFJL GLRL DFgITF WZFJTF 5|lX1F6FYL"VMG[
µ\RL DFgITF TZO JF/JF CMI TM ;F { 5 |YD T[DGL
:JvSFI";FWSTF Ô6JL H~ZL K[P H[YL T[GF äFZF
:JvSFI";FWSTF Ô6L 5|lX1F6FYL"VMG[ µ\RL l;lä TZO  ,.
H. XSFI K[P HIFZ[ µ\RL DFgITF WZFJTF 5|lX1F6FYL"VMG[
lJlXQ8 l;lâ TZO ,. H. XSFI K[P T[YL ALPV[0ŸPGF
5|lX1F6FYL"VMGL :JvSFI";FWSTFGM VeIF; CFY WZJFG]\
lJRFI]" CT]\P
VeIF;GF C[T ]VMVeIF;GF C[T ]VMVeIF;GF C[T ]VMVeIF;GF C[T ]VMVeIF;GF C[T ]VM
5|:T]T VeIF;GF C[T]VM GLR[ D]HA CTFP
!P 5|lX1F6FYL"VMGL :JvSFI";FWSTF Ô6JLP
ZP 5|lX1F6FYL"VMGL :JvSFI";FWSTF VG[ ÔTLITF JrR[GM
;\A\W T5F;JMP
#P 5|lX1F6FYL"VMGL :JvSFI";FWSTF VG[ lJnFXFBF JrR[GM
;\A\W T5F;JMP
$P 5|lX1F6FYL"VMGL :JvSFI";FWSTF VG[ lJ:TFZ JrR[GM ;\A\W
T5F;JMP
VeIF;GL ptS<5GFVMVeIF;GL ptS<5GFVMVeIF;GL ptS<5GFVMVeIF;GL ptS<5GFVMVeIF;GL ptS<5GFVM
5|:T]T VeIF;GL ptS<5GFVM GLR[ 5|DF6[ CTLP
s!f 5]~QF VG[ :+L 5|lX1F6FYL"VMGL :JvSFI";FWSTF DF5N\0
5ZGF 5|F%TF\SMGL ;ZF;ZLVM

JrR[ ;FY"S TOFJT GCL\ CMIP
sZf lJ7FG VG[ lJ7FG[TZ lJnFXFBFGF 5|lX1F6FYL"VMGL
:JvSFI";FWSTF DF5N\0 5ZGF
5|F%TF\SMGL ;ZF;ZLVM JrR[ ;FY"S TOFJT GCL\ CMIP
s#f XC[ZL VG[ U|FdI lJ:TFZGF 5|lX1F6FYL"GL :JvSFI";FWSTF
DF5N\0 5ZGF 5|F%TF\SMGL
;ZF;ZLVM JrR[ ;FY"S TOFJT GCL\ CMIP
VeIF;GL 1F [+ DIF "NFVeIF;GL 1F [+ DIF "NFVeIF;GL 1F [+ DIF "NFVeIF;GL 1F [+ DIF "NFVeIF;GL 1F [+ DIF "NF
5|:T]T VeIF; EFJGUZ lH<,FGL V[DPS[P EFJGUZ
I]lGJl;"8L ;\,uG ALPV[0ŸP
SM,[HMGF 5|lX1F6FYL"VM 5}ZTM DIF"lNT CTMP
;\XMWG IMHGF;\XMWG IMHGF;\XMWG IMHGF;\XMWG IMHGF;\XMWG IMHGF
• GD}GF 5;\NULGD}GF 5;\NULGD}GF 5;\NULGD}GF 5;\NULGD}GF 5;\NUL
5|:T]T VeIF;DF\ V[DPS[P EFJGUZ I]lGJl;"8L ;\,uG
ALPV[0ŸPSM,[HM 5{SL $ ALPV[0ŸP SM,[HMGL :TZLS'T GD}GF
5;\NUL 5älT äFZF 5;\N SZL CTLP H[DF\ XC[ZL lJ:TFZGL Z
VG[ U|FdI lJ:TFZGL Z V[D S], $ ALPV[0ŸP SM,[HMGF #$Z
5|lX1F6FYL"VMGM GD}GFDF\ ;DFJ[X SZJFDF\ VFjIM CTMP
DFlCTL V[S+LSZ6 NZlDIFG #&* ZCIF CTF VG[ Z!
5|lX1F6FYL"VMV[ U[ZCFHZ ZCIF CTFP HIFZ[ $ 5|lX1F6FYL"VMV[
5|lTRFZ VF5JFDF\ lGQSF/Ò NFBJL CMJFYL T[ 5F+MG[
GD}GFDF \YL ZN SZJFDF \ VFjIF CTFP VFD S], #$Z
5|lX1F6FYL"VMGM 5|:T]T VeIF;DF\ ;DFJ[X SZJFDF\ VFjIM
CTMP
• p5SZ6p5SZ6p5SZ6p5SZ6p5SZ6
5|:T]T VeIF;DF \ VeIF;S[ :JvZlRT —VwIF5GDF\
:JvSFI";FWSTF DF5N\0˜ 5F\R lA\N]JF/M l,S8" 5|SFZGF
DF5N\0GM p5IMU SIM" CTMP T[DF\ S], Z5 S,DM CTLP
DFlCTL V[S+LSZ6 ov
;F{ 5|YD GD}GFDF\ 5;\N YI[, SM,[HMGF VFRFI"zLVMGL
VG]DlT D[/JL CTLP tIFZAFN lGl`RT YI[, TFZLB[4 ;DI[
GD}GFDF \ 5;\N YI[,L SM,[HMDF \ VeIF;S[ ~A~ H.
5|lX1F6FYL"VMG[ p5SZ6 VF5LG[ DFlCTL D[/JL CTLP
• DFlCTLG] \  lJ`,[QF6DFlCTLG] \  lJ`,[QF6DFlCTLG] \  lJ`,[QF6DFlCTLG] \  lJ`,[QF6DFlCTLG] \  lJ`,[QF6
5|:T]T VeIF;DF\ D/[, DFlCTLGF lJ`,[QF6 DF8[ J6"GFtDS
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V\SXF:+LI U6TZLVM SZJFDF\ VFJL CTL VF p5ZF\T
ptS<5GFGL RSF;6L DF8[ ;ZF;ZL4 5|DF6lJR,G VG[
8LvU]6MTZGL U6TZL SZJFDF\ VFJL CTLP H[GF DF8[ spss
Sd%I]8Z 5|MU|FDGM p5IMU SZJFDF\ VFjIM CTMP
• VeIF;GF TFZ6MVeIF;GF TFZ6MVeIF;GF TFZ6MVeIF;GF TFZ6MVeIF;GF TFZ6M
!P 5|lX1F6FYL"VMGL :JvSFI";FWSTF ;FDFgIYL prRTZ CTLP
ZP 5]~QF VG[ :+L 5|lX1F6FYL"VMGL :JvSFI";FWSTF DF5N\0
5ZGF ;Z[ZFXF\SMGM TOFJT _P_5 S1FFV[ ;FY"S G CTMP V[8,[
S[ 5|lX1F6FYL"VMGL :JvSFI";FWSTFG[ ÔTLITF ;FY[ ;FY"S
;\A\W G CTMP
#P lJ7FG VG[ lJ7FG[TZ lJnFXFBFVMGF 5|lX1F6FYL"VMGL
:JvSFI";FWSTF DF5N\0 5ZGF ;Z[ZFXF\SMGM TOFJT _P_5
S1FFV[ ;FY"S G CTMP V[8,[ S [ 5 |lX1F6FYL "VMGL
:JvSFI";FWSTFG[ ÔTLITF ;FY[ ;FY"S ;\A\W G CTMP
$P XC[ZL VG[ U|FdI lJ:TFZGF 5|lX1F66FYL "VMGL
:JvSFI";FWSTF DF5N\0 5ZGF ;Z[ZFXF\SMGL TOFJT _P_!
S1FFV[ ;FY"S CTMP V[8,[ S[ XC[ZL lJ:TFZGF 5|lX1F6FYL"VMGL
:JvSFI";FWSTF U|FdI lJ:TFZGF 5|lX1F6FYL "VMGL
:JvSFI";FWSTF SZTF\ µ\RL CTLP

o ;\NE";}lR oo ;\NE";}lR oo ;\NE";}lR oo ;\NE";}lR oo ;\NE";}lR o

Pajares, F. (1996). Self-efficacy beliefs in
academic settings, Review of educational
Research, 66,543-578.
pRFZ4 0LP sZ__)fP lX1F6 VG[ ;FDFlHSlX1F6 VG[ ;FDFlHSlX1F6 VG[ ;FDFlHSlX1F6 VG[ ;FDFlHSlX1F6 VG[ ;FDFlHS
lJ7FGMDF \ ;XMWGG] \  5älTXF:+lJ7FGMDF \ ;XMWGG] \  5älTXF:+lJ7FGMDF \ ;XMWGG] \  5älTXF:+lJ7FGMDF \ ;XMWGG] \  5älTXF:+lJ7FGMDF \ ;XMWGG] \  5älTXF:+P
;F{ZFQ8= I]lGJl;"8L4 ZFHSM8P
AMZLRF4 V[P sZ_!#fP 5|lX1F6FYL "VMGL5|lX1F6FYL "VMGL5|lX1F6FYL "VMGL5|lX1F6FYL "VMGL5|lX1F6FYL "VMGL
:JvSFI";FWSTF VG[ X {1Fl6S l;läGM S [8,FS:JvSFI";FWSTF VG[ X {1Fl6S l;läGM S [8,FS:JvSFI";FWSTF VG[ X {1Fl6S l;läGM S [8,FS:JvSFI";FWSTF VG[ X {1Fl6S l;läGM S [8,FS:JvSFI";FWSTF VG[ X {1Fl6S l;läGM S [8,FS
R,MGF ;\NE"DF \ VeIF;R,MGF ;\NE"DF \ VeIF;R,MGF ;\NE"DF \ VeIF;R,MGF ;\NE"DF \ VeIF;R,MGF ;\NE"DF \ VeIF;P V5|SFlXT 5L\PV[RP0LP
DCFlGA\W4 U65T I]lGJl;"8L4 B[ZJFP
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This article present some of the technical skills of teaching that have been included in teacher education
programmes, describes ways in which they have been used, discusses evidence concerning their validity,
and presents criticisms made of their use, as well as advantages associated with them.
The initial list of technical skills of teaching developed was by no means exhaustive and other skills were
added during the years. The competency-based teacher education (CBTE) or performance-based teacher
education (PBTE) movement, which developed at the end of the 1960s has contributed greatly to the
identification and development of a wider range of classroom interactive skills in the cognitive, affective, and
meteoric domains. It should be stressed, however, at this point that the original concept of technical skills of
teachers was not clear, and many practitioners have adopted only the Stanford list of teaching skills or even
only part of that list.

This concept of specific teaching skills seems first to
have been implemented in teacher education in the
microteaching programme at Stanford University in
the early 1960s. With the subsequent widespread
acceptance of microteaching as a technique for
training teachers, the concept of technical skills of
teaching became well-known. In time the concept
became an important component of competency-
based teacher education and even of competency-
based teacher certification.
According to Allen and Ryan the first technical skill
used in the microteaching clinic at Stanford University
was “how to begin a lesson”. Subsequently such skills
as achieving “closure”, providing “frame of
reference”, and probing student responses were
added until a list was developed which included the
following skills :
(a) Stimulus variation : using stimulating material and
variations in movement, gestures, interaction
techniques and sensory channels in order to alleviate
boredom and inattentiveness.
(b) Set induction : preparing students for a lesson by
clarifying its goals, relating it to student’s prior
knowledge and skills, through using analogies,
demonstrations and posing stimulating problems.

(c) Closure : assisting students to establish links
between new and past knowledge by reviewing and
applying material to familiar and new examples, cases
and situations.
(d) Silence and nonverbal cues : reducing reliance on
teacher talk by encouraging teachers in the proper
use of pauses and in the effective use of facial
expression, body movement, and gestures.
(e) Reinforcing student participation : encouraging
students to respond through the use of praise and
acceptance as well as nonverbal cures such as
nodding and smiling.
(f) Fluency in asking questions : eliminating
unnecessary hesitations and repetitions of questions.
(g) Probing questions : skills in framing questions
which lead students to elaborate on, or riase the level
of, their responses,
(h) Higher order questions : questions which elicit
responses that require higher intellectual levels from
students instead of responses that involve only fact
stating or descriptions.
(i) Divergent questions : questions which elicit student
responses that are unconventional, imaginative and
cannot be judged simply to be correct or incorrect.
Other skills to become incorporated in the Stanford
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list were “recognizing attending behavior”,
“illustrating and use of examples”, “lecturing”,
“planned repetition”, and “completeness of
communication”.
As an indication of the widespread adoption of the
concept of technical skills of teaching institutions as
far apart as the University of Striling in Scotland and
the University of Sydney in Australia implemented
teacher education programmes incorporating them.
An Australian team of authors developed a system
for classifying teaching skills under which seven
categories emerged. These were :
(a) Motivational skills, including reinforcing student
behavior, varying the stimulus, set induction,
encouraging student involvement, accepting and
supporting student feelings, displaying warmth and
enthusiasm, and recognizing and meeting students
needs.
(b) Presentation and Communication skills, including
explaining, dramatizing, reading, using audio-visual
aids, closure, using silence, encouraging student
feedback, clarity, expressivenees, pacing and planned
repetition.
(c) Question skills, including refocusing and
redirecting, probing, high-level questions, convergent
and divergent questions, convergent and divergent
questions, stimulating student initiative.
(d) Skills of small group and individual instruction,
such as organizing small group work, developing
impendent learning, counseling, encouraging co-
operative activity and student to student interaction.
(e) Developing student thinking, such as fostering
inquiry learning, guiding discovery, developing
concepts, using simulation, role playing and gaming
to stimulate though, developing student problem
solving skills, encouraging students to evaluate and
make judgments and developing critical thinking.
(f) Evaluative skills, including recognizing and
assessing student progress, diagnosing learning
difficulties, providing remedial techniques,
encouraging self-evaluation and handling evaluative
discussion.
(g) Classroom management and discipline, including
recognizing attending and non-attending behavior,

supervising class group work, encouraging task
oriented behavior, giving directions and coping with
multiple issues.
Used in the above way, the technical skills of the
teaching approach involved both conceptual and
theoretical, as well as behavioral development of
student teachers, through the emphasis was on the
latter. In other cases, focus was placed more on the
cognitive than the per formative, and skills of
conceptualizing, analyzing and hypothesizing were
emphasized. If teaching could be broken down into
specific skill or competencies, such skills or
competencies could become the basis not only of
training programmes but also of attempts to evaluate
teaching effectiveness.
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Introduction
One overriding challenge is now coming to the fore
in public consciousness: We need to reinvent just
about everything. Whether scientific advances,
technology breakthroughs, new political and economic
structures, environmental solutions, or an updated
code of ethics for 21st century life, everything is in
flux—and everything demands innovative, out of the
box thinking.
The burden of reinvention, of course, falls on today’s
generation of students. So it follows that education
should focus on fostering innovation by putting
curiosity, critical thinking, deep understanding, the
rules and tools of inquiry, and creative brainstorming
at the center of the curriculum.
This is hardly the case, as we know. In fact, innovation
and the current classroom model most often operate
as antagonists. The system is evolving, but not quickly
enough to get young people ready for the new world.
But there are a number of ways that teachers can
bypass the system and offer students the tools and
experiences that spur an innovative mindset. Here
are ten ideas:
Move from projects to Project Based
Learning. Most teachers have done projects, but the
majority do not use the defined set of methods
associated with high-quality PBL. These methods
include developing a focused question, using solid,
well crafted performance assessments,allowing for
multiple solutions, enlisting community resources, and
choosing engaging, meaningful themes for projects.
PBL offers the best method we have presently for
combining inquiry with accountability, and should be
part of every teacher’s repertoire. See my website or
the Buck Institute for methods.

Teach concepts, not facts. Concept-based
instruction overcomes the fact-based, rote-oriented
nature of standardized curriculum. If your curriculum
is not organized conceptually, use you own knowledge
and resources to teach ideas and deep understanding,
not test items.
Distinguish concepts from critical
information. Preparing students for tests is part of
the job. But they need information for a more
important reason: To innovate, they need to know
something. The craft precedes the art. Find the right
blend between open-ended inquiry and direct
instruction.
What Is an Innovator
An innovator is an individual who introduces
new methods, products and ideas. It refers to a
pioneer, an individual who helps to open up a new
line of art, research.
How are we teaching innovation?
Innovation is not formulaic.  While I agree with the
other response here that innovation is difficult
to teach in a classroom, I believe
that innovative problem solving is a skill that anyone
can learn.
What is the Methods Innovation Rule?
The Methods Innovation Rule (MIR) is an important
step toward a performance-based measurement
system (PBMS), and part of the Agency’s efforts
toward “Innovating for Better Results.
What are the teacher centered  method
 of teaching?
The method of teaching and equipping students to a
world of proper understanding by way of
practicalmethods,proper teaching aids is known as a
teacher centered methodology. 
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Three Innovative Methods of Teaching for High
School Educators
Innovative methods of teaching are a goal of many
educators. Teaching students in ways that keep them
engaged and interested in the material can sometimes
be a challenge. This proves especially true when it
comes to high school students. In the short-attention
span world we live in,  it can be harder than ever to
keep high school students excited and engrossed in
learning what they’re there to learn.
Visualization, technology tools and active
learning : 3 innovative methods of teaching for
high school educators
Finding new and innovative methods of teaching is a
crucial skill for high school teachers. Brain research
has shown that certain methods and approaches can
truly enhance the learning process for students.
Applying innovative learning and attention-
management techniques to classes is a win-win for
both students and teachers.
1. Visualization 
A list of disconnected facts will not lead to a deep
understanding in students or an integration of
knowledge from one situation to another. Knowledge
that is organized and connected to concepts with a
goal of mastery, including the ability to visualize the
concepts, can lead to the ability to transfer knowledge
and lead to a deeper, longer-term understanding of
what is taught.
Visualization is an especially good teaching strategy
for reading and literacy teachers. Here’s a lesson in
how to use visualization to help students illustrate
mental images from a portion of text that is read aloud:
Teaching students visualization skills help them
understand, recall and think critically about subjects
they study.
2. Wisely-managed classroom technology
Computers, tablets, digital cameras, video
conferencing technology and GPS devices can
enhance a student’s learning experience. Using video
games to teach math and foreign languages,
leveraging Skype to video conference with
classrooms or guest speakers from around the world,
or multimedia projects that allow students to explore
subject matter using film, audio and even software

they create are all possible uses of classroom
technology.
3.  Active learning: Peer instruction, discussion
groups and collaborative problem solving
All high school educators dread a roomful of blank
faces or silence after they open up a topic for class
discussion. According to the Johns Hopkins Center
for Educational Resources (CER), devoting time to
active learning projects is one way to get students
thinking, talking and sharing information in the
classroom. The CER publishes a series called the The
Innovative Instructor that explores these methods.
Innovative methods of teaching can be of great help
in aiding high school students in getting the most out
of their education. These are just three ideas for
directions you can go in your quest for innovative
learning for your students.
Creative teaching
In order to teach creativity, one must teach creatively;
that is, it will take a great deal of creative effort to
bring out the most creative thinking in your classes.
Of course, creativity is not the only required element
for creative instructors. They must also know their
fields and know how to create an appropriate learning
environment. When will it be most important for you
to offer direct instruction? When is discovery most
important? What are your expectations and how can
you best communicate them?
Because answers to these questions are so diverse
— even for individual instructors teaching different
courses or at various times of the semester — no
one technique will fit all needs. Here are several
approaches or techniques for teaching creatively, both
general and specific to certain fields.  More examples
of field-specific approaches or techniques appear in
the Creative teachers section.
General Techniques
These creative thinking techniques were culled from
the Internet and summarized by Yao Lu, a graduate
student in AESHM (Apparel, Educational Studies, and
hospitality Management). Some of the techniques
listed below are used in business training or in K-12
settings but can easily be adapted for college students.
Role-playing
What: In most role-playing exercises, each student
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takes the role of a person affected by an issue and
studies an issue or events from the perspective of
that person.
How:  Role plays should give the students an
opportunity to practice what they have learned and
should interest the students. Provide concrete
information and clear role descriptions so that
students can play their roles with confidence. Once
the role play is finished, spend some time on
debriefing.
What: Story-boarding can be compared to spreading
students’ thoughts out on a wall as they work on a
project or solve a problem. Story boards can help
with planning, ideas, communications and
organization.
Benefits: This method allows students to see the
interconnections, how one idea relates to another, and
how pieces come together. Once the ideas flow,
students become immersed in the problem and hitch-
hike other ideas.
Questioning activity
What: In this exercise in questioning, students create
a list of 100 questions. There are no directions
regarding what questions to ask and no judgments or
criticism of questions.
Benefits:  Students will ask a wide range of
questions, increasing student productivity and
motivation. As students focus on what they want to
discover and generate their own questions, they
pursue answers without prodding. Questions can be
general or based on a particular topic or reading;
instructors can give several examples from their own
lists.
Brain-sketching
What: To solve a specific problem, students make
sketches and then pass evolving sketches to their
neighbors.
How: Students sit in a group of 6-8 around a table or
in a circle. Questions or problems should be well
explained and understood by each student. Each
participant privately makes one or more sketches and
passes the sketch to the person on the right when it
is finished or when a brief set time has passed.
Participants develop or annotate the sketches passed
to them, or use them to inspire new sketches which

are also passed in turn. For effective learning, sketches
could be posted are discussed by students.
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JQFM"YL lX1F6HUTDF\ VG[S GFGFvDM8F ;\XMWGM Y. ZìFF K[P H[DFGF VD]S ;\XMWGM D}<IF\SGGL 5âlTDF\ ;]WFZ6F DF8[
YIF K[P H[ ;\XMWGGM D}/ C[T] TM lX1F6GL U]6JTF ;]WFZJF DF8[GM H K[P 5|:T]T VeIF; 56 lJnFYL"VMGL 5ZL1FF
5âlTGL ;]WFZ6F DF8[ CFY WZJFDF\ VFjIM CTMP lJnFYL"VMDF\ 5ZL1FF V[8,[ SFU/4 5[G4 5|̀ G5+ H  ;DH[ K[P VF H}GL
;\S<5GFDF\YL T[DG[ ACFZ ,FJL VFHGF V[SJL;DL ;NLGF 8[SŸGM,ÒGF I]UDF\ 5lZ1FFGL ;\S<5GF T[DG[ ;DHFJJF 5|:T]T
VeIF; YIMP tIFZAFN VFW]lGS 5wWlTYL 5ZL1FF ,[JF. K[P VF VeIF; DF8[ GLR[ D]HAGF C[T]VM ZFBJFDF\ VFjIF s!f
VF9DF\ WMZ6GF lJ7FGGF V[S YL +6 5|SZ6M 5Z H]NFvH]NF 5|SFZGF 5|̀ GGMGL ZRGF sZf ZRFI[,F 5|̀ GMGL VHDFIX
SZL ;Z/TFvD}<I4 TFZJ6LvD}<IM VG[ lJSQF"SMGL V;ZSFZSTF s#f Sd%I]8ZLS'T 5|̀ G;\RlISFGL ZRGF VG[ VHDFIXP
5|:T]T VeIF;DF\ AC]lJS<5JZ6L4 BF,LHuIF4 BZF\vBM8F\ lJnFGM4 HM0SF\ 5|̀ GMGM ;DFJ[X SZJFDF\ VFjIM CTMP T[DH
5Zt5F+MG[ :TZLS'T IFNlrKS h]DBFDF\ 5âlTYL 5;\N SZJFDF\ VFjIF CTF T[DH 5|:T]T VeIF;DF\ 5|̀ GFJ,L VG[
D]STMTZ VlE5|FIFJ,L V[D A[ 5|SFZGF p5SZ6GL ZRGF SZJFDF\ VFJL CTL 5|:T]T VeIF;GF TFZ6M GLR[ D]HA D?IF
CTF s!f5|SZ6v!GL S], )_ S,DMDF\YL () S,DM IMuI GLJ0L CTLP sZf 5|SZ6vZGL S], )_ S,DM IMuI GLJ0L CTLP
s#f 5|SZ6v#GL S], )# S,DM IMuI GLJ0L CTLP T[DH D]STMTZ VlE5|FIJ,LDF\ lJnFYL"VM äFZF D/[,F HJFAGF
TFZ6M VF D]HA CTF s!f .g8ZG[8 sSd%I]8Zf GF DFwID äFZF )_@ lJnFYL"VMG[ S;M8L VF5JL B}A H UDL sZf (_@
lJnFYL"VM ElJQIDF\ 5[5Zv5[lg;, S;M8L SZTF VMG,F.G S;M8L VF5JFG[ ;DY"G VF%I]\P s#f #_@ lJnFYL"VMG[
Sd%I]8ZG]\ ;FDFgI 7FG G CMJFYL T[JM VF S;M8L VF5JF DF8[ D]xS[,L VG]EJTF CTFP

E}lDSFE}lDSFE}lDSFE}lDSFE}lDSF
JQFM"YL lX1F6 ;]WFZ6FGF 5|ItGM Y. ZìFF K[P lX1F6GL
U]6J¿F ;]WFZL p¿DM¿D lX1F6 AGFJJF S[8,FS 5|IF;M
Y. ZìFF K[P lX1F6GL U]6J¿F ;]WFZJF DF8[
VwIF5G4VwIF5G 5âlT4 VeIF;S|D4 D}<IF\SG JU[Z[DF\
;]WF6F SZJFDF\ VFJ[ K[ VG[ V;ZSFZS lX1F6 AGJFGL
h]\A[XDF\ ;FZ]\ JU"B\0 VwIF5GSFI" V[S H DFU" GYL VG[ T[
5}ZT]\ 56 GYL T[GF 36F H Z:TF K[P 5âlT K[4 5|I]SlT K[P
T[DFG]\ V[S D}/E]T ;M5FG K[ 5lZ1FF ;]WFZ6F S[ VFNX"
D}<IF\SG 5âlT ;F\5|T ;DIDF\ D}<IF\SG S[ 5lZ1FF ;]WFZ6FGF
1F[+DF\ VG[S GFGF DM8F 5FIFGF ;XMWGM Y. ZìFF K[P T[DF\
5|`G5+ ZRGF4 :JFwIFIGF 5|`GM T{IFZ SZJFDF\
5|̀ G;\RlISFG]\ D}<I :JI\l;â K[ HP
VtIFZ ;]WL lJnFYL"VMGF DG 5ZL1FF V[8,[ SFU/4 5[G4
5|̀ G5+ VG[ ;CFwIFILVM ;FY[GL A[9SP V[8,[ S[ 5Z\5ZFUT
ZLT[ RF<I]\ VFJ[ K[ V[ H lJnFYL"G[ .rKF CMI S[ G CMI
5lZ1FF TM VF5JL H 50[P VF H]GL ~l-YL ACFZ ,FJJF DF8[
VG[ lJnFYL"VMGL 5lZ1FFGL ;\S<5GF SFU/4 5[G4

5|̀ G5+YL DF\0LG[ Sd%I]8Z ;]WL lJ:TZ[P lJnFYL"VM .lrKT
;DI[4 :Y/[4 lX1FS JUZ VG[ .lrKT U]6F\SI]ST S;M8L
VF5L XS[P T[DH VF ;\RlISF ;FJ"l+S AG[ T[DH ;Z/4
;CH VG[ 5|RLG 5âlTVMYL YM0L J{lJwIJFG AG[ T[ DF8[
clJ`JGL AFZLc ;DF .g8ZG[8 l;JFI IMuI VG[ IYFY" DFU"
ALHM SIM CM. XS[ m
VFD4 lJnFYL"VMGL VwIIGDF\4 lX1FSG[ VwIF5GDF\4
5|Fl`GSMG[ 5|̀ G5+GL ZRGFDF\4 ,[BSMG[ 5F9I5]:TS TYF
:JFwIFI5MYLGF ,[BGDF\ VG[ ;\XMWSMG[ 5ZL1F6G[ ,UTF
;\XMWGDF\ Sd%I]8ZLS'T 5|̀ G;\RlISF p5IMUL AGL XS[ T[
DF8[ ;\XMWS[ VF VeIF; CFY WZJFGM GD| 5|IF; SIM" CTMP
VeIF;GF C[T]VM GLR[ D]HAGF CTFVeIF;GF C[T]VM GLR[ D]HAGF CTFVeIF;GF C[T]VM GLR[ D]HAGF CTFVeIF;GF C[T]VM GLR[ D]HAGF CTFVeIF;GF C[T]VM GLR[ D]HAGF CTF
!P VF9DF\ WMZ6GF lJ7FGGF V[SYL +6 5|SZ6M 5Z H]NF
H]NF 5|SFZGF 5|̀ GMGL ZRGF SZJLP
ZP ZRFI[,F 5|`GMGL VHDFIX SZL ;Z/TFvD}<I4
TFZJ6LvD}<I VG[ lJSQF"SMGL V;ZSFZSTF
T5F;JLP
#P ZRFI[, 5|̀ GMGL IMuITF RSF;JLP
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$P Sd%8ZLS'T 5|̀ G;\RlISFGL ZRGF SZJLP
5P .g8ZG[8 VFWFlZT VF9DF WMZ6GF lJ7FG 5Z T{IFZ
SZ[, Sd%I]8ZLS'T 5|̀ G;\RlISFGL
VHDFIXSZJLP
VeIF;GF 5|`GM GLR[ D]HAGF CTFVeIF;GF 5|`GM GLR[ D]HAGF CTFVeIF;GF 5|`GM GLR[ D]HAGF CTFVeIF;GF 5|`GM GLR[ D]HAGF CTFVeIF;GF 5|`GM GLR[ D]HAGF CTF
!P VHDFIX SZ[,F 5|̀ GM IMuI ;Z/TFvD}<I WZFJ[ K[ m
ZP VHDFIX SZ[,F 5|̀ GM IMuI TFZJ6LvD}<IM WZFJ[ K[m
#P VHDFIX SZ[,F AC]lJS<5 5|SFZGF 5|̀ GM 5{SL S[8,F
5|̀ GM lJS<5MGL ãlQ8V[ IMuI K[m
$P VHDFIX SZ[,F 5|̀ GM 5{SL S[8,F 5|̀ GM 5|̀ G;\RlISFDF\
;DFlJQ8 SZJF IMuI K[m
5|:T]T VeIF; DF8[ GLR[ D]HAGL S,DMGL ZRGF5|:T]T VeIF; DF8[ GLR[ D]HAGL S,DMGL ZRGF5|:T]T VeIF; DF8[ GLR[ D]HAGL S,DMGL ZRGF5|:T]T VeIF; DF8[ GLR[ D]HAGL S,DMGL ZRGF5|:T]T VeIF; DF8[ GLR[ D]HAGL S,DMGL ZRGF
SZJFDF\ VFJL CTLPSZJFDF\ VFJL CTLPSZJFDF\ VFJL CTLPSZJFDF\ VFJL CTLPSZJFDF\ VFJL CTLP
;[M 5|YD 5|`G;\RlISFGL ZRGF DF8[ ;\XMWS[ ;\A\lWT
;FlCtIGM VeIF; SIM" CTMP VeIF;S|DG[ ,UTF 5]:TSMGM
VeIF; SZL4 X{1Fl6S D]NŸF 5ZYL 5F9IS|DG]\ lJ`,[QF6 SI]"\
CT]\P 5F9IS|DGF D]NŸF VG[ 5[8F D]NF VG];FZ GLR[GF RFZ
5|SFZGF 5|̀ GMGL ZRGF SZL CTLP H[DF\ AC]lJS<5JZ6L
JF/F4 BF,L HuIF 5|SFZ4 BZF\ BM8F lJWFGM 5|SFZ TYF HM0SF\
5|SFZGF 5|`GMGL ZRGF SZL CTLP 5F9IS|DGF TDFD
D]NŸFVMG[ VFJZL ,. S], Z*# 5|̀ GMGL ZRGF SZL VHDFIX
SZJFG]\ GSSL SI]" CT]\P ;FY[ ;FY[ ;\XMWS[ VF 5|̀ G ;\RlISFG[
.g8ZG[8 5Z D]SJF DF8[ J[A;F.8GL ZRGF4VG[ Sd%I]8ZLS'T
5|̀ G;\RlISF ZRJFG]\ VG[ T[GL VHDFIX SZJFG]]\ GSSL SI]"
CT\]\P
5|F%T DFlCTLG] \ lJ`,[QF6 VG[ VY"38G GLR[ D]HA5|F%T DFlCTLG] \ lJ`,[QF6 VG[ VY"38G GLR[ D]HA5|F%T DFlCTLG] \ lJ`,[QF6 VG[ VY"38G GLR[ D]HA5|F%T DFlCTLG] \ lJ`,[QF6 VG[ VY"38G GLR[ D]HA5|F%T DFlCTLG] \ lJ`,[QF6 VG[ VY"38G GLR[ D]HA
SZJFDF\ VFjI] CT\]SZJFDF\ VFjI] CT\]SZJFDF\ VFjI] CT\]SZJFDF\ VFjI] CT\]SZJFDF\ VFjI] CT\]
;\XMWS[ T{IFZ SZ[, cHJFARFJLc D]HA  S;M8LGF HJFAM
T5F:IF\P HJFA5+MGF lJ`,[QF6 äFZF ;DU| H]Y 5ZYL
5|tI[S S,DG\] ;Z/TFvD}<I4 TFZJ6L v D}<I  5|SZ6v#
DF\ NXF"jIF D]HA ZF9M0sZ___f ZlRT NRT 2000 Sd%I]8Z
5|MU|FD äFZF XMWJFDF\ VFjI]\ CT]\P T[DH AC]lJS<5JZ6L
JF/F S,DMGF lJSQF"SMGL V;ZSFZSTF ;DU| H]Y äFZF
lJSQF"SMG[ D/[,F 5|F%T 5|lTRFZGF ;}+GL DNNYL XMWJFDF\
VFJL CTLP AC]lJS<5JZ6L 5|SFZGF 5|`GMGF lJSQF"SMGL
V;ZSFZSTFGL CFY[YLU6TZL SZL CTL
D]STMTZ VlE5|FIFJl, äFZF D/[[,F lJnFYL"VMGF 5|lTRFZG]\
lJQFIJ:T] JUL"SZ6 äFZF 5'yYSZ6 SZJFDF\ VFjI]\ CT]\
5|:T]T VeIF;DF\ 5|`GMGF ;\NE"DF\ GLR[GF TFZ6M5|:T]T VeIF;DF\ 5|`GMGF ;\NE"DF\ GLR[GF TFZ6M5|:T]T VeIF;DF\ 5|`GMGF ;\NE"DF\ GLR[GF TFZ6M5|:T]T VeIF;DF\ 5|`GMGF ;\NE"DF\ GLR[GF TFZ6M5|:T]T VeIF;DF\ 5|`GMGF ;\NE"DF\ GLR[GF TFZ6M
5|F%T YIF\ CTFP5|F%T YIF\ CTFP5|F%T YIF\ CTFP5|F%T YIF\ CTFP5|F%T YIF\ CTFP
;FDFgI;FDFgI;FDFgI;FDFgI;FDFgI
!P VHDFIX SZ[, S,DMG]\ ;Z/TFvD}<I _PZ) YL _P)5
;]WL HMJF D?I]\ CT]\P
ZP VHDFIX SZ[, S,DMG]\ TFZ6LvD}<I v_P_( YL _P$)
;]WL HMJF D?I]\ CT]\P

#P VHDFIX SZ[, S,DM 5{SL Z*# S,DMDF\YL Z*Z
s))P&#@f S,DM ;Z/TFvD}<I4
TFZJ6LvD}<I VG[ lJSQF"SMGL V;ZSFZSTFGL ÛlQ8V[
IMuI GLJ0L CTLP
5|`G 5|SFZGF ;\NE"DF\5|`G 5|SFZGF ;\NE"DF\5|`G 5|SFZGF ;\NE"DF\5|`G 5|SFZGF ;\NE"DF\5|`G 5|SFZGF ;\NE"DF\
!P AC]lJS<5JZ6LJF/L (# S,DMDF\YL AWL H s!__@f
S,DM IMuI GLJ0L CTLP
ZP BF,L HuIF 5}ZM 5|SFZGL (_ S,DMDF\YL AWL H
s!__@f S,DM IMuI GLJ0L CTLP
#P BZF\vBM8F\ lJWFGM 5|SFZGL )_ S,DMDF\YL ()
s)(P((@f S,DM IMuI GLJ0L CTLP
$P HM0SF\ 5|SFZGL Z_ S,DMDF\YL AWL H s!__@f S,DM
IMuI GLJ0L CTLP
5|SZ6GF ;\NE"DF\5|SZ6GF ;\NE"DF\5|SZ6GF ;\NE"DF\5|SZ6GF ;\NE"DF\5|SZ6GF ;\NE"DF\
D]STMTZ VlE5|IFJl, äFZF D/[,F ;]RGMG]\ VY"W8G GLR[
D]HA CT]\
!P 5|SZ6v!GL S], )_ S,DMDF\YL ()s)(P((@f S,DM
IMuI GLJ0L CTLP
ZP 5|SZ6vZGL S], )_ S,DM IMuI GLJ0L CTLP
#P 5|SZ6v#GL )# S,DM IMuI GLJ0L CTLP
$P !_@ lJWFYL"VF[G[ SdiI]8ZDF\ V\U|[HL XaNMG]\ 7FG G
CMJFYL D]xS[,L VG]EJTF CTFP

;\NE";}lR;\NE";}lR;\NE";}lR;\NE";}lR;\NE";}lR

AFZ04 H[P 0LP s!))$fP 3MZ6 GJGF lJ7FG lJQFIGF
U]Z]tJFSQF"6 V[SD 5Z 5|̀ G;\RlISFGL ZRGF V5|SFlXT
V[DP V[0ŸP ,W] XMWlGA\W4 EFJGUZ I]lGJl;"8LP
JL0HF4 JLPV[GP sZ__#fP ÒP;LP.PVFZP8LP GF
5FI,M8 5|MH[S8 V\TU"T WMZ6 VF9GF lJ7FG
5F9I5]:TSGF 5|SZ6 V[SYL +6 p5Z 5|̀ G;\RlISFGL
ZRGF VG[ IYFYL"SZ6P V5|SFlXT V[DP V[0ŸP ,W]
XMWlGA\W4 EFJGUZ I]lGJl;"8LP
Gyanprayagam, N.S. (1981). Setting up of
a Question Bank of Question Bank of
objectives tests Abstaracted in  Buch,
M.B.(Ed.). Second Survey of  Research in
Education. Society for Education
Research and Devlopment,Baroda
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EFJGUZ lH<,M T[GL lX1F6 VlED]BTF DF8[ HF6LTM K[P :JFT\œI 5}J[“ VCLGF ZFHFVM
lX1F6 DF8[ ;HFU CTFP VG[ T[ DF8[ VFIMHG SZJFDF\ VFJ[,] K[P VFD KTF\ lH<,FG[ T[GL
I]lGJl;"8L D[/JTF 36M ,F\AM ;DI UIM K[P VFH[ EFJGUZ I]lGJl;"8L VeIF;S|DMGL lJlJWTF4
lJWFYL'VMGL lX:T4 ;FD[, ULZL4 VwIF5SMGL ;HHTF VG[ JCLJ8GL S]X/TF DF8[ 5|X\XGLI
AGL K[P lH<,FGL prR lX1F6GL VFJxISTFG[ ;\TMQFTL VF ;\:YF DF8[ ;DI ;FY[ AN,FTL ZCL
K[P ;F{ZFQ8=DF\ prR lX1F6GM VFZ\E !((5 DF\ EFJGUZDF\ XFD/NF; SM,[H GL :YF5GFYL
YIM CTMP D]\A. I]lGJl;"8L ;FY[ ;\,uG XFD/NF; SM,[H X~ Y. tIFZ[ U]HZFTDF\ DF+ A[ H
SM,[H CTL4 VDNFJFNDF\ U]HZFT SM,[H VG[ J0MNZFDF\ AZM0F SM,[H4 ;F{ZFQ8=DF\ XFD/
NF; SM,[HGL :YF5GFYL prR ;eI ;FY[ ;F{ZFQ8= ACFZ HTF lJnFYL"VM XFD/NF; SM,[H TZO
J?IF VG[ N=lQ8V[ ;F{ZFQ8=GL 5|HFG[ prRlX1F6GF\ ;\:SFZM VF5JFDF\ EFJGUZ VU|[;Z
E}lDSF EHJL K[P

lX1F6GM jIF5 JWTF U]HZFG[ 5MTFGL
I]lGJl;"8L CMJL HM.V[ V[JL EFJGF 56
lJS;L !)5_ DF\ U]HZFT I]lGJl;"8L
SFI"lgJT Y.4 !)&_ DF\ U]HZFT ZFHI
Vl:TtJDF\ VFjI] \4 A/J\TZFI DC[TF
ZFHIGF\ D]bID\+L 5N[ CTF4 tIFZ[ T[DGF\
XF;GSF/ NZlDIFG !)&# DF\
;F{ZFQ8=DF\ A[ GJL I]lGJl;"8LVM :YF5JFGM
9ZFJ VD,DF\ VFjIM4 V[ 9ZFJ VG];FZ
U]HZFT I]lGJl;"8LGF \ V[ ;DIGF\
p5S],5lT VMO ;FIg; VG[ V[DPH[PSM,[H VMO
SMD;"4 G[ ;F{ZFQ8= I]lGJl;"8LGF\ EFJGUZ
DYSGF\ ;\RF,G C[9/ D]SJFDF\ VFJLP
;F{ZFQ8= I]lGJl;"8LGF\ EFJGUZ DYS DF8[
5|YD 5|MPJF.; RFg;[,Z TZLS[ !$ DL VMUQ8
!)&* GF\ ZMH CZEF. l+J[NLGF \
;DIDF\ H ZFHI ;ZSFZ[ EFJGUZG[
lGJF;L s residential fI]lGJl;"8L VF5JFGF\
C[T]YL U]HZFT J0L VNF,TGF\ lGJ'T gIFID}lT"
V[PVFZPA1FLGL VwI1FTFDF\ V[S ;lDlTGL
ZRGF SZLP VF ;lDlTV[ jIF5S lJRFZ
lJDX"G[ V\T[ !)*# DF\ 5MTFGM VC[JF,
;ZSFZG[ VF%IM4H[DF\ EFJGUZ BFT[ lGJF;L

I]lGJl;"8L :YF5JF DF8[ ;JF"G]DT[ E,FD6
SZJFDF\ VFJLPA1FL ;lDlTGF\ VC[JF,GM
VD, DF8[ EFJGUZ lGJF;L I]lGJl;"8L G[
,UTM Z& DM WFZM Z* DL V[l5|, !)*( DF\
5|MPVFZPV[;Pl+J[NLGL EFJGUZ Z[;L0[lg;I,
I]lGJl;"8L 5|YD S],5lT TZLS[ VG[
,,LTEF. E8'GL S],;lRJ TZLS[ 5;\NUL Y.
T[ 5KL :8[rI]8 VMl0"Gg; 30JFGL 5|lS|IF
VFZ\EF. T[ DF8[ 5\NZ ;eIMGL ;lDlTGL ZRGF
SZJFDF\ VFJLPVFD TFPZ$ DL D[v!)*)
GF\ ZMH EFJGUZ Z[l;0[lgXI, I]lGJl;"8L
V[S V,U I]lGJl;"8L TZLS[ SFI"lgJT Y.P
EFJGUZ Z[l;0[lgXI, I]lGJl;"8LGF\ VFZ\E
SF/[ Z;FI6 lJEFU4 Ul6TXF:+4 VY"XF:+4
JFl6HI4 lX1F6 VG[ EF{lTSlJ7FGGF\
lJQFIMDF\ I]lGJl;"8LGF \ ;LWF ;\RF,G
C[9/ VG]:GFTS S[gN=M RF,TF CTF\P I]lGJl;"8L
U|Fg8; SlDXGGL VFlY"S ;CFI DF8[ 5|IF;M
YIFP I]PHLP;LPGL ;}RGFGL I]lGJl;"8L WFZFDF\
;]WFZM SZLG[ EFJGUZ Z[l;0[lgXI,
I]lGJl;"8LG]\ GFDFlEWFG AN,LG[ EFJGUZ
I]lGJl;"8L SZJFDF\ VFjI]P H[G[ 5lZ6FD[
EFJGUZ I]lGJl;"8LGF \ ;LDF lJ:TFZ
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EFJGUZ XC[Z 5]ZTM DIF"lNT G ZC[TF ;D:T
EFJGUZ lH<,FG[ V[DF\ VFJZL ,[JFIMP
!)(* DF\ 0M,Z ZFQ8 J;FJ0F4 EFJGUZ
I]lGJl;"8LGF \ 5|YD p5S],5lT YIFP
U]HZFTL4 V\U|[HL4 lCgN]4 DGMlJ7FG4 .lTCF;
;DFHXF:+ VG[ VF\S0FXF:+ H[JF VG]:GFTS
T[GL DF\U JWTF :JlGE"Z ;\:YFVM X~ YFI
K[4 VF ZLT[ EFJGUZ I]lGJl;"8L ;FY[ ;\,uG
:JlGE"Z SM,[HM VFJJF ,FUL K[P
:JlGE"Z SM,[HM lJX[ D\TIMDF\ lJJFN K[P
TH7M VFJL ;\:YFVM 5ZtJ[ N[BZ[B ZFBJFG]\
B]A H H~ZL U6[ K[4sM.SEN-1999f S[D S[
GCL TM4 lX1F6 SDF6L DF8[GM jIJ;FI Y.
HJFGL ELlT K[4 CH] VF56[ tIF\ prR lX1F6
,[GFZF GL 8SFJFZL VgI lJS;TF N[XMGL
T],GFV[ GLRL K[P VG[ J:TLG[ JWFZM T[DH VFJS
JWFZFGL V;Z YL DF\UDF\ ;TT JWFZM YTM
ZC[ T[JL 5lZl:YlT K[P VF ;FY[ J{l`JSZ6GF\
5|JFC YL pRL VFJS SDFJL XSTF VeIF;S|DM
5|R,LT YTF HFI K[P TM :JlGE"Z ;\:YFVM
DF8[ VFSQF "S ;\HMUM ;HF"I K[P VF
;\HMUMDF\ lJnFYL"VM GL lX1F6 DF8[GL

Tt5ZTF ;\TMQFJF :JlGE"Z SM,[HM H IMuI
lJS<5 AGL ZC[ K[P lJ`JGF\ ,UEU AWF H
N[XMDF\ VF jIJ:YF X~ Y. K[4 VG[
;\:YFVM wJFZF ;DFH lCT 56 HF/JL
XSFI VG[ H~ZL DFGJ ;\XFWG T{IFZ Y.
XS[ T[ DF8[ lJlJW 5|IMUM YTF HMJF D/[ K[P
VFYL lX1F6G]\ VF\TZDF/B] lJ:T'T YI]\ K[P
VG[ lJnFYL"VMG[ ZMHUFZLGL TSM VG[ 5|F%T YT]
J/TZGM NZ 56 ;]WFIM" K[P V,AT ;\:YFVM
5ZtJ[ ;TT lGZL1F6 5lZ1F6 VFJxIS AG[ K[P
VF V\U[ U]HZFT ;ZSFZ IMuI ZLT[ lGI\+6
ZFBL ZCL K[P 5|J[XGF WMZ6M VG[ OL AFAT[
;ZSFZ[ lGIDMGM VFU|C ZFbIM K[P TM VF\TZDF/
BFGL ;]lJWF T[DH X{1Fl6S :8FOGL ,FISFT DF8[
I]lGJl;"8L TS[NFZL ZFBTL CMI K[P
VF ZLT[ EFJGUZ lH<,FDF\ prR lX1F6GM
5|FZ\E K[S !((5 DF\ XFD/NF; SM,[HGL
:YF5GF YL YI[ X~VFTDF\ T[ D] \A.
I]lGJl;"8L ;FY[4 tIFZAFN U]HZFT I]lGJl;"8L"
;F{ZFQ8= I]lGJl;"8L ;FY[ HM0F6 YI[,P
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The purpose of this study was to examine the effect of combination of biofeedback and autogenic
training for Reaction and co-ordinations time of tennis and cricket player.  The biofeedback involves
the combination of body, mind and apparatus or machine. At the other hand autogenic training is a
technique of self hypnosis which would help in developing relaxation. 40 male players 17 to 24 years
of age of Lawn Tennis and Cricket Mahadev Desai Sharirik Shikshan Mahavidyalaya, Sadra. Dist.
Gandhinagar. of Gujarat Vidyapeeth were selected as the subject of the study. Audio-visual reaction
timer, eye-hand coordination apparatus and GSR biofeedback were used to test reaction ability, and
coordination. Paired t-test and applied for analyzing pre test and post test data of training of eight
(8) week. It was observed that biofeedback training combined with autogenic training helped to
improve reaction ability and coordination whereas reduce of experimental groups of Lawn Tennis
and Cricket players.
Key worlds: Reaction ability, coordination, lawn tennis and cricket.

Introduction:
India is a vast country with a lot of scope in the field
of sports. But we find that our players do not fare so
well at the international level in spite of the fact that
there is a lot of talent with them. Leaving about other
factors like the facilities available, researcher feels
that this is due to because of the lack of
concentration, co-ordination, self confidence and
psychological training for the players / sports persons.
There is a need to understand the Psychology &
Physiology of the players viz. the tension, stress and
trauma that they feel before the game and to train
them to overcome that. In modern age, we have
considered the role of sport psychology, within the
overall field of sport and exercise science. We will
consider sport psychology as a distinct discipline in
more detail.  It is true that sport psychology is a branch
of sport and exercise science that focus on the
psychological aspects of sports and exercise, but
nowadays limits of sport psychology are not restricted,

it has developed and is constructed broadly to include
various recreational activities, competitive sports, and
health oriented exercise program.
Methodology:
The purpose of this study was to find out the effect
of The combination of biofeedback and autogenic
training on performance enhancement of Indian sport
person. Samples were consisted of 40 sports persons
of national level includes 20 Tennis, 20 Cricket players
and 40 control group (20 Tennis, 20 Cricket players
for control group). They were selected from Inter
university camps in their respective games at
Mahadev Desai Sharirik Shikshan Mahavidyalay,
SADRA in the year 2011-12.  For the present
investigation researcher has selected them for
experimentation of the study. The inclusion and
exclusion criteria was framed with the central aim of
getting homogeneous, comparable and well defined
sample. The subjects were only male and there age
was ranging from 17 to 22 years. The Biofeedback
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and Autogenic training were applied for 8 week.
Control group was  not  provided any biofeedback
and autogenic training. The pre and post test was
conducted for Reaction time and Co ordination by
Audio visual reaction timer and eye hand co ordination
apparatus respectively. Mean & standard deviation
of experimental group and control group were
calculated.  Paired t-test was calculated and applied
for the analysis of data.
In this program, researcher had provided 2 sessions
per day. Each Session was of 40 minutes for 5 days
in which Biofeedback along with autogenic training
was involved. In morning session heaviness exercise
was given and in evening session warmness exercise
was given to the subjects. After completed the
training programme the Post Testing was done on
dependant variables.
Analysis of Data and Results :

Table 1
THE EFFECTIVENESS OF BIOFEEDBACK
AND AUTOGENIC TRAINING ON SIMPLE

VISUAL REACTION TIME WITH
REFERENCE TO TENNIS

Test Group N Mean SD t-value 
Pre test Experimental 20 0.1826 0.02631 0.04227 

  Control 20 0.1822 0.02605 
Post test Experimental 20 0.1586 0.0276 3.33315** 

  Control 20 0.1882 0.02856 
 
 * Significant at  t.

05
 level (2,40) 

 =
 1.69

As per Table 1 comparing the means of simple visual
reaction time for experimental group and control group
of Pre-test, obtained t-value is not significant; it
means both the groups were similar in beginning as
far as simple visual reaction time is concerned. There
is no significant difference between experimental
group and control group for pre-test of Tennis. So,
before experimentation both the groups were
identical. Comparing the means of simple visual
reaction time of experimental group and control group
for post-test, calculated t-value is 3.33315, which is
significant at 0.05 level.

Table 2
THE EFFECTIVENESS OF BIOFEEDBACK
AND AUTOGENIC TRAINING ON CHOICE

VISUAL REACTION TIME WITH
REFERENCE TO TENNIS

Test Group N Mean SD t-value 
Pre test Experimental 20 0.2449 0.03132 

0.84092 
 Control 20 0.2366 0.3148 
Post test Experimental 20 0.2313 0.3288 

0.85497 
 Control 20 0.2396 0.02835 

 * Significant at  t.
05

 level (2,40) 
 =
 1.69

As per Table 2 comparing the means of choice visual
reaction time for experimental group and control group
of pre-test, obtained t-value is not significant; it means
both the groups were similar in beginning as far as
choice visual reaction time is concerned. There is no
significant difference between experimental group
and control group for pre-test of Tennis. So, before
experimentation both the groups were identical.
Comparing the means of choice visual reaction time
of experimental group and control group for post-
test, calculated t-value is 0.85497, which is not
significant. It means there is no significant difference
between the choice visual reaction time of
experimental group and control group.

Table 3
THE EFFECTIVENESS OF BIOFEEDBACK
AND AUTOGENIC TRAINING ON SIMPLE

AUDIO REACTION TIME WITH
REFERENCE TO TENNIS PLAYERS

Test Group N Mean SD t-value 
Pre test Experimental 20 0.1542 0.1216 

6.97794* 
 Control 20 0.1901 0.01949 
Post test Experimental 20 0.1433 0.01054 

9.11680** 
 Control 20 0.2028 0.02724 

 
  * Significant at  t.

05
 level (2,40) 

 =
 1.69

As per Table 3 comparing the means of simple audio
reaction time for experimental group and control group
of pre-test, obtained t-value is significant. There is
significant difference between experimental group
and control group for pre-test of Tennis. Comparing
the means of simple audio reaction time of
experimental group and control group for post-test,
calculated t-value is 9.11680, which is significant at
0.05 level. It means there is a significant difference
between the simple audio reaction time of
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experimental group and control group after
experimentation.

Table 4
THE EFFECTIVENESS OF BIOFEEDBACK
AND AUTOGENIC TRAINING ON CHOICE

AUDIO REACTION TIME WITH
REFERENCE TO TENNIS

Test Group N Mean SD t-value 
Pre test Experimental 20 0.2558 0.01443 

7.65561** 
 Control 20 0.5014 0.14274 
Post test Experimental 20 0.2473 0.01462 

8.94641** 
 Control 20 0.5611 0.15618 

 
* Significant at  t.

05
 level (2,40) 

 =
 1.69

As per Table 4 comparing the means of choice audio
reaction time for experimental group and control group
of  pre-test, obtained t-value is significant; There is
significant difference between experimental group
and control group for pre-test of Tennis. So, before
experimentation both the groups were not identical.
Comparing the means of choice audio reaction time
of experimental group and control group for post-
test, calculated t-value is 8.94641, which is significant
at 0.05 level. It means there is a significant difference
between the choice audio reaction time of
experimental group and control group after
experimentation.

Table 5
THE EFFECTIVENESS OF BIOFEEDBACK

AND AUTOGENIC TRAINING ON EYE
HAND COORDINATION TIME WITH

REFERENCE TO TENNIS

Test Group N Mean SD t-value 
Pre test Experimental 20 24.9500 5.04167 

2.68031* 
 Control 20 29.7500 6.22284 
Post test Experimental 20 17.3500 3.40704 

7.11344** 
 Control 20 29.4500 6.80151 

 * Significant at  t.
05

 level (2,40) 
 =
 1.69

As per Table 5 comparing the means of Eye hand
coordination time for experimental group and control
group of pre-test, obtained t-value is significant. it
means both the groups were not similar in beginning
as far as eye hand coordination time is concerned.
There is significant difference between experimental
group and control group for pre-test of Tennis.
Comparing the means of eye hand coordination time
of experimental group and control group for post-

test, calculated t-value is 7.11344, which is significant
at 0.05 level. It means there is a significant difference
between the eye hand coordination  time of
experimental group and control group after
experimentation.

Table 6
THE EFFECTIVENESS OF BIOFEEDBACK
AND AUTOGENIC TRAINING ON SIMPLE

VISUAL REACTION TIME WITH
REFERENCE TO CRICKET PLAYERS
Test Group N Mean SD t-value 

Pre test Experimental 20 0.1852 0.00944 
1.43595 

 Control 20 0.1977 0.03761 
Post test Experimental 20 0.1627 0.01293 

3.97848** 
 Control 20 0.2039 0.04441 

 
* Significant at  t.

05
 level (2,40) 

 =
 1.69

As per Table 6 comparing the means of simple visual
reaction time for experimental group and control group
of pre-test, obtained t-value is not significant; it means
both the groups were similar in beginning as far as
simple visual reaction time is concerned. There was
no significant difference between experimental group
and control group for pre-test of  Cricket players.
So, before experimentation both the groups were
identical. Comparing the means of simple visual
reaction time of experimental group and control group
for post-test, calculated  t-value is 3.97848, which is
significant at 0.05 level. It means there is a significant
difference between the simple visual reaction time
of experimental group and control group after
experimentation.

Table 7
THE EFFECTIVENESS OF BIOFEEDBACK
AND AUTOGENIC TRAINING ON CHOICE

VISUAL REACTION TIME WITH
REFERENCE TO CRICKET PLAYERS.

Test Group N Mean SD t-value 
Pre test Experimental 20 0.2801 0.01085 

0.84092 
 Control 20 0.2498 0.05177 
Post test Experimental 20 0.2594 0.01487 

2.56602** 
 Control 20 0.2517 0.05167 

 
* Significant at  t.

05
 level (2,40) 

 =
 1.69

As per Table 7 comparing the means of choice visual
reaction time for experimental group and control group
of Pre-test, obtained t-value is not significant; it
means both the groups were similar in beginning as
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far as choice  visual reaction time is concerned. There
was no significant difference between experimental
group and control group for pre-test of Cricket
players. So, before experimentation both the groups
were identical. Comparing the means of simple visual
reaction time of experimental group and control group
for post-test, calculated t-value is 2.56602, which is
significant at 0.05 level. It means there is a significant
difference between the choice visual reaction time
of experimental group and control group after
experimentation.

Table 8
THE EFFECTIVENESS OF BIOFEEDBACK
AND AUTOGENIC TRAINING ON SIMPLE

AUDIO REACTION TIME WITH
REFERENCE TO CRICKET PLAYERS

Test Group N Mean SD t-value 
Pre test Experimental 20 0.1607 0.01007 

4.32289** 
 Control 20 0.2011 0.04051 
Post test Experimental 20 0.1464 0.01057 

5.63128** 
 Control 20 0.2037 0.04430 

 
* Significant at  t.

05
 level (2,40) 

 =
 1.69

As per Table 8 comparing the means of simple audio
reaction time for experimental group and control group
of  pre-test, obtained t-value is significant; it means
both the groups were not similar in beginning as far
as simple audio reaction time is concerned. There
was significant difference between experimental
group and control group for pre-test of Cricket
players. So, before experimentation both the groups
were not identical. Comparing the means of simple
audio reaction time of experimental group and control
group for post-test, calculated t-value is 5.63128,
which is significant at 0.05 level. It means and there
is a significant difference between the simple audio
reaction time of experimental group and control group
after experimentation.

Table 9
THE EFFECTIVENESS OF BIOFEEDBACK
AND AUTOGENIC TRAINING ON CHOICE

AUDIO REACTION TIME WITH
REFERENCE TO CRICKET PLAYERS
Test Group N Mean SD t-value 

Pre test Experimental 20 0.2605 0.01034 
8.75372** 

 Control 20 0.4826 0.11297 
Post test Experimental 20 0.2448 0.00861 

9.63739** 
 Control 20 0.5290 0.13160 

 

* Significant at  t.
05

 level (2,40) 
 =
 1.69

As per Table 9 comparing the means of choice audio
reaction time for experimental group and control group
of  pre-test, obtained t-value is not significant; it means
both the groups were not similar in beginning as far
as choice audio reaction time is concerned. There is
significant difference between experimental group
and control group for pre-test of Cricket players. So,
before experimentation both the groups were not
identical. Comparing the means of choice audio
reaction time of experimental group and control group
for post-test, calculated t-value is 9.63739, which is
significant at 0.05 level. It means there is a significant
difference between the choice audio reaction time
of experimental group and control group after
experimentation.

Table 10
THE EFFECTIVENESS OF BIOFEEDBACK

AND AUTOGENIC TRAINING ON EYE
HAND COORDINATION TIME WITH
REFERENCE TO CRICKET PLAYERS
Test Group N Mean SD t-value 

Pre test Experimental 20 27.2000 2.98417 
3.35168** 

 Control 20 30.0000 2.24781 
Post test Experimental 20 19.3000 4.66905 

9.74817** 
 Control 20 30.4500 2.08945 

 
* Significant at  t.

05
 level (2,40) 

 =
 1.69

As per Table 10 comparing the means of Eye hand
coordination time for experimental group and control
group of Pre-test, obtained t-value is significant; it
means both the groups were not similar in beginning
as far as Eye hand coordination time is concerned.
There is significant difference between experimental
group and control group for pre-test of Cricket
players. So, before experimentation both the groups
were not identical. Comparing the means of eye hand
coordination time of experimental group and control
group for post-test, calculated t-value is 9.74817,
which is significant at 0.05 level. It means  H

o
 is

rejected and there is  significant difference between
the eye hand coordination  time of experimental group
and control group after experimentation.
FINDINGS & CONCLUSIONS :
1. The independent variable, Biofeedback combined
with autogenic training had effect on dependent
variables, ie., simple visual reaction time, choice visual
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reaction time, simple audio reaction time, and choice
audio reaction time. Biofeedback combined with
autogenic training has helped Tennis experimental
group to improve their Reaction ability, whereas there
was no change in Tennis control group which were
not given treatment. Biofeedback combined with
autogenic training has been effective to improve the
Reaction ability of Tennis.
2. The independent variable, Biofeedback combined
with Autogenic training  had effect on dependent
variables, ie., eye hand coordination time. The
combination of Biofeedback and autogenic training
has helped Tennis experimental group  to improve
Coordination, whereas there was no change in Tennis
control group which were not given treatment.
Biofeedback  combined with autogenic training has
been effective to improve the Coordination of the
Tennis.
3. The independent variable, Biofeedback combined
with Autogenic training had effect on dependent
variables, ie., simple visual reaction time, choice visual
reaction time, simple audio reaction time, and choice
audio reaction time. Biofeedback combined with
autogenic training has helped Cricket players
experimental group to improve their Reaction ability,
whereas there was no change in Cricket players
control group which were not given treatment.
Biofeedback combined with autogenic training has
been effective to improve the Reaction ability of
Cricket players.
4. The independent variable, Biofeedback combined
with  Autogenic training  had effect on dependent
variables, ie., eye hand coordination time, and eye
hand coordination error. The combination of
Biofeedback and autogenic training has helped Cricket
players experimental group to improve Coordination,
whereas there was no change in Cricket players
control group which were not given treatment.
Biofeedback combined with autogenic training has
been effective to improve the Coordination of the
Cricket players.
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The general public is fast realizing that good health is not something that can be purchased at the corner
pharmacy or from visiting a physician. Keeping the body and mind in optimal condition, well into old age, is
largely a personal responsibility- a lifelong quest in which lifestyle and health habits makes all the difference.
Three commonly accepted pillars of health promotion- wellness program during aging are nutrition, exercise
and stress management. In the last three decade greater emphasis has been given on these three components
by medical scientists too.

1. Nutrition
Nutritional status affects directly one’s

mental, emotional, and physical status at any given
point. It is cumulative process as well as an immediate
one. What one has eaten for breakfast will affect
mood, energy level, and physical functioning. With
advancing age, one’s general state of health is
determined to a great extent by the effects of dietary
pattem over years.

There is considerable evidence that in our
society overeating is a serious problem at all age
levels. Eating too little can be harmful as well. People
of old age who eat unbalanced diets may exhibit
symptoms of nutrient deficiency including fatigue,
iffitability, decreased appetite anxiety, loss of recent
memory, insomnia, lack of concentration, and even
delusional states. All too often these correctable signs
of malnutrition are attributed erroneously to the
serious problems of old age. Calcium, iron and B-
complex vitamins are nutrients that have most often
been found to be deficient in the diets of the elderly
people. The role of various nutrients in the
maintenance of good health must be emphasized
throughout the life span but it is never too late to
encourage positive dietary pattern in old age to remain
100% fit. The importance of eating a balanced diet
that provides adequate amounts of protein, complex
carbohydrates, vitamins and minerals must be
emphasized during old age.

Proteins-
The body’s requirement for protein can be

easily met if foods are properly combined to provide
usable proteins. Pulses and dairy products are
complete proteins and should be consumed in
adequate amount daily because they contain good
proportions of all essential amino acids. Although
combining of protein sources may appear somewhat
complex initially, for anyone interested in pursuing it,
it can be relatively easy and is a prudent choice that
can lead to a lower food dudget, increased variability
in food sources, and most importantly, a dramatic
reduction in fat intake.
Carbohydrates-
Fruits vegetables and whole grain cereals (coarse
cereals), those are sources of complex carbohydrate
along with their fiber content, should be consumed in
adequate amount. They should be taken unrefined to
save the fiber content and avoid the reducation of B
and E vitamins along with trace minerals during the
process of refining. Whole grain foods include whole
wheat cereals, oatmeal, whole wheat or rye crackers
barley, brown rice and cornmeal. The best suggested
snack foods are plain vegetables and fruis which are
high in vitamins and low in calories, fats, sugar and
salt.
Vitamins and Minerls-
Many older people do not get enough calcium, which
is especially important to maintaining bone strength
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and avoiding osteoporosis ( a bone disease).
2.Exercise
one of the unique feature of human body is that the
more it is used- within reasonable limits – the better
it works. There is ample suggestive evidence that
exercise is a preventive action against a multitude of
diseases. Not only do the lungs and circulatory system
work better but the digestive system is stimulated,
bowel function improves, and back weakness and
pain are often prevented. Bones are greatly benefited
from physical exercise.
Jogging, brisk walking asanas, pranayam should be
integral part of daily routine. Such a regular programe
improves functions of heart and lungs, enhances
muscular strength and flexibility, helps in maintaining
homeostatic balance and reverse the several obvious
physical decline. There is a least doubt in stating that
regular physical exercise and asanas- pranayam
combine helps in human body to maintain , repair and
improves the reversing capacity to an amazing
degree. It also elevates levels of high density
lipoproteins ( HDL cholesterol ) which is belived to
slow or resist the built up cholesterol existing in the
arteries in aged people. Other risk factors such as
stress, obesity and hypertension are being reduced
significantly by certain exercise.
3. Stress Management
Old age is often followed by a series of losses-loss
of financial security and status, loss of social support
and loss of loved ones. There circumstances, coupled
with negative stereotype of aging and feelings of
inadequacy can cause high levels of stress and
tension. Stress is a significant risk for heart disease
and stroke and is known to be contributor to nearly
all chronic illness. Consequently, reducing or managing
excessive stress is essential for improving health and
managing it as well  as preventing chronic disease.
Technique for relaxation to reduce stress are multiple
and varied . There are several common factors in all
those techniques. Few of them, which are easy to
adopt, are given here to be practiced.
A. The Quieting Response:- The quieting
response offers a mechanism for arriving at a
appropriate tension level by keeping a balance
between relaxation and over taxation of the body

system. This techniques focuses on three behavioral
skills for reducing tension:
(a) Recognizing instantly undesirable increase in
physiological response.
(b) Reducing both skeletal and smooth muscle
activity.
B.Meditation:- Meditation is a calm silencing of the
mind that develops concentration and increase in
mental activity. It Is a form of self-listening and a
process of bringing mind and body to calmness along
in the letting healing energy, and getting in touch with
one’s inner self. Preksha Meditation is a system of
meditation which involves the Processof  the
concentration  of perception. it ultimately brings about
several significant  changes in physiology of body, in
terms of lowering of metabolic rate. Decline in
metabolic rate and decreased heart rate and decresed
heart rate, less oxygen consumption and elevated
omission of alpha brain waves all these,  bring about
physical relaxion and mental calmnesss. This lays the
foundation of balancad mind-body interation. Finally
it affects it  physical & mental health. There are eight
integral components of preksha Meditation which are
very useful in combating the disastrous effects of
stress.
C. Preventive Imagery: - Some self-care practices
require considerable investments of time, efforts, and
planning, others are relatively simple, such as use of
preventive imagery. Imagery and creative visulization
have a long varied effects of healing. It involves
techniques of relaxion, pain control, and autonomic
self regulation, It basically yields greater self-
awareness in relation to one’s health through
introspection and has been proved to be most useful
therapeutic tool to take better care of old people. The
process of preventive imagery is being practiced well
in the system of Preksha Meditation, where imagery
visulization leads to on enhancements of the immune
system. During this process, the principle of self
caring of body-mind-spirit is to be taken into
consideration which shows a far-reaching impact
upon health-care system, perticularly in order people
who haeve well developed capability of following the
concepts.
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The aim of the present study was to find out the anthropometrical difference among national level payers of
Karate, Judo and Wrestling. 15 players in each game and total 45 of national level players were selected as
the subject of the study. Height, circumference of arm, circumference of chest, circumference of waist,
circumference of thigh and circumference of calf were selected as anthropometrical variables. F (ANOVA)
was applied for statistical analysis at 0.05 level of significance. The result of the study shows that there
were no significant difference of height and circumference of arm among Karate, Judo and Wrestling
players. Whereas there was a significant difference of circumference of chest, waist, thigh and calf among
karate, Judo and Wrestling players.
Key Words:  Height, circumference of arm, circumference of chest, circumference of waist,
circumference of thigh and circumference of calf.

INTRODUCTION:
There are various factors which contribute to player’s
performance among these anthropometry is one. In
the last two decades anthropometry and related
research in physical education and sports has shown
its importance with the advancement of research and
performance related matter. Researches show that
these anthropometrical variables have a high impact
on players’ performance and vice versa.
It is often asked “what makes a successful athlete?”
The answer is obviously multifaceted and involves
emphasis on a range of factors including physiological,
biomechanical and skill traits within different sports.
The athlete’s anthropometric dimensions, reflecting
body shape, proportionality and composition, are
variables which play some (sometimes a major) role
in determining the potential for success in a chosen
sport.
It was hypothesized that there will be significant
difference of selected anthropometrical variables
among Karate, Judo and Wrestling players.
METHODOLOGY:
For the purpose of this study 15 Karate players, 15
Judo players and 15 Wrestling players of national level

were selected as the subject of the study. All the
subjects were given instruction about the purpose and
procedure of the study for their understanding.
Height, circumference of arm, circumference of
chest, circumference of waist, circumference of thigh
and circumference of calf were selected as
anthropometrical variables and measured in cm. For
the statistical analysis F ratio (ANOVA test) was
applied at the significance level of 0.05.
FINDINGS OF THE STUDY AND
DISCUSSION:

Table – 2
Table showing the Mean, and F – ratio of

Height of all three groups

Group Mean SS df Square of Mean  “F” 

Karate 169.93 
9.65 2 4.83 

0.12 Judo 170.13 

1761.66 42 41.94 
Wrestling 171.00 
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F 0.05 (2, 42) = 3.22
Table – 2 shows that there is not any significant
difference among the means of height of Karate Judo
and Wrestling players, as the calculated value of F
ratio is 0.12 which is less than the tabulated value
3.22 with (2, 42) degree of freedom at 0.05 level of
significance.

Table – 3
Table showing the Mean, and F – ratio of
circumference of arm of all three groups

Group Mean SS df Square of Mean  “F” 

Karate 28.6 
7.78 2 2.89 

0.45 Judo 29.27 

270.55 42 6.55 
Wrestling 29.47 

 
F 0.05 (2, 42) = 3.22
Table – 3 shows that there is not any significant
difference among the means of circumference of arm
of Karate Judo and Wrestling players, as the
calculated value of F ratio is 0.45 which is less than
the tabulated value 3.22 with (2, 42) degree of
freedom at 0.05 level of significance.

Table – 4
Table showing the Mean, and F – ratio of
circumference of chest of all three groups

Group Mean SS df Square of Mean  “F” 

Karate 84.33 
368.05 2 184.03 

11.71* Judo 85.60 

659.86 42 15.71 
Wrestling 90.93 

 F 0.05 (2, 42) = 3.22
Table – 4 shows that there is significant difference in
relation to circumference of chest as calculated F
ratio is 11.71 which is higher value than the tabulated
value 3.22 at 0.05 level of significance with (2, 42)
degree of freedom.
Since the one way analysis of variance is found
significant in relation to circumference of chest, the

Least Significant Difference (LSD) test was applied
to find out which of differences of means amongst
the three groups were statistically significant. Results
are presented in table – 5.

Table – 5
Table showing CD and Mean Difference of

circumference of chest of all the groups.

No Group A Group B Group C CD Difference 
1 84.33 85.6  2.07 1.27 
2 84.33  90.33 2.07 6* 
3  85.6 90.33 2.07 4.73* 

 
It is evident from table – 5 that significant difference
exists between the means of Group A and Group C,
Group B and Group C; whereas there is no significant
difference exists between the means of Group A and
Group B.

Table – 6
Table showing the Mean, and F – ratio of
circumference of waist of all three groups

Group Mean SS df Square of Mean  “F” 

Karate 75 
270.4 2 135.2 

22.68* Judo 75 

250.4 42 5.69 
Wrestling 80.20 

 

F 0.05 (2,42) = 3.22
Table – 6 shows that there is significant difference in
relation to circumference of waist as calculated F
ratio is 22.68 which is higher value than the tabulated
value 3.22 at 0.05 level of significance with (2, 42)
degree of freedom.
Since the one way analysis of variance is found
significant in relation to circumference of waist, the
Least Significant Difference (LSD) test was applied
to find out which of differences of means amongst
the three groups were statistically significant. Results
are presented in table – 7.
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Table – 7
Table showing CD and Mean Difference of all

the groups.

No Group A Group B Group C CD Difference 
1 75 75  1.29 0 
2 75  80.2 1.29 5.2* 
3  75 80.2 1.29 5.2* 

 

It is evident from table – 7 that significant difference
exists between the means of Group A and Group C,
Group B and Group C; whereas there is no significant
difference exists between the means of Group A and
Group B.

Table – 8
Table showing the Mean, and F – ratio of
circumference of thigh of all three groups

Group Mean SS Df Square of Mean  “F” 

Karate 49.80 
107.25 2 53.63 

6.50* Judo 52.73 

346.66 42 8.25 
Wrestling 53.33 

 

F 0.05 (2,42) = 3.22
Table – 8 shows that there is significant difference in
relation to circumference of thigh as calculated F ratio
is 6.50 which is higher value than the tabulated value
3.22 at 0.05 level of significance with (2, 42) degree
of freedom.
Since the one way analysis of variance is found
significant in relation to circumference of thigh, the
Least Significant Difference (LSD) test was applied
to find out which of differences of means amongst
the three groups were statistically significant. Results
are presented in table – 9.

Table – 9
Table showing CD and Mean Difference of all

the groups.

No Group A Group B Group C CD Difference 
1 49.8 51.73  1.51 1.93* 
2 49.8  53.33 1.51 3.53* 
3  51.73 53.33 1.51 1.6* 

 
It is evident from table – 9 that significant difference
exists between the means of Group A and Group C,
Group B and Group C, & Group A and Group C.

Table – 10
Table showing the Mean, and F – ratio of
circumference of calf of all three groups

Group Mean SS df Square of Mean  “F” 

Karate 30.27 
168.94 2 84.47 

17.63* Judo 34.20 

201.06 42 4.79 
Wrestling 34.53 

 
F 0.05 (2,42) = 3.22
Table – 10 shows that there is significant difference
in relation to circumference of calf as calculated F
ratio is 17.63 which is higher value than the tabulated
value 3.22 at 0.05 level of significance with (2, 42)
degree of freedom.

DISCUSSION OF HYPOTHESIS AND
CONCLUSION:
The result of the study shows that there is no
significant difference of height and circumference
of arm among Karate, Judo and Wrestling players.
Whereas the significant difference was observed in
relation to circumference of chest, waist, thigh and
calf among karate, Judo and Wrestling players. In a
way the hypothesis is rejected in relation to height
and circumference of arm and accepted in relation
to circumference of chest, waist, thigh and calf of
karate, judo and wrestling players.
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The purpose of the present study was to find out the effect of  selected pilates exercises on body fat
percentage of obese people. The sample of 30 obese male between the age 20-30years were selected
frome the general population of Gujarat vidyapith, sadra. Gandhinagar Gujarat India and the selected subjects
were divided into two groupa i.e. 15 as experimental group and 15 as control group. In the present study
purposive -random sampling technique was Students to select the sample. For measuring body fat percentage
the body Composition Analyzer and WHO’s BMI norms table were used. The BMI was calcuated easily
from the following formula BMI= (Weight in kg /Square of height in meters). After assessment of per test
as experimental treatment pliates exercise training was conduted for experimental group for 09 week and no
traning give to control group. After the completion of 09 week pilates exercises trining the post test (measure
body fat percentage) was conducted to know the significance difference. The ‘t’ test was applied to analyxe
the data. Statistically significant effect of selected pilates exercises was found on body fat percentage of
experimental group as comared to control group at. 05 level of singificance.
Keywords: Pilates, Body Composition, BMI, Obese People, Body Composition Analyzer.

INTRODUCTION:-
Measurement, assessment and monitoring of Body
Composition in humans have been three of the main
challenges for health sciences professionals. Human
body mass or weight is the broadest measure of body
size and gives no information about metabolically
active tissue such as muscle mass. Therefore, human
Body Composition refers to the assessment of the
absolute and relative amounts of bone, muscle, and
fat mass measured by different methods depending
on the technology at hand (e.g., skinfold calipers,
hydrostatic weighing, Dual-emission X-ray
absorptiometry). From these variables, fat mass or
body fat percentage has been the most important
estimate for health purposes given the strong
correlation with cardiovascular diseases (Heyward
and Wagner, 2004; Wang et al., 1995; Yasumura et
al., 2000). Genetics, behavior (e.g., sedentary
lifestyle, tobacco and alcohol consumption), and
several diseases (e.g., bulimia, anorexia), may

negatively impact Body Composition, where
overweight, obesity, or a dramatic reduction of muscle
mass, are some consequences of these conditions.
For instance, children diagnosed with genetic nervous
anorexia have shown anxious behavior associated
with caloric restriction and low body mass index
(BMI) (Dellava et al., 2010). More than 50% of the
anorexic patients present with osteopenia at the time
of examination (Ferna´ndez Soto et al., 2010). Also,
a recent study by Thibault et al. (2010), links parental
physical activity behavior to their offspring’s
increased risk forbecoming overweight and obese
adolescents. Indeed, the risk decreases when at least
one of the parents has a physically active lifestyle.
These ûndings emerge after more than 80 years
devoted to the study of overweight and obesity
(Hartman and Ghrist, 1929; Prble, 1923; Terriy, 1923).
Today, researchers continue in their efforts to
understand how new exercise techniques might
impact Body Composition in humans. Although control
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or modiûcation of the Body Composition was not the
primary motivation for Joseph Pilates in the early 30’s;
recently, his exercises and methods have become
popular. Pilates created a body conditioning method
ûrst called ‘Contrology’ (Pilates and Miller, 1945).
Pilates introduced this method in the United States
between 1930 and 1940 (Anderson and Spector,
2000), attracting choreographers and dance
instructors who used his exercises for rehabilitation.
After Pilates’ death in 1967, the method became more
widely spread and was introduced to other areas,
under the name ‘Pilates’ (Latey, 2001). Today,
dancers, athletes, and other population use Pilates
for rehabilitation and to increase their physical activity
and ûtness (Latey, 2001; von Sperling and Brum,
2006).
Pilates designed a comprehensive method of muscle
stretching and strengthening with the goal of building
a strong body under the philosophy of mind-over-body
control. According to Lange et al. (2000), Pilates
exercises provides beneûts in physiological (e.g.,
resistance, strength, muscle power), psychological
(e.g., mood, attention, motivation), and motor functions
(balance, static and dynamic posture, general
coordination). In spite of these purported effects,
researchers have questioned the lack of scientiûc
evidence supporting the use of this method for ûtness
and rehabilitation (Curnow et al., 2009; Da Fonseca
et al., 2009; Sorosky et al., 2008; Sekendiz et al., 2007,
von Sperling and Brum, 2006; Maher, 2004).
A review by Bernardo and Nagle (2006),
demonstrated the effectiveness of Pilates exercises
on strength and body alignment in dancers and
gymnasts. Bernardo (2007), also showed Pilates
effectiveness on ûexibility, transversus abdominis
activation, pelvic-lumbar stability, and muscular
activity in healthy adults. However, this effectiveness
might be spurious due to methodological weaknesses,
such as small sample size, the lack of true
experimental research designs, selection bias, a poor
validity and reliability of measurement instruments,
as well as the lack of speciûc parameters for the
application and description in the Pilates exercises
used (i.e., description of the method). La Touche et

al. (2008), found positive effects of Pilates exercises
such as increased general function and pain reduction
in patients with nonspeciûc low-back pain, and
concludes that further research is needed to better
understand what is the best combination of exercises
and whether a doseeresponse relationship exists.
In a survey by von Sperling and Brum (2006), 18.4%
of the subjects believed that regular practice of the
Pilates method would increase lean mass and thus
muscle tone. However, published scientiûc evidence
on the effects of Pilates exercises on Body
Composition are scarce. Therefore, the purpose of
this review is to determine the effectiveness of Pilates
exercises on Body Composition.
MATERIAL AND METHODS:
SUBJECTS:
To achieve the purpose of the study 30 male obese
people were selected as subjects from general
population of Gujarat Vidyapith, Ahmedabad
Mahadev Desai Sharirik Shikshan Mahavidyalaya,
Biogas Research & Microbiology Centre  &
Mahadev Desai College Of Social Work, Sadra.
Dist. Gandhinagar.(Gujarat) India. Purposive sample
technique was Students  to select the subjects.
Selected subjects were divided into two equal group
i.e. 15 as experimental and 15 as control group. Age
group ranged from 20-30 year.
VARIABLE AND INSTRUMENT:
For measuring body fat percentage the body
composition analyxer and WHO’s BMI norms table
were used. The BMI was calulated easily from the
following formula BMI = (weitht in kg/ Square of
height in meters.) As far as experimental training is
concern the ten week pilates exercise training was
couducted in a systematic manner.
09 weeks training programme of various pilates
exercise

CATEGORY DURATION OF TIME EXERCISE NAME 

Beginner 3 weeks  The hundred, The Roll Up, 
Standing Foot Work series. 

Intermdiate 3 Weeks The Double Straight Leg stretch, 
The saw, The criss cross. 

Advanced 3 Weeks  The Sawn Dive, The Shoulder 
Bridge, The side Band, The push 
Ups, Teaser iind. 

 
Procedure:
For the measurment of body fat percentage as pre
test the subjects were divided into two equal groups
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i.e. 15 as experimental and 15 as control group. Body
fat percentage was measured by Body Composition
Analyzer and WHO’s BMI norms table. The BMI
was calculated easily from following formula.
BMI = ( Weight in kg/Square of height in meters)
After assessment of pre test as experimental
treatment pilates exercise training was conducted for
experimental group for 09 week and no training given
to control group. After the completion of  09 week
pilates exercises training, the post test (measure body
fat percentage) was conducted to know the
significance difference.
Statistical Technique:
The ‘t’ test was used to determine the effects of
selected pilates exercise training no body fat
percentage of obese people. Further the level of
significance was set at 0.05 level.
RESULTS:

Table-1
Significance difference in pre-test(Body fat

Percentage Score) between Control and
Experimenta Group

Group Mean S.D t-ratio 

Control Group 33.7 2.88 0.88 

Experimental Group 33.58 2.33 
 Significant at 0.05 level t 0.05(28) = 2.04

It is observed from table 1 that the calculated ‘t’
(0.88) is less than the tabulated ‘t’ (2.04). Hence, it
may be considere that there was no signinficant
difference found between the control and
experimental group on the pre test scores of body fat
percentage.
TheThe scores are also illustrated in the figure-1

Control Group Experimental Group
32

32.5

33

33.5

34

Mean

Table-2
Significance difference in Post-test(Body fat

Percentage Score) between Control and
Experimenta Group

Group Mean S.D t-ratio 

Control Group 32.91 3.04 4.75* 

Experimental Group 28.27 2.02 
 Significant at 0.05 level t 0.05(28) = 2.04

Table-2 reveals that there was significant
difference found between the control and
experimental group on the post test scores of body
fat percentage at 0.05 level of significance because
the calculated ‘t’ (4.75) is more than the tabulated
‘t’ (2.04).
Above score are very well depicted in figure-2
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Table-3
Significance difference in Body fat Percentage

Score between Pre- test and Post- test of
Control Group

Group Mean S.D t-ratio 

Pre-test body fat percentage control group 32.7 2.88 0.26 

Post-test body fat percentage control group 32.91 3.04 

 
Significant at 0.05 level t 0.05(28) = 2.04

It is observed from table-3 that the
calculated ‘t’ (0.26) is  less than the tabulated ‘t’
(2.04). Hence, it may be considered that there was
no significant difference  found in body fats
percentage between pre- test of control group at
0.05 level of significance.
The scores are also illustrated in the figure-3
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Pre-test Body fat Percentage 
Control Group

Post-test Body fat Percentage 
Control Group

32.55
32.6

32.65
32.7

32.75
32.8

32.85
32.9

32.95

Mean

Table-4
Significance difference in Body fat Percentage

Score between Pre- test and Post- test of
Experimenta Group

Group Mean S.D t-ratio 

Pre-test body fat percentage Experimenta group 33.58 2.33 6.44* 

Post-test body fat percentage Experimenta group 28.27 2.04 

 
Significant at 0.05 level t 0.05(28) = 2.04

It is observed from table-4 that the calculated
‘t’ (6.44) is more than the tabulated ‘t’ (2.04). Hence,
it may be considered that there was significant
difference found in body fats percentage between
pre-test and post test of experimental group at. 0.05
level of significance.
The scores are also illustrated in the figure-4

Pre-test Body Fat Percentage 
Experimental Group

Post-test Body Fat Percentage 
Experimental Group

24

26

28

30

32

34

36

Mean

DISCUSSION:
On the basis of obtained results, it has been observed

that there was no significant difference found
between control and experimental group on pre-test
scores as body fats percentage. Results also revealed
that there was no significant difference found in body
fat percentage scores between pre-test and post-test
of control group but as far as 09 week pilates exercise
training is concern there was significant difference
found in post test scores of body fats percentage
between control and experimental group as well as
in preand post-tast of experimental group.
By the pilates exerpcise trining the body fats

percentage of experimental group was improved(
reduced in body fats percentage) in comparison to
control group which didn’t have any training . So their
performance with respect to pilates exercise training
was found to be significant because by the 09 week
pilates exercise training experimental group was also
improved (reduced in body fats percantage) in
comparison to pre and post-tast as body fats
percentage. Which confirmed scientifically that piltes
reduce body fat percentage.
CONCLUSIONS:
Within the limitation of the study it was concluded

that there was no signinificant similartities found
between control and experimental group on per test
scores as body fats percentage. Further it was
concluded that by the 09 weeks pilates exercise
training the experimental group those having no
training. The overall result showed that the effect of
selected piltes exercises was significant on body fat
percentage of experimental group as compared to
control group.
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This is study’s main aim was to study the effect of physical fitness training by the multimedia package on
Saurashtra University students. 80 Students selected by randomly and it was between 18 to 28 years old and
then divide in four Group (A, B, C, D), Group-A – Web Training, Group-B Video base training, Group-C-live
Virtual training and Group-D- Control. The training programme was 12 weeks (6 days in a week) Aahpard
youth fitness test taken by the teacher, that test was like this (1) Measurement of Muscular strength and
endurance of hand and shoulder-Pull-ups test. (2) Measurement of Abdominal Strength and Endurance –
Sit–ups. (3) Measurement of Speed and Co-ordination – Shatal Run. (4) Measurement of Leg Explosive
strength – Standing Broad Jump (5) Measurement of Speed and Explosive Strength – 50 yard run – walk.
(6) Measurement of Cardio-respiration endurance – 600 yard run-walk. In this research for these statistical
analysis, ANCOVA was done. The level of significant was taken 0.05 for evaluation significant different of
“F” value. On the base of available information by these examination Group-C live virtual training was
effective for the improved  performance comparatively Group-A Web baise training.

Introduction :
In today’s Multimedia age, Physical Education has
to develop constantly through new innovation and for
this, teachers have to use different multimedia devices
vis. Computer to see Web Sites, C.D. Player to watch
Video etc. Through these he can make teaching
interesting. In today’s age people aquair various
knowledge via multimedia where as people who do
not use these multimedia devices may become less
aware of new technology and also remain untrained.
By using these, developed country like America,
England, Germany, France, Australia, Japan etc. are
able to drive a car without a driver. They can controle
train, missble, research vehicles through remote
control.
Thus, physical eduation is equally important for
human’s all round development and different
innovations are also necessary. For development of
a country, young generation’s health is important.
People become weak by using allmaterial luxurious

things and don’t forget weak young generation can
not develop a country.
For this, study was made on the subject “Effect of
Physical eligibility braining through multimedia
package” of Saurashtra University students, which
result is useful for young generation.
Method :
This study’s main aim was to study “The effect of
Physical fitness training by multimedia package” on
Saurashtra University student. For these to learn
effect on different / various Physical comp like pull
ups, sit ups, shuttle run, standing broad jump, 60 yard
run, 600 yard run or walking ability. For this Saurashtra
University’s male students of various age group from
18 to 28 years were selected randomly 20 male
subjects made a group. Thus 4 groups were formed
like A, B, C, D ‘A’ group was given Web base training,
‘B’ group was given Video base training, ‘C’ group
was given live Virtual training and ‘D’ group was
controlled.
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· 12 week training programme of Web base training
was given to Saurashtra computer science’s male
students. Timing of this programme was 9.00 am. To
10.00 am. Sunday was totally rest.In this training,
students received information of exercise through
website. In the first month they done 50 Min.
exercise, in the second month they done 55 Min.
exercise and in the third month they done 60 Min.
exercise.
· 12 week training programme of Video base training
was given to students of Saurashtra University at P.
G. Department of Physical Education Saurashtra
University. Timing of this programme was 8.00 am.
To 9.00 am. Sunday was totally rest.In this training,
students received information of exercise through
Video Tape. In the first month they done 50 Min.
exercise, in the second month they done 55 Min.
exercise and in the third month they done 60 Min.
exercise.
· 12 week training programme of live Virtual training
was given to the students of Saurashtra University
M.P.Ed. Bhavan. Timing of this programme was 7.00
am. To 8.00 am. This training was done by Fitness
trainer with all necessary instrument. In the first
month they done 50 Min. exercise in the second month
they done 55 Min. exercise and in the third month
they done 60 Min. exercise. This all was done under
supervision and instruction of fitness trainer.
Before starting the training schedule of 12 weeks
student’s pre and post test records were maintained.
After this training schedule final test was also taken
and noted. To find study result ANCOVA was applied.
Through this youth fitness test various flexibility like
(1) hand and shoulder’s muscles muscular power and
pull up to measure endurance (2) Bent sit up to
measure Muscles strength and endurance of stomach
(3) Shuttle run test to measurement combination of
speed and motion (4) Standing broad jump to measure
legs ‘blasting force (5) 50 yard desh run to
measurement speed and blasting force (6) 600 yard
run-walk test to measure circulatory system, breathing
endurance power. Under guidance of experts these
were arranged.
Statistical Analysis :
For figurative analysis in this study, ANCOVA was

applied. To see the difference of ‘F’ ratio, standard
of appropriacy was 0.05 taken. Figurative Analysis
of Pre and last test of subject hara of Group – A
Web base training, Group-B Video training, Group-C
live virtual training and Group-D control group.
Results :
(1) Measurement of Muscular strength and endurance
of Hand and Should Pull-Ups. (Mean of four group’s
pre-pullup test)(Group-A = 74.1, Group-B = 69.5,
Group-C = 60.50 Group-D= 60.5) ‘F’ value was 1.969
which is not significant at 0.05 level. Randomly
allotment was successful in all group A, B, C and D
All four groups’ Post Pull up test’s means were like
this (Group-A =  79.5, Group-B = 88, Group-C = 87.5
and Group-D= 64) and it’s ‘F’ value 9.667 which is
significant at 0.05 level. The adjusted means of all
four groups like this (Group-A =  73.96, Group-B =
85.66, Group-C = 91.43 and Group-D= 67.93) and It
was significant F-value 35.56. The test significant
between adjustment mean and critical difference
LSD (Least Significant Difference) test was used.
(2) Measurement of Abdominal Muscular Strength
and Endurance Sit-Ups. In ths Sit-ups test we have
mean of four group’s Pre-Sit-ups test  (Group-A =
11.25, Group-B = 10, Group-C = 9 and Group-D=
9)’s ‘F’ value 0.379 random allotment was successful
in all groups A,B,C,D all four groups Post-Sit-ups
test’s means were like this (Group-A =  13.75, Group-
B = 16.75, Group-C = 45 and Group-D= 9.5) and it’s
‘F’ value 90.64 which was significant at 0.05 level.
The adjusted means of all four groups like this (Group-
A = 12.66, Group-B = 16.61, Group-C = 45.62 and
Group-D= 10.12) and it was significant ‘F’ value
181.03 The test significant between adjacent mean
and captical difference LSD (Least Significant
Difference) test was used.
(3) Measurement of Speed and Co-ordination Mean
of four group’s Pre-shuttle run test was (Group-A =
6.25, Group-B = 5, Group-C = 4.25 and Group-D=
7)’s ‘F’ value was 0.82 which was not significant at
0.05 level, and randomly allotment was successful in
all groups A, B, C, D all four groups post Shuttle run
test’s means were like this  (Group-A =  8.25, Group-
B = 8.50, Group-C = 15 and Group-D= 6.50) ‘s ‘F’
value was 3.49 which was significant at 0.05 level.
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The adjusted means of all four groups like this (Group-
A = 6.690, Group-B = 8.425, Group-C = 15.82 and
Group-D= 7.22) ‘s ‘F’ value 17.834 The test
significant between adjacent mean and critical
difference LSD (Least significant difference) test was
used.
(4) Measurement of Leg Explosive Strength Standing
Broad Jump. Mean of four group’s Pre standing
broad jump test was (Group-A =  29.5, Group-B =
34, Group-C = 34.75 Group-D= 34.75) it’s ‘F’ value
was 0.49 which was not significant at 0.05 level, and
randomly allotment was successful in all groups A,
B, C, D all four groups post standing broad jump mean
was like this (Group-A =  36.5, Group-B = 43.5,
Group-C = 51.75 and Group-D= 36.25) it’s ‘F’ value
4.42 which was significant at 0.05 level. The adjusted
means of all four groups like this (Group-A = 39.35,
Group-B = 42.92, Group-C = 50.60 and Group-D=
35.10) and it was significant ‘F’ value was 14.87.The
test significant between adjcement mean and critical
difference LSD (Least si. Diff.) test was used.
(5) Measurement of Speed and Explosive Strength
50 yard Desh Run Mean of four group’s pre 50 yard
desh run test was (Group-A =  4.75, Group-B = 5.5,
Group-C = 4.5 and Group-D= 4.5) It’s ‘F’ value was
0.30 which was not significant at 0.05 level, and
randomly allotment was successful in all group A, B,
C, D. All four groups post test 50 yard desh run mean
was like this (Group-A =  10.75, Group-B = 17.25,
Group-C = 36.75 and Group-D= 5.75) It’s value was
‘F’ value 57.13 which was significant at 0.05 level.
The adjusted means of all four groups like this (Group-
A = 10.75, Group-B = 17.27, Group-C = 36.74 and
Group-D= 5.74) and It was significant ‘F’ value was
56.09 the test significant between adjucement mean
and critical different LSD (Least Si. Diff.) test was
used.
(6) Measurement of Cardio-Respiration Endurance
600 Yard Run-Walk Mean of four groups Pre 600
yard run walk test was (Group-A =  0.25, Group-B =
0.00, Group-C = 0.00 and Group-D= 0.00) It’s ‘F’
value was 1.00 which was not significant at 0.05 level,
and randomly allotment was successful in all groups
A, B, C, D. All four groups post test 600 yard run-
walk mean was like this (Group-A = 1.00, Group-B

= 3.25, Group-C = 12.75 and Group-D= 0.00) and
It’s value was 18.00 which was significant at 0.05
level. The adjusted means of all four groups like this.
(Group-A = 0.84, Group-B = 3.30, Group-C = 12.80
and Group-D= 0.05) and It was significant ‘F’ value
was 18.01 The test significant between adjucement
mean and critical difference LSD (least Si. Diff.)
test was used.
Research Discussion :
It was significant improvement at 0.05 level in selected
components like (1) Muscular strength and endurance
of hand and shoulder (2) Abdominal muscular strength
and endurance (3) Speed and co-ordination (4) Leg-
explosive strength (5) Speed and explosive strength
and (6) Cardio-respiration endurance by web base
training video based and like virtual training. Such
hypothesis of this study becomes significant.
There was more significant in performance of Group-
C live virtual training comparatively. Group-A Web
base training & Group-B Video base training.
So in Group-C live virtual training given by the teacher
with all types of multimedia equipments and Group-
A Web base training and Group-B Video base training
but Group-D was control group they have not any
kind of train guide line.
So, It is proved here that because of special type live
virtual training (Group-C) performance was
improved, so teaches was very important for learning
in any kind of new knowledge and it was very useful
to improve the performance.
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The purpose of this study was to examine the effect of combination of biofeedback and autogenic training
for Reaction and co-ordinations time of tennis and cricket player.  The biofeedback involves the combination
of body, mind and apparatus or machine. At the other hand autogenic training is a technique of self hypnosis
which would help in developing relaxation. 40 male players 17 to 24 years of age of Lawn Tennis and
Cricket Mahadev Desai Sharirik Shikshan Mahavidyalaya, Sadra. Dist. Gandhinagar. of Gujarat Vidyapeeth
were selected as the subject of the study. Audio-visual reaction timer, eye-hand coordination apparatus and
GSR biofeedback were used to test reaction ability, and coordination. Paired t-test and applied for analyzing
pre test and post test data of training of eight (8) week. It was observed that biofeedback training combined
with autogenic training helped to improve reaction ability and coordination whereas reduce of experimental
groups of Lawn Tennis and Cricket players.
Key worlds: Reaction ability, coordination, lawn tennis and cricket.

Introduction:
India is a vast country with a lot of scope in the field
of sports. But we find that our players do not fare so
well at the international level in spite of the fact that
there is a lot of talent with them. Leaving about other
factors like the facilities available, researcher feels
that this is due to because of the lack of
concentration, co-ordination, self confidence and
psychological training for the players / sports persons.
There is a need to understand the Psychology &
Physiology of the players viz. the tension, stress and
trauma that they feel before the game and to train
them to overcome that. In modern age, we have
considered the role of sport psychology, within the
overall field of sport and exercise science. We will
consider sport psychology as a distinct discipline in
more detail.  It is true that sport psychology is a branch
of sport and exercise science that focus on the
psychological aspects of sports and exercise, but
nowadays limits of sport psychology are not restricted,
it has developed and is constructed broadly to include

various recreational activities, competitive sports, and
health oriented exercise program.
Methodology:
The purpose of this study was to find out the effect
of The combination of biofeedback and autogenic
training on performance enhancement of Indian sport
person. Samples were consisted of 40 sports persons
of national level includes 20 Tennis, 20 Cricket players
and 40 control group (20 Tennis, 20 Cricket players
for control group). They were selected from Inter
university camps in their respective games at
Mahadev Desai Sharirik Shikshan Mahavidyalay,
SADRA in the year 2011-12.  For the present
investigation researcher has selected them for
experimentation of the study. The inclusion and
exclusion criteria was framed with the central aim of
getting homogeneous, comparable and well defined
sample. The subjects were only male and there age
was ranging from 17 to 22 years. The Biofeedback
and Autogenic training were applied for 8 week.
Control group was  not  provided any biofeedback
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and autogenic training. The pre and post test was
conducted for Reaction time  and Co ordination by
Audio visual reaction timer and eye hand co ordination
apparatus respectively. Mean & standard deviation
of experimental group and control group were
calculated.  Paired t-test was calculated and applied
for the analysis of data.
In this program, researcher had provided  2 sessions
per day. Each Session was of 40 minutes for 5 days
in which Biofeedback along with autogenic training
was involved. In morning session heaviness exercise
was given and in evening session warmness exercise
was given to the subjects. After completed the
training programme the Post Testing was done on
dependant variables.
Analysis of Data and Results :

Table 1
The effectiveness of biofeedback and

autogenic training onSimple visual reaction
time with reference to Tennis

Test Group N Mean SD t-value 
Pre test Experimental 20 0.1826 0.02631 0.04227 

   Control 20 0.1822 0.02605 
Post test Experimental 20 0.1586 0.0276 3.33315** 

   Control 20 0.1882 0.02856 
 

  * Significant at  t.
05

 level (2,40) 
 =
 1.69

As per Table 1 comparing the means of simple visual
reaction time for experimental group and control group
of Pre-test, obtained t-value is not significant; it
means both the groups were similar in beginning as
far as simple visual reaction time is concerned. There
is no significant difference between experimental
group and control group for pre-test of Hockey. So,
before experimentation both the groups were
identical. Comparing the means of simple visual
reaction time of experimental group and control group
for post-test, calculated t-value is 3.33315, which is
significant at 0.05 level.

Table 2
The effectiveness of biofeedback and

autogenic training on Choice visual reaction
time with reference to hockey

Test Group N Mean SD t-value 
Pre test Experimental 20 0.2449 0.03132 

0.84092 
  Control 20 0.2366 0.3148 
Post test Experimental 20 0.2313 0.3288 

0.85497 
  Control 20 0.2396 0.02835 
  * Significant at  t.

05
 level (2,40) 

 =
 1.69

As per Table 2 comparing the means of choice visual
reaction time for experimental group and control group
of pre-test, obtained t-value is not significant; it means
both the groups were similar in beginning as far as
choice  visual reaction time is concerned. There is
no significant difference between experimental group
and control group for pre-test of Tennis. So, before
experimentation both the groups were identical.
Comparing the means of choice visual reaction time
of experimental group and control group for post-
test, calculated t-value is 0.85497, which is not
significant. It means there is no significant difference
between the choice visual reaction time of
experimental group and control group.

Table 3
the Effectiveness of biofeedback and

autogenic training on simple  audio  reaction
time with reference to Tennis

Test Group N Mean SD t-value 
Pre test Experimental 20 0.1542 0.1216 

6.97794* 
  Control 20 0.1901 0.01949 
Post test Experimental 20 0.1433 0.01054 

9.11680** 
  Control 20 0.2028 0.02724 
 

  * Significant at  t.
05

 level (2,40) 
 =
 1.69

As per Table 3 comparing the means of simple audio
reaction time for experimental group and control group
of  pre-test, obtained t-value is significant. There is
significant difference between experimental group
and control group for pre-test of Tennis.Comparing
the means of simple audio reaction time of
experimental group and control group for post-test,
calculated t-value is 9.11680, which is significant at
0.05 level. It means there is a significant difference
between the simple audio reaction time of
experimental group and control group after
experimentation.
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Table 4
The Effectiveness of biofeedback and

autogenic training on choice  audio  reaction
time  with  reference to Tennis

Test Group N Mean SD t-value 
Pre test Experimental 20 0.2558 0.01443 

7.65561** 
  Control 20 0.5014 0.14274 
Post test Experimental 20 0.2473 0.01462 

8.94641** 
  Control 20 0.5611 0.15618 
 * Significant at  t.

05
 level (2,40) 

 =
 1.69

As per Table 4 comparing the means of choice audio
reaction time for experimental group and control group
of  pre-test, obtained t-value is significant; There is
significant difference between experimental group
and control group for pre-test of Tennis. So, before
experimentation both the groups were not identical.
Comparing the means of choice audio reaction time
of experimental group and control group for post-
test, calculated t-value is 8.94641, which is significant
at 0.05 level. It means there is a significant difference
between the choice audio reaction time of
experimental group and control group after
experimentation.

Table 5
The Effectiveness of biofeedback and

autogenic training on eye hand coordination
time with reference to Tennis

Test Group N Mean SD t-value 
Pre test Experimental 20 24.9500 5.04167 

2.68031* 
  Control 20 29.7500 6.22284 
Post test Experimental 20 17.3500 3.40704 

7.11344** 
  Control 20 29.4500 6.80151 
 

* Significant at  t.
05

 level (2,40) 
 =
 1.69

As per Table 5 comparing the means of Eye hand
coordination time for experimental group and control
group of pre-test, obtained t-value is significant. it
means both the groups were not similar in beginning
as far as eye hand coordination time is concerned.
There is significant difference between experimental
group and control group for pre-test of Tennis.
Comparing the means of eye hand coordination time
of experimental group and control group for post-
test, calculated t-value is 7.11344, which is significant
at 0.05 level. It means there is a significant difference
between the eye hand coordination  time of

experimental group and control group after
experimentation.

Table 6
The Effectiveness of biofeedback and

autogenic training On Simple visual reaction
time with reference to Cricket players

Test Group N Mean SD t-value 
Pre test Experimental 20 0.1852 0.00944 

1.43595 
  Control 20 0.1977 0.03761 
Post test Experimental 20 0.1627 0.01293 

3.97848** 
  Control 20 0.2039 0.04441 
 

* Significant at  t.
05

 level (2,40) 
 =
 1.69

As per Table 6 comparing the means of simple visual
reaction time for experimental group and control group
of pre-test, obtained t-value is not significant; it means
both the groups were similar in beginning as far as
simple visual reaction time is concerned. There was
no significant difference between experimental group
and control group for pre-test of  Cricket players.
So, before experimentation both the groups were
identical. Comparing the means of simple visual
reaction time of experimental group and control group
for post-test, calculated  t-value is 3.97848, which is
significant at 0.05 level. It means there is a significant
difference between the simple visual reaction time
of experimental group and control group after
experimentation.

Table 7
The effectiveness of biofeedback and

autogenic training on choice visual reaction
time with reference to  Cricket players

Test Group N Mean SD t-value 
Pre test Experimental 20 0.2801 0.01085 

0.84092 
  Control 20 0.2498 0.05177 
Post test Experimental 20 0.2594 0.01487 

2.56602** 
  Control 20 0.2517 0.05167 
 

* Significant at  t.
05

 level (2,40) 
 =
 1.69

As per Table 7 comparing the means of choice visual
reaction time for experimental group and control group
of Pre-test, obtained t-value is not significant; it
means both the groups were similar in beginning as
far as choice  visual reaction time is concerned. There
was no significant difference between experimental
group and control group for pre-test of Cricket
players. So, before experimentation both the groups
were identical. Comparing the means of simple visual
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reaction time of experimental group and control group
for post-test, calculated t-value is 2.56602, which is
significant at 0.05 level. It means there is a significant
difference between the choice visual reaction time
of experimental group and control group after
experimentation.

Table 8
The effectiveness of biofeedback and

autogenic training on Simple audio reaction
time with reference to  Cricket players

Test Group N Mean SD t-value 
Pre test Experimental 20 0.1607 0.01007 

4.32289** 
  Control 20 0.2011 0.04051 
Post test Experimental 20 0.1464 0.01057 

5.63128** 
  Control 20 0.2037 0.04430 
 

* Significant at  t.
05

 level (2,40) 
 =
 1.69

As per Table 8 comparing the means of simple audio
reaction time for experimental group and control group
of  pre-test, obtained t-value is significant; it means
both the groups were not similar in beginning as far
as simple audio reaction time is concerned. There
was significant difference between experimental
group and control group for pre-test of Cricket
players. So, before experimentation both the groups
were not identical. Comparing the means of simple
audio reaction time of experimental group and control
group for post-test, calculated t-value is 5.63128,
which is significant at 0.05 level. It means and there
is a significant difference between the simple audio
reaction time of experimental group and control group
after experimentation.
FINDINGS & CONCLUSIONS :
1. The independent variable, Biofeedback combined
with autogenic training had effect on dependent
variables, ie., simple visual reaction time, choice visual
reaction time, simple audio reaction time, and choice
audio reaction time. Biofeedback combined with
autogenic training has helped Tennis experimental
group to improve their Reaction ability, whereas there
was no change in Tennis control group which were
not given treatment. Biofeedback combined with
autogenic training has been effective to improve the
Reaction ability of Tennis.
2. The independent variable, Biofeedback combined
with Autogenic training  had effect on dependent
variables, ie., eye hand coordination time. The

combination of Biofeedback and autogenic training
has helped Tennis experimental group  to improve
Coordination, whereas there was no change in Tennis
control group which were not given treatment.
Biofeedback  combined with autogenic training has
been effective to improve the Coordination of the
Tennis.
3. The independent variable, Biofeedback combined
with Autogenic training had effect on dependent
variables, ie., simple visual reaction time, choice visual
reaction time, simple audio reaction time, and choice
audio reaction time. Biofeedback combined with
autogenic training has helped Cricket players
experimental group to improve their Reaction ability,
whereas there was no change in Cricket players
control group which were not given treatment.
Biofeedback combined with autogenic training has
been effective to improve the Reaction ability of
Cricket players.
4. The independent variable, Biofeedback combined
with  Autogenic training  had effect on dependent
variables, ie., eye hand coordination time, and eye
hand coordination error. The combination of
Biofeedback and autogenic training has helped Cricket
players experimental group to improve Coordination,
whereas there was no change in Cricket players
control group which were not given treatment.
Biofeedback combined with autogenic training has
been effective to improve the Coordination of the
Cricket players.
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INTRODUCTION:
Some competitors do better when their anxiety levels
are high and that moderate levels of anxiety seeems
to elicit increase in performance. Some performers
react adversely to the competitive situation by
reacting states of hyper-anxiousness which often
results in the inability to achieve optimum levels of
performance. Hence, it is generally considered that
perormance is optimal at intermediate level of anxiety.
The present Socio-Economic Status has been to seek
clarity of distinct aspects of Social and Economic
status of an individual separately and integrally. The
connection of hurlock. ‘The economic status of a
family freqent;y determines what the family social
status will be’ dose not appear to be appropriate and
quite vocal in the Indian Socio-cultural setting.
Keeping this in view, it  has been considered
appropriate to determine social and economic status
separately in two areas of social and economic
aspects, and then the two scores of different areas
switched to one continuous or in standrd scores, which
can give the Socio- Econmic status of an individual.
MATERIALS AND METHODS:
The athletes for the study have been selected from
Gujarat University, Ahamedabad Socio Economi
Status is an independent variable and based on Socio
Economi Status criteria. A sample of 120 athletes
were selected on whom anxiety scale was
administered, to asses the level of anxiety.
Subsequently, categories based on level of anxiety
were made. The other variables like religion and sex
wer taken to match the saple. Thus there are an equal
namber of sports persons on variables like Soci
Economi Status, anxiety, religion and sex. The sample

design is  as under.
TABLE-1

DISTRIBUTION OF SAMPLE

Category  High Socio- 
Economic Status 

Low Socio- 
Economic Status 

Total 

MEN 30 30 60 

WOMAN 30 30 60 

TOTAL 60 60 120 
 
TOOLS USED:
1 Personal Bio-data: This is framed to collect the
demographic variables of the athletes.
2 Anxiety Scale: This scale is developed by
Sinha,1975, which consists of 100 items. The response
categories are true of false. The responese are scored
with the help of manual.
3 Socio-Economic status Scale: Devloped by
Gupta and Chauhan 198, was used in the present
study to measure social, educational, professional and
economic perspe ctive of the norms that were given
in the manual.
STATISTICAL TECHNIQUES:
1 The t-tests are calculated to examine the difference
betweeen the saple subgroups.
2 The correlation r-test is done to know the
relationship.
RESULTS:
1. Socio-Economic status
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 TABLE-2
Sports performanace 100 meters sprint in two

Socio-Economic Status

Socio-Economic Status Mean SD  t-value 

High(N=60) 10.5 1.4  
 

3.0** 
Low (N=60) 11.31 1.54 

 *Significant at 0.01 level
Results given in table-2 indicate that the performance
of high Socio- Economic Status athletes is
significantly higher 10.50 than they are of  low Socio
economic Status11.31. The t-value of 3.0 is significant
at 0.01 leveks to rveal significant differences between
the two groups. It can be noted that one who takes
less time in sprint speed test of 100 meters is said
performance is found to be in high Socio economic
Status group. Availing more excellence in sports
activities.
2. ANXIETY

  TABLE-3
Sports performanace 100 meters

sprint in two anxiety

ANXIETY Mean SD t-value 

High(N=60) 13.21 2.08  
 

9.66** 
Low (N=60) 10.02 1.57 

 *Significant at 0.01 level
Table-3 clearly reveals that anxiety is an important
factor of sport activity. It can be observed that the
mean score of high anxiety group is significant
lower 13.21 than that of low anxiety group 10.02.
The t-value 9.66 is significant. Then higher anxiety
is found to inhibit the performance isn 100 meter
sprint.
3. RELIGION

TABLE-4
        Sports performanace 100 meters sprint

in two religions

RELIGION Mean SD t-value 

High(N=60) 11.91 1.49  
 

1.92 N 
Low (N=60) 11.39 1.51 

 

N- Not significant
Table – 4 cleary reveal that there is no significant
different in sports performance between two rgligions.
The t-value is not significant. Thus religious
belongining ness has nothing to do whith sports
performance.
4.SEX

TABLE-5
Sports performanace 100 meters sprint in

male-female subgroups

SEX Mean SD t-value 

MALE (N=60) 9.79 1.56  
 

5.81** 
FEMALE (N=60) 11.71 2.01 

 *Significant at 0.01 level
Table-5 reveals that the male athletes have

significantly higher means 9.79 than female 11.71 in
100 meter sprint. The t-value 5.81 is significant at
0.01 level. This clearly indicates that there are
significant sex differences in sports performance. Sex
belongingness is a factor, which makes a difference
in better achievement of  sports activites.

TABLE-6
CORRELATION BETWEEN VARIABLES

VARIABLES r-VALUES 

Anxiety Vs Performance 0.91* 

Sex Vs Performance 0.52* 

Socio-Economic Status  
Vs Performance 

0.84* 

Religions Vs Performance 0.11 NS 
 *Significant at 0.01 level

N- Not significant
An attempt is made to correlate variables with
performance and table – 6 demonstrates the r- value.
R- values are significant between anxiety and
performance Socio-Economic Status  and
performance at 0.01 level. This reveals that there is
a strong relationship between these variables and
performance in 100 meter sprint. R-value between
religion and performance is not significant which
speaks the fact that religon is not correlated with
performance of athletes.
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CONCLUSIONS:
1. High Socio-Economic Status sports persons have
significantly higher performance in 100 meters sprint
than low  Socio-Economic Status respondents.
2. There is a significant effect of anxiety on sports
performaance. Lower anxiety group achieved better.
3. There is significant sex difference in sports
performance, males achieved better than females.
4. There is significant correlation of Socio-Economic
Status, anxiety and sex with sports performance.
5. Religion is found to be insignificant factor in sports
performance.
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The objective of this study was to understand and assess the diet and health related habits of professors of
collages affiliated to Veer Narmad South Gujarat University, Surat. For this study 251 volunteer professors
of Arts, Commerce, Science, BCA, BBA, Medical and Engineering collages of Surat city affiliated to Veer
Narmad South Gujarat University were selected as the subjects of this study. A questioner was developed to
assess diet and health related habits. The same was also corrected and modified by the subject experts. The
questioner contains 10 questions in each part i.e. diet related habits, health related habits. Mean and percentage
was calculated from raw data to get the result of the study.

INTRODUCTION:
Health is such assets that we cannot buy it by money
or technology. To leave a healthy life everyone has
to work hard. As the saying goes “health is wealth”,
if you have everything but if you do not have a good
health everything else is in vain. What is good health,
what is positive health? Can you say that you are
completely healthy? Each and everyone has to be
healthy not just physically but mental and socially also.
Each and every aspects of human life has one or the
other effects on him. In today’s world we are facing
health related problems one or the other way. This is
due to our diet and health related habits, lack of
physical activity, sedentary life style and some of
hereditary causes. But above all stress is the main
cause for our poor health. Body and mind are related
to each other closely.
We know it very well that “healthy mind in a healthy
body”, but we do we really show our concern to this?
Do we care for our body? Do we care for our diet?
Do we care for our health related habits? Each and
every one tires to achieve one or the other thing but
at the coast of health.
METHODOLOGY:
For this study 251 volunteer professors of Arts,

Commerce, Science, BCA, BBA, Medical and
Engineering collages of Surat city affiliated to Veer
Narmad South Gujarat University were selected as
the subjects of this study. A questioner was developed
to assess diet and health related habits. The same
was also corrected and modified by the subject
experts. The questioner contains 10 questions in each
part i.e. diet related habits, health related habits. Mean
and percentage was calculated from raw data to get
the result of the study.
RESULT OF THE STUDY AND
CONCLUSION:
Diet Related Conclusions
· 76.49 % of professors have a habit of having
breakfast in morning, whereas 23.51 % of professors
do not have habit of having breakfast in morning.
· 56.97 % of professors take heavy meal, whereas
43.03 % of professors take light meal.
· 73.71 % of professors take heavy supper, whereas
26.29 % of professors have the habit to take light
supper.
· 52.99 % of professors take junk food, whereas 47.01
% of professors do not take junk food.
· 84.86 % of professors take fried and sweet foods,
whereas 15.14 % of professors do not.
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· 95.62 % of professors take fruits, whereas 4.38 %
of professors do not.
· 80.48 % of professors take ice-cream and cold-
drinks, whereas 19.52 do not.
· 99.20 % of professors take green vegetables in their
diet, whereas 0.80 % of professors do not.
· 30.68% of professors do fasting, whereas 69.32 %
of professors do not.
· 40.64 % of professors take supplementary diet,
whereas 59.64 % of professors do not take any sort
of supplementary diet.

Health Related:
· 11.55 % of professors suffer from neck pain,
whereas 88.45 % of professors do not.
· 6.77 % of professors have wrist pain, whereas 93.23
% of professors do not.
· 21.12 % of professors have knee pain, whereas
78.88 % of professors do not.
· 10.36 % of professors suffer from diabetes, whereas
89.64 % do not.
· 16.73 % of professors have high level of cholesterol,
whereas 83.27 % of professors have normal level of
cholesterol.
· 26.69 % of professors have problems related to
digestive system, whereas 73.31 % of professors do
not.
· 59.36 % of professors have spectacles, whereas
40.64 % of professors do not.
· 61.35 % of professors have habit to go to bed late,
whereas 38.65 % of professors do not.
· 32.67 % of professors have habit of awake late in
the morning, whereas 67.33 % of professors do not.
· 29.88 % of professors do exercise regularly either
in the morning or evening, whereas 70.12 do not.

Chart – II
Chart showing response (in percentage) of
participants to health related questions

Recommendations:
· This type of study can be taken at Taluka, District,
State or National level.
· This type of study can be taken selecting parents of
children.
· This type of study can be taken selecting teachers
of primary or secondary school.
· This type of study can be taken selecting ruler and
urban students.
· This type of study can be taken selecting govern-
ment officers.
· This type of study can be taken to compare physical
education teacher and other subject teacher.
· This type of study can be taken selecting male and
female students.
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Asanas or Yoga Poses or Yoga position or Yoga
posture –
In ashtanga yoga, patanjali defines asana as
‘Sthirsukham Asanas’ that is steady and comfortable
body posture is called asana. Asanas have gained
popularity due to the great physical and mental
benefits they offer. The real purpose of Asana is for
balancing body and mind. Asanas increase body and
breathe awareness and strengthen different body
systems.
Various different asana practices are recommended
in Yoga. But careful study of all these styles reveal
that asanas or yoga poses can be divided in to 2 main
types of practices. First type is dynamic practices
and second static practices. Let us first see the
dynamic practices and their effect of the body and
vaious systems in the body.
Dynamic practices are series of yoga poses practiced
with a constant speed and may include holding of
postures for less than 10 sec.  
Dynamic practices are
· Stimulating Sympathetic Nervous system similar to
exercise.
· These practices involve nervous system reflex
which is knee jerk (myotatic stretch reflex) which,
contracts active muscles in that pose.
· Blood Pressure & Heart rate  increased, sweating
· White muscle fibers  of skeletal muscles work more
than red muscles fibres
· Reciprocal inhibition (flexors and extensors) is
affected by stretch reflex limiting the stretch
· Stress is on mostly on skeletal muscles.
· Dynamic practices are suitable for Beginners to
intermediate level
· Dynamic practices are Comparable to exercise.

Static practices include holding any yoga pose for
more than 15 to 20 sec. the time duration for holding
the pose can go up to few hours as well.
· Stimulation to Parasympathetic Nervous system
· These practices involve nervous system reflex
which is Golgi tendon or clasp & knife reflex relaxes
the muscles
· Blood Pressure & heart rate decrease, no sweating
· Red muscle fibres of skeletal muscles work more
than white muscles fibres
· Reciprocal inhibition achieves maximum stretch and
protection to the muscles
· Stress is on skeletal muscles and is also passed onto
the deeper muscles which support the organs
· Intermediate and Advance level practices
· Make muscles more flexible
Now we will see the effects of these dynamic
practices on various body systems and various
benefits that these practices offer.
Dynamic Yoga Practice -
• Dynamic practices includes Vinyasa, Sun
Salutations, warm ups and flow which include holding
of yoga pose for less than 10 sec.
• Rhythm is very important to these practices, as
rhythm is natural and inherent to our body systems;
any rhythmic movements increase the neuromuscular
coordination and efficient use of energy of all body
organs such heart, brain, lungs, and other organs.
• Higher brain and cerebral cortex is involved in
controlling of body movements.
· Dynamic practices make mind calm and peaceful.
These practices allow control of emotions and
thoughts.
• Slow & controlled movements results in more
control and more stretching of muscles and joints.
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Also results in increased neuromuscular coordination.
Slow and controlled movements have good effect on
Joints; they also increase range of movements of
joints, making them more flexible, while protecting
joints by stopping excessive and fast movements.
· Dynamic yoga poses prevent injuries in more
advance poses and general day to day activities.
• In Dynamic poses, breathing integrated with
movements is very important, generally Ujjayi
breathing is preferred, as Ujjayi breathing is relaxing
and reduces stress. This breathing awareness
promotes deep breathing which is bringing relaxed
and peaceful state of body and mind. Breathing
awareness brings down thoughts and emotions,
resulting in stress free and anxiety free mind.
• Effect of Dynamic poses on Muscular system –
more white muscle fibers used, more useful to
increase strength and power, Burn more calories,
consume large amount of ATP and glucose relatively
little oxygen, protein and fat and produce large amount
of lactic acid
• Dynamic poses result in Secretion of endorphins;
the natural pain killers and which, bring positive state
of well-being.
• Temporary increase in BMR (Basal Metabolic
Rate), but long term effects on BMR are not seen.
Static yoga poses -
• Static Yoga practice - Holding a pose for more than
15 to 20 sec
• Effect of Static poses on Brain - Primary motor
cortex involved in “Awareness of the posture”. While
holding the asana, one needs to focus on stressed
areas, different joints and muscles.
• Effect of Static poses on Nervous system - Focusing
on a body part increases blood flow and nervous
system activity in that area. Every asana, there are
different areas where one needs to focus so by
practicing asanas regularly, important parts of body
are strengthened.
• Endocrine system – yoga poses pressurize and
stretch the glands, affecting secretion of hormones,
making the glands stronger, and balancing the
hormones which in turn affect every other organ and
metabolism.
• Practice of Static poses results in secretion of

endorphins; the natural pain killers those bring positive
state of well-being.
• Effect of Static poses on Muscular system – more
activity of red muscle fibers, which consume more
of fats, carbohydrates and red muscle fibers
specialize in long-duration, low-intensity movement,
increased endurance
• Effect of Static poses on Digestive system -
Superficial muscles (skeletal muscles) relax, so
internal organs get more blood, they are pressurized,
squeezed, and made efficient and stronger
• Effect of Static poses on Respiratory system -
Different static poses make the breathing more
efficient, expand lungs, increase lung capacity,
promote slow, deep and relaxed breathing.
• Effect of Static poses on Blood circulation and heart
– different static poses exert pressure on heart making
it strong, impure blood is drained from various parts
of body, entire circulatory system is affected
positively.
• Static Yoga poses reduce the metabolic rate (BMR).
Studies of humans living more than 100 + years have
shown lower BMR.
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Introduction of Food Nutrition in Physical
Education
We all are given many lessons on the importance of
nutrition, in our schools as well as at home, when we
are young. Even elders, who are suffering from
different diseases, are asked to improve the quality
of the food, which they intake. The truth is that,
nutrition is an essential part of every person’s life -
be it children, teenagers, adults or aged people. What
most of the doctors and nutritionists suggest is that
only a balanced diet can provide us with the essential
nutrients and minerals which are necessary for
growth and wear and tear of our body. The
importance of nutritious food for athletes is well-
known, as they would be able to achieve high stamina
and endurance levels only after eating healthy foods.
Details of Food Nutrition
Why is Eating Nutritious Food Essential?
A diet can be called the one which provides proper
nutrition to the body, only if we get the essential
macro nutrients such as proteins, fats and
carbohydrates and also the micro nutrients like the
vitamins and minerals. The function of the macro
nutrients is to provide energy and strength to the body
while the micro nutrients play an important role in
the working of the cells of our body. Adequate and
proportionate intake of carbohydrates, proteins and
fats, which are the components of nutrition is very
essential to stay away from infections, cardiovascular
and contagious diseases. The proteins do the task of
building the tissues of the muscles and also maintaining
and repairing them. By consuming protein rich foods,
you can meet the need for amino acids, which are
necessary for proper functioning of the body. You
can meet the protein requirements of your body, if

you eat food items such as milk, milk products, yolk,
eggs, meat, almonds, etc.
Carbohydrates are very useful to meet the energy
requirements of the body, but at the same time, we
should not consume them in excessive quantities, as
this can cause an increase in the fat content on the
body. The storage of fat on the body takes place if
the carbohydrates which are consumed, are left
unused. The carbohydrates are basically of two types
- the simple carbohydrates and the complex
carbohydrates. The simple carbohydrates are useful
in meeting the immediate energy requirements of the
body, as they are the sources of quick energy. On
the other hand, the complex carbohydrates provide
you with energy, which can be used over a period of
time. The main function of the fats is to protect the
delicate and important organs in the body. The fats
are the insulators of the human body and hence
consuming them in sufficient amounts is extremely
essential.
Now, talking about the minerals and calcium which
assist in proper contraction of the muscles and clotting
of the blood is undoubtedly the most important aspect
for the human body. Apart from calcium, phosphorus,
which assist the growth of bones and teeth, and iron
which supplies oxygen to the lungs, are equally
important for the human body. Sodium in right
quantities is also essential for overall development of
the body. Parents should understand nutritional value
so that they will be able to take right decisions
regarding what to feed their children. Good nutrition
is essential for the physical as well as the mental
growth of the children. It has been observed that the
children who receive undernourished food, which is
devoid of the nutrition components mentioned above,
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suffer from many diseases and disorders and often
experience stunted growth. Many awareness
programs are being conducted by health organizations
in order to explain why nutrition is important. Along
with eating nutritious foods, it is important that you
exercise well to burn the calories and stay fit.
While dietary supplements can help some people meet
their nutrition needs, eating a wide variety of nutrient-
rich foods is the best way for most people to obtain
the nutrients they need to be healthy and reduce their
risk of chronic disease, according to the Academy of
Nutrition and Dietetics.
Two newly published studies in Annals of Internal
Medicine, and an accompanying editorial, indicate
there is no clear benefit for most healthy people to
consume vitamin supplements.
“These findings support the evidence-based position
of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics that the
best nutrition-based strategy for promoting optimal
health and reducing the risk of chronic disease is to
wisely choose a wide variety of foods,” said registered
dietician nutritionist and Academy spokesperson
Heather Mangier. “By choosing nutrient-rich foods
that provide the most nutrients per calorie, you can
build a healthier life and start down a path of health
and wellness. Small steps can help you create healthy
habits that will benefit your health now and for the
rest of your life.”
The Academy’s position on supplements also
acknowledges that nutrient supplements may be
necessary in special circumstances. “Additional
nutrients from supplements can help some people
meet their nutrition needs as specified by science-
based nutrition standards such as the Dietary
Reference Intakes,” Mangier said.
Mangier offered tips for developing a nutrient-rich
eating plan:
• Start each day with a healthy breakfast that includes
whole grains, fat-free or low-fat dairy for calcium
and vitamin D, and vitamin C-rich foods.
• Replace refined grains with whole grains like whole-
grain breads and cereals and brown rice.
• Pre-washed salad greens and pre-cut vegetables
make great quick meals or snacks.
• Eat fresh, frozen or canned (without added sugar)

fruit for snacks and desserts.
• Include at least two servings of omega-3 rich
seafood per week.
• Don’t forget beans, which are rich in fibber and
foliate.
The recent increase in sales of supplements may not
have been accompanied by an increase in consumers’
knowledge about what they are taking, according to
the Academy’s position.
“Registered dietician nutritionists have the knowledge
and experience to educate consumers on safe and
appropriate selection and use of supplements,”
Mangier said. “RDNs make evidence-based
recommendations for consumers, while helping them
develop a healthful eating plan that takes into account
all of their dietary and lifestyle needs and tastes.”
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Ayurveda views each and every person as unique, with a unique mind- body constitution and a unique set of
life circumstances, all of which must be considered In determining either natural healing approaches or
recommendations for daily living. This view is in alignment with the modern science which views individuals
as unique as in the universe with a unique genetic constitution. The particular combination of energies
Present when we enter this world at birth Is known in ayurveda as our innate constitution or prakruti. What
we do with our constitution is up. It is the source for our health, vitality and well-being. It can also be the
springboard toward difficulties, If we Ignore Its needs. In Ayurvedic philosophy, the five elements combine
In pairs to form three dynamic forest or interactions called doshas. Dosha means “that which changes. “It
is a word derived from the root dus, which is equivalent to the English prefix ‘dys’ such as in dysfunction,
dystrophy, etc. In this sense, dosha can be regarded as a fault, mistake, error, or a transgression against the
cosmic rhythm. in most of the Talent Identification programmes at different level boys and girls needs to
perform different activities such as distance running, jumping, throwing and agility. Vata types will typically
excel in sports requiring quick, short bursts of speech and agility. These individuals are like high- strung
thoroughbred race horses - always on the go, very restless and even jumpy at times. They love fast, vigorous
activity but can’t handle too much of it if they rev going to stay in balance.

Introduction
Ayurveda views each and every person as unique,
with a unique mind-body constitution and a unique
set of life circumstances, all of which must be
considered in determining either natural healing
approaches or recommendations for daily living. This
view is in alignment with the modern science which
views individuals as unique in the universe with a
unique genatic constitution.
According to ayurveda, because we each have a
unique constitution, our health prescription must be
unique to us. This means that in order to be healthy,
you need to eat certain foods that are beneficial for
your body type and stay away from others. Your
exercise program must be personally suitable as well.
Your constitution determines very much about you -
your body, your personality, even how you relate to
other people. Understanding it lets you know what
you need in order to be healthy.

Discovering Your Constitution
The particular combination of energies present when
we enter this world at birth is known in ayurveda as
our innate constitution or prakruti. What we do with
our constitution is up to us. It is the source for our
health, vitality and well-being, It can also be the
springboard toward difficulties, if we ignore its needs,
The five elements come together to create the three
basic constitutional types, They are Vata, Pitta and
Kapha. If air and ether predominate in your
constitution, you are Vata in nature, If fire and water
take the lead in your physical makeup Pitta is the
result. If water and earth hold ascendancy in your
body at birth Kapha is your constitution.
What does understanding your constitution mean,
practically? Each constitution has different needs.
Meeting these needs assures balance and better
chances for good health and peace of mind. It also
offers you more informed choices in what health care
methods are most appropriate for you.
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How can you discover your constitution? Ideally, a
skilled Ayurvedic physician can assess your pulse and
give you information about your prakriti (constitution).
From pulse examination he or she can ascertain what
elements are in balance, what is out, and what needs
to be done. Each constitution has certain
characteristics physical, emotional and mental
attributes, which let us know what elements are
present.
Prakriti [Body Constitution]
There are two types of Constitutions of our body
1. Deha Prakriti (Body Constitution)
Every individual has a unique combination of the three
doshas- Vata, Pitta and KaphaTo understand
individuality is the foundation of Diagnosis and
Treatment in Ayurveda Humans are endowed at birth
with one of seven different body types, depending on
which dosha or combination of the three basic doshas
dominate. Body types can be dominated by a single
humor (vata, pitta, or  kapha), or they can be
dominated by combinations: vata-kapha (when vata
and kapha are present in almost equal amounts), vata-
pitta, pitta-kapha; and vata-pitta-kapha (when all three
doshas are present in almost equal amounts). Suppose
you have a kapha (water) dominant constitution then
you may have a tendency to overweight, over-
emotional nature or suffer congestion in the chest.
So you should modify your diet, life style, daily routine
and other activities accordingly, for example, avoid
sleeping too much in the day or eating too many
sweets, to maintain your health and also to cure the
diseases.
2. Mena Prakriti (Mental Constitution)
A person’s dosha type is expressed emotionally as
well .Vedic philosophy classifies human
temperaments into three basic qualities: satva, rajas
and tamas. Relative predominance of salve, rajas, or
tamas is responsible for individual psychological
constitution.
Concept of Tri-Dosha
In Ayurvedic philosophy, the five elements combine
in pairs to form three dynamic forces or interactions
called doshas. Dosha means “that which changes.”
It is a word derived from the root dus, which is
equivalent to the English prefix ‘dys’, such as in

dysfunction, dystrophy, etc. In this sense, dosha can
be regarded as a fault, mistake, error, or a
transgression against the cosmic rhythm. The doshas
are constantly moving in dynamic balance, one with
the others. Doshas are required for the life to happen.
In Ayurveda, dosha is also known as the governing
principles as every living thing in nature is
characterized by the dosha. Science of understanding
our constitution is the theory of Tridosha. It defines
three fundamental doshas/humors that govern the
function of our bodies on the physical, mental and
emotional level. Each has a unique balance of all three
of these energies. These doshas have been related
to the basic biology of the body.
Vata,Pitta and Kapha:- in any individual, however,
one of the two doshas are typically dominant This
dominant dosha determines the individual’s unique
physical and mental makeup or prakriti.
Vata:- is the subtle energy associated with movements
Vata is responsible for all voluntary and involuntary
im pluses.
Pitta :- It regulates temperature and associated with
heat/fire. They tend to have moderate weight and
good musculature.
Kapha :- It is the energy that forms the body
structure and provides the cohesion that holds the
cells together. Water and earth combine to form
Kapha Dosha.
Tridoshas also have relationship with
triguna(Satwa,Rajas and Tamas) mental qualities. So
vata dosha is dominanted and characterized by Rajgun
(Raj Quality). Pitta Dosha by Satva uneS’a’ tva
quality and interrelated. If a person suffers mental
imbalance then the Doshas are also Kapha Dosha
by Tama gun (Tama Quality) so; these three mental
qualities and three doshas are interrelated. If a person
suffers mental imbalance then the Doshas are also
effected and in certain cases of doshas being affected
seriously the mental equilibrium also gets affected.
It has been my experience that when people like
something they find time for it. I believe the real
reason way 90% peoples are not exercising regularly.
It’s because they do not enjoy it. It’s a “workout,”
something you have to do, not something you look
forward to. Making exercise a fun, again will not only
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keep us doing it but will deliver numerous health
benefits from exercise not available from our
conventional approach.
For years we have been encouraged to exercise by
the experts because of its pronounced health benefits.
People who exercise regularly on the whole have
less chronic disease, but only recently studies have
shown some not so good effects of exercise. Many
reports have linked too much exercise with
compromised immune systems. The problem is that
at the present time the experts don’t know how much
exercise is good and how much more is harmful?
There can be no standard answer to this question
that will apply to everyone. The fact is that we are
all different and have individual requirements for
exercise. This understanding of individual body typing
is not by any means new. Arguably the first system
of body typing was in ancient India’s Ayurvedic
(science of life) medicine where ten unique mind-
body types are identified, each with its unique
strengths, talents, likes and dislikes. Understanding
who you are can help you determine how much
exercise you need as well as the type of activity that
would be best suited for you.
Know Yourself
In most of the Talent Identification programmes at
different level boys and girls needs to perform
different activities such as distance running, jumping,
throwing and agility. One is good in sprint, one is good
in long distance run, one is good in throwing and one
may be good in jumping that’s why they are selected
for the sports which are more suited to their body
types.
A Kapha body type person is typically hypo
metabolic, with big bones, an easy going nature, and
much more endurance than speed. He tended to be
a little more on the heavy side, as kapha types will
hold on to more water. Working with him as a coach
I directed.him to a sport more suited to her body type,
The Vata body types, are faster and actually more
hyper metabolic opposite to the Kapha type, they tend
to think quickly, forget quickly, and have little
endurance. They are great in quick, short bursts and
would find a mile run an incredibly difficult endurance
event. They don’t hold on to much body mass and

are usually trying to gain weight. When they get out
of balance they can tend to worry, become anxious,
constipated and have trouble sleeping.
The Pitta body type is fierier by nature and is the
type that would excel in the one- mile run under ten
minutes. They are typically more competitive, agile
with a medium muscled frame When they get out qf
balance they can overheat, get irritated, and even
complain of skin rashes and indigestion.
Sports by Body Type
Vata types will typically excel in sports requiring quick,
short bursts of speed and agility. These individuals
are like high-strung thoroughbred race horses - always
on the go, very restless and even jumpy at times.
They love fast, vigorous activity but can’t handle too
much of it if they are going to stay in balance. If
anything, Vatas need to slow down and nature often
forces them to, since their endurance is not great
and they tire quite easily. Vata types are quick to get
involved in fitness programs but because of their
constantly changing interests they are also quick to
give it up.
Pitta types excel in individual competition requiring
strength, speed and stamina. They are fiery both in
personality and desire to win. They are highly
motivated and driven and are often not satisfied unless
they have won. They are natural leaders and are
attracted to individual sports because of their strong
ego and natural competence in most sports. Pitta types
must be careful not to get overheated and must learn
how to enjoy themselves regardless of the final score.
Kapha types excel in endurance and mind-body
coordinated skills. They are great under pressure and
are naturally calm, stable and easy-going. They are
often late bloomers, both physically and mentally.
They love the camaraderie of team sports, although
these don’t usually give them the aerobic exercise
that they need Because of their hypo metabolic
nature, they will tend to be lazier and need motivation
when exercising They love team sports but must be
sure to get plenty of stimulating and vigorous exercise
as well.
Listen To Your Body
In addition to knowing your mind-body type and its
requirements, it is also important for your mind to
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know how to listen to your body. We have heard the
term “listen to your body” for years, only no one has
ever told us how to do it. In the past we have been
taught to listen to our body by jogging-at a pace that
allows us to hold a conversation with our partner. To
me this technique sounds more like listening to
someone else’s body rather than your own.
Inadvertently many of us have been conditioned to
distract our mind from our body during exercise. Often
times exercise is found too boring unless we have a
TV to watch, a book to read or a magazine to flip
through. It seems we have resigned ourselves to the
fact that exercise is mindless and boring so we engage
our minds in one activity while our bodies do another.
People can now exercise beyond their tolerance
without boredom and without feeling the pain, “No
pain, no gain” has been replaced with, “if we distract
you, you won’t feel it.”
The degeneration from even moderate levels of
exercise has been recently documented in a landmark
study by Dr. Kenneth Cooper, who is considered a
leading authority and visionary in the field of exercise
physiology. His recent findings fly in the face of all
our current exercise standards yet match up perfectly
with the exercise requirements laid down over 5000
years ago in the Ayurvedic texts.
He found that when people exercise at 60% of their
maximum heart rate for four hours a week or more
they will produce a significant amount of harmful
exercise induced free radicals which are the leading
cause of aging, disease, cancer and death. Mind you,
current exercise requirements state that we need to
get the heart rate over 60% before any cardio-health
benefits are gained. The results of this study were so
controversial and radical the fitness industry for the
most part the industry has chosen to ignore Cooper’s
advice. He says if you insist on exceeding this limit
then you must take large doses of antioxidant
supplements to combat the harmful effects of
moderate exercise.
Does this mean we should be restricted to a walk
around the block to ward off this free radical
onslaught? The Ayurvedic approach to fitness which
made its more public debut about 1500 years ago as
the original martial arts of China utilized physical

techniques in order to access ones full human
potential. It is in this light that I discuss a new
approach to how and why we exercise. The human
body is unlimited in potential; it is just a matter of
knowing how to access it. In this case less will
definitely be more.
The Secret to Lifelong Fitness
In Ayurveda, the first requirement for health, fitness
and longevity is that the body’s life force or “prana”
must flow effortlessly into every cell of the body.
This is accomplished primarily via the breath. It is
the proper use of the breath during exercise that will
bring harmony between the mind and body and create
a measurable experience of calm and rejuvenation in
each workout.
Most of us do not realize that our body responds to
exercise as an emergency. The fight or flight nervous
system gets maxed out even during moderate
exercise. This emergency response during each
workout not only produces stress fighting
degenerative hormones but it is likely the key factor
in America’s chronic aversion to exercise.
Normal people would never intentionally subject
themselves to an emergency day after day after day.
Yet when we ask people to engage in regular
conventional exercise that is exactly what we are
asking. It is no wonder that eighty percent of America
doesn’t do it. To make exercise fun again we must
replace the degenerative emergency response with
a rejuvenative, calming one. It is this experience of
:aim, like the eye of a hurricane that will act as a hub
as we engage in the most dynamic physical, mental
or emotional activity.
In nature, the bigger the eye of the hurricane the
more forceful the wind. It is this experience of calm
that we seek to reproduce in the midst of even the
most extreme stress. In athletics and in life, when
people are at their best they often find it effortless
and euphoric. When tennis star Billie Jean King was
at her best she said, “I would transport myself beyond
the turmoil of the court to a place of total peace and
calm,”
Your Ayurvedic Workout
Go for a walk and for the first ten minutes breathe
deeply in and out through your nose as you walk fairly
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slowly. Here you are exercising your lungs first
making sure that each breath is deeper, longer and
slower than the one prior, with the emphasis on
comfort. It is this experience of comfort that you will
be taking into higher levels of exertion.
Then begin to walk faster and then faster and be
sure to maintain the exact same rhythm of the breath
you established from the beginning. At some point
you will notice it becoming more difficult to get the
air in through the nose, with an ensuing urge to take
a mouth breath. When your exercise forces you to
take your first mouth breath, you lose the eye of the
hurricane, and your body is, at that moment, forced
into an emergency response to maintain that pace.
When this happens, immediately slow down and
recapture the original deep, long and slow rhythm of
the breath. Once it is re-established, then try to walk
faster again telling your body you want more
performance. When the breathing gets labored and
you open your mouth, then slow down on cue again,
constantly telling your body you want more
performance and we will not create an emergency.
Soon your body will accommodate a higher level of a
natural and more permanent fitness. Because of the
years of lower rib cage constriction, you will more
than likely find this difficult at first. But, what you
couldn’t do the first day you will find yourself
effortlessly doing within two or three weeks,
comfortably breathing through your nose. When this
happens you rib cage is not a cage any more - rather
twelve rib-like levers that can massage your heart
and lungs up to 28,000 times a day. When this starts
happening, a natural calming influence stays with you
all day while you deal with all kinds of extreme
stressors. This is the first step of living in the eye of
the hurricane and the provider of the most important
health benefits of exercise.
Conclusion
In the end we conclude that every individual come to
the universe with a unique genetic constitution. So
each constitution has different needs. Meeting these
needs assures balance and better chances for good
health and peace of mind. This means that in order
to be healthy, you need to eat certain foods that are

beneficial, for your body type and stay away from
others. Your exercise program must be personally
suited as well than only your body will accommodate
a higher level of natural and more permanent fitness.
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LIFE STYLE CORRECTION AND SOCIAL WELLNESS
THROUGH YOGA

* Teacher, Agraval Vidhya Vihar, VESU- Surat

Feeling of God along with attachment with its for bussing in life from the internal side of human being can be
through yogic activities like Yarn, Warn, Niyam, Pranayama, Pratahara, Dhama, Dhayan & Samadhi etc
where there is faith there is love, where there is love there is peace where them is peace there is God, where
there is God there is bliss If all these world born from Ananda or bliss. As we have already discussed that
yoga is an life style of human. When we feel corrections, can be done through yogic literature & activities.
Yoga is seen as living tradition which mean of physical, health and spiritual mastery. How can you get
benefits from yogic process? When you are learning yogic practices and achieving excellency in yoga
practices create confidence, health, physical fitness and thwart you toward spirituality then, you learn to
enjoy and respect your body for where it is at moment and not where you wish it could be.

Introduction
Let us first see ‘What is yoga’ “The union of Atma
and Parmatama is Called Yoga.”The word ‘yoga’ is
derived from the root `Yuj’which means union or
merger. It cane said in other way, merger of soul
with god is called Yoga. Patanjali says that
“yogasthitayriti Nirodh” withdrawal of sense organs
from worldly objects and their control is yoga. There
are many definitions given by various sphere of the
society and our ancient literature. In fact, yoga tells,
us how to live, how to behave, how to keep and
maintain the health fitness, how to achieve the goal
perfectly and how to attain the ‘Moksh’. Practically,
yoga is science which deals with the health of body
and harmony of mind. It can be practiced by the
people of any age, caste creed and religion. The main
purpose of yoga is to provide the sound body and
tension free sound mind. Its ultimate objective is ‘self-
identification’, self purification and self realization ‘self
perfection’ through the methods of yoga.’ Some
people of the society erroneously think that yoga to
be a thing meant for perfection that has renunciated
the world. Therefore, it is right to say that yoga is
way of life, a mean to enjoy complete, healthy, happy
and peaceful life and best source of enjoy the worldly

pleasures.
Human bliss and God
Feeling of God along with attachment with its for
bussing in life from the internal side of human being
can be through yogic activities like Yam, Niyam,
Pranayama, Pratahara, Dharna, Dhayan & Samadhi
etc. where there is faith there is love, where there is
love there is peace where there is peace there is
God, where there is God there is bliss. If all these
world born from Ananda or bliss. It exists in Ananda
and is finally dissolved in Ananda, how can there be
then a world different from the Ananda of Brahmn.
The bliss of Brahmn is directly experienced in yoga
meditation as Yogananda. The essential bliss
unconditiorial is called Nijananda, also called
Atmananda or bliss or primary self. The bliss of
Brahmn is Brahmn itself and not some quality
attached to it from outside and whole world beginning
from space down to the grossest object like the body
is nothing apart from the bliss of Brahmn. If you want
to reach a state of bliss then go behind your ego and
the• internal dialogue and make a decision to relinquish
the need to control the need to be approved and the
need to judge.
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Yoga as life style corrections
As we have already discussed that yoga is an life
style of human. When we feel corrections, can be
done through yogic literature & activities.
Shortcomings concerned to the human can be diluted,
decreased and removed by doing various types of
yogic practices, may be related to mind, body and
spirituality. In the recent age, the new resolutions
worldwide made by people from different countries
and cultures had one common thread. They wish to
improve the quality of their lives through concerted
effort and so they resolved to pursue a more healthy
life style. Over workload, stress, overburden on mind,
erratic lifestyle,   without thought to structure and
sedentary style of life are all the causes to create
problem in health of the individual and in some cases
even poor self esteem. How can all these problem
be resolved? Health factor is most important factor
today for the individual as well as the society.   As
per above versions a question arises what is yoga
and why yoga? As we  have cleared about it in some
stage.   Obviously we are aware but we need to
know more and go in to it  through yogic experiences.
It is the philosophy of Indian ancient Indic tradition.
The various school of yoga are Samkhya, Vedanta,
tantra yoga, uttarmimansa, poorvamimansa, Nayay
and Vaiseshika., So it has deep origins when we do
yoga, study the yoga literature and think about it
reveals harmony and governance at the subtler layer
of existence. The various layers of personality life
body, mind, emotion, psyche and spirit are integrated,
we come into state of discipline and harmony. To
achieve the harmony we have to integrate our
measurements of personality, As we see in the “yoga
Chittavarittinirodh” it is infact the cessation of mental
modification. It means when we become disciplined,
the disturbance will certainly go away from your mind
and you will feel free from stress and tension etc.
All philosophies were born, developed and revolved
around the five fundamental questions
1. What is this body? How is it born and function?
2. What is Prana and life forces? How does prana
relate to physical dimension of this body, similarly,
how does prana interact with body?
3. What causes prana to manifest in different form?

It means it can be said that yoga deals with the real
practical aspect of life and makes us aware and
experience the higher dimensions of our nature. We
can do more various aspect of combination of yoga
in the form of Asana, Pranayama, Pratyahara, Mudra,
Bund ha, Shatkarmas Mantra and Kirayas. The yoga
will give us a glimpse and aware up to the subtle
dimensions of existence and matrix of the nature. It
indicates that yoga help us to counter the bad effect
of our stressful and wrong life routine of living.
Social wellness through Yoga
Yoga is seen as living tradition which mean of
physical, health and spiritual mastery. How can you
get benefits from yogic process? When you are
learning yogic practices and achieving Excellencies
in yoga practices create confidence, health, and
physical fitness and thwart you toward spirituality
then, You learn to enjoy and respect your body for
where it is at moment and not where you wish it
could be. Success in yoga get impeded(to obstruct)
when you want your body to respond as it did when
you were younger which is living in the past or where
you wish it should be which is living in the future. By
doing your yogic practices intelligently expertly and
respectfully. You go towards balance of body, mind
and spirit. Intact, this is the key to attain the success
in the life too with the family, friends, relatives and
other members of the society. These inherent are to
accept people as they are neither dwelling (living
residence) on which a man was in the past nor pushing
him toward what he should be in the future. This is
not mean thaty ou don’t guide but that you do so
without force or manipulation just as you learn in yoga
practice. Hence, yoga provides us the practice to be
proactive without aggression. In real yoga is a
technique for self mastery overcoming the anger, pride
aggression and fear etc. In other words it can be
said that these tech overcoming the psychological
factor toward Positiveness niques gives us
overwhelming to All the Psychological factors are
directly related to your mind and Budhl to which we
can say inner progress and development. Inner calm
and wisdom attained through yoga is different from
scientific knowledge though it is not desperate from
it. The partial or discriminative knowledge prepare
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us for higher wisdom Therefore. the science
philosophy and religion are not exclusive from each
other but they are attached internally with another
and where science ends, philosophy takes over as
the world has already initiated to release the impact
of knowledge for the slice of power and fame That
is why many people concerned to yoga are attaining
spiritual awakening. Really it is the frame of mind
which yoga bestows to the yogic fractioned and it is
the property of the individual when you will practice
regularly and properly yoga will certainly help and
insight to develop the relationship in the society. It is
not how hard you try but should do the yogic exercise
in the proper way through which you get right. Yoga
asana are an expression of a fluid mind that does not
have a fence around it but has boundless curiosity to
explore the universe. During the yoga practices many
ideas comes in our mind about himself which help us
to create a new sense pertaining to you and society
and these new senses will help us to create and
maintain good relationship with harmony and
peacefulness and intact it can be said the development
of the society. In last, it is right that an individual who
is at peace with himself is at peace with the world.
You and your life have potential to be a wondrous
journey, filled with exciting movement and astonishing
experiences. It can be thrilling ride if you are open to
exploring all that is available to you. Adventure is the
result of your willingness to life and life with spirit of
enthusiasm.
Conclusion
In this paper it is highlighted that how we can awaken
the inherent power of the body, how shortcomings
can be removed, how social wellness can be created
and maintained. It is also discussed that weakness
and wrong habits in life style which exists in us can
be removed through regular yogic practices. It is also
emphasized that yoga in fact is an practical science
which deals with the health of the body and harmony
of mind as well as the relationship with each other in
the society. It can be practiced by the people of any
age, caste, creed and religion. It is the process of
mental and physical exercises which are not depend
upon anybody like other sports activities. This yogic
activity can be done by the poor person also as well

as the rich person. It is self practice, economical,
without any apparatus and it effect directly to all the
physiological system i.e. blood circulation, nervous
system, endocrinal and circulatory system ete. All
th6 meditative activities provide us knowledge about
the self concept as well as the mental development.
Yam & Niyarn, Dhama Dhyan Smadhi is positively
effect to mental devlopment where yogic activities
help us to create good health physical and mental
fitness, similarly, mainly yam and niyam provide us
moral knowledge which creates harmony
peacefulness cooperation sympathetic attitudes and
sincerity etc. to the society. In respect of this, it is
also clear that most of the diseases related to your
body and mind can be treated through yogic practices
like yam Niyam, Pranayama, Asana and Dhayan etc.
In view of the above, I feel and reach on the
conclusion that yoga is that activities through which
help we can get all rounder development of the
humanity and the society. So it is education through
which we can attain harmonious development. In last,
I would like to make it clear that in this fast life in
modern social set up it is pertinent to say that yoga
must be included in the education syllabus from
primary to higher education due to see the evilness in
the modern society, certainly help to make citizen
strong and sound in all respect. If citizen will be strong,
the nation itself will be strong and sound because
yogic activities touch and develop all the sphere of
the humanity and society. Therefore, author again
recommends the yogic education for the inclusion in
Indian educational system that will be more and more
beneficial personally, socially, nationally and globally
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COMMON SPORTS INJURIES AND THEIR PREVENTION

* PTI, Saint Xvier High School, Vapi

Sport injuries are common in the field of games and sports. During practice, training or competition, any
player can be injured. Perhaps, there will not be player who has not been injured during his sports career.
Indeed, it is natural to get injury. Though coaches, physical trainer and sports doctor have been making their
best possible efforts to prevent injuries but they have not got a complete success so far. Though it is certain
that if the appropriate steps are taken during the game, the chances of getting injuries can be reduced.

Sports injuries can be prevented up to some extent if
proper research is conducted in the field of sports
injuries. During training and competition, the proper
protective equipments must be used. Such players,
who do not use protective equipment, should not be
allowed to take part in sports competition. Proper
conditioning should be done before taking part in
sports competition. To play according to rules and
proper officiating can be helpful in preventing s ports
injuries. Warm up should also be performed before
training and competition. The scientific knowledge
can also be beneficial in preventing sports injuries up
to some extent. Leonard da Vinci also  averred, “if
you are enamoured of practice without scientific
knowledge, you are just like a pilot who goes in
to a ship without rudder and a compass and does
not know his destination.”
It has been observed minutely that single type of injury
does not occur in all the games and sports. Indeed,
some sports injuries can be prevented if some
changes are made in the rules of games and sports.
There are various types of common sports injuries
which are as follows:
(A)  Soft tissue injuries
(B)  Bone injuries
(C)  Joint injuries
SOFT TISSU INJURIES
1. Contusion
2. Strain
3. Sprain

4. Abrasion
5. Bruises
1. CONTUSION
Contusion is a muscle injury. A direct hit with or
without any sports equipment can be the main reason
of contusion. Contusion is common in boxing, wrestling
and kabaddi. In contusion blood vessels in the muscles
are broken and sometimes bleeding may occur in the
muscles which may causes bruises. Stiffness and
swelling are common features at the site of contusion.
Sometimes, in such cases muscles fail to respond. In
severe cases muscle becomes completely inactive.
PREVENTION
1. Proper warm-up should be performed before
practice, training and competition. All the parts of
body should be exercised properly. Stretching
exercises should be performed during warm-up.
2.  Conditioning should have been performed during
the preparatory period.
3. The protective equipments should be used
according to the requirement of the games or sports.
4. Sports equipments of good quality should be used
in games and sports.
5. Playfields/courts should be smooth and clean.
2. STRAIN
Strain is also a muscle injury. Strain can be mind as
well as sever. Sometimes, the complete muscle can
be ruptured. In case of complete rupture, it is not
possible to move that part of limb. There may be
severe pain around the rupture. There may be many
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situations during the practice or competitions when a
strain may occur.
PREVENTION
1. For the prevention point of view, every
sportsperson should perform a complete warm-up
before participating in any sports activity. He should
do stretching exercises of all the parts of body.
2. Conditioning should have been performed during
the preparatory period.
3. Sports equipments must be of good quality.
Playfields/courts should be smooth and clean.
4. The scientific knowledge of the game is must for
preventing strain.
5. Players should be careful and alert during the
training and competition.
3. SPRAIN
It is a ligament injury. It may occur due to
overstretching or tearing of ligament. Generally, sprain
occurs at wrist joint and ankle joint. Sometimes,
fracture is also possible along with the sprain. In such
injury swelling, inflammation, sever pain and
tenderness are common symptoms. There can be
laxity in the ligament. All the above mentioned
symptoms depend on the severity of sprain.
PREVENTION
A thorough warm-up is necessary for preventing
sprain, specially all the joints should be exercised well
during warm-up.
1. Proper conditioning should be done during the
preparatory phase.
2. All the sports equipments must be of good quality.
3. Playfields/courts should be smooth and clean.
4. Good officiating is essential for preventing such
injury.
5. Rules of the game/sport must be followed.
4. ABRASION
Abrasion is a skin injury. Abrasion usually occurs due
to friction with certain equipment or a fall over the
area where the bone is very close to the skin. It occurs
at the upper part of the skin.
Prevention
1. Players should perform proper warm-up before
training and competition.
2. Players should perform proper conditioning during
the preparatory phase.

3. Sports equipment should be of good quality.
4. Good officiating is essential during the practice
and competition.
5. BRUISES
Sometimes, such type of injuries may occur in football,
hockey and boxing. Bruises are not clearly seen
because the upper skin remains unaffected, but inner
tissues are damaged. The affected area becomes
blue. In fact, the blood spreads under the skin because
of rupture of blood vessels.
PREVENTION
1. Players should perform adequate warm-up before
any sports activity.
2. Players should have good anticipation power.
3. Players should be careful and alert during the
practice and competition.
4. Players should not be rash. They should play
according to the rules and regulation.
BONE INJURIES
There are following type of bone injuries:
1. Simple fracture
2. Compound fracture
3. Complicated fracture
4. Green stick fracture
5. Commented fracture
6. Impacted fracture
1. Simple fracture. The fracture without any wound
is called simple fracture.
2. Compound fracture. Compound fracture is that
fracture in which the skin and muscles are damaged
along with the fracture.
Generally, the broken bone comes out through the
skin by tearing it.
3. Complicated fracture. In complicated fracture,
a bone is broken and damages the internal organs.
The internal organ may be tissues, never or artery.
Usually, such type of fractures are complicated and
dangerous. such fractures are common in high jump
and pole vault.
4. Green stick fracture. These fractures are
commonly seen in children because their bones are
very soft and delicate. Whenever there is any stress
on the bone it is bent.
5. Comminuted fracture. When a bone is broken
in to two or more pieces, it is called comminuted
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fracture. Such type of fracture is possible in cycle
race or motorcycle race.
6. Impacted fracture. When the end of a fractured
bone enters into other bone, it is called impacted
fracture.
Prevention
1. Players should perform adequate warm-up before
participating in sports and games. All the parts of
body should be exercised well.
2. Proper conditioning must be done in preparatory
phase.
3. Players should not continue to play during the state
of fatigue.
4. Good officiating is essential for preventing
fractures.
5. Players should be very careful and alert during
practice and competition.
JOINT INJURIES
Dislocation of joints is a main injury. In fact, it is a
dislocation of surface of bones. There are following
types of dislocations:
1. Dislocation of lower jaw. Generally, it occurs
when the chin strikes to any other object. It may also
occur if mouth is opened excessively.
2. Dislocation of shoulder joints. Dislocation of
shoulder joint may occur due to sudden jerk or a fall
on hard surface. The end of the humerus comes out
from the socket.
3. Dislocation of hip joint. By putting maximum
strength spontaneously may cause dislocation of hip
joint. The end of the femur is displaced from the
socket.
Prevention
1. Adequate warm-up should be performed prior to
any physical activity.
2. Proper conditioning should be done in preparatory
period.
3. Stretching exercises should be included in warm-
up.
4. Players should be careful and alert during practice
and competition.
5. Protective equipments should be used as per
requirement of the game/sport.
6. Practice should be discontinued during the fatigue.

7. Players should have good anticipation and
concentration power.
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* T.R. Sharma

EXPLORING STRESS AND ITS MANAGEMENT STRATEGIES
AMONGST NATIONAL LEVEL SPORTS PERSONS

* Lecturer, Shree Sharrik Shikshan Mahavidhyalay College of Phy. Edu., Surat

Stress is a phenomenon has been widely researched and studied. Research indicates that mental stress
affects both- the CNS and the ANS, producing not only psychological changes but also negative affect. It
may affect the population’s ‘Self confidence, ego strength, self-esteem, and their entire self-concept’. In
other words, stress may affect the psyche of the individual player which plays a crucial role in coping and
performing. Therefore when intervening with the sporting population and using broader coping techniques
with them, the first ask would be to obtain an accurate picture of the psyche of each individual player. This
will provide information about the mental resources of each player and reveal those weaknesses which may
be making them more vulnerable to stress factors. The next step would be to find what are their perceived
stressors and finally what are the coping mechanisms being used by them to deal with stress.
Key words: Stress, psyche, ego strength, stressors.

Stress is psycho-physical phenomenon that leads to
weakening in the psycho-physical state of the
individual, causing deterioration in activity or an
increase in the psycho-physical exertion necessary
per unit of performance. (scgekkeberger, 1990)
Stress is an inevitable and imperative part of our lives.
No one can escape stress, and as Hans Selye puts, it
‘complete freedom is death’. If stress is such an
omnipresent part of one’s lives then one must also
cope with it continuously in order to survive. Lazarus
1980 describes the situation better, when he says that
‘stress and coping are the faces of the same coin’.
This is true more so in the domain of sports because
sport by its basic definition (Angela Patmore 1986)
is, ‘an experiment, where by use of artificial means
such as by use of symbols-tools props, boundaries
and time-limits-conditions shall be imposed on subjects
which will excite the maximum degree of stress both
in the area provided and the time designated. Under
these conditions, ability to withstand stress in the
subjects shall be seen to be measured in the subjects
shall be seen to be measured in the performance of a
chosen visible goal. Success / failure shall be adjudged

according to subject’s ability to perform and direct
the agreed goal and the energies so generated, shall
be signified collectively by the term sport’. From this
definition it is clear, that in a sporting situation, specific
objective external demands are made on the individual.
These demands are not only physical requiring fitness
and muscular coordination to master the techniques
involved in using sport equipments, but are also
psychological in nature requiring such mental skills
as rapid accurate perception, memory and though
process for quick decision making against a backdrop
of multiple reference systems.
However, it is a common knowledge that identical
external demands will not elicit the same stress
reactions from every individual. Therefore, the extent
to which these physical and psychological demands
will be perceived as stress will ultimately depend upon
the subjective manner in which the player will appraise
the demands made on him/her and their ability to cope
with the resultant stress successfully. The ability of
the players to cope with stress is a complex feature
determined by such factors as his/her stable
personality traits, their needs attitudes, interests,
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moods, past experiences, learning, motivation etc and
guided by their existing feelings/inner states. Coping
with stress is not only a personalised phenomenon
but also a learning process. It enables the player to
fulfil the highly varied demands made on them in a
positive fashion.
A perusal of related research literatures indicates that
although stress, its sources and its relation to sporting
performance has been extensively coping the process
by which player consciously responds stressful
situations experienced during sport situations, has
received only scant attention in the sport-psychology
research literature. Hence this requires that a
practical assessment of coping skills that already exist
or of those that have yet to be developed should be
made. These assessments should be based on facts
that have been scientifically verified concerning the
subjective experiences of players, their perceptions
of the stressors/demands and their self-report of the
skills they are using to consciously control and meet
the demands. Such assessments will enable the sport-
psychologists to work and intervene on an individual
basis.
Keeping in mind the above, an analogous attempt has
been made in this study to understand the nature and
process of stress as perceived and experienced by
sports people, and to identifying their coping patterns-
the assumption being that an analysis of the above
information would help in identifying the border coping
techniques that may prove to be useful in further
enhancing and optimising the performance of sports
people.
Objectives:
i. To examine the extent of awareness about the role
& relevance of sport Psychology amongst Indian
Sports persons.
ii. To obtain an experimental account of the stress
process from the sports persons and to examine its
effect on their performance.
iii. To examine the perceived sources of stress by
sports persons.
iv. To identify the coping strategies adopted by sports
persons to cope with their stress, and
v. To identify broad coping techniques that may be
used to optimise the performance of sports persons.

Sample:
The sample consisted of 30 national level Indian sports
persons, within range of 16-29 years. To obtain and
adequate representation of various professional sports,
the sample consisted of sports persons who played
such diverse games as football, athletics, cricket, judo
and boxing. The sample also consisted of 3 females
and 27 males, although at the end, the entire sample
was treated as a whole.
Results
Table – 1: To examine the extent of awareness about
the role and relevance of Sport-Psychology amongst
the Indian sports persons.

Sr. 
No. Awareness Categories Frequency of Responses  

1 Total lack of awareness  23 (76.6%)  
2 Heard about them 4 (13.3%)  

3 Consulted psychologist 
1 (PVT Psychologist) 

3 (10%) 
2 (Counsellors in camps) 

 

The study also highlights the following practical
implications:
1. The technique of Hypnosis may prove to be
propitious in sporting situations calling for further
investigation in this area.
2. A change in the societal attitude towards sports is
imperative in order to make an impact at the individual
level.
3. Training sports people into group dynamics would
require psychological skills and expertise and may
be an important step in intervention.
4. Making the Sports-Persons Aware about the
Discipline of Sports – Psychology Poses to be
Challenge as well as a major task for its
Disciplinarians.
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* Chetan Dhanani

DRUGS IN SPORTS

*  PTI, The K.P.E.S. College, Bhavnagar

Professionalism and commercialism ultimately led to corruption Bribing and cheating became commonplace,
and competitors of this period were reputedly willing to ingest any preparation which might .enhance their
performance, including extracts of mushrooms and plant seeds. During the twentieth century, sporting activity
has gradually evolved into a ‘big business’ providing a significant, world-wide source of entertainment,
revenue and employment. Sport has also developed into a significant social institution and to succeed in sport
has become highly valued This has placed pressure on sports people to become not only successful, but the
best. This pressure has contributed to the escalation in the incidence of drug taking and the number of drug
related deaths within the sporting community. The list of drugs banned from the Olympics is determined by
the World Anti-Doping Agency, established in 1999 to deal with the increasing problem of doping in the
sports world.

Introduction
The use of drugs in an attempt to enhance sporting
performance is known as doping. The word ‘dope’
originated in South Africa. Dope referred to a
primitive alcoholic drink that was used as a stimulant
in ceremonial dances. Gradually the term adopted a
wider usage and in reference to sport, it became
known as ‘doping’.
In today’s sporting context, doping refers to the use
by athletes of prohibited substances or methods that
may enhance performance. While the term ‘doping’
first appeared in an English dictionary in 1879, the
use of drugs is evident throughout the history of sport.
Early games
By 800BC the Greeks had incorporated sport into
their lifestyles to a similar extent as the cultural and
religious observations of the time. Athletic festivals
were common in the Greek calendar. Emphasis was
placed on the artistic nature of athletics as well as
the preparatory role athletics played for warriors.
Participants were required to write poetry, or perhaps
display another artistic ability, as well as perform
physical feats.
From about 400BC sport achieved a status in the
social life of Greece similar to, if not greater than, its

place in society today. Mass spectator sport was the
order of the day and rich prizes for winners led to the
emergence of a class of highly paid sports people,
resulting in the demise of the amateur competitor.
Professionalism and commercialism ultimately led to
corruption. Bribing and cheating became
commonplace, and competitors of this period were
reputedly willing to ingest any preparation which might
enhance their performance, including extracts of
mushrooms and plant seeds.
Roman period
The increased status of sport and the elevated position
of athletes continued into the Roman period.
However, the Romans adopted different sporting
activities to the Greeks.
Spectatorship thrived at gladiatorial competitions and
chariot races, and these sporting events reigned as a
source of public entertainment
The use of drugs during this period has also been
recorded. Chariot racers fed their horses a potent
mixture to make them run faster, while many
gladiators were doped-up’ to make their fights
sufficiently vigorous and bloody for the paying public.
Christian era
The onset of the Christian era signaled the demise of
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these early games. The blood-letting nature of many
of the Roman ‘sports’ was unacceptable to the new
order of society. Eventually in 396AD the Emperor
Theodosius called an end to the ancient games with
a rule banning all forms of pagan’ sports. White sports
such as wrestling and boxing were initially promoted
as substitute for the disfavored Roman activities,
these were not widely accepted and  their popularity
as a form of sport subsided Furthermore, the ethos
that physical development hindered intellectual
development was widely encouraged and accepted.
Sport in the early nineteenth century
Sport in the English society of the early nineteenth
century was comprised  largely of unstructured
recreational activities England was an agricultural and
rural-based society and displayed forms of physical
activity that were casual, communal and regionalized
in nature. The type of recreational activity mirrored
the pace of society.
Celebrations in respect of the harvest, or religious
holidays such as Christmas, would bring the village
together for a central form of entertainment.
• Typical celebrations consisted of: drinking and
dancing
• games such as sack races, leapfrog and pig chasing
• activities like cockfighting and boxing matches
 • Football games with over 1,000 players on a field
several miles long.
The Industrial Revolution had a significant impact on
all aspects of sport and recreation. Technology was
used to develop new equipment in sports such as golf,
tennis and cricket. Other inventions also had a major
impact, for example, the electric light which permitted
the playing of games at night. A number of
developments occurred that changed the format of
traditional activities.
These included:
• restrictions of time and space
• formation of clubs and organized competitions
• restriction on the number of players
• development of rules
• standardization and modification of equipment
Two significant outcomes of the increased
involvement and interest in sport were commercialism
and professionalism. The professional sportsperson

took a place in society. Sport was no longer a frivolous
activity to be played solely in free time. Sport, for
some, now became a profession. Sport and the
twentieth century
By the turn of the century, sport was reassuming a
place similar to that which it held in Greek and Roman
societies. Further advances in technology combined
with social, economic and political developments
influenced sports development during the twentieth
century.
During the twentieth century, sporting activity has
gradually evolved into a ‘big business’ providing a
significant, world-wide source of entertainment,
revenue and employment. Sport has also developed
into a significant social institution and to succeed in
sport has become highly valued.
This has placed pressure on sports people to become
not only successful, but the best. This pressure has
contributed to the escalation in the incidencef drug
taking and the number of drug related deaths within
the sporting community. The list of drugs banned from
the Olympics is determined by the World Anti-Doping
Agency, established in 1999 to deal with the
increasing problem of doping in the sPorts world. The
banned substances and techniques fall into the
following categories:
• Stimulants
• Narcotic analgesics
• Anabolic agents
• Diuretics
• Peptide hormones, mimetics and analogues
• Beta blockers
• Blood doping
Stimulants
• You are wide awake and very alert. You are very
competitive.
• Your reactions are very fast and your heart rate
has increased
• You might have taken: amphetamines (speed) or
cocaine
Narcotic analgesics
• You have got an injury but are able to play on without
feeling any pain.
• You would take these if you wanted to be able to
hide the pain
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• You might have taken: morphine, methadone or heroin
Anabolic agents
• You have big muscles. You are very aggressive and
if you are a woman you might grow facial hair.
• You would take these to gain an advantage in sports
which need you to be able to train harder and longer,
and be physically stronger and more powerful, e.g.
sprinting.
• You might have taken: nandrolone or THG
Diuretics
• Your urine production is increased to get rid of
excess fluid in order to lose weight and to mask the
presence of other drugs.
• You would use these if you have to make a certain
weight for your sport like boxing or horse-racing.
Beta blockers
• You are very calm and steady. Your heart rate and
breathing rate slow down.
• You take these to have an advantage in sports
needing concentration like shooting.
Blood doping
• You have had a transfusion of blood containing lots
of red blood cells.
• The blood was taken from you during altitude
training (when your body naturally makes more red
blood cells) or your blood has been treated.
• The extra RBC means you now have a greater 02-
carrying capacity so you have an advantage in
endurance events.
Peptide hormones, mimetics and analogues
• Hormones are naturally occurring in the body.
Analogues are synthetic versions.
• EPO (erythropoetin) increases the number of 02-
carrying red blood cells and is used in endurance
events.
• HGH (human growth hormone) encourages muscle
growth and prevents fatigue so is used for events
requiring power and strength.
Nicotine and Alcohol
• Nicotine is highly addictive and is taken into the
bloodstream through smoking.
• It raises the HR and BR
• Alcohol contains ethanol which acts on the part of
the brain responsible for balance, speech and
coordination. Very bad for sport!

Both these drugs are illegal if found in high
enough quantities in the bloodstream.

Drug  
 
Stimulants  

Side effect  
 
Increase HR and BP, Hide fatigue, 
increase anxiety 
 

Narcotic analgesics  
 
 
Anabolic agents   

Hide injuries that could be made 
much worse, are highly addictive  
 
Increase aggression, development 
of unwanted male or female 
features kidney damage  

Diuretics  
 
Peptide hormones, 
mimeties and analogues 

Dehydration, headaches, nausea, 
dizziness, cramps  
 
EPO-higher risk of stroke, acne and 
muscle tremors 1-IGH-abnonnal 
growth, high BP, diabetes, arthritis  

Beta blockers  
 
Blood doping  

Dizziness, headaches. tiredness, 
upset stomach  
 
Overload the circulatory system 
causing high I3P, kidney failure  

 

There are a large number of reasons why an athlete
may decide to take drugs. Selections are listed here:
• Pressure to succeed, either from themselves or
coaches/family
• Belief that their competitors are taking drugs
• Pressure from governments/national authorities (as
occurred in the eastern bloc countries in the 60’s and
70’s)
• Financial rewards for outstanding performance
• Lack of access to, or funding for training facilities
and additional support (nutrition, psychological
support)
• Community and media attitudes and expectations
of success
The use of performance-enhancing drugs undermines
the ideals of sports and devalues and debases the
rewards of competition. Only by taking a concreted
and comprehensive approach to fight against doping
in sports is it possible to protect the integrity of sport
and the health of athlete youth worldwide.
Current Anti Doping Approache
Basic Goals
• Strengthening the power of education and improving
the quality of educational services through information
and technology (printed materials, video tapes,
telephone counseling)
• Educating athletes and the wider community
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THE RELATIONSHIP OF SPORTS CLIMBING PERFORMANCE
WITH THE SELECTED VARIABLES OF FITNESS

* Visiting Lecturer, Department of Phy. Edu., M.S. University, Surat

The study aims to investigate relation of sports climbing performance (speed climbing) with selected variables
of fitness. The subjects for this study were 26 boys and girls; age 9-13 years who got qualified to take part
in Inter-house Sports Climbing Competition 2012-13 at school level. Competition was help on 11 meters high
sports climbing wall. Hand timings were taken to measure speed climbing performance. Speed, explosive
strength of leg, strength endurance of arms and shoulder muscles, explosive strength of shoulder muscles
and agility were respectively measured through 45m Dash, Vertical jump, Push ups, Medicine Ball Throw,
and 5m Shuttle Run tests. Product Moment Correlation Coefficient (r test) was applied to test hypothesis at
the significance level of 0.05. It was observed that there was significant relation for sports climbing
performance with speed, explosive strength of leg muscles and strength endurance of arms and shoulder
muscles whereas an insignificant relationship was apparent with explosive strength of shoulder muscles and
agility.
Key Words: Sports Climbing Performance, Speed, Explosive Strength of Leg Muscles, Strength Endurance
of Arms and Shoulder Muscles, Explosive Strength of Shoulder Muscles, Agility.

Introduction
“When we try to pick out anything by itself, we find
it hitched to everything else in the universe.”1

As the quote says each and every thing in this word
are interconnected and may be interdependent also.
When it comes to researches it is always a question
of many coaches or sports trainer that what actually
affects the performance of the player. In these days
like all other games; sports climbing is emerging
activity as a recreational sports as well as professional
also.
Researches show that basic variables of fitness i.e.
speed, strength, endurance, flexibility and agility affect
the actual or final performance of every player of
any sports. These are the bases for each and every
aspect of sports training. Any sports person has to
develop basic strength, endurance, and flexibility than
and there only that individual can be trained for
specific strength and specific endurance. Stojanovic2

and others examined 24 elite basketball players for

correlation between explosive strength, aerobic power
and repeated sprint ability. Result of his study showed
significant decrements in sprint performance from
the eight 30-m sprint were observed. Strong inverse
correlation was found between countermovement
jump and specific repeated sprint ability. No
significant correlation was found between VO2max
and specific repeated sprint ability. This sort of study
may be helpful for the coaches of this emerging sport
to train their players better.
Methodology
The subjects for this study were 26 boys and girls;
age from 9 to 13 years who got qualified to take part
in Inter-house Sports Climbing Competition 2012-13
at school level. Competition was help on 11 meters
high sports climbing wall. Hand timings were taken
to measure speed climbing performance. Speed,
explosive strength of leg, strength endurance of arms
and shoulder, explosive strength of shoulder, agility
were respectively measured through 45m Dash,
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Standing Vertical jump, Push ups, Medicine Ball
Throw, and 5m Shuttle Run tests. Product moment
Correlation Coefficient3 (r test) was applied to test
hypothesis at the significance level of 95% or 0.05.
It was hypothesised that there will be significant
correlation coefficient of speed climbing performance
will be found with selected variables of fitness.
Interest of the subjects during tests, daily routine,
personal habits and some psychological and
psychological aspects of the subjects which may
affect their performance were not observed.

Result of the Study
Table - 1

No Variable Calculated value of “r” 
1 Speed 0.49 * 

2 Explosive Strength of Leg 
Muscles - 0.48 * 

3 Strength Endurance of 
Arms and Shoulder Muscles - 0.38 * 

4 Explosive Strength of 
Shoulder Muscles 

- 0.36 

5 Agility 0.37 
 

r 0.05 (24) = 0.388
Based on the findings and within the limitations of
this study following conclusions were drawn.
Graph showing the relationship of sports
climbing performance with speed, explosive
strength, strength endurance and agility

1. Here tabulated r = 0.388. Since calculated (for
Speed) r = 0.49* is greater than tabulated r, thus
correlation between sports climbing performance and
speed is significant at 95% confidence.
2. Here tabulated r = 0.388. Since calculated (for
Explosive Strength of Leg Muscles) r = - 0.48* is
greater than tabulated r, thus correlation between
sports climbing performance and explosive strength
of leg muscles is significant at 95% confidence.
3. Here tabulated r = 0.388. Since calculated (for
Strength Endurance of Arms and Shoulder Muscles)
r = - 0.38* is greater than tabulated r, thus correlation
between sports climbing performance and strength
endurance of arms and shoulder muscles is significant
at 95% confidence.
4. Here tabulated r = 0.388. Since calculated (for

Explosive Strength of Shoulder Muscles) r = 0.36 is
lesser than tabulated r, thus correlation between sports
climbing performance and explosive strength of
shoulder muscles is not significant at 95% confidence.
Discussion of Result
The collected data was calculate by Product Moment
Correlation Coefficient to locate the relation of sports
climbing performance of speed climbing competition
with selected variables of fitness. The result of the
study revealed that there was significant relationship
for sports climbing performance with speed, explosive
strength of leg muscles and strength endurance of
arms and shoulder muscles whereas an insignificant
relationship was apparent with explosive strength of
shoulder muscles and agility. Draper4 and others in
their study observed that there was a significant
relationship between powerslap scores and climbing
ability.
Discussion of Hypothesis
In the light of findings of the study, the hypothesis
that there will be significant positive relationship will
be found between sports climbing performance and
selected variables of fitness is accepted for speed,
explosive strength of leg muscles and strength
endurance of arms and shoulder muscles and rejected
for explosive strength of shoulder muscles and agility.
Recommendations
* Similar study may be conducted on professional
climbers.
* Similar study may be taken by selecting larger
sample or different age group.
* Similar study may be conducted by selecting some
other physiological or anthropological variables.
* Similar study may be conducted by observing
psychological factors which affect the climbing
performance.
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INTERRELATIONSHIP OF BMI WITH STRENGTH, SPEED AND
FLEXIBILITY IN DIFFERENT AGE GROUPS
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The purpose of this study was to find out the interrelationship of BMI with Strength i.e. endurance strength
of abdominal muscles and explosive strength of leg muscles, speed and flexibility which are respectively
assessed by sit up, standing broad jump, 50 yard dash and sit and reach tests.48 boys, age 7 to 13 years as
a group A and 40 boys, 17 to 28 years as a group B were selected as the subjects for the study. Product
moment correlation coefficient test (r at 0.05 level of significance) was applied to test hypothesis. The
findings of the study shows that there is significant relationship of BMI with endurance strength of abdominal
muscles, explosive strength of leg muscles, and flexibility whereas there is negative significant relationship
was found between BMI and speed in group A i.e. age from 7 to 13 years. However there was no significant
relationship of BMI found with endurance strength of abdominal muscles, explosive strength of leg muscles,
speed and flexibility in higher age group.
Key Words: Body Mass Index, Strength of abdominal muscles, explosive strength of leg muscles, flexibility
of lower back and hamstring muscles.

INTRODUCTION
The ideal body composition varies with different sports
however in general the less the fat mass, the higher
the performance. The body is divided into two
components, the fat-free body mass and the fat mass.
The fat free mass is composed partly of muscle tissue
and the bones. Body composition refers to the relative
percentage of muscle, fat, bone and other tissue of
which the body is composed. The success of an
athlete depends a lot on the body type. Body size,
build and body composition can impair or help
performance. Athletics performance relates to body
type and body composition i.e. muscular development
and amount of body fat. Boyd fat contributes no
strength advantage and limits endurance, speed and
movement however it has its own importance in
functioning of human body.
BMI (Body Mass Index) is a statistical measure of
an individual’s scaled weight according to one’s
height. It is a simple index of weight for height and is
widely used by medical, health and fitness

professionals to classify underweight, overweight and
obesity. BMI is calculated by dividing weight (in kg)
by height (in meters) squared. The World Health
Organization has defines different ranges of different
categories i.e. under weight, normal, over weight and
obese. It is also classified according to age and sex
of an individual.
Delimitations
1. The study was delimited to the 48 boys in 7 to 13
years age group and 40 boys in 17 to 28 years age
group.
2. The study was further delimited to the assessment
of the endurance strength of abdominal muscles,
explosive strength of leg muscles, speed and flexibility
Limitations
1. For the subjects; factors like diet, daily routine life
style, habits etc. which may affect the Finding of the
study will not be controlled by the investigators.
Hypothesis
It was hypothesized that significant relationship of
BMI with strength, speed and flexibility will be found
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in both the age groups.
METHODOLOGY
Design of the Study
For the purpose of this study 48 boys of 7 to 13 years
as a group A and 40 boys 17 to 28 years as a group B
were selected as subjects. On first day height, weight,
standing broad jump and sit ups conducted and on
the second day 50 yard dash and sit and reach tests
were conducted to measure BMI, explosive strength
of leg muscles, strength of abdominal muscles, speed
and flexibility respectively.

Table – 1
Variables, Unites of Measurement and Test

Applied for Data Collection

No Variable 
Unit of 

Measurement 
Test 

1 
Strength of 
Abdominal Muscles 

Number 
Sit ups 

2 
Explosive Strength of 
Leg Muscles 

Number 
Standing Broad 
Jump 

3 Speed Time (Seconds) 50 Yard Dash 

4 Flexibility Centimeters Sit and Reach Test 

 
Statistical Procedure
To find out the relationship of BMI with strength,
speed and flexibility coefficient of correlation (r test)
was applied. The level of significance to test the
hypothesis was set at 0.05 level which was considered
appropriate for the purpose of the study.
ANALYSIS OF DATA AND FINDINGS OF
THE STUDY
Table - 2
Table showing the correlation coefficient of BMI with
strength of abdominal muscles, explosive strength of
leg muscles, speed and flexibility in group A and group
B.
No Variable 

Correlated Correlation Coefficient 

Group A Group B 

1 Strength of Abdominal Muscles - 0.283* 0.226 

2 Explosive Strength of Leg Muscles - 0.345* 0.177 

3 Speed  0.322* 0.038 

4 Flexibility - 0.269* 0.009 

 

r 0.05 (46) 0.240, (38) 0.264

Graph – 1
Graph showing the correlation coefficient of
BMI with Endurance Strength of Abdominal
Muscles in group - A and group - B.

It is evident from graph – 1 that there is negative
significant relationship between BMI and endurance
strength of abdominal muscles in group A; which
means that there is negative linear relation between
the BMI and endurance strength of abdominal
muscles. Here any amount of increase in BMI is
followed by the decrease in the endurance strength
of abdominal muscles by the approximately same
amount and vice versa. Whereas there is no
significant relationship found between BMI and
endurance strength of abdominal muscles in group B
Graph – 2
Graph showing the correlation coefficient of
BMI with Explosive Strength of Leg Muscles
in group - A and group - B.

It is evident from graph – 2 that there is negative
significant relationship between BMI and explosive
strength of leg muscles in group A; which means that
there is negative linear relation between the BMI
explosive strength of leg muscles. Here any amount
of increase in BMI is followed by the decrease in the
explosive strength of leg muscles by the approximately
same amount and vice versa. Whereas there is no
significant relationship found between BMI and
explosive strength of leg muscles in group B
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Graph – 3
Graph showing the correlation coefficient of
BMI with Speed in group - A and group - B.

It is evident from graph – 3 that that there is positive
significant relationship between BMI and speed in
group A. Here increase in BMI in any amount is
followed by the increase in running time by the
approximately same amount and vice versa. Whereas
there is no significant relationship found between BMI
and speed in group B.
Graph – 4
Graph showing the correlation coefficient of
BMI with Flexibility in group - A and group - B.

It is evident from graph – 4 that there is negative
significant relationship between BMI and flexibility
in group A. Here any amount of increase in BMI is
followed by the decrease in the flexibility by the
approximately same amount and vice versa. Whereas
there is no significant relationship found between BMI
and flexibility in group B
Discussion of Findings
The findings of the study shows that there is
significant relationship of BMI with endurance
strength of abdominal muscles, explosive strength of
leg muscles, and flexibility whereas there is negative
significant relationship was found between BMI and
speed in group A i.e. age from 7 to 13 years. However
there was no significant relationship of BMI found
with endurance strength of abdominal muscles,
explosive strength of leg muscles, speed and flexibility
in higher age group. The reasons for the same could
be that in higher age group muscles mass would have
been developed well and limitations of BMI measure

that it measures only the proportion of weight to height
however body weight also includes muscles mass,
bone mass and other body composition. A large
muscle mass enhances performance in strength and
power activities. Here accurate appraisal of body
composition is required as BMI is of limited value in
evaluating physique, since it is well established that
overweight and over fat are not synonymous. This
point is clearly illustrated that many who are muscular
and exceed some average weight for their age and
height, but otherwise are lean in terms of body fat.
Recommendation
1. The same type of study can be conducted with
different age group.
2. The same type study can be conducted selecting
girls as a subject for the study.
3. The same type of study can be conducted selecting
players of specific sports.
4. Similar study can be conducted selecting other
specific component of body composition.
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PRANAYAMA A SCIENCE OF BREATHING
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Pranayama is control of Breath”. “Prana” is Breath
or vital energy in the body. On subtle levels prana
represents the pranic energy responsible for life or
life force, and “ayama” means control. So Pranayama
is “Control of Breath”. One can control the rhythms
of pranic energy with pranayama and achieve healthy
body and mind.
Patanjali in his text of Yoga Sutras mentioned
pranayama as means of attaining higher states of
awareness, he mentions the holding of breath as
important practice of reaching Samadhi. Hatha Yoga
also talks about 8 types of pranayama which will make
the body and mind healthy.
Five types of prana are responsible for various pranic
activities in the body, they are Prana, Apana, Vyan,
Udana & Samana. Out of these Prana and Apana
are most important. Prana is upward flowing and
Apana is downward flowing. Practice of Pranayama
achieves the balance in the activities of these pranas,
which results in healthy body and mind.
Types Of Pranayama
· Quiet Breathing , Deep Breathing , Fast Breathing
· Tribandha and Pranayama
· Nadi Shuddhi Pranayama or Anuloma - Viloma
(Alternate nostril breathing - I)
· Anuloma - Viloma (Alternate Nostril Breathing -
II)
· Suryan Bhedan Pranayama (Right Nostril
Breathing)
· Ujjayi Pranayama
· Bhramari Pranayama
· Pranayama from Hatha Yoga
Surya Bhedan, Bhasrika, Ujjayi, Shitali, Sitkari,
Bhramari, Murchha & Plavini Pranayama
Preparation for Pranayama

As people have attraction towards Yogasanas,
similarly they have attraction to Pranayama. The
process of Pranayama is concerned with the
breathing, the indicator of life. And therefore, if it is
done wrongly, it may do harm to the person. This
fear dissuades many from taking up Pranayama. The
second reason for its unpopularity is the absence of
teachers who can teach it scientifically. However, it
is true that if one does Pranayama unscientifically,
without proper guidance, one certainly suffers. But it
does not mean that it is such a difficult process, that
it cannot be done by a common man. On the contrary,
if it is learnt and practiced under an expert’s guidance,
one learns soon and experiences the wonderful and
even unimaginable benefits.
Breath and Prana
Breathing is a vital process which starts at the time
of birth and stops at the death. The important Oxygen
is provided to all the parts, organs and cells of the
body. The maximum time a person can survive
without oxygen is about 4 minutes. All the metabolic
processes require oxygen. Oxygen is life, a vital force.
This vital energy is called Prana.
What is Pranayama?
The process of controlling the Prana is called
Pranayama. So pranayama is the science related to
vital force supplying energy and controlling the body
mind complex. Breathing is the process of taking in
this vital energy and removing the waste products
out of our body and mind. Generally breathing includes
inhalation and exhalation but pranayama includes
retention of breath (known as ‘Kumbhaka’ in
Sanskrit) as well. This is a very important process.
The air can be retained in the lungs or out of the
lungs. The ancient texts say that retention of air,
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increases the level of prana (energy) in the body, also
it regulates the flow of pranic energy through out the
body. So pranayama helps remove all the ailments
and also can stop the aging process of the body.
Mind and breath
The mind, consisting of thoughts and emotions is
closely related to the breath. When the mind is calm
and relaxed, the breathing is smooth and slow. If you
are stressed breathing is fast & shallow but mostly
through chest. When one gets angry, the breathing
becomes fast and forceful, in depressed states
sighing, when in pain gasping, in anxiety shallow and
rapid. In this way, the mental and emotional states
affect breathing.
Rhythmic Breathing is Pranayama
All the processes and organs like heart, brain,
digestive organs, endocrine glands in the body have
rhythms. Also the breathing has specific rhythms.
Pranayama is Rhythmic breathing, bringing the breath
in natural rhythm by controlling the process of
inhalation, exhalation and retention.
Physiology of Yogic breathing
In process of breathing, one uses diaphragm,
intercostals muscles in the chest. The diaphragmatic
breathing is called vertical breathing and is considered
a more efficient way to inhale air than inhaling while
expanding the chest which is called horizontal
breathing...
In pranayama, one should utilize the diaphragm
efficiently to get more oxygen without making more
efforts. The diaphragm is attached to the organs like
heart and lings, also the liver, spleen, pancreas and
stomach from the bottom side. Efficient movement
of the diaphragm makes the functioning of these
organs more efficient.
We will see Deep breathing & Fast breathing from
Pranayama Perspective in next article.
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THE USE OF THE PERSON-CENTERED APPROACH FOR THE
REDUCTION OF THE STATE-TRAIT ANXIETY IN FOOTBALL

PLAYERS
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The aim of this study was to investigate the effect of the person - centered intervention (reflection, congruence,
respect, empathy) on the anxiety (state - trait) of football players. In the sample 50 male football players
between the ages of 17 to 21 were taken. The whole sample was divided in to two equal groups (25 each)
i.e. Experimental Group and Control Group. For the measurement of trait and state anxiety the STAI 1 and
STAl2 (Spielberger, Gorsuch, Lushene, 1968; Laux, Glanzmann, Schaffner, Spielberger, 1981) were used
and Roger’s person-centered method was applied on Experimental Group for 15-20 minutes as advising
sessions once per week before and after practice for 12 weeks (3 months). On the Control Group the
coaches utilized their usual pedagogical - coaching techniques before and after practice. Statistically significant
differences were observed on the reduction of state and trait anxiety between the football players of
Experimental Group and Control Group. The results indicate that the person-centered method positively
influences the players who participate in team sports reducing their state and trait anxiety.

Introduction
For coaches, dealing with anxiety is especially
important, because an anxious athlete does not
function correctly, has trouble concentrating,
remembering, and noticing things which are
necessary for a good performance. The result of
anxiety is that the athletes are not able to perform as
well as they can, their performance is influenced
during a game and they seldom reach the desired
result, which is victory. Anxiety in general is defined
as: a) a learned bodily reaction to danger (Euler, 1983),
b) a form of self-centeredness which is characterized
by self-observation, doubts and low self-esteem
(Krohne & Hock, 1994), c) one of the ten basic
human emotions which is similar to instinct (Izard &
Buechler, 1980), d) the result of the inconsistency
between the inner and outer value system (Fisseni,
1996; Patsiaouras, 1999). In sport psychology theory,
anxiety has been most often analyzed in terms of
state, trait, cognition and somatic (Martens & Gill,
1976; Martens, Vealey & Burton, 1990, Spielberger

1966).
The present paper was designed exactly for this
reason. The basic principles in the person - centered
approach in sports are based upon Rogers’s (1985;
1991a, b) theories. The person - centered theory
confronts human nature as a complicated, whole,
organic being which has the tendency to survive, to
differ, to improve, to evolve and develop to the fullest
extent of his/her potential. The main goal of the
method is to help the individual to desire and achieve
full autonomy and self-realization. Rogers’s theories
are built on a single “force of life” he calls the
actualizing tendency. Rogers captures with this single
great need or motive (actualizing tendency) all the
other motives that other theorists talk about. In the
person - centered method, the psychotherapist is not
the expert who solves all of the individual’s problems
but, acting as a consultant helps the individual find
his/her own way, personal solutions to various
problems being confront. Because of the importance
of person -centered theory in the field of psychology
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and its results in the psychotherapy, it seemed
appropriate to investigate the application of person -
centered method in sports. The purpose of the study
was with the person - centered approach in a time
period of three months to reduce the levels of state
and trait anxiety in football players
Methodology
Participants - The sample was made up of 50
football players of under-21 category. These football
Players were enhancing their sports skills at SAI
center Port Blair (Andaman & Nicobar) and SAI
center Ambala (Haryana), The whole sample was
divided in to equal groups (25 each) i.e. Experimental
Group and Control Group. The football players of
SAI center port Blair were taken into the
Experimental Group and player of SAI center Ambala
were constitute the Control Group.
Measures –  on the Experimental group the Roger’s
person-centered method was applied in the form of
advisory meetings at least once a week for 15-20
minutes before practice and with feedback for 15
minutes after practice, The person - centered method
was applied to the experimental group by one of the
researchers. Much attention was drawn to the
creation of a safe environment for the participants,
so as to feel comfortable to talk about personal
problems, which they confront, without the fear of
rejection of the coach -researcher or the other
players in the team. There is only one technique that
Rogerians are known for and that technique is called
reflection (Rennie, 1998), Reflection is the mirroring
of emotional communication (Rogers, 1991), For

example if a player says “I feel very bad the coach
may reflect this back to the player by saying something
like “so, the training is getting you down, hey?” Also,
using open-ended questions the coach is
communicating with the player and is showing him
that he is indeed listening, questioning about his/her
condition and cares enough to understand_ On the
Control Group the coaches utilized their usual
pedagogical - coaching techniques before and after
practice
For the measurement of trait and state anxiety the
STAI 1 and STAI 2 (Spielberger, Gorsuch, Lushene,
1968; Laux, Glanzmann, Schaffner, Spielberger, 1981)
were used. The STAI 1 (state) was used to measure
state anxiety, a temporary situation of intensity, worry,
insecurity and nervousness for situation to come, The
STAl2 (trait) was used to measure trait anxiety as a
relatively standard trait characteristic of a personality
which we perceive as an attribute or a tendency the
player has. The trait characteristic according to the
person-centered theory is the re It o  pieces of
information, which have been created from the
experiences that every person has and the interaction
he/she has with his/her environment (Nemeskeri,
1992). The answers were given on a 4- point Likert
type scale, from never (1) to always (4), The players
completed the questionnaires (STAI 1 and STAl2) at
the beginning of the experiment (Pre-Test) and once
at the end of the experiment (Post-Test).
To analysis the collected data t-test was used and
level of significance was set at 0.05.

Results and Discussion
The analysis and results of the data is as follows:

Table-1
Independent sample t-test for the State and Trait anxiety between Experimental &Control

Group of football players

Variable Session Experimental Group Control Group SED        t 
N Mean SD N Mean SD 

STAI-1 Pre-Test 25 37.00 9.56 25 38.74 9.43 2.68     0.64 
 Post-Test 25 32.45 8.46 25 37.86 8.53 2.402   2.25* 
STAI-2 Pre-Test 25 37.33 8.74 25 38.92 5.74 2.05     0.53 
 Post-Test 25 32.33 8.61 25 39.92 9.06 2.49     3.04* 
 *Significant at 0.05 (2.01) level of significance on 48 df.
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The analysis of the data presented in the table-1
clearly indicates that there exists no significant
difference between the Pre-Test mean scores of both
the groups on the state and trait anxiety. However,
the table also shows that there exists significant
difference between the Post-Test mean scores of
both the groups on the state and trait anxiety at 005
level of significance ‘t’ value clearly indicates that
the sate and trait anxiety of Experimental Group was
reduced significantly as compare to the Control
Group.
Discussion
From the results it is observed that the statistically
significant differences were observed in the state and
trait anxiety of experimental group in comparison to
the control group. The state and trait anxiety level of
experiment group was reduced significantly due to
the person - centered method
Even though there is a relatively small amount of
research in the particular area, encouraging samples
in the use of psychotherapeutic methods in sports
are given in studies in the last few years, in which
we conclude that the cohesion between the players
of a soccer team improves with the use of a systemic
family approach (Slater, 2002).
It appears that the person-centered method is a
reliable one as far as the control of the above factors
are concerned, a fact that is also supported by Roger’s
theoretical model (1985; 1991a, b). A potential
restriction the study might have is the small sample
size, although the results indicate that the person-
centered method positively influences the athletes of
the team sports. Further research with a larger sample
and with athletes in individual sports is also
recommended.
Conclusion
From the results of the study it have been concluded
that the person - centered method positively influences
the players who participate in team sports reducing
their state and trait anxiety. The aim of a coach who
follows the principles of the person-centered
approach is to give his/her player the opportunity to
choose and reach a decision that he/she (the player)
considers to be right and not to try to solve the

problems that every athlete must deal with by giving
him/her ready solutions.
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What is Sports Psychology?
Sports psychology is the study of how psychology
influences sports, athletic performance, exercise and
physical activity. Some sports psychologists work with
professional athletes and coaches to improve
performance and increase motivation. Other
professionals utilize exercise and sports to enhance
people’s lives and well-being throughout the entire
lifespan.
History of Sports Psychology
Sports psychology is a relatively young discipline
within psychology. In 1920, Carl Diem founded the
world’s first sports psychology laboratory at the
Deutsche Sporthochschule in Berlin, Germany. In
1925, two more sports psychology labs were
established — one by A.Z. Puni at the Institute of
Physical Culture in Leningrad and the other by
Coleman Griffith at the University of Illinois.
Griffith began offering the first course in sports
psychology in 1923, and later published the first book
on the subject titled The Psychology of coaching
(1926). Unfortunately, Griffith’s lab was closed in
1932 due to lack of funds. After the lab was shut
down, there was Very little research on sports
psychology until the subject experienced a revival of
interest during the 1960s.
Ferruccio Antonelli established the International
Society of Sport Psychology (ISSP) in 1965 and by
the 1970s sports psychology had been introduced to
university course offerings throughout North
America. The first academic journal, the
International Journal of Sport Psychology, was
introduced in 1970, which was then followed by the
establishment of the Journal of Sport Psychology
in 1979.

By the I 980s, sports psychology became the subject
of a more rigorous scientific focus as researchers
began to explore how psychology could be used to
improve athletic performance, as well as how
exercise could be utilized to improve mental well-
being and lower stress levels.
Sports Psychology Today
Contemporary sports psychology is a diverse field.
While finding ways to help athletes is certainly an
important part of sports psychology, the application
of exercise and physical activity for improving the
lives of non-athletes is also a major focus.
Major Topics Within Sports Psychology
There are a number of different topics that are of
special interest to sports psychologists. Some
professionals focus on a specific area, while others
study a wide range of techniques.
• Imagery: Involves visualizing performing a task,
such as participating in an athletic event or
successfully performing a particular skill.
• Motivation:  A major subject within sports
psychology, the study of motivation looks at both
extrinsic and intrinsic motivators. Extrinsic motivators
are external rewards, such as trophies, money, medals
or social recognition. intrinsic motivators arise from
within, such as a personal desire to win or the sense
of pride that comes from performing a skill.
• Attentional Focus: Involves the ability to tune out
distractions, such as a crowd of screaming fans, and
focus attention on the task at hand.
What Is Sports Psychology?:
According to Division 47 of the American
Psychological Association, sports psychology
encompasses a range of topics including “motivation
to persist and achieve, psychological considerations
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in sport injury and rehabilitation, counseling techniques
with athletes, assessing talent, exercise adherence
and well-being, self-perceptions related to achieving,
expertise in sport, youth sport and performance
enhancement and self-regulation techniques.”
While popular perceptions often presume that sports
psychology is only concerned with professional
athletics, this specialty area includes a broad range
of scientific, clinical and applied topics involving
sports and exercise. There are two key areas of
interest in sports psychology: understanding how
psychology can be applied to improve motivation and
performance and understanding how sports and
athletics can improve mental health and overall well-
being.
Sports psychologists may also choose to specialize in
a particular area. Some examples of major specialties
within this field include:
• Applied sports psychology focuses on teaching skills
to enhance athletic performance such as goal setting
and imagery.
• Clinical sports psychology involves combining
mental training strategies from sports psychology with
psychotherapy to help clients who suffer from mental
health problems including eating disorders and
depression.
• Academic sports psychologists teach at colleges
and universities and also conduct research.
What Do Sports Psychologists Do?:
Sports psychologists typically perform a range of tasks
related to sports performance and education. Some
opt to teach at the university level, while others work
directly with athletes to increase motivation and
enhance performance. Other options include client
counseling, scientific research and athletic consulting.
In addition to working with professional athletes,
sports psychologists also utilize their expertise to
increase the mental well-being of non-athletes. They
may work with a range of clients including children
and teens involved in athletics, professional athletes
and teams interested in improving their performance
and injured athletes working toward returning to
competition.

How Much Do Sports Psychologists Typically
Earn?:
Pay ranges vary considerably within sports
psychology based on training, education, and area of
specialization. According to the Occupational Outlook
Handbook published by the U.S. Department of Labor,
average salaries for clinical and counseling
psychologists range between $41,850 and $71,880.
The median salary for university faculty positions was
$55,000 in a 2001 salary survey by the American
Psychological Association (APA) (Singleton et at,
2003). Some top sports psychologists earn six-figure
salaries working as consultants for professional
athletes, but most earn a more modest yearly income.
What Type of Degree Do Sports Psychologists
Need?:
Entry-level positions with a bachelor’s degree are
rare, usually taking the form of internships. Most
positions require a master’s or doctorate degree in
clinical, counseling or sports psychology as well as
direct training and experience in apply psychology to
sports and exercise.
The American Board of Sport Psychology offers a
few different professional certifications. The highest
level credential is the Board Certified Sports
Psychologist-Diplomat, which “...signifies that the
holder has advanced training and experience in Sport
Psychology and is especially aware of ethical.
methodological, and research issues associated with
the application of methods to enhance the
psychological performance of athletes.” Many who
hold this certification are also certified or licensed
clinical, counseling or health psychologists.
Because there are few graduate programs offering
specialized degrees in sports psychology, it can be
difficult to determine what exact combination of
training and experience qualifies a professional to be
called a ‘sports psychologist.’ Division 47 of the APA
suggests that sports psychologists should be licensed
psychologists with “experience in applying
psychological principles in sports settings.”
Additionally, an extensive educational background and
training in sports, motivation management.
performance and athletics is also recommended.
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Is a Career in Sports Psychology Right for Me?:
Only you can decide if a sports psychology career is
suited to your needs, interests, talents and goals. If
you dislike sports or exercise, this career is probably
not for you. But if you enjoy helping people achieve
their full potential, solving complex problems and
working as part of a team, this field might he an ideal
match for you.
What Are the Pros and Cons of a Career in
Sports Psychology?:
Like all careers, sports psychology has its advantages
and disadvantages. Before you decide if this career
is right for you, spend some time learning more about
sports psychology. Explore your options by taking an
introductory course on the subject and weigh your
choices carefully before you decide.
Benefits of a Career in Sports Psychology
• Sports psychologists often work as part of a
collaborative team.
• There are diverse career paths and specialization
opportunities (i.e. teaching, youth sports, professional
athletics training).
• It can be a fun, challenging and exciting job.
Downsides of a Career in Sports Psychology
• The emphasis on teamwork may be difficult for
independent-minded individuals.
• Requires extensive education, training and
experience.
• Opportunities are generally more limited for
bachelor’s and master’s degree-holders.
Suggested Resources:
• The American Board of Sport Psychology
• APA Division 47 - Exercise and Sports Psychology
• The Journal of Applied Sport Psychology
• Sachs, M.L., Burke, K.L., & Schrader, D.C. (2000)
Directory of graduate programs in applied sport
psychology (6th ed.). Morgantown, WV: Fitness
Information Technology.
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* A.M. Chaudhary

XFD/FHL SM,[HGF SA»LGF B[,F0LVM VG[ ZFH[gN=GUZ SM,[HGF BMvBMGF
B[,F0LVM 5Z ZDT  lR\TFGM T],GFtDS VeIF;

* M.P.Ed. Student, Mahadevbhai Desai Sharirik Shikshan Mahavidhyalaya, Sadara

VF  ;\XMWG VeIF;GM C[T] SA»L ZDT H]Y VG[ BMvBM ZDT H]YGF B[,F0LVM JrR[ ZDT lR\TFGM T],GFtDS VeIF;
SZJFGM  CTMP  VF  ;\XMWG  VeIF;  DF8[  VF\TZ  lJ`JlJWF,I  S1FFV[  5;\N  YTF  SA»L  ZDTGF  !Z  B[,F0LVM  VG[
BMvBM  ZDTGF  !Z  B[,F0L  EF.VMG[  lJQFI5F+M  TZLS[  5;\N  SZL  :5M8";  SMld5l8XG  V[\ghFIl8  8[:8  ,FU]  5F0L
VF\S0FVMG]\  V[S+LSZ6  SZJFDF\  VFjI]  CT]P  A\G[  ZDT  H]YMGF  D/[,  5|F%TF\SM  5Z  ctc  8[:8  ,FU]  5F0L  _P_5  S1FFV[
;FY"STF  RSF;TF  A\G[  ZDT  H]YM  JrR[  lR\TFGF  5|DF6DF\  SM.56  5|SFZGM  GM\WGLI  TOFJT  HMJF  D?IM  G  CTMP

5|:TFJGF o v
ZDTDF\  ;FZF  N[BFJ  DF8[  lR\TF  V[S  H~ZL  5lZA/  K[P
HIFZ[  B[,F0L  JWFZ[  lR\lTT  CMI  tIFZ[  5|NX"G  ;FZ]\  SZL
XSTM GYLP
HIFZ[  B[,F0L  lR\lTT  CMI  K[  tIFZ[  T[GF  ìNIGF  WASFZF
JW[  K[P  ,MCLG] \   NAF6  JW[  K[P  `J;GT\+GF  NZDF\
JWFZM  YJF  ,FU[  K[  VG[  VMSl;HGGL  JWFZ[  H~lZIFT
50JF  ,FU[  K[P  B[,F0LG[  p,8L4  DFYFGM  N]oBFJM4  YFS4
SDHMZL  VFJL  XS[  K[  T[  W]|HJF  56  ,FU[  K[P  T[G[  `JF;
,[JFDF \  TS,LO  50[  K[  S [D  S[  T[GF  U/FGF
:GFI]VMDF\  T6FJ  pt5gG  YJFYL  `JF;  ,[JFDF \
D]xS[,L VG]EJ[ K[P
B[,F0LGL  lR\TF  GA/L  DFGl;STF  ;FY[  HM0FI[,L  K[P
V5DFG4 lTZ:SFZ4 tIFU4 5MTFGL GA/L AFH] B]<,L 50L
HJFGM BMO S[ XFlZZLS .HFGM 0Z H[JL DFGl;STF  lR\TF
DF8[G] \  SFZ6  AG[  K[P  B[,F0L  5MTFGF  VG]EJMGM  S.
ZLT[ VY" SZ[ T[GF p5Z lR\TF VJ,\A[ K[P
SM. 56 ZDT CMI 5KL T[  lS|S[8 CMI S[ BMvBM4  SA»L
CMI  NZ[SDF\  lR\TF  V[  V[S  V[J] \  5lZA/  K[P  H[GFYL
;FZF\  VG[  BZFA  5lZ6FDM  VFJJFGL  XSITF  ZC[  K[P
lR\TF  V[  CSFZFtDS  5|[Z6FGF  ~5DF\  B[,F0LG[  5MTFGF
N[BFJG[ ;]WFZJF VG[ GJF pN[XM lGWF"lZT SZJF DF8[ JWFZ[
DC[GT SZJF 5|[lZT SZ[ K[PVFD4 lR\TF 5|[Z6FA/ AGL XS[
K[P TM ALHL AFH] JW] 50TL lR\TF B[,F0LGF 5|NX"G p5Z
GSFZFtDS V;Z 56 SZ[ K[P
VeIF;GM C[T] ov
ZDTvUDTDF\  B[,F0LVMGL  lR\TFGL  VUtITFG[
wIFGDF\  ZFBL  DFZF  VF  VeIF;GM  C[T]  XFD/FHL

SM,[HGF  SA»L  VG[  ZFH[gN=GUZ  SM,[HGF  BMvBMGF
VF\TZ  lJ`JlJWF,I  S1FFV[  ZDTDF\  EFU  ,LW[,F
B[,F0LVMDF\  lR\TFGF  :TZGM  T],GFtDS  VeIF;  SZJFGM
CTMP
lJQFI5F+MGL 5;\NUL o
VF  VeIF;DF\  C[T]  DF8[  VF\TZ  lJ`JlJWF,I  S1FFGF
XFD/FHLGF  SA»L  ZDTGF  !Z  B[,F0L  EF.VMG[
lJQFI5F+M  TZLS[  5;\N  SZJFDF\  VFjIF  CTF  VG[
ZFH[gN=GUZGF  BMvBM  ZDTGF  !Z  B[,F0L  EF.VMG[
lJQFI5F+M  TZLS[  5;\N  SZJFDF\  VFjIF  CTFP  VFD  A\G[
ZDTGF S], Z$ B[,F0L EF.VMG[  lJQFI5F+M TZLS[ 5;\N
SZJFDF\  VFjIF  CTFP  lJQFI5F+MGL  JI  H]Y  !(  YL
Z5 JQF"GL CTLP
DF5GGF WMZ6M ov
lR\TFGF VeIF; DF8[  :5M8"; SMld5l8XG V[ghFIl8 8[:8
5|`GFJl,G[  DF5G  TZLS[  5;\N  SZJFDF\  VFJL  CTLP
VF\S0FSLI 5|lS|IF ov
:5WF"  ;DIGL  lR\TFG]\  :TZ  HF6JF  DF8[  DwIS  VG[    ctc
5ZL1F6GM  p5IMU  SZJFDF\  VFjIM  CTMP
5lZ6FDM VG[ RRF" o
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;FZ6L v !
XFD/FHL SM,[H VG[ ZFH[gN=GUZ SM,[HGF VF\TZ

lJ`JlJWF,I S1FFV[SA»L VG[ BMvBM ZDTDF\ EFU
,LW[, B[,F0LVMGM :5M8"; SMldl58XG V[\ghFIl8
8[:8GF VF\SGM DwIS VG[ DwIS TOFJT VG[ctc

5ZL1F6 NXF"JTL ;FZ6L

S|D ZDT lJEFU  lJQFI5F+MGL  
;\bIF 

DwIS DwIS 
TOFJT 

D[/J[, 
ctc 

5|DF6 

H~ZL 

!  XFD/FHL SM,[H  12 19.92  1.34  1.72  2.074 Z  ZFH[gN=GUZ  12 18.58 
 

;FY"STFG]\  WMZ6  _P_5  S1FFV[  s22f  =  2.074
;FZ6L  v!  5ZYL  DF,]D  50[  K[  S[  lR\TFGF  5|DF6
S;M8LDF\  XFD/FHL  SM,[HGF  VF\TZ  lJ`JlJWF,I
S1FFV[  SA»L  ZDTDF\  EFU  ,LW[,  B[,F0LVMGL
S;M8LVMGM  DwIS  19.924  ZFH[gN=GUZ  SM,[HGF  VF\TZ
lJ`JlJWF,I  S1FFV[  BMvBM  ZDTDF\  EFU  ,LW[,
B[,F0LVMGL S;M8LVMGM DwIS 18.58 T[DH A\G[ H]YMGM
DwIS  TOFJT  1.34HMJF  D/[,  CTMP  HIFZ[  ctc  Z[lXIM1.72 HMJF D/[, K[P H[ _P_5 S1FFV[s22f = 2.074 V[
RSF;TF  A\G[  H]YM  JrR[  ;FY"S  TOFJT  DF,]D  50TM  G
CTMP

VF,[B v !
XFD/FHL SM,[H VG[ ZFH[gN=GUZ SM,[HGF VF\TZ

lJ`JlJWF,I S1FFV[ SA»L VG[ BMvBM ZDTDF\ EFU
,LW[, B[,F0LVMGM :5M8"; SMldl58XG V[\ghFIl8

8[:8GF VF\SGM DwIS NXF"JTM VF,[B

VF  VeIF;GF  5lZ6FD  5ZYL  SCL  XSFI  S[
XFD/FHL SM,[HGF VF\TZ  lJ`JlJWF,IGF SA»L ZDTGF
B[,F0LVM VG[ ZFH[gN=GUZ SM,[HGF VF\TZ lJ`JlJWF,IGF
BMvBM  ZDTGF  B[,F0LVMGF  :5WF"  ;DIGL  l\R\TFGF
5|DF6DF\  GM\WGLI  TOFJT  HMJF  D/TM  G  CTMP

;\NE"U|\YM

HCMG4 HCMG V[RP VG[ HI]0L V[P a,]S[Z4 ;FISM,MHL
VMO SMlR\U lYIZL V[g0 V[l%,S[XG4 lN<CL o ;]ZHLT
5|SFXG4 !)(ZP
YFGL4JFIP VFZP4 B[, DGMlJ7FG4 GJL  lN<CLo B[,
;FlCtIS[gN=P Z__5
58[,  DOT,F,4  V;FWFZ6  DGMlJ7FG4  RMYL
VFJ'lT4  VDNFJFN  o  I]lGJl;"8L  U|\Y  lGDF"6  AM0"4
!))$P
JDF" 5|SFX H[P4 V[ 8[1FA]S VMG :5M8"; :8[8[:8LS;4
uJFl,IZ o lJG; 5la,S[XG4 Z___P
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* K.S. Limbani

VDZ[,L lH<,FGL XC[ZL VG[ U|FdI lJ:TFZGL DFwIlDS XF/FVMGL
lJWFYL"GLVMGL XFZLlZS IMuITFGM T],GFtDS VeIF;

* M.P.Ed. Student, Mahadevbhai Desai Sharirik Shikshan Mahavidhyalaya, Sadara

VF   ;\XMWG VeIF;GM C[T] U|FDL6 VG[ XC[ZL  lJ:TFZGL XFZLlZS IMuITFGM T],GFtDS VeIF; SZJFGM CTMP VF
;\XMWG VeIF; DF8[  UH[ZF ;\S], VDZ[,LGL DFwIlDS XF/FDF\ VeIF; SZTL U|FdI VG[ XC[ZL lJ:TFZGL 5_v5_
AC[GM INrK] 5wWlTYL lJQFI5F+M TZLS[ 5;\N SZL AAHPER Youth Physicial Fitness Test wJFZF  VF\S0FVMG]
V[S+LSZ6  SZJFDF\  VFjI]  CT\]P  U|FdI  VG[  XC[ZL  H]YMGF  D/[,  5|F%TF\SM  5Z  ctc  8[:8  ,FU]  5F0L  _P_5  S1FFV[
;FY"STF RSF;TF U|FdI VG[ XC[ZL H]YM JrR[  lJQFI5F+M JrR[ XFZLlZS IMuITFGF 5F;FGF SM.56 5|SFZGM GM\WGLI
TOFJT HMJF D?IM G CTMP

5|:TFJGF o v
VFHGF VFW]lGS I]UDF\  ZDT UDT VG[ XFZLlZS  lX1F6
VG[  ZDTUDT 1F[+[ CZ6OF/ EZL ZCIM K[P VG[ J{7FlGS
XMWM V[ JFTGL ;F1FL K[ S[ H[ AF/S XFZLlZS lX1F6  VG[
ZDTUDTGL  5|J'lTDF\  EFU  ,[    K[  T[JF  AF/SM  JWFZ[
T[H4  l:YZ VG[ VFtDlJ‘JF;] CMI K[P  SFZ6 S[ XFZLlZS
lX1F6      VG[  ZDTUDTGL    5|J'lTVMDF\  EFU  ,[JFYL
AF/  ;CH  5|J'lTVM  ;\T]Q8  YFI  K[P  XFZLlZS  5|J'lTVM
:JF:yI VG[ VFZMuI  DF8[GM JF:TlJS VlGJFI" DFU" K[P
5Z\T]4 VFH[ AF/S   WZ TYF  lJWF,IMGF S9MZ VG]XF;G
VG[ 5]:TSMGF AMHYL NAFI[,M ZC[JFGF SFZ6[ T[DGL ;CH
5|J'lTVMYL ;\T]Q8L Y. XSTL GYLP H[GF O/ :J~5[ T[DGF
:JF:yI  VG[  VFZMuI  TYF  lJRFZ  VG[  jIJCFZ  ;FZF
GYL  CMTFP  VF  SFZ56YL  T[  SDHMZ  N[BFI  K[  T[GF
jIlSTtJGM lJSF; ;\5]6" ZLT[ Y. XSTM GYLP VG[ VFJF
AF./SMG]\  jIlSTtJ  jIJ:YLT  ZLT[  ;DFH  ;FY[  A\W
A[;T] \   Y.  XST] \   GYLP
XFZLlZS  1FDTF  HLJG  HLJJF  DF8[  WZDF\4  SFZBFGFDF\4
;ZCN  p5Z  ZDTGF  D[NFGDF\  V[D  NZ[S  1F [+DF\
H~ZL  K[P  ZMUMDF\YL  D]lST4  5]ZTL  XlST4  h05  R5/TF
;CGXlST  lNJ;DF\  5|J'lT  5|DF6[  DCTD
SFI"SZJFG]\  SM{X<I  NZ[S  jIlSTGL  p\DZ  5|DF6[  DCTD
SFI"SZJFG]\  SM{X<I  NZ[S  jIlSTGL  p\DZ  5|DF6[  DFGl;S
VG[  ,FU6L  ;\AWL  IMuI  ;IMHG  CMJ]\\  T[  1FDTF4  ALHF
XaNMDF\  SCLV[  TM  XFZLlZS  1FDTF  V[8,[  NZZMH  GF
SFIM"  H]:;F5]J"S  VG[  ;Z/TF  5]J"S  lAGH~ZL  YFS
VG]EjIF  l;JFI  O]Z;NGF  ;DIGF  ,FEG[  DF6JF

DF8[GL 5]ZTL XlST ;FY[ T[DH V6WFZL S8MS8LG[ 5CM\RL
J/JFGL 1FDTF V[8,[ XFZLlZS 1FDTF4 XFZLlZS 1FDTF56]\
JFZ;M GSSL SZ[ K[P 5Z\T]4 V[ DIF"NFVMDF\ NZZMH HLJJFGL
5wWlTVM XFZLlZS 1FDTFGM lJSF; SZ[ K[P
VeIF;GM C[T] ov
 VF  ;\XMWG  VeIF;  DF8[  UH[ZF  ;\S],  VDZ[,LGL
DFwIlDS  XF/FDF\  VeIF;  SZTL  U|FdI  VG[  XC[ZL
lJ:TFZGL  !$  YL  !&  JQF"GL  U|FdI  lJ:TFZGL  5_  VG[
XC[ZL  lJ:TFZGL  5_  AC[GMG[  lJQFI5F+M  TZLS[  5;\N
SZJFDF\  VFJL  CTLP
XFZLlZS  IMuITF  DF5JF  DF8[
sV[PV[PV[RP5LP.PVFZP0LPI]Yf S;M8L 5|IMHL VF\S0FVMG]\
V[S+LSZ6  SZJFD\F  VFjI] \  CT] \P
DF5GGF WMZ6M  o

S|D  R,FIDFG  S;M8L  DF5G 
!  CFY VG[ BEFGF :GFI]VMG]\  :GFI]A/  

VG[ ;CGXlST DF5JF  
,8S  ;[Sg0 

Z  5[8GF :GFI]G]\ A/  VG[ ;CGXlST DF5JF  A[\g0G;L8 V%;  &_ ;[Sg0 ;\bIF 
#  h05 VG[ UlT;]D[/G]\ DF5G   X8, ZG  ;[Sg0 
$  5UG]\ lJ:OM8S A/G]\ DF5G   :8[gl0\U A|M0 Hd5  ;[ DL 
5  H05 VG[ lJ:OM8S A/G]\ DF5G  5_ JFZ NM0  ;[Sg0 
&  ~lWZFlEQF6  `J;G XlSTG]\ DF5G   &__ JFZ NM0qRF,  ;[Sg0 qlDGL8 
 

VF\S0FSLI 5|lS|IF o
VFC5Z0I]Y  lO8G[;  :8[8GL  lJlJW  5|J'lTVMDF\  5|F%T
YI[,F  SFRF  5|F%TSMG[  5|DF6E]T  5|F\%TFSMDF\  5lZJlT"T
SZJFDF\  VFjIF  CTFP  NZ[S  5|J'lTGF  5|DF6E]T
5|F%TFSMGM  ;ZJF/M  SZLG[  ;DgJLT  5|F%TF\SM  D[/JJFD\F
VFjIF  CTFP  U|FDL6  lJWFYL "GLVM  VG[  XC[ZL
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lJWFYL"GLVMGL  XFZLlZS  IMuITFGL  T],GF  SZJF  DF8[ctc
S;M8L  ,FU]  5F0L  VY”5]6"TFG] \   :TZ  _P_5  5;\N
SZJFDF\  VFjI] \   CT] \P
5lZ6FDM VG[ RRF" o

;FZ6L v !
U|FDL6 VG[ XC[ZL H]YGF lJQFI5F+MV[ ,8S S;M8LDF\

SZ[, N[BFJ GM DwIS4 DwIS VG[ctc 5|DF6[

S|D 5|J'lT  H]Y DwIS DwIS 
TOFJT 

ctc 
Z[lXIM 

! 
 

,8S s O,[S; VFD" C\[U f 
 

U|FDL6 66  31.72  0.31 XC[ZL 34.28 
 ;FY”STFG]\ WMZ6 _P_5 S1FFV[ s98f = 1.98

;FZ6L  v!  5ZYL  DF,]D  50[  K[  S [  ,8S
S;M8LDF\  U|FDL6  H]YGM  DwIS  &&  HIFZ[  XC[ZL  H]YGM
DwIS #$PZ( K[P VG[ H]Y JrR[GM DwIS TOFJT #!P*Z
HMJF  D/[,  CTMPHIFZ[    ctc  Z[lXIM  0.31 HMJF  D/[,
CTMP H[ _P_5 S1FFV[s98f = 1.98 V[ RSF;TF A\G[ H]YM
JrR[  SM.  56  ;FY”S  TOFJT  DF,]D  50TM  G  CTMP

;FZ6L v Z

U|FDL6 VG[ XC[ZL H]YGF lJQFI5F+MV[ XIGMtYFG
S;M8LDF\ SZ[, N[BFJ GM DwIS4 DwIS VG[ctc 5|DF6[
S|D 5|J'lT  H]Y DwIS DwIS 

TOFJT 
ctc 

Z[lXIM 
! 
 

XIGMtYFG s;L8V%;f  U|FDL6 24.46  9.76  0.01 XC[ZL 14.7 
 

;FY"STFG]\  WMZ6  _P_5  S1FFV[  s98f  =  1.98
;FZ6L  vZ  5ZYL  DF,]D  50[  K[  S[  XIGMtYFG  S;M8LDF\
U|FDL6 H]YGM DwIS Z$P$& HIFZ[ XC[ZL H]YGM DwIS
!$P_* K[P A\G[ H]Y JrR[GM DwIS TOFJT )P*& HMJF
D/[, CTMPHIFZ[    ctc  Z[lXIM 0.01 HMJF D/[, CTMP H[
_P_5 S1FFV[s98f = 1.98 V[ RSF;TF A\G[ H]YM JrR[
SM.  56  ;FY"S  TOFJT  DF,]D  50TM  G  CTMP

;FZ6L v #
U|FDL6 VG[ XC[ZL H]YGF lJQFI5F+MV[ X8, NM0

S;M8LDF\ SZ[, N[BFJ GM DwIS4 DwIS VG[ctc 5|DF6[

S|D 5|J'lT  H]Y DwIS DwIS 
TOFJT 

ctc 
Z[lXIM 

! 
 

X8, NM0  U|FDL6 54.5  21.7  0.02 XC[ZL 32.8 
 ;FY"STFG]\  WMZ6  _P_5  S1FFV[  s98f  =  1.98

;FZ6L  v#  5ZYL  DF,]D  50[  K[  S[  X8,  NM0
S;M8LDF\ U|FDL6 H]YGM DwIS 5$P5 HIFZ[ XC[ZL H]YGM

DwIS #ZP( K[P A\G[ H]Y JrR[GM DwIS TOFJT Z!P* HMJF
D/[, CTMPHIFZ[    ctc  Z[lXIM 0.02 HMJF D/[, CTMP H[
_P_5 S1FFV[s98f = 1.98 V[ RSF;TF A\G[ H]YM JrR[
SM.56  ;FY"S  TOFJT  DF,]D  50TM  G  CTMP

;FZ6L v $
U|FDL6 VG[ XC[ZL H]YGF lJQFI5F+MV[ B0L ,F\ALS]N
S;M8LDF\ SZ[, N[BFJ GM DwIS4 DwIS VG[ctc 5|DF6[

S|D 5|J'lT  H]Y DwIS DwIS 
TOFJT 

ctc 
Z[lXIM 

! 
 

B0L ,F\ALS]N  U|FDL6 49.07  17.32  0.07 XC[ZL 32.38 
 

;FY"STFG]\  WMZ6  _P_5  S1FFV[  s98f  =  1.98
;FZ6L v$ 5ZYL DF,]D 50[ K[ S[ B0L ,F\AL S]N S;M8LDF\
U|FDL6 H]YGM DwIS $)P_* HIFZ[ XC[ZL H]YGM DwIS
#ZP#( K[P A\G[ H]Y JrR[GM DwIS TOFJT !*P#Z  HMJF
D/[, CTMPHIFZ[    ctc  Z[lXIM 0.07 HMJF D/[, CTMP H[
_P_5 S1FFV[s98f = 1.98 V[ RSF;TF A\G[ H]YM JrR[
SM.  56  ;FY"S  TOFJT  DF,]D  50TM  G  CTMP

;FZ6L v 5
U|FDL6 VG[ XC[ZL H]YGF lJQFI5F+MV[ 5_ JFZ NM0
S;M8LDF\ SZ[, N[BFJ GM DwIS4 DwIS VG[ctc 5|DF6[
S|D 5|J'lT  H]Y DwIS DwIS 

TOFJT 
ctc 

Z[lXIM 
! 
 

5_ JFZ NM0  U|FDL6 10.08  21.04  0.03 XC[ZL 32.02 
 

;FY"STFG]\  WMZ6  _P_5  S1FFV[  s98f  =  1.98
;FZ6L v5 5ZYL DF,]D 50[ K[ S[5_ JFZ NM0 S;M8LDF\
U|FDL6 H]YGM DwIS !_P_( HIFZ[ XC[ZL H]YGM DwIS
#ZP_Z K[P A\G[ H]Y JrR[GM DwIS TOFJT Z!P_$  HMJF
D/[, CTMPHIFZ[    ctc  Z[lXIM 0.03 HMJF D/[, CTMP H[
_P_5 S1FFV[s98f = 1.98 V[ RSF;TF A\G[ H]YM JrR[
SM.56  ;FY"S  TOFJT  DF,]D  50TM  G  CTMP

;FZ6L v &
U|FDL6 VG[ XC[ZL H]YGF lJQFI5F+MV[ &__ JFZ

NM0vRF, S;M8LDF\ SZ[, N[BFJ GM DwIS4
DwIS VG[ ctc 5|DF6[

S|D 5|J'lT  H]Y DwIS DwIS 
TOFJT 

ctc 
Z[lXIM 

! 
 

&__ JFZ NM0vRF,  U|FDL6 42.09  15.06  - 0.01 XC[ZL 27.03 
 

;FY"STFG]\  WMZ6  _P_5  S1FFV[  s98f  =  1.98
;FZ6L  v&  5ZYL  DF,]D  50[  K[  &__  JFZ  NM0vRF,
S;M8LDF\  U|FDL6  H]YGM  DwIS  $ZP_)  HIFZ[  XC[ZL
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H]YGM DwIS Z*P_# K[P A\G[ H]Y JrR[GM DwIS TOFJT
!5P_&    HMJF  D/[,  CTMPHIFZ[    ctc  Z[lXIM  v  0.01
HMJF  D/[,  CTMP  H[  _P_5  S1FFV[s98f  =  1.98 V[
RSF;TF  A\G[  H]YM  JrR[  SM.  56  ;FY"S  TOFJT  DF,]D
50TM G CTMP
VDZ[,L  lH<,FGL  U|FdI  lJ:TFZGL  AC[GM  VG[  XC[ZL
lJ:TFZGL  AC[GMGF  CFY  VG[  BEFGF  :GFI]VMG] \
:GFI]A/ VG[ ;CGXlST VG[ 5[8GF :GFI]VMG\] A/ VG[
;CGXlST  h05  VG[  UlT;]D[/  5UG] \  h05  VG[
lJ:OM8SA/  ~lWZFlEQF6  ‘J;G  XlST  H[JF  XFZLlZS
IMuITFGF    5F;FVMDF\    SM.  56  5|SFZDF\  GM\WGLI
;FY"S TOFJT HMJF D/[,   G CTMP
lD;]ZL SMl,\lAIF I]lGJl;"8LGF\ O|[gS A]Y SC[ K[ S[ DFGJLG[
;lS|I  HLJJF  DF8[  H  .`JZ[  AGFjIM  K[P  VF56F  HLg;
V[J]\  .rK[  K[  S[  VF56[  ;lS|I  HLJ  H  HLJJ]\  HM.V[P
A[9F0] \   VG[  lGQS|LI  HLJG  HLJLG[    VF56[  VF56F
XZLZGL lHG[8LS a,] l5|g8GM BFTDM AM,FJL NLWM K[P T[GF
5ZL6FD  :J~5[  VF56[  HFTHFTGF\  ZMUMGM  lXSFZ  AGL
UIF  K[P

;\NE"”U|\YM

S,FS"4 CZL;G V[RP  lOlhS,  lO8G[; gI]h ,[8;”
DFR"o !)5)P
SF;] \NZF  5|E],F,  DMP  XFZLlZS  IMuITF  VG[
;]BFSFZL UF\WLGUZ o ZDF 5|SFXG DFR" o Z_!_P
SMlA"G RF<;" ALPV[g0 l,g0;[4 ~Y4 Sg;[%8;4 VMO
lO8G[; JLI ,[AMZ[8ZLhP ;LS:Y  V[l0XG o 0I]A[S
VFIMJF  o  0A<I]P  V[DP;LP  4  A|FpG    5lA<X";4
!)()P
JDF" 5|SFX H[P V[P 8[1FA]S VMG :5M8"; :8[8[8LS;
lJG; 5la,S[XG 4 Z___P
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* S.R. Odedara

ZDTJLZ VG[ lAGZDTJLZ AC[GMGF DFGl;S :JF:yIGM T],GFtDS VeIF;

* M.P.Ed. Student, Mahadevbhai Desai Sharirik Shikshan Mahavidhyalaya, Sadara

VF  ;\XMWG VeIF;GM C[T] ZDTJLZ VG[ lAGZDTJLZ AC[GMGF DFGl;S :JF:YIGM T],GFtDS VeIF; SZJFGM CTMP
VF ;\XMWG VeIF; DF8[ VF\TZ I]lGJl;"8L  S1FFV[  ZDTMDF\ EFU ,[TL 5_ ZDTJLZ AC[GM VG[ U]HZFT 8[SGM,MHL
I]lGJl;"8LGL 5_ lAGZDTJLZ AC[GMV[  INrK] 5wWlTYL lJQFI5F+M TZLS[ 5;\N SZL DFGl;S :JF:YIGL 5|̀ GFJ,L ,FU]
5F0L  VF\S0FVMG]\  V[S+LSZ6  SZJFDF\  VFjI]  CT]P  ZDTJLZ  VG[  lAGZDTJLZ  H]YMGF  D/[,  5|F%TF\SM  5Z  ctc
Z[lXIM  ,FU]  5F0L  _P_5  S1FFV[  ;FY"STF  RSF;TF  lAGZDTJLZ  AC[GM  SZTF  ZDTJLZ  AC[GMG]\  DFGl;S  :JF:YI
JW] HMJF D/[, CT]\P HIFZ[ R[ld5IG ZDTJLZ H]Y VG[ XFlZZLS  lX1F6 VG[ ZDTMDF\\ EFU ,[TL AC[GMGF H]YM JrR[
DFGl;S  :JF:YIDF\    SM.56  5|SFZGM  GM\WGLI  TOFJT  HMJF  D?IM  G  CTMP

5|:TFJGF o v
VF56[  ;M{  HF6LV[  KLV[  VG[  JFS[O  56  KLV[  S[  S;ZT
lGIlDT56[  SZJL  HM.V[  56  W6F  VMKF  jIl:TVM  H
lGIlDT 56[ S;ZT SZ[ K[P lJ7FG UD[ T[8,L KFGALG SZ[
5Z\T] V[S JFT :5Q8 K[ S[ S;ZTYL :JF:YI VG[ XFZLlZS
1FDTF AGL ZC[ K[P VF56[ H[8,F V[S8LJ VG[ OL8 CM.V[
VF56F DF8[ ,FESFZS H K[P“Sound mind in  a sound body'' VF  5|DF6[
lJWFYL"VMDF\  XFZLlZS4  DFGl;S  Tt5ZTF4  VF\TZ;]h4
lX:T  VFNZ4  ;CFG]E}lT4  pNFZTF    H[JF  U]6MGM  lJSF;
YFI  K[P  VFH[  ,MSMGF  DGDF\  V[JL  DFgITF  ZC[,L  K[  S[
XFZLlZS  lX1F6DF\  DF+  V\U  S;ZT4  ZDTM  ZDJL  JU[[Z[
5Z\T]  T[GL ;FY[ ;FY[  lJWFYL"VMDF\ ;JF"UL U]6MGM  lJSF;
SZJFDF\  VFJ[  K[P  VFH[  ;DFHDF\  BM8M  bIF,  K[  S[
ZDTvUDT V[ DF+ XZLZ ;FY[ HM0FI[,L 5|J'lT K[P 5Z\T]
T[GF  wJFZF  DFGJLGM  XFZLlZS4  DFGl;S  lJSF;  56  YFI
K[P
DFGl;S  :JF:yI  V[  XFZLlZS  :JF:yI  H[8,L  H  DCtJGL
AFAT  K[P  VFD  KTF\  VF56FDF\GF  DM8FEFUGF  ,MSM
DFGl;S  :JF:yI  V\U[  HM.V[  T[8,F  5|DF6DF\  ;HFU4
;EFG S[  lR\lTT GYLP VFG]\ D]bI SFZ6 V[ K[ S[ XFZLlZS
:J:yTF S[ XFZLlZS V:J:YTFG[ VF56[ ;C[,F.YL 5FZBL
XSLV[  KLV[P  XFZLlZS  BM0BFDL  S[  VgI  XFZLlZS
D]xS[,LVMG[  VF56[  ;C[,F.YL  VF56[  C/JF  5|SFZGF
DFGl;S  lJ1F[5M  S[  ;DFIMHGGL  C/JL  ;D:IFVM  S[  H[
DFGl;S :JF:YIGL BFDLG]\ ;]RG SZ[ K[ T[G[ 5FZBL XSTF
GYLP VG[ V[ H ZLT[ DFGl;S :JF:YIGL BFDL NXF"JTL S[8,LS
AFATM H[JL S[ VFtDUM[{ZJ VG[ VFtDlJ`JF;GM VEFJ4

VSFZ6  l\R\TF4    ,W]TF  JU[Z[G[  56  VF56[    jIlSTGL
BFl;IT  VYJF  AC]AC]  TM  DFGJ:JEFJGL    lJlR+TF
TZLS[  VM/BFJL  T[GL  VJU6GF  SZLV[  KLV[P  DFGl;S
V:J:YTFGF\  ,1F6  TZLS[  VF56[  T[GL  BF;  lR\TF  SZTF
GYLP  VFG]\  D]/  SFZ6  DFGl;S  :JF:YI  V\U[GL  VF56L
BM8L  E],EZ[,L  lJEFJGF  v    ;\S<5GF  sConcept)
DF\  ZC[,] \   K[P
cDFGl;S  :JF:yI  V[8,[  DFGJLVMG] \   HUT  ;FY[G] \
T[DH  V[SALHF  ;FY[GM  DCTD  V;ZSFZS  VG[  ;]B5|N
;DFIMHGc
VeIF;GM C[T] ov
cZDTJLZ VG[  lAGZDTJLZ AC[GMGF DFGl;S :JF:yIGM
T],GFtDS VeIF;c
lJQFI5F+MGL 5;\NUL o
VF  ;\XMWG  VeIF;DF\  ZDTJLZ  lJQFI5F+M  TZLS[
5lüD    lJEFU  VF\TZ  lJ`JlJWF,I  ZDTMDF\  EFU
,[TL  U]HZFTGL  H]NLvH]NL  I]lGJl;"8L  H[DF\  U]HZFT
lJWF5L94 ;M{ZFQ8= I]lGJl;"8L VG[ lJZGD"N Nl1F6 U]HZFT
I]lGJl;"8L 8LDGL 5_ B[,F0L AC[GMG[ lJQFI5F+M TZLS[ 5;\N
SZJFDF\  VFJL  CTLP
VF  ;\XMWG  VeIF;DF\  lAGZDTJLZ  lJQFI5F+M  TZLS[
U]HZFT8[SGM,MHL  I]lGJl;"8L  ;\RFl,T  ;FAZ  DlC,F
V[lgHlGIZL\U  SM,[HGL  5_  lAG  ZDTJLZ  AC[GMG[
lJQFI5F+M  TZLS[  5;\N  SZJFDF\  VFJL  CTLP
VF  ;\XMWG  VeIF;DF\  !*  YL  Z5  JQF"GL  JI  H]YGL
AC[GMG[  lJQFI5F+M  TZLS[  5;\N  SZJFDF\  VFJL  CTLP
DF5GGF WMZ6M ov
DFGl;S :JF:YIGL S;M8L DF8[ 0MP 0LPHLP E8' VG[ HLPVFZ
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UL0FGL  5|`GFJ,LG[  DF5G  WMZ6  TZLS[  5;\N  SZJFDF\
VFJL CTLP
VF\S0FSLI 5|lS|IF ov
ZDTJLZ H]Y VG[ lAGZDTJLZ H}YGL 5|F%T SZ[, DFlCTL
5Z  ctc  8[:8 ,FU] 5F0L DwISM JrR[GF  TOFJTMG[ _P_5
S1FFV[  ;FY"STF  RSF;JFD\F  VFJL  CTLP
5lZ6FDM VG[ RRF" o

;FZ6L v !
ccZDTJLZ VG[ lAGZDTJLZ AC[GMGF DFGl;S
:JF:yIGM DwIS4 DwIS TOFJT VG[ ctc Z[lXIM

S|D ZDT lJEFU  lJQFI5F+MGL  
;\bIF 

DwIS DwIS 
TOFJT 

ctc 
TOFJT 

!  ZDTJLZ  50 26.94  2.52  5.14Û Z  lAGZDTJLZ   50 24.42 
 

;FY"STFG]\  WMZ6  _P_5  S1FFV[  ctc  s98f  =  1.98
;FZ6L  v!  5ZYL  DF,]D  50[  K[  S [ ZDTJLZ  AC[GMGF
DFGl;S  :JF:YIGF  5|F%TF \SMGM  DwIS    26.944
lAGZDTJLZ  AC[GMGF  DFGl;S  :JF:yIGF  5|F%TF\SMGM
DwIS 24.424 T[DH A\G[ H]YMGM DwIS TOFJT 2.52 HMJF
D/[, K[P HIFZ[ ctc Z[lXIM 5.14 HMJF D/[, K[P H[ _P_5
S1FFV[s98f = 1.98  V[  RSF;TF  A\G[  H]YM  JrR[  ;FY"S
TOFJT  DF,]D  50TM  G  CTMP

;FZ6L v Z
JM,LAM, J[:8hMG R[ld5IG 8LD AC[GM VG[ XFZLlZS
lX1F6GL AC[GMGF DFGl;S :JF:yIGM DwIS4 DwIS

TOFJT VG[ ctc Z[lXIM
S|D H]Y  lJQFI5F+MGL  

;\bIF 
DwIS DwIS 

TOFJT 
ctc 

TOFJT 
!  R[ld5IG 8LD AC[GM  11 27.45 2.27 1.92 
Z  XFZLlZS lX1F6GL AC[GM   11 25.18 

 
;FY"STFG]\  WMZ6  _P_5  S1FFV[  ctc  s20f  =  2.08
;FZ6L  vZ  5ZYL  DF,]D  50[  K[  S [JM,LAM,  J[:8hMG
R[ld5IG  8LD  AC[GM  VG[  XFZLlZS  lX1F6GL  AC[GMGF
DFGl;S  :JF:yIGF  5|F%TF\SMGM  DwIS 25184  T[DH  A\G[
H]YMGM DwIS TOFJT 2.27 HMJF  D/[,  CTMP  HIFZ[  ctc
Z[lXIM  1.92 HMJF  D/[,  K[P  H[  _P_5  S1FFV[s20f  =2.08  V[  RSF;TF  A\G[  H]YM  JrR[  ;FY"S  TOFJT  DF,]D
50TM G CTMP
• lAGZDTJLZ  AC[GM  SZTF  ZDTJLZ  AC[GMG]\  DFGl;S
:JF:yI  JW]  HMJF  D/[,  CT]\P
• ZDTM  VG[  XFZLlZS  lX1F6GL  5|J'lT  ;FY[  HM0FI[,
AC[GMGF  DFGl;S  :JF:yIGF  SM.  56  5|SFZGM  TOFJT
HMJF  D/[,  G  CTMP
• ZDTM  VG[  XFZLlZS  lX1F6GL  5|J'lT  SZTL  AC[GMG]\

DFGl;S  :JF:yI  ;]IMuI  HMJF  D?I] \  CT] \P
lD;]ZL SMl,\lAIF I]lGJl;"8LGF O|[gS A]Y SC[ K[ S[ DFGJLG[
;lS|IHLJG  HLJJF  DF8[  H  .‘JZ[  AGFjIM  K[P  VF56F
HLg;  V[J] \  .rK[  K[  S[  VF56[  ;lS|I  HLJ  H  HLJJ] \
HM.V[P  A[9F0] \  VG[  lGQS|LI  HLJG  HLJLG[    VF56[
VF56F XZLZGL lHG[8LS a,] l5|g8GM BFTDM AM,FJL NLWM
K[P  T[GF  5ZL6FD  :J~5[  VF56[  HFTHFTGF\  ZMUMGM
lXSFZ AGL UIF K[P
;\XMWG  VeIF;MGF\  5ZL6FDM  :5Q8  K[  S[  NZZMHG\F  #_
lDGL8  YL  &_  lDGL8  S;ZTGF\  SFI"S|DM  H[DF\  JMSL\U4
HMUL\U4 ZGL\U4 ;FIS,L\U4 :8=[RL\U4 A[g0L\U4 VG[ ZM8[XG
S;ZTM JHGTF,LD4 :JLDL\U4 ,FOL\U4 JU[[Z[ H[JL V[ZMALS
S;ZTM  XFZLlZS  1FDTFGF  5F;FVM  VG[  XZLZGF  XF:+S
lJQFIS  5F;FVMGM  ;]IMuI  ZFBJFDF\  S;ZTGM  jIJ:YLT
SFI"S|D  B]A  VUtIGM  K[P
;FZ]\  XFZLlZS  :JF:yI A Sound mind can existin sount body - :J:Y  XZLZDF\  H  :J:Y  DGGM
J;FJ8  CM.  XS[P  VF  SC[JT  p5ZYL  :5Q8  YFI  K[  S[
XFZLlZS    :JF:yI  VG[    DFGl;S    :JF:yI  5Z:5Z
;\S/FI[,F  K[P  ;FZF  DFGl;S  :JF:yI  DF8[  ;FZ]\  XFZLlZS
:JF:yI  VtI\T  H~ZL  AFAT  K[P;FZF  XFZLlZS  :JF:yIG[
,LW[  jIlST lJlJW 5lZl:YTLVMDF\ ;C[,F.YL ;DFIMHG
;FWL XS[P
XFZLlZS :JF:yIGL HF/J6LGM VFWFZ jIlST 5Z ZC[,M K[P
VF DF8[ A[ AFATM DCtJGL SCL XSFIP V[S TM 5]ZTM 5MlQ8S
;DTM,  VFCFZ  VG[  ALH]\  IMuI  5|SFZGL  S;ZT  SIM
VG[  S[8,M  VFCFZ  5MTFG[  DF8[  ;DTM,  VFCFZ  K[  T[DH
SIF  5|SFZGL  VG[  S[8,F  5|SFZGL  S;ZT  5MTFGF  DF8[
IMuI  T[  AFAT  jIlSTV[  GSSL  SZL  T[  ;\NE"DF\  IMuI
8[J  5F0JL  HM.V[P
5|:T]T  VeIF;DF\  A\G[  H]YM  ZDTJLZ  AC[GM  VG[
ALGZDTJLZ  AC[GMGF  DFGl;S  :JF:yIDF\  ;FY"S  TOFJT
DF,]D  50TM  CTMP  H[DF \  ZDTJLZ  AC[GMG] \   H]Y
ALGZDTJLZ  AC[GMGF  H]Y  SZTF\  DFGl;S  :JF:yIGL
AFAT  SZTF\  ;FY"S  ZLT[  R0LIFT] \   ;FlAT  YI] \  CT] \P
T[G]\  SFZ6  ZDTJLZ  H]Y  XFZLlZS  5|J'lT  S;ZTM4  ZDTM
VG[  ZDT  H[JL  5|J'lTG[  SFZ6[  DFGl;S  :JF:yI  lAG
ZDTJLZ  AC[GM  SZTF  JW]  CMJFG]\  SFZ6  CM.  XS[P

;\NE"U|\YM

E8' 5wI]DG VFZP XZLZ lJ7FG VFZMuI XF:+ VG[
ZDT lJ7FG4 VDNFJFN o WJ, 5la,S[XG !)))P
JDF" 5|SFX H[P  V[ 8[1FA]S VMG :5M8"; :8[8[:8LS;
uIF,LIZ o lJG; 5a,LS[XG Z___P
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* V.J. Chaudhary

BMvBM VG[ C[g0AM, ZDTDF\ VF\TZlJ`J lJWF,I S1FFV[ 5;\NUL  5FD[,F
B[,F0LVMGF XZLZ 5lZlDlTGM T],GFtDS VeIF;

* M.P.Ed. Student, Mahadevbhai Desai Sharirik Shikshan Mahavidhyalaya, Sadara

VF  ;\XMWG VeIF;GM C[T] BMvBM ZDTH]Y VG[ C[g0AM, ZDT H]YGF VF\TZlJ`JlJWF,I  S1FFV[ 5;\NUL 5FD[,F
B[,F0LVMGF XZLZ 5lZlDlTGM T],GFtDS VeIF; SZJFGM CTMP VF ;\XMWG VeIF; DF8[  U]HZFT lJWF5L9  BMvBM
ZDT H]YGF !Z B[,F0LVM VG[ C[g0AM, ZDT H]YGF !Z B[,F0LVMGF lJQFI5F+M TZLS[ 5;\N SZL GMH"G VG[ HMg;G
S;M8LG[    DF5G  wJFZF  VF\S0FVMG]\  V[S+LSZ6  SZL  A\G[  H]YMGF  5|F%TF\SM  5Z  ctc  8[:8  ,FU]  5F0L  _P_5    S1FFV[
;FY"STF  RSF;TF  BMv  BM  VG[  C[g0AM,  ZDTGF  B[,F0LVMG[  XZLZGF  JHG  XZLZGL  p\RF.  5UGL  ,\AF.4  CFYGL
,\AF.4 5UGF T/LIFGL ,\AF.4 CFYGF 5\HFGL ,\AF.4 KFTLGM W[ZFJM SDZGF W[ZFJFGF BMvBM ZDTGF B[,F0LVMGF
C[g0AM,  ZDTGF  B[,F0LVMG] \  H]Y  NZ[S  5F;FVMDF\  R0LIFT] \  ;FlAT  YI] \  CT] \P

5|:TFJGF o v
VFHGF  VFW]lGS  I]UDF\  ZDT  UDT  VG[  XFZLlZS
lX1F6DF\  GM\W5F+  ;]WFZM  YIM  K[P  VG[  ;DU|  lJ`JDF\
lJlJW :5WF"VM ;TT RF,TL CMI K[P CJ[ TM ZDTUDTGL
lJlJW DFlCTLVM ;DFRFZ 5+MG[  :5M8";GL SM,D wJFZF
8LPJLPGL  :5M8";  R[G,M  wJFZF  TYF  VgI  5|RFZ  DFwIDM
wJFZF  K[JF0FGF  VFD  DFGJL  ;]WL  5CM\RL  XS[  K[P  lJlJW
ZDTMDF\  EFU  ,[GFZGL  ;\bIF  JWTL  HFI  K[P
ZDT V[ NZ[S 5|F6LVMDF\ ZC[,L ;FDFlHS AFAT K[P NZ[S
;HLJGL  TDFD  5|J'lT  C,GR,G  :J~5[  5|NlX"T  YFI
K[P  5|F6L  DF+  HI\F  ;]WL  C,GR,G  SZ[  tIF\  ;]WL  T[GM
J'lwW VG[  lJSF; YTM GYLP ZDT V[ J'lwW VG[  lJSF;GL
5|lS|IFG[  h05L  AGFJ[  K[P  p5ZF\T4  VFG\N  VG[  ;]BGL
,FU6LGM VG]EJ SZFJ[ K[P DF8[ H jIlST XFZLlZS lX1F6
ZDTUDT  5|tI[  VFSQF"FI  K[P  H[YL  jIlSTDF\  XFZLlZS4
DFGl;S  VG[ ;F\J[lUS U]6MGM lJSF; YFI K[P VFG\N 5|F%T
SZL  XS[  jIlST  HIFZ[  ZDTDF\  HM0FI  K[  tIFZ[
A]lwWXF/L  5|F6L  TZLS[  lJlXQ8  N[BFJ    SZJF  5|ItG  SZ[
K[P ALHFYL 5MT[ z[Q9   K[ T[ ATFJJF 5|ItGXL, ZC[ K[P
H[YL prRS1FFV[ 5CM\RJF ;TT SFI"XL, AG[ K[P
VeIF;GM C[T] ov
ccBMvBM  VG[  C[g0AM,  ZDTDF\    VF\TZlJ`JlJWF,I
S1FFV[  5;\NUL  5FD[,F  B[,F0LVMGF  XZLZ  5lZlDTLGM
T],GFtDS VeIF;cc
lJQFI5F+MGL 5;\NUL ov
VF  VeIF;GF  C[T]  DF8[  U]HZFT    lJWF5L9GF  BMvBM

ZDTGF    !Z  VG[  C[g0AM,  GF  !Z  V[D  S],  Z$
B[,F0LVMG[  lJQFI  5F+  TZLS[  5;\N  SZJFD\F  VFjI]\  K[P
DF5GGF WMZ6M  o
XZLZ V\U 5lZlDlT DF8[ GMH"G VG[ HMg;G S;M8LG[  DF5G
WMZ6  TZLS[  5;\N  SZJFDF\  VFJL  CTLP
VF\S0FSLI 5|lS|IF o
 BMvBM ZDTH]Y VG[ C[g0AM, ZDTH]YGF JHG4 XZLZGL
p\RF.4 KFTLGM W[ZFJM4 SDZGM W[ZFJM45UGL ,\AF.4 CFYGL
,\AF.4 5UGF T/LIFGL ,\AF.4 CFYGF 5\HFAGL ,\AF.
JU[Z[  5F;FVMGL  T],GF  SZJF  DF8[  ctc  S;M8L  ,FU]  5F0L
VY"5]6"TFG] \  :TZ  _P_5  5;\N  SZJFDF\  VFjI] \  CT] \P
5lZ6FDM VG[ RRF" o

;FZ6L v !
BMvBM VG[ C[g0AM, ZDTDF\ 5;\NUL 5FD[,F

B[,F0LVMGF XZLZG\] JHG S;M8LGF DwIS4 DwIS
TOFJT VG[ctc Z[lXIM NXF"JTL ;FZ6L
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S|D 5|J'lT  H]Y DwIS DwIS 
TOFJT 

ctc 
Z[lXIM 

! 
 

XZLZG]\ JHG  
 

BMvBM 49.92  9.66  4.07 C[g0AM, 59.58 
 ;FY"STFG]\  WMZ6  _P_5  S1FFV[  s22 f =  2.074

;FZ6L v! 5ZYL DF,]D 50[ K[ S[ XZLZG\] JHG S;M8LD\F
BMvBM  ZDTGF  B[,F0LVMGM  DwIS  $)P)Z  HIFZ[
C[g0AM,GF  B[,F0LVMGM  DwIS  5)P5(  K[P  H[GM  DwIS
TOFJT )P&& T[DH 5|F%T YI[,  ctc Z[lXIM 4.07 CTMP H[
_P_5  S1FFV[  ;FY"S  YFI  K[P  VFYL  :5Q8  YFI  K[  S[
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BMvBM  VG[  C[g0AM,  ZDTGF  B[,F0LVMGF  XZLZ  JHG
S;M8LDF\  ;FY"S  TOFJT  HMJF  D/[,  CTMP

;FZ6L v Z
BMvBM VG[ C[g0AM, ZDTDF\ 5;\NUL 5FD[,F
B[,F0LVMGF XZLZGL p\RF. S;M8LGF DwIS4
DwIS TOFJT VG[ctc Z[lXIM NXF"JTL ;FZ6L

S|D 5|J'lT  H]Y DwIS DwIS 
TOFJT 

ctc 
Z[lXIM 

! 
 

XZLZG]\ p\RF. 
 

BMvBM 163.00  7.83  3.30* C[g0AM, 170.83 
 ;FY"STFG]\  WMZ6  _P_5  S1FFV[  s22 f =  2.074

p5ZMST ;FZ6L vZ 5ZYL DF,]D 50[ K[ S[ XZLZGL p\RF.
S;M8LD\F  BMvBM  ZDTGF  B[,F0LVMGM  DwIS  !&#P__
CTMP  VG[  C[g0AM,GF  ZDTGF  B[,F0LVMGM  DwIS
!*_P(#  K[P  H[GM  DwIS  TOFJT  *P(#  T[DH  5|F%T
YI[,  ctc Z[lXIM 3.30 CTMP H[ _P_5 S1FFV[ ;FY"S YFI
K[P VFYL  :5Q8 YFI K[  S[ BMvBM VG[ C[g0AM, ZDTGF
B[,F0LVMGF  XZLZGL  p\RF.  S;M8LDF\  ;FY"S  TOFJT
HMJF  D/[,  CTMP

;FZ6L v #
BMvBM VG[ C[g0AM, ZDTDF\ 5;\NUL 5FD[,F

B[,F0LVMGF 5UGL ,\AF. S;M8LGF DwIS4 DwIS
TOFJT VG[ctc Z[lXIM NXF"JTL ;FZ6L

S|D 5|J'lT  H]Y DwIS DwIS 
TOFJT 

ctc 
Z[lXIM 

! 
 

5UGL ,\AF. 
 

BMvBM 96.08  5.75  3.16* C[g0AM, 101.83 
 

;FY"STFG]\  WMZ6  _P_5  S1FFV[  s22 f =  2.074
p5ZMST ;FZ6L v# 5ZYL DF,]D 50[ K[ S[ 5UGL ,\AF.
S;M8LD\F  BMvBM  ZDTGF  B[,F0LVMGM  DwIS  )&P_(
CTMP  VG[  C[g0AM,GF  ZDTGF  B[,F0LVMGM  DwIS
!_!P(# K[P H[GM DwIS TOFJT 5P*5 T[DH 5|F%T YI[,
ctc  Z[lXIM  3.16 CTMP  H[  _P_5  S1FFV[  ;FY"S  YFI  K[P
VFYL  :5Q8  YFI  K[  S[  BMvBM  VG[  C[g0AM,  ZDTGF
B[,F0LVMGF  5UGL  ,A\F.  S;M8LDF\  ;FY"S  TOFJT  HMJF
D/[,  CTMP

;FZ6L v $
BMvBM VG[ C[g0AM, ZDTDF\ 5;\NUL 5FD[,F

B[,F0LVMGF CFYGL ,\AF. S;M8LGF DwIS4 DwIS
TOFJT VG[ctc Z[lXIM NXF"JTL ;FZ6L

S|D 5|J'lT  H]Y DwIS DwIS 
TOFJT 

ctc 
Z[lXIM 

! 
 

CFYGL ,\AF. 
 

BMvBM 72.08  5.59  5.22* C[g0AM, 77.67 
 

;FY"STFG]\  WMZ6  _P_5  S1FFV[  s22 f =  2.074
p5ZMST ;FZ6L v$ 5ZYL DF,]D 50[ K[ S[ CFYGL ,\AF.
S;M8LD\F BMvBM ZDTGF B[,F0LVMGM DwIS *ZP_( CTMP
VG[  C[g0AM,GF  ZDTGF  B[,F0LVMGM  DwIS  **P&*  K[P
H[GM  DwIS  TOFJT  5P5)  T[DH  5|F%T  YI[,    ctc  Z[lXIM5.22 CTMP H[ _P_5 S1FFV[ ;FY"S YFI K[P VFYL :5Q8
YFI  K[  S[  BMvBM  VG[  C[g0AM,  ZDTGF  B[,F0LVMGF
CFYGL  ,\AF.  S;M8LDF\  ;FY"S  TOFJT  HMJF  D/[,  CTMP

;FZ6L v 5
BMvBM VG[ C[g0AM, ZDTDF\ 5;\NUL 5FD[,F

B[,F0LVMGF 5UGF T/LIFGL ,\AF. S;M8LGF DwIS4
DwIS TOFJT VG[ctc Z[lXIM NXF"JTL ;FZ6L

S|D 5|J'lT  H]Y DwIS DwIS 
TOFJT 

ctc 
Z[lXIM 

! 
 

5UGF T/LIFGL  
,\AF.  

BMvBM 22.67  1.66  3.61* C[g0AM, 24.33 
 

;FY"STFG]\  WMZ6  _P_5  S1FFV[  s22 f =  2.074
p5ZMST  ;FZ6L  v5  5ZYL  DF,]D  50[  K[S [  5UGF
T/LIFGL  ,\AF. S;M8LD\F  BMvBM  ZDTGF  B[,F0LVMGM
DwIS ZZP&* CTMP VG[ C[g0AM,GF ZDTGF B[,F0LVMGM
DwIS Z$P## K[P H[GM DwIS TOFJT !P&& T[DH 5|F%T
YI[,  ctc Z[lXIM 3.61 CTMP H[ _P_5 S1FFV[ ;FY"S YFI
K[P VFYL  :5Q8 YFI K[  S[ BMvBM VG[ C[g0AM, ZDTGF
B[,F0LVMGF  5UGF  T/LIFGL  ,\AF. S;M8LDF\  ;FY"S
TOFJT  HMJF  D/[,  CTMP

;FZ6L v &
BMvBM VG[ C[g0AM, ZDTDF\ 5;\NUL 5FD[,F

B[,F0LVMGF CFYGF 5\HFGL ,\AF. S;M8LGF DwIS4
DwIS TOFJT VG[ctc Z[lXIM NXF"JTL ;FZ6L

S|D 5|J'lT  H]Y DwIS DwIS 
TOFJT 

ctc 
Z[lXIM 

! 
 

CFYGF 5\HFGL  
,\AF. 

BMvBM 17.33  1.84  5.26* C[g0AM, 19.17 
 

;FY"STFG]\  WMZ6  _P_5  S1FFV[  s22 f =  2.074
p5ZMST ;FZ6L v& 5ZYL DF,]D 50[ K[ S[ CFYGF 5\HFGL
,\AF. S;M8LD\F  BMvBM  ZDTGF  B[,F0LVMGM  DwIS
!*P##  CTMP  VG[  C[g0AM,GF  ZDTGF  B[,F0LVMGM
DwIS !)P!* K[P H[GM DwIS TOFJT !P($ T[DH 5|F%T
YI[,  ctc Z[lXIM 5.26 CTMP H[ _P_5 S1FFV[ ;FY"S YFI
K[P VFYL  :5Q8 YFI K[  S[ BMvBM VG[ C[g0AM, ZDTGF
B[,F0LVMGF  CFYGF  5\HFGL  ,\AF. S;M8LDF\  ;FY"S
TOFJT  HMJF  D/[,  CTMP
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;FZ6L v *
BMvBM VG[ C[g0AM, ZDTDF\ 5;\NUL 5FD[,F
B[,F0LVMGF KFTLGM W[ZFJM S;M8LGF DwIS4
DwIS TOFJT VG[ctc Z[lXIM NXF"JTL ;FZ6L

S|D 5|J'lT  H]Y DwIS DwIS 
TOFJT 

ctc 
Z[lXIM 

! 
 

KFTLGM W[ZFJM  BMvBM 76.25  5.92  4.39* C[g0AM, 82.17 
 ;FY"STFG]\  WMZ6  _P_5  S1FFV[  s22 f =  2.074

p5ZMST ;FZ6L v* 5ZYL DF,]D 50[ K[ S[ KFTLGM W[ZFJM
S;M8LD\F BMvBM ZDTGF B[,F0LVMGM DwIS *&PZ5 CTMP
VG[  C[g0AM,GF  ZDTGF  B[,F0LVMGM  DwIS  (ZP!*  K[P
H[GM  DwIS  TOFJT  5P)Z  T[DH  5|F%T  YI[,    ctc  Z[lXIM4.39 CTMP H[ _P_5 S1FFV[ ;FY"S YFI K[P VFYL :5Q8
YFI  K[  S[  BMvBM  VG[  C[g0AM,  ZDTGF  B[,F0LVMGF
KFTLGM W[ZFJM S;M8LDF\ ;FY"S TOFJT HMJF D/[, CTMP

;FZ6L v (
BMvBM VG[ C[g0AM, ZDTDF\ 5;\NUL 5FD[,F
B[,F0LVMGF SDZGM W[ZFJM S;M8LGF DwIS4
DwIS TOFJT VG[ctc Z[lXIM NXF"JTL ;FZ6L

S|D 5|J'lT  H]Y DwIS DwIS 
TOFJT 

ctc 
Z[lXIM 

! 
 

SDZGM W[ZFJM  BMvBM 65.83  6.42  2.88* C[g0AM, 72.25 
 

;FY"STFG]\  WMZ6  _P_5  S1FFV[  s22 f  =  2.074
p5ZMST  ;FZ6L  v(  5ZYL  DF,]D  50[  K[  S[  SDZGM  W[ZFJM
S;M8LD\F  BMvBM  ZDTGF  B[,F0LVMGM  DwIS  &5P(#  CTMP
VG[  C[g0AM,GF  ZDTGF  B[,F0LVMGM  DwIS  *ZPZ5  K[P  H[GM
DwIS TOFJT &P$Z T[DH 5|F%T YI[,  ctc Z[lXIM 2.88 CTMP
H[ _P_5 S1FFV[ ;FY"S YFI K[P VFYL :5Q8 YFI K[ S[ BMvBM
VG[  C[g0AM,  ZDTGF  B[,F0LVMGF  SDZGM  W[ZFJM  S;M8LDF\
;FY"S  TOFJT  HMJF  D/[,  CTMP
U]HZFT  lJWF5L9GF  VF\TZ  lJ`JlJWF,I  S1FFV[  5;\NUL
5FD[,F  BMvBM  VG[  C[g0AM,  ZDTGF  B[,F0LVMGF  XZLZG]\
JHG4XZLZGLp\RF.4CFYGL,\AF.45UGL,\AF.45UGF  T/LIF
GL  ,\AF.4  CFYGF  5\HFGL  ,\AF.4  KFTLGM  W[ZFJM4  SDZGF
W[ZFJFDF \  BMvBM  ZDTGF  B[,F0LVM  SZTF  C[g0AM,
ZDTGF  B[,F0LVMG] \  H]Y  NZ[S  5F;FDF\  R0LIFT] \  ;FlAT
YI] \   CT] \P

;\NE"U|\YM

SD,[X4  V[DP  D[YM0M,MHL VMO ZL;R" .G OLhLS,
V[HI]S[XG V[g0 :5M8";4 lN<CL D[8=M5M,L8G A]S S\5GL
o !))$P
S\;FZL V[DPV[;P XFZLlZS lX1FF D[\ 5ZL1FF V[J\ DF5G
ZFH5L5/F  5|SFXS  U]HZFT  jIFIFD  5|RFZS  D\0/
;%8[dAZ  P !)(Z
UMlC,  SZ6l;\C  ~P4  XFC  D]S\]NEF.  VMP  VG[P  58[,
CQF"NEF. .P jIFIFD lJ7FG SMQF ) ZFH5L5/F 5|SFXS
U]HZFT  jIFIFD  5|RFZS  D\0/P  Z__#P
HCMg;G A[ZL V[,4 H[S S[ G[,;G  5|[S8LS, D[HZ D[g8
OMZ .J[<I]V[XG .G OLhLS, V[HI]S[XG ;[Sg0
ZLl5|g8 lN<CL ;]ZHLT 5A,LS[XG P!)((
-], N[J[gN=l;\C4  XFZLlZS lX1F6 TtJ V[J]\ .lTCF; J
;D:T B[, D[NFG V[J\ lXJD\ lN<CL O|[g0h 5la,S[XG4
D]BZHLGUZ4 !)5*P
N[JLgN=Z  S[P  Sg;,   8[:8 V[g0 D[hZD[g8 gI] lN<CL
0LPJLPV[; 5la,[SXG4 !))&P
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* G.N. Vasava

NUTRITION FOR THE ATHLETE

* Lecturer, I V Patel Commerce College, Nadiad

Abstract
· Athletes achieve peak performance by training and eating a variety of foods.
· Athletes gain most from the amount of carbohydrates stored in the body.
· Fat also provides body fuel; use of fat as fuel depends on the duration of the exercise and the condition of
the athlete.
· Exercise may increase the athlete’s need for protein.
· Water is a critical nutrient for athletes. Dehydration can cause muscle cramping and fatigue.
Becoming an elite athlete requires good genes, good training and conditioning and a sensible diet. Optimal
nutrition is essential for peak performance. Nutritional misinformation can do as much harm to the ambitious
athlete as good nutrition can help.

Carbohydrates
Athletes benefit the most from the amount of
carbohydrates stored in the body. In the early stages
of moderate exercise, carbohydrates provide 40 to
50 percent of the energy requirement. Carbohydrates
yield more energy per unit of oxygen consumed than
fats. Because oxygen often is the limiting factor in
long duration events, it is beneficial for the athlete to
use the energy source requiring the least amount of
oxygen per kilocalorie produced. As work intensity
increases, carbohydrate utilization increases.
Complex carbohydrates come from foods such as
spaghetti, potatoes, lasagna, cereals and other grain
products. Simple carbohydrates are found in fruits,
milk, honey and sugar. During digestion, the body
breaks down carbohydrates to glucose and stores it
in the muscles as glycogen.
During exercise, the glycogen is converted back to
glucose and is used for energy. The ability to sustain
prolonged vigorous exercise is directly related to initial
levels of muscle glycogen. The body stores a limited
amount of carbohydrate in the muscles and liver. If
the event lasts for less than 90 minutes, the glycogen
stored in the muscle is enough to supply the needed

energy. Extra carbohydrates will not help, any more
than adding gas to a half-full tank will make the car
go faster.
For events that require heavy work for more than 90
minutes, a high-carbohydrate diet eaten for two to
three days before the event allows glycogen storage
spaces to be filled. Long distance runners, cyclists,
cross-country skiers, canoe racers, swimmers and
soccer players report benefits from a pre competition
diet where 70 percent of the calories comes from
carbohydrates.
According to the Olympic Training Center in Colorado
Springs, endurance athletes on a high-carbohydrate
diet can exercise longer than athletes eating a low-
carbohydrate, high-fat diet. Eating a high-
carbohydrate diet constantly is not advised. This
conditions the body to use only carbohydrates for fuel
and not the fatty acids derived from fats.
For continuous activities of three to four hours, make
sure that glycogen stores in the muscles and liver are
at a maximum. Consider taking carbohydrates during
the event in the form of carbohydrate solutions. The
current recommendation is a 6 to 8 percent glucose
solution.
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You can make an excellent home-brewed 7.6 percent
sports drink with reasonable sodium amounts. Add 6
tablespoons sugar and 1/3 teaspoon salt to each quart
of water. Dissolve sugar and cool. The salt translates
into a sodium concentration of 650 mg/liter. This small
amount is good for marathon runners.
Electrolyte beverages can be used if the athlete
tolerates them, but other electrolytes are not essential
until after the event. Experiment during training to
find the best beverage for you.

Table 1: Sample menu of a high carbohydrate diet. 

Food item Calories 
Grams  

carbohydrate 

Breakfast 

8 ounces orange juice 120 28 

1 cup oatmeal 132 23 

1 medium banana 101 26 

8 ounces low-fat milk 102 12 

1 slice whole wheat toast 60 12 

1 tablespoon jelly 57 15 

Lunch 

2-ounce slice ham 104 0 

1 ounce Swiss cheese 105 1 

2 slices whole wheat bread 120 25 

1 leaf lettuce 1 0 

1 slice tomato 3 1 

8 ounces apple juice 116 30 

8 ounces skim milk 85 12 

2 cookies 96 14 

Dinner 

3 cups spaghetti 466 97 

1 cup tomato sauce 
with mushrooms 

89 
5 

19 
1 

2 tablespoons Parmesan cheese 45 0 

4 slices French bread 406 78 

1 slice angel food cake 161 36 

1/4 cup sliced strawberries 13 3 

1/2 cup ice cream 133 16 

Snack 

16 ounces grape juice 330 83 

6 fig cookies 386 81 

TOTAL 3236 613 

(75% of total calories) 
 

Eating sugar or honey just before an event does not
provide any extra energy for the event. It takes about
30 minutes for the sugar to enter the blood stream.
This practice may also lead to dehydration. Water is
needed to absorb the sugar into the cells. Furthermore,
sugar eaten before an event may hinder performance
because it triggers a surge of insulin. The insulin
causes a sharp drop in blood sugar level in about 30
minutes. Competing when the blood sugar level is
low leads to fatigue, nausea and dehydration.
A diet where 70 percent of calories comes from
carbohydrates for three days prior to the event is
sometimes helpful for endurance athletes. (See Table
1 for a sample menu.) Water retention often is
associated with carbohydrate loading. This may cause
stiffness in the muscles and sluggishness early in the
event. A three-day regimen minimizes this effect. The
previously suggested seven days of deprivation/
repletion is not recommended due to increased risks
of coronary heart disease. In addition,
electrocardiograph abnormalities may occur and
training during the deprivation phase may be difficult.
Water
Water is an important nutrient for the athlete. Athletes
should start any event hydrated and replace as much
lost fluid as possible by drinking chilled liquids at
frequent intervals during the event. Chilled fluids are
absorbed faster and help lower body temperature.
(See Table 2.)

Table 2: Recommendations for hydration. 

Day before Drink fluids frequently 

Pre-event meal 2-3 cups water 

2 hours before 2-2 1/2 cups water 

1/2 hour before 2 cups water 

Every 10-15 minutes during the event 1/2 cup cool (45-55 degrees) water 

After event 2 cups fluid for each pound lost 

Next day Drink fluids frequently (it may take 36 
hours to rehydrate completely). 

 
Fats
Fat also provides body fuel. For moderate exercise,
about half of the total energy expenditure is derived
from free fatty acid metabolism. If the event lasts
more than an hour, the body may use mostly fats for
energy. Using fat as fuel depends on the event’s
duration and the athlete’s condition. Trained athletes
use fat for energy more quickly than untrained
athletes. Consumption of fat should not fall below 15
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percent of total energy intake because it may limit
performance.  Athletes who are under pressures to
achieve or maintain a low body weight are susceptible
to using fat restriction and should be told that this will
hinder their performance.
Protein
After carbohydrates and fats, protein provides energy
for the body. Exercise may increase an athlete’s need
for protein, depending on the type and frequency of
exercise. Extra protein consumed is stored as fat. In
the fully grown athlete, it is training that builds muscle,
not protein per se. The ADA reports that a protein
intake of 10 to 12 percent of total calories is sufficient.
Most authorities recommend that endurance athletes
eat between 1.2-1.4 grams protein per kg of body
weight per day; resistance and strength-trained
athletes may need as much as 1.6-1.7 grams protein
per kg of body weight. (A kilogram equals 2.2
pounds.)
Japanese researchers demonstrated that “sports
anemia” may appear in the early stages of training
with intakes of less than 1 gram/kg of body weight
per day of high quality protein. To calculate your
protein needs, divide your ideal weight by 2.2 pounds
to obtain your weight in kilograms. Then multiply
kilograms by the grams of protein recommended.
A varied diet will provide more than enough protein
as caloric intake increases. Furthermore, Americans
tend to eat more than the recommended amounts of
protein. Excess protein can deprive the athlete of
more efficient fuel and can lead to dehydration. High-
protein diets increase the water requirement
necessary to eliminate the nitrogen through the urine.
Also, an increase in metabolic rate can occur and,
therefore, increased oxygen consumption. Protein
supplements are unnecessary and not recommended.
Vitamins and Minerals
Increased caloric intake through a varied diet ensures
a sufficient amount of vitamins and minerals for the
athlete. There is no evidence that taking more vitamins
than is obtained by eating a variety of foods will
improve performance. Thiamin, riboflavin and niacin
(B vitamins) are needed to produce energy from the
fuel sources in the diet. However, plenty of these
vitamins will be obtained from eating a variety of

foods. Carbohydrate and protein foods are excellent
sources of these vitamins. Furthermore, the B
vitamins are water soluble and are not stored in the
body, so toxicity if not an issue. Some female athletes
may lack riboflavin, so ensuring adquate consumption
of riboflavin-rich food is important, like milk. Milk
products not only increase the riboflavin level but also
provide protein and calcium. The body stores excess
fat-soluble vitamins A, D, E and K. Excessive amounts
of fat-soluble vitamins may have toxic effects.
Minerals play an important role in performance.
Heavy exercise affects the body’s supply of sodium,
potassium, iron and calcium. Sweating during exercise
increases the concentration of salt in the body. 
Consuming salt tablets after competition and workouts
is not advised as this will remove water from your
cells, causing weak muscles.  Good sodium guidelines
are to:
1) avoid excessive amounts of sodium in the diet and
2) beverages containing sodium after endurance
events may be helpful. 
Eating potassium-rich foods such as oranges, bananas
and potatoes throughout training and after competition
supplies necessary potassium.
Iron carries oxygen via blood to all cells in the body
and is another important mineral for athletes. Female
athletes and athletes between 13 and 19 years old
may have inadequate supplies of iron due to
menstruation and strenuous exercise. Female athletes
who train heavily have a high incidence of
amenorrhea, the absence of regular, monthly periods,
and thus conserve iron stores. Iron supplements may
be prescribed by a physician if laboratory tests indicate
an iron deficiency. Excess iron can cause
constipation. To avoid this problem, eat fruits,
vegetables, whole grain breads and cereals..
Calcium is an important nutrient for everyone as it is
important in bone health and muscle function. Female
athletes should have an adequate supply of calcium
to avoid calcium loss from bones. Calcium loss may
lead to osteoporosis later in life.  Choosing low-fat
dairy products, provide the best source of calcium.
The Pre-Game Meal
A pre-game meal three to four hours before the event
allows for optimal digestion and energy supply. Most
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authorities recommend small pre-game meals that
provide 500 to 1,000 calories.
The meal should be high in starch, which breaks down
more easily than protein and fats. The starch should
be in the form of complex carbohydrates (breads,
cold cereal, pasta, fruits and vegetables). They are
digested at a rate that provides consistent energy to
the body and are emptied from the stomach in two to
three hours.
High-sugar foods lead to a rapid rise in blood sugar,
followed by a decline in blood sugar and less energy.
In addition, concentrated sweets can draw fluid into
the gastrointestinal tract and contribute to dehydration,
cramping, nausea and diarrhea. Don’t consume any
carbohydrates one and a half to two hours before an
event. This may lead to premature exhaustion of
glycogen stores in endurance events.
Avoid a meal high in fats. Fat takes longer to digest
as does fiber- and lactose-containing meals.
Take in adequate fluids during this pre-game time.
Avoid caffeine (cola, coffee, tea) as it may lead to
dehydration by increasing urine production.
Don’t ignore the psychological aspect of eating foods
you enjoy and tolerate well before an event. However,
choose wisely — bake meat instead of frying it, for
example.
Some athletes may prefer a liquid pre-game meal,
especially if the event begins within two or three
hours. A liquid meal will move out of the stomach by
the time a meet or match begins. Remember to include
water with this meal.
The Post-Game Meal
Regardless of age, gender or sport, the post-
game.competition meal recommendations are the
same. (See Table 3.) Following a training session or
competition, a small meal eaten within thirty minutes
is very beneficial. The meal should be mixed, meaning
it contains carbohydrate, protein, and fat. Protein
synthesis is greatest during the window of time
immediately following a workout and carbohydrates
will help replete diminished glycogen stores. However,
consume food within the 30 minute window may be
difficult for athletes—they often experience nausea
or lack of hunger.  Options to address this difficulty
include:

· Carbs you can drink that contain protein.  There
are several liquid smoothies and beverages on the
market that provide high protein and carbohydrates
for replenishment.  One classic is chocolate milk.
· If that is difficult, fruit, popsicles, oranges, bananas,
bagels, melon, or apple slices all would be better than
not consuming any food.
Many athletes turn to protein/amino-acid
supplementation in the form of powders or pills post-
workout.  These are unnecessary and have been
linked to dehydration, hypercalciuria, weight gain, and
stress on the kidney and liver.   Furthermore, any
athletes consuming supplements in replacement of
meals should consult with their doctor or a registered
dietitian before continuing.
Maintain nutritional conditioning not only for athletic
events, but all the time. A pre-game meal or special
diet for several days prior to competition cannot make
up for an inadequate daily food intake in previous
months or years.
Lifelong good nutrition habits must be emphasized.
Combine good eating practices with a good training
and conditioning program plus good genes, and a
winning athlete can result!

Table 3: Two pre-event meal plans. 

Pre-Event Meal Plan I, 2-3 hours prior 
(approximately 500 calories) 

Lean meat or protein equivalent 2 ounces 

Fruit 1 serving (1/2 cup) 

Bread or easily digestible carbohydrate  2 servings 

Pre-Event Meal Plan II, 3 1/2 - 4 hours prior 
(approximately 900 calories) 

Cooked lean meat or protein equivalent 2 ounces 

Fruit 1 serving (1/2 cup) 

Pasta or baked potato 1 cup or 1 medium 

Bread or carbohydrate substitute 2 servings 

Low-fiber vegetable 1 serving (1/2 cup) 

Fat spread 1 teaspoon 

Dessert: Angel food cake or plain cookies 1 piece 2 cookies 
 REFERENCE

Advances in Sports Medicine and Fitness,
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* J.B. Chauhan

THE 3 BODY TYPES AND TRANING

* Lecturer, Lt. M.J. Kundaliya B.P.Ed. College, Rajkot

Over the years, there have developed several different types of categorising the human body. In Ayurvedic
medicine that evolved from five the thousand year old Sanskrit teaching, body  types and their associated
personalities were defined as Vata, Pitta, and Kapha. If we go back to our high school/college days you will
probably remember a guy by the name of William H. Sheldon. It was Sheldon who introduced his theory of
Somotypes back in the 1940’s. His basic theory ‘proposed that there are basically three body types and each
body type has a specific personality associated with it. The theories that Sheldon presented has become a
central vein running through literature and research with respect to weight loss, exercise, and liodybuilding.
The body type system that Sheldon introduced characterised the human body as ectomorphic, mesomorphic,
or endomorphic. Not every human being fits exactly into one of these categories but contains characteristics
of each, although one is usually predominant over the others. In order to determine your body type, one
needs to look back at your adolescent years to determine which category your body type you possessed
before changes due to age and lifestyle transformed you into what you are today.

The Ectomorph Body Type
The Ectomorph is a form of opposite of the
Endomorph. Physically, they tend to have:
• Narrow shoulders and hips.
• A thin and narrow face, with a high forehead.
• A thin and narrow chest and abdomen.
• Very little body fat.
• Thin legs and arms.
Training for Ectomorphs:
Frequency/periodisation:

• Use split-training, using 1-2 bodyparts each workout
to target muscle groups.
• Train each bodypart once per week.
• Get plenty of rest between workouts; never train if
scheduled bodypart is sore from previous workout. •
Change training routine at least monthly.
• Increase training intensity each workout. This may
mean more weight, reps, and sets.
• Make the body work hard but briefly
Sets and Repetitions:
• Use heavy, basic power movements that hit the
deep muscle fibres.
• Avoid isolation or “finishing” movements.
• Keep reps in the 5 — 10 rep range.
• Do 6 — 8 sets per bodypart
• Watch out for overtraining, (it can slow gains)
• If gains in muscle and strength remain slow, shock
your body into growth with such techniques as 10
sets of 10 reps for one exercise per bodypart. Only
use this shocking technique once every eight weeks.
Intensity:
• Focus on lifting heavier weights to increase intensity
and not by cutting time between sets.
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• Rest at least 60 seconds between sets.
• Rest at least 5 minutes between bodyparts.
 • Occasionally try forced reps, supersets, tri-sets,
and other intensity techniques, but do not rely on them
to heavily.
Recuperation:
• Longer recuperation periods mean more rest days.
• Because of high metabolic rate, get at least 8hrs
sleep each night.
• If possible take a nap during, the day.
• Never train when tiled or not completely recovered.
Aerobics:
• Keep aerobic activities to a minimum, no more than
three times per week. Too much aerobics will stall
progress.
• keep cardio conditioning at the lower end of the
target heart rate for no more than 20 minutes per
session, To compute target heart rate per minute,
subtract your age from 220 and multiply by 0.6 and
0.8.
 • Good aerobic exercise choices include stationary
bike, brisk walking, and treadmill.
Nutrient Considerations:
• An excellent diet and proper supplementation are
crucial.
• Eat 5-7 small meals (Including weight gain drinks)
per day every 2.5 — 3 hrs.
• Increase daily protein intake to 1 — 1.5g of protein
per pound of bodyweight
• Protein intake should be 25 — 30% of daily dietary
intake; carbohydrates about 50%; fats 20 — 25%
• Have a protein shake 90 minutes before bedtime.
• Increase daily intake of fibrous carbohydrates whilst
limiting the intake of simple sugars.
• Eat slower burning glycemic index foods such as
beans, corn, yams. oats, pasta, brown rice, whole grain
foods.
• Supplement with a good multivitamin/mineral.
Lifestyle:
• Keep stress levels low and learn how to relax, using
such techniques as visualisation, yoga, and meditation.
Stress induced cortisol levels can be detrimental to
muscle building.
• Minimise outside activities that use moderate to large
amounts of energy.

•Think energy conservation in everything you do.
• Drink at least 2.5 liter’s water every day (80oz)
The Mesomorph Body Type
The mesomorph is somewhere between the round
endomorph and the thin ectomorph. Physically, they
have the more ‘desirable’ body, and have:
• Large head, broad shoulders, and narrow waist
(wedge-shaped).
 •Muscular body, with strong forearms and thighs
• Very little body fat
• Genetically gifted; greatest bodybuilding potential.
• Long torso, full chest, good shoulder to waist ratio.
Training for the Mesomorph:
Frequency/Periodisation:
• Responds well to training that involves heavy, basic
movements along with shaping exercises. The more
varied the exercise program, the greater the results.
• Alternate 3-4 weeks of high intensity training with
several weeks of lower intensity workouts to promote
growth and strength and prevent burnout.
Sets and Repetitions:
• Use quick, basic movements with heavy weights
before hitting muscles with isolation and shaping
exercises.
• Keep reps in the 8-12 rep range. For most bodyparts.
• Use a rep combination as low as six and as high as
25 for quads, hamstrings, and calves.
• Because of natural genetic advantage, watch out
for overtraining under the mistaken notion that more
training will make growth faster.
Intensity:
• Constantly keep the body off guard by varying the
training intensity with exercises, sets, reps, weights,
and rest.
• Be sure to regularly include light, moderate, and
heavy training days.
• Use a combination of slow moderately paced (with
full range of motion) and fast reps.
• Regularly alternate intensity techniques into the
workouts: partial reps, forced reps, forced reps,
descending sets, compound sets, and pre-exhaustion.
Recuperation:
• Without proper rest, the natural advantage you enjoy
will never be fully exploited.
• Get 7.5 — 9hrs of sleep every night. Never train a
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body part that has not fully recovered.
• Take an extra day of rest away from the gym if
your motivation, energy, or strength level is lacking.
Aerobics:
• To maximise muscle gains, do no more than three
cardio workouts per week for 20-30 minutes (5 minute
warm up, 15-20 minutes in your target heart range,
five minute cool down.
• Keep the heart working in the middle of the target
heart range?
• Recommended activities: stair climber, treadmill,
brisk walking, or stationary bike.
• Limit running to no more than two miles three times
a week, even with no other aerobic activities.
• Some mesomorph’s reply on wind sprints to condition
and build the legs while aerobically conditioning the
heart.
Nutrient Considerations
• Keep protein intake to at least 1 gram per pound of
bodyweight.
• Keep the carbohydrate intake moderately high, about
60% of total calories; choose vegetables, brown rice.
low fat beans, lentils and pasta and whole grains.
• Limit fats: stay lean  with a diet containing 15-20%
total fats.
• Eat a variety of lean proteins such as skinless
chicken, turkey, egg white, lean beef, and fish.
Lifestyle:
• Don’t try to do too much to fast: that would make
you susceptible to injuries, over training or burnout. •
Slow down and listen to your body. Gains will continue
year after year if you’re patient and follow guidelines
given.
• Be patient but persistent.
•Drink at least 2.5 litres (80 ounces) of water daily.
The Endomorph Body Type
The Endomorph is physically quite ‘round’, and is
typified as the ‘barrel of fun’ person. They tend to
have:
• Wide hips and narrow shoulders, which makes them
rather pear-shaped.
• Quite a lot of fat spread across the body, including
upper arms and thighs.
• They have quite slim ankles and wrists, which only
serves to accentuate the fatter other parts.

• Wide bone structure.
• Slower metabolism.
• Weight gain is easy, though fat loss is difficult.
• Tends to store fat, which hides muscle gains.
Training for the Endomorph:
Frequency/Periodisation:
• Needs more frequent workouts, especially aerobic
conditioning.
• Develop a pool of 3-5 effective exercises for each
bodypart and from those select 2-3 exercises for each
bodypart.
• Train abdominals at the beginning of your workout.
• Do whole body workouts for the first months of
training; later try a split type of routine.
• Training goal is to speed up the metabolism, minimise
body fat.
• Change the training program every second or third
workout.
• Don’t be afraid to experiment in your training;
frequently try something new and different.
Sets and Reps
•Each workout must be high intensity, sacrifice
poundage’s for minimal rest between sets.
• Do no more than eight sets per body part.
• Use moderate poundage’s. Avoid training with
heavy weights and low reps.
• Keep your rep range in the 9-12 range for upper
body and 12-25 rep range for legs and calves.
Intensity:
• Keep intensity high and rest between sets to a
minimum- no more than 60 seconds.
• Use high-intensity training principles such as burns,
iso-tension, continuous tension, supersets, tri-sets, and
giant sets principles to help bring out maximum muscle
shape and definition.
• Descending sets (where you drop the resistance
after you’ve reached muscle failure) also add
intensity: use this approach on the last set for a
bodypart exercise.
Recuperation:
• Train more frequently, but rest at least 48 hours
between workouts for same body part.
• With slower metabolism you won’t need as much
sleep. Try to get 7.5 hours of sleep per night.
Aerobics:
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• Aerobic conditioning is a key component to looking
good.
• Use low or non-impact aerobics such as brisk
walking, stationary cycle, and treadmill or stair climber
to avoid stress to joints.
• Do a cardio workout a minimum of three ties per
week, preferably five for 20 minutes in the target
heart rate zone, with a five minute warm up and five
minute cool down.
Nutrient Considerations:
• Keep fat intake low.
• Eat a variety of lean protein in moderation.
• Consume dairy products that are nonfat.
• Avoid late night snacking: if you must, have healthy,
low fat foods on hand.
• Eating smaller, frequent meals keeps the blood sugar
level and metabolism up, and controls the appetite.
• Count your daily calories.
• Skip the second helpings; eat slowly. Walk away
from each meal feeling slightly hungry.
• Eliminate drinking soft drinks and alcohol.
Lifestyle:
• Participate in a variety of fun aerobic activities to
keep the metabolism revved, such as hiking, walking,
biking, swimming, racket sports and martial arts.
• Plan on participating in some aerobic activity daily.
Make time for rest and relaxation.
• Drink water and lots of it, at least 2.5 liters (80 oz)
daily.
Conclusions
When you know which type you are (or which
mixture) and diet and exercise correctly for that type,
you will make much better progress.
While some women may think that Kate Moss is the
ideal, from a fitness view point she really isn’t. And
many women who tend to be endomorphic will save
themselves much suffering by not striving to change
themselves into Ectomorphs; it’s not going to happen.
Conversely a true ectomorph who wishes to be a
Sumo wrestler would also be in for a big
disappointment.
Your goal should be to look as close as possible to (or
stay looking like) a mesomorph. With the correct
exercise and diet this can be attainable, and while
you may be a bit upset that you have to work hard to

look good while the true mesomorph looks that way
naturally, at least you will still be fit and look good.
And even the mesomorph will find as he/she gets
older that some exercise and diet is needed if they
want to continue to look good and be fit.

REFERENCE
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PHYSICAL AND HEALTH EDUCATION

* PTI, Shree Sahajanand School, Ahemdabad

Introduction of Physical and Health Education
Physical education trends have developed recently
to incorporate a greater variety of activities besides
typical sports. Introducing students to activities like
bowling, walking/hiking, or Frisbee at an early age
can help students develop good activity habits that
will carry over into adulthood. Some teachers have
even begun to incorporate stress-reduction techniques
such as yoga, deep-breathing and tai chi. Tai chi, an
ancient martial arts form focused on slow meditative
movements is a relaxation activity with many benefits
for students. Studies have shown that tai chi enhances
muscular strength and endurance, cardiovascular
endurance, and provides many other physical benefits.
It also provides psychological benefits such as
improving general mental health, concentration,
awareness and positive mood. It can be taught to
any age student with little or no equipment making it
ideal for mixed ability and age classes. Tai chi can
easily be incorporated into a holistic learning body
and mind unit. Teaching non-traditional sports to
students may also provide the necessary motivation
for students to increase their activity, and can help
students learn about different cultures. For example,
while teaching a unit about lacrosse in, for example,
the South western United States, students can also
learn about the Native American cultures of the North
eastern United States and Eastern Canada, where
lacrosse originated. Teaching non-traditional sports
provides a great opportunity to integrate academic
concepts from other subjects as well which may now
be required of many P.E. teachers. The four aspects
of P.E. are physical, mental, social, and emotional.
Details of Physical and Health Education
In today’s modern society, sports and physical activity

serve the purpose of building a healthy body and mind.
Sports and physical activity in the post modern era
contribute not only to maintaining a healthy body and
mind, but  also to awakening one’s full potential for a
better life. The positive effects of sports and physical
activities in our lives have been affirmatively
acknowledged in a greater fashion than ever before
and have been considered as a major cultural asset
in many societies. This phenomenon is commonly
observable worldwide regardless of the existing
differences in social, cultural, political, and economic
patterns.
A rise in the positive affirmation of sports and physical
activity has affected and brought change to the
position of physical education and youth sports.
Physical education and youth sports no longer remain
as a mere education for the “physical,” but serve to
advance individuals to develop other abilities such as
cognitive and social skills. This holistic approach to
physical education and youth sports creates the
opportunity and potential for children and youth to
initiate sports for life. Consequently, physical education
has the potential to affect one’s quality of life by
cultivating a healthy body and mind.
Correspondingly, at this point in time, reexamining the
goals, objectives, and content of physical education
and youth sports worldwide is a necessity. The
reassessment will essentially provide an opportunity
to reevaluate the current constructed sports culture
and accordingly
provide new directions for physical education and
youth sports that reflect current times. Co-
incidentally, Physical Education and Health: Global
Perspectives and Best Practice introduces physical
education and youth sports from 40 countries. These
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chapters provide an analysis of various perspectives
and approaches to physical education and youth sports
from each of the 40 countries, and from these diverse
viewpoints, I identified three main factors.
First, many countries are apparently in a transitional
period from sports skills-oriented physical education
programs to health-oriented objectives. It has been
considered that this change of perspective was
occurring only in countries concerned with
overcoming obesity and overweight to improve the
health of children and youth. However, Physical
Education and Health: Global Perspectives and Best
Practice illustrates that this concern is no longer limited
to certain countries, but to the majority of countries.
Therefore, physical education and youth sports now
require educators that have knowledge beyond sports
and physical activities that is based in new educational
practices.
Second, the change of view in physical education and
youth sports is reflected in new and renewed policies.
The chapters introduce the active change and
involvement of policy makers to pursue and improve
physical education and youth sports according to more
contemporary goals and objectives. Such goals and
objectives encourage participants in physical
education and youth sports programs to pursue sports
for life. This factor illuminates that policy makers
play a vital role in creating and providing the
environment in which these ends can be achieved.
In some countries, the benefit of the school–
community cooperation model to physical education
and youth sports is now more formally emphasized.
Third, the need and importance of gathering and
sharing knowledge of physical education and youth
sports of other countries other than one’s own is
highlighted. Globalization emphasizes that we can
improve together by learning from each other from
the past and present for a stronger future in physical
education and youth sports. Physical Education and
Health: Global
Perspectives and Best Practice shares this
worldwide knowledge.
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The present study was to analyses the sort competition anxiety among male and female intercollegiate level
sports-persons of different games. 448 male and 380 female  players level form Basketball, kabaddi, kho-
kho and Hockey were Randomly selected as Subjects.  Sport competition anxiety assessed by using a
Written Questionnaire .2x5 factorial analysis of variance Was  carried out to analysis the data. The level of
significant Chosen Was 0.05 Simple effect test was employed to determine  the significant difference between
the means , wherever the interaction if found significant Scheffe’s Post – hockey Was carried out if – ‘F’
Ratio found significant . Factorial analysis of variance reveals  that , there was no significant differences
found in interactions  intercollegiate level . However there  was a significant difference found in interaction.
Simple effect test reveals male  sports persons of selected five games Was With Significant difference in
sport competition female Kho-Kho players found to be with significant difference in sport competition
anxiety than female players.

INTRODUCTION : -
Play to win and not lose’ should be the slogan of
today ’ s sportsperson Playing to win comes  out of
inspiration,  whereas playing not to loose out of
desperation . Most performance problem that athletes
or other perfumers struggle With are not result of
poor conditioning, inadequate coaching and lack of
sometimes cause sub – per play.
Anxiety is considered as psychological manifestation
involving all dimensions of athlete such as behavior
and psychological process of sports performance,
tension, fear etc. The greatest danger to the athlete,
Which the psychologist is required to control is anxiety
in all is forms. It is a disturbance nourished by it and
every athlete is vulnerable to it
Spiel Berger (1971) introduced the term state anxiety
that anxiety . He defined state anxiety as an
immediate emotional; state that is characterized . He
defined , fear and tension accompanied  by
physiological arousal . State anxiety is a temporary,

very changing emotional state . At the same time ,
trait anxiety is a feature of personality. It is
predisposition to perceive certain environmental
situations as threatening and to respond ti these
situations . It is an acquired behavioral disposition.
 Agyajit Singh (1987) administered SCAT (Martens)
tom Indian athletes and hockey players found
significant differences between the two sample on
sports competition anxiety. Hockey players both male
and female were to have lees competition anxiety.
Hockey players both male and female were found to
have less competition anxiety as compared to the
players of individual events. Males exhibited less
anxiety in competitive situations as compared to the
female.
Willams David M. Frank Michael .L, Lester David
(2002) , examined the relationship between attitudes
toward Winning and competition anxiety in 59 male
and female college student competing on four different
NCAA Division  III soccer and volleyball terms .AII
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participants completed a competitive  a state anxiety
inventory i hour before participation  in an
intercollegiate game during the regular season. in a
backward multiple regression , analysis, cognitive
anxiety was predicated significantly only by self –
confidence . while somatic anxiety was predicated
significantly y self – confidence and the rated
importance of the competition.
Nuouanis Nikos, Biddle Stuart J.H.(2000) examined
how coping strategies in sport related to differences
in levels of anxietitensity and to the interpretation of
these levels as being facilities or debilitative or
performance.
The  purpose of the study was to analysis the sports
Competition Anxiety of level male and female sports
persons. Total 448 male and 380 female  players from
Basketball, Volleyball, Kabaddi, Kho –Kho and
Hockey game . were randomly selected games. the
level of significant chosen Was 0.05 Simple effect
test Was employed to determine the significance
difference between the means, Wherever the
interaction is found significant Schaffer’s post – hoe
test was carried out , if ‘F’ - ratio found significant
FINDING : -
The findings pertaining to the Group Cohesiveness
of male sportsperson are presented below.

Table – 1
2x5 Factorial Analysis of Variance Sports
Competition Anxiety between Male and
presented Sports persons
SURCE SS DF MS SIG F TABLE  VALUE 
Gender 32.421 1 32.421 3.384 0.006 1.826 = (3.86) 
Games Groupe 223.776 4 55.944 5.8944 .000 4.823(2.39) 
Interaction 100.926 4 25.232 2.634 .003 4.188 = (3.86) 
error 7837.136 818 9.581    
Total 332640.000 828     
 

0.05  level at significant
The reveals that  F value of male and female sports-
persons (Row) of inter college was to be 3.384 and
not statistically significant as the calculated F value
is less than the table value (3.86)
Further, in the analysis of columns f value of 5.839
for Sports Competition Anxiety among sports-persons
of selected five games was found With significant
difference as the F value found to be more  than the
table value (2.39)

As interaction found significant (F2.634) in sports
competition anxiety among male and female sports
persons of intercollegiate level simple effects test
was administered and presented in.

Table – 2
Simple Effect  test of  Variance  Sport
Competition Anxiety between male and Female
Sports persons of  Five  Selected Game.

Source of Variance Ss Df Ms F Table Value of F 
Mae Sports persons 261.571 4 65.393 6.825 (4,443)=(2.40) 

Female Sports persons 75.277 4 18.819 1.964 (4,375)=(2.39) 
Basketball Players 14.012 1 14.012 1.46 4,154= (3.90) 
Volleyball Players 18.166 1 18.166 1.896 4,154=(3.90 
Kho-Kho Players 94.500 1 94.500 9.36 4,154=(3.90 
Kabaddi Players 7.055 1 7.055 0.736 4,166=(3.90 
Hockey players .012 1 0.02 0.001 4,190=(3.90 

FRROR 7838.136 818 9.581 -------  
 

simple effect test revels that among male sports
persons a significant difference exists between the
plyers of different games in sports competition anxiety
, Further the potshot test was administered and
presented in table – 3

Table : - 3
post – hoc Analysis of Competition Anxiety of
Male inter college Sports person of Various
Games.

Basketball Volleyball Kho-Kho Kabaddi Hockey Mean Difference 
18.6905 19.9762    102857 
18.6905  20.7381   2.04762* 

18.6905   20.8571  2.1667* 
18.6905    19.6964 1.00595 

 19.9762 20.7381   0.76190 
 19.9762  20.8571  0.88095 
 19.9762   19.6964 0.27976 
  20.7381 20.8571  0.11905 
  20.7381  19.6964 1.04167 
   20.8571 19.6964 1.16071 

 
0.05 Level Significant
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It revels that Male basketball  players Were with
significantly lower sports competition anxiety than
Kabaddi and Kho- Kho players. There was no
significant different in sports competition anxiety exist
between game players among females Hence the
mean difference test was administered and presented
in table – 4

Table -4
Mean difference in sports Competition

Anxiety between male and female Kho-Kho
players

Groups Mean Value of 
Meal players 

Mean Value  
of Female   
of   players 

Mean Difference 

Kho- Kho 20.7381 19.2381 1.5 
 

0.05  Level at Significant
There Was a significant Difference  exists in Sport
Competition anxiety level between male and Female
Kho-Kho players and no significant differences
Found in rest of the Groups,
CONCLUSIONS
Within the limitation of the present study and on the
basis of the finding the following conclusions may be
drawn
· Sport competition anxiety is independent of  the
person. This conclusion drawn from the findings that
there is no Significant difference exists between male
and female sports persons in sports competition
anxiety.
· Sport competition anxiety depends of the game of
the sport person.It is not necessary that every sport
and games clutches the sports persons With similar
magnitude of competition anxiety.
·  Variations and similarity in the various parameters
of sport competition Anxiety which was  observed in
this study can be attributed to the psycho-somatic
demand of the game ,  pattern , regulations and the
strategy of the game.
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* D.G. Patel

STRESS AFFECT SPORTS PERFORMANCE

* Lecturer in Physical Education, Navyug Science College, Surat

Sports for leisure can be both fun and thrilling but when competition sets in, it may no longer be so.  With
competition, the first thought that comes to mind will be pressure, tension or stress.
There can be tons of pressure in any sports. It can come from expectation of your coach, your friends and
supporters that expect you to win. It can also come from within the person. Sometimes, we can be very hard
on ourselves. We push ourselves to excel and this further adds to the stress that comes with playing in sports
“How does stress affect Sports ?”

Whatever is the cause, it is a fact that stress does
affect sports performance.
One misconception that people have is that stress
always has a negative effect or influence on
performance. This is not always true as stress may
cause negative anxiety in one performer but may
serve as a positive excitement for another. Hence
that is why you may hear that some players thrive
when under pressure while others may crumble.
The level of stress under which you operate is of
utmost importance. If you are not under sufficient
stress, then your performance is likely to suffer
because you would tend to feel bored and
unmotivated. On the other hand, if you are under
immense pressure, your performance will also be
unsatisfactory as you would be distracted and
unfocused.
In the middle of these two, there is a level of moderate
stress and this is the level of stress that you would
perform at your best. This level of “optimum
performance” stress is different for different people.
Coping with stress in sports.
To achieve your optimal level of performance, stress
management is important. You would need to have a
balance of your stress levels. As mentioned, too low
a level will make you unchallenged while too high a
level will impair your performance. There are coping
techniques that can assist you in finding a balance.
The influence of stress on sports performance can

either be psychological or physical.
Psychological stress comes in the form of anxiety,
fears and negative thoughts associated with the
upcoming event or competition. These though
common need to be addressed and controlled before
they undermine your self-confidence.
Here are some “mental tools” you can use to counter
the negative thinking that can undermine a good
performance.
Learn to recognize your thoughts (Thought
Awareness)
Often, when you are thinking negatively, you will feel
fear, criticize yourself for mistakes made or you may
even doubt your own ability and skills and expects
yourself to fail. Do not suppress these thoughts. Let
them flow and note them down
Challenge your negative thoughts (Rational
Thinking)
Having listed your negative thoughts, its time to run
through each of them and provide evidence against
them.  Here are a few examples:
·  ”I’m not good enough”
Have you been training yourself as long and as well
that you should have? Have you conducted the
reasonable number of rehearsal? If you have done
all these, then you are good enough!
· “ What might others think”
As long as you have performed your best, it is not
within your control as to what others may feel or
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think. Just ignore any unfair comments
“Afraid that there may be problems during the event”
Have you thought about contingence plans? Run
through all possible problems or distraction mentally
and think of ways to deal with them if they arise.
Once you have done that, you should be able to handle
any problems should they happen.
Be Positive (Positive Thinking)
Instead of thinking negatively, look at things in a
positive way. This will help build up confidence. For
example:
· Instead of thinking “I’m not good enough”. Think “
I’m well prepared”
I have trained hard and I’m prepared to give my best
performance!
· Instead worrying “What might others think” just
think about “ I am going to proof that all wrong”
· Instead of worrying “what might happen during the
match”, be positive as “ I have thought about all
problems and would be able to overcome any of them”
Stress can also affect your body physically. Under
the effects of stress, muscle may become tense and
tighten. This tightening of the muscle may in turn
affect the overall co-ordination of the body and its
movement. As such, your movement, fluidity, hand
and eyes movement will all be affected which can 
influence your performance. 
Using physical stress relieve techniques like
“Progressive Muscular Relaxation” or “Deep
Breathing” may help. Also, avoid heavy meals and
caffeinated beverages before the match, as these are
potential stressor that creates physical stress on your
body.
Stress Management Tips - Helping You Reduce
Stress
Stress is inevitable in life but that doesn’t mean that
we have to be passive about it and risk being stressed
out. With some stress management tips, coping or
dealing with stress should not be difficult.
There are many ways to reduce stress but before
we start listing some stress relief tips, take a simple
test to see if you are really stressed.
Here are the top 10 key stress indicators. Just simply
tick on the ones that have affected you.
· sleep difficulties

· loss of appetite
· poor concentration or poor memory retention
· performance dip
· uncharacteristic errors or missed deadlines
· anger or tantrums
· violent or anti-social behaviour
· emotional outbursts
· alcohol or drug abuse
· nervous habits
Your test score.

 No.of Stress indicators ticked  Implication              
 1 You could be stressed 
 2 You are probably stressed 
 3 You are almost certainly stressed 

 4 or more You are definitely stressed 
 
So, have you got an answer?. If yes, read on as the
following would definitely be useful in teaching you
how to relieve stress.
Stress Relief Tips
1. Start a stress diary
Keeping a stress diary is an effective way of finding
out both what causes you stress, and what level of
stress you prefer. In this diary note down your stress
levels and how you feel throughout the day. In
particular, note down stressful events. Record the
following information:
a. The time and place where the event took place
b. The Intensity of the stress felt (On a scale of 1 to
10)
c. Duration of stress felt. How long did you feel
unhappy, angry, agitated etc
d. The event, situation or people causing the stress
e. What was the triggering event (The preceding
event that has led to the stressful situation that you
are in right now)
f. Your reaction i.e. emotional or physical towards
that event.
By keeping track of all causes of stress that have
affected you, you would be in a better position to find
ways to manage them. Looking retrospectively, you
should be able to avoid running into such situations
again and hence reducing your exposure to stress.
 2. Exercise
Taking frequent effective exercise is probably one
of the best physical stress-reduction techniques
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available. Exercise not only improves your health and
reduces stress caused by unfitness, it also relaxes
tense muscles and helps you to sleep.
Exercise has a number of other positive benefits you
may not be aware of:
1. It improves blood flow to your brain, bringing
additional sugars and oxygen which may be needed
when you are thinking intensely
2. It can cause release of chemicals called endorphins
into your blood stream. These give you a feeling of
happiness and well-being
Being fit and healthy also increases your ability in
managing stress as it arises.
3. Relaxation and Meditation Techniques
Learn how to relax yourself and this can best be done
through meditation. The idea of meditation is to focus
your thoughts on one relaxing thing for a sustained
period of time. This rests your mind by diverting it
from thinking about the problems that have caused
stress. It gives your body time to relax and recuperate
and clear away toxins that may have built up through
stress and mental or physical activity.
Meditation is particularly useful where:
· you have been under long term stress,
· you have been under short term stress which has
caused adrenaline to be released into your
bloodstream,
· you have been worrying about problems,
· you have been physically active.
Relaxing using meditation can have the following
beneficial effects on our health.
· slows breathing
· reduces blood pressure
· helps muscles relax
· gives the body time to eliminate lactic acid and other
waste products
· reduces anxiety
· eliminates stressful thoughts
· helps with clear thinking
· helps with focus and concentration
· reduces irritability
· reduces stress headaches  
4. Time management
Stress is often cited as a result of poor time
management. These are often the people who do not

prioritize their jobs or tasks. They tend to over-commit
and over scheduled. In such cases, good time
management skills are critical for effective stress
control..  One way to help in developing time
management skills is to always try to use a calendar
or planner, and check it faithfully before committing
to anything. You can also learn to identify time-
wasting tasks by keeping a diary for a few days and
noticing where you may be losing time.
5. Develop your social support network.
When under intense stress, it is very natural to
withdraw from the world and concentrate exclusively
on solving the problem that is causing the stress
yourself . However, this may not be an ideal option.
One person working on his or her own simply cannot
achieve tasks beyond a certain size. Similarly, many
stressful situations cannot be resolved without the
help of other people.
As such, learn to be more sociable. Expand and
develop your own social network of friends so that
there are always these groups of people that you feel
comfortable with that can help you in times of need.
Simple as they may seems, these stress management
tips when put into use can greatly help you in managing
and coping with stress. Stress should never be taken
lightly especially on a long term basis. Acknowledging
the presence of stress and dealing with stress as they
arises is the only way to lead a more healthy and
stress-free life.
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;DFHDF\ gIFIGF JCLJ8GL H~ZLIFT

* Principal, Sheth H.J. Law College, Bhavnagar

EFZTN[XGF A\WFZ6DF\ JCLJ8GF # V\UMGL JFT SZJFDF\ VFJ[, K[P T[DF\ SFZMAFZLT\+4 lJWFGT\+4
VG[ EFJT\+4 lJWFGT\+4 SFINFVM AGFJ[ K[P SFZMAFZL T\+ JCLJ8L SFIM" SZ[ K[ VG[ gIFIT\+ V[ ;DFHGF
IFG[ ,MSMGF VlWSFZ Z1F6 SZJFG]\ SFI"” SZ[ K[P U]G[UFZMG[ lX1FF VF5JFG]\ VG[ l50LTGL ,FU6LG[ JFRF
VF5JFG]\ SFI" gIFIT\+ äFZF SZJFDF\ VFJ[ K[ VF 5|lS|IFG[ gIFIGF JCLJ8 TZLS[ VM/BJFDF\ VFJ[ K[P gIFIGF
JCLJ8GL jIFbIF ;FD\0[ VF 5|DF6[ VF5L K[Pcc gIFIGM JCLJ8 V[8,[ ZFHIGF XFZLlZS A/GF ;FWGYL ZFHSLI
;DFHDF\ VlWSFZG]\ Z1F6cc HM S[ ;FD\0GL VF jIFbIFGL W6L 8LSF 56 Y. K[ 56 ,[BS ;FD\0 ;FY[ ;\D\T YFI
K[ S[ VlWSFZGF Z1F6 DF8[ XFZLlZS A/GL H~Z 50[ K[P NFPTPSM. jIlSTGL lD<STG[ ALHF ,MSM G]SXFG
5CMRF0JFGM 5|IF; SZ[ tIFZ[ T[DGF Z1F6 DF8[ 5M,L; A/GL H~Z 50[ K[P 5M,L;GF A/ l;JFI VF lD<STG]\
Z1F6 Y. XS[ GCL H[YL XFZLlZS A/V[ Z1F6 DF8[ B]AH VUtIG]\ VG[ DCtJG]\  5lZA/ K[ T[D V\UT 56[
DFGJ]\ K[ JT"DFG ;DIDF\ EFZTN[XDF\ D]bItJ[ A[ 5|SFZGF gIFI 5|Rl,T K[P lNJFGL gIFI VG[ OMHNFZL gIFI
VF 5|DF6[ VF ZFQ8=GM JCLJ8 RF,[ K[P

gIFIGF JCLJ8GL H~ZLIFT
DF6;[ VlGJFI" ZLT[ ;FDFlHS 5|F6L K[P DF6; V[
;DFHDF\ ;D]CDF\ ZC[JF 8[JFI[,M T[GM :JEFJ K[P
DF6;GL A]lwWXlST G[ SFZ6[ ALHF 5|F6LVM SZTF V,U
50[ K[ A]lwWXlST CMJFG[ SFZ6[ DF6; 5MTFGF ElJQIG]\
VFIMHG SZL XS[ K[P lJRFZL XS[ K[ VG[ T[ 5|DF6[
SFD 56 SZTM CMI K[ T[ ZLT[ DF6;[ VgI 5|F6LVMYL
V,U 50[ K[ T[D KTF DF6;DF\ 56 hG]G4 lC\;F VG[
J [ZJ 'lT VgI 5|F6LGL DFOS ZC[,L K [  DF6;GL
VFJ'lTVM p5Z HM lGI\+6 S[ V\S]X ZFBJFDF\ G VFJ[
TM ;DFH jIJ:YF S[ ;DFH HLJG V:TjI:T Y. HFI
T[DF\ SM. X\SF GYL V[8,F DF8[H SC[JFI] K[ S[ cc HM
DFGJDF\ A]lwWXlST G CMI VG[ T[DGF p5Z lGI\+6 SZL
SM. TFSFT G CMI TM DFGJ V[ J~VM S[ lC\;S 5|F6LVMGF
CMJF SZTF 56 JW] EI\SZ CMI K[PsZfDF6;DF\ HIFZ[
SM.GF TZO J[ZJ'lTGM EFJ HFU[ tIFZ[ TM N]Q8 AGL
HFI K[P HIFZ[ T[ 5MTFGF :JFY"”DF\ CMI tIFZ[ ALHFG]\
A]Z] SZTF\ 56 V8SFTM GYL S[ ARSFTM GYL HM VF56[
NZ[S jIlSTG[ T[GL .rKF D]HA JT"G SZJF N[JFDF\ VFJ[
TM ;FDFHLS l:YZTF VG[ ;,FDTL H[J]\ SM. ZC[H GCL
V[8,F DF8[ ;FDFHLS l:YZTF VG[ ;,FDTL EFJGF
JCLJ8GL B ]A H~Z 50 [  K [P HF6LTF HI ]ZL:8
CMa;s#f GF D\TjI 5|DF6[ HIFZ[ DF6;MG[ SFA]DF\ ZFBJF

DF8[ SM. ;¿F G CMI tIFZ[ NZ[S jIlST ALHL jIlSTGL
N]xDG AGL HFI K[ VG[ 5lZ6FD[ ,UEU I]wW H[JL
5lZl:YlT ;HF"I K[ VFJF ;DFHDF\ HL\NUL  V[SFSL
VG[ Ul,R 5X] H[JL AGL HFI K[PVFJL 5lZl:YlTDF\
;FlCtI D'tI]GF EIGL T,JFZ ,8STL H CMI K[ VFYL
H ;]jIJl:YT ;DFH ZRGF DF8[ jIlSTVMGF V[SALHFGF
lJ~wWGF lCTMGF lGI\+6 VG[ Z1F6 DF8[ SM. A/ S[
TFSFT CMJL HM.V[ T[D CM%;G]\ D\TjI K[P
HF6LTF lJlWlDDF\;F ;FD\0s$f H6FJ[ K[ S[ NZ[S jIlST
5MTFGF :JFY”GM lJRFZ SZ[ K[ VG[ 5]TL” DF8[ T[ hG]GL
AG[ K[ ;DFH DF+ ZFHI VG[ SFINFGF VFzI[ Vl:TtJ
WZFJL XS[ VG[ gIFI V[ ZFHIGL XF\TL4 jIJ:YF VG[
;\:S'lT DF8[GL SFIDL H~ZL XZT K[ T[D ;FD\0G] \
DFGJ]\ K[P
gIFIGF JCLJ8GM pNEJP
VFW]lGS ;DIDF\ VF56[ gIFIGF JCLJ8G]\ H[ :J~5
HM.V[ K[ T[ :J~5 DFGJLGL 5|FYlDS VJ:YFDF\ G CT]\
gIFIGF JCLJ8GM lJSF; # TASSFDF\ YIM K[ T[J]\ H]NF
H]NF SFINFXF:+LVMG]\ DFGJ]\ K[P
s!f 5|YD VJ:YF ov DFGJHFTGL 5|FZ\ELS
VJ:YFDF\ G ;DFH CTM S[ G CTM SFINM DFZ[ T[GL T,JFZ
VG[ Al/IFGF A[ EFU H[JL l:YlT 5|JT”TL CTL
VFYL ;DU| ,MS HLJG ;\WQF"DI H[J]\ CT]\ 5MTFG]\ Vl:TtJ
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8SFJL ZFBJF A/JFG YJ] H~ZL CT] \  T [ lC\;FGM
;FDGM lC;F\YLH SZTF\ N]xDGMGM ;FD[ 5|CFZ SZJF DF8[
lD+M VG[ ;UF ;\A\WLVMGL DNN D/L ZC[TL VG[
DMTG[ D]9LDF\ CMI T[ ZLT[ HLJG lJTFJTF DF6;GL
HL\NUL VG[ lD<ST p5Z UD[ tIFZ[ C]D,M YJFGM ;\EJ
ZC[TM VG[ A/JFG DF6;M H 5MTFG]\ HLJG 8SFJL XSTF
GA/F DF6;MG]\ HLJG VWD VG[ D]xS[, CT]\ VFH[ 56
;DFHDF\ VF J[ZJ'lT SIF\I G[ SIF\I HMJF D/[ K[ V[8,[
DF6;DF\ VFW]lGSTF W6L VFJL K[ SFINFVMGL ;DH6
VG[ bIF, 56 W6F lJS:IF K[ T[D KTF D]/E]T J'lTIM
;DFHDF \  SM.G [  SM. ZLT [  5 |U8 YTL HMJF D/[
K[PNFPTP V 5lZJFZGF ;eIG]\ A 5lZJFZ äFZF B]G
SZJFDF\ VFJ[ T[GF AN,FDF\ A 5lZJFZ GF V[S ;eIG]\
B]G HIF ;]WL V 5lZJFZ G SZ[ tIF\ ;]WL T[DG[ R[G G
50[ VF J'0lT VFH[ 56 ;DFHDF\ HMJF D/[ K[ H[ 5|YD
TASSFGL K[P
sZf ALHL VJ:YFov ALHL VJ:YF V[8,[ S[ VF
;DI NZlDIFG S[8,FS lJSl;T N[XMDF\ ZFHSLI ;¿FVM
Vl:TtJDF\ VFJL R]SL CTL 5Z\T] ;DFH p5Z T[GM
SM. VZ;SFZS V\S]X G CTM p5ZF\T U]GFVM 0FDJFG]\
VG[ lC;FAM SZJFG]\ SM. jIJ:YF S[ T\U X~VFTDF\
Vl:TtJDF \ G CTF H[JL VFtDZ1F6 SZL XSGFZ
jIlSTG[ H HLJG HLJJFGM VlWSFZ CTM VF ;DI
NZlDIFG VF\B DF8[ VF\B4 5U DF8[ 5U4 NF\T DF8[
NF\T4 HLJG DF8[ HLJGGM l;wWF\T VD,DF\ CTM SM.
B]GL EFuI [  H HLJTM ZC [JF 5FDTM CTMP VF
5lZl:YlTDF\ VF AWF p5Z lGD\+6 ,FJJF DF8[ RMSS;
lGIDM W0FIF CTF H[ OMHNFZL EFJGF lJSF;G]\ 5|YD
5UlYI] U6JFDF\ VFJ[ K[P
s#f +LHL VJ:YFov VF +LHL VJ:YFDF\ ;DFH[
ZRGFtDS EFU EHJJFG]\ X~ SI]” DFGJLVM ;DFH
ZRLG[ ZC [JF ,FuIFP jIJl:YT HLJG HLJJFGL
X~VFT Y. VG[ NZ[SG[ V[D ,FuI] S[ DFGJLV[ ;DFH
ZRLG[ ZC[JF l;JFI SM. lJS<5 GYLP T[D T[DGL
DFgITF N- Y. jIJl:YT ;DFH ZRGFGF ;Z/ ;\RF,G
DF8[ 56 ZFHIGL ;¿F :JLSFZJL HM.V[ V[J] ,MS
DFG; p5Z AZFAZ DFgITF UM9JF. U. V[8,[ VF\B
;FD[ VF\B JF/M l;wWF\T ;DFHDF\ D'T5|FI AgIM SFINFVMG[
ZFHIG]\ 5L9A/ 5|F%T YI] ZFHI gIFIWLX TZLS[ SFI"”
SZJFGL HJFANFZL SM.G [  ;M \5L T [  U ]G [UFZGL
HJFANFZLG]\ DF5 SF-[ VG[ H[8,L H~Z CMI V[8,L
;HF SZ[ VF l;wWF\T :JLSFZJFDF\ VFjIM V[8,[ ,MSMDF\
J{Dg:IG]\ 5|DF6 W8JF ,FuI] ,MSM lC\;FG[ AN,[ gIFIGM
VFXZM ,[JF D\0IF V[SALHF ;FD[ AN,F G[ AN,[

VNF,TGF gIFIGL B[JGF ZFBJF D\0IF VG[ VFH[ ;DU|
;DFH jIJ:YF V[ gIFIGF JCLJ8G[ :JLSFZL ,LWM CJ[
SM. V5JFNMG[ AFN SZTF\ SIFZ[I 5C[,F H[JL lC;FAM
YTL GJL VG[ ;DFH jIJ:YF AZFAZ H/JFI K[ VG[
;DFHDF\ 56 CJ[ V\WFW]W G[ AN,[ ;FZL ;DFH jIJ:YF
UM9JF. U. K[P SM. SM. V5JFNMG[ AFN SZTF \
;DFHDF\ XF\TL4 ;,FDTL VG[ IMuI jIJ:YF K[ T[
gIFIGF JCLJ8G[ VFEFZL K[P VF jIJ:YFG[ JW]
DHA]T SZJF gIFIGF JCLJ8GL H~ZLIFT K[ T[D ,[BSG]\
V\UT 56[ DFGJ]\ K[P
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Human Rights are derived from the principle of
Natural Law1. They are neither derived from the
social order nor conferred upon the individual by the
society. They reside inherently in the individual human
beings independent of and even prior to his
participation in the society. Consequently, they are
the result of recognition by the State but they are
logically independent of the legal system for their
existence. Their origin may be sought in the natural
law and not in the positive law. They are based on
their intrinsic justification and not on their enactment
or recognition by certain individuals. They do not
depend on any formulation or accepted authority. To
conclude it may be said that a positive legal system
which does not recognize human rights is not low.
The idea that the individual has right; claims upon
society, or against society : that these rights which
society must recognize, on which it is obliged to act,
are intrinsic to human rights.
The human rights are inalienable. “Human person
possesses rights because of the very fact that it is a
person, a whole, a master of itself and of its acts….
By natural law, the human person has the right to be
respected, is the subject of rights, possesses rights,
These are things which are owed to a man because
of the very fact that he is a man.
Human Rights are the rights that a human being has
in virtue of whatever characteristics he has that are
both specifically and universally human. If the only
relevant condition for enjoying certain rights is being
human, and if this property does not admit of degrees,
there cannot be differences of degree in the extent
to which the rights in question are held; this is, all
human beings have them to the same degree.

If 2government is the institutional framework of the
state, governance stands for the process of the
governing its functioning the decision making and its
implementation. The concept earned its salience on
the role of the state in a globalize, liberal, market driven
economy. The state (government) was to be “Lean
and mean”, with a clear, purposeful role, less on
welfare but focused on providing education, looking
after health and building infrastructure, The state was
to be facilitator rather than an active agent with no
limits to its involvement in the overall life of society.
3In a way this approach was in dissonance with the
overall concerns of the state in the under developed
world the state was supposed to look after several
spheres of life as an active agent of socio-political
transformation and modernization.
Since the main task of the government is to govern,
the term governance is usually associated with
government, though it is conceivable that the
government may not govern adequately, properly or
to the satisfaction of the governed. The government
is not an imposition from above and derives its power
through people’s authorization.
Theoretically speaking the art of governance could
be comprehensively discussed in terms of the
following major requirements. The following major
requirements. The governments, the government
being a democratic one.
(1) Legitimacy
(2)  Accountability
(3) Transparency
(4) Rule of Law
(5) Responsive
(6)  Efficacy
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(7) people-Centric
(8) Equitable
Good governance depends upon clean politics and
clean politics is politics with principles, values and
ideas. To observe the rule of game. If governance in
India is of a poor quality the reasons are to be found
in its short comings and evils. The fore most evils are
criminalization and corruption. Perhaps the most
serious disease of Indian politics and public life. Late
P M Rajiv Gandhi’s open confession of only 15 paisa
out of 100 reaching the target underlines the gravity
of the evil. According to the Transparency
international, NGO from Germany India is the 9th most
corrupt country in the world. Anti-corruption
measures need to be honestly and firmly implemented
by the government. Corruption should not be allowed
to be ‘Service Charges’.
There has been a lack of productive debate in
parliament. Walkouts and slogan shouting take place
which was virtually absent before the 1970s. In the
eleventh Lok Sabha 5.28% time was wasted in
disruption which went up to 10.66 in the 12th Lok
Sabha and the first eight sessions of the 13th LokSabha
the total wastage of time had gone up to 22.40
percent. 14th and 15th Loksabha are also almost
followed the same manner.
India needs a social audit of its governance as
misgovernance at different level is our problem and
unless it is monitored properly and brought out in front
of the nation. The problem of corruption and red-
tapism will eat up and destroy the basic fabric of our
democracy.
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Today in this global competition it is very essential not only satisfy the customer but to delight the
customer. For that nowadays companies have adopted the Customization strategy for the providing the
goods, services, Ideas, event, experience etc. Customer will get the same goods and services for which
He\She is looking for. Take an example of Asian Paints. It provides the huge no. of alternatives in the wall
color for painting according to customers’ requirement.The objective of this research is to know that how
our Indian companies and Multinational Companies have adopted the Indian culture, sub culture, beliefs,
customs, traditions, festivals, food patterns etc? How could it become possible to provide the same goods
and services for which the Indians were looking for? Can anybody Indian say that Cadbury India is the
origin company of England? Can anybody Indian say that Hindustan lever ltd is the British company?
No Not at all. As these companies has adopted Indianization in such a ways in their strategies of marketing
of goods that all these companies seems to be an Indian.

Local Business Environment
It is very essential for any local or MNCs to
understand the local culture and local business
environment. If company fails to understand this than
it fails in the market. E.g. American Motor
Company Ford had launched Big SUV car models
in the Japan earlier. It was huge failure because Japan
is the small country having the huge parking problems.
How could Japanese accept big SUV car? Thus, Ford
were failure to understand the local need of Japan.
At the same time Japanese company Toyota Motors
was successful and captured the USA market in the
USA itself by understanding the requirements of
American customers.
Indianization – The Local Touch
India is the colorful nation of the world having the
different culture, festivals, languages, traditions,
customs, dresses, religions etc. There are so many
India within the one India, It is very complicate to
know and judge the Indian customer, still many MNCs
and Indian companies have got tremendous success

to build there brands. These companies have adopted
extraordinary strategies.
These companies realized that if we want to increase
our market share than we will have to follow the
culture, traditions and customs of the India. We
will have to give the Local Touch to our brand which
can be associated the values, beliefs and tradition
of the India.
Cadbury India – Kuch Mitha Ho Jaye.
Cadbury India is the best example, Cadbury is
undisputed leader in the confectionary industry of
India, but for that it has passed the long journey for
this success, Generally, There was an Indian mentality
that chocolates are for kids only, but Cadbury started
to target adults (young generation) with T.V. Ad. The
message was “Kuch Khaas Hai Hum Sabhi
Main” (We all are having something uniqueness)
“Asli Maja Zindgi Ka” The Real Taste of Life.
How can we forget that Ad, “The girl dances on the
cricket field”?
Cadbury was not stop at this only, In India there is
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custom that people often eat sweet (e.g. Penda,
Barfi, & Gud Dhaniya) when if there is good news
or special occasions. Cadbury developed superb
strategy with campaign “Kuch Meetha Ho Jaye”
(Let’s have some sweet), Cadbury chosen the legend
Amitabh Bacchan as a brand ambassador of
Cadbury. In this T.V. commercial of Mr. Bacchan
aged people are targeted too for eating chocolates
indirectly.
Cadbury targeted the festivals like Diwali, Rakhsha
Bandhan, Eid, Navaratri, Christmas with the new
message “Shubh Aarabmbh” (Auspicious
Beginning) and “Rishtey Pakne Do” (Let allow
relationship to be strong), which emphasis that On
each and every occasion, festivals, Indian people
should celebrate with “MITHAS”. It has
tremendous strategy with best message and strong
brand equity.
Cadbury was not still satisfied, It launched
Celebration Pack of Cadbury and targeted whole
Indian family to eat the chocolates and sharing their
happiest moment of their life, with message that let
us make festival, occasion memorable by eating
(giving gift) of celebration pack of Cadbury. Today
in big city’s malls in the festival there is huge
consumption of celebration packs, it’s the magic of
this campaign only.
Second example is Fevicol of Pidilite Industries;
Fevicol is a brand of adhesives owned by the Indian
company Pidilite. Its owner and CEO is Kanishk
Singh. It has given great prestige to India in adhesives
and glue industry. This brand is having so much
association with the Local India. In India, “Fevicol”
is commonly used as a metaphor for strong
bonding or stubborn stickiness. Fevicol has got
huge success due to its Quality and T.V. Commercial
Ads.
The Advertising Guru and the Great Creative
Director Piyush Pandey is behind the Ads of Fevicol.
In the past there was one ad of Fevicol, “Zor Laga
Ke Haisho…Ye Fevicol Ka Jod Hai Tutega
Nahi.” That concept “Zor Laga Ke Haisho” was
taken by Piyush Pandey from the roads of Rajasthan.
(Workers often speak Zor Laga Ke Haisho for
doing good work with unity) and the campaign was

huge success. You will always find the Real India in
the Fevicol ad.
In India, our buses and trains have more number of
passengers than the seats available, no place to even
stand. That concept was put in the Fevicol ad where
the people were stick in cluster on bus due to Fevicol.
Than, How can we forget that Fisherman who had
caught fishes by Feviquick and campaign of
“Muchho wali Ladki, Dharyu Dhani Nu Thay”
(Everything happens according to god wish) this
is the power of local India.
Big Bazaar has also given the Local Touch of India
for its store. Kishor Biyani is the master mind behind
these strategies. As Indian customer is habituate to
buy the goods or products from the traditional
Kiranawala Stores (Grocery Shop). That’s why
Big Bazaar is designed its store like Traditional
Kiranawala Store, where customer finds the
conjucted goods in big bazaar which makes customers
relaxed that he/she is not in big mall or Hyper market.
Moreover, Touch, Feel and Smell is the habit or
pattern of Indian customer before buying the product
so that at Big Bazaar you can touch and taste even
food grains like wheat, raise, etc. which gives
customer the Indian solution.
Conclusion
It is now very essential in this globalized competition
if the company wants to sustain and increase its
market share than it will have to come with the local
solution in the local pattern. Like Indian solution
with the Indian touch. It satisfies Indian customer
lot. Customer feels that this is my own. Nowadays
Indianization is the best solution for the all
companies to increase the market share in India.
Make feel the Indian customer that we are like you
people.
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Knowledge management (KM) is the process of capturing, developing, sharing, and effectively using
organizational knowledge. It refers to a multi-disciplined approach to achieving organizational objectives by
making the best use of knowledge. Knowledge management efforts typically focus on
organizational objectives such as improved performance, competitive advantage, innovation, the sharing of
lessons learned, integration and continuous improvement of the organization. KM efforts overlap with
organizational learning and may be distinguished from that by a greater focus on the management of knowledge
as a strategic asset and a focus on encouraging the sharing of knowledge. It is seen as an enabler of
organizational learning and a more concrete mechanism than the previous abstract research. The present
paper has been covered to know the knowledge management status in India, the Value and future of
Knowledge Management, to know the implications and effects of Knowledge Management, to highlight the
motivation for Knowledge Management, to highlight the benefits of Knowledge Management, analyze the
Challenges of Knowledge Management.

INTRODUCTION
Knowledge Management (KM) refers to a multi-
disciplined approach to achieving organizational
objectives by making the best use of knowledge. KM
focuses on processes such as acquiring, creating and
sharing knowledge and the cultural and technical
foundations that support them.Knowledge
management draws from a wide range of disciplines
and technologies such as: Cognitive science, Expert
systems, artificial intelligence and knowledge base
management systems (KBMS), Computer-supported
collaborative work (groupware),Library and
information science, Technical writing, Document
management,Decision support systems,Semantic
networks,Relational and object
databases,Simulation,Organizational science,object-
oriented information modeling,electronic publishing
technology, hypertext, World Wide Web, help-desk
technology, full-text search and retrieval, and the
performance support systems.
OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY
1. To know The Value and future of Knowledge

Management.
2. To know the implications and effects of
Knowledge Management.
3. To highlight the motivation for Knowledge
Management.
4. To highlight the benefits of Knowledge
Management.
5. To analyze the Challenges of Knowledge
Management.
THE VALUE OF KNOWLEDGE
MANAGEMENT
Some benefits of KM correlate directly to bottom-
line savings, while others are more difficult to quantify.
In today’s information-driven economy, companies
uncover the most opportunities — and ultimately
derive the most value — from intellectual rather than
physical assets. To get the most value from a
company’s intellectual assets, KM practitioners
maintain that knowledge must be shared and serve
as the foundation for collaboration. Yet better
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collaboration is not an end in itself; without an
overarching business context, KM is meaningless at
best and harmful at worst. Consequently, an effective
KM program should help a company do one or more
of the following:Foster innovation by encouraging the
free flow of ideas ,Improve decision making ,Improve
customer service by streamlining response time ,Boost
revenues by getting products and services to market
faster ,Enhance employee retention rates by
recognizing the value of employees’ knowledge and
rewarding them for it ,Streamline operations and
reduce costs by eliminating redundant or unnecessary
processes.These are the most prevalent examples.
A creative approach to KM can result in improved
efficiency, higher productivity and increased revenues
in practically any business function.
THE FUTURE OF KNOWLEDGE
MANAGEMENT
In the next several years ad-hoc software will develop
into comprehensive, knowledge aware enterprise
management systems.  KM and E-learning will
converge into knowledge collaboration portals that
will efficiently transfer knowledge in an
interdisciplinary and cross functional environment.
Information systems will evolve into artificial
intelligence systems that use intelligent agents to
customize and filter relevant information.  New
methods and tools will be developed for KM driven
E-intelligence and innovation.
THE IMPLICATIONS OF KNOWLEDGE
MANAGEMENT
· Database Users: From business class users to the
general public, database users will enjoy a new level
of interaction with the KM system including just-in-
time knowledge that delivers precise relevant
information on demand and in context.  More
complex, smart systems will translate to optimal
usability and less time spent searching for relevant
information.   For example, data analysts will enjoy
simplified access and more powerful tools for data
exploitation. The use of knowledge bases can reduce
customer service costs by providing customers with
easy access to 24/7 self service via smart systems
that reduce the need to contact customer service or
technical support staff.  Database users may even

create customized views of knowledge bases that
support their needs.  
· Database Developers:  The design and development
of knowledge based systems will be considerably
more complex than current database development
methods.  Developers must consider the overall
technical architecture of the corporation to ensure
seamless interoperability.  The use of standardized
metadata and methods will also facilitate both intra-
corporate and inter-corporate interoperability.  
Making effective physical storage and platform
choices will be equally more complex.  Both
knowledge base developers and administrators must
understand the role of the knowledge base in the
overall KM system.
· Database Administrators:  Database Administrators
will evolve into Knowledge Managers.  The
knowledge base will store and maintain corporate
memory and Knowledge Managers will become the
gatekeepers of corporate knowledge.  The lines
between technical roles such as Web Developer, Data
Analyst or Systems Administrator will blur as these
systems merge into and overlap with KM systems.
 DBAs will need to have some knowledge about each
of these disciplines.
· General Public: Even if they are not interacting
directly with a knowledge base, the general public
will benefit from the secondary effects of improved
customer service due to faster access to more
accurate information by service providers.
THE EFFECT OF KNOWLEDGE
MANAGEMENT ON DATABASES
Multiple corporate databases will merge into large,
integrated, multidimensional knowledge bases that are
designed to support competitive intelligence and
organizational memory.   These centralized
knowledge repositories will optimize information
collection, organization, and retrieval. They will offer
knowledge enriching features that support the
seamless interoperability and flow of information and
knowledge. These features may include: the
incorporation of video and audio clips, links to external
authoritative sources, content qualifiers in the form
of source or reference metadata, and annotation
capabilities to capture tacit knowledge.  Content will
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be in the form of small reusable learning objects and
associated metadata that provides contextual
information to assist KM reasoning and delivery
systems.
MOTIVATIONS FOR KNOWLEDGE
MANAGEMENT
There are a number of claims as to
the motivations leading organizations to undertake a
KM effort. Typical considerations driving a KM effort
includes :Making available increased knowledge
content in the development and provision
of products and services ,Achieving shorter new
product development cycles ,Facilitating and
managing innovation and organizational learning
,Leveraging the expertise of people across the
organization , Increasing  network  connectivity 
between internal and external individuals ,Managing
business environments and allowing employees to
obtain relevant insights and ideas appropriate to their
work ,Solving intractable or wicked problems
,Managing intellectual capital and intellectual assets
in the workforce (such as the expertise and know-
how possessed by key individuals)
BENEFITS OF KNOWLEDGE
MANAGEMENT
There is a wide range of benefits. This is compilation
of possible and potential benefits available. The said
can be listed as follows: Produce and conserve New
Value - such as Intellectual Property Assets ,
Generate new Wealth and increasing returns ,
Increase Revenue , Open New Markets , Enable
Sustainable, Organic Growth , Improve Decision-
Making , Mitigate Risk , Develop and implement New
Business Models , Build More Profound relationships
and ongoing Mind-Share with Customers - penetrate
the mind of the customer , Lift Productivity and
Efficiency , Speed Innovation , Unleash new Ideas
and Creativity , Help create a more Adaptive,
responsive, dynamic, flexible, organization , Facilitate
the evolution of a more Intelligent Enterprise and
produce smart engaging products , Use knowledge
To Build Virtual Networked Businesses , Better
prepare for and anticipate The Future , Improve and
accelerate Learning , Gather superior Business
and Competitive Intelligence , Enhance

Team Collaboration & Coordination , Maximize the
organization’s use of available collective wisdom,
experience, and the Brain-Power of human capital
assets , Improve the Flow of knowledge , Improve
the Service and Support of Customers , Shift
employees from balance-sheet expense items
to Knowledge Investors in the enterprise , Improve
the ability of the organization to Manage Change ,
Attract, and retain motivated, loyal, and
committed Talent , Introduce a more relevant
measurement “Dashboard” and instrument panel,
with knowledge-based metrics versus mere industrial
age measures , Be better positioned for Knowledge
Workers to cope with increasing Info glut and
Information-Overload , Turn Process Know-How
into a valuable Corporate asset - Knowledge
Conversion , Help the enterprise to grow
more Network Connections, more knowledge nodes
( the value of a network is related to the extent of the
nodes in it ) , Lower Operating Costs by
substituting  information and knowledge stores  for
inventory , Avoid Waste and Duplication by
encouraging Knowledge Reuse , Create a more
knowledge aware, knowledge friendly culture,
and Community of Practice(s) better suited to the
emerging knowledge-based economy context , Allow
more leveraging of knowledge assets
through Knowledge Arbitrage strategies , Have
better Knowledge Transfer occur in the execution of
projects , Extend the global Reach, Richness, and
Scope of the enterprise , it can be a
tremendous Enabler allowing the organization and
knowledge workers to share ideas and collaborate in
ways that would not have been possible previously ,
Bring a new level of sophistication to managing the
brand, reputation, and Intangibles that customers
value , In general, be better able to Create, Capture,
Share, Protect, Disseminate, Package and
Exploit knowledge, intellectual capital, and intangibles.
CHALLENGES OF KNOWLEDGE
MANAGEMENT
1. Security. Providing the right level of security for
knowledge management is key. Sensitive information
should be shielded from most users, while allowing
easy access to those with the proper
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credentials.
2. Getting people motivated. Overcoming
organizational culture challenges and developing a
culture that embraces learning, sharing, changing,
improving can’t be done with technology. There is
no use in launching a tool if there is no drive to share
the knowledge.
3. Keeping up with technology. Determining how
knowledge should be dispensed and transferring it
quickly and effectively is a huge challenge. Constantly
changing structures mean learning how to be smart,
quick, agile and responsive – all things a KM tool
must be able to accomplish.
4. Measuring knowledge. Knowledge is not
something that can be easily quantified, and is far
more complex because it is derived out of human
relationships and experience. The focus should be
on shared purpose rather than results or efforts.
5. Overcoming shared leadership. KM tools allow
others to emerge as voices of power within an
organization. Workers are given a “voice”, which can
sometimes cause internal conflict.
6. Keeping data accurate. Valuable data generated
by a group within an organization may need to be
validated before being harvested and distributed.
Keeping information current by eliminating wrong or
old ideas is a constant battle.
7. Interpreting data effectively. Information
derived by one group may need to be mapped or
standardized in order to be meaningful to someone
else in the organization.
8. Making sure information is relevant. Data
must support and truly answer questions being asked
by the user, and requires the appropriate meta-data
to be able to find and reference. Data relevancy means
avoiding overloading users with unnecessary data.
9. Determining where in the organization KM
should reside. Does KM fall under HR, IT,
communications? This decision will determine what
drives your knowledge sharing initiative and who will
be responsible for maintaining the community.
10. Rewarding active users. Recognizing the users
who actively participate and contribute to a knowledge
database will not only encourage them to continue
contributing, but will also encourage other users to

join.
CONCLUSION
Organizations are realizing that intellectual capital or
corporate knowledge is a valuable asset that can be
managed as effectively as physical assets in order to
improve performance.  The focus of knowledge
management is connecting people, processes and
technology for the purpose of leveraging corporate
knowledge.  The database professionals of today are
the Knowledge Managers of the future, and they will
play an integral role in making these connections
possible. 
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The positive HRD climate renders the existing systems more effective and makes the organizations more
receptive to the introduction of relevant additional system. Organizations differ in the extent to which they
have these tendencies. Some organizations may have some of these tendencies, some others may have only
a few of these and a few may have most of these. Recognizing the importance of HRD climate assess
General climate, OCTAPACE (Openness, Confrontation, Trust, Autonomy, Probation, Authenticity and Col-
laboration) culture and implementation of HRD mechanisms.

Introduction
Human resource development in the organizational
context is a process by which the employees of an
organization are helped in a continuous, planned way
to: (a) acquire or sharpen capabilities required to per-
form various functions associated with their present
or expected future roles; (b) develop their general
capabilities as individuals and discover and exploit
their own inner potentials for their own and organiza-
tional development processes; and (c) develop an or-
ganizational culture in which supervisor-subordinate
relationships, team work and collaboration among sub
units are strong and contribute to the professional well-
being, motivation and pride of employees.
Meaning of HR + D + Climate
HR means employees in organization, who work to
increase the profit for organization.
Development, it is acquisition of capabilities that are
needed to do the present job, or the future expected
job.
After analyzing Human Resource and Development
we can simply state that, HRD is the process of help-
ing people to acquire competencies.
Climate, this is an overall feeling that is conveyed by
the physical layout, the way employees interact and
the way members of the organization conduct them-
selves with outsiders. (It is provided by an

organization.)
Objective of Study
The study intends to achieve the following objective:
* To study the type of HRD climate prevailing in Ex-
cel Crop Care.
* To study and understand the change in HRD Cli-
mate in Excel Crop Care.
Literature review
Chalam and Srinivas (2005) in their study
Genderwise Perceptions and Attitudes on HRD Cli-
mate in Indian Banking Sector, examine the basic dis-
agreement with respect to HRD Climate in the se-
lected branches of SBI.
Vijaya Banu (2007) in his study A Study on HRD
Climate with Special Reference to Public Sector
Cement Corporation, concluded that to survive and
excel in the new economy, the HRD climate is of
crucial importance to the Indian public sector organi-
zations.
Jain, Singhal, and Singh (1996) conducted a study,
HRD Climate in Indian Industry, in two public sector
organisations i.e. BHEL and NFL and concluded that
the HRD climate is mainly a function of the effec-
tiveness variables including individual efficiency,
organisational efficiency and productivity, and the
HRD variables including management policy on HRD,
organisation development, role analysis and training.
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Research Methodology
Descriptive methodology, the researcher can get valu-
able qualitative and quantitative data through the de-
scriptive method. The questioner is one of the major
tools for collecting a information from the
respondent.Research in common parlance refers to
a search of knowledge. One can also define research
as a scientific and systematic search for pertinent
information on a specific topic. In fact, research is an
art of scientific investigation.  The different types of
research methods use in research. The descriptive
method is more useful method in any investigation.
Research
Good instincts and intuition certainly play important
roles in business. But gut feelings about your cus-
tomers’ needs and preferences aren’t enough. If you
want to minimize risk and improve your chances of
success, you need sound, objective data. That’s where
market research comes in.
Sampling Techniques, Size and Unit
For the purpose of the study, the researcher selected
the respondents of Excel Crop Care Ltd. on the basis
of on the basis of non-probability random sam-
pling.  Sample Size is 50
Methods of Data Collection:
The Primary Data are those which are collected
afresh and for the first time, and thus happen to be
original in character. he Secondary Data, on the other
hand, are those which have already been collected
by someone else and which have already been passed
through the statistical process.  he researcher would
have to decide which sort of data he would be using
(thus collecting) for his study and accordingly he will
have to select one or the other method of data collec-
tion. The methods of collecting Primary and Sec-
ondary data differ science Primary Data are to be
originally collected, while in case of Secondary Data
the nature of data collection, with the pros and cons
of each method.
* Questionnaire
HRD Climate questionnaire developed from the Ex-
cel crop care ltd for good HRD climate on that di-
mension
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Age Employees 

 N Percent 

Below 35 14 28% 
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Gender 

Employees 

 N Percent 

Male 47 94% 

Female 3 06% 

Total 50 100% 
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Educational 

Qualification 

Employees 

 N Percent 

Graduate 32 64% 

Post Graduate 18 36% 

Total 50 100% 

 

Qualification Wise Distribution of Respondents

Age Wise Distribution of Respondents

Q.1 excel’s staff believes that human resources
are an extremely important resources and that
they have to be treated more humanly.

Q. No. 5 4 3 2 1 

1 
Almost 

Always True Mostly True 
Sometimes 

True 
Rarely 
True Not At all True 

Respondents  12 18 10 10 0 
Percentage 

Value 24% 36% 20% 20% 00% 
 

Q. No. 5  4 3 2 1 TOTAL MEAN SD CV 
1 60 72 30 20 0 182 12.13333 6.4807407 53.4127 

 Interpretation:
From the Above Graph and Tabulation it can be
observed that 24% and 36% respondents believe that
organization do everything which makes their
employees enjoy work. But still 20% believe it rarely
true that is also company need to focus while framing
its new HR policies and practices
Q.2 The personnel policies in this organization
facilitate employee Development.

Q. No. 5 4 3 2 1 

2 
Almost 

Always True Mostly True 
Sometimes 

True 
Rarely 
True Not At all True 

Respondents  4 30 10 2 4 
Percentage 

Value 08% 60% 20% 04% 08% 
 

Q. No. 5  4 3 2 1 TOTAL MEAN SD CV 
2 20 120 30 4 4 178 11.86667 11.575837 97.54919 

 
Interpretation:
From the Above Graph and Tabulation it can be
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observed that 60% respondents believe that the
personnel policies in this organization facilitate
employee development. But here it is also observed
that 20% believe it sometimes true 04% believe rarely
true and 08% believe not at all true that seems that
company’s personnel policy is still not at that level so
the employee believe that it facilitate them for their
development.
Q.3 Management invests their time for
development of employees.

Q. No. 5 4 3 2 1 

3 
Almost 

Always True Mostly True 
Sometimes 

True 
Rarely 
True Not At all True 

Respondents  12 22 10 6 0 
Percentage 

Value 24% 44% 20% 12% 00% 
 

Q. No. 5  4 3 2 1 TOTAL MEAN SD CV 
3 60 88 30 12 0 190 12.66667 8.1240384 64.13715 

 
Interpretation:
From the Above Graph and Tabulation it can be
observed that 44% percent respondents believe that
company is willingly investing good amount of time
and money to ensure employees development and
24% believe that almost always true that’s good sign
for the company but still company can focus on 12%
respondents who still believe that it’s rarely true.
Q.4 People in this organization are helpful to
each other.Q. No. 5 4 3 2 1 

4 
Almost 

Always True Mostly True 
Sometimes 

True 
Rarely 
True Not At all True 

Respondents  18 26 4 2 0 
Percentage 

Value 36% 52% 08% 04% 00% 
 

Q. No. 5  4 3 2 1 TOTAL MEAN SD CV 
4 90 104 12 4 0 210 14 11.401754 81.4411 

 
Interpretation:
From the Above Graph and Tabulation it can be
observed that 52% respondents believe that people
in this organization are helpful to each other and 36%
believe that almost always true. This is excellent sign
for the company. Here it can be observed that
employees work in team and support each and every
department to achieve the organizational goals.
Q.5 The General climate of the organization is
important for any employees.

Q. No. 5 4 3 2 1 

5 
Almost 

Always True Mostly True 
Sometimes 

True 
Rarely 
True Not At all True 

Respondents  10 18 22 0 0 
Percentage 

Value 20% 36% 44% 00% 00% 
 

Q. No. 5  4 3 2 1 TOTAL MEAN SD CV 
5 50 72 66 0 0 188 12.53333 10.099505 80.58116 

 

Interpretation:
From the Above Graph and Tabulation it can be
observed that 36% respondents mostly believe it true
and 20% believe it almost always true that
organizational climate is very supportive to those
employees who want to develop their skills and
knowledge. This is good organizational climate. But
still 44% respondents just believe it sometimes true.
About this respondents organization need to take still
some other good steps to make them feel that the
organization always ready for the development of
employees, their knowledge and skills.
CONCLUSION
Excel Crop Care Ltd. as a part of my research project
I observed that HRD Climate is good but still it needs
some changes. They are like Framing proper HR
policies and Practice, Providing proper counseling for
developing positive mindset. Company also needs to
develop proper potential appraisal system these help
the organization to utilize its employees potential
properly. It’s key need to change the mindset of
employees that in Excel Crop Care the promotions
are based on favoritism. Employees also need to
encouragement from the management for using their
new methods and creative ideas freely.
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Overview:
A good novel or short story may be particularly

gripping in that, it involves students in the suspense

of the unraveling the plot. Thus if the material is

carefully chosen students will feel that what they do

in the classroom is relevant and meaningful in their

own lives. Literature can provide students with

access, to the culture of the people whose language

they are studying. At the higher levels, students may

be absorbed in the plot and characters of an authentic

novel or short story, that they acquire a great deal of

new language almost in passing. Focusing on a task

which demands that students should express their own

personal responses to multiple levels of meaning can

serve to accelerate the students’ acquisition of

language. We can involve them in the process of

discovering more generalisable features of language

like collocation i.e. by using literature with students;

can help them to become more sensitive to same

overall features of English. We can also develop

students’ interpretative abilities. Literature is a good
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source for developing students’ abilities to infer

meaning and to make interpretations. Literature may

also have a wider educational function in the

classroom in that it can help to stimulate the

imagination of students, to develop their critical

abilities and to increase their emotional awareness.

Rationale of the Study
In contemporary times, students at times tend to loose

the purpose of studying literature because the

language of study tends to be difficult. In order to

remove the fear and boredom, one must find some

effective ways or tools to make the teaching and

learning of the second language effective. The

Researcher has prepared certain tasks which can

enable students to learn with willingness, interest and

focus. The use of multi-media aided learning can

make some difference and motivate the students and

keep them eager to participate and learn. Also, such

study can introduce students to multimedia technology

and help them find new ways of finding solutions to

their problems.

There is a need to develop certain effective ways and means to teach literature at the higher level i.e U.G.
Level. As we all know there is a huge gap between the teachers and the taught. We need to fill this gap by
finding effective ways to make teaching of literature meaningful and effective or result oriented. The
Researcher has attempted to conduct an inquiry to suggest some useful and effective ways to teach literature
at the U.G. Level. The use of Multi-media aided tasks could be introduced. The students could be taught
Literature by using Films as aids and the study of relevant literary piece could be made interesting and
captivating. The Researcher has selected three novels and their films versions as the teaching tools, realizing
the importance of such aids in contemporary period. He has prepared certain tasks based on the novels and
their film versions. This could be highly motivating material. The use of visuals to study a novel can definitely
arouse students’ curiosity and enable them to learn and understand better.
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Statement of the Problem
A semiotic inquiry into the interface between selected

novels and their film versions: Insights for Teaching

Literature at the U.G. Level.

Objective of the Study
1) To examine the relationship between a novel as a

literary text and its film version.

2) To study the need for various tasks that may help

the learners in language and literature appreciation.

3) To study the response of the learners.

4) To study whether such study with the help of multi-

media enhances the approach of the literary text.

Definitions of terms
1) Semiotics: The shortest definition is that it is the

study of signs. It is devised from the ancient Greek

word Semieon which means “sing”. Semiotics is a

way of analyzing meanings by looking at the signs

(like pictures, sounds, symbols, etc.) which

communicate meanings.

2) Interface: The meeting point or boundary at which

two theories, systems, groups of people or the like

meet and affect each other.

3) Film: A series of connected photographic images

to be projected consecutively onto a screen, thus

creating the impression of a continuously moving

subject, usually accompanied by a sound track.

4) Versions: Adaptations of works of art of literature

into another medium, for e.g. Novel to Film.

5) Novel: A fictional prose narrative of considerable

length, typically having plot that is unfolded by actions,

speech and thoughts of the characters.

Research Questions
1) To what extent multi-media can be used for

effective language and literature teaching?

2) What are the effective strategies for bringing out

the interface between a literature text and a film?

3) What type of issues and problems are involved?

4) What are the strengths and weakness of the film

version of the novel Samskara?

5) What are the strengths and weakness of the film

version of the novel The Namesake?

6) What are the strengths and weakness of the film

version of the novel The Guide?

7) What are the pedagogical implications of the

interface between literary text and the film?

Scope and determinations
The research focuses on making English novels,

accessible to the learners at the U.G. Level, however

the sample consists of students from the tribal area

where exposure to English language is of a few years.

The thrust of the research is on enhancing the

comprehension and appreciation of the literature text

through tasks related to language, symbols and

culture. Therefore it is confined to students of Arts

rather than students of Science and Commerce. The

tasks can certainly raise their curiosity and encourage

students to grapple with multiple ambiguities of the

literary text and help to develop their overall capacity

to infer meanings.

Chapterisation
The inquiry is divided into five chapters.

1) Introduction

2) Review of Related Literature

3) Research Methodology

4) Tasks

5) Conclusion

Literature and film
Literature and Cinema are art forms, but they are

separate entities. Literature has its origin in individual’s

artistic and creative urge to be expressed whereas

Cinema happens to be a collaborative art. It’s a vision

of a director, a writer which is projected by several

individuals contributing to their vision to the ultimate

one. Literature as such has been a very ancient one

whereas Cinema is an innovation which developed

with the art of photography. The field of

Cinematography developed in the West with the

refinement in the field of photography, black and white

and the coloured one. However the world of Cinema

is inextricably linked with Literature and its different

forms. The dramatic form seems to be closer to the

Cinema whereas the form of short story and the novel

are quite distinct and different. While transforming a

literary text, the art of Cinema has to make certain

compromises. It has to put in certain new elements

which are not there in the literary text or it has to let
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go certain elements which cannot be incorporated in

the Cinema. The question of fidelity comes up when

a film is made based on a literary text. The literary

text can provide the vision but for Cinema or the film

the script is of great importance. It embodies

suggestions and instructions for the photographer,

actors and the light men etc to act in collaboration.

The whole literary text is divided into several scenes

and they are further sub divided into shots. These

shots form the backbone of the Cinema or the film.

They have to be edited and given the last touches

before it goes to the box office. Normally, the script

writing is a technical one, which allows room for

modifications. The narrator is replaced by the voice

over who almost remains invisible. The descriptions

are replaced by photographic shots and all these

constituents make Cinema a distinct art form. There

are different opinions about the impact of literature

and the Cinema on the readers and the viewers

respectively. The reader is in complete harmony with

the text and yet there are certain grey areas which

he or she may not be able to interpret and in such

cases the need of the critic arises, on the other hand

it is the director whose interpretation of the text is

delineated and with the help of the visual and the

sound the message is almost transparent for the

viewer and it provides instant pleasure to the viewer,

however for minute interpretation or subtle

appreciation re-viewing of the movie becomes

essential. It goes without saying that the world of

Cinema though dependent on the world of literature

has an upper hand in matters of impact and

entertainment. Cinema has proved to be a more

powerful mode of reaching the masses.

Tasks
Students often need guidance when exploring the

multiple levels of meaning in a literary text. Therefore

we need to devise materials and tasks which help

them to do this. The researcher has selected U.R.

Anantha Murthy’s novel Samskara, Jhumpa Lahiri’s

novel The Namesake and R.K. Narayan’s novel The

Guide and the film versions based on these novels

for this study. In order to inquire into the interface

between selected novels and their film versions. The

researcher has selected seven scenes from each film

versions which resembled or interfaced with the

scenes described in the literary text. Then after a

comprehensive study was done. The literary text

pages were selected and marked. The film scenes

were viewed and the summary of seven selected

scenes was written. The time of the film scenes was

also noted. The tasks were based on the selected

pages from the novel and the selected film scenes.

The English subtitles of the films helped in

understanding the meaning in English . Most of the

tasks were objective and language and literature

based. The tasks were based on the visuals, the

subtitles, text descriptions, costumes, sound,

vocabulary, culture, symbols etc. The students have

to be provided with the marked text pages for reading

and then they are supposed to see the film scenes.

After reading the text pages and watching the visuals

they have to attempt the tasks. There were certain

open ended tasks also and the students had to discuss

the open ended tasks. This can help students to give

their opinions and views regarding a given topic and

it also ensures their participation. The objective tasks

contained text and film based multiple choice

questions, fill in the blanks, vocabulary exercises, true

or false, completing the sentences and arranging the

sentences in sequence etc. The tasks were then given

for validation to five experts. The tasks were also

tried out with the under graduate students of an arts

college. The response was very good and

encouraging. A questionnaire for taking students

feedback was prepared. The feedback was helpful

in obtaining their personal information as well as their

opinion on the tasks prepared on the text and the

film.

Conclusion
The tasks prepared on the literary text (novels) and

their film versions can provide useful guidance to the

students and help them explore their multiple level of

meanings. They will feel empowered by their ability

to encounter the text and its language and relate it to

the values and traditions of their own society. The
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use of multi-media technology will relieve them from

boredom and help them find new ways of finding

solutions to their problems.

Findings
1) The film version and the literary text put together

help the learner to comprehend the message.

2) The film as a semiotic representation of the culture

allows the learner to have a better grasp of the text

and its multiple layers of meaning.

3) Preparation of tasks generating language and

appreciating the text builds a bridge between the

literary text and its film version.

4) The use of multi-media makes the classes more

interactive and effective.
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Dalit literature, just like Black literature is responsible
for a new trend in Indian literature as well as in world
literature. It has presented reality as lived by Dalits.
In present time, elite Dalit writers have presented
Dalits’ world and life authentically in their literary
works. Dalit literature is distinctive because it has
presented social reality of the Dalits to the world. It
is depicting revolt, anger, sorrow, agony, dignity and
search for identity. It puts open the unseen Dalit
culture to the world. It presents Dalit life and Dalit
sensitivity. It also presents sayings of Dr. Ambedkar
and Jyotirao Phule. Besides, Dalit literature is also
based on different aesthetic than the mainstream
aesthetic. Thus, Dalit literature is a distinctive
literature.
One of the elite writers Mr. Harish Mangalam has
genuinely presented Dalit life and world in his literary
works. The short story Whooping Cough is an
example of Dalit life and sensitivity. The story is
originally written in Guajarati language. It is translated
in English by Darshana Trivedi and Rupalee Burke.
The story moves around the central character
Kachra, a Dalit who is ready to accept death rather
than to give up his rights. Ratan, Kachra’s wife
represents common Dalit woman. They live in
poverty. Their profession is to drag the dead cattle
and sell cattle-skin.  Humiliation by the upper castes
is commonly felt by Dalit men, Dalit women and Dalit
children alike. The story opens with the humiliation
felt by Ratan:
“Go away, go away”, someone said, “O stubborn
woman’, said others and pressed their noses. Ratan
is habituated to such humiliating words, for her
occupation was to collect dead cattle-skin.

(Mangalam 55)
The non-Dalits humiliate Dalits on one hand and on
the other when they need Dalits for their task, they
politely present their need. Mangalam has unmasked
this is dual state of minds of the upper-castes in the
story. Vanjikaka’s bullock died just before one day of
the marriage. So he went to Kachra with a request
to drag the dead bullock at once. But Kachra was
already busy with dead buffalo of Hargovanbha. So
he replied to come next morning to drag the dead
bullock.  Vanjikaka could not bear negative answer
from Kachra. His mind filled with anger yet he had
to present himself politely to get his task done:
“My bullock has died... And tomorrow there is a
marriage at home. Come immediately and dispose
the bullock. We have had enough of the foul smell.”
“See kaka, Hargovangha’s buffalo is still lying here.
We shall come tomorrow morning. Since it is a bullock
we need some helping hands from Bhempur.”
Hearing this, Vanjikaka couldn’t control his anger, but
looking to the critical situation he kept quite, and
instead of speaking to Kachra in a humiliating tone
he began to request him mildly: “Dear Kachra, please
try to understand. There is a wedding tomorrow. You
will have to remove it today itself.” (57)
Kind and helpful nature of Dalits is represented
through the character of Kachra. He understands
the point and its importance. So, leaving his unfinished
work aside, Kachra agreed to go to Vanjikaka’s
residence to remove the dead bullock. ‘When Kachra
agreed Vanjikaka rushed home with his heart in his
mouth.’ (57) Thus, Mangalam has effectively
presented goodness of the Dalits in the story.
As story progresses, epidemic clutched entire village.
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Cattle were dying. Doctors and Brahmins could not
save the village through their medical and ritual efforts
respectively. Gradually the village had nothing but
sorrow remained. Kachra and Ratan were restless
by dragging the dead cattle. In this odd time, on one
hand Ratan was happy as they had more than usual
dead cattle-skin, on the other Kachra reflected ethical
values:
Nevertheless this year was fruitful one. Ratan nudged
Kachra lovingly and said: “We will get more money
for the dead cattle-skin this year. We will also have
more gains than usual.” Kachra smiled in his
moustache. But after a while he became grave: “O
innocent woman, we can’t think of anybody’s ill for
our gain. Do you understand? The patels are deprived
and you are talking about profit?”
What is the use of such money?” he mumbled as he
sharpened the blade of the knife. (58)
Thus, Mangalam has effectively presented the ethical
values of Dalits through Kachra’s character.
The village was not even come out of epidemic and
it clutched under whooping cough. After cattle’s
tragedy, it was time for children to suffer of whooping
cough:
Everywhere there was cough and coughing. Children
became blood red from excessive coughing and their
eyes popped out. Foam and sticky saliva trickled from
their mouths. Their eyes were swollen and they felt
nauseating, almost as if something was gushing out
from their stomach. They felt suffocated and cried
constantly. (59)
The village people took their children to doctor but
even the medicines seemed ineffective. As medicines
did not work, people turned to superstations:
They began observing vows of Thulima [The goddess
of cough]. Venidas would exclaim angrily: “They are
all possessed by Thuli. Tie sacred threads to your
children or you will lose them.”  (59)
Hargovan Patel’s grandson was also suffering from
continuous cough. His daughter-in-law Jamu had told
him to take her son to Kachra. The suggestion was
given to Jamu by Shividoshi. According to Shividoshi,
Kachra would make touch the water of pit for
continuous three days and child would off the cough.
In the story, Mangalam has ridiculed the orthodoxy

of the upper-castes. In normal circumstances the
upper-castes people do not prefer to be touched by
Dalits.  But, it was a life and death situation for
Hargovan Patel’s grandson. So, he allowed Kachra
to pollute his grandson. Kachra’s gentleness was
highlighted by Mangalam. In normal circumstance
the non-Dalits do not come to Dalits, rather they
prefer to humiliate the Dalits. This fact was known
to Kachra, yet he being a gentleman helped the non-
Dalits:
When Hargovan Patel took his son to the pit, Kachra
shoved his finger deep into the boy’s throat. The boy’s
face had reddened from coughing. . .
Ratan asked “Kachra, did you pollute the boy?”
Kachra replied heartily, “He has been polluted
completely.” . . .
“In normal circumstances they are polluted by us,
but today they are in a fix.” (60)
Jamu’s son was cured completely. This news
extended everywhere. One after another parents
came with their children and all were cured by the
water of pit of Kachra. As a result Kachra became
honourable person in the village. Thus, in the story,
on one hand, Mangalam has exposed the hypocrisy
of the upper-castes and on the other; he has
highlighted the humanity of the Dalits.
Ratan was silent. Kachra muttered: “Why are you
not speaking? Is your mouth sealed?” Ratan looked
into Kachra’s eyes with a sad face and said in a
quivering voice: “Whether you believe it or not, it isn’t
wise to take this land. These people won’t allow us
to live happily.” (61)
Atrocities of non-Dalits were known to Kachra but
he would not ready to give up the land as it was given
by the government. Dr. Ambedkar had appealed to
struggle for rights. So, Kachra was ready to fight
than to give up land. He even gave courage to his
wife Ratan that the land was given to them by the
government. So there was no need to afraid:
Kachra kept silent for a while then shouted: “Listen
Ratan, I am not a coward. Let us see what happens.
We can’t give up like that. Don’t loose courage.”
Hargoven Patel came to know about the land by
Talati. He got angry and was firm not to give his land
to Dalit Kachra. He and other village leaders had
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threatened Kachra that if Kachra did not give back
the land than the whole village would set on fire:
Hargovan Patel . . . went to Kachra along with leaders
of the village.
“Bhai [brother] Kachra, what have you thought?”
“About what?”
“About the land?”
“I will till the land; what else?”
“The government is whimsical. This land belongs to
Hargovan and if the government decides to give it to
you it will be sheer injustice. If this continues the
entire village will be ablaze. Try to understand.”
“If the village is set on fire we will all burn together.”
(62)
The upper-caste village leaders tried to befool Kachra
by saying him that he kept the land on his name and
Hargovan would till the land and would give him five
hundred rupees annually. But Kachra was not meek
sufferer like the ancient Dalits. He understood the
scheme of the non-Dalits and denied the proposal:
One of the village leaders tried to convince Kachra:
“Let the land remain on your name but Hargovan
will plough it and pay five hundred rupees to you
annually.”
“Patel, the government is not foolish. You are trying
to befool me and the government.” (62)
Mangalam has exposed the mean mindedness of the
upper-caste village leaders. The non-Dalits do not
want the empowerment of Dalits by any means. Even
such orthodox upper-castes people consider the right
action of empowerment of government as whimsical.
Kachra was not ready to retain his claim over the
land which was given by the government to him. He
was rather ready to fight for it. When a youth from
the crowd tried to threaten Kachra, he was also ready
to deal with any type of threat. Seeing the firmness
of the Dalit Kachra, the upper-castes villagers had
to go with empty hands:
A youth came forward and spoke with a loud,
threatening voice: “Till the land if you have the
courage....”
Kachra was enraged: “Hold your tongue
otherwise....”
A great quarrel was avoided. The entire crowd went
back to the village with fallen faces. Kachra stood

there angrily. (62)
Ratan was worried about Kachra and told him that
they did not want the land. But Kachra was firm in
his decision. He was firm enough to die for his rights
rather than to give up.
Next day Kachra had to go to plough the land. So he
told Ratan that if anything happened to him, she would
go to her brother’s house. With the help of Deva,
Kachra had to till the land. Deva bought bullocks for
tilling the field. Though Deva helped Kachra, he was
afraid of the non-Dalits. He was sure enough that
the upper-castes people could not tolerate Dalits’
action of tilling the land. His sureness was realised,
as a crowd of the non-Dalits were running towards
them. They were shouting ‘... Kill ... Kill ... Kill ....”’
(63) To protect himself, Kachra climbed on the babul
tree. He saw a big coughing crowd. Kachra came
down the tree. The sound of coughing crowd was so
strong that even the tree began to shake. And finally,
the atmosphere became gloomy for Kachra. He was
subsided:
“Kachra you have to pollute this boy”, the atmosphere
echoed as it finally subsided in Kachra’s blood. (63)
Thus the story ends in tragic death of the Dalit
Kachra. Though he is a kind and humane in his
approaches towards everyone, he is killed.
Mangalam has presented the differences between
the approaches of Dalits and the non-Dalits in this
story. He has shown that Dalits are having love and
humanity for everyone. Even Dalits are ready to work
understanding the situation or demand of the time,
leaving their incomplete work; whereas the non-Dalits
are not ready to give rights which are given to Dalits
by the constitution of India. Thus, on one hand
Mangalam has presented the world of Dalits and on
the other he has exposed inhuman and irrational
approaches of the non-Dalits.
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This paper attempts to look into the nuances of Curriculum Designing and its importance in today’s modern
world. In a nutshell, the sequence of the life experiences through which an academic institution attempts to
promote a pupil’s growth is known as a curriculum and here we have tried to look into the fact that any
curriculum should focus on learner’s needs, interests, abilities and deficiencies in order to make the process
of Teaching-Learning effective. Curriculum is an organised course of study undertaken by a student in or
under the aegis of a school, college, university or any other institution of learning and more commonly, the set
of studies organised for a particular group of students by a school, college etc. It is the set of desired learning
outcomes or the structured set of learning experiences aimed at achieving such outcomes.
Key Words: Curriculum, Language Curriculum, Teaching, Learning, Syllabus, Needs analyses

Curriculum is based on a philosophy and indicates
the direction in which we channelise our efforts in
the process of teaching and learning using approaches,
methods and techniques appropriate to the learners,
subjects etc. It is an organised programme of study
undertaken by a student in any school, college,
university or any other institution of learning. It offers
a framework for study activities and experiential
learning based on a specific goal it is designed to
achieve. It has to have a plan of instruction which
specifies what the students are to know, how they
are to learn it, the role of the teacher in it and the
context in which the teaching-learning process will
take shape.
Richards, Platt, and Weber (1985) point out that a
curriculum is an educational programme which states
1. the educational purpose of the programme (the
ends)
2. the content, teaching procedures and learning
experiences which will be necessary to achieve this
purpose (the means)
3. some means for assessing whether or not the
educational ends have been achieved.
The third one strikes us instantly and poses a serious
question on whether or not it is being taken into
consideration.

This presentation would focus on the designing of a
curriculum capable of transmitting the vital properties
and features of education effective both in theory
and practice. It looks into its dimensions and its
general principles which would make it applicable
in any circumstance providing us with satisfactory
outcomes.
Dimensions of a curriculum are inclusive of the
relationship between the learner and the society, its
aims and objectives, content and subject matter. It is
defined through selection, scope and logicality,
methodology and evaluation pattern that would govern
the curriculum. What is important is also its breadth
and depth. Breath involves contact with major
divisions of knowledge, problems of mankind and their
solutions, values and culture, distinctive methodology
etc while the depth focuses on concentration of these
attributes, prerequisites, sequences and integration.
Bent and Kronenberg (1961) suggest that it must
‘involve a continuous process of design and
monitoring. The curricular activities should be
selected on a valid basis. The curriculum should be
flexible: allowing selection, organisation, and
evaluation on a continuous basis.’ Nothing of this kind
is practised due to the rigidity of the curriculum which
ends up in producing people who would be absolute
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failures in the world outside the classroom.
The focus is therefore on the planning of a ‘Language
Curriculum’ with reference to the second language
programmes.
Johnson (ed) (1989) suggest that in order to plan a
curriculum, those involved should
(a) Analyse the learners’ target language proficiency
and the present language needs and
(b)Survey the resources in the institution and the
community (eg people, places, materials)
Then
1. Select: Language functions for emphasis
2. Choose: Relevant social/academic/vocational
situations
3. Identify: Topics of interest to students at the
relevant age
4. Specify: Appropriate communicative expressions
and formulae, structural patterns and notions
(stemming from 1-3 above)
5. Determine: Exponents: (a) of high frequency, (b)
those generalisable (stemming from 1-4 above)
6. Gather/Prepare: Audiovisual materials that would
be useful in teaching better
7. Provide for the use of: school, community, other
resources to ensure an interdisciplinary approach
8. Prepare/Adapt: Dialogues and mini-dialogues for
unambiguous presentation and oral practice of
exponents, functional expressions, structures and
notions.
9. Grade (text or teacher-prepared materials:
Tasks and activities for learner interpretation and
performance in the class – for the whole class, group,
pair or an individual work. (This is very crucial for
the structuring of learning experiences and most of
the curricula fail to specify and grade such materials,
and may not be very effective as a result.
10. Evaluate: Student growth (as one clue to the
efficiency of a given plan and the strength of your
materials.
Then
Divide 1-10 into units and/or modules.
In his discussion on ‘Curriculum Development’,
Johnson (1991) offers the following line of argument
1. Specifications: end specifications and means
specifications. End specifications are the exact

characterisation of the target proficiency, whereas
means specifications are the specified methods by
which the target proficiency will be achieved.
End specifications depend on (a) the specification of
objectives in verifiable behavioural terms, (b) the
changing view of language learning from one of the
mastery of grammatical system to communicative
language ability. Means specifications will help decide
Language Teaching methodology in the context of
Second Language Acquisition or the learning of a
Foreign Language.
2. Programme implementation relates to the
availability of resources and the kind of teacher
training facilities that have been provided as a part of
the system.
3. Classroom implementation consists of the
structuring of the teaching and learning acts.
4. Needs analyses use a process that involves (a)
perceptions about the learner, (b) perceptions about
their needs, (c) identification of the areas to be
emphasised, (d) educational rationale, (e) the type of
information available/collected, (f) the method of
information collection, (g) the purpose for collecting
the information, (h) the time of information collection,
and (i) the manner in which these analyses are going
to be used.
5. Orientation given to these needs will be decided
on the basis of: (i) Language proficiency, (ii)
Psychological/Humanistic, and (iii) language for
specific purposes.
6. Curriculum evaluation would involve an
assessment of (1) objectives (2) content (3) materials
(4) activities planned both inside and outside the
classroom (5) teachers (6) texts (7) tests and (8) the
entire range of strategies planned/used.
David Nunan (1984) says that ‘the curriculum is
concerned with the planning, implementation,
evaluation, management and administration of
education programmes’ one can therefore believe that
there are numerous syllabi within a curriculum which
has to have a link in order to make it more fruitful
and result oriented wherein learning-teaching is at
the centre and everything else revolves around this
process.
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Curriculum design is a very tricky process as it
involves philosophical, social and administrative
factors of a programme and as result one should be
aware of various perspectives and its impact upon
the learners ( that to a successful and a positive one)
after the completion of the programme. Any
curriculum should be holistic in its significance and
purpose in order to inculcate in the learner the
knowledge, attitudes, values, and techniques that have
cultural relevance. Therefore, prior to designing a
curriculum one needs to look into the works of

Stenhouse (1975), Breen and Candlin (1980), and

Stern (1985).
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Communication with others in human society is inevitable. Classroom teaching, in essence, is an activity of
communication. Teachers and students convey messages by both verbal and non-verbal cues. Since the teacher
is put at the dominating role, the non-verbal cues he uses in the classroom have an influence on the teaching
effects. Therefore, this paper mainly discusses about the effects of non-verbal communication on college English
classroom teaching based on the results of a questionnaire conducted, in the hope that teachers can gain some
enlightenment from the analysis.
Keywords : non-verbal communication, English teaching, effects

Introduction
Communication is a process in which people verbally
or non-verbally share information and ideas.
Nonverbal communication can be best defined as a
silent form of communicating with a person or party
without using any form of speech to grab an audience
attention or to exploit a message. Nonverbal
communication is often used to make an expression
of a thought or thoughts and make your message more
appealing and interesting to students. There are many
types and functions of nonverbal communication.
Nonverbal communication regulates relationships and
can support or even replace verbal communications
in many situations. Different genders and cultures
use nonverbal communication differently and these
differences can impact the nature of interpersonal
communication. Nonverbal communication can
become a barrier or tear down barriers to effective
communication.
The classification of non-verbal communication
in English classroom teaching.
To discuss the classification of non-verbal
communication in English classroom teaching, the
author of this paper prefers the classification of non-
verbal communication which was concluded by
Malandro et al. (1989, pp. 16-23):
(1) body types, shapes and sizes;

(2) clothing and personal artifacts;
(3) kinesics (body movement and gestures and
posture);
(4) facial expression and eye behavior;
(5) environment;
(6) proxemics including human territory, personal
space and body contact;
(7) paralanguage (voice characteristics and qualities);
(8) olfactics (taste and smell); and
(9) chronemics, including schedule of each course
and time that teachers give to students to prepare for
the questions. Since the study of non-verbal
communication covers a wide range of areas, it is
impossible to cover every aspect of it.
Therefore, this paper intends to do some research on
the effects of non-verbal communication on college
English classroom teaching and tends to probe into
the areas of the following non-verbal communication
based on the classification by BI Ji-wan (1999):
(1) body language,
(2) paralanguage,
(3) object language, and
(4) environmental language.
Actually, BI Ji-wan’s classification is a
comprehensive one and has covered most fields of
non-verbal communication. Besides, his classification
has a prominent effect on classroom teaching
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Effects of Non-verbal Communication on
College Classroom Teaching
In order to find out whether non-verbal communication
can affect the college English classroom teaching,
the author conducted a survey among his students.
The subjects of this investigation consist of college
students who are randomly chosen from freshmen,
majoring in Chemistry and Computer Science and
Physics.
Moreover, all of the students investigated are taking
the course of College English. What is more, they
have already had certain language and cultural
background knowledge in English.
The survey is supposed to find out the college students’
opinions about non-verbal communication in college
English classroom teaching, which is also conducted
to obtain more authentic and accurate classroom data.
Hence, the effects of non-verbal communication on
college English classroom teaching can be revealed.
In order to get the authentic data, all the subjects
were not informed in advance of the purpose of this
survey. The survey was conducted under the
surveillance of the author. The data of the survey
was collected to make a table for quantitative and
qualitative analysis by calculating the percentage and
summarizing the trend in the answers. The author
will discuss the data in detail in the following sections.
The Effects of Vocal Characteristics on
Classroom Teaching
Vocal phenomena, also called paralanguage, is the
study of such non-semantic aspects of speech as tone,
volume, pitch, speed and pause, and the silence as
voice is one of the most important elements affecting
our image. So to some degree, it is not what one says
but how he/she says it that really counts.
First of all, the voice conveys emotional cues
accurately although it is hard to discover the exact
voice  features that transmit certain emotions. But it
is generally acknowledged that pitch level influences
evaluative  judgments and that volume influences
perceptions about the strength of the emotion. Vocal
cues also play an  important role in managing the
interactions—that is, who speaks, when, to whom,
and for how long.
In communication process, we adopt different

categories of turn-taking behavior to control the flow
of  communication. For instance, sometimes we raise
the pitch at the end of our comment to signal that we
will finish soon and the other person can start talking.
More often we use pauses and silence to indicate a
turn denial.
In college classroom teaching, teachers may find that
sometimes when we ask a student to answer a
question,  that student may keep silence after standing
up, which indicates that he/she is not well-informed
or not clear about what the teacher says, or he is
unwilling to answer the question or he/she has no
idea about the question.
Conclusion :
Classroom non-verbal behaviors can be classified into
two categories: positive and learning-inductive,
negative and learning-hampering. Positive and
learning-inductive non-verbal behaviors arrive at
better teaching and learning while negative ones lead
to its worse impact on classroom teaching.
However, most of teachers are not aware of the fact
and ignore the role of their non-verbal behaviors in
class. Foreign language teachers in China only pay
attention to teaching in verbal communication, seldom
touching non-verbal communication field. Through this
research on the effects of non-verbal communication
in college English classroom teaching, we can safely
draw the conclusion: First of all, teachers should learn
how to use non-verbal communication to impress upon
their students, especially in the first class so as to
create a friendly relationship between the teacher
and students. Secondly, teachers should exploit non-
verbal communication so as to create a lively teaching
atmosphere and good studying environment.
Thirdly, teachers should take advantage of non-verbal
communication to assist and complement classroom
teaching to achieve the best effect and high efficiency
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çà¢ÿ¢¢ „¢}¢¢ç…ÜU x¢ç¼à¢èH¼¢ ÜU¢ »ÜU ¥y²æ¼ Ðí|¢¢±à¢¢çH ÜU¢ÚÜU ãñ Jçà¢ÿ¢¢ Ã²çQU ÜU¢ï ©„ÜUè ²¢ïx²¼¢,ÿ¢}¢¼¢  ¥¢ïÚ ÐíÜUëç¼ ÜUï ¥Ýé„¢Ú
„¢}¢¢ç…ÜU ÐÎ ²¢ çSƒç¼ Ðí¢# ÜUÚÝï ÜUï ²¢ïx² Ï¢Ý¢¼è ãñ,ç…„„ï „¢}¢¢ç…ÜU  x¢ç¼à¢èH¼¢ }¢ïæ ±ëçÍÍ¢ ã¢ï¼è ãñ J çà¢ÿ¢¢  „ï Ý ÜUï±H
x¢ç¼çà¢H¼¢ }¢ïæ ±ëçh ã¢ï¼è ãñ ±ÚÝì §„„ï x¢ç¼à¢èH¼¢ ªŠ±üx¢¢}¢è |¢èÏ¢Ý¼è ãñ J ¥}¢ïçÚÜU¢, çÏ¢íÅïÝ, …}¢üÝè, …¢Ð¢Ý ¥¢ñÚ ¥‹² Ðçà™}¢è Îïà¢¢ïæ
}¢ïæ çà¢ÿ¢¢ ÜUï Ã²¢ÐÜU Ðí„¢Ú ÜUï ÜU¢Ú‡¢ ãè §¼Ýè ¥çÎÜU x¢ç¼à¢èH¼¢ Ð¢²è …¢¼è ãñ, §„ÜUï ç±ÐÚè¼ ç…Ý Îïà¢¢ï }¢ïæ çà¢ÿ¢¢ ÜUè Ð²¢üŒ¼ Ã²±Sƒ¢
Ýãèæ ãñ ±ï Îïà¢ ¥±Ý¼ ãè ãñ J §ç¼ã¢„ §„ Ï¢¢¼ ÜU¢ „¢ÿ¢è ãñ çÜU …Ï¢ - …Ï¢ çÜU„è „}¢¢… }¢ïæ çà¢ÿ¢¢ ÜU¢ s¢„ ãé¥¢ ãñ, „}¢¢… ¥{¢ïx¢¢}¢è
x¢ç¼à¢èH¼¢ ÜU¢ çà¢ÜU¢Ú ãé¥¢ ãñ J

çà¢ÿ¢¢ ¥¢ñÚ x¢ç¼à¢èH¼¢ ÜUï Ð¢ÚSÐçÚÜU „æÏ¢æ{ ÜU¢ï ç}¢HÚ (Miler)
¥¢ñÚ ±êÜU (woock) Ýï §Ý à¢ÏÎ¢ïæ }¢ïæ Ã²v¼ çÜU²¢ ãñ, " Formal
education is directly and causally related
to social mobility. The relationship is
generally understood to be one in which
formal education, itself, is a cause or one
of the causes of vertical social mobility."
„¢}¢¢ç…ÜU x¢ç¼à¢èH¼¢ ÜUï „æÎ|¢ü }¢ïæ çà¢ÿ¢¢ ¥¢ñÚ ç±l¢H²¢ïæ ÜUè
|¢êç}¢ÜU¢ ÜUï }¢¤¼± ÜU¢ï SÐC ÜUÚ¼ï ãé²ï ÜU¢Hü ±èÝ±x¢ü (Carl
Weinberg) Ýï ÜUã¢ ãñ - "The function of the
school in keeping pace with the changing
structure of social mobility has been to
open channels and keep them open. This
is accomplished by providing wide-spread
opportunities to children of all economic
statuses to advance their position."
çà¢ÿ¢¢ Ã²¢±„¢ç²ÜU çSƒç¼ ÜU¢ï Ðí¢Œ¼ ÜUÚÝï ÜU¢ »ÜU Ðí}¢é¶ „¢{Ý
ãñ v²¢ïæçÜU çà¢ÿ¢¢ ÜUï m¢Ú¢ Ã²çv¼ ÜU¢ï Ý²ï - Ý²ï Ã²±„¢²¢ïæ ÜUï „æÏ¢æ{
}¢ïæ Ã²¢ÐÜU …¢ÝÜU¢Úè Ðí¢Œ¼ ã¢ï¼è ãñ ç…„„ï ±ã ¥ÐÝï ÜU¢ï Ý²ï
Ã²±„¢²¢ïæ ÜUï çH²ï ²¢ïx² Ï¢Ý¢¼¢ ãñ ¥¢ñÚ ©Ý}¢ïæ  Ðí±ïà¢ Ðí¢Œ¼ ÜUÚÝï ÜUï
çH²ï Ðí²yÝ ÜUÚ¼¢ ãñ „æÍ¢̄ü ÜUÚ¼¢ ãñ §„„ï ©„ÜUè „¢}¢¢ç…ÜU
çSƒç¼ }¢ïæ ÐçÚ±¼üÝ ¥¢¼¢ ãñ J
}¢é„x¢íï± (Musgrave) ÜU¢ ÜUãÝ¢ ãñ çÜU „}¢¢… }¢ïæ }¢Š²}¢ ±x¢ü
ÜUï S¼Ú ÜU¢ï Ðí¢Œ¼ ÜUÚ HïÝ¢ §„ Ï¢¢¼ ÐÚ çÝ|¢üÚ ÜUÚ¼¢ ãñ çÜU ©„
Ã²çv¼ ÜU¢ï ©Ó™ ¥ƒ±¢ }¢Š²}¢±x¢èü² Ã²±„¢² Ðí¢Œ¼ ã¢ï¼ï ãñæ ²¢
Ýãèæ ¥¢ñÚ ²ã Ã²±„¢² çà¢ÿ¢¢ ÐÚ çÝ|¢üÚ ãñ J çÏ¢íÅïÝ }¢ïæ …¢ï ç±l¢ƒèü
‘¥¢ï’ ¥¢ñÚ ‘»’ S¼Ú ÜUè ÐÚèÿ¢¢²ïæ Ð¢„ ÜUÚ Hï¼ï ãñæ ©ÝÜUï çH²ï ©Ó™
S¼Ú ÜUï Ã²±„¢² Ðí¢Œ¼ ÜUÚÝï ÜUè çÎà¢¢ }¢ïæ }¢¢x¢ü ¶éH

…¢¼¢ ãñ ¥¢ñÚ ©‹ãïæ „}¢¢… }¢ïæ ©Ó™ S¼Ú Ðí¢Œ¼ ã¢ï …¢¼¢ ãñ, …¢ï çà¢ÿ¢¢
ÜUï ÜU¢Ú‡¢ ãè „æ|¢± ã¢ï Ð¢¼¢ ãñ J
§„ ÐíÜU¢Ú çà¢ÿ¢¢ Ã²çv¼ ÜU¢ï „¢}¢¢ç…ÜU x¢ç¼à¢èH¼¢ ÜUï çH²ï ¼ñ²¢Ú
ÜUÚ¼è ãñ J ©Ó™S¼Úè² „¢}¢¢ç…ÜU x¢ç¼à¢èH¼¢ }¢ïæ çà¢ÿ¢¢ Ï¢ãé¼
„ã¢²ÜU ã¢ï¼è ãñ J »ÜU çÝ}ÝS¼Úè² „¢}¢¢ç…ÜU ±x¢ü ÜU¢ „ÎS²
¥ÓÀè çà¢ÿ¢¢ Ðí¢Œ¼ ÜUÚï ©Ó™±x¢èü² H¢ïx¢¢ï ÜUï „æÐÜUü }¢æ ¥¢²ï, ©ÝÜUï
„æÐÜUü „ï H¢|¢ Ðí¢Œ¼ ÜUÚï, ©ÝÜUï „}¢¢Ý Ý¢x¢çÚÜU ÜU¢²¢ïü }¢ïæ |¢¢x¢ Hï,
©ÝÜUï ¥¢²¢ï…Ý¢ïæ, ©ÝÜUï ©y„±¢ïæ ¥¢ñÚ „}¢¢Ú¢ïã¢ïæ }¢ïæ „ç}}¢çH¼ ã¢ï
¥¢ñÚ ©ÝÜUï }¢êË²¢ïæ ¥¢ñÚ ¥¢Îà¢¢ïZ ÜU¢ï ¥ÐÝ¢²ï ¼¢ï ±ã ¥ÐÝè „¢}¢¢ç…ÜU
çSƒç¼ }¢ïæ „é{¢Ú ÜUÚ „ÜU¼¢ ãñ J §„ ÐíÜU¢Ú çà¢ÿ¢¢ ÜUï }¢¢Š²}¢ „ï
»ÜU çÝ}ÝS¼Úè² „¢}¢¢ç…ÜU ±x¢ü ÜU¢ „ÎS² ©Ó™S¼Úè² „¢}¢¢ç…ÜU
…è±Ý à¢ñHè ÜU¢ï ¥ÐÝ¢Ýï }¢ïæ „ÈUH¼¢ Ðí¢Œ¼ ÜUÚ „ÜU¼¢ ãñ J
çà¢çÿ¢¼ Ã²çv¼ ¥¢ñl¢ïx¢èÜUÚ‡¢, Ýx¢ÚèÜUÚ‡¢, Ý±èÝèÜUÚ‡¢, ¼ÜUÝèÜUè
¿¢¢Ý ¥¢çÎ ÜUè ©Ð²¢ïçx¢¼¢ ÜU¢ï Ðê‡¢ü¼²¢ „}¢Û¢ÜUÚ ¥¢Ú¢ïãè x¢ç¼à¢èH¼¢
ÜUÚ¼¢ ãñ J ÐÚæÐÚ¢x¢¼ …è±Ý à¢ñHè ÜUè çÝçcRU²¼¢ ¼ƒ¢ ¥¿¢¢Ý¼¢
ÜU¢ï çà¢ÿ¢¢ ÜUï m¢Ú¢ ãè „}¢¢Œ¼ çÜU²¢ …¢ „ÜU¼¢ ãñ J çà¢ÿ¢¢ ÜUï
m¢Ú¢ Ã²çv¼ ÜUï ¥¢ÜU¢æÿ¢¢ S¼Ú }¢ïæ ©‹Ýç¼ ã¢ï¼è ãñ ¥¢ñÚ ©„}¢ïæ ©‹Ý¼
…è±Ý …èÝï ÜUè §ÓÀ¢ …¢x¢ë¼ ã¢ï¼è ãñ J çà¢ÿ¢¢ ÜUï m¢Ú¢ Ã²çv¼ ÜUï
¥¿¢¢Ý ¥¢ñÚ ¥æ{ç±à±¢„ ÜU¢ ç±Ý¢à¢ ã¢ï¼¢ ãñ J çà¢ÿ¢¢ ¥¢y}¢çÝ|¢üÚ¼¢
¥¢ñÚ S±¢±H}Ï¢Ý ÜUè |¢¢±Ý¢ …x¢ë¼ ÜUÚ¼è ãñ J çà¢ÿ¢¢ ÜUï m¢Ú¢
Ã²çv¼ ÜUï ±¢¼¢±Ú‡¢ }¢ïæ „é{¢Ú ã¢ï¼¢ ãñ  ¥¢ñÚ „¢}¢¢ç…ÜU ÐíÚç¼D¢ }¢ïæ
±ëçh ã¢ï¼è ãñ ç…„„ï x¢ç¼à¢èH¼¢ ÜU¢ï ÐíïÚ¢‡¢ ç}¢H¼è ãñ Ðí¢ïy„¢ãÝ
ç}¢H¼¢ ãñ J §„ÜUï ç±ÐÚè¼ …¢ï Ã²çv¼ çà¢ÿ¢¢ Ðí¢Œ¼ Ýãèæ ÜUÚ Ð¢¼¢
©„ÜUè x¢ç¼à¢èH¼¢ Ýè™ï ÜUè ¥¢ïÚ ™Hè …¢¼è ãñ J
çà¢ÿ¢¢ ¥Š²¢ÐÜU ¥¢ñÚ À¢~¢ Î¢ïÝ¢ïæ ÜUè ãè x¢ç¼à¢èH¼¢ ÜU¢ï Ðí|¢¢ç±¼
ÜUÚ¼è ãñ J çà¢ÿ¢ÜU „¢}¢¢‹²¼: ¥ÐÝè „¢}¢¢ç…ÜU çSƒç¼ ÜU¢ï à¢ñçÿ¢ÜU
„}¢êãè ÜUè „æÚ™Ý¢..! à¢ñçÿ¢ÜU „}¢êã¢ïæ ÜUè „æÚ™Ý¢ ÜUï ¥æ¼x¢ü¼ ãè
Ðí¢Œ¼ ÜUÚÝï ÜU¢ Ðí²‹¼ ÜUÚ¼ï ãñæ J à¢ñçÿ¢ÜU „}¢êã¢ïæ ÜUï ¥æ¼x¢ü¼ çà¢ÿ¢ÜU,
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Ðí±v¼¢, Ðí¢™¢²ü, ÚèÇÚ, Ðí¢ïÈUï„Ú, ÜUéHÐç¼ ¥¢çÎ ÐÚ ¥¢¼ï ãñæ …¢ï
çà¢ÿ¢ÜU ¥ÐÝï ÐÎ „ï ©ÐÚ¢ïv¼ çÜU„è |¢è ªæ™ï ÐÎ ÜU¢ï Ðí¢Œ¼ ÜUÚ
Hï¼¢ ãñ ©„ÜUè „¢}¢¢ç…ÜU çSƒç¼ ¥¢ñÚ Ðíç¼D¢ Ï¢É …¢¼è ãñ J
}¢ã¢ç±l¢H²¢ïæ ¥¢ñÚ ç±à±ç±l¢H²¢ïæ ÜUï çà¢ÿ¢ÜU¢ïæ ÜU¢ï ¥ÝïÜU »ï„ï
¥±„Ú Ðí¢Œ¼ ã¢ï¼ï ãñæ, ç…Ý„ï ©ÝÜUè „¢}¢¢ç…ÜU Ðíç¼D¢ ¥¢ñÚ S¼Ú
}¢ïæ ±ëçh ã¢ï¼è ãñ, …ñ„ï - ÈUñH¢ïçà¢Ð Ðí¢Œ¼ ã¢ïÝ¢, ±ñÎïçà¢ÜU „æSƒ¢¥¢ïæ
„ï „æÐÜUü ã¢ïÝ¢, ¥Š²²Ý - ¥Š²¢ÐÝ ãï¼é ç±Îïà¢¢ïæ ÜU¢ |¢í}¢‡¢
ÜUÚÝ¢, ¥Ýé„æ{¢Ý ÜU¢²ü ãï¼é „ã¢²¼¢ Ðí¢Œ¼ ã¢ïÝ¢ ¥¢çÎ, ¥¢çÎ J
|¢¢̄¢¿¢¢Ý |¢è ¥¢Ú¢ïãè x¢ç¼à¢èH¼¢ }¢ïæ „ã¢²ÜU ã¢ï¼¢ ãñ J {¢Ú¢Ðí±¢ã
¥æx¢íï…è Ï¢¢ïHÝï ±¢Hï ²é±ÜU ¥¢… |¢è ¥ÓÀè Ý¢ñÜUçÚ²¢æ Ðí¢Œ¼ ÜUÚ¼ï
ãñæ, ¥¢ñÚ ¥‹² ²é±ÜU¢ïæ ÜUè ¥Ðïÿ¢¢ ¥ÐÝè Ðíç¼D¢ ÜUéÀ Ï¢Éè ãé§ü
}¢¢Ý¼ï ãñæ J À¢~¢¢ïæ ÜUè „¢}¢¢ç…ÜU x¢ç¼à¢èH¼¢ }¢ïæ |¢è çà¢ÿ¢¢ „ã¢²ÜU
ã¢ï¼è ãñ J ©Ó™ ÐÎ ²¢ ©Ó™ S¼Ú Ðí¢Œ¼ ÜUÚÝï ÜUè »ÜU Ðí}¢é¶ „¢{Ý
çà¢ÿ¢¢ ãñ J çÏ¢Ý¢ çà¢ÿ¢¢ ÜUï x¢y²¢y}¢ÜU¼¢ „æ|¢± Ýãèæ ãñ J Ðíy²ïÜU
À¢~¢ ¥ÐÝè ²¢ïx²¼¢ ÜUï ¥Ýé„¢Ú, „¢}¢¢ç…ÜU ÐÎ Ðí¢Œ¼ ÜUÚ¼¢ ãñ J
ç±l¢H², }¢ã¢ç±l¢H², ç±à±ç±l¢H² ÜUè çà¢ÿ¢¢ À¢~¢¢ïæ ÜU¢ï ç|¢‹Ý
- ç|¢‹Ý ÐíÜU¢Ú ÜUè ²¢ïx²¼¢ ÐíÎ¢Ý ÜUÚ¼è ãñ J …ñ„è ²¢ïx²¼¢ ã¢ï¼è ãñ
±ñ„ï ãè ªæ™ï - Ýè™ï ÐÎ Ðí¢Œ¼ ã¢ï¼ï ãñæ J ç±çà¢C ÿ¢ï~¢ }¢ïæ à¢¢ï{ ÜU¢²ü
ÜUÚÝï „ï ©Ó™ ÐÎ Ðí¢çŒ¼ ÜUè „æ|¢¢±Ý¢ ¥ç{ÜU ã¢ï …¢¼è ãñ J
}¢ã¢ç±l¢H²¢ïæ ¥¢ñÚ ç±à±ç±l¢H²¢ïæ }¢ïæ çÝ²éçv¼ ãï¼é ç±l¢±¢™àÐç¼
ÜUè ©Ð¢ç{ ²¢ ÝñÅ ÐÚèÿ¢¢ ©œ¢è‡¢ü ÜUÚÝ¢ ¥¢±à²ÜU ã¢ï¼¢ ãñ J
ç±ç|¢‹Ý ç±̄²¢ïæ ¥¢ñÚ ÿ¢ï~¢¢ïæ ÜUè çà¢ÿ¢¢ ÜU¢ |¢è „¢}¢¢ç…ÜU x¢ç¼à¢èH¼¢
„ï x¢ãÚ¢ „æÏ¢æ{ ãñ J „¢}¢¢‹² SÝ¢¼ÜU ¥¢ñÚ SÝ¢¼ÜU¢ïœ¢Ú ç±̄²¢ïæ ÜUè
¥Ðïÿ¢¢ §æ…èçÝ²ôÚx¢, }¢ñçÇÜUH, ÅñvÝ¢ïH¢ò…è, ÐíÏ¢æ{ ¥¢çÎ¼ Ý²ï -
Ý²ï ç±̄²¢ïæ ¥¢ñÚ ÿ¢ï~¢¢ïæ ÜUï ¥Š²²Ý „ï ¥ÓÀï ¥¢ñÚ ªæ™ï ÐÎ Ðí¢Œ¼
çÜU²ï …¢ „ÜU¼ï ãñæ J w²¢ç¼ Ðí¢Œ¼ çà¢ÿ¢¢ „æSƒ¢¥¢ïæ }¢ïæ ¥Š²²Ý
ÜUÚÝï „ï ©Ó™ ÐÎ Ðí¢Œ¼ ÜUÚÝï }¢ïæ „éç±{¢ ã¢ï¼è ãñ §Ý çà¢ÿ¢¢
„æSƒ¢¥¢ïæ }¢ïæ ÐÉï ãé²ï À¢~¢¢ïæ ÜU¢ï Îê„Úè çà¢ÿ¢¢ „æSƒ¢¥¢ïæ }¢ïæ ÐÉï ãé²ï
À¢~¢¢ïæ ÜUè ¥Ðïÿ¢¢ ©Ó™ „¢}¢¢ç…ÜU ÐÎ à¢èÍ¢í Ðí¢Œ¼ ã¢ï …¢¼ï ãñæ J
§æxHñ‡Ç ÜUï ¥¢v„ÈU¢ïÇü ¥¢ñÚ ÜUñæçÏ¢í… ç±à±ç±l¢H²¢ïæ, |¢¢Ú¼ ÜUï
¥¢§ü.¥¢§ü.Åè…, …ï.»Ý.²ê. Ï¢Ý¢Ú„ ç±à±ç±l¢H² ¥¢çÎ }¢ïæ ¥Š²²Ý
ÜUÚÝ¢ ¥¢… |¢è x¢¢ñÚ± ¥¢ñÚ Ðíç¼D¢ ÜUè Ï¢¢¼ }¢¢Ýè …¢¼è ãñ J
|¢¢Ú¼ }¢ïæ „¢}¢¢ç…ÜU x¢ç¼à¢èH¼¢ }¢ïæ Ï¢¢{¢ Ç¢HÝï ±¢Hï ¥ÝïÜU Ï¢¢s
¥¢ñÚ ¥¢æ¼çÚÜU ÜU¢ÚÜU  ãñ J Ï¢¢s ÜU¢ÚÜU¢ïæ }¢ïæ „}¢¢… }¢ïæ ¥±„Ú Ðí¢Œ¼
ã¢ïÝï ÜUè Ðí‡¢¢Hè ¥¢ñÚ „}¢¢… ÜUè „æÚ™Ý¢ ¼ƒ¢ ¥¢æ¼çÚÜU ÜU¢ÚÜU¢ïæ
}¢ïæ }¢êË², ç±à±¢„ ¥¢ñÚ Ã²çv¼²¢ïæ ÜUè Ã²çv¼y± „æÏ¢æ{è ç±à¢ï̄¼¢²ïæ
Ðí}¢é¶ ãñ J Ï¢¢{¢ Ç¢HÝï ±¢Hï §Ý ÜU¢ÚÜU¢ïæ ÜU¢ï çà¢ÿ¢¢ ÜUï m¢Ú¢ „ã…
ãè ÎêÚ çÜU²¢ …¢ „ÜU¼¢ ãñ J çà¢ÿ¢¢ ÜUï m¢Ú¢ »ï„è ÐíïÚ‡¢¢ Îè …¢
„ÜU¼è ãñ ç…„„ï Ã²çv¼ ÜU¢ï ¥ÐÝï ¥æÎÚ ¥ÐÝ¢ ÐÎ, S¼Ú ¥¢ñÚ
Ðíç¼D¢ Ï¢É¢Ýï ÜUè §ÓÀ¢ …¢x¢ë¼ ÜUÚ „ÜUï J
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Z3]JLZ  RF{WZLV[  U]HZFTL  ;FlCtIDF\  +L;[S  GJ,SYFVM
VF5L  K[4  T[DF\  ;FDFHLS  ;D:IFVMG] \  hL6J85}J"S
lG~56 YI]\ K[P  Z3]JLZ RF{WZLGL GFlISFVM  lGdGJU"GL4
DwIDJU"GL TYF prRJU" K[P ;FDFlHS JFTFJZ64 ;DFlHS
5lZJ[X4  ;H"SG]\  N'lQ8lA\N]  VG[  lX1F6  VFlNGF  VFWFZ[
GJ,SYFGF  5F+MGL  DFGl;STFG] \   VJ,MSG  V[S
VeIF;GM  lJQFI  AG[  K[P
Z3]JLZ  RF{WZLV[  cV\TZc  GJ,SYFDF\  HLJGDF\  S[8,FS
lG6"IM N}ZUFDL CMI K[ VG[ V[  lG6"I V[JF ;DI[ ,[JFI
K[ HIFZ[ DFGJLG[ HLJG lJQF[GL 5}ZL ;DH CMTL GYLP DFGJL
GL  lJJ[S  A]lwWGM  VEFJ  JTF"I  K[P  S'lTG]\  XLQF"S4  ;}RS4
;FY"S K[P 5lTv5tGL A\gG[ JrR[ ELTZ G[ ELTZ 3]\3JFI
K[P GJ,SYF D]bItJ[ NFd5tIGL NFCS ;D:IFG[ :5X"[ K[P
,uG  5KL  5lTv5tGLGF  ;}1D  VCD  NFd5tIGF
TF6JF6F  G[  lXlY,  SZL  D}S[  K[P  5lTv5tGL  JrR[GF
J{RFlZS  DTE[N4  HLJGN'lQ8GF  E[N  56  lJ;\JFN  DF8[
HJFANFZ  K[P  ,uG  HLJGGF  RFZ  5FIF  K[P  5|[D4  tIFU4
lJ‘JF;  VG[  ;D5"6P  VFH[  ,uG  HLJG  HgDM  HgDGF
;\A\W  ZCIF  GYL4  ;\A\WMGF  ;DLSZ6M  AN,FIF\  K[P
NFd5tI  HLJGGL  D]bI  ;D:IFGL  ;FY[  V[S,TFGL4
CTFXFGL  J{l`JS  ;D:IFVM  ;FDFlHS  HLJGDF\  pD[ZFTL
HFI  K[P
,[BS[  cV\TZc  GJ,SYFDF\  NFd5tIHLJGG[  VF,[BJFGM
5|ItG  SIF[“  K[P  :Y}/  VY"DF\  GlC\  56  ;}1D  :TZ[
V[SlWS  5|6Il+SM6  S'lTDF\  HM.  XSFI  K[P  ,uG
HLJGGM  VFZ\EGM  TASSM  ;FDFgI  ZLT[  JLTL  HFI  K[P
5Z\T]  N;  JQF"  5KL  5Z:5ZGF  :G[CDF\  VM8  VFJ[  K[P
5lTv5tGL  JrR[  GFGL  AFATMDF\  DTE[N  pEF  YFI
K[P 5Z:5ZGL E},M XMWJFGL 5|lS|IFGF AN,[ 5lZl:YlTG[
VG]~5 V[SALHFG[ ;CSFZ VF5[ TM cV\TZc XaNGM 5|J[X
GlCJT K[P SIFZ[S 5lTv5tGL V[SALHFYL N}Z UIF 5KL
T[DGF  5| [DDF\  EZTL  VFJ[  K[P  VCL\  lGC"T]S  5|LlTGF
VG]EJDF\YL  5;FZ  YTF\  5F+MGM  DGM;\3QF "
GJ,SYFDF\  lG~5FIM  K[P
GJ,SYFGF  VF,[BGDF\  GFIS  B[0 }T5]+  5|MPS[J,

TtJlJ7FGGM ,[BS K[ VG[ GFlISF GFUZ SgIF GIGTFZF
S,FS[N=GL ;\RF,S K[P S[J,vGIGTFZFG[ HM0TL S0L UZLDF
K[P  UZLDF  GIGTFZFGL  DFl;IF.  AC[G  TYF  S[J,GL
lJnFYL"GL  K[P  VF  VF\TZ7FlTI  ,uG  K[P  5|[DGF5|TLS~5[
G\N  NLSZM  K[P  T[DGF  HLJGDF\  ,uGGF  AFZ  JQF"  5KL
lJ;\JFNGL X~VFT YFI K[P 5lTv5tGL V[SALHFGL ;FY[
K[4 5Z\T] DGYL N}Z K[P
S[J,GF  U|FdI  ;\:SFZM  VG[  GIGTFZFGF  XC[ZL  ;\:S'lT
AgG[  JrR[  AF\W~5  AG[  K[P  T[YL  S[J,GF  DFTFvl5TFGL
lJRFZ;Z6L  V5GFJL  XSTL  GYLP  UFD  KM0L  XC[ZDF\
J;[  K[P  G\NG[  HgD  VF5[  5Z\T]  DF\  GM  JFt;<IEFJ
VF5L XSTL GYLP AF/SGM pK[Z UF{6 VG[ SFZlSNL"G[ D]bI
AGFJTF\  S [J,  GIGTFZF  AgG[  JrR[  lNJ;[vlNJ;[
VFtDLITF  38TL  HFI  K[P  AgG[  JrR[  ;\3QF"  JWTF\  S[J,
G\NG[ UFD0[ DMS,L N[ K[P G\N UFD0FGF ;\:SFZM VFtD;FT
SZTF\  GIGTFZFG[  5MTFG]\  ;\TFG  UDFZ  ,FU[  K[P  T[GL
ZLT EFT GIGTFZFG[ B}\R[ K[P G\NGF S}D/F DUH 5Z V;Z
YFI  K[P
ccDF\4  C]\  CJFZ[  UFD  HTM  Z{X  G[  SNL  5FKM  G.  VFJ]\Pcc
s5'P&_ cV\TZcf
5lTv5tGL  JrR[  V\TZ  CT]\  CJ[  DFvNLSZF  JrR[G]\  V\TZ
JW[ tIFZ[ S[J, 5lZl:YlT ;]WFZJFGF 5|ItG H~Z SZ[ 5Z\T]
;O/TF  D/TL  GYLP  GIGTFZF  5tGL  TZLS[  lGQO/  ZCL4
DFTF  TZLS[  56  VJU6GF  YI[,  K[P  AgG[GF  DTE[NGF
SFZ6[  UlZDFGM  5|J[X  XSI  AGTM  HFI  K[P  TGvDGYL
lJB}8F  50TF\  HFI  K[P  GIGTFZF  S[J,vUlZDF  5Z
JC[DFI  K[P  DFGl;S~5[  CTFXF  GIGTFZFGF  DGDF\
V[8,L  CN[  jIF5L  HFI  K[  S[  UZ[DFGF  jIJCFZ  JT"GDF\
S [J,  DF8[  5| [D  N[BFI  K[P  DGDF\  S [J,vUlZDFG] \
RMS9] \   UM9JL  N[  K[P  AgG[  V[S  3ZDF\  GYL  ZCTF\
DFGl;S  ZMUGF  NJFBFGFDF\  ZC[  K[4  H[DF\  NFNL  K[4
5Z\T]  0MS8Z  GYLP  AgG[  5MTFGL  HFTG[  jI:T  ZFBJFGF\
lGQO/  5|ItG  SZ[  K[P  VCDG[  KM0L  ;D:IFG]\  ;DFWFG
SZJF\  T{IFZ  GYLP  AgG[GM  ;]JF  DF8[  ~D  56  V,U
K[4 :5X"GL VlE,FQFF JZF/ Y.G[ p0L U. K[P G ;DHFIF
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T[JL  VS/FD6  VG]EJ[  K[P  S[J,  TtJ7FGL  K[  T[YL
5lZl:YlT  ;DH[  5Z\T]  JT"GDF\  ,FJL  XSTM  GYLP
cc56 C]\  :+Lv5]Z]QFE[N  lJX[ H[ S\. HF6TM CTM V[ E},L
UIMP  :+L CFY ,\AFJTL GYL4 V[ 5|lTEFJ NFBJ[ K[P V[
V5"6  YFI  K[P  :+L  HIFZ[  IFRGF  SZTL  YFI  tIFZ[
V[GFDF\  lJS'lT  X~  YFI  K[Pcc  s5'P  !$*f
S[J,GL  DFTFG] \  D'tI]  YTF\  GIGTFZF  ZFHL5M  NFBJ[
tIFZ[  5tGL  TZLS[G] \   S [J,GF  DGDF\  ZC[J] \   ,FU6L
lJ,G Y. HFI K[P ;]lXl1FT 5]+JW]G[ TDFD DIF"NFVMGM
E\U  SIM"  K[P  GIGTFZF  S[J,vUlZDF  JrR[  5|[DGM  V\S]Z
lJ:TZ[  DF8[  I]ZM5GL  IF+FV[  HJFG] \   GSSL  SZ[  K[P
GIGTFZFGL  IMHGF  ;O/  G  YFI  DF8[  5MT[  D]ZlTIM
XMWJF  ,FU[  K[P  S[J,G]\  5]:TS  ,[BGG]\  SFI"  5}6"  YTF\
XC[Z  KM0L  G\N  5F;[  UFD0[  HTM  ZC[  K[P  VF  p5ZF\T
SM,[HDF\  ZFHLGFD] \  VF5L  N[  K[P  UlZDF  GIGTFZFGL
IMHGF  ;O/  G  YFI    DF8[  ,uG  SZJF  pTFJ0L  AG[  K[4
V\T[ SG]EF. ;FY[ ,uGU|\lYYL HM0F. HFI K[P OMG wJFZF
GIGTFZFG[  ;DFRFZ  VF5L4  T[GF  VFUDG  5KL  ;TSFZ
;DFZ\E  IMHGF  HFC[Z  SZ[  K[P  GIGTFZFGF  DG  5ZYL
JC[DGF\ JFN/ B;L HFI K[P 5]+v5]+JW] JrR[ ;DFWFG
SZJF\  ;;ZF\  J0L,  E}lDSF  EHJ[  K[P  H]NLvH]NL
5lZl:YlTDF\  pKZ[,L  jIlST  ,uGU|\lYYL  HM0F.  HFI
K[4  5Z\T]  HMBDSFZS  ;\:SFZMGF  5|`GM  pEF  YFI  tIFZ[
U}\RG[  pS[,JL  50[  K[P  V;FWFZ6DF\YL  ;FWFZ6  AGJFGM
;\3QF" K[ H[ A]lwWJFN 5Z lGE"Z SZ[ K[P
NlZIFDF\  EZTL  5KL  VM8  VFJTL  CMI  K[P  T[JL  ZLT[
S[J,vGIGTFZF  V[SALHFYL  N}Z  UIF\  5KL  ;\A\WMGL
;DL1FF  SZ[  K[P  5MTFGL HFT ;FY[  JFTF",F5 SZTF\  S[J,G[
GIGTFZFGF  U]6MGL  ;\bIF  VJU]6M  JW[  K[P  T[  H  ZLT[
GIGTFZFG[ 5MTFGL E}, XMW[ K[P AgG[ B]<,F\ DGG[ :JLSFZ[
K[ VC\SFZ ;J"‘F|[Q9 ZCIM K[P lJN[X 5|JF; 8}\SFJL 5ZT OZ[
K[P  ccD[\  VF  5|JF;  NZlDIFG  H[  S\.  JF\rI]vlJRFI]" \  K[
V[DF\YL  V[J]\  TFZ6  GLS/[  K[  S[  ,[BGGF  V[  TASSFV[
TD[ DF+ DFZFYL H GCL\4 ACFZGL ;DU| ;'lQ8YL  lJD]B
CTF\P V[ V[S TASSF H CTM4 SM. SFIDL J:T] G CTLP V[8,]
;DHJFG[  AN,[  C] \  TDG[  X\SFYL  HMJF  ,FULP  SM.S
ALH] \  K[  DF8[  TDG[  DFZL  H~Z  GYL  V[JM  ~-
DFG;XF:+LI  bIF,  DG[  VS/FJL  ZCIM  CTM  v  HIFZ[
TD[  TDFZL  lJRFZ;'lQ8DF\  H  ZFDDF6  CTF\Pcc  s5'PZ$Z
cV\TZcf
,uG TM 3Z AGFJJF DF8[ YFI K[P V[SALHFGF  :JEFJG[
VG]~5  Y.  ;FlGwI  S[/JJFG]\  K[4  AF{lWS  VG]S}/TF4
EFJGFtDS VG]S}/TF4 ;FDFlHS VG]S}/TF4 XFZLlZS VG]S}/
TF4  VFwIFlDS  VG]S}/TF  VF  5F\R[I  AFATM  HM  D/TL
CMI  TM  ,uGHLJG  ;O/  ZC[  K[P  DF+  VC\D  GF  ;\TMQF

DF8[  GCL\  GD] \  o  V[JL  S;D  G  BFJMP  ,uGHLJGDF\
V;DT],F  ;HF"I4  JC[DGF  JD/  5[NF  YFI4  GFJ  0UDU
YFI  56  5Z:5ZGL  C}\O  KM0JL  HM.V[  GCL\P

;\NE"

 cV\TZc v Z3]JLZ RF{WZL4 VFZP VFZP X[9GL
S\5GL 5|YD VFJ'l¿v!)((P
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SG{IF,F,  D]GXL  U]HZFTLDF\  D]bITo  GJ,SYFSFZ  TZLS[
HF6LTF  K[P  5Z\T]  T[VM  AC]D]BL  5|lTEF  WZFJTF  ,[BS
CTFP  SlJTF  l;JFIGF  VgI  VG[S  ;FlCtI  :J~5M  T[D6[
B[0IF\  K[P  T[D6[  GJ,SYF  p5ZF\T  GF8S4  VFtDSYF4
RlZ+4 5|JF;SYF4  lGA\W4  lJJ[RG4 5+M JU[Z[ ,bIF K[P
T[DGL 5F;[YL  cDFZL SD,F VG[ ALHL JFTMc V[ GFD[ V[S
JFTF" ;\U|C 56 D?IM K[P V[8,[ D]GXL JFTF"SFZ 56 K[P
SG{IF,F, D]GXLV[ T[DGF ,[BGGM 5|FZ\E H 8}\SL JFTF"GF
,[BGYL SIM" CTMP T[DGL 5|YD JFTF" cDFZL SD,Fc !)!Z
DF\  c:+LAMWc  GFDGF  ;FDFlISDF\  5|SFlXT  Y.  CTLP
T[  56  T[DGL  VgI  JFTF"VM  lJlEgG  ;FDFlISMDF\  5|U8
Y.  CTLP  5FK/YL  VF  AWL  JFTF"VM  DFZL  SD,F  VG[
ALHL  JFTM  GFDGF  5]:TSDF\  ;\Sl,T  Y.  CTLP  VF
5]:TSGL  5|YD  VFJ'lT  !)Z!  DF\  Y.  CTLP  T[DF \
,[BSGL AWL H JFTF"VM ;\U|CLT K[P T[ JFTF"VMG[ VG],1FLG[
D]GXLGL JFTF"S,FG[ T5F;LV[ TM  bIF, VFJ[ K[  S[  T[DGL
JFTF"VM ;]Z[B GJl,SFVMGM VFSQF"S S,FWF8 l;â SZL XSTL
GYLP 36L JFTF"VM XaN lR+M H[JL AGL K[P S[8,LS JFTF"VM
W8GFVMGL VF;5F; J6F. K[ VG[ T[DF\  SYFZ;  l;JFI
JFTF "GF \  VgI  ,1F6MG] \   NX"G  YT] \   GYLP  T[D6[
W6[EFU[  jI\U4  S8F1F4  p5CF\;  ZH}  SZTL  C/JL  JFTF"VM
,BL K[P T[DF\  lJlR+ W8GF4 5F+ VG[ 5lZl:YlTG[ ,1I
SZL  CF:I  lGQ5gG  YI] \   K[P  H]GJF6L  ~l-VM  VG[
DFGJLVMG[  ,[BS  5MTFGF  jI\U  VG[  S8F1FGF\  lGXFG
AGFjIF \  K[P
T[    ZLT[  jIlST  VG[  ;DFHGL  lJS'lT  TZO  ,[BS[  T[DGL
JFTF "VMDF\  VF56] \  wIFG  NMI] " \   K[  VG[  5ZM1F
;]WFZFGM  AMW  SIM"  K[P  ,[BS[  cDFZL  SD,Fc4  cSMSL,Fc4
cXS]\T,Fc  VG[  cN]JF";Fc  H[JL  YM0LS  U\ELZ  JFTF"VM  56
,BL  K[P  T[DF \  5Z:5Z  ;FRM  5| [D  SZTF \  5Z\T] \
lJQFI  ;\HMUMG[  ,.  V[SALHFG[  5|F%T  G  SZL  XSTF\  VG[
N]oBL  YTF  :+Lv5]~QFMGL  SYFVM  VF,[BF.  K[P  cDFZL
SD,Fc  H[JL  JFTF"VM  VlTS~6  56  AGL  K[P
SG{IF,F, D]GXLGL JFTF"VM C/JL4 jI\U S8F1FI]ST JFTF"VM
K[P  T[DF\  cXFD/XFGM  lJJFCc4  cUMDTL  NFNFG]\  UF{ZJc4

cH]GL  VF\B[  GJF  TDFXFc4  cBFGUL  SFZEFZLc4  cSFDR,Fp
WD"5ltGc  JU[Z[  wIFG5F+  JFTF"VM  K[P  cXFD/XFGM
lJJFCDF\  J'wW  CMJF  KTF\  V[S  GFGS0L  KMSZLG[  5Z6JF
GLS/[,F  XFD/XFGM  X[9GM  p5CF;  SIM"  K[P  SHM0FGL
CF:ISFZS  5lZl:YlTG\]  T[DF\  8LB/I]ST  lG~56  YJF
5FdI]\  K[P  J'wW  X[9  DM-FDF\  5FGGM  0]RM  DFZL  VFBDF\
SFH/  VF\HL4  HZLGF  HFDF  VG[  5FW0LDF\  ;HH  Y.4
DFYF  5Z  B}\5  VG[  CFYDF\  GFl/I[Z  WFZ6  SZL4  D0NF,
WM0F  5Z  ;JFZ  Y.  5Z6JF  lGS?IF  K[P  ,[BS[  T[DGL
AZFAZ DHFS p0FJL K[P J'wW 56 SFD]S XFD/XF VA]W
JC]G[  5|[D  SZJF  HFI  K[  VG[  KMSZL  SX]\S  G  ;DHTF\
EFUL  K]8 [  K[P  TM  cUMDTL  NFNFG] \   UF {ZJc  JFTF "DF \
GFTHFTG] \  VlEDFG4  DM8F  S]/G] \  UF{ZJ4  E}TSF/GF
J{EJDF\  ZFRTF H]GJF6L DFGJLVMGL VG[ T[DGL  lJlR+
VG[  lJS'T  J'lTv5|J'lTGL  DHFS  p0FJL  K[P  T[DF\  lDyIF
DM8F56FG[ VG],1FL GFTHFTGF B858LIF VFU[JFGM VG[
I]JFGM  JrR[  S[JM  ;\3QF"  YFI  K[  VG[  T[GF\  S[JF  lJlR+
5lZ6FDM  VFJ[  K[  T[  VF,[BFI]\  K[P  JFTF"DF\  TF,  D[l,IF
W8GFVMGM  VFWFZ  ,.  CF:I  ;HF"I]\  K[P  V[S\NZ[  JTF"
JF\RJL UD[ T[JL  Z;LS AGL K[P  cH]GL VF\B[ GJF TDFXFc
JFTF"DF\ ,[BS[ ;]WFZ[,F N[BFJF DF8[ VF0\AZ SZTFP KLKZL
DGMNXF  WZFJTF  ,MSMGL  DHFS  SZ[  K[P  T[D  ;]WFZFG]\
5FB\0  SZTF  JFGZvGSl,IF  ,MSMGL  56  DHFS  SZ[  K[P
S[J/  SM8v5F8,}G  5C[ZJFYL4  8[A,4  B]ZXLGM  p5IMU
SZJFYL4  DF\;FCFZ  SZJFYL  ;]WFZ[,F  AGL  HJFI  GlCP  T[
DF8[  TM  prR  lX1F6  HFU'T  A]lâ  VG[  5IF"%T  ;DHNFZL
56  CMJL  HM.V[P  ,[BS[  VF  AFATMDF\  5IF"%T  lX1F64
;\:SFZ VG[ ;DH  lJGF H[ ,MSM 5l`RDGL VF\W/L GS,
SZ[  K[P  T[DGL  DHFS  SZL  K[P  JFTF "DF \  ;]1D  CF:I
VMK]\  K[4  5Z\T] \  :O]8  jI\UvS8F1F  VG[  CF:I  ;FlCtI
VG]EJFI  K[P  cBFGUL  SFZEFZLc  GFDGL  JFTF "DF \
SC[JFTF ;F1FZMGM p5CF; YIM K[P  cSFDR,Fp WD"5ltGc
DF\  lJQFD  ;\HMUMG[  SFZ6[  A[  5Z6[,F \  :+Lv5]~QF
V[S ALHFG[ 5lTv5ltG TZLS[ VM/BFJ[ K[P T[DF\YL VG[S
ZD]HL 5lZl:YlTVM ;HF"I K[P VF JFTF" 5Z SM. V\U|[HL
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8]\SL  JFTF"GF  ;\:SFZ  HM.  XSFI  K[P  VF  AWL  C/JL  VG[
DGMZ\HGFtDS JFTF"VMDF\  W8GF4 5F+4 5lZl:YlT4 ;\JFN
VG[  J6"GGF  J{lR+I  5Z  VFWFlZT  CF:IG]\  lG~56
YI]\  K[P  T[DF\  TF,  D[l,IF  5|;\UMI]ST  J:T]4  GD}GF~5
5F+  VG[  ,MSl5|I  5|SFZGF  S8F1F  jI\U  VF,[BFIF\  K[P
AWL  H  JFTF"VM  JF\RJL  UD[  T[JL  K[P  5Z\T]\  T[DF\  SM.
;vlJX[QF  VFS"QFS  V[JL  S,FtDSTFG]\  NX"G  YT]\  GYLP
,[BSGL  U\ELZ  JFTF"VMDF\  56  GF8SLI  W8GF  VG[
plD",  5F+MG] \  lG~56  S[gãDF\  Zæ] \  K[P  NFPTP  cDFZL
SD,Fc4  cSMSL,Fc4  cXS\]T,Fc  VG[  cN]JF";Fc  JU[Z[  JFTF"VM
cDFZL  SD,Fc  DF\  GFIS  V[S  lJWJFGL  VF9  JQF"GL  AF/F
SD,FG[  pK[Z[  K[P  JBT  HTF\  GFIS  SD,FG[  5|[D  SZJF
,FU[ K[P SD,FGL lJWJF DFTF T[G[ tIHL SIF\S HTL ZC[ K[P
GFIS SD,F ;FY[ ,uG SZ[ K[P T[ 5KL SD,FGL DFTF 5FKL
OZ[ K[P SD,F T[GL DFTF TZO JW] 50TL -/[ K[ VG[ GFISGL
p5[1FF  SZJF  ,FU[  K[P  T[DF\YL  GFIS  VG[  GFILSF  SD,F
JrR[  lJBJFN VG[ 5Z:5Z V6UDM 5|U8[ K[P A[p H6F\
K}\8F 50[ K[P SD,F T[GL DFTF ;FY[ RF,L HFI K[P GFISG[
EFZ[ VFWFT ,FUP K[P ALHL AFH] SD,FG[ 56 5:TFJM YFI
K[P GFISGM 5|[D T[G[ IFN VFJ[ K[P T[ ;TT 5L0F VG]EJ[
K[P  T[  1FI  H[JF  U\lEZ  ZMUDF\  ;50FI  K[P  V\TDF\
SD,FG[ GFIS 5lT D/[ K[P 5Z\T]\ T[ ARL XSTL GYLP VFD4
JFTF"  S~6F\T  K[P  5|;\UM4  5F+F,[BG4  DGMEFJNX"G
JU[Z[DF\ S]l+DTF ,FU[ K[P 5ZL6FD[ JFTF" U\lEZ VG[ S~6
CMJF  KTF\  SXLS  p\0L  KF5  D}SL  HTL  GYLP  cSMSL,Fc
JFTF"DF\  56  N]oBL  GFISGL  SYF  S[gãDF\  K[P  JFTF"GM
GFIS I]JFG 5ltGGF D'tI]YL VFWFT 5FdIM K[P T[DF\YL D]ST
YJF DF8[ T[ CJFO[Z VY[" 5FJFU- HFI K[P tIF\ T[G[ SMSL,F
GFDGL V[S ;]\NZ 56 Vl:YZ DUHGL SgIFGM D[/F5 YFI
K[P T[G[ HM.G[ GFISGM VFWFT VG[ ;\TF5 XDL HFI K[P
,[BS[  SMSL,FG] \   N [C  J6"G  DGMCZ  X{,LDF\  SI] " \   K[P
5]~QFGM  5|[D  S[JM  R\R/  CMI  K[P  VG[  T[  :+L  TZO  S[JL
:JF"YL  ¡lQ8YL  HMTM  CMI  K[P  T[G]\  JFTF"DF\  ,[BS[  AZFAZ
NX"G  SZFjI] \  K[P  5Z\T] \  HLJG4  5| [D4  5]~QFGM  :JEFJ
JU[Z[G[ ,UTF VGFJxIS J6"G VG[ lJJZ6 JFTF"G[ lXlY,
VG[  NLW";]+L  VG[  RM8CLG  AGFJL  N[  K[P  cXS]\T,Fc  VG[
cN]JF ";Fc  JFTF "DF \  5MTFGF  5| [DDF\  DuG  ZC[TF \  VG[
J0L,MGL  p5[1FF  SZTF  GJ5Zl6T  :+Lv5]~QFGL
DGMNXFG]\  VG[  5|J'lTG]\  lG~56  YI]\  K[P  NFPTP  ,1DL
S]8]\ADF\  T[GF  5lTGL  ;[JFDF\  0]A[,L  ZC[  K[  VG[  ;;ZFGL
p5[1FF  SZ[ K[P 5Z\T]\ 5lT BZFA ;MATYL HIFZ[  NF~0LIM
AG[ K[4 5]+ ;FRJ6LGF VEFJ[ D'tI] 5FD[ K[P tIFZ[ ,1DLG[
5MTFGF  ST"jIG] \  EFG  YFI  K[P  JFTF"  AMWS  K[P  T[D
KTF\ VFS"QFS J:T] VG[ 5F+GF SFZ6[ Z; HDFJL XS[ K[P

VFD4 SG{IF,F, D]GXLV[ U\ELZ VG[ VU\ELZ V[D A[p
5|SFZGL JFTF"VM ,BL K[P VU\ELZ JFTF"VMDF\ T[D6[ H]GF
VG[  GJF  HDFGFGL  lJS'lTVMG]  S8F1FDI4  p5CF;I]ST
lG~56  SI]" \  K[P  T[DF\  5|6Fl,SFE\HG4  JS|NX"G4  jI\U
S8F1F  VG[  CF:IGM  VMKMJTM  VG]EJ  EFJSG[  YTM  ZC[
K[P  U\lEZ  JFTF"VMDF\  ;FRF  5| [DGN  T[DH  ST"jIGM
5]Z:SFZ  YIM  K[P  ,[BS[  GF8IFtDS  ZLlTGM  VF;I  ,.G[
JFTF"  ZRL  K[P  T[YL  T[DF\  ;RM84  :JFEFlJS  ;\JFNM  VG[S
JFZ IMHFIF K[P  S8F1FI]ST J6"GM ~-LVM   VG[ H]GJF6L
DFGJLVMGL DGMNXF 5Z 5|SFX 50[ K[P 36LBZL JFTF"VM
VFtD,1FL  X{,L  äFZF  ZH}  YFI  K[P  ZRGFS/FGL  ¡lQ8V[
T[YL  T[DF \  V[S  lJWTF  VG]EJFI  K[P  JFTF "DF \  SYF
5|JFC J[UYL JC[ K[P 5Z\T] V\T pTFJ/DF\ VF,[BFTM CMI
V[JL  KF5  p5;[  K[P  DFGJLGF  DGG]\  S[  T[GF  jIJCFZG]\
JF:TlJS  UCG  S,FtDS  NX"G  VF  ;\U|CMGL  JFTF"VMDF\
EFuI[  H  VG]EJFI  K[  V[8,[  JFTF"VM  ;]JFrI  CMJF
KTF\  S,FtDS  AGL  XSTL  GYL  VG[  T[YL  D]GXL  JFTF"SFZ
TZLS[  hFhL  5|lTQ9F  5|F%T  SZL  XSIF  GYL  V[J]\  ,FU[  K[P
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EFZTLI  ;FlCtIDF\  élD"SFjIGL  ;D'â  5Z\5ZF  5|F%T
YFI  K[P  élD"SFjI  ,3]  KTF\  VFtD;\J[NGF5}6"4
;\ULTDI4  élD"  VFJ[UYL  ;EZ  CMI  K[P  H[DF \
DFGJEFJGM  :JI\E}  VFlJQSFZ  VFtDlGJ[NG  X{,LDF\
HMJF  D/[  K[P  EFZTLI  DGLQFLGF  5|YD  pNŸUDv:Y,L
J{lNS  ;FlCtIDF\  V[SvV[SYL  ;] \NZ  :TM+  D/[  K[P
IH]J[“NGL  Z]N=FwIFI  :T]lT  T[GF  NQ8F\T  :J~5[  K[P  H[
EFJ:5\NGYL  EZ5}Z4  ;CH4  ;Z,  X{,LDF\  VlEjIST
YI]\  K[P :T] WFT]  ;\:S'T  jIFSZ6DF\  VFJ[  K[P  H[GM
VY" YFI K[ :T]lT SZJL4 5|FY"GF SZJL4 VF c:T]c WFT]G[
H]NF  H]NF  5|tIIM  ,FUL  :TM+4  :T]lT4  :TJG  VFlN  XaNM
AG[  K[P  :TM+  SFjIGF  D]bI  lJEFUDF\  s!fX{J  :TM+
sZfXlST  :TM+  s#fJ{Q6J  :TM+  s$fVgI  N[JL  N[JTF
:TM+ s5fH{G :TM+ s&fAF{â :TM+GM ;DFJ[X YFI K[P
:TM+SFjIDF\  .`JZG] \  U]6UFG  SZLG[  SlJ  5MTFGF
ìNIGL jIYF4 J[NGF TYF VFSF\1FF zâF5}J"S jIST SZ[ K[̧
H[G[  5|FY"GF  SC[JFI  K[P  5|FY"GF  NZ[S  WD"DF\  CMI  K[P
5Z\T]  EFZTLI  ;\:S'lTDF\  V[S  lJX[QFTF  HMJF  D/[  K[  S[
T [DF \  lGH,LGTF  VG[  SMD/TF  jIST  SZTF  ESTG[
EUJFGGF  pNFZ  ìNIGM  5lZRI  YFI  K[P  :TM+SFjIG[
EFZTLI  ;\:S'lTDF\  p5F;GFG] \   z[Q9  ;FWG
DFGJFDF\  VFjI] \   K[P  T[DF \  ZC[,L  U[ITF4  ,l,TTF4
EFJFN="TF4  ;\ULTDITFGM  SFZ6[  SF\TF;ldDT  p5N[XGL
VG]E}lT  SZFJ[  K[P  :TM+SFjIDF\  S9MZlR¿  DG]QIG[
5lZãFlJT SZJFGL 5|X\;GLI XlST ZC[,L K[P
VFRFI"  C[DR\N=;}lZG]\  5|NFG  U]HZFTGF  ;FlCtI  HUT
DF8[  V6DM,4  VlJ:DZ6LI  K[P  VFRFI"zLV[  jIFSZ64
V,\SFZ4  K\N4  SMX4  DCFSFjI  VFlN  1F[+DF\  GM\WGLI
S'lT  VF5L  K[P    VFDF\  :TM+G]\  1F[+  56  Vl,%T  ZCI]\
GYLP  :TM+  ;FlCtIDF\  T[VMV[  S],  &  S'lT  ZRL  K[  H[DF\
!P ;S,FC"T:TM+ sA]CrR{tIJgNG :TM+f
ZP lJ\XlT 5|SFX sJLTZFU :TM+f
#P  DCFN[J  :TM+
$P  zL  VC"gGFD;C:+  v  ;D]rRI  sl;â;C:+GFD
:TM+f

5P  VgI  IMUv  jIJrK[N  äFl+\lXSF
&P VIMU jIJrK[N äFl+\lXSF
GM  ;DFJ[X  YFI  K[P  VF  NZ[S  :TM+GM  8}\S  5lZRI  VF
D]HA K[P
P! ;S,FC"T:TM+ ov VF  :TM+G]\  GFD  T[GF  5|YD
`,MSGF  5|YD  5N ;S,FC"T   5ZYL  ZFBJFDF\
VFjI] \   K[P  T[G] \   VgI  GFD  A'CrR{tIJgNG  5|F%T
YFI  K[P  VCL\  S],  ##  5NMGM  ;DFJ[X  YIM  K[P  H[G[
cl+QFlQ9FX,FSF5]Z]QFRlZ+c  GF  VFZ\EDF\  :YFG  D?I]\
K[P VF V[S DF\Ul,S :TM+ K[P H{GMGF 5F\R 5|lTS|D6 K[P
VF  5|lTS|D6GF  VFZ\EDF\  VF  :TM+GM  5F9  SZJFDF\
VFJ[ K[P
:TM+GF  5|FZ\EDF\  VFJ[,L  A[  UFYFDF\  VC¥ ¥T56FG[
GD:SFZ  SZJFDF\  VFjIF  K[  ¸  SFZ6  S[  VC¥¥TtJYL  H
VlZC\T  VM/BFI  K[P  tIFZAFNGL  UFYFDF\  RMJL;
lTYÅSZ  5|E]G[  S|DXo  J6"JFIF  K[P  H[DF\5ZDFtDFGL
lJX[QFTFVM4  VlTXITFVM4  lJ,1F6TFVMGM  p<,[B
SZJFDF\  VFjIM  K[P  5|tI[S  UFYFDF\  5|tI[S  5ZDFtDFGL
lEgGvlEgG VFIFDYL :T]lT SZJFDF\ VFJL K[P VF :TM+
5Z +6 8LSFVM ZRFI K[4 H[ VFH[ 56 p5,aW K[P VF
:TM+GM  U}H"ZlUZFDF\  5nFG]JFNvUnFG]JFNvlJJ[RG
5]QS/  5|DF6DF\  5|F%T  YFI  K[P
ZP JLTZFU :TM+ ov
VF  ;\:S'T  ;FlCtIG] \   p¿D  ElST:TM+  K[P
VFRFI"zLGF  ESTìNIGL  pS8TF  VCL\  5|U8  YFI  K[P
VF  :TM+  JL;  EFUDF\  JC[ \RFI[,  CMJFYL
cclJ\XlT5|SFXcc  TZLS[  VM/BFI  K[P  VF  :TM+DF\  S],
Z_  :TJM4  NZ[SDF\  VlWSF\X  (v(  `,MS  ;DFJT]\  S],
!(&  5nGM  ;DFJ[X  YIM  K[P  VF  :TM+DF\
lJQFIvJ{lJwI  5]QS/  K[P  H[DF \  s!f5|:TFJGF:TJ
sZf;CHFlTXI  J6"G  :TJ  s#fSD"1FIHFlTXI  J6"G
:TJ  s$f;]S'TFlTXI  J6"G  :TJ  s5f5|lTCFI"  :TJ
s&flJ51FlGZF;  :TJ  s*fHUT  ST' "tJlGZF;  :TJ
s(fV[SF \T  lGZF;  :TJ  s)fSl,5|XD  :TJ
s!_fVNŸE}T  :TJ  s!!fVlRgtI  DlCDF  :TJ
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s!ZfJ{ZFuI  :TJ  s!#flJZMW  :TJ  s!$fIMUl;â
:TJ  s!5fElST:TJ  s!&fVFtDUCF"  :TJ
s!*fXZ6UDG  :TJ  s!(fS9MZMlTS  :TJ
s!)fV7F:TJ  sZ_fVFXL:TJGM  ;DFJ[X  YFI  K[P
lTYÅSZ5|E]GF  lJlJW  U]6MG[  S[gN=DF\  ZFBL  VCL\  J6"G
SZJFDF\  VFjI] \  K[P  N]QS'tI  lG\NF4  ;]S'tI  VG]DMNGF4
XZ6FUlT  EFJGL  S[/J6L  VCL\  5|U8  YFI  K[P  ccVF7F
V[  H  DCFGcc  VFJM  3MQF  VCL\  wJlGT  YFI  K[P
:TM+GF  V\TDF\  SC[JFDF\  VFjI] \  K[  S[  VF  5F9  SZLG[
RF,]SI  GZ[X  S]DFZ5F,  5MTFGF  DGMZY  5}6"  SZ[P
VFRFI"zLV[  5MTFGF  VFzINFTFvlXQI:J~5GL  DF8[  VF
:TM+GL  ZRGF  SZL  K[P  VF  :TM+GM  p<,[B  ccDMCZFH
5ZFHIccGFDGF  GF8SDF\  ccJL;  lNjIU]l,SFcc  GF
GFDYL  5|U8  YFI  K[P
:TM+  SFjiFGL  lJXF/  z[6LDF\  JLTZFU  :TM+G]\  :YFG
lJlXQ8  K[P  ElSTG[  ,LW[  VtI\T  DW]Z  SFjI  AGL  ZCI]\
K[P  TM  ;FYM;FY  SlJS,FGL   ¹lQ8V[  z[Q9  K[P  VFDF\
ElSTGL  ;FYM;FY  H{GNX"GGL  p¿DTFG[  5|lT5FlNT
SZJFDF\  VFJL  K[P  SFDvZFU4  :G[CvZFUG] \  lGJFZ6
;]SZ  K[  5Z\T]  VtI\T  5F5L  N=lQ8vZFUG]\  prK[NG  TM
5\l0TMv;FW]v;\TM DF8[ N]QSZ K[P
SFDZFU :G[CZFU JL5tSZo lGJFZ6F{ P

älQ8ZFU:T] 5F5LIFGŸ N]Z]K[No
;TFDl5 PP

JLTZFU :TM+DF\ ElSTGL ;FYM;FY WD";lCQ6]TF4 5ZWD"
;gDFG  EFJGF  HMJF  D/[  K[P  VF  :TM+DF\  ZC[,  Z;4
VFG\NYL ìNIG[ T<,LG SZJFGL ;CH 5|J'lT HMJF D/[ K[P
H[GFYL  VF  :TM+G]\  :YFG  ;FlCtIDF\  lJlXQ8  K[P
#P DCFN[J:TM+ ov
VF  :TM+G] \  VgI  GFD  DCFN[JA+L;L  S[
DCFN[JäFl+\lXSF  K[P  GFD  D]HA  VFDF\  #Z  5nM  VG[
K[<,[  ##D]\  5n  p5;\CFZ~5[  VFIF"  K\NDF\  K[P  CF,
5|F%T  YT]\  :TM+  $$  `,MSMG]\  K[  H[  NXF"J[  K[  S[  ;DI
HTF\  VCL\  5|1F [5  YIF  CX[P
VF  :TM+DF\  DCFN[JGF  ,1F6  VG[  V[  ,1F6MYL  ,l1FT
V[JF  N[JFlWN[J  DCFN[J  VF  N]lGIFDF\  SM6  CMI
XS[  m  V[G]\  ;lJ:TZ  J6"G  VF%I]\  K[P  VEI5|N4  5|XF\T4
ZFUä[QFD]ST4 lHT[lgãI4 lGDM"CL4 ,MEDND]ST4 SFDlJH[TF4
DCF7FGL4  DCFIMUL4  DCFDF{GL  H[JF  VG[S  lJX[QF6MGM
5|IMU SZLG[ C[DR\N=FRFI[“ H{G   DTFG];FZ JLTZFU N[JG]\
:J~5  NXF"jI] \  K[P  VFJF  ,1F6M  H[DF\  RlZTFY"  GYL
V[JF  VgI  SM.  N[J  G  CM.  XS[4  V[JM  56  V[GM  wJlG
K[P

EJFALHF÷]ZHGGF ZFUFNIo 1FID]5UTF I:I P
A|ïF JF lJQ6]JF" CZM lHGM JF GD:T:I{ PP

VYF"TŸ H[GF EJ~5L ALHGF V\S]ZM pt5gG SZGFZF ZFUFlN
NMQF  XDL  UIF  CMI  T[JF  H  SM.  N[J  CMI  5KL  T[
A|CDF4  lJQ6]4  DC[X  S[  lHG  CMI  T[G[  GD:SFZ  K[P  VFJL
VGMBL :T]TL äFZF VFRFI"zL :Jl;âF\T VG];FZ JLTZFU
N[J:J~5 NXF"JLG[ JF:TlJS      lXJTÀJG[ jIST SZ[ K[P
J{lNS WD"GF  l+N[J A|CDF4  lJQ6]4 DC[XGM  lJRFZ H{GWD"
:JLSFZ[  K[P  5Z\T]  T[GL  EFJGFDF\  5lZJT"G  K[P  HUt;H"S
A|CDF4 5F,S lJQ6] VG[ ;\CFZS X\SZP HUTGL pt5lT4 l:YlT
VG[  ;\CFZG[  G  DFGGFZ  H{G ¹lQ8  VF  +6  :J~5G[  V[S
VC¥T S[  lHG[̀ JZ~5L D}lT"GF NX"G~5[  lGCF/[ K[P

/SD}lT"l:+IM EFUF A|ïlJQ6]DC[̀JZFo P
; /J R 5]GZ]ÉTF 7FGRlZ+NX"GFT¡ PP

7FG\ lJQ6]o ;NF 5|MÉT\ A|CDF RFlZ+D]rIT[ P
;dIStJ\ T] lXJo 5|M§TDC"gD}lT":+IFltDSF PP

$P zL VC"gGFD;C:+ v ;D]rRI ov
:TM+GF  VG[S  5|SFZMDF\  V[S  5|SFZ  K[  GFDFJl,  :TM+P
VFRFI"zL  ZlRT  VF  :TM+  SFjI  56  VF  H  5|SFZG] \
lGDF"6  YI[,  K[P  VF  :TM+DF\  VgI  SF\.  BF;  J6"G
5|F%T  YT]\  GYL  5Z\T]  5ZDTtJGF  GFDGF  5]GoprRFZ6
HMJF  D/[  K[P
VC"gGFD;C:+  :TM+G] \  ALH] \   GFD
ccl;â;C:+GFD  :TM+cc4  cclHG;C:+GFD  :TM+cc
5|F%T  YFI  K[P  VCL\  ;M  v  ;M  GFDG]\  V[S  XTS  V[JF
NX  XTSDF\  lJEFlHT  VF  :TM+DF\  EUJFG  lHGGF
!__(  GFD  VF5JFDF\  VFjIF  K[P  VF  :TM+  V[S
5|EFJS  :TM+  K[  H[GF  V\TDF\  O,z]lT  ,BTF\  SCI] \
K[ S[ VF GFDMG]\ zJ64 DGG4 59G S[ HF5 VtI\T O,NFIL
K[P
5P  VgIIMUjIJrK[N äFl+\lXSF ov
VF  A+L;LDF\  VFRFI"zLGL  S]X/  S,D  §FZF
DCFJLZ5|E]GL  lJXN  :T]lT  SZJFDF\  VFJL  K[P  5|FZ\EGF
+6  `,MSDF\  EUJFGGF  $  VlTXI  s!f7FGFlTXI
sZfV5FIFUDFlTXI  s#fJRGFlTXI  s$f5}HFlTXI
NXF"JLG[  ;LWF  H  VgI  NX"G  5Z  5|CFZ  SZLG[  T[GL
VF,MRGF  SZL  K[P  $  YL  )  `,MSDF\  J{X[lQFS  NX"G4
!_DF  `,MSDF\  gIFINX"G4  !!v!Z  `,MSDF\
5}J"DLDF\;FNX"G4  !#v!$  `,MSDF\  J[NF\TNX"G4  !5DF
`,MSDF\  ;F \bINX"G4  !&v!)  `,MSDF\  AF {âNX"G4
Z_DF  `,MSDF\  RFJF"SNX"GGL  B}AL5}J"S  RRF"  SZLG[
lGZ;G  SZJFDF\  VFjI] \   K[P
`,MS Z! YL #_ ;]WL H{GNX"GGL 5|lTQ9F SZJFDF\ VFJL
K[P  V\TDF\  H{GNX"GGL  jIF5STF  NXF"JTF  VFRFI"zL  SC[
K[  S[  H[  ZLT[  ALHF  NX"GMGF  l;âF\T  V[SALHFGF  51F  S[
5|lT51F  AGFJFGF  SFZ6[  .QIF"YL  EZ[,F  K[4  V[JL  ZLT[
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VC"GŸ  D]lGGM  VF  l;âF\T  GYL  SFZ6  S[  VCL\  lG~5[,F\
GIJFN4  5|DF6JFN4  ;%TGI4  VG[SF\TJFN4  ;%TE\UL4
;S,FN[X VG[ lJS,FN[X VFlN IYFY" J:T] K[ V[GFYL ¹lQ8
;FltJS4 TFltJS VG[ DF{l,S AGL XS[ K[P `,MS #!v#ZDF\
EUJFG DCFJLZGL :T]lT SZL p5;\CFZ VF5JFDF\ VFjIM
K[P
0MPVFG\NX\SZ  W|]J  SC[  K[  S[  VF  :TM+DF\  lR\TG  TYF
ElSTGM V[8,M ;]\NZ ;DgJI YIM K[  S[ VF  :TM+ NX"G
TYF  SFjIS,F  AgG[  N=lQ8V[  pTS'Q8  SCL  XSFI  T[J]\  K[P
&P VIMUjIJrK[N äFl+\lXSF ov
VF  äFl+\lXSF  :TM+G]\  :J~5  VFU/GF  :TM+GL  ;DFG
H  K[  5Z\T]  TOFJT  K[  A\G[GL  ZH}VFTDF\  VFU/GF
:TM+DF\  5ZDT  B\0G  K[  HIFZ[  VCL\  :JDT  D\0G  ZH}
YI] \   K[P  VFZ\EDF\  EUJFG  DCFJLZGL  :T]lT  SZL
;Z,v;Z;  XaNMDF\  H{GWD"GF  :J~5  J6"G  ZH}
SZJFDF\  VFJ[  K[P  ;\;FZDF\  VFJJFG] \   SFZ6  K[
VF;tJ  VG[  DM1FG]\  SFZ6  K[  ;\JZP  H{G  l;âF\TGM  VF
;FZ  VCL\  Jl6"T  K[P  VgI  5nMDF\  VF  H  JFTGM
lJ:TFZ  5|F%T  YFI  K[P  VG[SF\T  DFGJFG[  SFZ6[  SM.56
lJZMW V[DGF DF8[  l;â GYLP
äFl+\lXSF  IFGL  S[  A+L;  `,MSMGM  ;D}CP  VF  AgG[
A+L;LDF\  VFRFI"GL  EFQFFvX{,L  prR  SlJtJ  U]6M  I]ST
K[P NFX"lGSTFGL ;FYM;FY ESTìNIGL ,FU6LGM TLJ| :JZ
5|U8  YIM  K[P  VgI  NX"G  XFBFVMGF  l;âF\TMG] \
VF,MRGFtDS  VJ,MSG  SZLG[  ElSTGM  ;]EU  ;DgJI
;]\NZ ZLT[ VlEjIST SIM" K[P VF :TJGM H[8,F NFX"lGS K[
T[8,F H ;FlCltIS AGL ZCIF K[P
;FZ o
:TM+  ;lZTFDF\  %,FlJT  AGLG[  VFRFI"  C[DR\N=;}lZG]\
SlJ  ìNI  J[NGF4  jiFYF4  VFSF\1FF4  zâF5}J"S  5|U8  YI]\
K[P  5|FY"GF  NZ[S  WD"G]\  V[S  VlEgG  V\U  K[P  5Z\T]  VCL\
VF56[ HM. XSLV[ KLV[ S[ :TM+SFZ lGH,LGTF VG[ SMD/
TF  jIST  SZLG[  5MTFGF  pNFZ  ìNIGM  5lZRI  VF5[  K[P
H[DF\  SM.  WFlD"S  ;\SL6"TF  N[BFTL  GYLP  V\TZGM  pD/
SM4  VFtDlGJ[NG  VG[  DFGl;S  XF\lT  VCL\  5|U8  YTL
N[BFI  K[P  :TM+  RFC[  JLTZFU  CMI  S[  DCFN[J  CMI
T[DF\  ;DgJIFtDS ¹lQ8SM6  HMJF  D/[  K[P  H[8,L  zâFYL
T[VM  DCFJLZG[  GD:SFZ  SZ[  K[  V[8,L  H  zâF  VgI
N[JTFVM TZO NXF"J[ K[P VFYL H SCL XSFI S[ VFRFI"zL
C[DR\N=;}lZ  H[8,F  NFX"lGS4  VF,\SFlZS4  J{IFSZ6L  K[
T[8,F\  H  SMD,  ìNIGF  VFN= "  ESTSlJ  K[P

;\NE"U|\Y ;}lR

VD'T  p5FwIFI  v  5|lXQ8  ;\:S'T  ;FlCtIGM
.lTCF;  U|\Y  lGDF"6  AM0"4  VDNFJFN  VFJ'lT
5|YD  v  !)*_P
;\5F  o  S]DFZ5F/  N[;F.  v  C{D  :D'lT  Sl,SF,
;J"7  C[DR\N=FRFI"  GJD  HgD  XTFlaN
DCMt;J  ;lDlT4  VDNFJFNv!)()P
0MPDl6EF.  .P  5|HF5lT  v  :JFwIFI  I7  5F`J"
5la,S[XG4 VDNFJFNv Z__$P
JRGN[J S]DFZ v ;\:S'T ;FlCtI SF .lTCF; G[XG,
A]S 5la,XL\U4 gI] lN<,L v !)**
lJ EF D];,UF\JSZ v VFRFI" C[DRgã DwI5|N[X lCgNL
U|\Y VSFNDL4 EM5F,4 VFJ'lT 5|YDv!)*!
;\5F  o  lJHIXL,RgN=;}lZ  v  DCFN[JA+L;L
Sl,SF,  ;J"7  C[DR\N=FRFI"  GJD  HgD  XTFlaN
DCMt;J  ;lDlT4  VDNFJFN4  !)()P
;LPV[,P XF:+L v ;\:S'T JFùDIGM .lTCF; EFZT
5]:TS  E\0FZ  v  VDNFJFN4  VFJ'lT  5|YD  v
!)&ZP
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lJ`J DFGJ 5Z\5ZFGF 5]Go:YF5S V[JF DCFD]GL X\SZFRFI"
pTD TtJJ[TF4 ElST XF:+ 5]Z:STF"4 SD"JFN VG[
7FGDFU"GM ;DgJI SZGFZ VFRFI" K[P VFJL lJ`JGL lJZ,
lJE}lT VFlN X\SZFRFI" $__ H[8,F U|\YMGL ZRGF SZL K[P!

H[ V\TU"T :TM+ ;FlCtI 56 VFJ[ K[P X\SZFRFI" D},To
7FGDFUL" K[P 5Z\T] 7FGGL ;FY[ ElSTGL p5FN[ITFG[ 56
:JLSFZLG[ Z__ H[8,F :TM+GL ZRGF X\SZFRFI"[ SZL K[P
VFDF\GF 36FBZF\ :TM+GL ST'"tJ ;\A\lWT ;\lNuWTF 56 HMJF
D/[ K[P H[ VCL\ V:YFG[ K[P VFJF J[NFgTS[;ZL S[ Vä{TJFNL
;U]6M5F;GFGF\ :TM+ ZRGFZ S[JL ZLT[ AGL XS[ m T[ ;\NlE"T
SCL XSFI S[ T[VM lGU"]6JFNL CTF 5Z\T] HG;DFHGF\
jIFJCFlZS ZLT[ ;U]6 .`JZGM bIF, ZH} SZLG[ lJlEgG
N[JLvN[JTFVMGL :T]lT SZ[ K[P
:TM+G\] ,1F6 VF5TF SC[JFI]]\ K[ S[ :T}IT[ VG[G .lT :TM+D¡
H[GFYL lEgG lEgG VFZFwI N[JMGL :T]lT SZL XSFI T[ :TM+
K[P H[DF\ U[ITFG\] lJX[QF TtJ pD[ZL XSFI K[P :TM+DF\
;\l1F%TFG[ SFZ6[ D]STSDF\ EFJ;3GTF4 EFJ ;F\ãTF VG[
lJRFZV{SI4 Z;AMWGL 5IF"%TF ZC[,L CMI K[P VFJL H
EFJGFVMYL I]ST ClZDL0[ :TM+ K[ H[ âFZF $$ ̀ ,MS V\TU"T
VFRFI" X\SZ ClZ V[8,[ S[ lJQ6]GF DFwIDYL 5MTFGF Vä{T
J[NFgTGF l;âF\TM :TM+FtDS X{,LDF\ ZH} SIF" K[P 5lZ6FD[
ElSTEFJ ;EZ ZRGF SZTF\ lJX[QF TtJ7FGLI ZRGF VF
:TM+ ,FU[ K[P
X\SZFRFI" lGU"]6 A|ïG[ ;FSFZ ClZ :J~5[ ZH} SZ[ K[P ;FSFZ
ClZDF\ 56 J:T]To T[ Vä{T A|ïGF NX"G SZ[ K[P ClZ DF8[
5|IMHFI[,F lJX[QF6M H[JF S[ HUTGF VFlN VG[ VGFlN4
;J"1F4 VFG\N~54 VjIST KTF\ 5|tI[SDF\ jI:T4 ;TŸvV;TŸ4
VlJR/tJ4 VH4 ;}1D# JU[Z[ lGU"]6 A|ïGM VG]EJ SZFJ[
K[P VCL\ zL ClZ H VHgDF4 1F[I4 A|ï VG[ TtJDI :J~5
K[P
/SM'"CD AC]:IFD GL H[D H X\SZG\] SYG VF :TM+DF\ ZH} YI\]
K[P V[S H A|ï VG[S ;U]6 :J~5MV[ DlT DFgITFGF E[NG[
SFZ6[ V[S H lGU"]6 5ZA|ï S<5GFVM SZLG[ A|ïF4 lJQ6]4
Z]§4 VluG4 ;}I"4 R\§ JU[Z[ ~5[ VM/BFI K[P$ J/L VF
lJlEgG :J~5M J:T]To ;TŸ GYLP ;TŸ TtJ TM V[SDF+ lGD"/

CMJF KTF\ V[S VG[ V1FZ VFtDF U]6MGF E[NG[ SFZ6[ :OM8SGL
H[D VG[S VFSFZMDF\ lJlR+ CMI T[D EF;[ K[P5

VFD4 X\SZFRFI"GL §lQ8V[ V[S H 5ZA|ïGF lJlEgG VFSFZM
S[ :J~5M V[ J:T]To VFEF;L K[P p5F;GFGF C[T]YL S<5JFDF\
VFJ[, DF+ K[P VF ZLT[ SM.56 lJQ6] :J~5 VFBZ[ TM
5ZA|ïG\] TFltJS :J~5 H K[P VFD4 X\SZFRFI"GM ElSTEFJ
;U]6DF\YL lGU"]6 5|lT HJFGF ;FWGF DFU" :J~5[ lGN["xIM
K[P
X\SZFRFI" p5lGQFNDF\ 5|I]ST XaNM ,.G[ 56 zL ClZG\]
A|ïDI :J~5 J6"J[ K[P

;tI\ 7FG\ X]wWDGgT\ jIlTlZÉT\ P
XFgT\ U}- lGQO,DFGgNDGgIDŸ PP

p5lGQFN DCFJFSIG\] 5|lT5FNG SZTF SC[ K[ S[ ;J" B,] .NDŸ
A|ïŸ VYF"TŸ ;'lQ8DF\ H[ S\. N[BFI K[ T[ AW\] H A|ï :J~5 K[P
VF JFTG[ :5Q8 SZTF\ X\SZFRFI" ;FUZ TZ\UG\] VF :TM+DF\
ÛQ8F\T VF%I\] K[P J:T]To AgG[ V[S~54 A|ï HUT VE[N NXF"J[
K[P A|ïGF H lJJT" ~5[ HUT K[4 Vä{T K[P&

ClZ:T]lT :TM+DF\ ZC[, lGU"]6 A|ïG\ ] lG~56 H[G[
EUJNULTFDF\ V1FZ A|ï SæM K[P T[G[ NXF"JTF X\SZFRFI"
SC[ K[ S[

N'Q8JF ULTF:J1FZTtJDŸ PP26PP
TM J/L TtJDl;  V[JF p5lGQFN 5|lT5FlNT JFSIGM :5Q8
lGN"[X SZLG[ V[StJ 56 T[VMV[ l;â SI"]\ K[P* VFJF VUdI4
;J"jIF5L4 5ZDTtJ :J~5 5ZA|ïG\] ClZ:T]lTDF\ VG[S
`,MSMDF\ ,UEU ;ZBF XaNMDF\ lG~56 YI\] K[P
A|ïFG]E}lTGL VJ:YF V[8,[ S[ DM1F lJQFIS lälJW DFU"
SD"DFU" VG[ 7FGDFU"GM ;DgJI SZLG[ 5|SFXgTZ[ TM
X\SZFRFI" 7FGDFU"GL z[Q9TFG[ 5|lT5FlNT SZ[ K[P ClZ:T]lT
:TM+DF\ VQ8F\UIMUG[ SD"DFU" 7FGG[ JWFZ[ pHHJ/ AGFJ[
K[P VFJF pHHJ/ 7FGYL H[ A|ïG[ HF6[ K[ T[ ;\;FZGM
V\WSFZ E[NLG[ 5|SFXDFU"[ V[8,[ S[ DM1F DFU"[ 5|:YFG SZ[ K[P
X\SZFRFI" EFQIU|\YDF\ A|ïTtJG[ HF6JFGF\ ;FWGMDF\ J{ZFuI4
VnF;4 wIFG4 ;DFlW JU[Z[GM ;DFJ[X YFI K[P H[G\] lG~56
ClZ:T]lT :TM+GF 5F\RDF `,MSDF\ SZJFDF\ VFJ[,\] K[P
ClZ:T]lTGF `,MS AFZDF\ p5lGQFN X{,LDF\ ;J"jIF5S
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5ZDFtDFG\] :J~5 J6"J[ K[P ;J"GM VFtDF V[JM V[ ;J"+ K[P
KTF\ V[ ;J" GYLP H[ AW]\ H HF6[ K[ VG[ H[G[ AWF D/TF
GYL T[ ;J" V\TIF"DL TZLS[ ZCLG[ H[ AWFG\] lGIDG SZGFZ
K[P T[ H zL ClZ~5L 5ZA|ï K[P
5ZA|ïGL jIFbIF VF5TF X\SZFRFI" SC[ K[ S[ ccVlJnFcc V[
SZ[,F GFD~5 VFlN lJX[QFGM lGQF[W SZLG[ cVv:Y}/c JU[Z[
XaNMYL H[ A|ïGM p5N[X SZJFDF\ VFJ[ K[P T[ H 5ZA|ï K[P
VCL\ VF :T]lTDF\ X\SZG[ VlE5|[T V5ZA|ïYL 5ZA|ïGL
UlTGM ZæM K[P
lGU"]6 A|ï p5ZF\T :TM+ ;H"S ;U]6 A|ïG\] 56 lG~56 SZ[
K[P TM J/L X\SZFRFI"GF l5TF âFZF p5N[X 5FD[, E'U]klQFV[
VgGDI4 5|F6DI4 DGMDI4 lJGFXDI VG[ VFG\NDI SMXG[
E[NLG[ V;FG~5L V\WSFZGM GFX SZL A|ïNX"G SZFJJFG[
5|IF; SIM" K[P
ULTFSFZG[ V5[l1FT V1FZ TtJG[ ElSTYL ìNIDF\ VG]EjI\]
K[ TM J/L 1F[+1F[+;GM E[N HF6JFYL .`JZG[ VM/BJFGL
JFT ̀ ,MSvZ( DF\ ZH} SZF. K[P DW] A|Fï6GF JFSIMYL âgâG\]
V[StJ l;â SZL ;M'"C\ ;M'"C\GL 5|TLlT ̀ ,MSv#_ DF\ YFI K[P
z]lTGL 5|F6 lJEFJGFG[4 VFG\N~5 VFtDF VG[ 7FG :J~5
.`JZG[ SlJ V[ SFjI51F[ ZCL NXF"JJFGM 5|IF; `,MSv#$
V\TU"T SIM" K[P
TtJDl; GM H[ p5N[X l5TF âFZF 5]+ ̀ J[TS[T]G[ VF5JFDF\
VFjIM T[ H 5ZDTtJGL VM/B K[P VFJF V1FZ .`JZG[
p5lGQFNM G[lTvG[lT SCLG[ VM/BJFGM 5|IF; SZ[ K[P 8}\SDF\
VF :TM+ A|ïGF ;U]6 VG[ lGU"]6 V[JF E[NMDF\ G 50TF
;U]6 V[JF ClZYL lGU"]6 V[JF A|ï TtJGL 5|Fl%T SZFJGFZ
AGL Zæ]\ K[P .`JZ TtJG[ VM/BJFGF S[8,FS p5FIMG\] ;}RG
56 :TM+SFZ[ IYFIMuG lGN"[X âFZF SI"\] K[P
VF ZLT[ HMJF HTF\ X\SZFRFI"GF VF :TM+ ;H"GG\] D]bI 5|[ZS
A/ ElST H K[P T[G\] JF6L~5L :J~5 T[ VF :TM+ AGL Zæ]\
K[P ElSTGF V[S 5|D]B DFwID :J~5 p5F;GF H[GM ;FDFgI
VY" ccp5UdI VF;G\ .lT p5F;GFcc ;DL5 H.G[ A[;J\] T[JM
YFI K[P T[D VCL\ VF :TM+DF\ 56 zL ClZGF ;U]6 ;FSFZ
:J~5GL p5F;GF SZJFDF\ VFJL K[P :TM+GF 5|D]B ,1F6M
:J~5 O/ 5|Fl%TGL RRF" 56 SZJFDF\ VFJ[ K[P VF ClZ :T]lT
:TM+DF\ O/ 5|Fl%T :J~5 J{S]\9JF; VG[ 7FGL âFZF z[IGL
5|Fl%T ;}lRT SZJFDF\ VFJL K[P( X\SZ :TM+GL lJX[QFTF
;\NlE"T SCL XSFI S[ VF :TM+GM S[g§JTL" lJRFZ lGU"]6
A|ï p5F;GFGM H  K[P OST T[ C[T]YL H ;U]6 ~5G[ WFZ6
SZ[ K[P VG[ VFD ;U]6 p5F:I :J~5 J:T]To 5ZA|ï TtJ H
K[P VF ZLT[ X\SZFRFI" J[NFgT VFWFlZT DT DI]ZL K\NDF\ ElST
:J~5[ 7FGG[ 5FDJFGF 5|ItG :J~5 $$ ̀ ,MSMDF\ A|ïM5F;GF
G[ NXF"J[ K[P H[DF\ SlJGM VFT"GFN §lQ8UMRZ YFI K[P

;\NE";}lR;\NE";}lR;\NE";}lR;\NE";}lR;\NE";}lR

 zLDW X\SZFRFI"G\] TtJ7FG v ;LPJLPZFJ,
 ClZ:T]lT :TM+ ̀ ,MS v #
 V[\HG `,MS v *
 V[\HG `,MS v !(
 V[\HG `,MS v !*
 V[\HG `,MS v Z5
 V[\HG `,MS v #_
 ;\:S'T :TM+SFjI v 5|MP 0F¶P Dl6EF. 5|HF5lTP
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egku nk'kZfud vsfjLVksVy us dgk gS fd rUnqjLr 'kjhj esa gh rUnqjLr
eu gksrk gS A Lokeh foosdkuanth us vius HkkÔ.k esa dgk gS fd
^̂fodkl ds fy;s l'kDr 'kjhj gS vkSj l'kDr eu dh egrh
vko';d gS A** l'kDr eu dk vk/kkj l'kDr 'kjhj gS vkSj l'kDr
'kjhj ds fy;s lkoZf=d 'kq)rk vkSj ifo=rk cgqr gh t#jh gS A
blds fy;s lexz #i ls i;kZoj.k dh 'kqf) vkSj ifo=rk ije
vko';d gS A gekjs çkphu _fÔ ;s ckr vPNh rjg ls le>rs Fks A
vr% osnks esa i;kZoj.k&laj{k.k dk fpUru gesa ns[kus dks feyrk gS A
i;kZoj.k vFkkZr~ ifj $ vkoj.k A ;kus dh gekjs vklikl ftruh Hkh
phts gS mUgs i;kZoj.k dgk tk ldk gS A ̂ifj* dk vFkZ pkjksa vksj ls]
vkSj vkoj.k vFkkZr~ dop A ftldk vFkZ gS tks gesa pkjksa vksj ls
vko'r fd;s gq, gS vFkok lexz vkSj ls gekjk tks j{k.k djrk gS]
ogh i;kZoj.k gS A la{ksi esa i;kZoj.k ;kus i'Foh dk dop]
i'Fohokfl;ksa dk dop A 'kq) i;kZoj.k gekjs fy;s bÜoj dk euq";
dks fn;k gqvk lcls cM+k vkSj vueksy migkj ;k vkf'kokZn gSA
osClVlZ 'kCndksÔ esa & Environment dk vFkZ gS & “All the

physical, social cultural factor & condition influencing

the existence or development of an organism of

assemblage of onganism."
laLd'r esa dgk x;k gS ̂ifjr%vko'.kksrhfr* & tks pkjksa vkSj ls ?ksjs]
ogh i;kZoj.k gS A vr% i;kZoj.k dk fo'kky vFkZ gksrk gS & lexz
czãkaM A okLro esa ̂;g czãkaM ,d lqO;oLFkk gS] ,d fof/klUpkfyr
O;oLFkk A euq"; esa foods bl czãkaM esa leUo;dh çfr/ofu gS A*
çd'fr dk lkfu/; vkSj laj{k.k gh gekjs thou dk vk/kkj gS A vr%
gekjs _fÔ&eqfu;ksa us çd'fr ds lkfu/; vkSj laj{k.k dks gh egRo
fn;k gS A okLro esa çd'fr dk lkfu/; vkSj laj{k.k dk [;ky
oSfnd laLd'fr esa bl dnj lek;k gqvk gS fd -çd'fr ls vius
vyx vfLrRo dh dYiuk Hkh ge ugha dj ldsaxsa ekuks ge çd'fr
ds vfoHkkT; vax gS A blds dkj.k gh osnks esa çd'fr dk foiqy
oSHko ,oa ekuo ds eTtqy lg;ksx dk vn~Hkwr lkejL; feyrk gS A
orZeku esa vius uhth LokFkZ esa Mwck euq"; i;kZoj.k ds fofHkUu rRoksa
dk vfodkjh vkSj vuFkZdkjh mi;ksx djus yxk gS] ftlds dkj.k bu
rRoksa esa vlarqyu dh fLFkfr isnk gks xbZ gS A çd'fr ds vflfer
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nksgu] ouks ,oa o'{kksa dh dVkbZ] vkS|kssfxd ;U=hdj.k ,oa egkfouk'kd
'kL=ksa dh gksM us foÜo ds i;kZoj.k dks tks {kfr igqapk;h gS] mlls
ekuo&thou ds fouk'k dh vk'kadk,a mRiUu gks x;h gS A ek=
çd'fr dk gh lUrqyu ugha fcxMk gS] cfYd HkkSfrd] vkS|ksfxd ,oa
Hkksxoknh laLd'fr ds çHkko ds dkj.k ekuo] ekuo u jgdj] ;U= gh
cu x;k gS A ifj.kke Lo#i ekuo dk dsoy çd'fr ls gh ugha]
cfYd ekuo ekuo ds ijLij ds lEcU/k esa Hkh foPNsn gksus yxk gS A
vkS|ksfxdj.k ,oa HkkSfrdhdj.k vU/kh nkSMus i;kZoj.k ds vlUrqyu
dh bl leL;k dks vksj Hkh xaHkhj cuk fn;k gS A vius LokFkZ esa Mwcs
ge ;g Hkh Hkwy x;s dh l'f"V dh lHkh oLrq,a ijLij vfuok;Z
lEcU/kksa ls ca/kh gqbZ gS A vr% gesa thou dh lqj{kk rHkh çkIr gksxh]
tc ge l'f"V ds lHkh vfLrRoksa ls lkettL; çkIr dj ysaxs A
;tqosZn esa dgk gS &
i;kZoj.k leL;k ds lek/kku ds fy;s ljdkj] lkekftd laLFkku ,oa
oSKkfud laLFkku dh rjQ ls egRoiw.kZ dk;Z gks jgk gS A ysfdu vHkh
Hkh ge çd'fr dks tM+ ekudj gh i;kZoj.k&laj{k.k ds mik; <wa< jgs
gS A çd'fr ds çfr gekjh laosnuk lks xbZ gS] çfrc)rk ekSu gks xbZ gS
A blfy;s tc ,d leL;k dk lek/kku feyrk gS rks bl lek/kku ls
,d vkSj leL;k [kM+h gks tkrh gS A vr% ije vko';drk gS fd
ge çd'fr dks gekjk ,d vko';d ,oa vfHkUu vax le>s] mlds
fouk'k dk fpUru NksM+ mlds psruRo dks ns[ks A çd'fr ds lkFk
vrwV lEcU/k ckU/ks] vius àn; vkSj íf"V esa fo'kkyrk /kkj.k dj]
çd'fr dh lgHkkfxrk dk vuqHko djs rc gh i;kZoj.k laj{k.k gksxk
A
i;kZoj.k dh bl leL;k ds lek/kku ds foÔ; esa gekjs osnksa esa tks
fpUru çkIr gS] mlls vusd egRoiw.kZ mik; gesa feyrs gS A osnksa us
lewph çd'fr gh ugha] lHkh çkd'frd 'kfDr;ksa dks nsork Lo#i
ekuk gS A osnks esas i;kZoj.k lEcU/kh lUrqyu cuk;s j[kus ds fy;s rFkk
vf[ky czãkaM esa i;kZoj.k esa tks 'kkfUr gS] mls vofLFkr ,oa /kkj.k
djus ds fy;s vusd LFkkuksa ij çkFkZuk dh xbZ gS A osn esa dgka x;k gS
|kS 'kkfUrjUrfj{k 'kkfUr ìfFkoh 'kkfUrjki% 'kkfUrjksÔa/k; 'kkfUr% A
ouLir;% 'kkfUr foZ'osnsok 'kkfUrczã 'kkfUr jso 'kkfUr% lkek'kkfUrjsf/
k% AA
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osnks us /kqyksd ,oa i'fFoh dks firk ,oa ekrk ekuk gS A osfnd
_fÔ;ksa us çkFkZuk dh gS fd Hkwfe ekrk ! esa rqels tks Hkh çkIr djq og
'kh/kz gh iqu% mRiUu gks tk;s A gs ekrk ! esa rsjs eeZLFky ij dksbZ pksV
u igq¡pkÅa] rsjs ân; dks dHkh nq%[kh u djqa A osn _fÔ dk ;s mÙke
fpUru gS A i;kZoj.k laj{k.k ds fy;s ;s mÙke çkFkZuk gS fd i;kZoj.k
ds larqyu dks cuk;s j[kus ds fy;s ;s t#jh gS fd ge çd'fr ls
ftruk çkIr djrs gS] ges mls bruk okil nsuk Hkh pkfg;s A
gekjh laLd'fr esa euq"; ds fy;s çd'fr ds tks tks rRo thouçnkrk
gS] mls nsork Lo#i ekuk x;k gS A ftldks ge ÅtkZ dk vifjfer
L=ksr ekurs gS] ftlds fcuk l'f"V ds lHkh thoksa dk vfLrRo laHko
ugh gS og lw;Z dks ge nso ekurs gS A _Xosn esa dgka gS A & u%
lw;ZL; lUnz'ks ek ;q;ksFkk A lw;Z dks LFkkojvtaxe dh vkRek dgka
x;k gS A & lw;Z% vkRek txrLoLFkqÔ'p A
_Xosn esa fnO; T;ksfr ls çdk'keku lw;Z dks _fÔ;ksa us vyx vyx
uke ls iwtk gS] bldk vknjiwoZd xq.kxku fd;k gS A & ̂̂ çk.ksu
foÜorks oh;Z nsok% lw;Z leS';ua** vFkkZr~ nsork lc çdkj ds xq.kksa ls
;qDr lw;Z dks vius çk.kksa ls lEcfU/kr djrk gS A
vFkoZ osn esa gh vkxs ̂ty* dks ̂mnd* uke ls 'kksfHkr djrs gq, mls
rst c<+kusokyk vkSj e/kqjrk ls ifjiw.kZ crk;k gS A 'kq) vkSj ifo=
ty gekjs fy;s ÅtkZ çnku djusokyk gks] lq[kkdkjh gks ,lh dkeuk
_Xosn esa feyrh gS A vr% ;g vko';d gS fd ge ty dks çnwÔ.k
ls eqDr djs] _Xosn esa dgka gS &
;klq jktk ojq.kks ;klq lkse'kS foÜosnsok ;k lwtZ enfUr A
oS'okujks ;kLofXu% çfo"VLrk% vkiks nsohfjg ekeoUrq AA
_Xosn esa ̂fnO;k vki%* dgdj unh ds nsoRo dks Lohdkj fd;k gS A
unh lwDr dk _fÔ ufn;ksa ls ;gh çkFkZuk djrk gS fd os Hkjroaf'k;ksa
dk m)kj djsa A
vfXu dks Hkh geus nso ekuk gS A _Xosn esa vfXulwDr gS A vfXunso
dks dY;k.kdkjh cus jgus dh çkFkZuk djrs gq, dgka gS A & ̂ l u%
firso lwuosMXus lw;k;uks Hko A loLo u% LoLr;s A osnks esa vusd
LFkkuksa ij vfXu dks ikod] vehi] pkru] ikoi'kksfpÔq] liRunEHki
vkfn fo'ksÔ.kksa ls vfHkHkwfÔr* djds mldh egÙkk LFkkfir dh gS A
bu lHkh nsorkvksa ds çfr viuh d'rKrk çdV djus ds fy;s gh
gekjh laLd'fr esa ;K & laLd'fr fodflr gqbZ gS ̂;K* 'kCn
laLd'r /kkrq ̂;t* ls cuk gS A ftldk Hkko ;gh gS dh ge vxj
fdlh ls dqN çkIr djrs gS rks gesa mldks Hkh dqN nsuk pkfg, A ;K
esa mfpr ek=k esa ç;qDr gouk lkexzh ,oa /k'r ds ç;ksx ls ok;q 'kq)
gksrk gSa] ftlls i;kZoj.k Lo;a gh 'kq) gks tkrk gS A mPpfjr ea=ks ls
/ofu çnwÔ.k Hkh de gksrk gS A osn esa dgka gS fd & ̂vk tqgksrkgfoÔ
etZ;/oe~* vFkkZr~ rqe vfXu esa 'kks/kd nzO;ksa dh vkgqfr nsdj ok;qeUMy
'kq) djks A vkt gekjh fLFkfr ;g gS fd ge lc dqN çkIr rks djuk
pkgrs gS] ijUrq dqN Hkh nsuk ugha pkgrs A

Hkkjrh; thou&n'kZu ds vuqlkj euq"; dk vf/kd thou çd'fr dh
xksn esa gh fcrrk gS A gekjh laLd'fr esa tks pkj vkJe dh O;oLFkk
gS muesa ls x'gLFkkJe dks NksMdj 'ksÔ rhuksa vkJeksa] czãp;kZJe]
okuçLFkkJe vkSj lU;klJe dks vxj ge lgh ek;us esa lets rks
gesa çd'fr ds fcp gh ;g thou O;frr djuk gksrk gS A çd'fr ds
lkfu/; dks ikdj gh ge laLd'fr dks thohr j[k lds gS A vkt
çrd'fr ls foeq[k gksus ds dkj.k gh ge euksjksxh cu pqds gS A
vkjksX; thou dh mUufr dk egRoiw.kZ vk;ke gS A gekjs thou esa
tks pkj iq#ÔkFkZ ekus x;s gS & /keZ] vFkZ] dke ,oa eks{k A _Xosn esa
dgka gS &
gekjs vklikl tks ouLifr;k¡ gS mlls Hkh gesa LokLF; çkIr gksrk gS
A ouLifr;ksa ds }kjk ok;q'kks/ku gksrk gS] vr% 'kq) ok;q çkIr gksrk gS
A ge tkurs gS fd ouLifr] isM+&ikS/ks dkcZu&Mk;ksDlkbM dks xzg.k
dj vkWfDltu dks NksMrs gS A _Xosn esa dgka gS & ous vkLFkkI;/oe~
A vFkkZr~ ou esa ouLifr yxkvks A ;tqosZn esa dgka gS A
v;a fg Rok Lof/kfrLrsfratku% çf.k.kk; egrs lkSHkkX;k; A
vrLroa nso ouLirs 'kkUr oY'kksfo'ksg lgL= oylkfooya jqgse~
oSfnd _fÔ dkeuk djrk gS fd i'Foh ij ftruh Hkh lgL=ksa iÙkksa
okyh vkSÔf/k;k¡ gS] os lc gesa çnwÔ.ktfur e'R;q ls eqfDr fny;s &
;korh% fd;rh'psek% i'fFkO;ke/;ksÔf/k% A
rk ek lgL= i.;ksZ e'R;qeq¡PpUrRogl% AA
oSfnd _fÔ i;kZoj.k ls e/kq dh dkeuk djrs gS &
e/kq okrk _rk;rs e/kq {kjfUr flU/ko% A
ek/ohuZ% lUrksÔ/kh% AA
e/kq uDreqrksÔlks e/kqeRikfFkZoa jt% A
e/kq |kSjLrq u% firk AA
e/kqekUuks ouLifreZ/kqekZ vLrq lw;Z% A
ek/ohxkZoks HkoUrq u% AA
  vUrr% gesa oSfnd lkfgR; esa fufgr çd'fr ds çfr tks vkReh;
Hkkouk gS mls mtkxj djuk gksxk A rHkh ge vius vkidks cpk;s
j[kus esa lQy gksaxs A gesa bruk LokFkhZ rks cuuk gh iMsxk dh gekjs
lq[kh thou ds fy;s] gekjh vkusokyh ih<h dks lq[kh j[kus ds fy,
çd'fr ds rRoksa dks vkReor Lo#i letdj mldks viukuk gksxk]
rHkh i'Foh ij LoxZ dk fuekZ.k gksxk A

lanHkZ lwfp
 vaxzsth & fgUnh 'kCndks'k] Qknj dkfey cqYds
 uoek uoukn] jk;- vse- vsu] ¼vuq-½ uUnfd'kksj vkpk;Z]

okXnsoh çdk'ku] chdkusj] 1998
 ;tqosZn & 36&98] czãopZl] 'kkfUrdqTt] gfj}kj
 _Xosn 1&191&6
 vFkoZosn 2&32&9
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;\5}6"  J{lNS  ;FlCtI  5IF"JZ6  R[TGFGF  ;\JFCS  K[P
5IF"JZ6GM 5|tI1F ;\A\W 5|S'lT ;FY[ ZC[,M K[P HIF\ ;]WL
5'yJL4  J'1FM VG[ 5J"TMYL I]ST H\U,MYL ;\5gG ZC[X[ tIF\
;]WL DFGJ;\TFGMG\\] 5F,G SZX[P 5IF"JZ6 XaN 5ZL ́  VF
´ J'   WFT]YL  lGQ5gG YFI   K[P H[DF\ 5ZL ´ VF
p5;U"5}J"S J' WFT]G[  5|tIIGF  IMUYL  5IF"JZ6  5N
VlE5|[T YFI K[P 5lZTo ;dISŸ J'6FlT VFrKFNIlT HUlNlT
5IF"JZ6D¡ P VYF"T VF56L RFZ[AFH]G\] JFTFJZ6 H[GFYL
VF56[  VFJ'T  KLV[  T[G[  5IF"JZ6  SC[JFIP  J[NMDF\
5IF"JZ6GM ;\S[T J'TFJ'¿F sV@J[@ !_@!@#_f4 5lZJ'¿F sV@J[@
!_@(@#f4 5I"EJTŸ sV@J[@ !_@2@!(f VF XaNMYL bIF,
VFJ[ K[ S[ 5IF"JZ6GL V\NZ E}lD4 H,4 JFI]4 VluG4 VFSFX4
HLJvH\T]4 J'1F4 Jg;\5l¿ VG[ VF{QFlWVMGM ;DFJ[X YFI
K[P  lJxJSMXDF\  5IF"JZ6G[  EF{lTS  T[DH  H{lJS  TÀJMYL
AG[,\ ]  DFGJFDF\  VFJ[  K[P  EF{lTS  5IF"JZ6DF\  5\R
DCFE}T  sJFI]4 5'yJL4 H,4 5|SFX4 VFSFXf T[DH H{lJS
5IF"JZ6DF\  ;DU|  HLJvH\T]  T[DH  J'1FvJG:5lTGM
;DFJ[X  YFI  K[P  J{lNS  kRFDF\  5IF"JZ6  ;\Z1F6GF
;\A\WDF\ klQFVMV[ 5IF"%T  lJRFZ SIM" K[P 5\RDCFE}TG[
5|N}QF6  D]ST  ZFBJF  DF8[  VG[S  p5FI  J{lNS  D\+MDF\
lGN"[X[ K[P kuJ[NDF\ nFJF4 5'yJL4 VF{QFlW4 JFI]4 D[34 GNL4
JG4  5J"T4  ;}I"4  pQFF  TYF  VluGG[  5IF"JZ6  XMWS
TtJMGF  ~5DF\  J6"JJFDF\  VFjIF  K[P  HIFZ[
VYJ"J[NDF\  5J"T4  H,4  JFI]4  5H"gI  VG[  VluGG[
5IF"JZ6  XMWS  TtJGF  ~5DF\  J6"JJFDF\  VFjIF \
K[P  J[NDF\  NXF"jI\]  K[  S[  HIF\  VF  5IF"JZ6  X]â  ZC[  K[
tIF\  DG]QIv5X]v51FL  ;]B5}J"S  HLJL  XS[  K[P
VF5TF  klQFvD]lGVMV[  5|FS'lTS  ;\T],GG[  AGFJJF  DF8[
5|S'lTGF  5|tI[S  V\UDF\  XF\lTGL  DC¿FG[  :JLSFZ[  K[P
EFZTLI  ;F\:S'lTS  5Z\5ZFDF\  5|S'lTGL  p5F;GF  VG[
;F{\NI"  ;FWGFGF  :JZG[  pNŸULT  SZ[,  K[P  J{lNS  5|FY"GFGF
1F[+  S[8,F  lJ:T'T  VG[  lJXF/  K[P  IH]J"[NDF\
› nF{o XFlgTZgTlZ1F\ XFlgTo 5'lYJL XFlgTZF5 XFlgTo
VF{QFWFIo XFlgTJ"G:5TIo XFlgTlJ"xJ[N[JFo XFlgT

A|ï XFlgTo ;J" XFlgTo XFlgTZ[J XFlgTo ;F DF XFlgTZ[lW P
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VYF"T  DFZF  DF8[  n]  ,MS4  V\TlZ1F,MS  VG[  5'yJL,MS
;]BvXF\lTNFIS  AGL  ZC[P  H,4  VF{QFlW  VG[  JG:5lT
XF\lTNFTF AGL ZCM4 ;D:T N[JTF4 A|ï VG[ XF\lTG[ 56
XF\lT 5|F%T YFIP
kSŸ4  IH];Ÿ4  ;FD  VG[  VYJ"  VF  RFZ[I  J[NMDF \
5IF"JZ6GF  lJlEgG  TtJMGF  lJQFIDF\  H[  lR\TGvDGG
SZJFDF\  VFjI\]  K[P  T[  lGTF\T  TS";\UT  K[P  J{lNS  ;eITF
T[DH  ;\:S'lTGM  lJSF;  5|S'lTGF  BM/FDF\  YIM  K[P
VF56F\  5}J"HGMV[  5IF"JZ6GF  lJlEgG  V\UMG[  GHLSYL
T[DH ;}1DTFYL ;DHIF K[P T[DH T[G\\]  TS";\UT  lJJ[RG
5|:T]T SI"\] K[P VFYL H J{lNS D\+M 5]ZFTG 5IF"JZ6lJNMGF
TyI5}6"  lJWFG  K[P  J[NMDF\  5IF"JZ6GF  lJlEgG  V\UM
H/4 E}lD4 JFI]4 ;}I"4 J'1F4 JG:5lT4 JG ;J"G[ N[JtJ 5|NFG
SZLG[  T[GL  lJlJW  :T]lTGF  VG[S  ;}STM  J[NMDF\  VF%IF
K[P  VFD  5IF"JZ6G[  DG]QIGL  VF:YF  ;FY[  HM0L  N.G[
T[GF  ;\Z1F6GM  C[T]  ã-  SZJFDF\  VFjIM  K[P
DF6;  DF+  H  GCL  JgI  5X]4  5|F6L4  51FL  56  JGGF
VEFJDF\  +:T  YFI  K[P  BZ[BZ  5|S'lTGL  TZO  5FZFJFZ
VFtDLITF  T[DH  VUFW  zâF  VGFlN  SF,YL  DFGJDG[
VG]EJL  K[P  CHFZM  JQFM"  5}J"[  J{lNS  DGLlQFVMGL  ãlQ8
5IF"JZ6GF  DCtJGL  TZO    B[\RFI  CTLP  T[  I]UDF\  56
lX1FF4 XMW4 T5:IF VG[  lR\TGGF S[gã TZLS[ JGG\] ;]ZdI
JFTFJZ6  ZC[T\ ]P  DG]QI  T[DH  5|S'lTGF  VgIMgIFlzT
;\A\WGF  ê0F6G[  ;DHGFZ  klQFVMGF  lJRFZ4  T[DGM
ãlQ8SM6 RMSS; HF6JF D/[ K[P 5|S'lT 5}HS J{lNS klQFVM
DFGJHLJGGF  VFWFZ  CMJFG[  SFZ6[  5|S'lTGF  ;D:T
VJIJDF\  .‘JZGL  ;¿FGM  :JLSFZ  SIM"  TYF  J'1FMG[
N[JtJYL X6UFIM" K[P
GDM J'1F[eIo sIH] !&4!*f 4 J'1FF6F\ 5TI[ GDo sIH]
!&4!(f VF{QFWLGF\ 5TI[ GDo PsIH] !&4!)f  JGFGF\ 5TI[
GDo sIH] !&4!(f SCLG[ T[GL :T]TL SZL K[P
J{7FlGSMGF DT VG];FZ V[S VF{;T VFSFZG\]  J'1F JQF"DF\
VF56G[ V[S 8G VMS;LHG 5|NFG SZ[ K[P ;3GJ'1FMGF h]\0
s5__ JU" DL8Z JG1F[+f TF5DFGG[ 5 ;[P U|[0 ;]WL VMK\]
SZ[ K[P T[DH lJlSZ6 VG[ wJlG 5|N}QF6G[ !_ YL !$ 8SF
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;]WL V8SFJJFDF\ ;DY" AG[ K[P VG];\WFGG[ VFWFZ[ VFH[
VF56F J{7FlGSM H[ lGQSQF" 5Z 5CMrIM K[ T[ DC¿FG[ VM/
BJFJF/F J{lNS klQFVM :JlWT[ G lC\;LT¡ sIH] $P!f SCLG[
J'1FG[ G SF5JFGL T[DH T[GL ;TT Z1FF DF8[ VG[S  :Y/M
5Z lGN"[X SZ[ K[P 5'lYJL N[J IHgIMQFwIF:T[ D}, DF lC\l;QFD¡
kuJ[NGF  GJDF  T[DH  N;DF  D\0/DF\  ;MD;}ST  TYF
VZ^IFGL ;}ST HMJF D/[ K[P VF ;}ST 5IF"JZ6GL Z1FFG\]
lNuNX"G  SZ[  K[P  JT"DFGDF\  ClZTS|F \lT4  J'1FFZM56
SFI"S|D  H[  YFI  K[  T[GF  ALH  VF  ;}STDF\  K[P  ,F\AF
;DI[  5MTFGF  VFzDDF\  5FKF  OZ[,  klQF  VFzD
JG:5lTG[  GQ85|FI  HM.G[  VFtDu,FlG  VG]EJ[  K[P
JGN[JLGL  1FDF  DF\UJFGL  ;FYM;FY  ;\S<5  56  SZ[  K[  S[
5]Go  VF{QFlW4  JG:5lTG[  5|ItG5}J"S  pUF0LXP  VF
VFzD~5L 1F[+G[ OZL ClZIF/M AGFJJFGL JGN[JLG[ 5|FY"GF
SZ[ K[P

G JF VẐIFlGo CgtIgI1F[+FlEUrKlT P
tJFNF{o S,Io HUwJFI IYFSFD\ lG5nT[ PP

skv!_q!$&q5@f
VYJ"J[NGF \  AFZDF  D\0/DF\  5'lYJL

;}STDF\  JFZ\JFZ  V[S  H  pNŸ3MQF  ;\E/FI  K[  S[  VF56L
E}lD ;\5}6"  ZC[  TYF  :JF:yIJW"S VF{QFlWVM4 JG:5lTYL
C\D[XF 5lZ5}6" ZC[4 VDFZL DF8[ ;]BNFIL AGL ZC[P VCL\
DFT'E}lD~5  5'lYJLG[  V[S  ;HLJ~5DF\  5|:T]T  SZJFDF\
VFJ[  K[P  ;DU|  5NFYM"GL  HGGL  VG[  5MQFLSFGF  ~5DF\
5'yJLG[ pNŸ3MlQFT SZJFDF\ VFJ[ K[P  DFTF E}lDo 5]+M VCD
5'lYtIFo P E}lD DFZL DFTF K[ VG[ C\\] E}lDGM 5]+ K]\P
VF 5'yJL VtI\T lJXF/ VG[ XlSTXF/L VF{QFlWVM JF/L
AGL  ZCMP  T[  ;D]ãM4  GNLVM4  lCDFrKFlNT  5J"TM4  JGM4
E]ZFvSF/Fv,F,  Z\UJF/F  5|N[XMG[  WFZ6  SZ[P  VF  lNjI
5'yJL 5ZG\] ZC[9F6 ;F{EFuI~5 K[P V[G\] 5|tI[S 1F[+ ,MSMGF
lJlXQ8 SFI"YL lNjITFGL 5|Fl%T SZ[ K[P VF ãlQ8YL N}ZNXL"
klQFVMV[  5MTFGF  TYF  lJ‘JGF  ;]Bv;D'lâ  DF8[  :T]lT
SZL K[P 5'yJL 5ZGF ;DU| 5|F6LVMGL ;]Z1FF DF8[ 5IF"JZ6G[
;\T]l,T ZFBJ\\] VlGJFI" K[P
VFlNSF,YL DG]QIv5|S'lT JrR[ V8}8 ;\A\W ZC[,M K[P DG]QI
;eITFGF  lJSF;DF\  5IF"JZ6[  DCtJ5}6"  E}lDSF
lGEFJL  K[P  VF56F  N[XDF\  J{lNS  ;DIYL  H  5IF"JZ6
5|tI[  V;LD  zâF  5|U8  SZJFDF\  VFJL  K[P  5IF"JZ6
HF/J6LGL  lNXFDF\  56  VlWS  wIFG  N[JFDF\  VFjI\ ]
K[P 5FZFXZ klQFGL VG];FZ

NX S}5 ;DM JF5L NXJF5L ;DMìNo P
NX ìN ;Do 5]+o NX 5]+ ;DM ã]Do PP

VYF"T NX S]JF AGFJJF AZFAZ V[S JFJGL ZRGF4 V[S
JFJ  AGFJJF  TM,[  V[S  T/FJ  AGFJJ\ ]4  N;  T/FJ
AGFJJFGL ;DS1F V[S 5]+ S[ lXQIG[ WD"5ZFI6 AGFJJM

VG[ NX 5]+GL ;DS1F V[S J'1FGM pK[Z SZJF AZFAZ K[P
V[SJL;DL ;NLDF\  lJxJG[ 5IF"JZ6 DF8[ hh]DJ\] 50[ K[P
;FDFlHS4 ;F\:S'lTS4 EF{lTS T[DH H{lJS :TZ 5Z DFGJGF
DF8[ VF ;D:IF V[S ELQF6 AGL U. K[P  lJxJGL VG[S
U\ELZ  ;D:IFVMGF  ;DFWFGDF\  J{lNS  ;FlCtIG\]  7FG
VlT  p5IMUL  T[DH  5|F;\lUS  K[P  J[N  5IF"JZ6GF  5|CZL
T[DH  lR\TGGF  5|6[TF  K[P  5IF"JZ6GF  ;\Z1F6  T[DH
X]lâSZ6GL  VFWFZE}T  lJEFJGF  J[NDF\  5|:O]lZT  Y.
K[P DG]QIG[ E}lDTtJYL VgG T[DH BFn 5NFY"4 H,TtJYL
;\HLJGL XlST4 VluGTtJYL TF54 pQDF4 UlT VG[ lJSF;4
JFI]TtJYL  5|F6XlST  TYF  HLJvH\T]4  J'1FvJG:5lT
JFTFJZ6G[  ;DTM,  ZFBJFDF\  DCtJ5}6"  IMUNGF  SZ[
K[P HM VFDF\YL SM.56 TtJ 5|N}lQFT YFI TM HLJvHUT
5Z  5|lTS}/  5|EFJ  5F0[  K[P  DF8[  H  J{lNS  klQFVMV[
5IF"JZ6GL  X]lâ  C[T]  5|S'lTGF  5|tI[S  TtJMDF\  XF\lTGL
SFDGF  SZL  K[P
J[NMDF \  CHFZM  JQF "  5}J" [   DG]QIGF  lJQFIDF\4
5|S'lTv5IF"JZ6GF lJQFIDF\ H[ SF\. SC[JFI\] K[ T[ lGo;\N[C
VFH[  56  V[8,\]  H  jIFJCFlZS  T[DH  p5IMUL  K[P  T[DH
;DFHG[ HFU'T ZFBJF DF8[ DCtJ5}6" K[P
5IF"JZ6 5|tI[GL VF56L VFJL ;D'â lJZF;T T[DH ;DH
CMJF  KTF\  56  VFH[  VF56[  EF{lTSJFNL4  DCtJFSF\1FL
VG[  VlTJFNL  ãlQ8SM6G[  SFZ6[  5|S'lTGL  VF  V6DM,
;\5l¿  ;FY[  K[0KF0  SZL  ZCIF  KLV[P  VF56L  âFZF  H
5IF"JZ6GF  VlJJ[S5}6"  p5IMUYL  U|LGvCFp;  U[;G\]
pt;H"G T[DH VMhMG 50G\] :TZ 1FL6 YT\] HFI K[P H[GFYL
5'yJLG\]  TF5DFG JW[ K[4  u,[XLIZ TLJ| UlTYL 5LU/[ K[4
E}lD  Z6DF\  5ZLJT"G  5FD[  K[4  JFI]DF\  SFA"GGL  DF+F
JWL  ZCL  K[P  VF  AWF  5|,ISFZL  ,1F6  5|TLT  YFI  K[P
VF56[  ;FJWFG  AGLG[  5|EFJL  5|ItGM  äFZF  5]Go:J:Y
5IF"JZ6GL  5|Fl%TG\]  ,1I  D[/JJF  IYF;\EJ  IMUNFG
SZJ\] HM.V[P

;\NE"U|\Y ;}lR

 0F¶P U\UF ;CFI XDF" v kuJ[N ;\:S'T ;FlCtI
5|SFXG4 G> lN<,L4 !)(_P

 5\PT],;LZFD :JFlDS'T v ;FDJ[NEFQI s;\5}6"f
DClQF" NIFG\N EJG4 G> lN<,L4 !)*ZP

 DClQF" NIFG\N ;Z:JTL v kuJ[N sEFU Zv!f
;FJ"N[lxFT VFI" 5|lTlGlW ;EF v G> lN<,L4 !)*ZP

 EF6N[J  v  ;FDJ[NNX"G
5|lJ6 5|SFXG ¸ ZFHSM84 5|PVFJ'lT v Z__)P

 EF6N[J  v  VYJ"J[NNX"G
5|lJ6 5|SFXG ¸ ZFHSM84 5|PVFJ'lT v Z__)P
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 “A STUDY OF AGGRESSION AND DEPENDENCE PRONENESS
AMONG EMPLOYED AND UNEMPLOYED YOUTH”

The study presents a comparison of 100 male and 100 female employed - unemployed youth.  They were
administered the aggression questionnaire by G.C. Pati and dependence proneness scale by Prof J.B.P.
Sinha. Analysis of variance revealed that unemployed male and female are higher in aggression than employed
male and female. In dependence proneness two groups are not found significantly different.
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INTRODUCTION:
Aggression behaviour leading to self-statement; it may
arise from innate drives and/or a response to
frustration, and may be manifested by destructive and
attacking behaviour, by hostility and obstructionism,
or by self-expressive drive to mastery or a forceful
behaviour, action, or attitude that is expressed
physically, verbally, or symbolically. It may arise from
innate drives or occur as a defence mechanism, often
resulting from a threatened ego. It is manifested by
either constructive or destructive acts directed toward
oneself or against others. Aggression can be defined
as any behaviour intended to hurt others. A person
who accidentally injures someone else is not usually
considered aggressive, but a person who tries to hurt
somebody (even if the person fails) is considered
aggressive.
Psychologists long believed that frustration caused
aggression. In a book titled Frustration and
Aggression, Dollard and colleagues at Yale stated the
theory in absolute terms: “aggression is always a
consequence of frustration” (Dollard, Doob, Miller,
Mowrer, & Sears, 1939, p.1).
Sigmund Freud postulated (1920) that all humans
possessed an aggressive drive from birth, which
together with the sexual drive, contributed to
personality development and found expression in
behaviour. Austrian ethnologist, Konrad Lorenz
suggested that aggression was innate, an inherited

fighting instinct as significant in humans as it was in
ther animals. He contended that the suppression of
aggressive instincts, common among human societies
allows these instincts the chance to build up
occasionally to the point where they are released
during instances of explosive violence. Many
psychoanalysis have argued against these theories,
which see aggression as a primary drive offering the
possibility that aggression may be a reaction to
frustration of primary needs.
Dependency is one of the basic modes of
interpersonal relationship. A new born babe is totally
dependent on his mother for his survival. Later on
when he grows up and turns into an adult, he still has
to depend on others for a variety of things. However,
if dependency instead of being instrumental becomes
invested with positive affects so much so that the
person tends to lean on other in situations where
dependency may not be functional, he shows
dependence proneness. Dependence proneness is
thus a response disposition. Sinha (1968) examined
the characteristics of a dependence prone person and
found that he is anxious, fatalist, unpractical,
traditional. He confides uncritically, likes to follow
others, obeys elders and gets discouraged if he is not
nurtured. He is not that committed to his work, nor
does he try to work hard for success. If this is the
profile of a dependence proneness person, he will
certainly resist change and will be show in working
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for fast economic development. A need was,
therefore, felt to develop a scale which can measure
the degree of dependence proneness in a person.
Another term used for work or job is employment. It
is the engagement of an individual in a job for his
livelihood after he attains adulthood or completes
education. The economists had been very keen to
talk of employment and unemployment only in terms
of percentages of persons engaged in industrial
activities. Therefore, the term employment is the
product of industrialized countries. A full employment
can then be the fullest utilization of human resources
for production purposes. Unemployment can occur
only when there is a slack in economic activity, i.e.,
only when there is a fall from full employment. Bakke
(1983), Israeli (1995), Rundquist  and Sletto (1996)
first found that unemployed persons exhibited more
worries, nervousness, outbursts, rage,
disappointments, depressions, hopelessness, suicide
etc. Although the problem lasts for some time in the
life of every youth.
Youth is the time of life when one is young, but often
means the time between childhood and  adulthood 
(maturity). Definitions of the specific age range that
constitutes youth vary. An individual’s actual maturity
may not correspond to their chronological age, as
immature individuals can exist at all ages. Youth is
also defined as “the appearance, freshness, vigour,
spirit, etc., characteristic of one who is young”.
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY: -
 OBJECTIVES:-
• To study aggression and dependence proneness of
employed male & female.
• To study aggression and dependence proneness of
unemployed male & female.
Variables:-
I. Independence variable:-
a) Gender: A1 Male A2 Female
b) Employment: B1 Employed B 2
Unemployed
II. Dependence variable:-
a) Aggression
b) Dependence proneness
Sample:-
The random sample of 100 male and female employed

& 100 male and female unemployed, total 200 taken
from Banswara dist. Rajasthan. Age group of the
sample is 25 years to 35 years.
 Research Design:-

Type A1 Male A2 Female Total 

B1 Employed 50 50 100 

B2 Unemployed 50 50 100 

 
 Tools:-
Aggression: The aggression of the subject is
measured with the help of aggression questionnaire
by Dr G.G. Pati. The reliability of the scale was
determined by half split method was 0.69 and validity
of the scale was found to be 0.52.
Dependence proneness: The dependence
proneness scale developed by Prof J.B.P. Sinha.
The reliability of the scale is 0.94 and validity of
the scale is 0.20 and significant level is 0.5.
 Result and Discussion:-
 Result of aggression:-
Table no 1.1: Showing the result of mean and
standard deviation score of male and female for
aggression.

Gender Mean SD 

A1 (male) 23.21 8.62 

A2(female) 22.78 9.51 

 

Table no 1.1 shows that the male aggression level is
high as males have to go out struggle and bring back
the resources for the family. The mean score
difference is 0.49 and SD difference is 0.89. Males
are higher aggressive than females.
Table no 1.2 showing the result of mean and
standard deviation score of employed and unemployed
for aggression.

Type Mean SD 

B1(employed) 22.74    8.29 

B2(unemployed) 23.25  9.80 
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 The table no 1.2 show the difference between
employed and unemployed. Mean score of
unemployed is 23.25 which is more than mean score
of employed youth (22.74), that proves that
Unemployed are more aggressive as they cannot
generate income for family, feeling of incompleteness
generates within them this creates frustration and
resentment; hence more aggression can be seen
compare to employed youth.
Table no 1.3 Showing the result of mean and
standard deviation score of employed male & female
and unemployed male & female for aggression.

 Mean SD 

A1B1 22.88 7.86 

A1B2 
22.68 9.76 

A2B1 22.18 8.38 

A2B2 24.3 12.95 

 
Table no 1.3 reveals that the unemployed females
are showing highest aggression. If an educated female
does not get employment her anxiety level rises
(Geeta pandey & Azra Praveen, 2008) than and
her anxiety convert in to aggression. Except this group
other groups show equal aggression level with minimal
differences.
Result of Dependence Proneness:-
Table no. 2.1 Showing the result of mean and
standard deviation score of male and female for
dependence proneness.

Type Mean SD 

A1(male) 69.56 25.47 

A2(female) 68.46 49.98 

 
Table no 2.1 reveals that The SD difference between
male and female for dependence proneness is 24.51
that shows female are more dependent than male,
males are also showing dependent proneness.
Females depend on males from the birth to death
and it is unwritten truth in the society, so weather she
is employed or not she could be dependent. Due to
this reason female dependence proneness is higher
than male.

Table no. 2.2 Showing the result of mean and
standard deviation score of employed and unemployed
for dependence proneness.

Type Mean SD 

B1(employed) 69.34 38.06 

B2(unemployed) 68.68 37.68 

 Table no 2.2 reveals that the employed and
unemployed youth mean score for dependent
proneness is 69.34 and 68.68 respectively. This result
reveals that there is less difference between the two
groups both are having dependent proneness but
unemployed are more dependent than employed.

According to table no 2.3 difference in mean scores
unemployed females are most dependent group.
Comparison of mean and SD scores of all the groups
under the study reveal that unemployment is one of
the reasons for dependent proneness.
CONCLUSION:-
* Males are higher aggressive than females.
* Unemployed youth are more aggressive in compare
to employed youth.
* Unemployed female are high in aggression than
other groups.
* Female are more dependent than male.
* Unemployed are more dependent than employed.
* Unemployed females are most dependent than other
groups.
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India is a multifaceted society where on generalization could apply to all the nations various regional, religious,
social & economic group. Nevertheless certain board circumstances in which Indian woman live effect the
ways they participate in the economy. Indian society is extremely hierarchical with virtually everyone ranked
relative to others according to their caste, class, wealth & power. This ranking even exists in areas where it
is not openly acknowledged, such as certain business settings. Women workforce constitutes an integral
part of total workforce in India. On 31st march 2010, women constituted 19.5percent of the total workforce.
The participation of women in the labor force has always been lower than that of men, in the rural as well as
urban areas. In the woman workforce, women from rural areas are greater in number as compared to the
urban women. Amongst rural women workers, a majority is employed in agriculture and some are employed
in cottage industries. In the urban areas, women workers are primarily employed in the unorganized sectors.
The small percentage of females within the construction trades and the serious health and safety problems
unique to female construction workers have a circular effect. *Mahida Hemintal Manubhai, Research Scholar,
Kadi Sarva Vishwavidhyalay, Gandhinagar. Safety and health problems in construction create barriers to
women entering & remaining in this field. The prevalence of a hostile workplace, restricted access to
sanitary toilets, protective clothing & equipment in the wrong sizes, and poor on the job training these were
significant issues that adversely impacted women ability to perform their jobs safely. Many of the identified
problems are amenable to change through behavioral & administrative intervention. The recommendations
in this report are directed at employers, labor unions, manufacturers, training programs, supervisors &
workers. Improving the work conditions for women in the construction trades will not only ensure their
health & safety.

Objectives of this study:
· To study socio-economic conditions women workers
in shopping mall.
Methodology:
· This research is prepared by using two methods of
data collection: (1) Primary data collection, (2)
Secondary sources of data collection.
· I select purposive sample method of data collection
in the primary data collection method.
·  Then I choose Anand district as my research area
and I select 30 respondents for this research by using
purposive sample method of data collection.
· The inevitable secondary information for the
research was gathered with the help of the research

sources like various reference books, bulletin on the
research topic, various government reports, published
research papers, etc.
Findings:
The sociological and economical status of women is
increased.
The analytical study of the information is as given
below:
· The 22 respondents of this survey are between the
21 to 30 yrs age.
· The 14 respondents of the survey are contended
with the study .The were the students of different
displine. The out of the 14, eight students were working
because of their problem regarding study fees. They
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were working because they were not able to pay the
education fees of their respected discipline.
· There were not more interesting thing was that, on
the basis of the sociological & economical condition,
There were 27 respondents were belong to backward
classis & 03 respondents were belong middle class.
· There were 22 respondents get respect in their
families.
· One more valuable thing of this survey is that 08
respondents were motherly figure who were facing
the problem about the proper care of their children.
· Out the selected respondents, 20 respondents were
working not only at this place but also at their houses
simultaneously.
Conclusion:
There are directly relation between an ability of the
economical income generation & status of the women
because they were working at different places. The
women get respect & highly importance status
because are working. If they, will not work they would
be humiliated in their family. They were working for
their higher education that refers their increasing
women literacy. There were some women who are
mother, they were facing the problem regarding taking
proper care of their children because of their work.
They were occupied not only at the place where they
work but also at their houses so they could not spare
proper time for taking care of their children at their
houses.
To sum up, We can see that the socio-economical
status of the woman increased who are working.
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lJ`JGF NZ[S VY"XF:+V[ VFlY"S  lJSF; DF8[  lJlJW 5|SFZGF  1F[+GL  lCDFIT SZL K[P 56 VF AWF H VY"XF:+LVM
V[ V[S JFT SZL K[ S[ H[ N[XDF\ H[ 1F[+ 5Z JWFZ[ ,MSM lGJF"C SZTF CMI TM 1F[+ S[  lJ:TFZDF\  lJSF;YL VFlY"S lJSF;
Y. XS[ K[P EFZT V[ 56 VFJM H UFD0FVMGM AG[,M N[X K[P DF8[ HM EFZTGM VFlY"S lJSF;GF NX"G SZJF CMI TM
EFZTGF UFD0FVMGM VeIF; SZJM HM.V[ VFlY"S  lJSF; V[8,[  S[ H[  T[  1F[+DF\  pt5FNGG]\  SM. 56 ;FWG J5ZFX
lJGFG] \  G  CMI  V[8,[  S[  pt5FNG  GF  NZ[S  ;FWGGM  DCTD  p5IMU  YTM  CMI  VG[  T[GFYL  N[XGF  ,MSMGF
S<IF6DF\  56  JWFZM  YIM  CMI  T[JL  lJSF;G[  VFlY"S  lJSF;  SCL  XSI  K[P  VF  VFlY"S  lJSF;G[  HF6JF  DF8[  H[  T[
ZFHI  S[  5|N[X  TYF  UFD0FDF\  ZC[TF  ,MSMGF  HLJG  lJQF[  HF6SFZL  D[/JL  50[  VF  DF8[  T[  UFD0F  S[  lJ:TFZGM
;J["1F6  SZJ]\  50[  S[  H[GFYL  T[  5|N[XGF  ,MSMGM  VFlY"S  VG[  ;FDFHLS  lJSF;GL  HF6SFZL  D[/JL  XSFI  K[P  VFYL
U]HZFTGM  VFlY"S  lJSF;  S[JM  K[  T[  HF6JF  DF8[  U]HZFTGF  A[  UFD0F  S[  H[  5\RDCF,  HL<,FGF  BFG5]Z  TF,]SFGF
,LD0LIF  TYF  .;ZM0F    VF  A[  UFD0FG]\  ;J["1F6  SZJFDF\  VF%IM  K[P  VF  ;J["1F6GL  DFlCTL  5C[,F  UFD0FGL
DFlCTL D[/JLV[P

;J["1F6 C[9/GF A[ UFD0FGL 5|FYDLS 5ZLRI ov
VF  ;J["1F6DF\  5\RDCF,  HL<,FGF  A[  UFD0FVM  s!f
,LD0LIF  sZf  .;ZM0F  VF  AgG[  UFD0FGM  ;J["1F6  wJFZF
T],GF  SZJFDF\  VFJL  K[P  VF  T],GFtDS  VeIF;GL
DFlCTL D[/JLV[ T[ 5C[,F VF A\G[ UFD0FVMGL 5|FYDLS
DFlCTL 5Z GHZ GBF.P
,LD0LIF UFDGM 5|FYDLS 5lZRI ov
5\RDCF,  HL<,FGF  BFG5]Z  TF,]SFG] \  V[S  lJSF;GF
5Y  5Z  VFU/  JWT]  UFD0]  K[  H[DF\  S],  J:TL  #!__
K[P  T[DF \  :+LG] \   5|DF6  !5)!  VG[  5]~QFMG] \
5|DF6 !5_) K[P H[DF\ HGZ, !)_Z K[ VG[ VG];]RL
HFlTGF :+LVM #5( VG[ 5]~QFM #&$ K[ VG[ S], *ZZ
K[  TYF  A1FL5\RDF\  5]~QFMG]\  5|DF6  Z#(  VG[  :+LVM
5|DF6  Z#(  K[  VG[  S],  $*&  K[  VG[  UFDDF\\  #&5
ALP5LPV[,P  SF0"  WZFJ[  K[P  VF  UFD  V[  lJWlJW  HFlTGF
,MSMG] \   AG[,] \   K[  VG[  VF  UFDDF\    DM8F  EFUGF
,MSM B[TL SZLG[ 5MTFGM HLJG lGJF"C SZ[ K[P VF ,MSM DF8[
;ZSFZGL  H[  IMHGFVM  VF  ,LD0LIF  UFDDF\  RF,[  K[P
T[GM 5ZLRI GLR[ D]HA K[P
,LD0LIF UFDDF\ ;ZSFZ wJFZF RF,TL lJlJW IMHGFVM
s!f DCFtDF UF\WL ZMHUFZ IMHGF ov
v S[gN= ;ZSFZ wJFZF !__ lNJ; ZMHUFZL
v  VF  UFDDF\  VF  IMHGF  GLR[  #*!  HMA  SF0"  .:I]

SIF" K[P VG[ VF HMASF0"GM ,FE V[ #5_ ,FEMV[ ,LWM
K[P
sZf VZLIF/L JM8Z ;[0 IMHGF ov
!P HDLG ;DT, SZJF
ZP R[SJM, AGFJF
#P U,L  %,U AGFJF
$P  GF/F  %,U  AGFJF
5P AMZL A\W SZJF
&P  J'1FF  ZM56  SZJF
!5 YL Z_ @ B[0]TMG[ ,FE VF5JFDF\ VFjIM ALP5LPV[,P
Z[BFGL  GLR[JF/F  ,MSMG[  ,FE  VF5JFDF\  VFJ[  K[P
s#f 5F6L 5]ZJ9F IMHGF  ov
X[ZL ,F.8 VG[ X[ZL 5F6LGL ,F.G DF8[
GM\W  ov  ,LD0LIF  UFDDF\  X[ZL  ,F.8  DF8[  ~FP$_  J[ZM
!  3ZNL9  ,[JFDF\  VFJ[  K[P
s$f ZFHLJ UF\WL ZFQ8=LI 5[5H/ DLXG ov
v  pSZ0F  TYF  U\NF  5F6LGF  GLSF,  DF8[GF  SFDM  DF8[
v    NZ[S  XF/F  VG[  VF\U6JF0LDF \  ;F {RF,I  ;\S],
pEF  SZJFP
s5f 8LPV[;P;LP sXF{RF,I IMHGFf ov
v    VF  IMHGFGM  ,FE  ,LD0LIF  UFDDF\  Z5_  ,MSMG[
,FE  VF5JFDF\  VFjIM  K[P  VF  IMHGFDF\    XMXF  BF0M
HFT[  SZJFGM  CMI  K[P
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s&f ;\BL D\0/ ov
v    VF  IMHGFV[  GFGF  5FIFGF  WLZF6GL  VG[  ARTGL
IMHGF  K[  H[DF\  !  DlCG[  ~FP  !__  ART  SZLG[  A[gSDF\
BFT]  BM,FJJL  T[DF\  EZJFDF\  VFJ[  K[P  VG[  T[DF\YL
;ZSFZ  wJFZF  ,MG    VF5JFDF\  VFJ[  K[P
VF  p5ZFT  ,LD0LIF  UFDDF\  A[gS  56  VFJ[,L  K[P
sA[gS VMO AZM0Ff S[ H[ VFlY"S lJSF; DF8[ UFDGF ,MSMG[
lJlJW 5|SFZGF lWZF6 VF5[ K[ S[ H[ GLT[ 5|DF6[ K[P
A[gSGL lJlJW lWZF6 IMHGF ov
s!f  S|M5 ,MG ov
v  VF  5|SFZG] \  lWZF6  0[ZL  OFD[ZL \U  DF8[  VF5JFDF\
VFJ[  K[P  V[8,[  S[  E[\;  ,FJJF  DF8[  lJU[Z[  VF  lWZF6DF\
!  V[SZ[  (  CHFZGM  Z[XL5M  ZFBJFDF\  VFJ[  K[P  VG[  VF
lWZF6G]\  jIFH  *  @  ZFBJFDF\  VFJ[  K[P
sZf CMD ,MG ov
v    VF  5|SFZG]\  lWZF6V[  DSFGGF  GJF  AF\WSFD  DF8[
VG[  ZLGMJ[XG  DF8[  VF5JFDF\  VFJ[  K[P  VF  5|SFZGL
,MGDF\  JW]  DF\  JW]  5  ,FB  V[  *P*5@  GF  NZ[  jIFH
,[JFDF \  VFJ[  K[P  VF  DF8[  GMG  V[U|LS<RZG] \   ;8L "
VF5J] \  50[  K[P
s#f 0LPVFZP8LP l:SD C[9/ s0LOZgX Z[0 VMO .g8Z;f
v  VF  5|SFZGL  ,MG  V[  N]SFG4  XFSEFHLGF  W\WF  DF8[4
SF50GL  N]SFG  DF8[  W\WFSLI  C[T]  DF8[  VF5JDF\  VFJL  K[
H[GM jIFHGM NZ $@ K[P
sGMW\  ov  VF  ,MG  DF+  ALP5LPV[,  SF0"  WFZ6  SZTF
,MSM DF8[ K[Pf
s$f V[HI]S[XG ,MG
v  VF  lWZF6  DF8[  lJnFYL"V[  5|YD  JU"DF\  5F;  YJM
HM.V[  VG[  V[0DLXG  SIF  ,[JF  DFUM  KM  VYJF  T[
SM,[HDF\  V[0DLXGGM  ,[8Z  VG[  VF  DF8[  jIFHGF[  NZ
!#@ K[P
s5f 5;"gF, ,MG ov
v  5UFZGF  (  36F  VYJF  !  ,FB  ;]WLGL  ,MG
VF5JFDF\  VFJ[  K[P  VF  DF8[  ;[,[ZL  A[h  H[  A[gSDF\  H
CMJM HM.V[ VG[ VF lWZF6 DF8[ !#P5_@ jIFH ,[JFDF\
VFJ[ K[
sGM\W  ov  VF  ,MG  ;JL";  SZTF  ,MSMG[  VF5JFDF\  VFJ[
K[P f
s&f VM0L VU[X  5|M50L ov
v VF 5|SFZG]\  lWZF6 V[  lD,ST4 X[Z4 DSFG S[ HDLGGF
5|DF6GF VFWFZ[ VF5JFDF\ VFJ[ K[P VG[ lD,STGL lS\DT
GF  55@  WLZF6  D/[  K[P  VG[  T[GF  5Z  !#P*@  jIFH
,[JFDF\  VFJ[  K[P
s*f B[TL ;FWG DF8[  ov
v  VF  5|SFZGL  ,MG  DF8[  HDLGG] \  5|DF6  VMKFDF\

VMKL  5  V[SZ  CMJL  HM.V[  VG[  5  JQF"  DF8[  VF  lWZF6
VF5JFDF\  VFJ[  K[P  VF  ,MGGM  jIFHGM  NZ  )  @  K[P
,LD0LIF UFDGM 5|FYDLS 5lZRI ov
5\RDCF,  HL<,FGF  BFG5]Z  TF,]SFGF  .;ZM0F  UFDV[
GFG]  VG[  VlJS;LT  UFD0]\  K[P  H[DF\  S],  J:TL  !&#!
K[P  H[DF\  :+LVMG]\  5|DF6  *&(  VG[  5]~QFMGF  5|DF6
(&#  K[P  H[DF\  VG];]RL  HFlTGL  S],  J:TL  !#!  K[P
H[DF\  5]~QFM  *_  VG[  :+LVM  &!  K[  TYF  A1FL5\RGL
S],  J:TL  (5  K[P  H[DF\  5]~QFM  $5  VG[  :+LVM  #_  K[P
VG[  AFSLGL  !$Z5  J:TLVM  HGZ,  K[P  VG[  UFDDF\
Z&_ ALP5LPV[,P SF0" WFZSM K[P
.;ZM0F UFDDF\ ;ZSFZ wJFZF RF,TL lJlJW IMHGFVM
s!f DCFtDF UF\WL ZMHUFZ IMHGF ov
v  VF  IMHGFDF\  !__  lNJ;GL  ZMHUFZL  VF5JDF\
VFJ[  K[P  H[DF\  DF8LSFD4  AMZLA\W4  R[SJM,4  ;FJ"HGLS
l;\RF.4  S]JFVMGF  BMNSFD  wJFZF  ZMHUFZL  VF5JDF\
VFJ[  K[P  H[DF\  Z!)  S]8]\ALVM  .;ZM0FDF\  ,FE  ,LWM  K[
VG[  Z$)  HMA  SF0"  .:I]  SZJFDF\  VFjIF  K[P
sZf 8LPV[;P;LP sXF{RF,I IMHGFf ov
v    VF  IMHGFDF\  !_$  ALP5LPV[,P  ,FEFYL"VMV[  ,FE
,LWM  K[P  H[DF\  ZZ__  ;ZSFZ  TZOYL  CMI  K[P  H[DF\
,MSOF/M ~FP #__ GJL  :SLD 5|DF6[ VF5JFGM CMI K[P
v  H]GL  :SLDDF\  ~FP  !Z__    VF5JFDF\  VFJTF  CTF
H[DF\  #__  ,MSM  OF/M  CTMP
p5ZGF  A\G[  UFD0F  ,LD0LIF  VG[  .;ZM0FDF\  cc5\l0T
lNGNIF, U|FCS E\0FZcc VFJ[,F K[P H[DF\YL ,MSMG[  S[ H[
Z[;G  SF0"  WZFJTF  CMI  T[JF  ,MSMG[  BF\04  S[ZM;LG4  3p\4
RMBF  VF5JFDF\  VFJ[  K[P  H[DF \  .;ZM0FDF \  $_&
SF0"  VG[  ,LD0IF  DF\  *55  SF0"  WFZSM  VF  E\0FZGM
p5IMU SZ[ K[P
;J["1F6 SZJF 5FK/GF pN|[X ov
s!f  UFD0FVMGL  VFlY"S  VG[  ;FDFHLS  5lZl:YlTGL
HF6SFZL D[/JLP
sZf ;ZSFZGL lJlJW IMHGFVM VG[ VF IMHGFVMGM ,FE
,MSMG[ S[8,M D/[ K[ NT[ HF6JFP
s#f  ,MSMGF  S<IF6DF\  JWFZM  YFI  T[JF  p5FIM  HF6JFP
s$f  UFD0FVMGL  ;D:IFVM  HF6JF  VG[  T[  DF8[  ,MSMG[
HFU'T SZJFP
s5f UFD0FVMGM VFlY"S lJSF; YIM K[ S[ GCL T[ HF6JF
DF8[P
D]<IFSG  ov
s!f  VF  ;J["1F6DF\  DF,]D  50[  K[  S[  UFD0FVMGL  VFlY"S
VG[ ;FDFHLS A\gG[ 5|SFZGL 5lZl:YlTDF\ ;]WFZFGL H~Z
K[P  VF  5|SFZGF  ;]WFZF  DF8[  ,MSMV[  HFU'T  YJ]\  50X[P
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UFD0FVMGL VFlY"S ZLT[ ,MSM 5KFT K[ SFZ6 S[ ,MSM 5F;[
IMuI  ZMHUFZLG] \  ;FWG  GYLP  DM8F  EFUGF  ,MSMV[
5MTFG]\  U]HZFG  R,FJ[  K[P  VG[  VF  ,MSMDF\  VFH[  56
J[D4 V\WzwWF HMJF D/[ K[P WD"GF GFD[ VFH[ 56 ,MSM
VJ/F  DFU"  NMZFI  K[P  VF  DF8[  ;ZSFZ  VG[  ,MSM
A\G[DF\  ;]WFZFGL  H~Z  K[P
sZf VF A\G[ UFD0FVMDF\ ;ZSFZ TZOYL  lJlJW 5|SFZGL
IMHGFVM  RF,[  K[P  V[J] \  ;ZSFZL  JCLJ8NFZMG]\  SC[J] \
K[  56  CSLST  TM  V[  K[  S[  ,MSMG[  VF  ;ZSFZL  IMHGFGM
,FE Z5@ YL 56 VMKF[ D/[,M K[P S[8,LS IMHGFVM TM
UFD0FGL  5|HFG[  56  BAZ  GYL  S[  ;ZSFZGL  VF  IMHGF
VF56F  UFDDF\  RF,]  K[  DF+  ;ZSFZL  RM50FGF  VF\S0F
5]ZTL  VF  ;ZSFZL  IMHGFVM  IMuI  UFD  ,MSMGM  lJSF;
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D]SJFDF\  VFJL  K[  T[  TDFD  IMHGFGL  HF6V[  UFDGL
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H[D  S[  A;GL  ;]lJWF  GYP  XF{RF,IGL  ;]lJWF  GYL4
Z:TFGL  ;]lJWF  GYL4  prRTZ  VeIF;  DF8[  IMuI  XF/
FVM  GYLP  ZMHUFZL  D[/JF  DF8[  B[TL  ;LJFIG]\  SM.  56
1F[+  GYLP  ,MSMDF\  lX1F6GM  VEFJ  HMJF  D/[  K[  V[8,[
S[  ,MSM  VE6  K[  ,MSMG[  5MTFGF  VWLSFZMGL  HF6  56
GYL  VG[  VF  TDFD  DF8[  T[  HFU'T  56  GYLP
s5f VF UFD0FVMGM VlY"S VG[ ;FDFHLS lJSF; YIM K[
H~Z  56  T[  VFBF  UFDDF\  GYL  56  YM0FS  ,MSM  5]ZTM
H  K[  VG[  VF  lJSF;  V[  VIMuI  lJSF;  K[  DF8[  VF
UFD0FVMGM  VFlY"S  lJSF;  YIM  GYLP  T[D  VF  ;J["1F6
wJFZF  HF6JF  D/[  K[P
UFD ,MSMGL ;D:IFVM ov
s!f ZMHUFZLGM VEFJ ov
VF  UFD0FGF  ,MSMDF\  #&5  lNJ;MDF\  DF+  !Z5
lNJ; ZMHUFZL V[ B[TL 1F[+DF\YL D/[ K[P AFSLGF  lNJ;M
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s#f VFlY"S VG[ ;FDFHLS ;TFG]\ S[gN=SZ6 ov
VF  UFD0FVMDF\  D]l9  EZ  ,MSMG] \   XF;G  RF,[  K[
VFlY"SGL  ;FY[  ;FY[  ;FDFHLS  JFTMDF\  56  ;DFHGM
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VFUDL !5 VMUQ8[ EFZT VFhFNLGF &_ QF" 5}6" SZX[ VG[ Z_!_ DF\ U]HZFT T[GL 5F\N NFISFGL lJSF; IF+FG[ 5}6"
SZX[P  VG[S  ;ZSFZM  VFJL4  VG[S  IMHGFVM  AGLP  T[D  KTF\I  ;JF"\UL  lJSF;GL  AFATDF\  VFH[  56  36]\  SZJFGL
H~Z K[P S. ;ZSFZ[ SI]"\ VG[ S. ;ZSFZMG[ G SI]"\4 T[GF JFN lJJFNG[ AN,[ DCFtDF UF\WL :J%GG[ ;FSFZ SZJFGM C[T]
;FSFZ YFI VG[  lJSF;GL WFZF K[JF0FGF DFGJL ;]WL 5CM\R[ T[GL TFTL H~ZLIFT K[P ;DFHGF VG[S JUM" K[4 H[DGF
p5Z  ;lJX[QF  wIFG  S[gN=LT  SZLG[  T[DG[  lJSF;  5FD[,F  ;DFHGL  CZM/DF\  ,FJJF  ZCIFP  VFJF  lJ:TFZM  CMI4  T[JF
HG;D]NFIM  CMI4  T[GF  5Z  wIFG  S[gN=LT  SZJFGM  VF  VF56F  U]HZFT  ;ZSFZGM  VlEUD  K[P  pDZUFDYL  V\AFHL
;]WLGL  5}J"  58'LGM  VFlNJF;L  lJ:TFZ  H[DF\  $#  TF,]SFVM  VG];}lRT  HGHFlTGF  1F[+M  K[P  ZFHIGL  S],  J:TLDF\
VG];}lRT HGHFTLG]\ ;\bIFA/ VFXZ[ *5 ,FB K[P H[ ,UEU !5 8SF YJF HFI K[P ;lNVMYL VF56L ;\:S'lTGL
ZB[JF/ SZGFZ4 VFhFNLGF H\UDF\ Al,NFG VF5GFZ4 ZFHIGL 5|UlTDF\ 5Z;[JM 5F0GFZ VFlNJF;L ;DFH  lJSF;GL
NM0DF\  ;FD[,  YJF  DF8[  ;HFU  YIM  K[P  UIF  &_  JQF"GF  E}TSF/GF  VG]EJMDF\YL  VF56F  VFlNJF;L  EF.vAC[GM
36] \  AW]  XLbIF  K[P

&_  JQF"GL  IMHGFVMGF  VG[  JRGMGF  5lZ6FDM  HMIF
5KL4 VF56[ DFGJ]\ 50[ S[ OST A\WFZ6 5|DF6[ VG];}RLT
HG  HFlTGF  DF8[GL  HJFANFZLVM  5}ZL  SZJFYL  WFIF"
5lZ6FDM  GYL  D?IFP  VF  GSSZ  ;tIGM  :JLSFZ  SZLG[
U]HZFTGL  lJSF;  IF+FDF\  VFlNJF;L  AF\WJM  ;lS|I
EFULNFZ  AG[4  lJSF;GF  CSSNFZ  AG[  VG[  pHHJ/
5lZ6FDM  5|F%T  SZ[  V[J]\  :J%G  ;FSFZ  SZJFGL  VDFZL
G[D  K[P  VF  ;gDFGGLI  ;EFU'C  ;D1F  ZFHIGL  !5
8SF  H[8,L  HG  ;\bIF  WZJFTF  VFlNJF;L  ;DFHGF
;XlSTSZ6  DF8[4  T[DGL  1FDTFGL  J'lwW  DF8[  VG[  T[DGF
wJFZF  VG[  T[DGF  YlS    lJSF;GF  GJF  VJ;ZMGM  JW]DF\
JW] ,FE ,[ T[ DF8[4 jICFtDS ZLT[ VG[ lGlTUT ZLT[ GJM
jI]C  V5GFJJFGL  VFJxISTF  K[P  VF  ;gDFGGLI
;EFU'C  VFlNJF;LVMGF  X{1Fl6S  VG[  VFlY"S
SFI"S|DMDF\  YI[,  U]6FtDS  ;]WFZF  VG[  5lZ6FD  ,1FL
JT"DFG ;ZSFZGL SFI"l;wWVMYL ;]DFlCTUFZ K[ HP

VF  ;gDFGGLI  ;EFU'CV[  JFTG]\  ;F1FL  K[  S[
!)*$  YL  VFlNHFTL  5[8F  IMHGFYL  VFlNJF;LVMGL
lJSF; IMHGFGM VFZ\E YIMP DMlNzLGL ;ZSFZ AGL T[ 5}J"[
Z__!    ;]WLDF\  V[8,[  S[  Z*  JQF"  NZlDIFG  DF+  VFXZ[
~FP&5__ SZM0 BR"JFDF VFjIF4 HIFZ[ Z__Z YL Z__*
NZdIFG V[8,[ S[ K[<,F 5F\R H JQF"DF\ VFXZ[ ~FP &___
SZM0 H[8,M BR" VF ;ZSFZ[ SIM" K[P Z* JQF"DF\ ~FP &5__
SZM0  VG[  5F\R  JQF"DF\  ~FP  &___  SZM0  VF  TOFJT

SM.G] \  56  wIFG  B[ \R[  T[JM  K[P  V[8,] \  H  GlC  5Z\T]
U]HZFT  5[8G"GF  DFwIDYL  VFlNHFlT  S<IF6GF  DM0[,GF
VD,DF\ U]HZFTG[ GM\W5F+ ;O/TF D/L K[P VFlNJF;L
B[0}TMG[  HDLGGF  58'F  VF5JF  AFATDF\  U]HZFT  ;DU|
N[XDF\  5|YD  CZM/DF\  ZCI] \   K[P  VG[  ALHL  JW]
##$$ S]8]\AM DF8[ ZZ#& C[S8Z HDLG p5,aW CM.4 VF
V\U[GL NZBF:T D\H]ZL VY[“ S[gN= ;ZSFZG[ DMS,L VF5[,
K[P VG[ VF V\U[ S[gN= ;ZSFZGL D\H]ZLGL ZFC HMJF. ZCL
K[P  V[S  ZFHI  ;ZSFZ  DF8[  VF  AFATMGM  ;\TMQF  VG[
UF{ZJ  CM.  XS[4  5Z\T]  ZFHIGF  lJSF;GL  VDFZL  G[D
K[P  T[D  VD[  VFlNHFlT  S<IF6  DF8[  CH]DM8L  CZ6OF/
EZJF  DFULV[  KLV[P  VF  ZFHI  ;ZSFZ  :5Q856[  DFG[
K[ S[ lJSF; ;J" 5MQFS CMI4 lJSF; ;J" ;DFJ[XS CMI VG[
lJSF;  ;J"N[XL  CMIP  VF  VlEUDG[  RlZTFY"  SZJF  DF8[
VFUFDL !!DL 5\RJQFL"I IMHGFGF v VFUFDL 5F\R JQF"
NZlDIFG  VFlNHFTLGF  ;JF"UL  S<IF6GM  SFI"S|D  l;wW
SZJF  DF8[  ~FP  !5___  SZM0G] \   5[S [H  VD,DF\
D}SJFGM  ;\S<5  SIM"  K[P  !))$  YL  VtIFZ  ;]WLGF  #Z
JQF "DF \  YI[,  S],  BR"  SZTF  56  S[8FI  36F[  JWFZ[
BR"4  5F\R  H  JQF"DF\  ~FP!5___  SZM0G] \  5[S[H  V[S
V{TLCFl;S 38GF AGL ZC[X[P
VF  ;gDFGGLI  ;EFU'CG[  H6FJTF\  UF {ZJ  YFI  K[
S[  ccJGA\W]  S<IF6  IMHGFcc  lJSF;G] \  :J%G] \  ;FSFZ
SZX[P  ~FP  !5___  SZM0GF  5[S[HGL  ~5Z[BF  VF
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;gDFGGLI  ;EFU'C  ;D1F  C] \   5|:T]T  SZ] \   K] \P
s!f 5F\R ,FB S]8]\AM DF8[ ZMHUFZ ,1FL SFI"S|D X~
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v    V[JF  VFlNJF;L  S]8] \AM  S[  H[GL  D]bI  jIlST  TZLS[
DlC,F  CMI  T[JF  S]8 ] \AMG[  VFlNJF;L  S<IF6
IMHGFVMDF\  5|FYlDSTF  VF5JLP
sZf lX1F6GL U]6JTF VG[ prR VeIF;M p5Z EFZ
v  TF,]SF  lJ7FG  5|JFCGL  prRTZ  DFwIlDS  XF/FVM
BM,JLP
v  5;\N  SZ[,F  !___  VFlNJF;L  lJnFYL"VMG[  ptTD
S1FFGF  VFJF;LI lJnF,IDF\   5|J[X  D/[  VG[  ;J"z[Q9
lxF1F6 5|F%T SZ[ T[ DF8[ VFIMHG SZJ]\ VG[ VFlNHFlTGF
lJnFYL"VM  DF8[    8[,[g8    5],G]\  lGDF"6    SZJ]\
v    VFlNHFTL  TF,]SFDF\  GJMNI  VYJF  V[S,jI  H[JL
lGJF;L  XF/F  BM,JL  VG[  XC[ZMGL  z[Q9  XF/FVM  H[JL
U]6JTF;EZ AGFJJLP
v SM,[HGF lJnFYL"VM DF8[ JW] !__ KF+F,IGL :YF5GF
SZJLP
v  D[l0S,  SM,[H4  .HG[ZL  SM,[H4  5M,L8[SGLS,  SM,[H4
G;L"U  SM,[H  VG[  VF.P8LPVF.P  ;lCTGF  z[Q9  X{1Fl6S
V[SDM  VFlNJF;L  lJ:TFZMDF\  :YFl5T  SZJFP
v  5Z\5ZFUT  VF8";4  SMD;"  VG[  ;FIg;  H[JL  SM,[HMGF
V[SDM  V\TlZIF/  TF,]SFDF\  X~  SZJFP
s#f VFlNJF;L lJ:TFZMGM VFlY"S lJSF; J[UJ\TM AG[
v  pt5FlNT  RLHMG[  IMuI  AHFZ  D/[  VG[  5Z\5ZFUT
SF{X<IG[  VFlY"S  VFWFZ  D/[  T[  wIFG  ZFBL  lJ:TFZJFZ4
5Z\5ZFUT  VFlY"S  5|J'lTVM  VM/BL  SF-L4  T[G]\  S,:8Z
AGFJL4  ;\Sl,T  VFlY"S  lJSF;GM  VlEUD  V5GFJJMP
TF,]SFlN9  JQF["  ~FP  !  SZM0GL  OF/J6LGL  G[D  K[P
v    GHLSGF  lJS;[,F  VFlY"S  DYSM  ;FY[  V\TZLIF/
lJ:TFZGM VFlNJF;L EFULNFZ AGL XS[ T[ DF8[ VF\TZDF/
BFlSI ;]lJWFVM lJSF;JJL ;]lJWFVM lJS;FJJL VG[ Z;
WZFJGFZFVMG[ T[JL 5|J'lTVM ;FY[ HM0JFP
v  VFlNJF;L  lJ:TFZMDF\  5Z\5ZFUT  H[  ;FWGM  K[P  T[GL
U]6JTF  JW[  VG[  H[  p5,aW  SFRM  DF,  K[  T[DF\  D}<I
J'lwW  YFI  H[GM  ;LWM  ,FE  VFlNJF;L  ;]WL  5CM\R[  T[JL
jIJ:YF p5,aW SZFJJLP

s$f ;F{G[ DF8[ VFZMuI ov
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K  JQF"  ;]WLGF  AF/  lXX]VMG[  S'5MQF6YL  lGJFZJFGL
IMHGFVM G[ JW] WlGQ9 VG[ JW] V;ZSFZS AGFJXF[P
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T[J] \   VFIMHGP
s&f 5LJFG]\ 5F6L ov
v  VFJTF  5F \R  JQFM "DF \  TDFD  VFlNJF;L  S]8 ] \AMG[
;]Zl1FT  VG[  :JrK  5LJFGF  5F6LGL  ;UJ0  VMKFDF\
VMKF  Z5  8SF  S]8] \AMG[  5F.5  ,F.G  wJFZF  5LJFG] \
5F6L D/L ZC[ T[JL jIJ:YFP
s*f l;\RF. ov
v  H}Y  IMHGF  p5Z  lJX[QF  EFZ  D}SJFDF\  VFJX[P
v    R[S0[DM  lGDF"6  SZJFDF\  VFJX[P
v  JM8ZX[0  p5Z  VFWFlZT  H/  ;\U|C  :YFGG]\  lGDF"6
SZJFDF\  VFJX[P
v 85S l;\RF. 5wWlT DF8[ lWZF6 VG[ 8[SGLS, ;]lJWFVM
D/L ZC[ T[ DF8[ VFIMHGP
s(f AFZDF;L Z:TFVM ov
v  VFlNJF;L  lJ:TFZMDF\  AGTF  Z:TFVMGL  U]6JTFDF\
;]WFZM  SZJFDF\  VFJX[P
v CF,GF Z:TFGL DZFDT DF8[ BF; VFIMHG
v  Z5_  YL  VMKL  J:TL  WZFJTF  TDFD  Ol/IFVMG] \
Z:TFYL  HM0F6  SZJFDF\  VFJX[P
s)f JLH/LGL ;FJ"l+S p5,aWTF ov
v  UZLAL  Z[BFYL  GLR[  H]JTF  TDFD  VFlNJF;L  S]8]\AMGF
3ZMG] \   lJGFD]<I[  lJH/LSZ6  AFSLGF  TDFD  5[8F
5ZFVMG] \   lJH/LSZ6  V\TlZIF/  VG[  K]8FKJFIF
lJ:TFZMDF\  J{Sl<5S  jIJ:YF  TZLS  ;}I"  pHF"G]\  VFIMHGP
s!_f XC[ZL lJSF; ov
v    !#  VFlNJF;L  J:TL  WZFJTF  XC[ZMGM  VFlY"S  VG[
;F\:S'lTS S[gN= TZLS[ lJSF;P
v VFUFDL  5F\R  JQF "DF\  TDFD  TF,]SFGF  D]bI
D]YSG] \  A|M0  A[g0YL  HM0F6  SZJFDF\  VFJX[P
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EFZTDF\  5|J'lTVMo
5\l0T  xIFDHL  S'Q6JDF"GL  H[D  ;ZNFZl;\C  ZF6FV[  56
VG[S  lXQIJ'lTVM  HFC[Z  SZL  CTLP  ;G[  !)_5  GF
l0;[dAZGF\  c.lg0IG  ;MlXIM,MlH:8c  GF  V\SDF
;ZNFZl;\C  ZF6FV[  VF5[,  +6  lXQIJ'lTVMGL  HFC[ZFT
SZL CTLP ~FPZ___qv ~l5IF A[ CHFZGL V[S V[JL +6
lXQIJ'lTVM  D[/JGFZ  5C[,F  +6  EFuIXF/L  EFZTLIM
VF  5|DF6[  CTFP
!f  lXJFHL  lXQIJ'lTo  lJGFISZFJ ;FJZSZ
Zf DCFZF6F 5|TF5  lXQIJ'lTo  SG{IF,F, JDF"
#f VSAZ lXQIJ'lTo 5|EFT ;LP;[G
T[DH EFZTDF\  ZCLG[ EFZTGL  :JT\+TF DF8[  SFI"  SZGFZ
jIlSTVMG[ 56 +6  lXQIJ'lTVM VF5JFGM  lGWF"Z SZ[,P
T[DH  EFZTDF\  AMdA  AGFJJFG]\  ;FlCtI  5CMRF0J]\4
ClYIFZM  V[S9F  SZL  EFZTDF\  DMS,JFG] \   SFD
;ZNFZl;\C  ZF6F  SZTF  CTFP
JLZ  ;FJZSZGF  5|lTA\lWT  5]:TS  c!(5*  GM  :JFT\È
;\U|FDc  GL  GS,M  ;ZNFZl;\C  ZF6FV[  5M\l0R[ZL  DFZOT
EFZTDF\  5CM\RF0[,LP  V[JL  H  ZLT[  xIFDHLGF  J'T5+G]\
c.lg0IG  ;MlXIM,MlH:8c  D[0D  SFDFGF  VBAFZ
cT,JFZc  VG[  cDNG  T,JFZc  ,F,F  CZNIF/G\\  cUNZc
;FDlIS  5|lTA\lWT  CMJF  KTF\  56  EFZTDF\  UD[  T[
ZLT[  5CM\RL  HT]\  CT]\P  EFZTGF  I]JFGMG[  VF  ;FDlISM
VG[ J'T5+ 3[,\] ,FUT] CT]\P VG[ ;DFRFZM JF\RJFG]\ V[S
HFTG] \   jI;G  Y.  UI] \  CT]P  VF  SFD  ;ZNFZl;\C
ZF6F  H  SZTF  CTFP
;ZNFZl;\C ZF6FV[ VF5[,  lXQIJ'lTVM
.lg0IF CFp; o
.gl0IG 8=FJ[,L\U O[,MXL5 WZFJGFZF ;HHGM VG[ ALHF
IMuI  EFZTLIMG[  ZC[JF  DF8[    3Z  VYJF  CM:8[,  H[J]\
lGJF;:YFG  S[  H[G]\  GFD  c.lg0IF  CFp;c  CX[  T[  T{IFZ
SZJFG]\  VFIMHG  Y.  Zæ]\  K[P  VG[  AMHFD]ST  lD,ST
CMG"ALGF  V[S  lC:;F  SF.U[8  BFT[  BZLNJFDF\  VFJL  K[
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S[ H[ ;ZSFZL VF\S0FVM D]HA ,\0GGM ;F{YL JWFZ[ VFZMuI5N
lJ:TFZ K[ VG[ ;DU| I]PS[P DF\ ;F{YL VMKM D'tI] NZ WZFJ[
K[ VF lD,ST 8=Fg;GL GHLS K[P VG[ U6 Z[,J[ :8[XGGM
YM0L  lDlG8M  5U  Z:T[  K[  T[D  H  JM8Z  ,M  5FS"4  CF.U[8
J}0h  VG[  SJLg;  J}0GL  ;FJ  GHLSDF\  K[P
VF DSFG .DFZT 5MTFGL DF,LSLGL HDLG p5Z K[ VG[
CF,DF  T[DF\  Z5  jIlSTVMGL  ZC[9F6GL  ;]lJWFJF/]  K[
ElJQIDF\  T[DF\  5RF;  jIlSTGM  ;DFJ[X  Y.  XS[  T[JL
jIJ:YF  SZJFDF\ \   VFJL  ZCL  K[P  ,[SRZ  ~D4
,FI A[ |ZL4  VG[  ZL0L \U  ~D
AWFH  V[S  H  O,MZ  p5Z  VFJ[,F  K[  VG[  VF  ZLT[  AWL
;C;A\WS 5|J'lT VG[ VeIF; V[SH O,MZ 5Z D/[ K[P VFH
5|DF6[ DGMZ\HG DF8[ 8[lG; SM8"4 HLdG[HL5 JU[Z[ DF8[ 5]ZTL
HuIF  K[P1

VF  ;\:YFGM  JCLJ8  DF+  EFZTLIMGF  CFYDF\  K[  VG[
ZC[9F6GL  ;]lJWF  VMS;O0"GL  Z:SLG  SM,[H  H[JL  H  CX[
VF  ;\:YFGL  CNDF\  SM.56  HFTGF  DFNS  5NFYM"
V[,Fp GYL H[ ;HHGM .g0LIG 8=FJ[,L\U O[,MXL5 WZFJ[ K[P
T[VMG[  VF  ;UJ0TFVM  AN,DF+  &  XL,L\U  V[8,[S[
~FP!Z__  NZ  V9JF0LI[  RFH"~5[  ,[JFDF\  VFJX[  VG[
VgI lGJF;LVM DF8[ VF RFH" H[ BF; XZTM VG[ lGIDM
GSSL  SZFI  T[  5|DF6[  ZC[X[P
VF  ;UJ0TFGM  ,FE  ,[JF  .rKTF  VZHLSTF"VMV[  GLR[
;CL SZGFZ ;FY[ 5+ jIJCFZ SZJMP2

s;CLo xIFDHL S'Q6JDF"f
.g0LIG 8=FJ[,LU O[,MXL5o
DãF;  VG[  5\HFA  I]lGJl;"8LGF  H[  lJnFYL"VM  lJlJW
5ZL1FFVMDF\  prRTD  U]6M  ;FY[  !)_5  DF\  5F;
YI[,  CMI  T[JF  VG[  VF  IMHGFGL  HFC[ZFTGF  S|D
G\P!  VG[  Z  GL  XZTMG[  VFWLG  sH[  HFC[ZFT  .g0LIG
;MXLIM,MHL:8GF  HFgI]P  !)_5  GF  V\SDF  5|l;wW  Y.
CTLPf  5F+TF  WZFJTF  CMI  T[JF  IMuI  pD[NJFZ  H[
prRTZ VeIF; SZJF DFUTF CMI VYJF BF; SFZlSNL"
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30JF  DF \UTF  CMI  VG[  VF  IMHGFGM  ,FE  ,[JF
DF\UTF  CMI  T[JF  EFZTLIMG[  #!  HFgI]VFZL  !)_&
5C[,F  D/L    HFI  T[  ZLT[  VZHLVM  SZJF  lJG\TLP
GLR[  ;CL  SZGFZ  D] \A.4  S,STF  VG[  V<CFAFN
I]lGJl;"8LGF  U[|HI]V[8;  5F;[YL  VG[  ALHF  EFZTLI
ZFHIMDFYL IMuI ,FISFT WZFJTF pD[NJFZM 5F;[YL VF
IMHGFGL  S,Dv#  G[  VFWLG  ZCL  VFJLH  VZHLVM
D\FUJFDF\ VFJ[ K[ JW] DFlCTL DF8[ GLR[ ;CL SZGFZ ;FY[
5+ jIJCFZ SZJMP3

s;CLP xIFDHL S'Q6JDF"f
W .g0LIG CMD~, ;M;FI8Lo
VM,LS[XG OMD"
cW  .g0LIG  CMD~,  ;M;FI8Lc  GF  ;eI5N  VG[  W
.g0LIG ;MXLIM,MHL:8GL DOT 0L,[JZL ;FY[GL S], OL#
;[g8   VYJF ~FP !v5v_ JFlQF"SP
DG[   p5Z H6FJ[,L ;M;FI8LGF pN[XMDF 5]ZL ;CFG]E}lT
K[  VG[  C] \  VF  ;M;FI8LGM  ;eI  AGJF  .rK\]  K\ ]  VF
;FY[  C]\  #  lX\,L\UGL  OL  ;FD[,  SZ\]  K]\P
;CLPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPP
;ZGFD]PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPP
GMDLG[XG sJFZ;NFZf 4

1)
2)
VF  GM\W6LGL  VZHL  ;[S[|8ZL  jq_  xIFDHL  S'Q6JDF"  *4
SJLg;J]0 V[JgI]4 CFIU[84 ,\0G sGMY"f GF GFD[ DMS,JLP
IMHGF o
[1] GLR[ ;CL SZGFZ K 8=FJ[,L\U O[,MXL5 X~ SZJF DFU[
K[  S[  H[G]\  NZ[S  DF8[G]\  D}<I  ~FP  Z___qv  sA[  CHFZf
CX[  VG[  H[  EFZTLI  U[ |HI]V[8G[  T[DG] \   .u,[g0DF\
lX1F6  5]Z]  SZJFDF\ \  VYJF  :JT\+  W\WFSLI  SFZlSNL"
30JFDF\  DNN~5  YX[  HM  p5ZMST  IMuI  pD[NJFZ  G
D/[  TM  IMuITF  WZFJTF  VgI  pD[NJFZMG[  T[  OF/JJFDF\
VFJX[P
[2] p5ZMST K DF\YL 5F\R O[,MXL5 cCA"8c :5[g;Z .g0LIG
O[,MXL5c GF GFDYL VM/BFX[P VG[ K9'L O[,MXL5 HIFZ[
56  5\HFA  I]lGJl;"8LGF  EFZTLI  lJnFYL"G[  OF/JFI
tIFZ[ T[ c:JFDL NIFG\N ;Z:JTL O[,MXL5c TZLS[ VM/BFX[
[3] JQF"  !)_5  DF\  A[  O[,MXL5  VF5JFDF\  VFJX[  VG[
T[8,L  H  ;\bIFDF\  5KLGF  JQF [“  !)_&  DF\  VG[
tIFZAFN  !)_*  DF\  GLR[GL  XZTMV[  V5FX[  5;\NULGM
S|D !)_5 D]\A. VG[ S,S¿F4 !)_& DãF; VG[ 5\HFA
VG[!)_*  DF\  V<CFAFN  VG[  D]\A.  VF  ZLT[  VFU/
p5Z ZM8[XGDF\P5

XZTMo
[1] V[JF EFZTLIM  S[ H[ D]\A.4 S,STF4 DãF;4 5\HFA

VG[  V<CFAFN  I]lGJl;"8LVM  DF\YL  prR  U]6FS  ;FY[
ALPV[P5F;  YI[,  CMI  T[JF  lJnFYL"VM  VF  O[,MXL5  DF8[
,FIS U6FX[P
[2] HM  ALPV[PGF  IMuI  pD[NJFZ  5|F%T  G  YFI  TM
O[,MXL5 V[,PV[,P ALP4 V[,PV[DP V[g0 ;LP VYJF V[DPAL4
ALP V[;P;LP4 V[,P ;LP.P VYJF ALP;LP.P 5ZL1FF prR
U]6F\S  ;FY[  5F;  YI[,  pD[NJFZMG[  OF/JJFDF\  VFJX[P
[3] HM  VFD  KTF\  SM.  HuIF  BF,L  ZC[  TM  SM.56
SFZ6;Z  GLR[  ;CL  SZGFZ  VgI  SM.56  ,FISFT
pD[NJFZG[ 5;\N SZJF :JT\+ K[P
[4] 5;\N  YI[,F  pD[NJFZ[  T[GL  5;\NULGF  ;DIYL  A[
DlCGFGF  ;DIDF\  EFZT  KM0L  .\u,[g0  HJF  ZJFGF
YJ]\  50X[P  VG[  EFZT  KM0IFGL  TFZLBYL  5}ZF  A[  JQF"
.\u,[g0  S[  I]ZM5  S[  VD[lZSFDF\  ZC[J\]  50X[  VG[  T[DF\YL
NZ[S  JQF"GF  VMKFDF\  VMKF  K  DF;  DF8[  .\u,[g0GF
SM. 3Z S[  CM:8[,DF\  ZC[J] 50X[ GLR[ ;CL STF" D\H}Z SZL
CMI  T[JL  AM0L¥U  S[  ,MHDF\  NZ  V9JF0LIF  ~FP!Zv__
s!&  lX,L\Uf  GL  HMUJF.  SZJFDF\ \  VFJX[  pD[NJFZ
5MTFGL 5;\NULGL SM.56 SFZlSNL" 5;\N SZLXSX[P
[5] p5ZMST  lGID  G\P5  G] \   p<,\WGGF  lS:;FDF\
O[,MXL5 V[ H SFZ6[ ZNAFT, YX[P pD[NJFZG]\  :8F.Og0
5F\R  VW"JFlQF"S  C%TFDF\  VF5JFDF\  VFJX[P  VG[  ;F{
5|YD  C%TM  T[G[  EFZT  KM0TF  5C[,F  V[S  V9JFl0IF
VUFp  VF5JFDF\  VFJX[P
[6] NZ[S pD[NJFZ S[ H[ O[,MXL5GM ,FE ,[JF DFUTM CMI
T[6[  !(  JQF "GL  pDZ  5}ZL  SZ[,  CMJL  HM.V[P  VG[
;MU\NGFD]\  VF5J]  50X[  S[  T[  EFZT  5FKF  OIF"  5KL
lA|8LX ;ZSFZ  sV\U[|H ;ZSFZf C:TSGL SM.56 HuIF4
GMSZL  S[  ;[JFDF\  ;J[TG  S[  VgI  ;[JFDF\  HM0FX[  GCLP6

[7] JW]DF\ T[ GLR[ ;CL SZGFZG[ V[ ,[lBT BFTZL VF5X[
S[  VF  V[U|LD[g8GL  TFZLBYL  X~  SZLG[  NX  JQF"GF  UF/
FDF\  T[  VF  ZSD  ~FP  Z___qv  sO[,MXL5GL  ZSDf  NZ
JQF[“ $ 8SFGF ;FNF jIFH ;FY[ GLR[ ;CL SZGFZG[ VYJF
T[ H[G[ 5MTFGF JTL lGI]ST SZ[ T[ jIlST S[ jIlSTVMG[ 5ZT
SZX[  T[DH  p5ZMST  ZSD  l;JFIGL  HMSM.  VFJL  ZSD
V5FI  CMI  TM  T[  56  VFH  ZLT[  5ZT  SZX[P
[8] VF  AWL  ZSD  H[  VF  ZLT[  V5FX[  VG[  5ZT  VFJX[
T[  JWFZF  ;FY[  O[,MXL5GF  C[T]  DF8[  O\0DF  ;DFJ[X  SZFX[
VG[ ;DIF\TZ[ T[DF JWFZM YX[ VG[ V5FX[P
[9] VF  V[U|LD[g8DF\  V[JL  56  HMUJF.  ZC[X[  H[  NZ[S
pD[NJFZ[  EFZT  KM0TF  5C[,F  5MTFGF  HLJG  p5Z  ~FP
5___qv YL JW] GCL\ T[JM  lJDM pTFZFJ[,M CMJM HM.V[
VG[  T[G]\  l5|DLID  pD[NJFZ[  EZJFG]\  ZC[X[  VG[  VFJF
lJDFGL 5M,L;LVG[ H~ZL SFU/M TYF lJDFGL 5CM\RM GLR[
;CL SZGFZ[ ;]5|T SZJFGF ZC[X[ H[ T[ pD[NJFZG[ V5FI[,L
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ZSDGL  l;SIMZL8L  ~5[  ZFBJFDF\  VFJX[  HM  GF6F  5]ZF
SZJFGF  ;DIUF/F  5C[,F  HM  pD[NJFZG] \  D'tI]  YFI
TM  T[JF  ;\HMUMDF\  GLR[  ;CL  SZGFZF  VYJF  T[GF  JTL
lGI]ST jIlST S[ jIlSTVM lJDFGL ZSDDF\YL 5MTFGF GLS/
TF GF6F ,. VG[  tIFZ AFNGL ZSD HM JWTL CX[ TM H[
T[  pD[NJFZGF  ;UF  S[  JFZ;G[  ;]5ZT  SZX[  HM  pD[NJFZ
T[GL  O[,MXL5GL  ZSD  p5ZMST  ;DI  5C[,F  5ZT  SZX[
TM  T[GL  VF  5M,L;L  T[G[  5ZT  VF5JFDF\  VFJX[P7

[10] +6  JQF"GF  ;DI  5C[,F  HM  VF  IMHGF  ;O/
;FlAT YFI TM GLR[   ;CL SZGFZ T[G[ SFIDL WMZ6[ RF,]
ZC[TL :SLDDF H~ZL O\0 ;FY[ X~ ZFBX[P
VF IMHGFGM ,FE ,[JF .rKTF pD[NJFZ[  T[DGL pDZGF
ZFQ8=LITF4 lX1F6 JU[Z[GF VFWFZM ;FY[ H~ZL GS,M HM0L
GLR[GF ;ZGFD[ VZHL SZJLP
A[lZ:8Z ;ZNFZl;\C ZF6FGL KF+J'lTGL HFC[ZFTo
0L;[dAZGM V\S :JN[XFlEDFGL KF+J'lTVM KJFI[,M ZæM m
V[0D\0 AS" VG[ U6[X JF;]N[J HMXLGF GFD[ A[  jIFbIFG
DF/FVMGL  3MQF6F  SZJFDF\\  VFJL    A[lZ:8Z  ;ZNFZl;\C
ZF6FV[  sCMD~,  ;M;FI8LGF  p5FwI1Ff  +6  O[,MlX5GL
HF6  SZTM  5+  ,bIM  T[  VF  V\SDF\  K5FIM  K[P  !Z4
GJ[dAZ4  !)_5  GF  5FlZ;YL  ,BFI[,F  5+DF\  cZF6F
5|TF5l;\Cc clXJFHL DCFZFHc VG[ c SM. V[S pNFZJFJFNL
D]l:,D  lR\TSc  GF  GFDGL  KF+J'lTVMGM  lGN[“X  K[P
;ZNFZl;\C ZF6FV[ ,\0GGL .lg0IG ;M;FI8LGF 5|D]BG[
V[S 5+ ,BLG[ H6FjI]\P S[ UMB,[ H[JF  lA|l8X ;gDFGMG[
RF,]  ZFBGFZ  G[TFGF  DFGDF\  EMHG  ;DFZ\E  VG]lRT
CTMP9

;ZNFZl;\C ZF6FGL +LHL KF+J'lTG[ VSAZG]\ GFD
V5FIFGL DFlCTL VF V\SDF\ D/[ K[P
V[l5|,GF  V\SDF\  KF+J'lT  D[/JGFZFVMGL  IFNL
VF5JFDF\  VFJLP  lJ;DL  ;NLGF  5C[,F  NXSFDF  H[
H}JFG  EFZTLIM  VeIF;GF  lGlDT[  .\u,[g0  UIF  T[DF\GF
36FBZF  c.lg0IF  CFp;c  DF\  S |F \ lTGL  lN1FF  5FdIFP
JLZ  ;FJZSZ  VG[  DNG,F,  WL\UZF  VFDF\  D/[  K[P  VF
N"lQ8V[ ;\5}6" IFNL Z;5|N Y. 50X[P
[1] CA"8" :5[g;Z O[,MlX5 ov5ZDGFY  R{8ZHLP
S,STF
[2] :JFDL NIFG\N O[,MlX5 ov  DM.G]lNG  VCDN4
V<CFAFN4 T\+Lo W .lg:8L8I]8 U[h[8c V,LU-
[3] ZF6F 5|TF5 O[,MlX5 ov SgC{IF,F, JDF"4 pNI5]Z
[4] lXJFHL O[,MlX5  ovlJGFIS  NFDMNZ  ;FJZSZ4
T\+Lov lJCFZL4 D]\A.
[5] VSAZ O[,MlX5 ov 5|EFT ;LPV[GP S,STF
[6] EFZTLI jIFbIFG DF/FVM ov V[0D\0 AS"4
,[SRZlX5o VFZPHLP 5|WFG4 D]\A.

U6[X JF;]N[J HMXL ,[SRZlX5ov  lJGFIS GFZFI6
DGMCZ4 D]\A.4
:JN[XL  pnMUGF  VFJF0"S
VF  p5ZF\T  VgI  DF8[  c.rKFc  jIST  SZF.  T[  V[DPV[GP
NT4  V[GP;[G4  N,5TZFD  .rKFZFD  5F9S4  I]UNT4
V1FIS]DFZ ZFI4 S[P ;MDGFY4 8LPALP EFGU[4 V[,PV[DPZFI4
V[;PVFZPEFUJT4  C[DR\ã  A[GZHL4  ;TLQFR\ã  ;[G4
SFlT"SRZ6 lGIMUL4 ClZ‘R\ã TF,RLSZ4 DgDYGFY R[8ZHL4
5\RFGG 3MQF64 V[GP;LPDC[XP10

JFDG  HLPN[;F.4  .gã  DFWJ  Dl,S4  Z3]JLZ  5|;FN  BZ[4
AF5]ZFJ  ZFDR\ã  VJT[4  ClZNF;  AMh4  H[P  ;HF6F4
V[DPV[;PDF:8Z4  H[PS[PNF;  U]%TF4  ;]Z[X  ;LP  lGIMUL4
ELDZFJ4  CLZF,F,;]N4  ClZNF;  AMh4  N[JL5|;FN  X]S,4
V[DPX\SZ GFZFI64 T,DFhC];[G4 DGMCZ,F,4 VFZPV[GP
VFU;SZ4  C[DF \UGFY  A[GZHL4  ZTGHL  ;ZN[XHL4
V[;PV[DPDC[D]N4 KM8]ZFD4 GZ[gã GFY AMh4 V[P ZFDFZFJ4
S[PV[DP5FZ3L4 V[;PR{,{IFP ;]AFZFJ C,S84 HLP ZFD[‘JZ
ZFJ4 lXJ5|;FN ZFIHFNF4 S[P0A<I]P ZFDFGFY4 V[;P;LP;[G4
N[JJ|T D]BZHLP 11

5FN GM\W
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EFZTLI ;DFHDF\ :+LG]\ :YFG 5]Z]QFGL ;ZBFD6LDF\ GLR]\
ZC[JF 5FdI] K[P :JT\+ EFZTDF\ A\WFZ6LI HMUJF.VM
VG[ DCL,FVMGL 5]Z]QF ;DMJ0L AGFJJF DF8[GL SFG}GL
HMUJF. CMJF KTF\ JT"DFG ;DIDF\ 56 :+L 5]Z]QF JrR[
V;DFGTFGL ;D:IF :5Q8 :J~5[ HMJF D/[ K[P
:+L ;XlSTSZ6 :+LXl1F6 T[DH DlC,F HFU'lT V\U[GF
VG[SlJW SFI"S|DM YIF CMJF KTF\ :+L NZHHFDF\ ;]WFZM
HMJF D/TM GYLP
:+L ;XSTLSZ6GL ;F{ 5|YD X~VFT !)(5 DF\ DlC,F
VF\TZZFQ8=LI ;\D[,G cG[ZMALc DF \ Y. CTLP :+L
;XlSTSZ6GM D]bI pN[ =X :+LVMG[ 5]Z]QF ;DS1F4
ZFHSLI4 XFZLlZS4 DFGl;S4 ;FDFlHS VG[ VFYL"S
1F[+MDF\ S]8]\A4 ;D]NFI ;DFH VG[ ZFQ8=GF ;\NE"DF\ lG6"I
,[JFGL :JFITTF K[P EFZTDF\ :+L ;XlSTSZ6GM
5|FYlDS pN[X :+LVMGL ;FDFlHS VFYL"S l:YlTG[ ;]WFZJFGM
K[P EFZTLI :JT\+TF ;\U|FDDF\ :+LVMGL E}lDSFG[ VFH[
N[X IFN SZTM GYLP 5Z\T] ;tI V[ K[ S[ S:T]ZAF4
SD,F GC[Z]\ JU[Z[V[ 36F AWF N]oB ;CG SZLG[ 5]+ VG[
5lTG] \  DGMA/ JWFI" ]  CT] \P hF \;LGL ZF6L
,1DLAF.4 A[UD CHZT DC,4 A[UD  lGTDC,4
D[0D SFDF4 ;ZMHLGL GFI0] \4 zLDTL V[GL A[;g84
.gNLZFU\FWL4 JU[Z[GF Al,NFGGL SCFGL VFH 56
.lTCF;GL ;F1FL 5]Z[  K[P VF ;\NE"DF\ 0MPZDL,F
YF5Z H6FJ[ K[ S[4
cc DlC,FGF :YFGDF\ 5lZJT"G ,FJJFGL 5|[Z6F ZFQ8=LI
VF\NM,G wJFZF Y. VF\NM,GGL X~VFT !) DL
;NLDF Y. CTLP T[GF[ ;FDFlHS 5|EFJ CH] ;]WL
VF56F 5Z N[BF. ZCIM K[P cc
VFD KTF\ VFhFNLGF &&v&* JQF" 5KL 56 :+LVMGF
;FDFlHS NZHHF VG[ VFZMuI1F[+[ ;]WFZM H6FTM GYLP
V[S VeIF;DF\ H6FjIF VG];FZ 5_@ ;FDFgI *_@
UE"JTL DlC,FVM VG[lDIF ZMUYL 5L0FI K[P Z5@
DFTF V5]ZTF 5MQF6GF SFZ6[ ;DI 5C[,F AF/SMG[ HgD
VF5[ K[P VYF"T A\WFZ61F[+[ SFG}GL HMUJF. CMJF KTF\
:+LVM JT"DFGDF\ 56 lGZ1FZ E'|6CtIF DFTFG]\ D'tI]

VtIFRFZ :+L v 5]Z]QF V;DFGTF JU[Z[ ;D:IFVMGM
;FDGM SZJM 50[ K[P
• EFZTDF\ :+L DTFlWSFZ ov
lA|8GGL DlC,FVMG[ (& JQF "GL ,F\AL ,0F. AFN
!)!( DF\ DT N[JFGM VlWSFZ 5|F%T YIM CTM 5Z\T] EFZTDF\
:+LG[ DT N[JFGM VlWSFZ !)!) DF\ 5|F%T YIM VG[ :JT\+
VlWSFZ !)Z& DF\ D?IM H[GF z[I EFZT 5|[DL4 lJN[XL
DlC,F zLDTL DFU"Z[8G[ HFI K[P ;FY[ ;FY[ R]\86LDF\ EFU
,[JF DF8[ A[ DlC,F SD,FN[JL VG[ D]T],1DLG[ !)Z& DF\
pEF SZFIF VG[ !)5_ DF\ EFZTDF\ :+LVMG[ ;\lJWFGDF\
;DFGTF VlWSFZM 5|F%T YIFP
DlC,F VFlY"S lJSF;GF SFI"S|DM ov
HJFCZ ZMHUFZ IMHGF sJ.R.U f V[5|L, !)() VGFDT
VFJF;G IMHGF E.A.S, !))# DF\ DlC,F VG[ AF/lJSF;
SFI"S|DJ.R.D.P!)(Zv(# DF\ 5_ lH<<FFDF\ ,FU]
5F0JFDF\ VFjIMP ZFQ8=LI ;FDFlHS ;CFITF SFI"S|D
sN.S.D.P.f SFI"S|D  !5  VMUQ8 !)55  DF\ X~VFT
SZJFDF\ VFJL H[DF\ ZFQ8=LI J'wWFJ:YF 5[gXG IMHGF4
ZFQ8=LI 5lZJFZ ,FE IMHGF4 ZFQ8=LI 5|;J ,FE IMHGF
H[JF SFI"S|DMGL X~VFT SZJFDF\ VFJLP
• VFlY"S lJSF;GL lJlXQ8 IMHGF o v
ccV5GL A[8L V5GF WGcc CZLIF6F ;ZSFZ[ DCFtDF
UF\WLGF !Z5 DF\ HgD lNJ;[ Z VMS8MdAZ !))$ DF\
VF5GL A[8L V5GF WGGL X~VFT SZL VF GJF
ZRGFtDS VlEUDG[ SFZ6[ ZFHI VG[ ZFQ8=G[ W6M ,FE
YX[ H[DF\ HFTL ;\T],G SZJL  VG[ KMSZL VG[ DF
A\G[GL 5lTQ9F SFIDL ZC[ T[JF C[T]YL VF IMHGF VD,DF\
D]SJFDF\ VFJLP
• ,uG1F[+[ :+LGM NZHHM o v
DFGJ ;DFH HLJGDF\ ,uG1F[+[ VG[SlJW SFINFVM H[JF S[
lCgN] D[Z[H V[S8 s !)55f SFINF wJFZF lCgN]  ;DFHDF\
:+Lv 5]Z]QFG[ ;DS1F NZHHM VF5JFDF\ VFjIM K[P
D]:,LD ;DFHDF\ D]:,LD ,uGGF lGIDM s!)55f 5FZ;L
,uGGF lGIDM s!)#&f VFNLJF;L ,uGGF lGIDM JU[Z[
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wJFZF EFZTLI ;DFHDF\ DlC,FVMG[ 5]Z]QF ;DS1F SF{8]\lAS
HLJGDF\ NZHHM VF5JFDF\ VFjIM K[P
DlC,FVM 5Z YTF VtIFRFZM N]Z SZJF DF8[ VG[SlJW SFINF
lGIDM  VD,L AGFJJFDF \ VFjIF K[P H[D S[
DlC,FVMGF jIlERFZ v VG{TLS jIF5FZ lGQF[3S lGID
s!)5&v!)5(f NC[H 5|lTA\WS SFG]G !)&! ZFHSLI 1F[+[
DlC,FVMG[ ##@ VGFDTGL HMUJF. 4 DlC,F
;XlSTSZ6 V\U[GF A\WFZ6LI VlWSFZM JU[Z[ DlC,F
;XlSTSZ6GL HFU'lT ,FJJF DF8[GF 5|IF;M CFY 3ZJFDF\
VFjIF K[P  VFD  KTF\ Indian Institute OfOpinion GF ;J"[1F6DF\ DlC,FVMGF 5|lTlGlWtJ V\U[GF
VlWSFZM VF5JFDF\ ;\TMQF5|N H6FjI] GYLP
• DFGJ VlWSFZ :+LGF ;\NE"DF\ HM.V[ TM :+L 56 V[S
DFGJL K[P ;DFHDF\ T[G]\ 56 DCtJG]\ :YFG K[P H[GF
JUZ ;DFH ;\EJ GYLP cc Life is a beautiful “
T[YL HLJG VF lJ`JF;[ HLJJ]\ HM.V[P“It was not only one, that there were peplewho suffered More than I am possibleimagine. I am so lucky. For all the Terriblethings that happen, you learn that Life goeson and that if you are fortunate enough tohave been given a second change , you haveto make the most of a new life"- “ The Sanday Times" V[S XFIZ SC[ K[  T[D  4
GX[DG 5Z GX[DG .; TZC 4 TFDLZ slGDF"6f SZTF
HF4 lS lAH,LIF lUZT[ lUZT[4 B]N CL A[HFZ sCTFXf
CM HFI cc
JT"DFG VF.P8LP I]UDF\ DlC,FVM 5]Z]QF ;DS1F NZ[S
1F[+DF\ ;FC;LS 5|J'lT SZLG[ ZFQ8=GL 5|UTL v 5ZLJT"GDF\
DlC,FG]\ IMUNFG VF5L ZCL K[P VG[ 5]Z]QF 5F;[YL
5MTFGF VlWSFZM DF\UTL Y. K[P
• EFZTLI GFZL lJSF; IMHGF o v
lJ`JF DlC,F ;\D[,G ;%8[dAZ !((5 DF\ GFZL lJSF;
IMHGF EFZT ;ZSFZ[ AGFJL DlC,F ZFQ8=LI VFIMUGL
VwI1F zLDlT DMZLGL ULZLGM DT GM\W K[ S[ 4
cc DlC,F HIF\ ;]WL 5MTFGF VlWSFZMGL ;FD[ ;\WQF" GCL
SZ[ tIF\ ;]WL 5]Z]QF ;DFH T[G[ S\. GCL VF5[cc
v VF\TZ ZFQ8=LI DlC,F JQF"  ;\I]ST ZFQ8= wJFZF
VF\TZZFQ8=LI DlC,F JQF"GL :YF5GF !)*5 DF\ Y. XF
DF8[ Y.m X] :+LG[ 3ZDF\ ALHF GFUlZS jIlST TZLS[
;DFHTF CTF\ V[8,F DF8[m 5]Z]QFG[ ;A/ Y.G[ lJ`JXF\lT
VG[ ;D'wWLGF ,LW[ ;\3QF" SZJM 50[ K[P TM XF\lTDF\ :+LGM
;CIMU H~ZL K[P VF GuG ;tIV[ ;\I]ST ZFQ8=;\WGF
5]Z]QF DFGJ ;DFHG[ ;DHDF\ VFJL UI] CX[P

• VF\TZQ8=LI DlC,F JQF"GF SFI"S|DM o v !)*5
EFZTDF\ VF\TZ ZFQ8=LI DlC,F JQF"DF\ DlC,F jIlSTtJ
lJSF; ;FDFlHS l:YlTGL ;]WFZ6F VFYL"S :JFJ,\AG GL
;D:IFVMG]\ lGJFZ6GF YM0F SFI"S|DM GSSL YIFP H[DF\
DlC,F ;dDFG VG[ ;D'wWL K[P H[D S[ XZFA A\WL4
VlGJFI" lX1FF4 ,uG DF8[ ;LJL, SM04 NC[H 5|YF4
AF/,uG4 VFtDlGE"ZTF4 XF;G jIJ:YFDF \
5|lTlGlWtJGF V\TU"T 5|YD VF\TZ ZFQ8=LI lJ`J DlC,F
;\D[,G D[S;LSM s!)*5f l£TLI 0[GDFS" s!)(_f T'TLI
G[ZMALs!)(5f RMY]\ RLGs !))5f DF\ IMHFI]\ CT]\P  H[DF\
VUFDL 5\RJQFL"I U]6FtDS ;\bIFtDS lGWF"Z64 ZFHlGlT
5|lS|IFDF\ DlC,F EFULNFZL ;\RFZ DFwIDM wJFZF ZH] YTL
;D:IFGL ZLTG]\ lGZL1F6 SZGFZL T[G[ ;]WFZJ]\ ;ZSFZL
lAG;ZSFZL ;\U9GGM ;CIMU :YF5LT SZJM ;FDFHLS
VFYL"S lJSF; wJFZF XFZLlZS DFG;LS :JF:yI ;[JF p5,aN
SZFJJFL X{1Fl6S NZHHDF\ ;DFGTF V5FJJFL JU[Z[
AFATM AWF H N[XMV[ DlC,FGL l:YTL ;]WFZJF 5|ItGM
SIF" K[P VFD KTF\ W6F AWF 1F[+MDF\ JT"DFG ;DIDF\
V;DFGTF HMJF D/[ K[P
c G[5M,LIG AMGF5F8" SC[ K[ S[ 4
ccD]H[ V[S IMuI DFTF NM 4
D[ T]dC[ IMuI ZFQ8= N]\UFPcc
VF ;\NE"DF\ SCL XSFI S[ N[X VG[ ;DFHGF GJ lGDF"6DF\
DlC,FVMGL EFULNFZL VlT VFJxIS K[P 5]Z]QFMDF\
HMJF D/TL 5|[Z6F XlST VG[ pQDF XlSTGF 5FIFDF\ GFZL
XlST ZC[,L K[P .P;P !)*5 DF\ !) H]G4 Z 4
H],F. 5|YD  VF\TZ ZFQ8=LI DlC,F ;\D[,GDF\ 5|YDJFZ
;\I]ST ZFQ8= ;\W[ DlC,F S<IF6 C[T]\G]\ VFIMHG SI]" CT]\
;DFHGL 5|UTL VG[ lJ`JX\FlT DF8[ DlC,F lX1F6 DlC,F
HFU'TL ,FJJFGF 5|IF;M :JFDL lJJ[SFG\N4 :JFDL
NIFG\N ;Z:JTL4 ZFHF ZFDDMCGZFI 4`JZR\N =
lJnF;FUZ4 DCFtDF UF \WLHL4 ;ZMHLGL GFI0] \
JU[Z[VMV[ 5|IF;M SIF" CTF\P H[DF\ DlC,F ;XlSTSZ6GL
5|lS|IFG[ J[U D/[,M HMJF  D/[ K[P H[DF ;ZSFZL VG[
:J{lrKS ;\U9GMGF 5|IF;MGL 56 VU|LDTF ZC[,L K[P
5\RFITL ZFHGM *# GF A\WFZ6LI ;]WFZFVMG[ 56
DlC,FVMGF T'TLI :YFGGL VGFDTGL HMUJF. SZ[,L
K[P H[GF ,LW[ DlC,F VFYL"S ;XlSTSZ6G[ 5|Mt;FCG
D?I] K[P H[GF V\TU"T DlC,F :JID l;wW SFI"S|D
.P;P Z__! DF\ X~ SIF" H[GF V\TU"T !!&P#_ SZM0
~l5IF OF/JJFDF \ VFjIF CTF \P H[DF \ DlC,F
ZMHUFZL4ZC[9F64VFZMuI DlC,FVMG[ :JFJ,\AL
AGFJJL DFTF AF/SMGF S<IF6 S[gN=GL HMUJF. SZJFD\F
V F J L P
8]\SDF\ ;ZSFZ VG[ :J{lrKS ;\U9GM wJFZF DlC,F ;XlSTSZ6
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DF8[ VG[S lJW 5|IF;M SZJFDF\ VFjIF KP[ VF 5|IF;MGF O/
:J~5[ :+LVMGF NZHHFDF\ :+L ;XlSTSZ6GM GM\W5F+
lJSF; VG[ 5|X\;GLI SFDULZL YI[,L HMJF D/[ K[P
VF p5ZF\T DlC,FV[ :JID ;XlSTSZ6 DF8[ HFU'T AGJ]\
H M . V [ P
• ;]RGM o v
s!f DlC,FVMV[ 5MTFGM ;FDFlHS NZHHM 8SFJL ZFBJF
DF8[ ;TT 5|ItGXL, VG[ HFU'T ZC[J] HM.V[P
sZf A\WFZ6LI VlWSFZ SFINFVMG]\ NZ[S 1F[+DF\ DlC,FVM
p5IMU SZTL YFI T[JF SFI"S|DMG]\ VFIMHG SZJ]\ HM.V[P
s#f ;DFHDF\ E'6 CtIFDF\ GSFZFtDS EFJGFVM NXF"JL
lG6"I ,[JFDF\ ;FC;LS AGL HLJG Z1F6 DF8[ ;FC;LS
5U,FVM ,[JF H~ZL K[P
s$f lX1F6DF\ KMSZFv KMSZLVMGM E[NEFJ ZFBJM
GCLP SFZ6 S[ 5]+MG[ HLJGDF\ lXl1FT 5tGL4 5]+LtIFZ[
H D/[ K[P HIFZ[ :+L lX1F6G[ 5|Mt;FCG V5FIP
s5f ZFHI ;ZSFZGL GFGF S]8]\AGL VlGJFI"TF ,FU]
5F0JL HM.V[ SFZ6 S[ GFGF S]8]\ADF\ JW] 50TF 5|IF;M
:+LG[ E'6CtIF TZO ,. HFI K[P
s&f N [X VG[ ;DFHGF GJ lGDF"6DF\ JW] G[ JW]
DlC,FGL EFULNFZL CMJL HM.V[P
s*f DlC,FGF jIlSTtJ lJSF;DF\ CSFZFtDS4 ZRGFtDS
lX1F6G]\ :YFG CMJ] HM.V[P
;DU| ZLT[ HM.V[ TM DlCF,FVMG]\ :YFG V[DF\YL pNEJTL
;D:IF VG[ VF ;\NE"DF\ :+LG]\ :YFG 8SFJL ZFBJF VG[
lJSF; SZJF V[8,[ DlC,F ;lXlSTSZ6 VF JT"DFG ;DIGL
U\ELZ R]GMTL K[P H[GF DF8[ ;ZSFZ VG[ :J{lrKS
;\:YFVMV[ VG[S 5|IF;M SIF" K[P  T[DF\ :+LVMV[ 56
HFU'T AGJ] HM.V[P

;\NE" ;}lR

:+L VG[ ;DFH v V[PHLPXFC  v H[PS[PNJ[ sVG0F
5|SFXGfP
:+LGM AN,FTM NZHHM VG[ E}lDSFv 0MPS<5GF
XFCv I]lGJl;"8L U|Y lGDF"6AM0"4 U]HZFT
ZFHI4 VDNFJFNP
DlC,FVM VG[ SFINM v 5|F [PALPV[RPUF\WLv
I]lGJl;"8L U|Y lGDF"6AM0"4 U]HZFT ZFHI4
VDNFJ FNP
EFZTDF\ :+LVMGM NZHHM v GLZF N[;F. v EUJTL
5|SFXGv VDNFJFNP
HFGL A/J\T  sZ__&f SgIF S[/J6L lJDX"4
VDNFJFN4 o 5F`J" 5a,LS[XGP
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∗ pàstaavanaa :
iSaxaNa Ao maanavaInaI maULaBaUta J#iryaataaomaaMnaI Aok J#iryaata Co.
mahaivaValaya Ao ]cca iSaxaNa pàapta krvaa maaTonauM pàqama saaopaana Co.
maaQyaimak iSaxaNa paUNa- qayaa baad ]cca iSaxaNa maoLavavaanaaM hotauqaI
ivaVaqaI-Aao mahaivaValayamaaM pàvaoSa maoLavao Co. mahaivaValaya Ao ]cca
iSaxaNanauM mauKya kon$ Co, taovauM khovau yaqaayaaogya khovaaSao. ]cca iSaxaNa
vyaiktanaaM Pvana GaDtarnaao paayaao Co Anao AanausaaMgaIk ivakasa
saaQavaamaaM sahayak banao Co. iSaxaNa pàapta  krvaanaao AiQakar saaO
kao[nao maLaola Co, Anao AaqaI J drok vyaikta taonaa manapasaMd ivaYayamaaM
&aana pàapta krI paaotaanaao ivakasa krI Sako Co Anao AatmainaBa-r banaI
Sako Co.
kao[ Aok ivaYayanaaM ivastaRta Anao }MDaNapaUva-knaaM AByaasanaI Sa#Aata
saamaanya rItao mahaivaValaya kaLaqaI qataI haoya Co. AhIM ivaVaqaI-
AvasqaamaaM tao AvanavaaM saMSaaoQanaao kro Co, navauM navauM SaIKao Co. paaotaanaI
sauYaupta SaiktaAaonao paNa bahar laavao Co. ivaVaqaI-AaomaaM rhola
SaiktaAaonauM pàdSa-na AhIM qaaya Co. paaotaanaamaaM rhola AavaDtaaonao
saJ-naatmak kaya- tarf vaaLavaa AMgaonaaM  GaDtarnauM kaya- mahaivaValaya
gàMqaalaya Wara qatauM haoya Co.
mahaivaValayamaaM caalataa AByaasak̀maao mauJba vaacanasaamagàInaa saMgàh
maaTo kao[ Aok caaokksa pàkarnauM inaiEvata JgyaaAo gàMqaalaya haovauM
AavaSyak Co. iSaxaNanaaM ]dSaao Anao ivaevaivaValayanaaM Qyaoyaaonao paUNa-
krvaa maaTo mahaivaValaya gàMqaalaya madd#pa banao Co. ivaVaqaI- svayaM
ivaVaSaIla Anao ivacaarSaIla banao tao AaQauinak iSaxaNanaao hotau Co,
taomaJ ivaVaqaI-Aao PvananaaM drok xao~amaaM paaotaanaI AatmainaBa-rtaa
saaibata krI Sako tao maaTonauM ]<ama sqaLa tao mahaivaValaya gàMqaalaya
Co, Anao Aa maaTo drok mahaivaValayamaaM Aok samaRW gàMqaalaya haovauM
AavaSyak Co. ]cca iSaxaNa ivaVaqaI-Aaonao Baaiva ivakasa tarf AagaLa
vaQaarvaamaaM sahayak banao Co, Anao Aa kaya- safLataapaUva-k qaaya tao
gàMqaalaya maaTo KaUba J J#rI Co.

∗ mahaivaValaya gàMqaalayanaao Aqa- Anao vyaaKyaaAao :–
mahaivaValaya gàMqaalayanaao Aqa- :
mahaivaValayanaa SaOxaiNak kayaao- nao kayaa-invata krvaanaaM hotauqaI Jo
gàMqaalayanaI sqaapanaa krvaamaaM Aavao Co, taonao mahaivaValaya gàMqaalaya

khovaamaaM Aavao Co. Jo mahaivaValayanaaM saMkulamaaM J AavaolauM haoya,
taomaJ taonaao saMgàh Anao taonaa Wara ApaataI saovaaAao taonaa ]payaaogaktaa-
Aaoo AoTlao ko tyaaM AByaasa krtaa ivaVaqaI-Aao, AQyaapakao vagaoronaI
J#iryaatanao Anau#pa haoya taovaa gàMqaalayanao mahaivaValaya gàMqaalaya
kho Co.
mahaivaValaya gàMqaalayanaI vyaaKyaaAao :
"A library established, maintained and
administered by a college meet the needs of
its students and faculty".
-Harrod’s Librarians’ Glossary
mahaivaValayanaa ivaVaqaI-Aao Anao taonaa AQyaapakaonaI maaihtaI Anao
vaacananaI J#iryaata paUNa- krvaa maaTo Jo gàMqaalayanaI sqaapanaa krvaamaaM
Aavao taqaa taonaao vahIvaT Anao saMcaalana mahaivaValaya Wara krvaamaaM
Aavataao haoya tao mahaivaValaya gàMqaalaya khI Sakaya’.
mahaivaValaya gàMqaalaya AoTlao AovauM gàMqaalaya ko Jonaao mauKya ]doSya
mahaivaValayanaaM AByaasak̀manao AanauYaMigak saMgàhnao ivakisata krI
tao mahaivaValayanaaM ivaVaqaI-Aao Anao AQyaapakaonaI SaOxaiNak
AavaSyaktaaAaonao pairpaUNa- krvaanaao Co.’
TuMkmaa khIAo taao, snaatak kxaaAo AapavaamaaM Aavataa iSaxaNamaaM Jo
maaihtaI pàaiptanaI J#iryaata ]dBavao Co taonao saMtaaoYavaanauM kaya-
mahaivaValaya gàMqaalaya Wara krvaamaaM Aavao Co.
∗ mahaivaValaya gàMqaalayanaaM hotauAaoo :–
mahaivaValaya gàMqaalayanaaM hotauAao naIcao mauJba dSaa-vaI Sakaya.
1. ivaVaqaI-Aaonao AByaasak̀ma Anausaar paustakao ]palabQa banaavavaa :
mahaivaValayamaaM AByaasa krtaa ivaVaqaI-Aaonao taomanaa AByaasak̀manaaM
paustakao paUra paaDvaanaao mahtvanaao hotau mahaivaValaya gàMqaalayanaao
rholaao Co. koTlaIkvaar mahaivaValayamaaM AByaasa krtaa ivaVaqaI-
AaonaI Aaiqa-k isqataI nabaLaI haoya Co, taoAao }McaI SaOxaiNak fI Bayaa-
baad paustakao KarIdvaa saxama haotaa naqaI. AaqaI  mahaivaValaya gàMqaalaya
Aavaa ivaVaqaI-Aaonao AByaasak̀ma Anausaar paustakao paUra paaDI AByaasa
kaya-maaM sahayataa kro Co.
2. ivaVaqaI-Aaonao paaotaanaa ivaYaya ]paraMta Anya ivaYayaaoqaI vaakof krvaa:
ivaVaqaI-Aaonao taomanaa AByaasak̀manaa paustakao taao drok gàMqaalaya paUra
paaDvaa maaTo pàyatna kro Co parMtau, tao ]paraMta Anya sabaMiQata ivaYayaaomaaM
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pàkaiSata saaihtya saamagàI ivaVaqaI-Aaonao Anya ivaYayaaomaaM rsa laotaao
krI Anao taomanao vaacana pàtyao pàorvaanaao paNa kaolaoJ gàMqaalayanaao hotau
Co.
3.  gàMqaalayanaI vaacanasaamagàIqaI ivaVaqaI-Aaonao paircaIta kravavaa :
mahaivaValayamaaM vaacananaa samayao maa~a paaZyapaustakao J paUrtaa haotaa
naqaI. parMtau paaZyapaustak saaqao sabaMiQata Anya sahayak paustakaoqaI
taqaa ivaiBanna laoKakaonaaM diYTkaoNaao saaqao Avagata qa[nao tao ivaYayanauM
vaacana krvauM vaQaaro ]payaaogaI qatauM haoya Co. AaqaI paustakaonaI gaaoZvaNaI
paustakaonaa kbaaT par ivaYaya saMbaMQaI inado-Sa haovaa Jao[Ao. paustakaonaa
kbaaT par Aa pàkarnaI    inado-Sa pa+IAao ivaVaqaI-Aaonao paaotaanaa
[icCta paustakao pàapta krvaamaaM vaQau sahayak banao Co. gàMqaalayaaonaa
vyavasqaapakao Anao kma-caarIAaonauM Aa tarf taao Qyaana haovauM Jao[Ao.
parMtau taomanaao vyavahar koTlaao sahkar Barolaao haovaao Jao[Ao ko taomanaI
paasaoqaI sahkar laovaa mahaivaValayanaa saByaao Aataur rho.
4.  paustakao pàtyao AadrBaava Anao #ica JagaRta krvaI :
AaJo maaoTaBaaganaa gàMqaalayaao AoTlaa samaRw Anao ]nnaita naqaI paamyaa
ko JyaaM ]payaaogaktaa- paaotaanaI vaacanasaamagàIqaI vaQaaro sahayak Anao
saMdBa-gaMqaaonaao ]payaaoga krI Sako Aqavaa taomanaI sahayataa la[nao paaotaanaI
vaacanasaamagàIqaI vaQaaro sahayak Anao saMdBa-gàMqaaonaao ]payaaoga krI
Sako Aqavaa taomanaI sahayataa la[nao paaotao paaotaanaa vaacananao ivaSaaLa
Anao }MDu banaavaI Sako. AaqaI mahaivaValaya gàMqaalayanao paaotaanaa
ivaVaqaI-AaomaaM taomanaaM AByaasanaa ivaYayaao Anao Anya ivaYayaaonaa
AByaasa krvaamaaM paNa #ica JagaRta krvaI Jao[Ao. Aa maaTo paustak
Aapa–lao ivaBaaganaI paasao navaa Aavaola paustakaonauM pàdSa-na krInao ivaVaqaI-
Aaonao svataM~ataapaUva-k ivacaarvaa Anao Jaovaa maaTo paUrtaI tak haovaI
Jao[Ao. mahaivaValaya gàMqaalayanaao saaOqaI mah<vapaUNa- hotau ivaVaqaI-
Aao $ara vaacanasaamagàInao naukSaana qatauM ATkavavauM taqaa gàMqaalayanao
saamaaPk Anao raYT/Iya saMpai<a samaPnao taonaI rxaa krvaanaI manaaovaRita
JagaRta krvaanaI Co.
5. mahaivaValaya gàMqaalayanaa kayaao-maaM ivaVaqaI-Aaonaao sahkar laovaao:
mahaivaValaya  gàMqaalayanaa  paustaknaI  pasaMdgaI,  saurxaa  Anao  Aapa–
lao  vagaoro kayaao-maaM ivaVaqaI-Aaonaa saUcanaaonao AamaMi~ata krvaa taomanao
ik̀yaainvata krvaamaaM paUNa-sahyaaoganao sqaana AapavauM. AanaaqaI ivaVaqaI-
AaomaaM JagaRita taao Aavao J Co saaqaao saaqa taomanaao baaOiwk ivakasa
Anao paustakao maaTo #ica Anao AadrnaI Baavanaa paNa vaQao Co.
6. ivaVaqaI-Aaonao hrIfa[laxaI parIxaa maaTo taOyaar krvaa :
mahaivaValaya kaLamaaM J Anaok ivaVaqaI-Aao hrIfa[yaukta parIxaaAaomaaM
Baaga laotaa haoya Co taqaa Anya saMsqaaAaonaI parIxaaAaomaaM paNa ivaVaqaI-
Aaonao paaotaanaa AByaasa ]paraMta Anya vaacananaI J#iryaata haoya Co
AaqaI mahaivaValaya gàMqaalayanaao hotau maa~a AByaasanao lagataI
vaacanasaamagàI paUrI paaDvaamaaM J sahayataa paUrI paaDo AoTlaao haotaao
naqaI. parMtau ivaVaqaI-Aaonao hrIfa[yaukta parIxaaAao maaTo paNa taOyaar
krvaa Anao taonao saMbaMiQata vaacanasaamagàI paUrI paaDvaanaI Co.
Aa rItao mahaivaValaya gàMqaalayanaao mauKya hotau taonaa ]payaaogaktaa-
Aaonao J#rI saaihtyanaI pasaMdgaI, taonaao saMgàh Anao pàik̀yaa sauQaI

isamaIta na rhotaa mahaivaValaya saaqao saMbaMiQata vaacanasaamagàI Anao
mahaivaValaya saaqao saMlagna Anya SaOxaiNak Anao vahIvaTI pàvaRitaAaomaaM
vaQaumaaM vaQau ]payaagaI banaavavaanaao Co.
Aa ]paraMta mahaivaValaya gàMqaalayanaaM hotauAao naIcao mauJba gaNaavaI
Sakaya.
1. &aana Anao maaihtaInaa xao~amaaM ivaVaqaI-Aaonao svaavalaMbaI banaavavaanaa
hotauqaI taomaJ AByaasanaa xao~amaaM mah<vapaUNa- yaaogadana paU# paaDvauM.
2. vyaiktagata saovaa Anao maaga-dSa-na $ara iSaxaNanaao folaavaao krvaao.
3. mahaivaValayanaa ivaVaqaI-Aaonao taomanaa AByaasanaa paustakaonaao
]payaaoganaa saImaIta xao~amaaMqaI bahar laavavaa taomaJ baIJa gàMqaaonaa
]payaaoga krtaa krvaa.
4. ivaVaqaI-AaonaI bauiWnao taIxNa Anao yaadSaiktanao sataoJ banaavavaI.
5. iSaxakaonao taomanaa AQyayana–AQyaapana kaya-maaM J#rI madd paUrI
paaDvaI.
tad\]paraMta mahaivaValaya gàMqaalayanaaMM Anya hotauAao Jao[Ao taao,
1. mahaivaValaya gàMqaalayao SaOxaiNak pàvaRitanaI saaqao saaqao SaOxaiNak
maaihtaI kon$ tarIko paNa kaya- krvauM Jao[Ao.
2.gàMqaalaya saimaitanaa kayaao-, frJao vagaoro nakkI qayaolaa haovaa Jao[Ao.
3. gàMqaalaya Bavana, racarcaIlau, kma-caarIAaonaI saMKyaa, AMdaJpa~a,
saMgàh, taknaIkI pàk̀IyaaAao Anao gàMqaalaya saovaaAao maaTonaa QaaorNaao
nakkI krvaa.
4. mahaivaValaya gàMqaalayaao vaccao AaMtar gàMqaalaya Aadana pàdana
pawita ivaksaavavaI.
∗ mahaivaValaya gàMqaalayanaaM kayaao- :
mahaivaValaya  Ao  maa~a paustakaonaao  saMgàh Anao  Aapa–laonaI  pàik̀yaa
naqaI paNa saMdBa- saovaa $ara SaOxaiNak starnao ]nnata krvaa taqaa ivaVaqaI-
Aaonao gàMqaalaya saovaa ]palabQa kravavaa maaTo Anao saara taomaJ vaQau
paustakao vaacavaa maaTo pàaotsaaihta krvaanauM kaya- Co. mahaivaValayamaaM
ivaiBanna ivaYayaaonaa paaZyak̀maao par AaQaairta Anaok pàkarnaI
paaZyasaamagàIAaonaa saMgàhnaI ]icata vyavasqaa krI ]palabQa krI
AapavaanauM kaya- mah<vanauM Co. mahaivaValaya gàMqaalaya SaOxaiNak samaudayaao
maaTo isawaMta taqaa vyavaharmaaM baaOiwk saamagàInaa kon$naaM #pamaaM
kaya- kro Co.
ivaevaivaValaya Anaudana Aayaaoga $ara [. sa. 1958maaM gàMqaalaya
saimaitanaI rcanaa krvaamaaM AavaI, JonaaM AQyaxa Dâ. Aosa. Aar.
rMganaaqana htaa. Aa saimaitaAo mahaivaValaya gàMqaalayanaa kayaao- naIcao
mauJba JNaavyaa Co.
1. bahoaLaa pàmaaNamaaM vaacanasaamagàInaao saMgàh krvaao.
2. AByaasa maaTo gàMqaalayamaaM Anao vaQau AByaasaaqao- Gaor la[ Jvaa
maaTo taomanao ivaivaQa pàkarnaa paustakao Aapavaa.
3. AQyaapakao vaacana, AByaasa Anao SaaoQakayaao- saarI rItao krI Sako
tao maaTo J#rI sahkar paUrao paaDvaao taomanao iSaxaNaSaas~a, iSaxaNapawita
taqaa taonaa ivaYaya saaqao saMbaMiQata pàamaaiNak Anao maanak gàMqaao, pai~akaAao
Anao ivaiSaYT saMdBa-saamagàI paUrI paaDvaI.
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4. vahIvaTI kma-caarIAaonaoo paaotaanaa vahIvaTI kayaao- saarI rItao krvaa
Anao taonao &aana taqaa ivaivaQa pàkarnaI maaihtaIAaonao AVtana raKavaa
maaTo J#rI saaihtya pau# paaDvauM.
5. tamaama vaacakaonao ivaiSaYT maaihtaI Anao saaihtyanaa AnvaoYaNamaaM
saMdBa-saovaa paUrI paaDvaI.
6. ivastarNa saovaanaa maaQyamaqaI iSaxaa Anao &aananaa xao~amaaM naagairkaonao
maaga-dSa-na AapavauM. Jo xao~amaaM pàBaavaSaaLaI Anao saMgaZIta saava-Jinak
gàMqaalaya na haoya tyaaM mahaivaValaya gàMqaalayao Aa kaya- krvauM taqaa
gàMqaalayanaa saMsaaQanaaonao vaQaarvaa maaTo sqaainak staro Anya gàMqaalayaao
saaqao sahkar sqaapavaao.
Aa ]paraMta ivailayama Aoma. ronDla taqaa f̀àMsaIsa Aola. DI. gauDircao
mahaivaValaya gàMqaalayanaa kayaao- naIcao mauJba Aapaola Co.
1. ivaVaqaI-Aaonao paaZyak̀ma saMbaMiQata J#rI paustakao ]palabQa krI
Aapavaa taqaa AQyaapakaonao AQyayana kaya- maaTo J#rI vaacanasaamagàI
maoLavaI AapavaI.
2. gàMqaalayamaaM saMdBa- saamagàI vasaavavaI taomaJ taonaa ]payaaoga maaTo
ivaVaqaI-Aaonao pàoirta krvaa.
3. &aananaa xao~a saaqao saMbaMiQata saGaLaa ]payaaogaI paustakaonaao saMgàh
krvaao Anao vaacakao sarLataaqaI taonaao ]payaaoga krI Sako tao maaTo baQaI
J sagavaDtaa paUrI paaDvaI.
4. ivaVaqaI-Aao gàMqaalayanaI vaacanasaamagàInaao saarI rItao ]payaaoga
krI Sako tao maaTo taoAaonao pàiSaixata krvaa taqaa SaOxaiNak kaya-k̀maaomaaM
saMpaUNa- rItao Baaga laovaao.

saMdBa-saUica
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